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Preface
This dictionary provides the user with a comprehensive up-to-date
vocabulary used in information technology. It covers computers,
programming, networks, communications,  database design, the Internet,
electronic mail, world wide web, electronics, music, graphics,
multimedia, desktop publishing, and many other computer applications.
In addition, the dictionary covers communications subjects including film,
video, TV and radio.

The entries are each explained in clear and strightforward English.
Examples are given to show how the words and phrases are used in
context. General comments about particular items of interest, complex
ideas or hardware or software applications are given in separate boxes.
Quotations from a range of magazines and journals are given to show how
the words are used in real text. The supplement at the back of the book
provides extra information that would be useful for computing and
communications studies.





A
A:A: used in some operating systems to denote
the first disk drive on the system
A1A1 /�e �wɒn/, A2, A3, A4, A5 noun ISO
recommended international standard sizes of
paper or sizes of screen � a standard 300
d.p.i. black and white A4 monitor � You must
photocopy the spreadsheet on A3 paper. �
We must order some more A4 headed notepa-
per.
abandonabandon /ə|�b�ndən/ verb to clear a docu-
ment, file or work from a computer’s memo-
ry without saving it � Once you have aban-
doned your spreadsheet, you cannot retrieve
it again.
abbreviationabbreviation /ə|�bri�vi |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun a
short form of a word, command or instruction
� Within the text, the abbreviation proc is
used instead of processor.
ABDABD abbr Apple Desktop Bus
abendabend /��bend/ noun an unexpected stop-
page of a program that is being run, caused
by a fault, error or power failure � An inter-
rupt from a faulty printer caused an abend.
Also called abnormal end, abnormal ter-
mination
aberrationaberration /��bə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. distor-
tion of a light beam or image caused by de-
fects in the optical system 2. distortion of a
television picture caused by a corrupt signal
or incorrect adjustment
ablationablation /ə|�bleʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of
writing data to an optical storage device in
which a laser burns a hole or pit, representing
digital bits of data, into the thin metal surface
of the storage device

COMMENT: A laser burns a hole or pit (which
represents digital bits of data) into the thin
metal surface of the storage device.

abnormalabnormal /�b |�nɔ�m(ə)l/ adjective not
normal � It’s abnormal for two consecutive
disk drives to break down.
abnormal end

abnormal end /�b|�nɔ�m(ə)l �end/ noun
same as abend
abnormallyabnormally /�b|�nɔ�məli/ adverb not as
normal or not as usual � The signal is abnor-
mally weak.
abnormal terminationabnormal termination /�b|�nɔ�m(ə)l
�t��m|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun same as abend
abort

abort /ə|�bɔ�t/ verb to end a process in the
event of a malfunction occurs by switching
the computer off manually or by an internal

feature � The program was aborted by press-
ing the red button.
About…About… /ə|�baυt/ (in the SAA CUA front
end) a menu selection that tells you who de-
veloped the program and gives copyright in-
formation
above-the-foldabove-the-fold /ə|�b�v ðə �fəυld/ adjec-
tive referring to the part of a webpage that is
seen by all users who call up the page, be-
cause they do not have to scroll down to read
it. Compare below-the-fold
above-the-line costsabove-the-line costs /ə|�b�v ðə �lan
�kɒsts/ plural noun variable costs involved in
making TV films (such as scriptwriters, ac-
tors, sets, etc.) as opposed to below-the-line
costs (film crew, technicians, etc.). Compare
below-the-line costs
AB rollAB roll /�e �bi� �rəυl/ noun (in a multime-
dia application) a sequence of two video or
music segments that are synchronised so that
one fades as the second starts
absolute addressabsolute address /��bsəlu�t ə |�dres/
noun a computer storage address that can
only access one location. Also called actual
address, machine address
absolute cell referenceabsolute cell reference /��bsəlu�t sel
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun a spreadsheet reference
that always refers to the same cell, even when
copied to another location
absorbabsorb /əb|�zɔ�b/ verb to take in light, liq-
uid or a signal
absorptanceabsorptance /əb|�zɔ�ptəns/ noun a meas-
ure of how completely an object or substance
absorbs radiant energy. Opposite reflect-
ance
absorptionabsorption /əb|�zɔ�pʃən/ noun the power
loss of a signal when travelling through a me-
dium, due to its absorptance
abstractabstract /��bstr�kt/ noun a short summa-
ry of a document � It’s quicker to search
through the abstracts than the full text.
abstracting and indexingabstracting and indexing
/��bstr�ktŋ ən �ndeksŋ/ verb making
summaries and indexes for articles and books
acac abbr academic organisation (NOTE: used
in email and website addresses)
ACAC abbr alternating current
AcademyAcademy The Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences � Academy awards the
yearly presentation of the Oscar award by the
Academy to artists and technicians for excel-
lence in their area of the film world
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ACAP 2
ACAPACAP /�e si� e �pi�/ noun an email system
developed to work with the IMAP4 email
protocol to provide extra features such as
management of an address book. Full form
application configuration access proto-
col (NOTE: It was originally termed IMSP
(Interactive Mail Support Protocol).)
ACCACC /�e si� �si�/ noun the most important
internal CPU storage register, containing the
data word that is to be processed. Full form
accumulator
accelerated graphics portaccelerated graphics port /ək|

�seləretd �"r�fks �pɔ�t/ noun full form of
AGP
accelerated motionaccelerated motion /ək|�selə|�retd
�məυʃ(ə)n/ noun a special (film) effect in
which the camera is run at a slower frame rate
than the standard 24 frames per second which
gives the effect of faster-than-average motion
accelerationacceleration /ək|�selə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun �
mouse acceleration
acceleration timeacceleration time /ək|�selə |�reʃ(ə)n
tam/ noun the time taken for a disk drive to
spin a disk at the correct speed, from rest �
Allow for acceleration time in the access
time.
acceleratoraccelerator /ək|�seləretə/ noun � accel-
erator key
accelerator boardaccelerator board /ək|�selə|�retə bɔ�d/,
accelerator card /ək|�selə|�retə kɑ�d/ noun
a circuit board that carries a faster or more
advanced version of the same processor that
runs a computer. Adding an accelerator board
to a computer makes it run faster.
accelerator keyaccelerator key /ək|�selə|�retə ki�/ noun
a key that, when pressed together with anoth-
er, carries out a function that would other-
wise have to be selected from a menu using a
mouse � Instead of selecting the File menu
then the Save option, use the accelerator keys
Alt and S to do the same thing and save the
file.
accentaccent /��ksənt/ noun a mark above a
character to indicate a different pronuncia-
tion
accentedaccented /��ksəntd/ adjective (of a
letter) with an accent on it
acceptaccept /ək|�sept/ verb 1. to agree to do
something � He accepted the quoted price
for printing. 2. to take something which is
being offered 3. to establish a session or con-
nection with another computing device
acceptableacceptable /ək|�septəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be accepted � The error rate was
very low, and is acceptable.
acceptable use policyacceptable use policy /ək|�septəb(ə)l
ju�z �pɒlsi/ noun a set of rules that describe
what a user can write or do on the Internet
without offending other users. Abbr AUP

acceptanceacceptance /ək|�septəns/ noun the action
of accepting something
acceptance testacceptance test /ək|�septəns test/ noun
a test to check that a piece of equipment will
perform as required or will reach required
standards
acceptance testingacceptance testing /ək|�septəns
�testŋ/ noun the performing of an accept-
ance test
accessaccess /��kses/ noun the fact of being al-
lowed to use a computer and read or alter
files stored in it. This is usually controlled by
a security device such as a password. � to
deny access to refuse access to a circuit or
system for reasons of workload or security
access authorityaccess authority /��kses ɔ�|�θɒrəti/
noun permission to carry out a particular op-
eration on data
access-barredaccess-barred /��kses �bɑ�d/ adjective
prevented from accessing particular data
access categoryaccess category /��kses �k�tə"(ə)ri/
noun a category that defines which files or
data a user can access and which he or she
cannot
access codeaccess code /��kses kəυd/ noun a series
of characters or symbols that must be entered
to identify a user before access to a computer
is permitted
access controlaccess control /��kses kən|�trəυl/ noun
a security device such as a password that only
allows selected users to use a computer sys-
tem or read files
access control listaccess control list /��kses kən|�trəυl
lst/ noun full form of ACL
access headaccess head /��kses hed/ noun the part
of a disk drive that moves to the correct part
of the disk’s surface and reads information
stored on the disk � verb to call up (data)
which is stored in a computer; to obtain data
from a storage device � She accessed the em-
ployee’s file stored on the computer.
accessibleaccessible /ək|�sesb(ə)l/ adjective which
can be reached or accessed � Details of cus-
tomers are easily accessible from the main
computer files.
accession numberaccession number /ək |�seʃ(ə)n �n�mbə/
noun 1. a number in a record that shows in
which order each record was entered 2. a se-
rial number used in a library indexing system
accessionsaccessions /ək|�seʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun
new books which are added to a library
access logaccess log /��kses lɒ"/ noun a file on a
website server computer that contains a
record of every visitor to the website, show-
ing when a person visited and which pages he
or she viewed � The access log is invaluable
– we produce graphs of the pages that are
most popular using an access log analyser
program.
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3 achromatic
access method

access method /��kses �meθəd/ noun 1.
a means used for the internal transfer of data
between memory and display or peripheral
devices. Differences in the methods used are
often the cause of compatibility problems. 2.
a set of rules that allows a device to send data
onto a network. Token passing and CS-
MA/CD are two methods commonly used in
a local area network.
accessoraccessor /��ksesə/ noun a person who ac-
cesses data
accessory

accessory /ək|�sesəri/ noun an extra, add-
on device, e.g. a mouse or printer, that is at-
tached to or used with a computer � The
printer comes with several accessories in-
cluding a soundproof hood. (NOTE: The plu-
ral is accessories.)
access privilegeaccess privilege /��kses �prvld'/
noun the status granted to a user that allows
him or her to see, read or alter files
access provideraccess provider /��kses prə|�vadə/
noun same as ISP
access rights

access rights /��kses rats/ plural noun
the rights of a particular user to access a par-
ticular file or data object
access timeaccess time /��kses �tam/ noun 1. the
total time that a storage device takes between
the moment the data is requested and the re-
turn of the data � The access time of this dy-
namic RAM chip is around 200nS – we have
faster versions if your system clock is run-
ning faster. 2. the length of time required to
find a file or program, either in main memory
or a secondary memory source
accidentalaccidental /��ks |�dent(ə)l/ adjective
which happens by accident � Always keep
backup copies in case of accidental damage
to the master file.
accordion fold

accordion fold /ə |�kɔ�diən fəυld/, accor-
dion fanfold noun method of folding contin-
uous paper, one sheet in one direction, the
next sheet in the opposite direction, allowing
the paper to be fed into a printer continuously
with no action on the part of the user. Also
called fanfold
account

account /ə|�kaυnt/ noun (in a network or
online system) a record of a user’s name,
password and rights to access a network or
online system � If you are a new user, you
will have to ask the supervisor to create an
account for you. � verb to keep track of how
much time and resources each user of a net-
work or online system uses
accounting package

accounting package /ə|�kaυntŋ
�p�kd'/ noun a piece of software that auto-
mates a business’s accounting functions �
We now type in each transaction into the new
accounting package rather than write it into
a ledger. Also called accounts package

account nameaccount name /ə|�kaυnt nem/ noun the
unique name of a user on a network or online
system � John Smith’s account name is
JSMITH.
accounts packageaccounts package /ə|�kaυnts �p�kd'/
noun same as accounting package
accumulateaccumulate /ə|�kju�mjυlet/ verb to gath-
er several things together over a period of
time � We have gradually accumulated a
large databank of names and addresses.
(NOTE: accumulates – accumulating – ac-
cumulated)
accumulatoraccumulator /ə|�kju�mjυletə/, accumu-
lator register /�e si� �si�/ noun full form of
ACC � Store the two bytes of data in regis-
ters A and B and execute the add instruction
– the answer will be in the accumulator.
accuracyaccuracy /��kjυrəsi/ noun the total
number of bits used to define a number in a
computer (NOTE: The more bits allocated
the greater the accuracy of the definition.)
accurateaccurate /��kjυrət/ adjective correct;
without any errors � The printed bar code
has to be accurate to within a thousandth of
a micron.
accuratelyaccurately /��kjυrətli/ adverb correctly
or with no errors � The OCR had difficulty in
reading the new font accurately.

COMMENT: Most high level languages allow
numbers to be represented in a more accu-
rate form by using two or more words to
store the number.

ACDACD /�e si� �di�/ noun a specialised tele-
phone system that can handle lots of incom-
ing calls and direct them to a particular oper-
ator according to programmed instructions in
a database. Full form automatic call distri-
bution
ACEACE noun a 1000 watt spotlight (film)
ACESACES noun computer-operated camera
movement system developed by Disney Stu-
dios which is designed to film repeatable
camera moves on separate exposures. Full
form automatic camera effects system
acetateacetate /��stet/ noun a sheet of transpar-
ent plastic used for making overlays
acetate baseacetate base /��stet bes/ noun plastic
material used as the standard base for motion
picture film
acetate tapeacetate tape /��stet tep/ noun audio-
tape consisting of acetate backing with mag-
netically sensitive oxide coating
acetoneacetone /��sə|�təυn/ noun a clear, flamma-
ble liquid which is used to clean film print
surfaces and splices and other editing and
filming apparatus (film)
achromaticachromatic /�ekrə|�m�tk/ noun, adjec-
tive (an optical device) that has been correct-
ed for chromatic aberration
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achromatic colour 4
achromatic colourachromatic colour /�ekrəm�tk �k�lə/
noun a grey colour within the range between
black and white displayed by a graphics
adapter
ACKACK /�e si� �ke/ noun a signal that is sent
from a receiver to indicate that a transmitted
message has been received and that it is ready
for the next one � The printer generates an
ACK signal when it has received data. Full
form acknowledge
acknowledgeacknowledge /ək|�nɒld'/ noun full form
of ACK
acknowledged mailacknowledged mail /ək|�nɒld'd �mel/
noun a function that signals to the sender
when an electronic mail message has been
read by the recipient
acknowledgementsacknowledgements /ək|�nɒld'mənts/
noun text printed at the beginning of a book,
where the author or publisher thanks people
who have helped
ACLACL /�e si� �el/ noun a security system that
has a list of user names and passwords that is
checked by the operating system to find out if
a particular user is allowed to access or use a
resource or feature of the shared computer or
network. Full form access control list
acousticacoustic /ə|�ku�stk/ adjective referring to
sound
acoustical feedbackacoustical feedback /ə|�ku�stk(ə)l
�fi�db�k/ noun distortion in an audio signal,
due to a part of an amplified signal being
picked up by the microphone and amplified
again until the amplifier is overloaded
acoustic coupleracoustic coupler /ə|�ku�stk �k�plə/
noun a device that connects to a telephone
handset, converting binary computer data
into sound signals to allow it to be transmit-
ted down a telephone line

COMMENT: The acoustic coupler also con-
verts back from sound signals to digital sig-
nals when receiving messages. It is basi-
cally the same as a modem but uses a
handset on which a loudspeaker is placed
to send the signals rather than a direct con-
nection to the phone line. It is portable and
clips over both ends of a normal telephone
handset. It can be used even in a public
phone booth. The acoustic coupler has
generally been replaced by a direct cable
link from the computer’s modem to the
standard telephone socket.

acoustic hoodacoustic hood /ə |�ku�stk hυd/ noun a
soundproof cover put over a line printer to cut
down its noise
acousticsacoustics /ə|�ku�stks/ noun study and
science of sound waves
acquisitionacquisition /��kw|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun the ac-
cepting, capturing or collecting of informa-
tion
ACRACR /�e si� �ɑ�/ noun a type of videotape
recorder

Acrobat

Acrobat � Adobe Acrobat
acronymacronym /��krənm/ noun an abbrevia-
tion, formed from various letters, which
makes up a word which can be pronounced �
The acronym FORTRAN means Formula
Translator.
actintic light

actintic light /��ktntk �lat/ noun light
which is able to cause chemical change in a
material, such as film
actionaction /��kʃən/ noun 1. something which
has been done 2. (in an SAA CUA front end )
a user event 3. movement 4. the command to
begin a performance, said by a director to an
actor (film)
action bar

action bar /��kʃən bɑ�/ noun a top line of
the screen that displays the menu names
action bar pull-down

action bar pull-down /��kʃən bɑ� �pυl
�daυn/ noun (in an SAA CUA front end) a
feature whereby the full menu is displayed
below the menu name when a user moves the
cursor to a particular menu name on the ac-
tion bar
activate

activate /��kt|�vet/ verb to start a process
or to make a device start working � Pressing
CR activates the printer.
activated

activated /��ktvetd/ adjective button or
field in a screen layout that has a script at-
tached to it; the script is executed when the
user clicks on the button (NOTE: If the button
or field is not activated, it is normally dis-
played greyed out and does not respond if a
user selects it.)
activeactive /��ktv/ adjective busy, working or
being used
Active DocumentActive Document /��ktv �dɒkjυmənt/
noun a standard Windows application that is
accessed from within a web browser and con-
trolled by special commands in the webpage
active file

active file /��ktv �fal/ noun a file that is
currently being worked on
active pixel regionactive pixel region /��ktv �pks(ə)l
�ri�d'ən/ noun an area of a computer screen
that can display graphic image information
active printeractive printer /��ktv �prntə/ noun a
printer that is currently connected to the com-
puter’s printer port
active programactive program /��ktv �prəυ"r�m/
noun (in a multitasking system) a program
that is currently in control of the processor
active recordactive record /��ktv �rekɔ�d/ noun a
record that is being updated or accessed
Active Server PageActive Server Page /��ktv �s��və
ped'/ noun a webpage that is created only
when accessed by a visitor, allowing the web-
site to display up-to-date information or in-
formation from a database � The database
search results page is implemented as an Ac-
tive Server Page. Abbr ASP
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5 added entry
active streaming formatactive streaming format /��ktv
�stri�mŋ �fɔ�m�t/ noun full form of ASF
active videoactive video /��ktv �vdiəυ/, active vid-
eo signal /��ktv �vdiəυ �s"n(ə)l/ noun a
part of a video signal that contains picture in-
formation
ActiveVRMLActiveVRML /��ktv vi� ɑ� em �el/ noun
� VRML
active windowactive window /��ktv �wndəυ/ noun 1.
an area of the display screen where the oper-
ator is currently working 2. (in a GUI or SAA
CUA front end ) the window that is currently
the focus of cursor movements and screen
displays. � window
ActiveXActiveX /��ktv �eks/ a trade name for a
programming language and program defini-
tion used to create small applications de-
signed to enhance the functionality of a web-
page. � applet, Java, VBScript

COMMENT: ActiveX applications, called ap-
plets, are often used to add database or
multimedia effects to a website that cannot
be supported with basic HTML commands.
When a user visits the web page that uses
the ActiveX applet, the program is auto-
matically downloaded by the user’s brows-
er and run on the user’s computer.

activityactivity /�k|�tvti/ noun being active or
busy
actual addressactual address /��ktʃuəl ə|�dres/ noun
same as absolute address
actual data transfer rateactual data transfer rate /��ktʃuəl
�detə �tr�nsf�� �ret/ noun the average
number of data bits transferred in a period of
time
actuatoractuator /��ktʃυetə/ noun a mechanical
device that can be controlled by an external
signal, e.g. the read/write head in a disk drive
ACUACU /�e si� �ju�/ noun a device that allows
a computer to call stations or dial telephone
numbers automatically. Full form automatic
calling unit
acuityacuity /ə|�kju�ti/ noun ability of the ear to
detect frequency or volume changes
acutanceacutance /ə |�kju�təns/ noun the ability of
a lens to produce clear edges
acuteacute /ə|�kju�t/ adjective very sharp or clear
ADAD noun the person who carries out the di-
rector’s instructions, oversees the work and
whereabouts of the actors, technicians and
rest of crew and works in close contact with
the production unit (film) Full form assist-
ant director, associate director
A/DA/D abbr analog to digital
ADAADA /�e di� �e/ noun a high-level program-
ming language that is used mainly in military,
industrial and scientific fields of computing
adaptadapt /ə|�d�pt/ verb to change, adjust or
modify something so that it fits � Can this
computer be adapted to take 5.25 inch disks?

adaptationadaptation /��d�p|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the
ability of a device to adjust its sensitivity
range according to various situations
adapteradapter /ə|�d�ptə/, adaptor /ə|�d�ptə/
noun a device that allows two or more in-
compatible devices to be connected together
� The cable adapter allows attachment of the
scanner to the SCSI interface.
adaptive channel allocationadaptive channel allocation /ə|

�d�ptv �tʃ�n(ə)l �lə |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun pro-
vision of communications channels accord-
ing to demand rather than a fixed allocation
adaptive compressionadaptive compression /ə |�d�ptv kəm |

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun a data compression system
that continuously monitors the data it is com-
pressing and adjusts its own algorithm to pro-
vide the most efficient compression
adaptive differential pulse code modulationadaptive differential pulse code
modulation /ə|�d�ptv dfə |�renʃ(ə)l
�p�ls kəυd mɒdju|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun full form
of ADPCM
adaptive interframe transform codingadaptive interframe transform cod-
ing /ə |�d�ptv �ntəfrem tr�ns|�fɔ�m
�kəυdŋ/ noun a class of compression algo-
rithms commonly used with video signals to
reduce the data transmission rate
adaptive packet assemblyadaptive packet assembly /ə|�d�ptv
�p�kt ə|�sembli/ noun a method used by the
MNP error correcting protocol to adjust the
size of data packets according to the quality
of the telephone line. The better the line, the
bigger the packet size.
adaptive routingadaptive routing /ə|�d�ptv �ru�tŋ/
noun the ability of a system to change its
communications routes in response to vari-
ous events or situations such as line failure
(NOTE: The messages are normally sent
along the most cost-effective path unless
there is a problem with that route, in which
case they are automatically re-routed.)
adaptive systemadaptive system /ə |�d�ptv �sstəm/
noun a system that is able to alter its respons-
es and processes according to inputs or situa-
tions
adaptoradaptor /ə |�d�ptə/ noun another spelling
of adapter
ADB™ADB™ abbr Apple Desktop Bus
ADCADC /�e di� �si�/ noun an electronic device
that converts an analog input signal to a dig-
ital form, which can be processed by a com-
puter. Full form analog to digital convert-
er
addadd /�d/ verb 1. to put figures together to
make a total � In the spreadsheet each col-
umn should be added to make a subtotal. 2.
to put things together to form a larger group
� The software house has added a new man-
agement package to its range of products.
added entryadded entry /��dd �entri/ noun a sec-
ondary file entry in a library catalogue
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addend 6
addend

addend /��dend/ noun the number added
to the augend in an addition
adder

adder /��də/ noun a device or routine that
provides the sum of two or more inputs, ei-
ther digital or analog

COMMENT: A parallel adder takes one clock
cycle to add two words, a serial adder
takes a time equal to the number of bits in
a word to add.

add-in

add-in /��d n/ noun, adjective something
that is added to something else
additional

additional /ə|�dʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective added or
extra � Can we link three additional work-
stations to the network?
additional dialogue replacement

additional dialogue replacement /ə|

�dʃ(ə)nəl �daəlɒ" r |�plesmənt/ noun full
form of ADR
additive colour mixing

additive colour mixing /��dtv �k�lə
�mksŋ/ verb to mix different coloured
lights to produce the colour which is wanted
add-on

add-on /��d ɒn/ adjective added to a com-
puter system to improve its performance �
The add-on hard disk will boost the compu-
ter’s storage capabilities. Opposite built-in
address

address /ə |�dres/ noun 1. a number allow-
ing a central processing unit to reference a
physical location in a storage medium in a
computer system � Each separate memory
word has its own unique address. 2. a unique
number that identifies a device on a network
� This is the address at which the data starts.
� verb to put the location data onto an ad-
dress bus to identify which word in memory
or storage device is to be accessed � A larger
address word increases the amount of memo-
ry a computer can address.

‘The world’s largest open data network, the Inter-
net, links more than 10,000 local networks and 3
million workstations in 50 countries. It has grown
so fast that its address space is ‘bust’ and is being
redesigned to allow further expansion.’ [Comput-
ing]

addressability

addressability /ə|�dresə|�blti/ noun the
control available over pixels on screen
addressable

addressable /ə|�dresəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be addressed � With the new oper-
ating system, all of the 5MB of installed RAM
is addressable.
addressable point

addressable point /ə|�dresəb(ə)l �pɔnt/
noun a point or pixel in a graphics system
that can be directly addressed
address book

address book /ə|�dres bυk/ noun 1. (in a
network) a list of node addresses 2. (in elec-
tronic mail) a list of the network addresses of
other users to which electronic mail can be
sent
addressing

addressing /ə|�dresŋ/ noun the process of
accessing a location in memory

addressing machineaddressing machine /ə|�dresŋ mə|�ʃi�n/
noun a machine which puts addresses on en-
velopes automatically
address resolution protocoladdress resolution protocol /ə|�dres
�rezə|�lu�ʃ(ə)n �prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of
ARP
adjacentadjacent /ə|�d'es(ə)nt/ adjective which is
near or next to something � The address is
stored adjacent to the customer name field.
adjunct registeradjunct register /��d'�ŋkt �red'stə/
noun a 32-bit register in which the top 16 bits
are used for control information and only the
bottom 16 bits are available for use by a pro-
gram
adjustadjust /ə|�d'�st/ verb to change something
to fit new conditions or so that it works better
� You can adjust the brightness and contrast
by turning a knob.
adjustmentadjustment /ə|�d'�stmənt/ noun the mak-
ing of a slight change made to something so
that it works better, or a change made � The
brightness needs adjustment.
administratoradministrator /əd|�mnstretə/ noun a
person who is responsible for looking after a
network, including installing, configuring
and maintaining it
Adobe AcrobatAdobe Acrobat /ə|�dəυbi ��krəb�t/ a
trade name for a piece of software that con-
verts documents and formatted pages into a
file format that can be viewed on almost any
computer platform or using a web browser on
the Internet (NOTE: For example if you pub-
lish a newsletter, you could lay out the pag-
es using a desktop publish system, print the
pages for a paper version, and convert the
files to Acrobat format allowing you to dis-
tribute the same formatted pages on CD-
ROM or over the Internet.)
Adobe SystemsAdobe Systems /ə|�dəυbi �sstəmz/ a
software company that developed products
including Acrobat, ATM, and PostScript
Adobe Type ManagerAdobe Type Manager /ə|�dəυbi tap
�m�nd'ə/ a trade name for a standard for
describing scalable fonts, used with Apple
System 7 and Microsoft Windows to provide
fonts that can be scaled to almost any point
size, and printed on almost any printer. Abbr
ATM
ADPADP /�e di� �pi�/ noun data processing done
by a computer. Full form automatic data
processing
ADPCMADPCM /�e di� pi� si� �em/ noun a CCITT
standard that defines a method of converting
a voice or analog signal into a compressed
digital signal. Full form adaptive differen-
tial pulse code modulation
ADRADR noun the process of adding words or
phrases to a section of film in post produc-
tion; a continuous loop of film is shown to the
artists in which the same scene is shown re-
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peatedly to help them synchronise their
speech with their filmed lip movements
ADSLADSL /�e di� es �el/ noun high-speed trans-
mission standard that uses the same copper
telephone wires as a normal telephone serv-
ice, but is much faster than a standard modem
or a digital system such as ISDN. Full form
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
(NOTE: As well as the speed, ADSL provides
a user with an ‘always on’ connection to the
Internet – there is no need to dial an access
number and no delay. Typically, companies
provide ADSL for a fixed monthly rental;
data is usually transferred from the Internet
to the user’s computer at 2Mbps but trans-
ferred from the user’s computer to the Inter-
net at a slower rate of 256Kbps.)
advanceadvance /əd|�vɑ�ns/ verb to move forward;
to make something move forward � The pa-
per is advanced by turning this knob.
advancedadvanced /əd|�vɑ�nst/ adjective more
complicated or more difficult to learn
Advanced Interactive ExecutiveAdvanced Interactive Executive /əd|

�vɑ�nst �ntər|��ktv "|�zekjυtv/ noun full
form of AIX
Advanced Micro DevicesAdvanced Micro Devices /əd|�vɑ�nst
�makrəυ d|�vasz/ full form of AMD
advanced peer-to-peer networkingadvanced peer-to-peer networking
/əd|�vɑ�nst �pə tə �pə �netw��kŋ/ noun
full form of APPN
advanced power managementadvanced power management /əd|

�vɑ�nst �paυə �m�nd'mənt/ noun full
form of APM
advanced program to program communicationsadvanced program to program com-
munications /əd|�vɑ�nst �prəυ"r�m tə
�prəυ"r�m kə|�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun full
form of APPC
Advanced Research Projects Agency NetworkAdvanced Research Projects Agen-
cy Network /əd|�vɑ�nst �ri�s��tʃ
�prɒd'ekts �ed'(ə)nsi �netw��k/ noun full
form of ARPANET
advanced technology attachmentadvanced technology attachment
/əd|�vɑ�nst tek|�nɒləd'i ə|�t�tʃmənt/ noun
full form of ATA
Advanced Television Systems CommitteeAdvanced Television Systems Com-
mittee /əd|�vɑ�nst �telv'(ə)n �sstəmz
kə|�mti/ noun full form of ATSC
advanced versionadvanced version /əd|�vɑ�nst �v��ʃ(ə)n/
noun a program with more complex features
for use by an experienced user
advisory lockadvisory lock /əd |�vaz(ə)ri lɒk/ noun (in
a multitasking system) a lock placed on a re-
gion of a file by one process to prevent any
other process accessing the same data
advisory systemadvisory system /əd|�vaz(ə)ri �sstəm/
noun an expert system that provides advice
to a user
aerialaerial /�eəriəl/ noun a device for receiving
or sending radio transmissions by converting

electromagnetic impulses into electrical sig-
nals and vice-versa � adjective in the air
aerial cableaerial cable /�eəriəl �keb(ə)l/ noun a wire
stretched between poles which acts as an aer-
ial
aerial perspectiveaerial perspective /�eəriəl pə|�spektv/
noun a view of a three-dimensional land-
scape as if the viewer is above the scene
aerial viewaerial view /�eəriəl �vju�/ noun a view
from high above a scene
affectaffect /ə|�fekt/ verb to touch or to influence
or to change something � Changes in voltage
will affect the way the computer functions.
affiliateaffiliate /ə|�fliet/ verb to connect or join
with
affiliatedaffiliated /ə |�flietd/ adjective connected
with or owned by another company � one of
our affiliated companies
affiliate marketingaffiliate marketing /ə|�fliət �mɑ�ktŋ/
noun a type of marketing that uses a central
website to advertise and sell products and
services from other sites
affirmativeaffirmative /ə|�f��mətv/ adjective mean-
ing ‘yes’
AFIPSAFIPS abbr American Federation of Infor-
mation Processing Societies
AFNORAFNOR /��fnɔ�/ noun (in France) the
French standards organisation. Full form As-
sociation Française de Normalisation
AFPAFP /�e ef �pi�/ a protocol used to commu-
nicate between workstations and servers in a
network of Apple Macintosh computers. Full
form Appletalk Filing Protocol
afterglowafterglow /�ɑ�ftə"ləυ/ noun � persist-
ence
after-imageafter-image /�ɑ�ftə �md'/ noun a copy
of a block of data that has been modified
AGCAGC noun an electronic circuit that adjusts
the level of an incoming signal so that it is
suitable for the next part of the circuit. Full
form automatic gain control
agendaagenda /ə|�d'endə/ noun a list of tasks or
appointments or activities that have to be car-
ried out on a particular day
agentagent /�ed'ənt/ noun a series of com-
mands or actions that are carried out auto-
matically on a particular file or data
aggregateaggregate /��"r"ət/ noun a collection of
data objects
AGPAGP /�e d'i� �pi�/ noun a dedicated bus be-
tween a graphics controller and main memo-
ry that allows data to be transferred very
quickly without using the main processor.
Full form accelerated graphics port
(NOTE: It is used with the Intel Pentium II
processor to provide very high-speed three-
dimensional graphics and video process-
ing. This port does not replace a PCI bus
but works with it.)
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AI

AI /�e �a/ noun the design and development
of computer programs that attempt to imitate
human intelligence and decision-making
functions, providing basic reasoning and oth-
er human characteristics. Full form artificial
intelligence. � IKBS
aiming symbolaiming symbol /�emŋ �smbəl/, aiming
field /fi�ld/ noun a symbol displayed on
screen which defines the area in which a
light-pen can be detected
airbrushairbrush /�eə |�br�ʃ/ noun (in graphics soft-
ware) a painting tool that creates a diffuse
pattern of dots, like an mechanical airbrush �
We used the airbrush to create the cloud ef-
fects in this image.
air gap

air gap /�eə "�p/ noun a narrow gap be-
tween a recording or playback head and the
magnetic medium
AIXAIX a trade name for a version of UNIX pro-
duced by IBM to run on its range of PCs,
minicomputers and mainframes. Full form
Advanced Interactive Executive
ALCALC abbr automatic level control. � AGC
alertalert /ə|�l��t/ noun a warning message sent
from software to warn a person or application
that an error or problem has occurred
algebra

algebra /��ld'brə/ noun the use of letters
in certain mathematical operations to repre-
sent unknown numbers or a range of possible
numbers
algebraic language

algebraic language /��ld'brek
�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a context-free language
ALGOL

ALGOL /��l"ɒl/ noun a high-level pro-
gramming language using algorithmic meth-
ods for mathematical and technical applica-
tions. Full form algorithmic language
algorithm

algorithm /��l"ərð(ə)m/ noun a set of
rules used to define or perform a specific task
or to solve a specific problem

‘…image processing algorithms are step by step
procedures for performing image processing op-
erations’ [Byte]
‘…the steps are: acquiring a digitized image, de-
veloping an algorithm to process it, processing
the image, modifying the algorithm until you are
satisfied with the result’ [Byte]

algorithmicalgorithmic /��l"ə|�rðmk/ adjective ex-
pressed using algorithms
algorithmic languagealgorithmic language /��l"ərðmk
�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun full form of ALGOL
aliasalias /�eliəs/ noun 1. a representative name
given to a file, port, device or spreadsheet cell
or range of cells � The operating system uses
the alias COM1 to represent the serial port
address 3FCh. 2. an undesirable value within
a digital sample – often because a very high
input signal has exceeded the limits of the
converter and is wrongly represented as a
very low value � The operating system uses

the alias COM1 to represent the serial port
address 3FCh.
aliasingaliasing /�eliəsŋ/ noun jagged edges that
appear along diagonal or curved lines dis-
played on a computer screen caused by the
size of each pixel
alias namealias name /�eliəs nem/ noun another
name that is used on a network instead of the
user name
alienalien /�eliən/ adjective not fitting the usual
system
alignalign /ə |�lan/ verb 1. to make sure that the
characters to be printed are spaced and lev-
elled correctly, either vertically or horizontal-
ly 2. to arrange numbers into a column with
all figured lines up against the right hand side
(right-aligned) or the left-hand side (left-
aligned) 3. to ensure that a read/write head is
correctly positioned over the recording medi-
um 4. to tune two or more radio circuits to-
gether
aligneraligner /ə|�lanə/ noun a device used to
make sure that the paper is straight in a print-
er
aligning edgealigning edge /ə|�lanŋ ed'/ noun an
edge of an optical character recognition sys-
tem used to position a document
alignmentalignment /ə|�lanmənt/ noun the correct
spacing and levelling of printed characters
allocateallocate /��lə|�ket/ verb to divide a period
of time or a piece of work in various ways
and share it out between users � The operat-
ing system allocated most of main memory to
the spreadsheet program. (NOTE: allocates –
allocating – allocated)
allocationallocation /��lə|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the divid-
ing of something such as memory, disk
space, printer use, operating system time, or
a program or device in various ways � allo-
cation of time or capital to a project
allophoneallophone /��ləfəυn/ noun the smallest
unit of sound from which speech can be
formed. � phoneme
all points addressable modeall points addressable mode /�ɔ�l
�pɔnts ə|�dresəb(ə)l �məυd/ noun a graph-
ics mode in which each pixel can be individ-
ually addressed and its colour and attributes
defined. Also called APA mode
alphaalpha /��lfə/ noun 1. same as alpha test �
The new software is still in an alpha product
stage. 2. an item of data that defines the prop-
erties of a pixel or part of an image
ALPHAALPHA /��lfə/ noun a 64-bit RISC proces-
sor chip developed by Digital Equipment
Corporation
alphabetalphabet /��lfə|�bet/ noun the 26 letters
used to make words
alpha beta techniquealpha beta technique /��lfə �bi�tə tek|

�ni�k/ noun a free structure technique used in
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9 ambient
artificial intelligence for solving game and
strategy problems
alphabeticallyalphabetically /��lfə|�betkli/ adverb in
alphabetical order � The files are arranged
alphabetically under the customer’s name.
alphabetical orderalphabetical order /��lfəbetk(ə)l
�ɔ�də/ noun the arrangement of records (such
as files, index cards) in the order of the letters
of the alphabet (A,B,C,D, etc.)
alphabetic character setalphabetic character set /��lfəbetk
�k�rktə �set/ noun the set of characters,
both capitals and small letters, that make up
the alphabet
alphabetisealphabetise /��lfəbetaz/, alphabetize
verb to put items into alphabetical order �
Enter the bibliographical information and
alphabetise it. (NOTE: alphabetises – al-
phabetising – alphabetised)
alpha channelalpha channel /��lfə �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun 1.
(in 32-bit graphics systems) the top eight
bits that define the properties of a pixel
(NOTE: The lower 24 bits define the pixel’s
colour.) 2. a video channel, often used to hold
mattes
alphageometricalphageometric /��lfəd'i�əυ |�metrk/
adjective referring to a set of codes that in-
struct a teletext terminal to display various
graphics patterns or characters
alphamosaicalphamosaic /��lfəməυ|�zek/ adjective
(character set) used in teletext to provide al-
phanumeric and graphics characters
alphanumericalphanumeric /��lfənjυ|�merk/ adjec-
tive using the letters of the alphabet, the Ara-
bic numerals and punctuation marks
alphanumeric dataalphanumeric data /��lfənjυmerk
�detə/ noun data that represents the letters
of the alphabet and the Arabic numerals
alpha-particlealpha-particle /��lfə �pɑ�tk(ə)l/ noun an
emitted alpha radiation particle
alphaphotographicalphaphotographic /��lfəfəυtəυ|

�"r�fk/ adjective which represents pictures
using predefined graphics characters, for
teletext services
alphasortalphasort /��lfə|�sɔ�t/ verb to sort data into
alphabetical order
alpha testalpha test /��lfə test/ noun the first work-
ing attempt of a computer product. Also
called alpha. � beta test
alpha wrapalpha wrap /��lfə r�p/ noun a method
used for feeding tape into a helical scan video
recorder to make sure the alignment is cor-
rect
altalt /ɔ�lt/ noun a type of newsgroup on the In-
ternet that contains discussions about alterna-
tive subjects. � newsgroup (NOTE: These
are not official newsgroups and are not sup-
ported or monitored by any company, and
any user can write just about anything that
he or she wants to say. Some online service
providers do not allow their subscribers to

view all of the alt newsgroups because they
may contain offensive and pornographic
material.)
alteralter /�ɔ�ltə/ verb to change � to alter the
terms of a contract
alterablealterable /�ɔ� tərəb(ə)l/ adjective which
can be altered. � EAPROM, EAROM
alteration

alteration /�ɔ�ltə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a change
which has been made � The agreement was
signed without any alterations.
alternate

alternate verb /�ɒltənet/ to change from
one state to another and back, over and over
again (NOTE: alternates – alternating – al-
ternated) � adjective /ɒl|�t��nət/ which
change from one to another
alternatelyalternately /ɔ�l|�t��nətli/ adverb switching
from one to the other
alternating currentalternating current /�ɔ�ltənetŋ
�k�rənt/ noun an electrical current whose
value varies with time in a regular sinusoidal
way, changing direction of flow each half cy-
cle. Abbr AC

COMMENT: The mains electricity supply
uses alternating current to minimise trans-
mission power loss, with a frequency of 50
Hz in the UK, 60 Hz in the USA.

alternative

alternative /ɔ�l|�t��nətv/ noun something
which can be done instead of something else
� What is the alternative to re-keying all the
data? � adjective other or which can take the
place of something
alternator

alternator /�ɔ�ltə|�netə/ noun a device
which produces an alternating current
Alt keyAlt key /�ɔ�lt ki�/ noun a special key on a
PC’s keyboard used to activate special func-
tions in an application � Press Alt and P at
the same time to print your document.

COMMENT: The Alt key has become the
standard method of activating a menu bar
in any software running on a PC. For ex-
ample, Alt-F normally displays the File
menu of a program, Alt-X normally exits the
program.

ALUALU /�e el �ju�/ noun a section of the CPU
that performs all arithmetic and logical func-
tions. Full form arithmetic logic unit. Also
called arithmetic unit. � CPU
always on

always on /�ɔ�lwez ɒn/ adjective refer-
ring to a feature of high-speed broadband
communications devices such as cable mo-
dems and ADSL that link your computer to
the Internet whereby your computer appears
to be permanently connected to the net and
you do not need to dial up a special number
AMAM abbr amplitude modulation
A-MACA-MAC /�e �em e �si�/ noun a low band-
width variation of MAC
ambientambient /��mbiənt/ adjective referring to
normal background conditions
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ambiguousambiguous /�m |�b"juəs/ adjective
which has two or more possible meanings
ambisonicsambisonics /��mbi |�sɒnks/ noun the
process of recording more than one audio
signal to give the effect of being surrounded
by sound
AMDAMD a company that develops and produces
processor components including a range of
processors that are compatible with Intel
processors and are used in many PCs. Full
form Advanced Micro Devices
American National Standards InstituteAmerican National Standards Insti-
tute /ə|�merkən �n�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndədz
�nsttju�t/ noun full form of ANSI
American Standard Code for Information InterchangeAmerican Standard Code for Infor-
mation Interchange /ə |�merkən
�st�ndəd kəυd fər �nfəmeʃ(ə)n
�ntətʃend'/ noun full form of ASCII
American Standards AssociationAmerican Standards Association /ə|

�merkən �st�ndədz ə|�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun
an organisation that sets standards for the
light sensitivity of photographic film emul-
sion – e.g., 100 ASA. The film is numbered
in accordance to it’s sensitivity to light; the
higher the number, the higher the film’s sen-
sitivity. Abbr ASA
America OnlineAmerica Online /ə|�merkə �ɒnlan/ a
company that is the largest Internet service
provider in the world. Abbr AOL
AMMAMM noun a multimeter that uses a graduat-
ed scale and a moving needle as a readout for
voltage, current and impedance levels. Full
form analog multimeter. Compare DMM
amountamount /ə|�maυnt/ noun the quantity of
data or paper, etc. � What is the largest
amount of data which can be processed in
one hour?
ampamp /�mp/ noun same as ampere (NOTE:
used with figures: a 13-amp fuse)
ampereampere /��mpeə/ noun the base SI unit of
electrical current, defined as the current flow-
ing through an impedance of one ohm which
has a voltage of one volt across it. Abbr A
ampersandampersand /��mpə|�s�nd/ noun a print-
ing sign (&) which means ‘and’
amplificationamplification /��mplf |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the output-to-input signal strength ratio � In-
crease the amplification of the input signal.
amplifieramplifier /��mpl|�faə/ noun an electronic
circuit that magnifies the power of a signal
amplifyamplify /��mpl|�fa/ verb to magnify a sig-
nal power or amplitude � The received signal
needs to be amplified before it can be proc-
essed. (NOTE: amplifies – amplifying – am-
plified)
amplitudeamplitude /��mpl|�tju�d/ noun the
strength or size of a signal
amplitude modulationamplitude modulation /��mpltju�d
mɒdju|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of carrying

data by varying the size of a carrier signal of
fixed frequency according to the data
analoganalog /��nəlɒ"/, analogue /��n(ə)lɒ"/
noun the representation and measurement of
numerical data by continuously variable
physical quantities, as for the size of electri-
cal voltages. Compare digital
analog displayanalog display /��nəlɒ" d|�sple/ noun a
display or monitor that can display an infinite
range of colours or shades of grey, unlike a
digital display that can only display a finite
range of colours. VGA monitors are a form
of analog display.
analog multimeteranalog multimeter /��nəlɒ"
�m�litmi�tə/ noun a piece of testing equip-
ment which uses a moving needle to indicate
voltage, current or impedance levels. Abbr
AMM
analog to digitalanalog to digital /��nəlɒ" tə �dd't(ə)l/
adjective referring to changing a signal from
an analog form to a digitally coded form.
Abbr A/D, A to D
analog to digital converteranalog to digital converter /��nəlɒ"
tə �dd't(ə)l kən|�v��tə/ noun full form of
ADC
analyseanalyse /��nəlaz/, analyze verb to exam-
ine in detail � to analyse a computer printout
analyseranalyser /��nəlazə/ noun a piece of elec-
tronic test equipment that displays various
features of a signal (NOTE: The US spelling is
analyzer.)
analysisanalysis /ə|�n�ləss/ noun a detailed ex-
amination and report � market analysis
analystanalyst /��nəlst/ noun a person who car-
ries out an analysis of a problem
analytical engineanalytical engine /��nəltk(ə)l
�end'n/ noun a mechanical calculating ma-
chine developed by Charles Babbage in 1833
that is generally considered the first general-
purpose digital computer
anamorphicanamorphic /��nə|�mɔ�fk/ adjective re-
ferring to an image that has unequal vertical
and horizontal scaling, making it appear
squashed or taller than the original
anamorphic imageanamorphic image /��nə|�mɔ�fk
�md'/ noun an image which has been dis-
torted in one direction
anamorphic lensanamorphic lens /��nə|�mɔ�fk lenz/
noun a motion picture camera lens which al-
lows a wide picture to be compressed on to
standard film. When in a projector, it lets the
image expand to fill a wide screen. (film)
ANAPROPANAPROP /��nəprɒp/ abbr anomalous
propagation � noun distortion of transmitted
television signals due to atmospheric condi-
tions
anastigmaticanastigmatic /��nəst"|�m�tk/ noun a
lens or optical device that has been corrected
for astigmatism
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ancestral fileancestral file /�n|�sestrəl �fal/ noun a
system of backing up files based on a son to
father to grandfather file, where the son is the
current working file
anchoranchor /��ŋkə/ noun the main presenter of
a television programme who sets the style
and tone of the show (film)
anchor cellanchor cell /��ŋkə sel/ noun a cell in a
spreadsheet program that defines the start of
a range of cells
ancillary equipmentancillary equipment /�n|�sləri  |

�kwpmənt/ noun equipment which is used
to make a task easier but which is not abso-
lutely necessary
ANDAND /�nd/ noun an operator, often used in
searches, that matches text that contains both
search words. Compare OR (NOTE: For ex-
ample searching for ‘cat AND dog’ finds all
entries that contain both the words ‘cat’ and
‘dog’)
AND circuitAND circuit /��nd �s��kt/, AND element
/��nd �elmənt/ noun same as AND gate
AND functionAND function /��nd �f�ŋkʃən/ noun a
logical function whose output is true if both
its inputs are true. Also called coincidence
function

COMMENT: If both inputs are 1, results of the
AND will be 1. If one of the input digits is 0,
then AND will produce a 0.

AND gateAND gate /��nd "et/ noun electronic gate
that performs a logical AND function on
electrical signals. Also called AND circuit,
AND element. Compare coincidence gate
AND operationAND operation /��nd �ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/
noun the processing of two or more input sig-
nals, outputting their AND function
anechoicanechoic /��nek|�əυk/ adjective (room)
that produces no echoes, used for testing au-
dio equipment
anechoic chamberanechoic chamber /��nekəυk
�tʃembə/ noun a perfectly quiet room in
which sound or radio waves do not reflect off
the walls
ANGANG abbr Anglia Television (film)
angleangle /��ŋ"əl/ noun a measure of the
change in direction, usually as the distance
turned from a reference line
angled lineangled line /��ŋ"ləd �lan/ noun a line
with three or more points, e.g. a zig-zag
Anglia TelevisionAnglia Television /��ŋ"liə �telv'(ə)n/
noun an independent commercial TV com-
pany based in Norwich and serving the sur-
rounding east coast areas
angstromangstrom /��ŋstrɒm/ noun a unit of
measurement equal to one thousand mil-
lionth of a metre
ANIANI /�e en �a/ noun a telephone system
which displays the telephone number of the
caller. Full form automatic number identi-
fication

animateanimate /��nmet/ verb to make a series
of drawings which, when filmed, will create
moving images
animated GIFanimated GIF /��n |�metd �d'i� a �ef/
noun a simple animation effect created by
saving several small graphic images within
one file so that they can be repeatedly dis-
played in sequence giving an impression of
animation. It is often used to create animated
buttons or other effects on a webpage. �
transparent GIF
animated graphicsanimated graphics /��nmetd
�"r�fks/ plural noun images that move on
the screen
animaticanimatic /��n|�m�tk/ noun a succession
of drawings describing the story of a film, ad-
vertisement, animation or multimedia pro-
duction before filming begins (film) � story
board
animationanimation /��n |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
creation of the illusion of movement by dis-
playing a series of slightly different images
on screen very rapidly to give the effect of
smooth movement. Also called computer
animation 2. the process of filming puppets
or still drawings in sequence in order to give
the appearance of movement 3. the process
of drawing images on film, especially using a
computer to create moving graphical images,
such as cartoons
ANNANN noun a voice over or a person on cam-
era who gives information during a broadcast
or who introduces and closes a radio or TV
programme (film) Full form announcer
annotationannotation /��nə|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a com-
ment or note in a program which explains
how the program is to be used
announceannounce /ə|�naυns/ verb to publicise a
new or updated website by registering the do-
main name with the main search engines;
(NOTE: announces – announcing – an-
nounced)

COMMENT: Each search engine allows a
person to add a new website and enter a
description and category. Because there
are now several hundred search engines,
special software utilities are available to
automatically register the website with
each engine.

announcerannouncer /ə|�naυnsə/ noun full form of
ANN
annunciatorannunciator /ə|�n�nsietə/ noun a signal
which can be heard or seen in order to attract
attention
anodeanode /��nəυd/ noun a positive electrical
terminal of a device
anomalistic periodanomalistic period /ə|�nɒməlstk
�pəriəd/ noun the time taken for a satellite
to travel between consecutive maximum
points in its orbit
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anomalous propagationanomalous propagation /ə |�nɒmələs
�prɒpə|�"eʃ(ə)n/ noun distortion of trans-
mitted television signals due to atmospheric
conditions
anonymiseranonymiser /ə |�nɒnmazə/, anonymizer
noun a website that allows a person to
browse the World Wide Web without leaving
any traces of his or her identity
anonymous FTPanonymous FTP /ə|�nɒnməs ef ti� �pi�/
noun a method commonly used on the Inter-
net that allows a user to connect to a remote
computer using the FTP protocol and log in
as a guest to download publicly accessible
files. � FTP (NOTE: If you are using the FTP
protocol to connect to a remote computer
and you are asked for a login name and
password, you can normally gain access to
the remote computer’s public areas by en-
tering ‘anonymous’ as the login user name
and your full email address as the pass-
word.)
ANSIANSI /��nsi/ US a US organisation which
specifies computer and software standards,
including those of high-level programming
languages. Full form American National
Standards Institute
ANSI screen controlANSI screen control /��nsi �skri�n kən|

�trəυl/ noun a set of standard codes devel-
oped by ANSI that control how colours and
simple graphics are displayed on a computer
screen
answeranswer /�ɑ�nsə/ noun a reply or solution to
a question � verb 1. to reply or provide the
solution to a question 2. to reply to a signal
and set up a communications link � The first
modem originates the call and the second an-
swers it.
answerphoneanswerphone /�ɑ�nsəfəυn/ noun a cas-
sette recorder attached to a telephone, which
plays a prerecorded message and records
messages from people dialling the number
answer printanswer print /�ɑ�nsə prnt/ noun the ini-
tial composite or graded print (copy) from an
edited negative colour film which includes
sound, music, titles (film)
antennaantenna /�n|�tenə/ noun an aerial or de-
vice for receiving or sending radio transmis-
sions by converting electromagnetic impuls-
es into electrical signals and vice-versa
antenna arrayantenna array /�n |�tenə ə |�re/ noun a se-
ries of small transmitting or receiving ele-
ments connected in parallel, that make up a
complex antenna
antenna gainantenna gain /�n|�tenə "en/ noun the in-
crease in transmitted signal power due to us-
ing a certain type of antenna
anthropomorphic softwareanthropomorphic software
/��nθrəpəmɔ�fk �sɒftweə/ noun artificial
intelligence software that appears to react to
what a user says

anti-anti- /�nti/ prefix against
anti-aliasinganti-aliasing /��nti �eliəsŋ/ noun 1. a
method of reducing the effects of jagged edg-
es in graphics by using shades of grey to
blend in along edges. Also called dejagging
2. a method of adding sound signals between
the sound samples to create a smoother sound
anti-virus programanti-virus program /��nti �varəs
�prəυ"r�m/ noun a software program that
looks for virus software on a computer and
destroys it before it can damage data or files
anti-virus softwareanti-virus software /��nti �varəs
�sɒftweə/ noun software that removes a vi-
rus from a file
AOLAOL abbr America Online
APAAPA abbr all points addressable
APA modeAPA mode /�e pi� �e �məυd/ noun same
as all points addressable mode
APCAPC abbr asynchronous procedure call
APDAPD abbr avalanche photodiode
apertureaperture /��pətʃə/ noun 1. a lens dia-
phragm that allows the amount of light that
reaches the film to be regulated according to
the user’s wishes 2. an opening in a device
that allows a certain amount of light or a sig-
nal to pass through it
aperture illuminationaperture illumination /��pətʃə |�lu�m|

�neʃ(ə)n/ noun a pattern generated from an
aperture antenna
APIAPI /�e pi� �a/ noun a set of standard pro-
gram functions and commands that allow any
programmer to interface a program with an-
other application � If I follow the published
API for this system, my program will work
properly. Full form application program-
ming interface
APLAPL /�e pi� �el/ noun a high-level program-
ming language used in scientific and mathe-
matical work. Full form A programming
language
APMAPM /�e pi� �em/ noun a specification that
allows an operating system such as older
Windows to control the power management
features of a computer. Full form advanced
power management (NOTE: This standard
has been replaced by the ACPI standard in
Windows 98 and Windows NT 5.0.)
apochromatic lensapochromatic lens /��pəυkrəm�tk
�lenz/ noun an optical lens that has been cor-
rected for chromatic aberration
apogeeapogee /��pəd'i/ noun the point in a satel-
lite’s orbit where it is at its maximum dis-
tance from the earth
apostropheapostrophe /ə|�pɒstrəfi/ noun a printing
sign (’), which generally indicates that a let-
ter is missing or used in (’s), to indicate pos-
session (NOTE: computer’s can mean ‘be-
longing to a computer’ or ‘the computer is’:
The computer’s casing is blue; The compu-
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ter’s broken and has to be repaired. Note
that this is different from it’s = ‘it is’ as op-
posed to its = ‘belonging to it’: It’s easy to
program; You cannot edit a disk when its
write protect tag is closed.)
APPC

APPC /�e pi� pi� �si�/ noun a set of proto-
cols developed by IBM that allows peer-to-
peer communication between workstations
connected to an SNA network. Full form ad-
vanced program to program communi-
cations. � LU
append

append /ə|�pend/ verb 1. to add data to an
existing file or record � If you enter the DOS
command COPY A+B, the file B will be ap-
pended to the end of file A. 2. to add a file or
data to the end of an existing file
appendix

appendix /ə|�pendks/ noun a section at
the back of a book, containing additional in-
formation � For further details see the ap-
pendices. (NOTE: The plural is appendices.)
Apple Computer Corporation

Apple Computer Corporation
/��p(ə)l kəm |�pju�tə �kɔ�pəreʃ(ə)n/ a com-
pany, formed in 1975, that has developed a
range of personal computers including the
Apple II, Apple Lisa and, more recently, the
Apple Mac

‘Apple Computer has fleshed out details of a mi-
gration path to the PowerPC RISC architecture
for its 7 million Apple Macintosh users. Develop-
ments in the pipeline include PowerPC versions
of the AppleTalk Remote Access networking
protocol.’ [Computing]

Apple Desktop Bus

Apple Desktop Bus /��p(ə)l �desktɒp
�b�s/ a trade name for a serial bus built into
Apple Macs that allows low-speed devices,
e.g. the keyboard and mouse, to communi-
cate with the processor
Apple file exchange

Apple file exchange /��p(ə)l �fal ks |

�tʃend'/ a trade name for a software pro-
gram that runs on an Apple Mac allowing it
to read disks from a PC
Apple filing protocol

Apple filing protocol /��p(ə)l �falŋ
�prəυtəkɒl/ a trade name for a protocol used
to communicate between workstations and
servers in a network of Apple Macintosh
computers. Abbr AFP
Apple Key

Apple Key /��p(ə)l ki�/ a trade name for a
special key on the keyboard of an Apple Mac
that, when pressed with another key, provides
a short-cut to a menu selection
Apple Mac

Apple Mac /��p(ə)l m�k/, Apple Macin-
tosh computer /��p(ə)l �m�kntɒʃ kəm |

�pju�tə/ a trade name for any of a range of
personal computers developed by Apple
Computer Corporation that has a graphical
user interface and uses the 68000 family of
processors
AppleScript

AppleScript /��p(ə)lskrpt/ a trade name
for a script language built into the operation

system of an Apple Mac that allows a user to
automate simple tasks
AppleshareAppleshare /��p(ə)lʃeə/ a trade name for
software that allows Apple Macs to share
files and printers using a file server
appletapplet /��plət/ noun 1. a small utility with-
in Microsoft Windows, originally any of the
icons in the Control Panel window, but now
any piece of software that is used to config-
ure the computer � There are applets to help
format your disk and configure your key-
board. 2. a small applications on the Internet
designed to enhance the functionality of a
webpage. � ActiveX, Java, VBScript (NOTE:
For example if you want to add multimedia
effects to your webpage, you cannot carry
out these functions with standard HTML
commands, but you could write a small Ac-
tiveX program, called an applet, that is au-
tomatically downloaded by the user’s
browser and run on the user’s computer.)
AppleTalk™AppleTalk™ /��p(ə)ltɑ�k/ a trade name
for a communications protocol developed by
the Apple Computer Corporation that carries
data over network hardware between two or
more Apple Macs and peripherals (NOTE: Ap-
pleTalk is similar to the seven-layer OSI pro-
tocol model. It can link up to 32 devices,
uses a CSMA-CA design, and transmits
data at 230Kbps.)
AppleTalk Filing ProtocolAppleTalk Filing Protocol /��p(ə)ltɑ�k
�falŋ �prəυtəkɒl/ full form of AFP
applianceappliance /ə|�plaəns/ noun a machine, es-
pecially one used in the home � All electrical
appliances should be properly earthed.
appliance computerappliance computer /ə|�plaəns kəm |

�pju�tə/ noun a ready-to-run computer sys-
tem that can be bought in a shop, taken home
and used immediately for a particular pur-
pose. � turnkey system
applicantapplicant /��plkənt/ noun a person who
applies for something � applicant for a job
or job applicant � There were thousands of
applicants for shares in the new company.
applicationapplication /��pl|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. ask-
ing for something, usually in writing � appli-
cation for an account on the system 2. a task
which a computer performs or a problem
which a computer solves

‘How do users interact with a computer system?
Via a terminal or PC. So what application layer
OSI protocol do we need first? The Virtual Ter-
minal. And what do we get? File Transfer Access
and Maintenance.’ [Computing]

application configuration access protocolapplication configuration access
protocol /��plkeʃ(ə)n kən|

�f"jυreʃ(ə)n ��kses �prəυtəkɒl/ noun full
form of ACAP
application iconapplication icon /��pl|�keʃ(ə)n �akɒn/
noun a small image or graphical symbol that
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represents an application program in a graph-
ical user interface
application packageapplication package /��pl|�keʃ(ə)n
�p�kd'/ noun a set of computer programs
and manuals that cover all aspects of a partic-
ular task, e.g. payroll, stock control or tax.
Also called applications package
application programapplication program /��pl|�keʃ(ə)n
�prəυ"r�m/ noun a piece of application
software � The multi-window editor is used
to create and edit applications programs.
application programming interfaceapplication programming interface
/��plkeʃ(ə)n �prəυ"r�mŋ �ntəfes/
noun full form of API � If I follow the pub-
lished API for this system, my program will
work properly.
application service providerapplication service provider
/��plkeʃ(ə)n �s��vs prə|�vadə/ noun a
specialist company that installs, configures
and manages software on its own server and
then allows any business to use the software
via the Internet or a private network. Abbr
ASP (NOTE: The user does not realise that
the software is located on a distant server,
and the business does not need to buy or
support the software, just rent it.)
application softwareapplication software /��plkeʃ(ə)n
�sɒftweə/ noun software designed to make
the computer do what is required and per-
form particular tasks � The multi-window ed-
itor is used to create and edit applications
programs. Also called applications soft-
ware
applications packageapplications package /��pl|�keʃ(ə)nz
�p�kd'/ noun same as application pack-
age
application specific integrated circuitsapplication specific integrated cir-
cuits /��plkeʃ(ə)n spə|�sfk �nt"retd
�s��kts/ noun full form of ASIC
applications softwareapplications software /��pl|�keʃ(ə)nz
�sɒftweə/ noun same as application soft-
ware
applyapply /ə|�pla/ verb 1. to ask for something,
usually in writing 2. to affect or to touch �
This formula applies only to data received af-
ter the interrupt signal.
APPNAPPN /�e pi� pi� �en/ noun an extension to
the IBM SNA protocol that allows worksta-
tions to share information on a peer-to-peer
basis without the need for a central main-
frame. Full form advanced peer-to-peer
networking (NOTE: It is often used to route
information around a network and dynami-
cally adjusts the route if part of the network
is damaged.)
appointappoint /ə|�pɔnt/ verb to choose someone
for a job � to appoint James Smith (to the
post of) manager � We have appointed a new
computer services manager. (NOTE: you ap-
point a person to a job)

appointeeappointee /əpɔn|�ti�/ noun a person who
is appointed to a job
appointmentappointment /ə|�pɔntmənt/ noun 1. an
arrangement to meet � appointments book
desk diary in which appointments are noted
2. being appointed to a job � on his appoint-
ment as manager when he was made man-
ager � letter of appointment letter in which
someone is appointed to a job 3. a job � staff
appointment job on the staff � computer
appointments vacant list (in a newspaper)
of jobs which are available in the computer
industry
approvalapproval /ə|�pru�v(ə)l/ noun an agreement
that something can be used � A BABT ap-
proval is needed for modems.
approveapprove /ə|�pru�v/ verb to agree to some-
thing � to approve the terms of a contract
approximateapproximate /ə |�prɒksmət/ adjective not
exact, but almost correct � We have made an
approximate calculation of the time needed
for keyboarding.
approximatelyapproximately /ə|�prɒksmətli/ adverb
almost correctly � Processing time is ap-
proximately 10% lower than during the pre-
vious quarter.
approximatingapproximating /ə |�prɒksmetŋ/ adjec-
tive which is nearly correct
approximationapproximation /ə|�prɒks|�meʃ(ə)n/
noun a rough calculation � approximation of
keyboarding time
A programming languageA programming language /�e
�prəυ"r�mŋ �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun full form of
APL
APTAPT /�e pi� �ti�/ noun a programming lan-
guage used to control numerically controlled
machines. Full form automatically pro-
grammed tools
arbitratorarbitrator /�ɑ�btretə/ noun software that
is responsible for allocating resources to de-
vices, often used to manage the way Plug and
Play adapters use other resources in a compu-
ter
arcade gamearcade game /ɑ�|�ked "em/ noun an ad-
venture game played on a machine in a public
place
archetypearchetype /�ɑ�ktap/ noun a document or
book that illustrates the styles of a particular
time and subject
ArchieArchie /�ɑ�tʃi�/ noun a system of servers on
the Internet that catalogue the public files
available on the Internet
ArchimedesArchimedes /�ɑ�k|�mi�di�z/ noun a per-
sonal computer developed by Acorn Com-
puters; the Archimedes is based around a
RISC central processor and is not compatible
with either the IBM PC or Apple Macintosh
architecturearchitecture /�ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun the lay-
out and interconnection of a computer’s in-
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ternal hardware and the logical relationships
between CPU, memory and I/O devices

‘Software giant Microsoft is also interested in us-
ing Xerox’ Glyph technology as part of its Micro-
soft At Work architecture that seeks to unite of-
fice computers with fax machines and copiers.’
[Computing]

archival qualityarchival quality /�ɑ�kav(ə)l �kwɒləti/
noun the length of time that a copy can be
stored before it becomes illegible
archivearchive /�ɑ�kav/ noun storage of data over
a long period � verb to put data in storage
(NOTE: archives – archiving – archived)
archived copyarchived copy /�ɑ�kavd �kɒpi/ noun a
copy kept in storage
archive filearchive file /�ɑ�kav fal/ noun a file con-
taining data which is out of date but which is
kept for future reference
archive storagearchive storage /�ɑ�kav �stɔ�rd'/ noun
storage of data for a long period of time
areaarea /�eəriə/ noun 1. a measurement of the
space taken up by something. calculated by
multiplying the length by the width. � The
area of this office is 3,400 square feet. 2. a
section of memory or code that is reserved
for a certain purpose
area fillarea fill /�eəriə fl/ noun (in graphics) an
instruction to fill an area of the screen or an
enclosed pattern with a colour or pattern
area managerarea manager /�eəriə �m�nd'ə/ noun a
manager who deals with a certain part of the
country
argarg /ɑ�"/ noun same as argument
argueargue /�ɑ�"ju�/ verb to discuss something
about which you do not agree � They argued
over or about the design of the cover. (NOTE:
you argue with someone about or over
something)
argumentargument /�ɑ�"jυmənt/ noun 1. the proc-
ess of discussing something without agreeing
� They got into an argument with the cus-
toms officials over the documents. 2. a varia-
ble acted upon by an operator or function �
If you enter the words ‘MULTIPLY A, B’, the
processor will recognise the operator, MUL-
TIPLY, and use it with the two arguments, A
and B. � operand. Abbr arg
arithmeticarithmetic /ə|�rθmətk/ noun a science
concerned with mathematical functions such
as addition, subtraction, division and multi-
plication
arithmetic logic unitarithmetic logic unit /��rθmetk
�lɒd'k �ju�nt/ noun full form of ALU
arithmetic unitarithmetic unit /��rθmetk �ju�nt/
noun same as ALU
ARPARP /�e ɑ� �pi�/ noun a protocol within the
TCP/IP standard that is used to determine
whether the source and destination address in
a packet are in the data-link control or Inter-
net protocol format. Full form address res-

olution protocol (NOTE: Once the format of
the address is known, the packet can be
correctly routed over a network.)
ARPANETARPANET /�ɑ�pənet/ noun the original
network of interconnected computers, linked
by leased lines, that formed the first proto-
type for the current Internet. It was developed
by the US Department of Defense. Full form
Advanced Research Projects Agency
Network
ARQARQ /�e ɑ� �kju�/ noun an error correction
system, used in some modems, which asks
for data to be re-transmitted if it contains er-
rors. Full form automatic repeat request
arrayarray /ə|�re/ noun an ordered structure con-
taining individually accessible elements ref-
erenced by numbers, used to store tables or
sets of related data
array processorarray processor /ə|�re �prəυsesə/ noun
a computer that can act upon several arrays of
data simultaneously, for very fast mathemat-
ical applications � The array processor al-
lows the array that contains the screen image
to be rotated with one simple command.
arrow keyarrow key /��rəυ ki�/ noun each of a set of
four keys on a keyboard that move the cursor
or pointer around the screen, controlling
movement up, down, left and right
arrow pointerarrow pointer /��rəυ �pɔntə/ noun a
small arrow on-screen that you can move us-
ing the mouse
art fileart file /�ɑ�t fal/ noun a digital picture store
which has extra graphic and painting facili-
ties (film)
articlearticle /�ɑ�tk(ə)l/ noun 1. one message in
a newsgroup 2. a section of a newspaper or
magazine � He wrote an article about the
user group for the local newspaper. 3. a sec-
tion of an agreement � See article 8 of the
contract.
artifactsartifacts /�ɑ�tf�kts/ plural noun very
small errors in a digital version of an analog
signal
artificial intelligenceartificial intelligence /�ɑ�tfʃ(ə)l n|

�teld'(ə)ns/ noun full form of AI
artificial neural networkartificial neural network /�ɑ�tfʃ(ə)l
�njυərəl �netw��k/ noun a system for
processing information that is made up of in-
terconnected elements that behave in a simi-
lar way to the neurons in the human nervous
system and have the ability to learn through
experience
artworkartwork /�ɑ�t|�w��k/ noun graphical work
or images
ASAASA abbr American Standards Association
(film)
ascendascend /ə|�send/ verb to increase
ascenderascender /ə|�sendə/ noun a part of a char-
acter that rises above the main line of printed
characters, e.g. the upward line of a ‘b’ or ‘d’
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ASCIIASCII /��ski�/ noun a code which repre-
sents alphanumeric characters in binary
code. Full form American Standard Code
for Information Interchange
ASCII characterASCII character /��ski �k�rktə/ noun a
character which is in the ASCII list of codes
ASCII fileASCII file /��ski fal/ noun a stored file
containing only ASCII coded character data
� Use a word processor or other program
that generates a standard ASCII file.
ASCII textASCII text /��ski tekst/ noun the set of
letter and number characters with an ASCII
code between 0 and 127
ASFASF /�e es �ef/ noun a multimedia delivery
format developed by Microsoft for delivery
over the Internet and used in its NetShow
product. Full form active streaming format
ASICASIC /�e es a �si�/ plural noun specially
designed ICs for one particular function or to
special specifications. Full form application
specific integrated circuits
ASPASP abbr 1. Active Server Page 2. applica-
tion service provider
aspectaspect /��spekt/ noun the way in which
something appears
aspect ratioaspect ratio /��spekt �reʃiəυ/ noun the
ratio of the width to the height of pixel shapes
ASRASR /�e es �ɑ�/ noun a device or terminal
that can transmit and receive information.
Full form automatic send/receive. Com-
pare KSR

COMMENT: An ASR terminal can input infor-
mation via a keyboard or via a tape cas-
sette or paper tape. It can receive informa-
tion and store it in internal memory or on
tape.

assembleassemble /ə|�semb(ə)l/ verb 1. to put a
hardware or software product together from
various smaller parts � The parts for the disk
drive are made in Japan and assembled in
France. (NOTE: assembles – assembling –
assembled) 2. to translate assembly code
into machine code � There is a short wait
during which time the program is assembled
into object code.
assemble editassemble edit /ə |�semb(ə)l �edt/ verb
adding new images, sounds, control tracks or
timecodes to previous material on a video-
tape when in the process of editing (film)
assemblerassembler /ə|�semblə/ noun a program
which converts a program written in assem-
bly language into machine code. Also called
assembler program
assembler programassembler program /ə |�semblə
�prəυ"r�m/ noun same as assembler
assemblyassembly /ə|�sembli/ noun 1. the process
of putting an item together from various parts
� There are no assembly instructions to show
you how to put the computer together. 2. the

process of converting a program into ma-
chine code
assertionassertion /ə|�s��ʃ(ə)n/ noun a program
statement of a fact or rule
assetsassets /��sets/ plural noun separate data
elements such as video, audio and image that
are used in a multimedia application
assignassign /ə|�san/ verb 1. to give a computer
or person something to do � He was assigned
the job of checking the sales figures. 2. to set
a variable equal to a string of characters or
numbers 3. to keep part of a computer system
for use while a program is running
assigned numbersassigned numbers /ə|�sand �n�mbəz/
plural noun unique numbers that are each as-
signed to an Internet or network manufactur-
er’s device, protocol or other resource (NOTE:
Manufacturers apply for a unique ID
number from the IANA organisation.)
assignmentassignment /ə|�sanmənt/ noun 1. a par-
ticular job of work 2. the process of setting a
variable equal to a value or string or character
3. the transfer of a property or of a right � as-
signment of a copyright
assignorassignor /��sa |�nɔ�/ noun a person who
assigns something to someone
assistassist /ə|�sst/ verb to help � Can you assist
the stock controller in counting the stock? �
He assists me with my income tax returns.
(NOTE: you assist someone in doing some-
thing or with something)
assistant cameramanassistant cameraman /ə|�sst(ə)nt
�k�m(ə)rəm�n/ noun the person who car-
ries out camera operations under the instruc-
tion of the director of photography
assistant directorassistant director /ə|�sst(ə)nt da|

�rektə/ noun the person who carries out the
director’s instructions, oversees the work and
whereabouts of the actors, technicians and
rest of crew and works in close contact with
the production unit. Also called associate
director
associateassociate /ə |�səυsiət/ adjective linked �
noun a person who works in the same busi-
ness as someone � She is a business associ-
ate of mine.
associated documentassociated document /ə|�səυsietd
�dɒkjυmənt/, associated file /fal/ noun a
document or file that is linked to its originat-
ing application (NOTE: When you select the
file, the operating system automatically
starts the originating application.)
associate directorassociate director /ə|�səυsiət da |�rektə/
noun same as assistant director
associate producerassociate producer /ə |�səυsiət prə|

�dju�sə/ noun a personal assistant to the pro-
ducer who is likely to have a particular un-
derstanding of the subject of the film or pro-
gramme being made (film)
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17 A to D
associational editingassociational editing /ə|�səυsieʃ(ə)nəl
�edtŋ/ noun a way of editing a film or video
so as to present together scenes which are
similar to others
associative addressingassociative addressing /ə|�səυsiətv ə|

�dresŋ/ noun the identification of a location
by its contents rather than its address. Also
called content-addressable addressing
associative processorassociative processor /ə|�səυsiətv
�prəυsesə/ noun a processor that uses asso-
ciative memory
ASTAST noun a system which permits broadcast
quality videotape pictures to be broadcast at
different speeds or frame rates (film) Full
form automatic scan tracking
astable multivibratorastable multivibrator /�esteb(ə)l
�m�ltivabretə/ noun an electronic current
that repeatedly switches an output between
two voltage levels
asteriskasterisk /��stərsk/ noun a graphical sym-
bol (*) used in programming as a sign for
multiplication
astigmatismastigmatism /ə|�st"mətz(ə)m/ noun a
camera lens defect which causes focal prob-
lems such as out-of-focus or blurred images
(film)
Asymetrix™Asymetrix™ /�es|�metrks/ noun a soft-
ware company that publishes the ToolBook
multimedia authoring software package
asymmetric compressionasymmetric compression /��s |

�metrk kəm |�preʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of
reducing the space taken by data
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber LineAsymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
/��s |�metrk �dd't(ə)l səb|�skrabə �lan/
noun full form of ADSL
asymmetric systemasymmetric system /��s|�metrk
�sstəm/ noun a system that requires more
equipment to compress the data than to de-
compress it
asymmetric transmissionasymmetric transmission /es |

�metrk tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of
data transmission which has two different
speeds for data received by the computer and
data transmitted by the computer
asymmetric video compressionasymmetric video compression /es |

�metrk �vdiəυ kəm|�preʃ(ə)n/ noun the
use of a powerful computer to compress vid-
eo, allowing it to be played back on a less
powerful computer
asyncasync /e |�sŋk/ adjective same as asyn-
chronous (informal)
asynchronousasynchronous /ə|�sŋkrənəs/ adjective
referring to serial data or equipment which
does not depend on being synchronised with
another piece of equipment
asynchronous cacheasynchronous cache /e|�sŋkrənəs
�k�ʃ/ noun a type of cache memory that pro-
vides the slowest performance and uses a
type of SDRAM that is cheap but slow

asynchronous communicationasynchronous communication /e|

�sŋkrənəs kə|�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun data
transmission between devices that is not syn-
chronised to a clock, but is transmitted when
ready
asynchronous procedure callasynchronous procedure call /e|

�sŋkrənəs prə |�si�d'ə �kɔ�l/ noun a pro-
gram function that runs separately from the
main program and will execute when a par-
ticular set of conditions exist. Abbr APC
asynchronous soundasynchronous sound /e|�sŋkrənəs
�saυnd/ noun sound which is not synchro-
nised to each particular frame but is related to
the general action (film)
asynchronous transfer modeasynchronous transfer mode /e|

�sŋkrənəs �tr�nsf�� �məυd/ noun full
form of ATM
asynchronous transmissionasynchronous transmission /e|

�sŋkrənəs tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun data trans-
mission that uses handshaking signals rather
than clock signals to synchronise data pulses
ATAT /�e �ti�/ noun a trade name for a standard
of PC originally developed by IBM that uses
a 16-bit 80286 processor

COMMENT: AT originally meant IBM’s Ad-
vanced Technology personal computer,
but is now used to describe any IBM PC
compatible that uses a 16-bit processor.

ATAATA /�e ti� �e/ noun hard disk drive tech-
nology in which the controller is part of the
disk drive rather than being part of the main
computer or located on the motherboard. Full
form advanced technology attachment.
Also called AT attachment
ATDATD /�e ti� �di�/ noun a standard command
for compatible modems used to dial a tele-
phone number; defined by Hayes Corpora-
tion. Full form attention, dial
ATMATM1 /�e ti� �em/ abbr Adobe Type Manag-
er
ATMATM2 /�e ti� �em/ noun 1. method of trans-
ferring data very rapidly, at up to 155 Mbps,
across an ISDN link or network 2. a CCITT
and ANSI standard defining cell relay trans-
mission � full form asynchronous trans-
fer mode
ATMATM3 /�e ti� �em/ noun electronic machine
in a bank that dispenses cash when you insert
a magnetic card. Full form automated teller
machine
atmosphereatmosphere /��tməs|�fə/ noun a gas
which surrounds the earth
atmospheric interferenceatmospheric interference /��tməs|

�ferk �ntə|�fərəns/ noun electrical distur-
bances in the earth’s atmosphere which cause
hissing and crackling sounds on radio or TV
channels
A to DA to D /�e tə �di�/ adjective same as analog
to digital
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atom 18
atomatom /��təm/ noun the smallest particle of
an element that has the same properties as the
element
atomicatomic /ə|�tɒmk/ adjective referring to at-
oms
ATSCATSC /�e ti� es �si�/ noun a committee that
defines the SDTV and HDTV standards for
use in the USA. Full form Advanced Televi-
sion Systems Committee
attachattach /ə|�t�tʃ/ verb to connect a node or
login to a server on a network
attachmentattachment /ə|�t�tʃmənt/ noun 1. a de-
vice which is attached to a machine for a spe-
cial purpose � There is a special single sheet
feed attachment. 2. a named file which is
transferred together with an electronic mail
message � There is an attachment with my
last mail message – it contains the sales re-
port.
attackattack /ə|�t�k/ noun the shape of the start of
a sound signal over time
attended operationattended operation /ə|�tendd �ɒpə |

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a process which has an oper-
ator standing by in case of problems
attend toattend to /ə |�tend tu�/ verb to give careful
thought to (something) and deal with it � The
managing director will attend to your com-
plaint himself. � We have brought in experts
to attend to the problem of installing the new
computer.
attention, dialattention, dial /ə|�tenʃən �daəl/ noun full
form of ATD
attention codeattention code /ə|�tenʃən kəυd/ noun the
two characters ‘AT’ that are used to preface a
command to a Hayes-compatible modem
(NOTE: For example ‘ATD123’ tells the mo-
dem to dial the number ‘123’)
attenuateattenuate /ə|�tenjuet/ verb to reduce the
strength or size of peaks (of a signal)
attenuationattenuation /ə|�tenju|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
difference between transmitted and received
power measured in decibels � If the cable is
too long, the signal attenuation will start to
cause data errors. Opposite gain
attributeattribute /��trbju�t/ noun 1. a piece of in-
formation concerning the display or presen-
tation of information 2. a set of control data
stored with and controlling particular func-
tions or aspects of the file in some operating
systems such as DOS and OS/2 3. a single bit
that defines whether the font has a particular
characteristic, e.g., whether it is displayed in
normal, bold or underlined
audibleaudible /�ɔ�db(ə)l/ adjective which can be
heard � The printer makes an audible signal
when it runs out of paper.
audienceaudience /�ɔ�diəns/ noun people who
watch a TV programme or listen to a radio
programme

audience ratingaudience rating /�ɔ�diəns �retŋ/ noun
the rating of a programme by calculating the
number of people who have watched it
audioaudio /�ɔ�diəυ/ adjective referring to sound
or to things which can be heard
audio fileaudio file /�ɔ�diəυ fal/ noun a digital
sound sample stored on disk
audio rangeaudio range /�ɔ�diəυ rend'/ noun the
frequency range between 50–20,000 Hz that
can be detected by a human ear
audiotapeaudiotape /�ɔ�diəυtep/ noun tape treated
with magnetisable metallic oxide in order to
allow sound to be recorded (film)
audiotexaudiotex /�ɔ�diəυteks/ noun an interactive
voice response over the telephone in which a
computer asks the caller questions and the
caller responds by pressing numbers on his
telephone
audio/video interleavedaudio/video interleaved /�ɔ�diəυ
�vdiəυ �ntə|�li�vd/ noun full form of AVI
audio-video support systemaudio-video support system /�ɔ�diəυ
�vdiəυ sə|�pɔ�t/ noun full form of AVSS
audiovisualaudiovisual /�ɔ�diəυ �v'uəl/ adjective
which uses sound and images
audiovisual aidsaudiovisual aids /�ɔ�diəυv'uəl �edz/
plural noun equipment used in teaching,
which includes both sound and pictures
audiovisual scriptsaudiovisual scripts /�ɔ�diəυv'uəl
�eskrpts/ plural noun scripts that indicate
and separate live and mechanical sources
auditaudit /�ɔ�dt/ noun the process of noting
tasks carried out by a computer � verb to ex-
amine the state of a system and check that it
is still secure or working properly
audit trailaudit trail /�ɔ�dt trel/ noun a record of
details of the use made of a system by noting
transactions carried out, used for checking on
illegal use or malfunction
augendaugend /�ɔ�"end/ noun the number to
which another number, the addend, is added
to produce the sum
augmentaugment /ɔ�"|�ment/ verb to increase
augmenteraugmenter /�ɔ�"|�mentə/ noun a value
added to another
AUI connectorAUI connector /�e ju� �a kə|�nektə/
noun a D-connector used to connect thick
Ethernet cable to a network adapter
auralaural /�ɔ�rəl/ adjective by ear
authenticauthentic /ɔ�|�θentk/ adjective which is
true
authenticateauthenticate /ɔ� |�θent |�ket/ verb to say
that something is true or genuine
authenticationauthentication /ɔ�|�θent|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of making sure that something is
authentic
authenticatorauthenticator /ɔ�|�θentketə/ noun a
trustworthy company that provides authenti-
cation for digital signatures on the Internet
(NOTE: This process is used by secure web-
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19 automatic mode
sites (shopping or payment sites) to prove
to a visitor that the website has been creat-
ed by the authorised publisher.)
authorauthor /�ɔ�θə/ noun the person who wrote a
program � verb to create a multimedia appli-
cation by combining sound, video and imag-
es

‘The authoring system is a software product that
integrates text and fractally compressed images,
using any wordprocessor line editor, to create an
electronic book with hypertext links between dif-
ferent pages.’ [Computing]

authoring languageauthoring language /�ɔ�θərŋ
�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a programming language
used to write CAL and training programs
authoring softwareauthoring software /�ɔ�θərŋ �sɒftweə/,
authoring system /�ɔ�θərŋ �sstəm/ noun
1. a special application that allows you to cre-
ate multimedia titles. Authoring software lets
you design the pages of the multimedia book
and place video clips, images, text and sound
on a page. (NOTE: Almost all multimedia de-
velopers use some type of authoring soft-
ware rather than a traditional programming
language because it’s a much faster and
easier way to create multimedia programs.)
2. same as webpage design software
authorisationauthorisation /�ɔ�θəra |�zeʃ(ə)n/, au-
thorization noun the process of giving a
user permission to access a system
authorisation codeauthorisation code /�ɔ�θəra|�zeʃ(ə)n
kəυd/ noun a code used to restrict access to
a computer system to authorised users only
authorised userauthorised user /�ɔ�θə|�razd �ju�zə/, au-
thorized user noun person who is allowed
to access a system
authorityauthority /ɔ� |�θɒrəti/ noun the power to do
something � He has no authority to delete
your account.
authorizeauthorize /�ɔ�θə|�raz/ verb 1. to give per-
mission for something to be done � to au-
thorise the purchase of a new computer sys-
tem 2. to give someone the authority to do
something
authorizedauthorized /�ɔ�θərazd/ adjective permit-
ted
author levelauthor level /�ɔ�θə �lev(ə)l/ noun the
mode of an authoring software package that
is used by the author to design the application
(NOTE: The user uses the finished applica-
tion at user level.)
autoauto /�ɔ�təυ/ adjective, prefix automatic or
which works without the user needing to act

‘…expansion accessories include auto-dial and
auto-answer’ [Electronic & Wireless Worlds]

autocueautocue /�ɔ�təυkju�/ noun a method that
enables a person to read out a rolling text
which is projected on to an angled mirror in
front of the camera lens (film) � Autocue en-
ables a TV presenter to read a script without

looking down. � An autocue operator con-
trols the speed.
AUTOEXEC.BATAUTOEXEC.BAT /�ɔ�təυ"|�zek b�t/
noun (in an IBM PC running the MS-DOS
operating system) a batch file that contains
commands that are executed when the com-
puter is first switched on or reset
autoflowautoflow /�ɔ�təυfləυ/ noun a feature of
DTP or wordprocessing software that auto-
matically flows text around a graphic image
or from one page to the next
autofocusautofocus /�ɔ�təυfəυkəs/ noun an infra-
red sensors in cameras or camcorders that ac-
tivate the focusing operation (film)
automateautomate /�ɔ�tə|�met/ verb to install ma-
chines to do work previously done by people
automated teller machineautomated teller machine
/�ɔ�təmetd �telə mə|�ʃi�n/ noun full form
of ATM
automaticautomatic /�ɔ�tə|�m�tk/ adjective which
works by itself, without being worked by an
operator
automatically

automatically /�ɔ�tə |�m�tkli/ adverb
(machine) working without a person giving
instructions � The compiler automatically
corrected the syntax errors. � APT
automatically programmed toolsautomatically programmed tools
/�ɔ�təm�tkli �prəυ"r�md �tu�lz/ plural
noun full form of APT
automatic backupautomatic backup /�ɔ�təm�tk �b�k�p/
noun same as auto save
automatic call distributionautomatic call distribution
/�ɔ�təm�tk �kɔ�l �dstrbju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun
full form of ACD
automatic calling unitautomatic calling unit /�ɔ�təm�tk
�kɔ�lŋ �ju�nt/ noun full form of ACU
automatic camera effects systemautomatic camera effects system
noun full form of ACES
automatic data processingautomatic data processing
/�ɔ�təm�tk �detə �prəυsesŋ/ noun full
form of ADP
automatic frequency switchingautomatic frequency switching
/�ɔ�təm�tk �fri�kwənsi �swtʃŋ/ noun
same as automatic mode
automatic gainautomatic gain /�ɔ�təm�tk �"en/ noun
an electronic circuit which automatically in-
creases the volume when someone is speak-
ing quietly and drops it when someone is
speaking loudly
automatic gain controlautomatic gain control /�ɔ�təm�tk
�"en kən|�trəυl/ noun full form of AGC
automatic mailing listautomatic mailing list /�ɔ�təm�tk
�melŋ �lst/ noun � listserv
automatic modeautomatic mode /�ɔ�tə|�m�tk məυd/
noun a feature of a monitor that can adjust its
internal circuits to the different frequencies
used by different video standards. Also called
automatic frequency switching
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automatic number identification

automatic number identification
/�ɔ�təm�tk �n�mbə a |�dentfkeʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of ANI
automatic repeat request

automatic repeat request /�ɔ�təm�tk
r |�pi�t r|�kwest/ noun full form of ARQ
automatic scan tracking

automatic scan tracking noun full
form of AST
automatic send/receive

automatic send/receive /�ɔ�təm�tk
�send r|�si�v/ noun full form of ASR
automatic volume controlautomatic volume control
/�ɔ�təm�tk �vɒlju�m kən|�trəυl/ noun full
form of AVC
automationautomation /�ɔ�tə|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the use
of machines to do work with very little super-
vision by people
autopositive

autopositive /�ɔ�təυ|�pɒztv/ noun a
photographic process that produces a posi-
tive image without a negative stage
auto-reliable mode

auto-reliable mode /�ɔ�təυ r|�laəb(ə)l
�məυd/ noun a feature of a modem in which
the modem will try and establish a reliable
connection with another modem using error
correction
auto save

auto save /�ɔ�təυ sev/ noun a feature of
some application programs, e.g. word-proc-
essor or database software, that automatical-
ly saves the file being used every few minutes
in case of a power failure or system crash.
Also called automatic backup
auto scan

auto scan /�ɔ�təυ sk�n/ noun the ability
of a monitor to maintain the same rectangular
image size when changing from one resolu-
tion to another
autosizingautosizing /�ɔ�təυ|�sazŋ/ noun the abili-
ty of a monitor to maintain the same rectan-
gular image size when changing from one
resolution to another
auto trace

auto trace /�ɔ�təυ tres/ noun a feature of
some graphics programs that will transform a
bit-mapped image into a vector image by au-
tomatically locating the edges of the shapes
in the image and drawing lines around them
AUX

AUX /�e ju� �eks/ noun a serial communi-
cations port under the DOS operating system.
Full form auxiliary
A/UX

A/UX a trade name for a version of the Unix
operating system for the Apple Mac range of
computers
auxiliary

auxiliary /ɔ�" |�zliəri/ adjective which
helps � The computer room has an auxiliary

power supply in case there is a mains failure.
� noun full form of AUX
auxiliary deviceauxiliary device /ɔ�"|�zliəri d |�vas/
noun a piece of computer hardware that is
not part of the central processing unit but is
controlled by it, e.g. a printer or scanner.
Same as peripheral
a/va/v abbr audiovisual
avalancheavalanche /��vəlɑ�ntʃ/ noun a sequence
of actions in which each action starts another
� There was an avalanche of errors after I
pressed the wrong key.
avalanche photodiodeavalanche photodiode noun full form
of APD
avataravatar /��vətɑ�/ noun 1. the graphical im-
age that is used to represent a real person in a
cyberspace or three-dimensional system, e.g.
the image of a person in a three-dimensional
adventure game 2. the name for the superuser
account on a UNIX system. Also called root
AVCAVC1 /�e vi� �si�/ noun an electronic circuit
that maintains a constant sound level despite
undesired differences in strength of the in-
coming signal. Full form automatic volume
control
AVCAVC2 /�e vi� �si�/ a trade name for multime-
dia software developed by IBM that works
with its Audio Capture and Video Capture
boards
AVIAVI /�e vi� �a/ noun a Windows multimedia
video format developed by Microsoft. Full
form audio/video interleaved
AVSSAVSS /�e vi� es �es/ noun a digital video
system, originally for MS-DOS, used to play
back video and audio files on a computer.
Full form audio-video support system
A windA wind /�e wand/ noun a videotape
wound onto a reel so that it winds in a clock-
wise direction; the oxide layer being on the
inside (film)
axisaxis /��kss/ noun 1. a line around which
something turns � The CAD package allows
an axis to be placed anywhere. (NOTE: The
plural is axes.) 2. a reference line which is
the basis for coordinates on a graph
azerty keyboardazerty keyboard /ə|�z��ti �ki�bɔ�d/ noun
a method of arranging the keys on a keyboard
where the first line begins AZERTY, used
mainly in Continental Europe. Compare
QWERTY keyboard
azimuthazimuth /��zməθ/ noun the angle of a
tape head to a reference, e.g. a tape plane
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B
bb abbr bit
BB1 abbr byte
BB2 symbol the hexadecimal equivalent of the
decimal number 11
B:B: used in personal computers to indicate the
second disk drive, normally a floppy disk
drive � Copy the files from the hard drive, C:,
to the floppy drive, B:.
B2BB2B /�bi� tə �bi�/ adjective referring to ad-
vertising or marketing that is aimed at other
businesses rather than at consumers. Full
form business-to-business
B2CB2C /�bi� tə �si�/ adjective referring to ad-
vertising or marketing that is aimed at con-
sumers rather than at other businesses. Full
form business-to-consumer
babblebabble /�b�b(ə)l/ noun crosstalk or noise
from other sources which interferes with a
signal
BABTBABT /�bi� e bi� �ti�/ noun an independent
organisation that tests and certifies telecom-
munications equipment � If you design a
new modem, you must have BABT approval
before you can sell it. Full form British Ap-
provals Board for Telecommunications
babybaby /�bebi/ noun a spotlight with a 1000
watt bulb (film)
baby legsbaby legs /�bebi le"z/, tripod /�trapɒd/
noun a small tripod which is used when
shooting low angle shots (film)
backback /b�k/ noun the opposite side to the
front � There is a wide range of connectors
at the back of the main unit.

‘The V3500 has on-board Ethernet and SCSI in-
terfaces, up to 32Mb local DRAM, two program-
mable timers, a battery-backed real-time clock
with 32Kb RAM and four serial ports.’ [Comput-
ing]

backbonebackbone /�b�k|�bəυn/ noun a high-
speed, high-capacity connection path that
links smaller sub-networks, usually used to
connect servers on a network � We have
linked the servers in each office using a high-
speed backbone. (NOTE: Smaller workgroups
or networks are connected to the backbone
as segments or ribs.)
back bufferback buffer /�b�k �b�fə/ noun a section of
memory used as a temporary storage for
graphics before they are displayed on screen
(NOTE: The image is built up in the back buff-
er memory area then transferred to the
main video memory area for display.)

backdatebackdate /b�k|�det/ verb to put an earlier
date on a cheque or a document � Backdate
your cheque to April 1st. � The pay increase
is backdated to January 1st.
backdropbackdrop /�b�kdrɒp/ noun a static back-
ground image in front of which are displayed
actors or scenes
back-end networkback-end network /�b�k end �netw��k/
noun a connection between a mainframe
computer and a high-speed mass storage de-
vice or file server
back-end serverback-end server /�b�k end �s��və/ noun
a computer connected to a network that car-
ries out tasks requested by client worksta-
tions
back focusback focus /�b�k �fəυkəs/ noun the dis-
tance between the electronic camera trans-
ducer (that converts light into electronic sig-
nals) and the rear part of a zoom lens; this gap
is adjusted when the lens is set to its widest
point to produce a sharp image (film)
backgroundbackground /�b�k"raυnd/ noun 1. past
work or experience � His background is in
the computer industry. 2. the part of a picture
which is behind the main object of interest �
The new graphics processor chip can handle
background, foreground and sprite move-
ment independently. 3. a system in a compu-
ter where low-priority work can be done in
the intervals when very important work is not
being done
background colourbackground colour /�b�k"raυnd �k�lə/
noun the colour of a computer screen display,
different from that of characters and graphics
� White background colour with black char-
acters is less stressful for the eyes.
background imagebackground image /�b�k"raυnd
�md'/ noun an image displayed as a back-
drop behind a program or windows of a GUI
(NOTE: The background image does not
move and does not interfere with any pro-
grams.)
background modebackground mode /�b�k"raυnd
�məυd/ noun in a computer system in which
two modes for program execution are possi-
ble, the mode that is for housekeeping and
other necessary system programs. Compare
foreground mode
background planebackground plane /�b�k"raυnd �plen/
noun � backdrop
background processingbackground processing /�b�k"raυnd
�prəυsesŋ/ noun 1. the execution of a low-
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priority job when there are no higher priority
activities for the computer to attend to 2. a
process which does not use the on-line capa-
bilities of a system. Opposite foreground
background projection

background projection /�b�k|�"raυnd
prə |�d'ekʃən/ noun a special effect in which
actors seem to be performing in front of an
actual moving background when instead,
they are acting in front of images being pro-
jected onto the back of a screen (film)
backing memory

backing memory /�b�kŋ �mem(ə)ri/
noun same as backing store
backing storage

backing storage /�b�kŋ �stɔ�rd'/
noun same as backing store
backing store

backing store /�b�kŋ stɔ�/, backing
storage /�b�kŋ �stɔ�rd'/, backing mem-
ory /�b�kŋ �mem(ə)ri/ noun a permanent
storage medium onto which data can be re-
corded before being processed by the compu-
ter or after processing for later retrieval � By
adding another disk drive, I will increase the
backing store capabilities.
backlash

backlash /�b�kl�ʃ/ noun a fault when
slack film, caused by a fault in mechanics, is
broken or damaged; common when using
take-up or rewind wheels (film)
back-level

back-level /�b�k �lev(ə)l/ noun the earlier
release of a product which may not support a
current function
backlight

backlight /�b�klat/ noun light behind a
liquid crystal display unit that improves the
contrast of characters on the screen and al-
lows it to be read in dim light
backlit display

backlit display /�b�klt d |�sple/ noun a
liquid crystal display unit that has a backlight
fitted to improve the contrast of the display
backlog

backlog /�b�k|�lɒ"/ noun work or tasks
that have yet to be processed � The program-
mers can’t deal with the backlog of program-
ming work.
back office

back office /�b�k �ɒfs/ noun a secure
area of e-commerce software containing de-
tails of a company’s store properties and
products and tax tables � adjective relating
to the internal administration of a business,
not to its contacts with the public
backout

backout /�b�k|�aυt/ verb to restore a file to
its original condition before any changes
were made
back pack

back pack /�b�k p�k/ noun lightweight
television recording equipment which the
cameraman carries on his back when filming
(film)
back panel

back panel /�b�k �p�n(ə)l/ noun a panel
at the rear of a computer which normally
holds the connectors to peripherals such as
keyboard, printer, video display unit and
mouse

backplanebackplane /�b�kplen/ noun part of the
body of a computer which holds the circuit
boards, buses and expansion connectors (the
backplane does not provide any processing
functions). � motherboard, rack (NOTE:
The backplane does not provide any
processing functions.)
back projectionback projection /�b�k prə|�d'ekʃ(ə)n/
noun the projection of an image from behind
a screen (NOTE: It is often used in animation
where the static scene is displayed with
back projection, then the foreground char-
acters are displayed and the composite
scene photographed.)
backscatterbackscatter /�b�ksk�tə/ noun a reflect-
ed or scattered radio wave travelling in the
opposite direction to the original signal
backslashbackslash /�b�ksl�ʃ/ noun ASCII char-
acter 92, \, the sign which is used in MS-DOS
to represent the root directory of a disk, such
as C: or to separate subdirectories in a path,
such as C:
backspacebackspace /�b�k|�spes/ noun a move-
ment of a cursor or printhead left or back by
one character
backspace keybackspace key /�b�k|�spes ki�/ noun the
key which moves the cursor left on the screen
or back by one character � If you make a mis-
take entering data, use the backspace key to
correct it.
backstagebackstage /b�k |�sted'/ noun the area be-
hind a theatrical stage or film set which is not
seen by the audience or camera (film)
backtabbacktab /�b�kt�b/ verb (in an SAA CUA
front end ) to move the cursor back to the pre-
vious field (NOTE: backtabbing –
backtabbed)
backtimebacktime /�b�ktam/ noun a method of
timing the length of rewinding from a specif-
ic end point in material to establish a specific
start point in order to permit the end point to
occur at a precise time (film)
back upback up /�b�k �p/ verb 1. to support some-
thing or help someone � He brought along a
file of documents to back up his claim. 2. to
make a copy of a file or data or disk � The
company accounts were backed up on disk as
a protection against fire damage.
backupbackup /�b�k�p/ noun 1. the providing of
help � We offer a free backup service to cus-
tomers. 2. a copy of a file or data or disk
made as a security precaution. Also called
backup copy, backup version 3. the proc-
ess of making a copy of a file or data or disk
as a security precaution

‘…the previous version is retained, but its exten-
sion is changed to .BAK indicating that it’s a
back-up’ [Personal Computer World]

backup copybackup copy /�b�k�p �kɒpi/ noun same
as backup 3
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backup diskbackup disk /�b�k�p dsk/ noun a disk
which contains a copy of the information
from other disks, as a security precaution
backup filebackup file /�b�k�p fal/ noun a copy of
a file, made as a security precaution
backup planbackup plan /�b�k�p pl�n/ noun a set of
rules that take effect when normal operation
has gone wrong � The normal UPS has gone
wrong, so we will have to use our backup
plan to try and restore power.
backup procedurebackup procedure /�b�k�p prə|�si�d'ə/
noun a method of making backup copies of
files
backup serverbackup server /�b�k�p �s��və/ noun a
second computer on a network that contains
duplicate files and up-to-date data in case of
a problem with the main server
backwardbackward /�b�kwəd/, backwards adjec-
tive, /A/ adverb towards the back or in the op-
posite direction

COMMENT: Backward recovery is carried
out by passing the semi-processed data
from the crashed computer through a rou-
tine that reverses the effects of the main
program to return the original data.

backwards compatiblebackwards compatible /�b�kwədz
kəm|�p�təb(ə)l/ adjective 1. able to work
with older versions or systems 2. referring to
a new piece of software that provides the
same functions as the previous version and
can read the files created in the previous ver-
sion
BACSBACS /b�ks/ noun a system to transfer
money between banks using computer linked
via a secure network. Full form Bankers Au-
tomated Clearing Services
bacteriumbacterium /b�k|�təriəm/ noun � virus
bad breakbad break /�b�d �brek/ noun a hyphen
inserted in the wrong place within a word, a
problem sometimes caused by the automatic
hyphenation feature of word-processing soft-
ware
bad copybad copy /�b�d �kɒpi/ noun an illegible or
badly edited manuscript which the typesetter
will not accept
badge readerbadge reader /�b�d' �ri�də/ noun a ma-
chine that reads data from an identification
badge � A badge reader makes sure that only
authorised personnel can gain access to a
computer room.
bad sectorbad sector /�b�d �sektə/ noun a disk sec-
tor that has been wrongly formatted or which
contains an error or fault and is unable to be
correctly written to or read from � You will
probably receive error messages when you
copy files that are stored on bad sectors on a
disk.
bafflebaffle /�b�f(ə)l/ noun a sound absorber and
deflector which is a moveable unit used in re-
cording studios and film and television sets

BAFTABAFTA /�b�ftə/ abbr British Academy of
Film and Television Arts (film)
BAK file extensionBAK file extension /�b�k fal "|

�stenʃ(ə)n/ noun a standard three-letter file
extension used in MS-DOS systems to signi-
fy a backup or copy of another file
balancebalance /�b�ləns/ noun 1. the placing of
text and graphics on a page in an attractive
way � The dtp package allows the user to see
if the overall page balance is correct. 2. the
positioning of musical instruments so that
they may be recorded to their best advantage
3. amplitude control of left and right audio
signals in a stereo system 4. the adjustment
of the blue, green and red TV camera signals
in order to create a neutral chart of tones
ranging from black to white. This is done to
enable the production of a true colour picture
on television. 5. lighting equal to that in other
takes shot on the same set � verb 1. to plan
something so that two parts are equal 2. to
calculate the amount needed to make the two
sides of an account equal � I have finished
balancing the accounts for March.
bandband /b�nd/ noun a range of frequencies
between two limits
B and CB and C /�bi� ən �si�/ noun, adjective (vid-
eotape) ready for editing; the tape includes
the timecode, control track and colour black
signals (film) Full form blacked and coded
bandlimitedbandlimited /�b�ndlmtd/ adjective
(signal) whose frequency range has been lim-
ited to one band
bandpass filterbandpass filter /�b�ndpɑ�s �fltə/ noun
an electronic filter that allows a range of fre-
quencies to pass but attenuates all frequen-
cies outside the specified range
bandwidthbandwidth /�b�ndwdθ/ noun 1. a range
of frequencies 2. a measure of the amount of
data that can be transmitted along a cable or
channel or other medium � This fibre-optic
cable has a greater bandwidth than the old
copper cable and so it can carry data at high-
er speeds.
bandwidth on demandbandwidth on demand /�b�nd|�wdθ
ɒn d|�mɑ�nd/ noun a system used with a
switching service, e.g. ISDN, in a wide area
network that allows a user to send as much
information as he or she wants because the
network will adjust to transmit this amount of
information
bankbank /b�ŋk/ noun a collection of similar
devices � A bank of minicomputers process
all the raw data.

COMMENT: Memory banks are used to ex-
pand the main memory of a CPU (often
above the addressing range of the CPU) by
having a number of memory chips ar-
ranged into banks. Each bank operates
over the same address range but is select-
ed independently by a special code.
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Bankers Automated Clearing Serv-
ices /�b�ŋkəz �ɔ�təmetd �klərŋ
�s��vsz/ noun full form of BACS
bank Internet payment system

bank Internet payment system
/�b�ŋk �ntənet �pemənt �sstəm/ noun a
protocol that enables bank payments to be
made over the Internet and gives each finan-
cial institution a unique identification
number for the purposes of Internet transac-
tions. Abbr BIPS
banner

banner /�b�nə/, banner advertisement
/�b�nə əd|�v��tsmənt/, banner ad /�b�nə
�d/ noun 1. an image that carries an adver-
tising slogan, logo or message and is dis-
played on a web page 2. a heading or title ex-
tending to the width of a page

COMMENT: A long, narrow strip is now the
unofficial standard format for advertise-
ments that appear on almost every com-
mercial website on the Internet. Some ban-
ner ads are images, others include anima-
tion to attract the viewer’s attention. If you
click on a banner ad, you will usually jump
to the advertiser’s own site. If you would
rather not see banner advertisements
when you surf, you can install special soft-
ware that blocks them. Websites normally
charge advertisers according either to the
number of times the banner ad is displayed
(called the number of impressions) or the
number of times that a user clicks on the ad
(called the click-through rate).

bar

bar /bɑ�/ noun a thick line or block of colour
� verb to stop someone from doing some-
thing
bar chartbar chart /�bɑ� tʃɑ�t/ noun a graph on
which values are represented as vertical or
horizontal bars. Also called bar graph
bar code

bar code /�bɑ� kəυd/ noun data represent-
ed as a series of printed stripes of varying
widths

COMMENT: Bar codes are found on most
goods and their packages; the width and
position of the stripes is sensed by a light
pen or optical wand and provides informa-
tion about the goods such as price and
stock quantities.

bar code reader

bar code reader /�bɑ� kəυd �ri�də/ noun
an optical device that reads data from a bar
code
bar graph

bar graph /�bɑ� "rɑ�f/ noun same as bar
chart
bar graphics

bar graphics /�bɑ� �"r�fks/ noun US
same as bar code
barndoor

barndoor /bɑ�n|�dɔ�/ noun hinged metal
shutters at the front of a studio spotlight used
to shield or direct the light (film)
barneybarney /�bɑ�ni/ noun a piece of heavy cloth
which is put over a film camera when record-
ing sound in order to help prevent the noise of
the camera being heard (film)

barrelbarrel /�b�rəl/ noun a conducting post in a
terminal
barrel distortionbarrel distortion /�b�rəl d|�stɔ�ʃ(ə)n/
noun an optical lens distortion causing sides
of objects to appear curved
barrel printerbarrel printer /�b�rəl �prntə/ noun a
type of printer where characters are located
around a rotating barrel
barrier boxbarrier box /�b�riə bɒks/ noun a device
that electrically isolates equipment from a
telephone line to prevent damage
baryta paperbaryta paper /bə |�ratə �pepə/ noun a
coated matt paper used to produce final high
quality proofs before printing
basebase /bes/ noun 1. the lowest or first posi-
tion 2. a collection of files used as a refer-
ence. � database 3. a place where a compa-
ny has its main office or factory or a place
where a businessman has his office � The
company has its base in London and branch-
es in all European countries. 4. an initial or
original position 5. notation referring to a
number system � verb 1. to start to calculate
something from a position � We based our
calculations on the basic keyboarding rate.
2. to set up a company or a person in a place
� The European manager is based in our
London office. (NOTE: bases – basing –
based)
base 2base 2 /�bes tu�/ noun the binary number
system, using the two digits 0 and 1
base 8base 8 /�bes et/ noun the octal number
system, using the eight digits 0 – 7
base 10base 10 /�bes �ten/ noun the decimal
number system, using the ten digits 0 – 9
base 16base 16 /�bes sks |�ti�n/ noun the hexa-
decimal number system, using the ten digits
0 – 9 and the six letters A – F
basebandbaseband /�besb�nd/, base band /�bes
b�nd/ noun 1. the frequency range of a sig-
nal before it is processed or transmitted �
Voice baseband ranges from 20 Hz to 15
KHz. 2. digital signals transmitted without
modulation 3. information modulated with a
single carrier frequency
base filmbase film /�bes flm/ noun transparent
material which bears the light sensitive emul-
sion of a film or the magnetic oxide of mag-
netic recording tape (film)
base hardwarebase hardware /�bes �hɑ�dweə/ noun
the minimum hardware requirements that a
particular software package needs in order to
run
base level synthesizerbase level synthesizer /�bes �lev(ə)l
�sŋθesazə/ noun (on a sound card ) a syn-
thesiser that supports three melodic instru-
ments and can play six notes simultaneously
basicbasic /�besk/ adjective normal or from
which everything starts � The basic architec-
ture is the same for all models in this range.
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BASICBASIC /�besk/ noun a high-level pro-
gramming language for developing programs
in a conversational way, providing an easy in-
troduction to computer programming. Full
form beginner’s all-purpose symbolic in-
struction code
basicallybasically /�beskli/ adverb seen from the
point from which everything starts � The
acoustic coupler is basically the same as a
modem.
basic control system satellitebasic control system satellite
/�besk kən|�trəυl �sstəm �s�təlat/ noun
a system that runs dedicated programs or
tasks for a central computer. It is controlled
by using interrupt signals. Abbr BCS
basic encoding rulesbasic encoding rules /�besk n|

�kəυdŋ �ru�lz/ plural noun full form of BER
basic input/output operating systembasic input/output operating sys-
tem /�besk �npυt �aυtpυt �ɒpəretŋ
�sstəm/ noun full form of BIOS
basic rate accessbasic rate access /�besk ret ��kses/
noun full form of BRA
basisbasis /�bess/ noun the point or number
from which calculations are made � We cal-
culated keyboarding costs on the basis of
5,500 keystrokes per hour.
bassbass /bes/ noun, adjective low range of
audible frequencies that make up a sound
batchbatch /b�tʃ/ noun 1. a group of items
which are made at one time � The last batch
of disk drives are faulty. 2. a group of docu-
ments which are processed at the same time
� today’s batch of orders 3. a group of tasks
or amount of data to be processed as a single
unit � We deal with the orders in batches of
fifty. � verb 1. to put data or tasks together in
groups 2. to put items together in groups
batch modebatch mode /�b�tʃ məυd/ noun a method
of operating in which several tasks are speci-
fied in advance and run without user inter-
vention. Compare conversational mode
batch numberbatch number /�b�tʃ �n�mbə/ noun a
reference number attached to a batch
batch processingbatch processing /�b�tʃ �prəυsesŋ/
noun a system of data processing where in-
formation is collected into batches before be-
ing processed by the computer in one ma-
chine run

COMMENT: Batch processing is the opposite
of interactive processing, where the user
gives instructions and receives an immedi-
ate response.

BAT file extensionBAT file extension /�b�t fal k|

�stenʃən/ noun a standard three-letter file
extension used in MS-DOS systems to signi-
fy a batch file
batterybattery /�b�t(ə)ri/ noun a chemical device
that produces electrical current
battery backupbattery backup /�b�t(ə)ri �b�k�p/ noun
a battery to provide power to volatile storage

devices to retain data after a computer has
been switched off
baud ratebaud rate /�bɔ�d ret/ noun a measure of
the number of signal changes transmitted per
second � The baud rate of the binary signal
was 300 bits per second.

COMMENT: Baud rate is often considered
the same as bits per second, but in fact it
depends on the protocol used and the error
checking (300 baud is roughly equivalent
to 30 characters per second using stand-
ard error checking).

baybay /be/ noun a space within a computer’s
casing where a disk drive is fitted. Also
called drive bay
bazookabazooka /bə |�zu�kə/ noun an adjustable
pole used as a camera support in restricted lo-
cations where a tripod is too big (film)
BBCBBC abbr British Broadcasting Corporation
(film)
BBSBBS /�bi� bi� �es/ noun an information and
message database accessible by modem and
computer link. Full form bulletin board
system
bccbcc noun a feature of many electronic mail
programs that allows a user to send one mes-
sage to several users at a time but does not
display this list to the recipients. Full form
blind carbon copy. Also called blind copy
receipt
BCCBCC1 /�bi� si� �si�/ noun an error detection
method for blocks of transmitted data. Full
form block character check
BCCBCC2 /�bi� si� �si�/ abbr Broadcasting Com-
plaints Commission
BCDBCD /�bi� si� �di�/ noun a representation of
single decimal digits as a pattern of four bi-
nary digits � The BCD representation of dec-
imal 8 is 1000. Full form binary coded dec-
imal
BCNFBCNF /�bi� si� en �ef/ noun � normal form
BCPLBCPL /�bi� si� pi� �el/ noun a high level pro-
gramming language
BCSBCS abbr 1. British Computer Society 2.
basic control system satellite
BCUBCU noun a camera shot that is so close it
only reveals part of the subject in the picture
frame (film) Full form big close up
beaconbeacon /�bi�kən/ verb a signal transmitted
repeatedly by a device that is malfunctioning
on a network
beacon framebeacon frame /�bi�kən frem/ noun a
special frame within the FDDI protocol that
is sent after a network break has occurred
beadbead /bi�d/ noun a small section of a pro-
gram that is used for a single task
beambeam /bi�m/ noun a narrow set of light or
electron rays � A beam of laser light is used
in this printer to produce high-resolution
graphics.
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beam diversitybeam diversity /�bi�m da|�v��sti/ noun
the process of using a single frequency com-
munications band for two different sets of
data
beam splitterbeam splitter /�bi�m �spltə/ noun an op-
tical device to redirect part of a light beam
beardbeard /bəd/ noun a blank section between
bottom of a character and the type face limit
beardingbearding /�bərdŋ/ noun a fault that oc-
curs when the electronic limits of a television
system have been exceeded and is visible
with marks between the horizontally adjacent
light and dark areas of a television picture
(film)
BeaulieuBeaulieu /�bju�li/ noun a lightweight mo-
tion picture camera that is popular with peo-
ple making documentaries or news pro-
grammes (film)
beepbeep /bi�p/ noun an audible warning noise
� The printer will make a beep when it runs
out of paper. � verb to make a beep � The
computer beeped when the wrong key was
hit. � bleep
beginbegin /b |�"n/ verb to start � The company
began to lose its market share. � He began to
keyboard the changes to the customer ad-
dress file. (NOTE: you begin something or
begin to do something or begin with some-
thing. Note also: beginning – began – has
begun)
beginner’s all-purpose symbolic instruction codebeginner’s all-purpose symbolic in-
struction code /b|�"nəz ɔ�l �p��pəs sm |

�bɒlk n|�str�kʃən �kəυd/ noun full form of
BASIC
beginningbeginning /b|�"nŋ/ noun the first part of
something
beginning of filebeginning of file /b |�"nŋ əv �fal/ noun
a character or symbol that shows the start of
a valid section of data. Abbr bof
beginning of information markbeginning of information mark /b |

�"nŋ əv �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �mɑ�k/ noun full
form of BIM
behind-the-lens filterbehind-the-lens filter /b|�hand ð lenz
�fltə/ noun a gelatin filter which is able to
cut out chosen colours when placed behind
the camera lens and in front of the film (film)
belbel /bel/ noun a unit used when expressing
ratio of signal power in logarithmic form (P
bels = Log (A/B) where A and B are signal
power)
BELBEL noun bell character (equivalent to AS-
CII code 7)
bell characterbell character /�bel �k�rktə/, BEL noun
a control code that causes a machine to pro-
duce an audible signal, equivalent to ASCII
code 7
Bell-compatible modemBell-compatible modem /�bel kəm |

�p�tb(ə)l �məυdem/ noun a modem that
operates according to standards set down by
AT&T

bells and whistlesbells and whistles /�belz ənd �ws(ə)lz/
plural noun advanced features or added ex-
tras to an application or peripheral � This
word-processor has all the bells and whistles
you would expect – including page preview.
below-the-foldbelow-the-fold /b|�ləυ ðə �fəυld/ adjec-
tive referring to the lower part of a webpage
that is seen only by a user who scrolls down
the page and that is therefore less commer-
cially valuable. Compare above-the-fold
below-the-line costsbelow-the-line costs /b |�ləυ ðə lan
�kɒsts/ plural noun costs of crew and techni-
cians used in making a TV programme (as
opposed to scriptwriters, actors, etc., who are
above-the-line costs)
benchmarkbenchmark /�bentʃmɑ�k/ noun 1. a point
in an index which is important, and can be
used to compare with other figures 2. a pro-
gram used to test the performance of soft-
ware or hardware or a system � The maga-
zine gave the new program’s benchmark test
results.
benchmarkingbenchmarking /�bentʃmɑ�kŋ/ noun the
testing of a system or program with a bench-
mark
bendingbending /�bendŋ/ noun distortion in vide-
otape playback which is a result of defects in
the tape or in the video machine itself (film)
BERBER /�bi� i� �ɑ�/ noun a standard method of
encoding data that is stored in the ASN lan-
guage, often used in libraries and other Inter-
net data sites. Full form basic encoding
rules
Berkeley UNIXBerkeley UNIX /�b��kli �ju�nks/ noun a
version of the UNIX operating system devel-
oped by the University of California, Berke-
ley
bespoke softwarebespoke software /b|�spəυk �sɒftweə/
noun software that has been written especial-
ly for a customer’s particular requirements
best boybest boy /�best �bɔ/ noun the second in
command on the electrical team on a film set
best fitbest fit /�best �ft/ noun 1. something
which is the nearest match to a requirement
2. a function that selects the smallest free
space in main memory for a requested virtual
page
Betacam™Betacam™ /�bi�tək�m/ noun a standard
developed for video player and cameras
Betacam SPBetacam SP /�bi�tək�m es �pi�/ noun a
more accurate and sharper version of the Bet-
acam system (film) Full form Betacam su-
perior performance
beta sitebeta site /�bi�tə sat/ noun a company or
person that tests new software before it is re-
leased in a real environment to make sure it
works correctly
beta softwarebeta software /�bi�tə �sɒf(t)weə/ noun
software that has not finished all its testing
before release and so may still contain bugs
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beta testbeta test /�bi�tə �test/ noun a second stage
of tests performed on new software just be-
fore it is due to be released � The application
has passed the alpha tests and is just entering
the beta test phase.

‘The client was so eager to get his hands on the
product that the managing director bypassed in-
ternal testing and decided to let it go straight out
to beta test.’ [Computing]

beta versionbeta version /�bi�tə �v��'n/ noun a ver-
sion of a software application that is almost
ready to be released � We’ll try out the beta
version on as many different PCs as possible
to try and find all the bugs.
bezelbezel /�bez(ə)l/ noun the front cover of a
computer’s casing or disk drive unit
Bézier curveBézier curve /�bezie k��v/ noun a geo-
metric curve with the overall shape defined
by two midpoints, called control handles

COMMENT: Bézier curves are a feature of
many high-end design software packages.
They allow a designer to create smooth
curves by defining a number of points. The
PostScript page description language uses
Bézier curves to define the shapes of char-
acters during printing.

BFIBFI abbr British Film Institute
BGPBGP /�bi� d'i� �pi�/ noun a protocol that al-
lows routers to share routing information to
allow each router to calculate the most effi-
cient path for information. Full form border
gateway protocol (NOTE: This protocol is
most often used between routers installed
at Internet Service Providers (ISPs).)
biasbias /�baəs/ noun 1. an electrical reference
level 2. the deviation of statistical results
from a reference level 3. a high frequency
signal added to recorded information to min-
imise noise and distortion (the high frequen-
cy is removed on playback)
biasedbiased /�baəst/ adjective which has a bias
bibliographicbibliographic /�bbliə |�"r�fk(ə)l/, bibli-
ographical adjective referring to books or to
bibliographies
bibliographybibliography /�bbli|�ɒ"rəfi/ noun 1. a list
of documents and books which are relevant
to a certain subject � He printed a bibliogra-
phy at the end of each chapter. 2. a catalogue
of books
bidbid /bd/ verb (of a computer) to gain con-
trol of a network in order to transmit data �
The terminal had to bid three times before
there was a gap in transmissions on the net-
work.
bi-directionalbi-directional /�ba da|�rekʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ ad-
jective (operation or process) that can occur
in forward and reverse directions � bi-direc-
tional file transfer
bifurcationbifurcation /�bafə|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a sys-
tem where there are only two possible results

� The result of a binary multiplication is a
bifurcation: the result is either 1 or 0.
big close upbig close up /�b" �kləυs ��p/ noun full
form of BCU
bilinear filteringbilinear filtering /ba|�lniə �fltərŋ/
noun a method of removing unwanted image
defects, particularly on a texture-mapped ob-
ject, by looking at the four adjacent pixels
that surround each pixel to check that there is
no sudden change in colour
billionbillion /�bljən/ noun a number equal to one
thousand million. Abbr bn
BIMBIM /�bi� a �em/ noun a symbol indicating
the start of a data stream stored on a disk
drive. Full form beginning of information
mark
binbin /bn/ noun a tray used to hold a supply
of paper ready to be fed into a printer
binarybinary /�banəri/ adjective referring to the
number notation system which uses only the
digits 0 and 1 � noun same as binary digit
binary bitbinary bit /�banəri bt/ noun same as bi-
nary digit
binary chopbinary chop /�banəri tʃɒp/ noun same as
binary search
binary coded decimalbinary coded decimal /�banəri
�kəυdd �desm(ə)l/ noun full form of BCD
binary digitbinary digit /�banəri �dd't/ noun small-
est single unit in binary notation, either a 0 or
a 1. Also called binary, binary bit, binary
number, bit
binary fieldbinary field /�banəri fi�ld/ noun a field in
a database record that contains binary digits,
often one capable of holding any informa-
tion, including data, text, graphics images,
voice and video
binary large objectbinary large object /�banəri lɑ�d'
�ɒbd'ekt/ noun a field in a database record
that can contain a large quantity of binary da-
ta, normally a bitmap image. Full form of
blob
binary look-upbinary look-up /�banəri �lυk �p/ noun
same as binary search
binary numberbinary number /�banəri �n�mbə/ noun
same as binary digit
binary searchbinary search /�banəri s��tʃ/ noun a
search method for use on ordered lists of da-
ta. Also called binary chop, binary look-
up (NOTE: The search key is compared with
the data in the middle of the list and one half
is discarded. This is repeated with the re-
maining half until only the required data
item is left.)
binary systembinary system /�banəri �sstəm/ noun
the use of binary digits, or the data system
that operates with binary digits
binary treebinary tree /�banəri tri�/ noun a data sys-
tem where each item of data or node has only
two branches. Also called btree
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binauralbinaural /ban|�ɔ�rəl/ adjective method of
recording two audio channels
binaural soundbinaural sound /ban|�ɔ�rl saυnd/ noun a
method of recording sound so that it gives the
impression of stereophony when played
back. � Dolby Digital™
bindbind /band/ verb to glue or attach sheets of
paper along their spine to form a book
binderbinder /�bandə/ noun 1. a program that
converts object code into a form that can be
executed 2. a company which specialises in
binding books 3. a substance used to join the
metallic oxide particles together and to the
base film (film)
BinderyBindery /�bandəri/ noun a special data-
base used in a Novell NetWare network oper-
ating system to store user account, access and
security details
bindingbinding /�bandŋ/ noun 1. the action of
putting a cover on a book 2. the cover of a
book
binding offsetbinding offset /�bandŋ �ɒfset/ noun an
extra wide margin on the inside of a printed
page to prevent text being hidden during
binding (NOTE: It is the left margin on a right
hand page, the right margin on a left hand
page.)
BIOSBIOS /�baɒs/ noun a set of system routines
that interface between high-level program in-
structions and the system peripherals to con-
trol the input and output to various standard
devices. Full form basic input/output op-
erating system (NOTE: This often includes
controlling the screen, keyboard, and disk
drives.)
biosensorbiosensor /�baəυ|�sensə/ noun a device
that allows electrical impulses from an or-
ganism to be recorded � The nerve activity
can be measured by attaching a biosensor to
your arm.
bipackbipack /�bap�k/ noun (film) 1. two sec-
tions of film that are run in contact through a
motion picture camera in order to be printed
as one 2. the camera which is used for this
method of filming
biphasebiphase /�bafez/ noun an electronic sig-
nal that gives information about film speed
and direction (film)
bipolarbipolar /ba |�pəυlə/ adjective with two lev-
els
BIPSBIPS abbr bank Internet payment system
birdseyebirdseye /�b��dze/ noun a reflector type
of spotlight (film)
bisbis adjective used to describe an extension
of the V-standards that cover the features of
modems providing error detection and cor-
rection. � CCITT, V series
B-ISDNB-ISDN /�bi� �a es di� �en/ abbr broadband
ISDN

bistablebistable /ba|�steb(ə)l/ adjective referring
to a device or circuit that has two possible
states, on and off
bitbit /bt/ noun 1. same as binary digit 2. the
smallest unit of data that a system can handle
bit blitbit blit /�bt blt/ noun same as blit
bit block transferbit block transfer /�bt blɒk �tr�nsf��/
noun full form of blit
BITCBITC abbr burned-in time code
bit imagebit image /�bt �md'/ noun a collection
of bits that represent the pixels that make up
an image on screen or on a printer
bitmapbitmap /�btm�p/ noun 1. an image whose
individual pixels can be controlled by chang-
ing the value of its stored bit � In Windows,
every icon picture is stored as a small bitmap
image. (NOTE: One is on, zero is off. In col-
our displays, more than one bit is used to
provide control for the three colours red,
green and blue.) 2. a binary representation in
which each bit or set of bits corresponds to
some object such as an image or font or to
some condition 3. a file format for storing
images in which data in the file represents the
value of each pixel. Compare vector. Abbr
bitmp

‘…microcomputers invariably use raster-scan
cathode ray tube displays, and frequently use a
bit-map to store graphic images’ [Soft]

bit-mapbit-map /�bt m�p/, bitmap /�btm�p/
verb to define events or data using an array of
single bits, which can be, e.g., an image or
graphics or a table of devices in us (NOTE:
bitmapping – bitmapped)

‘…the expansion cards fit into the PC’s expan-
sion slot and convert bit-mapped screen images
to video signals’ [Publish]

bit-mapped fontbit-mapped font /�bt m�pt �fɒnt/ noun
a font whose characters are made up of pat-
terns of pixels
bit-mapped graphicsbit-mapped graphics /�bt m�pt
�"r�fks/ plural noun images whose individ-
ual pixels can be controlled by changing the
value of stored bits (NOTE: One is on, zero is
off. In colour displays, more than one bit is
used to provide control for the three colours
red, green and blue.)
bit-mapped registerbit-mapped register /�bt m�pt
�red'stə/ noun a memory location that
holds configuration information in a proces-
sor in which each separate bit within the lo-
cation has a different use or meaning (NOTE:
For example a register that refers to a
mouse might be one byte (eight bits) wide
and each bit could indicate whether a
mouse button is up or down.)
bitmpbitmp /�btm�p/ abbr bit-map
BitNetBitNet /�btnet/ noun a network used to
connect mostly academic sites and comput-
ers and allows transfer of electronic mail and
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listserver application (NOTE: BitNet is similar
to the Internet and is connected to allow the
transfer of electronic mail to and from aca-
demic users to other users on the Internet.)
bit ratebit rate /�bt ret/ noun a measure of the
number of bits transmitted per second
bits per inchbits per inch /�bts p�� �ntʃ/ noun full
form of BPI
bits per pixelbits per pixel /�bts p�� �pks(ə)l/ noun
full form of BPP
bits per secondbits per second /�bts p�� �sekənd/ noun
a measure of the number of binary digits
transmitted every second. Abbr bps
bit streambit stream /�bt stri�m/ noun a binary data
sequence that does not consist of separate,
distinct character codes or groups
bizbiz /bz/ noun a type of newsgroup that con-
tains business discussions and opportunities
(NOTE: For example ‘biz.opportunities’ con-
tains messages from users that are offering
ways of making money. Only the biz series
of newsgroups are supposed to discuss
commercial aspects: the rest of the news-
groups are for technical or academic dis-
cussion.)
black and whiteblack and white /�bl�k ən �wat/ noun 1.
the use of shades of grey to represent colours
on a monitor or display 2. an image in which
each pixel is either black or white with no
shades of grey
black levelblack level /�bl�k �lev(ə)l/ noun a level of
a video signal that represents absolutely no
light: total blackness
black listblack list /�bl�k lst/ noun a list of goods
or people or companies which have been
blacked
blacklistblacklist /�bl�klst/ verb to put goods or
people or a company on a black list � His
firm was blacklisted by the government.
blackoutblackout /�bl�kaυt/, black-out /�bl�k
aυt/ noun a complete loss of electrical pow-
er. Compare brown-out
black writerblack writer /�bl�k �ratə/ noun a printer
in which toner sticks to the points hit by the
laser beam when the image drum is scanned
� A black writer produces sharp edges and
graphics, but large areas of black are muddy.
blankblank /bl�ŋk/ adjective empty or with
nothing written on it � noun a space on a
form which has to be completed � Fill in the
blanks and insert the form into the OCR.
blankingblanking1 /�bl�ŋkŋ/ noun the process of
preventing a television signal from reaching
the scanning beam on its return trace
blankingblanking2 /�bl�ŋkŋ/ noun 1. a state in
which a screen displays nothing, in between
two images or during the picture beam fly-
back 2. the short period of time when the pic-
ture beam in a television picture either moves
from right to left after each line (horizontal

blanking) or from bottom to top after each
field (vertical blanking) (film)
blanking intervalblanking interval /�bl�ŋkŋ �ntəvəl/
noun the period during which a screen dis-
plays nothing, in between two images or dur-
ing the picture beam flyback � the time taken
for the scanning beam in a TV to return from
the end of a picture at the bottom right of the
screen to top left
blanking pulseblanking pulse /�bl�ŋkŋ p�ls/ noun the
electrical signal used to start the blanking of
a TV signal
blast-through alphanumericsblast-through alphanumerics /�blɑ�st
θru� ��lfənju�|�merks/ plural noun charac-
ters that can be displayed on a videotext ter-
minal when it is in graphics mode
bleedbleed /bli�d/ noun 1. a line of printing that
runs off the edge of the paper 2. a badly ad-
justed colour monitor in which colours of ad-
joining pixels blend
bleepbleep /bli�p/ noun an audible warning noise
� The printer will make a bleep when it runs
out of paper. � verb to make a bleep. � beep
bleeperbleeper /�bli�pə/ noun a device which
bleeps (often used to mean radio pager) �
The doctor’s bleeper began to ring, and he
went to the telephone. � He is in the factory
somewhere – we’ll try to find him on his
bleeper.
blessed folderblessed folder /�blesd �fəυldə/ noun the
Apple Mac System Folder that contains files
loaded automatically when the Mac is
switched on
blimpblimp /blmp/ noun a soundproofed film
camera case which prevents camera noise be-
ing detected by the microphone (film)
blind carbon copyblind carbon copy /�bland �kɑ�bən
�kɒpi/ noun full form of bcc
blind certificateblind certificate /�bland sə|�tfkət/
noun a means of tracking visitors to websites
that identifies the user’s system but not his or
her name
blind copy receiptblind copy receipt /�bland �kɒp r |�si�t/
noun same as bcc
blind diallingblind dialling /�bland �daəlŋ/ noun the
ability of a modem to dial out even if the line
appears dead, used on certain private lines
blinkblink /blŋk/ noun the way a cursor flashes
on and off to show you where you are posi-
tioned on the screen or in a document
blinkingblinking /�blŋkŋ/ noun a flashing effect
caused by varying the intensity of a displayed
character
blipblip /blp/ noun a small mark on a tape or
film counted to determine the position
blister packblister pack /�blstə p�k/ noun a type of
packing where the item for sale is covered
with a thin plastic sheet sealed to a card back-
ing
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blit

blit /blt/ verb (in computer graphics) the
act of moving a block of bits from one mem-
ory location to another. Full form bit block
transfer. Also called bit blit
blitter

blitter /�bltə/ noun an electronic compo-
nent designed to process or move a bit-
mapped image from one area of memory to
another � The new blitter chip speeds up the
graphics display.
blob

blob /blɒb/ noun a field in a database record
that can contain a large quantity of binary da-
ta, usually a bitmap image. Full form binary
large object
block

block /blɒk/ noun 1. a series of items
grouped together 2. a number of stored
records treated as a single unit 3. a wide
printed bar 4. a piece of metal from which a
halftone or line drawing is printed � verb to
stop something taking place � The system
manager blocked his request for more CPU
time.
block capitals

block capitals /�blɒk �k�pt(ə)lz/ plural
noun capital letters, e.g. A,B,C � Write your
name and address in block letters. Also
called block letters
block character check

block character check /�blɒk �k�rktə
tʃek/ noun full form of BCC1
blocking factor

blocking factor /�blɒkŋ �f�ktə/ noun
the number of records in a block
block letters

block letters /�blɒk �letəz/ plural noun
same as block capitals
blogging

blogging /�blɒ"ŋ/ noun the act of creating
or maintaining a weblog

‘Over the past year, blogging has grown, in both
importance and size. The original hardcore blog-
ging community is still there, and still vociferous.
But every month, thousands of others are trying
their hand at this unique publishing form.’
[The Guardian]

blond

blond /blɒnd/ noun a film business name
for a 20000 watt variable-beam floodlight
(film)
blooding

blooding /�blυdŋ/ noun (film) 1. the appli-
cation of a particular opaque ink, paint or
tape 2. the process of using a triangular
opaque patch when dealing with a photo-
graphic sound-track to cover up noise caused
by a join
bloom

bloom /blu�m/ noun a bright spot on the
screen of a faulty television
blooming

blooming /�blu�mŋ/ noun distortion of a
picture on television due to a too high bright-
ness control setting
bloop

bloop /blu�p/ verb to pass a magnet over a
tape to erase signals which are not needed
blow

blow /bləυ/ verb to program a PROM de-
vice with data. Also called burn (NOTE: blew
– blown)

blow-upblow-up /�bləυ �p/ noun the enlargement
of a picture from a 16mm to a 35mm film
(film)
blue packing shotblue packing shot /�blu� �p�kŋ �ʃɒt/
noun a foreground action shot in front of a
blue background in order to enable the direc-
tor to mix the scene with another using a trav-
elling matte or chroma key processes; the fi-
nal picture appears with the blue background
replaced (film)
BluetoothBluetooth /�blu�tu�θ/ a trade name for a
short-range radio communications system
that is designed to provide a simple way for
computer, Internet and input devices to com-
municate (NOTE: For example a palm-top
computer could transfer information to a
mobile phone using a Bluetooth link. The
technology was developed by a group of
computer and telecommunications compa-
nies that included Ericsson, IBM, Intel, No-
kia and Toshiba.)
blurblur /bl��/ noun an image in which the edg-
es or colours are not clear � verb to make the
edges or colours of an image fuzzy � The im-
age becomes blurred when you turn the focus
knob. (NOTE: blurring – blurred)
BMPBMP /�bi� em �pi�/ noun a three-letter exten-
sion to a filename that indicates that the file
contains a bitmapped graphics image � This
paint package lets you import BMP files. �
GIF, JPEG, TIFF
bnbn /�bljən/ abbr billion
BNC connectorBNC connector /�bi� en �si� kə|�nektə/
noun a cylindrical metal connector with a
copper core that is at the end of coaxial cable
and is used to connect cables together (NOTE:
It attaches by pushing and twisting the outer
cylinder onto two locking pins.)
BNC T-piece connectorBNC T-piece connector /�bi� en �si� �ti�
pi�s kə|�nektə/ noun a T-shaped metal con-
nector used to connect an adapter card to the
ends of two sections of RG-58 ‘thin’ coaxial
cable, used in many Ethernet network instal-
lations
boardboard /bɔ�d/ noun a flat insulation material
on which electronic components are mounted
and connected
bodybody /�bɒdi/ noun 1. the main section of
text in a document 2. the main part of a pro-
gram
bofbof, BOF abbr beginning of file
boilerplateboilerplate /�bɔləplet/ noun a final doc-
ument that has been put together using stand-
ard sections of text held in a word-processor
boilerplatingboilerplating /�bɔləpletŋ/ noun the
putting together of a final document out of
various standard sections of text
bold facebold face /�bəυld fes/ noun a thicker and
darker form of a typeface
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bombbomb /bɒm/ noun a routine in a program
designed to crash the system or destroy data
at a particular time � verb (of software) to
fail (informal ) � The program bombed, and
we lost all the data.
bond paperbond paper /�bɒnd �pepə/ noun a heavy
grade writing paper
bookbook /bυk/ noun 1. a multimedia title. � eb-
ook (NOTE: The name comes from the fact
that most multimedia titles are arranged as
a series of different pages, which together
form a book.) 2. a set of sheets of paper at-
tached together � They can print books up to
96 pages. � The book is available in paper-
back and hard cover.
bookletbooklet /�bυklət/ noun a small book with a
paper cover
bookmarkbookmark /�bυkmɑ�k/ noun a code insert-
ed at a particular point in a document that al-
lows the user to move straight to that point at
a later date
book palettebook palette /�bυk �p�lət/ noun a set of
colours that is used in a particular multimedia
application (NOTE: Two different applications
could use different palettes, and each must
load its own palette otherwise the colours
will appear corrupted.)
Boolean algebraBoolean algebra /�bu�liən ��ld'brə/
noun a set of rules that define, simplify and
manipulate logical functions, based on state-
ments which are true or false. � AND, NOT
function, OR. Also called Boolean logic
Boolean logicBoolean logic /�bu�liən �lɒd'k/ noun
same as Boolean algebra
boomboom /bu�m/ noun a long metal arm that al-
lows the operator to position a microphone
close to the sound source; also used to posi-
tion a video camera
boostboost /bu�st/ verb to make something in-
crease � The extra hard disk will boost our
storage capacity by 25MB.
bootboot /bu�t/ verb to execute a set of instruc-
tions automatically in order to reach a re-
quired state
boot blockboot block /�bu�t blɒk/ noun the first
track, track 0, on a boot disk of an IBM-com-
patible floppy disk. Also called boot record
boot diskboot disk /�bu�t dsk/ noun a special disk
that contains a bootstrap program and the op-
erating system software � After you switch
on the computer, insert the boot disk.
bootingbooting /�bu�tŋ/ noun same as boot up
bootlegbootleg /�bu�t |�le"/ noun an illegal copy of
recorded material
BOOTPBOOTP /�bi� əυ əυ ti� �pi�/ noun an Inter-
net protocol used by a diskless workstation to
find out its IP address, then load its operating
system from a central server. Full form boot-
strap protocol. � IP (NOTE: This protocol al-
lows a workstation to start up and load all its

software over the network: Ordinarily, a
workstation would load its operating system
and software from an internal floppy or hard
disk drive.)
boot partitionboot partition /�bu�t pɑ� |�tʃ(ə)n/ noun a
partition on a hard disk that contains the
bootstrap and operating system
boot recordboot record /�bu�t �rekɔ�d/ noun same as
boot block
bootstrapbootstrap, bootstrap loader noun a set
of instructions that are executed by the com-
puter before a program is loaded, usually to
load the operating system once the computer
is switched on. Compare loader
bootstrap protocolbootstrap protocol /�bu�tstr�p
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of BOOTP
boot upboot up /�bu�t ��p/ noun automatic execu-
tion of a set of instructions usually held in
ROM when a computer is switched on. Also
called booting
borderborder /�bɔ�də/ noun 1. an area around
printed or displayed text 2. a thin boundary
line around a button or field or a graphic im-
age
border styleborder style /�bɔ�də �stal/ noun an at-
tribute that determines the type of border
around a button or field, e.g. a single line, a
shadow or a double line
Borland™Borland™ a software company which has
developed a wide range of programming lan-
guages, database management systems and
spreadsheet applications, including Turbo
C++, Paradox, and QuatroPro
borrowborrow /�bɒrəυ/ noun an operation in cer-
tain arithmetic processes such as subtraction
from a smaller number
botbot /bɒt/ noun a robot utility program that
helps a user or another application carry out
a particular task – e.g. a search bot will help
a user search the Internet by submitting the
query to several engines at once; a link bot
will check that all the hyperlinks on a website
are correct
bottombottom /�bɒtəm/ noun the lowest part or
point of something � bottom price lowest
price � bottom line last line on a balance
sheet indicating profit or loss � the boss is
interested only in the bottom line he is only
interested in the final profit � bottom space
blank lines at the bottom of a page of printed
text
bottom spacebottom space /�bɒtəm �spes/ noun
blank lines at the bottom of a page of printed
text
bottom up methodbottom up method /�bɒtəm �p
�meθəd/, bottom up programming
/�prəυ"r�mŋ/ noun a method in which low-
level instructions are combined to form a
high-level instruction, which can then be fur-
ther combined
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bounce

bounce /baυns/ noun 1. a multiple key
contact caused by a faulty switch 2. an elec-
tronic mail message that could not be correct-
ly delivered and is returned to the sender 3.
vertical film image distortion when being
projected
boundaryboundary /�baυnd(ə)ri/ noun a line or
marker that indicates the limits of something
bounding box

bounding box /�baυndŋ bɒks/ noun a
rectangle that determines the shape and posi-
tion of an image that has been placed in a
document or on screen
box

box /bɒks/ noun 1. a cardboard or wood or
plastic container 2. a square of ruled lines
round a text or illustration � The comments
and quotations are printed in boxes.
boxed

boxed /bɒkst/ adjective put in a box or sold
in a box
box inbox in /�bɒks �n/ verb to surround a section
of text with ruled lines
Boyce-Codd normal formBoyce-Codd normal form /�bɔs kɒd
�nɔ�məl �fɔ�m/ noun � normal form. Abbr
BCNF
bozo bitbozo bit /�bəυzəυ bt/ noun (in an Apple
Macintosh system) an attribute bit that pre-
vents a file being copied or moved
BPI

BPI, bpi noun the number of bits that can be
recorded per inch of recording medium. Full
form bits per inch
BPPBPP /�bi� pi� �pi�/ noun the number of bits
assigned to store the colour of each pixel.
One bit provides black or white, four bits
give 16 colour combinations, eight bits give
256 colour combinations. Full form bits per
pixel
bpsbps /�bi� pi� �es/ abbr bits per second �
Their transmission rate is 60,000 bits per
second (bps) through a parallel connection.
Bps

Bps /�bi� pi� �es/ abbr bytes per second
bps rate

bps rate /�bi� pi� �es ret/ noun the rate at
which information is sent, equal to the
number of bits transmitted or received per
second
BRA

BRA /�bi� ɑ� �e/ noun a basic ISDN service
that provides two data channels capable of
carrying data at a rate of 64Kbps together
with a signalling channel used to carry con-
trol signals at 16Kbps. Full form basic rate
access
bracesbraces /�bresz/ plural noun curly bracket
characters ( {} ) used in some programming
languages to enclose a routine
bracketbracket /�br�kt/ noun a printing sign to
show that an instruction or operation is to be
processed separately
bracketed

bracketed /�br�ktd/ adjective (charac-
ters) joined together with small lines between
serif and main part

bracketing

bracketing /�br�ktŋ/ noun the process
of photographing the same scene with differ-
ent exposures to make sure there is one good
picture
Braille

Braille /brel/ noun a system of writing us-
ing raised dots on the paper to indicate let-
ters, which allows a blind person to read by
passing his fingers over the page � Braille
marks raised patterns on equipment or in
books to permit identification by touch
branch

branch /brɑ�ntʃ/ noun 1. a possible path or
jump from one instruction to another 2. a line
linking one or more devices to the main net-
work � The faulty station is on this branch.
� verb to jump from one section of a pro-
gram to another, often using a test or decision
with two or more possible results that lead to
two different points in the program

COMMENT: In BASIC, the instruction GOTO
makes the system jump to the line indicat-
ed; this is an unconditional branch. The in-
struction IF…THEN is a conditional
branch, because the jump will only take
place if the condition is met.

branching

branching /�brɑ�ntʃŋ/ noun a decision
with two or more possible results that lead to
two different points in the program
brand

brand /br�nd/ noun a make of product,
which can be recognised by a name or by a
design � the number one brand of software
brand newbrand new /�br�nd �nju�/ adjective quite
new or very new
breach

breach /bri�tʃ/ noun a failure to carry out
the terms of an agreement
breach of warranty

breach of warranty /�bri�tʃ əv �wɒrənti/
noun the act of failing to do something which
is a part of a contract
breadboard

breadboard /�bredbɔ�d/ noun a device
that allows prototype electronic circuits to be
constructed easily without permanent con-
nections or soldering
break

break /brek/ noun an action performed, or
a key pressed, to stop the execution of a pro-
gram � verb to decipher a difficult code � He
finally broke the cipher system.
break downbreak down /�brek �daυn/ verb to stop
working because of mechanical failure � The
modem has broken down.
breakdown

breakdown /�brek|�daυn/ noun the proc-
ess of stopping work because of mechanical
failure � We cannot communicate with our
New York office because of the breakdown of
the telex lines.
breakout box

breakout box /�brekaυt bɒks/ noun a
device that displays the status of lines within
an interface, cable or connector � The serial
interface doesn’t seem to be working – use
the breakout box to see which signals are
present.
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breakpointbreakpoint /�brekpɔnt/ noun a symbol
inserted into a program which stops its exe-
cution at that point to allow registers, varia-
bles and memory locations to be examined
(NOTE: Breakpoints are often used when de-
bugging a program.)
breathingbreathing /�bri�ðŋ/ noun a fault in which
the image on screen continually comes in and
out of focus; caused by buckling of the film
during exposure or during high intensity pro-
jection (film)
breezewaybreezeway /�bri�zwe/ noun a signal used
to separate the colour information from the
horizontal synchronising pulse in a television
signal
bricks-and-mortarbricks-and-mortar /�brks ən �mɔ�tə/
adjective referring to businesses that operate
using buildings such as shops and warehous-
es, as opposed to operating only or mainly
via the Internet. Compare clicks-and-mor-
tar
bridgebridge /brd'/ verb to use bridgeware to
help transfer programs and data files to an-
other system (NOTE: A bridging product is
available for companies with both genera-
tions of machines.) � noun 1. a device that
connects two networks together and allow in-
formation to flow between them. � router,
brouter (NOTE: Bridges function at the data
link layer of the OSI network model.) 2. a
process of ensuring that pieces of computer
equipment match, so that power losses be-
tween them are kept to a minimum 3. hard-
ware or software that allows parts of an old
system to be used on a new system � A
bridging product is available for companies
with both generations of machines.

‘Lotus Development and IMRS are jointly devel-
oping a bridge linking their respective spread-
sheet and client server reporting tools. It will al-
low users of IMRS’ Hyperion reporting tool to
manipulate live data from Lotus Improv.’ [Com-
puting]

bridgewarebridgeware /�brd'weə/ noun hardware
or software used to make the transfer from
one computer system to another easier, by
changing e.g. file format and translation
Briefcase utilityBriefcase utility /�bri�fkes ju� |�tlti/
noun (in Windows) a special utility that al-
lows you to keep files stored on a laptop and
a desktop PC up to date
brightnessbrightness /�bratnəs/ noun the intensity
of the light emitted by an image on a screen
� A control knob allows you to adjust bright-
ness and contrast.
brightness rangebrightness range /�bratnəs rend'/
noun the variation in the intensity of the light
emitted by something
brightness settingbrightness setting /�bratnəs �setŋ/
noun TV brightness control position

brilliance

brilliance /�brljəns/ noun the luminance
of an object as seen in a picture
brilliant

brilliant /�brljənt/ adjective (of light or
colour) very bright and shining
bring up

bring up /�brŋ ��p/ verb to start a compu-
ter system
British Approvals Board for Telecommunications

British Approvals Board for Tele-
communications /�brtʃ ə |�pru�vəlz
bɔ�d fɔ� �telikəmkju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun
full form of BABT
British Standards Institute

British Standards Institute /�brtʃ
�st�ndədz �nsttju�t/ noun full form of
BSI (UK)
broad

broad /brɔ�d/ noun a wide-angled flood-
light (film)
broadband

broadband /�brɔ�db�nd/ noun (in local
area networks or communications) a trans-
mission method that combines several chan-
nels of data onto a carrier signal and can car-
ry the data over long distances. Compare
baseband. Also called wideband

COMMENT: The three most popular broad-
band communication devices are ISDN,
cable modems and ADSL, which is part of
the wider DSL standard. Each country has
different prevalent standards and pricing
models. For example, ISDN provides a dig-
ital link that can transfer data at the rate of
64Kbps; it dials an access number and pro-
vides a link when required. ADSL, in con-
trast, provides a direct connection that ap-
pears to be ‘always on’ using a network
adapter to link the computer to the Internet
provider. ADSL normally supports a trans-
fer speed of up to 2Mbps.

broadband communication device

broadband communication device
/�brɔ�db�nd kə|�mju�n |�keʃ(ə)n d |�vas/
noun a communication channel and device
that allow a computer to connect to the Inter-
net at a very high speed, often several thou-
sand times faster than a dial-up modem con-
nected to a telephone line
broadband ISDN

broadband ISDN /�brɔ�db�nd �a es di�
�en/ noun a high-speed data transfer service
that allows data and voice to be transmitted
over a wide area network. Abbr B-ISDN
broadcast

broadcast /�brɔ�dkɑ�st/ noun 1. (in radio
communications) a data transmission to
many receivers 2. (in a network) a message
or data sent to a group of users � verb to dis-
tribute information over a wide area or to a
large audience � He broadcast the latest
news over the WAN. (NOTE: broadcasts –
broadcasting – broadcast)
broadcast message

broadcast message /�brɔ�dkɑ�st
�mesd'/ noun a message sent to everyone
on a network � Five minutes before we shut
down the LAN, we send a broadcast message
to all users.
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broadcast network

broadcast network /�brɔ�dkɑ�st
�netw��k/ noun a network for sending data
to a number of receivers
broadcast quality

broadcast quality /�brɔ�dkɑ�st
�kwɒlti/ noun a quality of video image or
signal that is the same as that used by profes-
sional television stations � We can use your
multimedia presentation as the advert on TV
if it’s of broadcast quality.
broadsheet

broadsheet /�brɔ�dʃi�t/ noun an uncut
sheet of paper or paper which has printing on
one side only
broadside

broadside /�brɔ�dsad/ noun US a public-
ity leaflet
brochure

brochure /�brəυʃə/ noun a publicity book-
let � We sent off for a brochure about holi-
days in Greece or about maintenance servic-
es.
brochure site

brochure site /�brəυʃə sat/ noun a sim-
ple, often one-page, website that advertises a
company’s products and gives its contact de-
tails
bromide

bromide /�brəυmad/, bromide print
/�brəυmad prnt/ noun 1. a positive photo-
graphic print from a negative or the finished
product from a phototypesetting machine �
In 24 hours we had bromides ready to film. 2.
a lithographic plate used for proofing
brouter

brouter /�bru�tə/ noun a device that com-
bines the functions of a router and bridge to
connect networks together � The brouter
provides dynamic routing and can bridge two
local area networks. � bridge, router
brown-out

brown-out /�braυn aυt/ noun a power fail-
ure caused by a low voltage level rather than
no voltage level
browse

browse /braυz/ verb 1. to view data in a da-
tabase or online system 2. to search through
and access database material without permis-
sion
browse mode

browse mode /�braυz məυd/ noun a
mode of operation in multimedia software
that allows a user to move between pages in
no fixed order
browser

browser /�braυzə/ noun a software pro-
gram that is used to navigate through web-
pages stored on the Internet. A browser pro-
gram asks the Internet server to send it a page
of information, stores, decodes and displays
the page, and will jump to other pages if you
click on hyperlinks. � HTML, Netscape, IE

COMMENT: A browser program asks the In-
ternet server (called the HTTP server) to
send it a page of information; this page is
stored in the HTML layout language that is
decoded by the browser and displayed on
screen. The browser displays any hotspots
and will jump to another page if the user
clicks on a hyperlink.

brushbrush /br�ʃ/ noun a tool in paint package
software that draws pixels on screen � The
paint package lets you vary the width of the
brush (in pixels) and the colour it produces.
brush stylebrush style /�br�ʃ stal/ noun the width
and shape of the brush tool in a paint package
� To fill in a big area, I select a wide, square
brush style.
brutebrute /bru�t/ noun a large 10,000 watt spot-
light, generally an arc lamp (film)
brute force methodbrute force method /�bru�t fɔ�s
�meθəd/ noun a problem-solving method
which depends on computer power rather
than elegant programming techniques
BSBS abbr backspace
BSIBSI /�bi� es �a/ noun an organisation that
monitors design and safety standards in the
UK. Full form British Standards Institute
BTL filterBTL filter /�bi� ti� �el �fltə/ noun same as
behind-the-lens filter (film)
btreebtree /�bi� tri�/ noun same as binary tree
bubble jet printerbubble jet printer /�b�b(ə)l d'et
�prntə/ noun � ink-jet printer
bubble memorybubble memory /�b�b(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/
noun a method of storing binary data using
the magnetic properties of certain materials,
allowing very large amounts of data to be
stored in primary memory
bubble packbubble pack /�b�b(ə)l p�k/ noun same as
blister pack
bubble sortbubble sort /�b�b(ə)l sɔ�t/ noun a sorting
method which repeatedly exchanges various
pairs of data items until they are in order
bucketbucket /�b�kt/ noun a storage area con-
taining data for an application
buckle switchbuckle switch /�b�k(ə)l swtʃ/ noun an
automatic circuit breaker in a film camera
which is activated by a film jam and shuts off
the motor to prevent the film tearing or buck-
ling (film)
bucklingbuckling /�b�klŋ/ noun the distortion and
bending of a film due to heat or dryness
bufferbuffer /�b�fə/ noun 1. a circuit that isolates
and protects a system from damaging inputs
from driven circuits or peripherals. � driver
2. a temporary storage area for data waiting
to be processed � verb to use a temporary
storage area to hold data until the processor
or device is ready to deal with it

COMMENT: Buffers allow two parts of a com-
puter system to work at different speeds,
e.g. a high-speed central processing unit
and a slower line printer.

bugbug /b�"/ noun an error in a computer pro-
gram which makes it run incorrectly
(informal)
buggybuggy /�b�"i/ noun a small computer-con-
trolled vehicle (NOTE: The plural is bug-
gies.)
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build

build /bld/ noun a particular version of a
program � This is the latest build of the new
software.
building block

building block /�bldŋ blɒk/ noun a self-
contained unit that can be joined to others to
form a system
buildupbuildup /�bld�p/ noun a blank tape insert-
ed into a videotape or film sequence in order
to leave spaces for scenes that have not yet
been filmed (film)
built-in

built-in /�blt �n/ adjective already includ-
ed in a system � The built-in adapter card
makes it fully IBM compatible. Opposite
add-on
built into

built into /�blt �ntə/ adjective (feature)
that is already a physical part of a system �
There are communications ports built into all
modems.
bulkbulk /b�lk/ noun a large quantity of some-
thing
bulk eraser

bulk eraser /�b�lk  |�rezə/ noun the re-
moval of recorded material on a magnetic
tape or film by the repositioning of all iron di-
oxide molecules (film)
bulk update terminal

bulk update terminal /�b�lk ��pdet
�t��mn(ə)l/ noun a device used by an infor-
mation provider to prepare videotext pages
off-line, then transmit them rapidly to the
main computer
bulletbullet /�bυlt/ noun a symbol, often a filled
circle � or square �, placed in front of a line
of text and used to draw attention to a partic-
ular line in a list

‘For a bullet chart use four to six bullet points and
no more than six to eight words each’ [Comput-
ing]

bulletedbulleted /�bυltd/ adjective marked with a
bullet in front of the line of text � a bulleted
list
bulletin board systembulletin board system /�boltn bɔ�d
�sstəm/ noun full form of BBS

‘The Council of European Professional Informat-
ics Societies has instituted an experimental Bul-
letin Board System based at the University of
Wageningen.’ [Computing]

bullets

bullets /�bυlts/ noun 1. a solid area of
typeset tone indicating the required image in-
tensity 2. a method of indicating an important
section of text by the use of large dots on the
page
bundlebundle /�b�nd(ə)l/ noun 1. a number of op-
tic fibres gathered together 2. a package con-
taining a computer together with software or
accessories offered at a special price � The
bundle now includes a PC with CD-rewriter,
digital camera and scanner for just £599. �
verb to market at a special price a package
that contains a computer together with a
range of software or accessories

bundled softwarebundled software /�b�nd(ə)ld
�sɒftweə/ noun software included in the
price of a computer system
bureaubureau /�bjυərəυ/ noun 1. an office that
specialises in keyboarding data or processing
batches of data for other small companies �
The company offers a number of bureau serv-
ices, such as printing and data collection. 2.
a company that specialises in typesetting
from disks or outputting DTP or graphics
files to bromide or film

‘IMC has a colour output bureau that puts images
onto the uncommon CD-ROM XA format.’
[Computing]

burnburn /b��n/ verb same as blow
burned-in time codeburned-in time code /�b��nd n �tam
�kəυd/ noun time code information included
in the video signal as an image that is visible
on any TV or monitor. Abbr BITC
burnerburner /�b��nə/ noun a device which burns
in programs onto PROM chips or CD
burn inburn in /�b��n �n/ verb 1. to mark a televi-
sion or monitor screen after displaying a
high-brightness image for too long 2. to write
data into a PROM chip 3. to increase the ex-
posure for a part of a photographic image
burn-inburn-in /�b��n n/ noun 1. a heat test for
electronic components 2. the addition of an
image or title over the projected action (film)
burn outburn out /�b��n �aυt/ noun excess heat or
incorrect use that causes an electronic circuit
or device to fail
burstburst /b��st/ noun a short isolated sequence
of transmitted signals
bursterburster /�b��stə/ noun a machine used to
separate the sheets of continuous fanfold pa-
per
busbus /b�s/ noun 1. a communication link
consisting of a set of leads or wires which
connects different parts of a computer hard-
ware system, and over which data is transmit-
ted and received by various circuits in the
system. Also called highway 2. a central
source of information that supplies several
devices
business computerbusiness computer /�bzns kəm |

�pju�tə/ noun a powerful small computer
which is programmed for special business
tasks
business packagebusiness package /�bzns �p�kd'/
noun same as business system
business systembusiness system /�bzns �sstəm/ noun
a set of programs adapted for business use,
comprising e.g. payroll, invoicing and cus-
tomers file
business-to-businessbusiness-to-business /�bzns tə
�bzns/ adjective full form of B2B
business-to-consumerbusiness-to-consumer /�bzns tə kən|

�sju�mə/ adjective full form of B2C
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bus networkbus network /�b�s �netw��k/ noun a net-
work of computers where the machines are
connected to a central bus unit which trans-
mits the messages it receives
busybusy /�bzi/ adjective 1. occupied in doing
something or in working � When the busy
line goes low, the printer will accept more
data. 2. (of a signal) indicating that a device
is not ready to receive data 3. distracting or
detailed (background to a film shot)
buttonbutton /�b�t(ə)n/ noun 1. a switch on a
mouse or joystick that carries out an action �
Use the mouse to move the cursor to the icon
and start the application by pressing the
mouse button. 2. a square shape displayed
that will carry out a particular action if select-
ed with a pointer or keyboard � There are
two buttons at the bottom of the status win-
dow, select the left button to cancel the oper-
ation or the right to continue.
button barbutton bar /�b�t(ə)n bɑ�/ noun a line of
small buttons along the top of the screen, just
below the menu bar, in many applications
such as Microsoft Word, Works and Excel.
Each button on the bar contains an icon that
helps describe its function and is equipped
with bubble-help.
butt splicebutt splice /�b�t splas/ noun a join in
film or tape which has been taped together

with the edges touching in order to prevent
overlapping (film)
buzz

buzz /b�z/ noun a sound like a loud hum �
verb to make a loud hum
buzzer

buzzer /�b�zə/ noun an electrical device
which makes a loud hum
buzz track

buzz track /�b�z tr�k/ noun the sound
track of a test film which is used to position
correctly the visual film in an optical sound
reproduction system (film)
buzzword

buzzword /�b�zw��d/ noun a word which
is popular among a certain group of people
(informal)
BVA

BVA abbr British Videogram Association
(film)
B/W

B/W, B and W abbr black-and-white
bypass

bypass /�ba |�pɑ�s/ noun an alternative
route around a component or device, usually
a faulty one, so that it is not used � There is
an automatic bypass around any faulty
equipment.
byte

byte /bat/ noun a group of usually eight
bits or binary digits that a computer operates
on as a single unit
bytes per second

bytes per second /�bats p�� �sekənd/
noun the number of bytes that can be trans-
mitted per second. Abbr Bps
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CC1 symbol the hexadecimal number equiva-
lent to decimal 12
CC2 noun a high level programming language
developed mainly for writing structured sys-
tems programs (NOTE: The C language was
originally developed for and with the UNIX
operating system.)
C++C++ /�si� pl�s �pl�s/ noun a high-level pro-
gramming language based on its predecessor,
C, but providing object-oriented program-
ming functions
cablecable /�keb(ə)l/ noun a flexible conducting
electrical or optical link � The cable has the
wrong connector for this printer.
cable modemcable modem /�keb(ə)l �məυdem/ noun
a device that links a computer to the Internet
via an existing cable television line. This sys-
tem provides high speed access to the Inter-
net by sharing the coaxial cable that is used to
distribute cable television signals.
cablingcabling /�keblŋ/ noun cable as a material
� Using high-quality cabling will allow the
user to achieve very high data transfer rates.

‘It has won a £500,000 contract to supply a struc-
tured voice and data cabling system to the bank
and its stockbrocking subsidiary.’ [Computing]

cachecache /k�ʃ/ noun a section of memory
used to store a temporary copy of selected
data for faster access. Also called cache
memory � verb to file or store in a cache �
This CPU caches instructions so improves
performance by 15 percent.
cache memorycache memory /�k�ʃ �mem(ə)ri/ noun
same as cache
CADCAD /k�d/ noun the use of a computer and
graphics terminal to help a designer in his
work � All our engineers design on CAD
workstations. Full form computer-aided
design, computer-assisted design

‘John Smith of CAD supplier CAD/CAM Limit-
ed has moved into sales with responsibilities for
the North of England. He was previously a tech-
nical support specialist.’ [Computing]

CAD/CAMCAD/CAM noun interaction between com-
puters used for designing and those for man-
ufacturing a product
caddycaddy /�k�di/ noun � CD caddy
CAECAE /�si� e �i�/ noun the use of a computer
to help an engineer solve problems or calcu-
late design or product specifications. Full
form computer-aided engineering, com-
puter-assisted engineering

CAICAI /�si� e �a/ noun the use of a computer
to assist in teaching a subject. Full form
computer-aided instruction, computer-
assisted instruction
CALCAL /�si� e �el/ noun the use of a computer
to assist pupils to learn a subject. Full form
computer-aided learning, computer-as-
sisted learning
calculatecalculate /�k�lkjυ|�let/ verb 1. to find the
answer to a problem using numbers � The
DP manager calculated the rate for key-
boarding. 2. to estimate � I calculate that we
have six months’ stock left.
calculating machinecalculating machine /�k�lkjυletŋ mə|

�ʃi�n/ noun a machine which calculates
calculationcalculation /�k�lkjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the
answer to a problem in mathematics
calculatorcalculator /�k�lkjυ|�letə/ noun an elec-
tronic machine which works out the answers
to numerical problems � My pocket calcula-
tor needs a new battery.
CalculatorCalculator /�k�lkjυ|�letə/ a software util-
ity that is supplied with Windows, works just
like a normal calculator and is started by dou-
ble-clicking on the Calculator icon in the Ac-
cessories group
calibratecalibrate /�k�lbret/ verb to adjust a mon-
itor or joystick so that it is responding cor-
rectly and accurately to the signals or move-
ments
callcall /kɔ�l/ noun a conversation (between
people or machines) on the telephone � verb
to transfer control from a main program to a
separate program or routine
callbackcallback /�kɔ�lb�k/ noun a security sys-
tem that is used to reduce the risk of any un-
authorised user connecting to a computer if
dial-in networking is installed. With call-
back, the communications software and mo-
dem are used to dial the remote computer and
enter a name and password. The remote com-
puter then hangs up the telephone line and
calls back on a preset telephone number.
Abbr CB
call discriminationcall discrimination /�kɔ�l d|�skrm|

�neʃ(ə)n/ noun a feature of a modem that al-
lows it to check if an incoming telephone call
is from a fax machine, another computer with
a modem or from a person
call divertercall diverter /�kɔ� da |�v��tə/ noun a de-
vice which, on receiving a telephone call,
contacts another point and re-routes the call
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caller

caller /�kɔ�lə/ noun a person who tele-
phones or requests a call
call handler

call handler /�kɔ�l �h�ndlə/ noun � han-
dler
callier effect

callier effect /�k�liə  |�fekt/ noun the scat-
tering of light as it passes through one or
more lenses
calligraphy

calligraphy /kə|�l"rəfi/ noun the art of
handwriting
call in

call in /�kɔ�l �n/ verb to telephone to make
contact � We ask the representatives to call
in every Friday to report the weeks’ sales.
call logger

call logger /�kɔ�l �lɒ"ə/ noun a device
which keeps a record of telephone calls
call scheduling

call scheduling /�kɔ�l �ʃedju�lŋ/ noun
(in a fax server ) the process of arranging
calls so that long-distance calls are made at
off-peak times
call up

call up /�kɔ�l ��p/ verb to ask for informa-
tion from a backing store to be displayed �
All the customers addresses were called up.
CAM

CAM /�si� e �em/ noun the use of a compu-
ter to control machinery or assist in a manu-
facturing process. Full form computer-aid-
ed manufacture, computer-assisted
manufacturing
Cambridge ring

Cambridge ring /�kembrid' �rŋ/ noun
a local area networking standard used for
connecting several devices and computers to-
gether in a ring with simple cable links
camcorder

camcorder /�k�mkɔ�də/ noun a compact,
portable video camera with built-in video
cassette recorder and microphone; records
onto VHS, S-VHS or Hi-8 format cassettes
(film)
cameo

cameo /�k�miəυ/ noun 1. reverse charac-
ters, that is, white on a black background 2. a
front-lit subject filmed in front of a dark
background
camera

camera /�k�m(ə)rə/ noun 1. a photograph-
ic device that transfers a scene onto a piece of
film, usually via a lens 2. a device that trans-
forms a scene into electronic signals that can
be displayed on a television
camera chain

camera chain /�k�m(ə)rə tʃen/ noun
the pieces of equipment necessary to operate
a television camera
camera crew

camera crew /�k�m(ə)rə kru�/ noun a
group of people who man a TV camera
camera exposure sheets

camera exposure sheets /�k�m(ə)rə
k|�spəυ'ə �ʃi�ts/ plural noun in animation
photography, the frame by frame instruction
sheet for the camera operator
camera operator

camera operator /�k�m(ə)rə �ɒpəretə/
noun the main camera technician who is in
charge of the lighting and photography of a
shot

camera originalcamera original /�k�m(ə)rə ə|�rd'nəl/
noun the original film in the camera which
was used to photograph a scene
camera ready copycamera ready copy /�k�m(ə)rə �redi
�kɒpi/ noun the final text or graphics ready to
be photographed before printing. Abbr CRC
camera scriptcamera script /�k�m(ə)rə skrpt/ noun
the script on which information of shots,
lighting and sound are listed
camera speedcamera speed /�k�m(ə)rə spi�d/ noun
the speed with which film moves through
camera; rate is measured by frames per sec-
ond, in feet, or metres per minute
campus environmentcampus environment /�k�mpəs n|

�varənmənt/ noun a large area or location
that has lots of users connected by several
networks, such as a university or hospital
campus networkcampus network /�k�mpəs �netw��k/
noun a network that connects together the
smaller local area networks in each depart-
ment within a building or university site
cancelcancel /�k�nsəl/ verb to stop a process or
instruction before it has been fully executed
cancellationcancellation /�k�nsə|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the
action of stopping a process which has been
started
candelacandela /k�n|�di�lə/ noun the SI unit of
measurement of light intensity
canonical schemacanonical schema /kə |�nɒnkl �ski�mə/
noun a model of a database that is independ-
ent of hardware or software available
canscans /k�nz/ plural noun headphones (film)
capabilitycapability /�kepə|�bləti/ noun being able
to do something � resolution capabilities
capablecapable /�kepəb(ə)l/ adjective able to do
something � That is the highest speed that
this printer is capable of. (NOTE: a device is
capable of something)
capacitancecapacitance /k�|�p�stəns/ noun the
ability of a component to store electrical
charge
capacitorcapacitor /kə|�p�stə/ noun an electronic
component that can store charge
capacitycapacity /kə|�p�sti/ noun 1. the amount
which can be produced or amount of work
which can be done � industrial or manufac-
turing or production capacity 2. the amount
of storage space available in a system or on a
disk
capitalisationcapitalisation /�k�pt(ə)la |�zeʃ(ə)n/,
capitalization noun function of a word-
processor to convert a line or block of text
into capitals
capitalscapitals /�k�pt(ə)lz/, caps plural noun
letters in their large form, A,B,C,D, etc., as
opposed to lower-case letters, a,b,c,d, etc. �
The word BASIC is always written in caps.
caps lockcaps lock /�k�ps lɒk/ noun a key on a key-
board that allows all characters to be entered
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as capitals � The LED lights up when caps
lock is pressed.
capstancapstan /�k�pstən/ noun a spindle of a
tape player or tape backup unit that keeps the
tape pressed against the magnetic read/write
head or pinch roller
captioncaption /�k�pʃən/ noun a descriptive text
that appears at the top of a window, in white
text on a blue background
caption generatorcaption generator /�k�pʃən
�d'enəretə/ noun a computer or electronic
device that allows a user to add titles or cap-
tions to a video sequence
capturecapture /�k�ptʃə/ verb 1. to take data into
a computer system 2. (in a Token-Ring net-
work) to remove a token from the network in
order to transmit data across the network. �
Token Ring network 3. to store the image
currently displayed on screen in a file; useful
when creating manuals about a software
product � The software allows captured im-
ages to be edited. � Scanners usually capture
images at a resolution of 300 dots per inch
(dpi).
carboncarbon /�kɑ�bən/ noun 1. carbon paper �
You forgot to put a carbon in the typewriter.
2. a carbon copy, a copy made with carbon
paper � Give me the original, and file the
carbon copy. � NCR paper
carbon copycarbon copy /�kɑ�bən �kɒpi/ noun full
form of cc
carbonlesscarbonless /�kɑ�bənləs/ adjective which
makes a copy without using carbon paper �
carbonless paper paper that transfers writ-
ing without carbon paper
carbon microphonecarbon microphone /�kɑ�bən
�makrəfəυn/ noun a microphone that uses
changes of resistance in carbon granules due
to sound pressure to produce a signal
carbon papercarbon paper /�kɑ�bən �pepə/ noun thin
paper with a coating of ink on one side, used
to make copies in a typewriter or printer
carbon ribboncarbon ribbon /�kɑ�bən �rbən/ noun a
thin plastic ribbon, coated with black ink,
used in printers. Compare fibre ribbon
carbon setcarbon set /�kɑ�bən set/ noun forms with
carbon paper attached
carbon tissuecarbon tissue /�kɑ�bən �tʃu�/ noun light
sensitive material used to transfer an image to
the printing plate of a photogravure process
cardcard /kɑ�d/ noun 1. a small piece of stiff pa-
per or plastic 2. a punched card 3. a sheet of
insulating material on which electronic com-
ponents can be mounted 4. a single page
within a HyperCard program; each card can
have text, images, sound, video and buttons
on it

‘A smart card carries an encryption chip, which
codifies your ID and password prior to their being
transmitted across a network.’ [Computing]

CardBusCardBus /�kɑ�db�s/ a high-speed, up to
33MHz, version of the original PCMCIA PC
Card standard that allows 32-bits of data to
be transferred in one operation compared to
the 16-bit capability of the original PC Card
standard
cardinal numbercardinal number /�kɑ�dn(ə)l �n�mbə/
noun a positive whole number � 13, 19 and
27 are cardinal numbers, –2.3 and 7.45 are
not.
cardioid responsecardioid response /�kɑ�diɔd r |�spɒns/
noun the heart-shaped response curve of an
antenna or microphone when a signal source
is moved around it
cardoid microphonecardoid microphone /�kɑ�dɔd
�makrəfəυn/ noun a highly sensitive micro-
phone which is used to pick up sound in a
specific area. It is not used for general noise
recording. (film)
card readercard reader /�kɑ�d �ri�də/ noun a device
which reads data from the magnetic strip on
the back of a identity or credit card
caretcaret /�k�rət/ noun symbol ‘^’ that is often
used to mean the Control key
caret markcaret mark /�k�rət mɑ�k/, caret sign
/�k�rt �san/ noun a proofreading symbol to
indicate that something has to be inserted in
the text
carpal tunnel syndromecarpal tunnel syndrome /�kɑ�p(ə)l
�t�n(ə)l �sndrəυm/ noun same as repeti-
tive strain injury
carriagecarriage /�k�rd'/ noun the mechanical
section of a printer that correctly feeds or
moves the paper that is being printed
carriage returncarriage return /�k�rd' r|�t��n/ noun a
code or key to indicate the end of an input
line and to move the cursor to the start of the
next line. Abbr CR
carriage return keycarriage return key /�k�rd' r|�t��n
�ki�/ noun a key that moves a cursor or print-
head to the beginning of the next line on
screen or in printing
carriercarrier /�k�riə/ noun 1. a device that holds
a section of microfilm 2. a continuous high-
frequency waveform that can be modulated
by a signal 3. a substance that holds the ink
for photocopying or printing processes
carrier sense multiple access-collision avoidancecarrier sense multiple access-colli-
sion avoidance /�k�riə sens �m�ltip(ə)l
��kses kə|�l'(ə)n ə|�vɔdəns/ noun full
form of CSMA-CA
carrier sense multiple access-collision detectioncarrier sense multiple access-colli-
sion detection /�k�riə sens �m�ltip(ə)l
��kses kə|�l'(ə)n d|�tekʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of CSMA-CD
carrier telegraphycarrier telegraphy /�k�riə tə|�le"rəfi/
noun a system of transmitting telegraph sig-
nals via a carrier signal
carrier wavecarrier wave /�k�riə wev/ noun a wave-
form used as a carrier
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carrycarry /�k�ri/ verb to move (something)
from one place to another � The fibre optic
link carried all the data.
cartridgecartridge /�kɑ�trd'/ noun a removable
cassette, containing a disk or tape or program
or data, usually stored in ROM
cartridge papercartridge paper /�kɑ�trd' �pepə/ noun
good quality white paper for drawing or
printing
CASCAS /�si� e �es/ noun a standard developed
by Intel and DCA to allow communication
software to control a fax modems. Full form
communicating applications specifica-
tion
cascading menucascading menu /k�|�skedŋ �menju�/
noun a secondary menu that is displayed to
the side of the main pull-down menu
cascading style sheetcascading style sheet /k� |�skedŋ
�stal �ʃi�t/ noun a method of describing the
font, spacing and colour of text within a web-
page and storing this information in a style
sheet that can be applied to any text within
the page. Abbr CSS
cascading windowscascading windows /k� |�skedŋ
�wndəυz/ plural noun (in a GUI) multiple
windows that are displayed overlapping so
that only the title bar at the top of each win-
dow is showing
casecase /kes/ noun 1. a protective container
for a device or circuit 2. a programming com-
mand that jumps to various points in a pro-
gram depending on the result of a test
case sensitivecase sensitive /�kes �sensətv/ adjec-
tive referring to a command or operation that
will only work when the characters are en-
tered in a particular case � The password is
case sensitive.
case sensitive searchcase sensitive search /�kes �sensətv
�s��tʃ/ noun a search function that succeeds
only if both the search word and the case of
the characters in the search word match
casingcasing /�kesŋ/ noun a solid protective
box in which a computer or delicate equip-
ment is housed
cassettecassette /kə|�set/ noun a hard container
used to store and protect magnetic tape
cassette recordercassette recorder /kə|�set r |�kɔ�də/
noun a machine to transfer audio signals onto
magnetic tape
cassette tapecassette tape /kə|�set tep/ noun narrow
reel of magnetic tape housed in a solid case
for protection (NOTE: Using cassette tape al-
lows data to be stored for future retrieval. It
is used instead of a disk system on small
computers or as a slow, serial access, high-
capacity back-up medium for large sys-
tems.)
castcast /kɑ�st/ noun 1. (in a programming lan-
guage) an instruction that converts data from
one type to another � To convert the variable

from an integer to a character type, use the
cast command. 2. (in a multimedia presenta-
tion or animation) each individual part of a
multimedia presentation or animation. The
members of a cast can be individual images,
sound clips or text.
cast-based animationcast-based animation /�kɑ�st bes
��n|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun a type of animation in
which everything is an object and has its de-
fined movement, colour and shape, and the
actions of each object are controlled by a
script
caster machinecaster machine /�kɑ�stə mə|�ʃi�n/ noun a
machine that produces metal type
casting agentcasting agent /�kɑ�stŋ �ed'ənt/ noun a
person who chooses the performers for a film
or television production (film)
casting offcasting off /�kɑ�stŋ ɒf/ noun the process
of calculating the amount of space required
to print text in a certain font
cast membercast member /�kɑ�st �membə/ noun a
single object, e.g. text, an image or an ani-
mated object, within a cast used in a presen-
tation
cast offcast off /�kɑ�st �ɒf/ noun the amount of
space required to print a text in a certain font
� verb to calculate the amount of space need-
ed to print a text in a certain font
CATCAT /k�t/ noun 1. the use of a computer to
demonstrate to and assist pupils in learning a
skill. Full form computer-aided training,
computer-assisted training 2. the use of a
computer to test equipment or programs to
find any faults. Full form computer-aided
testing, computer-assisted testing
catadiatropic lenscatadiatropic lens /�k�təaətrɒpk
�lenz/ noun a telephoto lens incorporating
mirrors which are used to diminish the lens
size (film)
cataloguecatalogue /�k�t(ə)lɒ"/ noun a list of con-
tents or items in order � verb to make a cat-
alogue of items stored � All the terminals
were catalogued, with their location, call
sign and attribute table.
cataloguercataloguer /�k�təlɒ"ə/ noun a person
who makes a catalogue
catastrophecatastrophe /kə|�t�strəfi/ noun a serious
fault, error or breakdown of equipment, usu-
ally leading to serious damage and shutdown
of a system
catastrophic errorcatastrophic error /�k�təstrɒfk �erə/
noun an error that causes a program to crash
or files to be accidentally erased
catastrophic failurecatastrophic failure /�k�təstrɒfk
�feljə/ noun a complete system failure or
crash
cathodecathode /�k�θəυd/ noun the negative elec-
trical terminal of a device or battery. Oppo-
site anode
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cathode ray tubecathode ray tube /�k�θəυd �re tju�b/
noun full form of CRT

COMMENT: Cathode ray tubes are used in
traditional-style television sets, computer
monitors and VDUs. A CRT consists of a
vacuum tube, one end of which is flat and
coated with phosphor, while the other end
contains an electron beam source. Charac-
ters or graphics are visible when the con-
trollable electron beam strikes the phos-
phor, causing it to glow.

cathode-ray tube storagecathode-ray tube storage /�k�θəυd
re �tju�b �stɔ�rd'/ noun a cathode ray tube
with a long-persistence phosphor screen
coating that retains an image for a long time
CATVCATV noun a cable television system using
a single aerial to pick up television signals
and then distribute them over a wide area via
cable. Full form community antenna tele-
vision
CAVCAV /�si� e �vi�/ noun a CD-ROM that spins
at a constant speed. The size of each data
frame on the disc varies so as to maintain a
regular data throughput of one frame per sec-
ond. Full form constant angular velocity
CBCB1 noun a cheap popular system of radio
communications, usually between vehicles.
Full form citizens band radio
CBCB2 abbr callback
C bandC band /�si� b�nd/ noun a microwave com-
munications frequency range of 3.9 –
6.2GHz
CBICBI /)/ abbr computer-based instruction
CBLCBL /�si� bi� �el/ noun education or learning
using special programs running on a compu-
ter. Full form computer-based learning
CBMSCBMS /�si� bi� em �es/ noun the use of a
computer system to allow users to send and
receive messages from other users, usually
in-house. Full form computer-based mes-
sage system. � BBS
CBTCBT /�si� bi� �ti�/ noun the use of a computer
system to train students. Full form compu-
ter-based training
CBXCBX abbr computerised branch exchange
cccc /�si� �si�/ noun a feature of electronic mail
software that allows you to send a copy of a
message to another user. Full form carbon
copy. � bcc
CCDCCD abbr charge-coupled device
CCIR 601CCIR 601 /�si� si� a ɑ� �sks əυ �w�n/
noun a recommended standard for defining
digital video
CCITTCCITT /�si� si� a ti� �ti�/ noun an interna-
tional committee that defines communica-
tions protocols and standards. Full form
Comité Consultatif International Télé-
phonique et Télégraphique
CCRCCR abbr camera cassette recorder. � cam-
corder

CCTV

CCTV /�si� si� ti� �vi�/ abbr closed circuit
television
CCUCCU abbr communications control unit
CD

CD1 /�si� |�di�/ noun a system instruction in
MS-DOS and UNIX that moves you around
a directory structure � Type in CD DOCS to
move into the DOCS subdirectory. Also
called CHDIR. Full form change directory
CDCD2 /�si�|�di�/ abbr compact disc
CD32

CD32 /�si� di� �θ��ti �tu�/ noun a unit with a
processor and CD-ROM drive developed by
Commodore that uses its Amiga computer
CD-audio

CD-audio /�si� �di� �ɔ�diəυ/ noun a stand-
ard that defines how music can be stored in
digital form, i.e. as a series of numbers, on a
compact disc
CD-bridge

CD-bridge /�si� �di� brd'/ noun an exten-
sion to the CD-ROM XA standard that allows
extra data to be added so that the disc can be
read on a CD-i player
CD caddy

CD caddy /�si� �di� �k�di/ noun a flat plas-
tic container that is used to hold a compact
disc
CD-DA

CD-DA /�si� �di� �di� �e/ abbr compact disc-
digital audio (NOTE: also called Red Book
audio)
CD-E

CD-E /�si� �di� i�/ noun a format that allows
data to be saved to and erased from a compact
disc
CD+G

CD+G /�si� di� pl�s �d'i�/, CD+Graphics
/�si� di� pl�s �"r�fks/ noun a CD format
that adds a text track to an audio disc – used
to store song title information
CD-i

CD-i /�si� di� �a/ noun hardware and soft-
ware standards that combine sound, data,
video and text onto a compact disc and allow
a user to interact with the software stored on
a CD-ROM. The standard defines encoding,
compression and display functions.
CD-I

CD-I /�si� �di� a/ noun set of enhancements
to the normal CD-ROM standard, developed
by Philips, and aimed for home use. The sys-
tem uses its own special hardware console
with speakers, joystick and a connection to a
television screen to display the images. The
special feature of CD-I is that it allows you to
interact with what you see on the television
screen and choose options or respond to
questions or a game.
CD-i digital audio

CD-i digital audio /�si� di� a �dd't(ə)l
�ɔ�diəυ/ noun a format that enables a CD-i
disc to record audio in digital format in one
of four ways, either mono or stereo and at
two different sample rates
CD-i digital imagingCD-i digital imaging /�si� di� a
�dd't(ə)l �md'ŋ/ plural noun the com-
pression method used to store images and
video frames on a CD-i disc
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CD-i sector

CD-i sector /�si� di� �a �sektə/ noun a unit
of storage on a CD-i disc that can store 2352
bytes
CD Player

CD Player /�si� �di� �pleə/ noun a utility
supplied with Windows that allows a user to
play back audio CDs in the PC’s CD-ROM
drive
CD quality

CD quality /�si� �di� �kwɒlti/ adjective
able to provide recording quality similar to a
compact disc. The term normally refers to
equipment that can store 16-bit samples at a
sample rate of over 44,000 samples per sec-
ond. � A sound card in a computer might
have several modes of operation: low-quality
for general use that does not use up too much
memory and CD quality recording mode for
final recordings.
CD-R

CD-R /�si� di� �ɑ�/ noun technology that al-
lows a user to write data to and read from a
CD-R disc. Full form compact disc re-
cordable
CD real time operating systemCD real time operating system
/�si�di� �rəl tam �ɒpəretŋ �sstəm/ noun
full form of CDRTOS
C: drive

C: drive /�si� drav/ noun the main hard
disk drive, denoted by the letter C in many
operating systems, including DOS, Windows
and OS/2. � floppy disk, hard disk

COMMENT: Usually, a PC has two or three
disk drives within its casing. The conven-
tion is to provide one floppy disk, called ‘A’:
and one hard disk called ‘C’:. If you have a
second floppy disk, this is called ‘B’: and a
CD-ROM drive is usually ‘D’:. When talking
about the different disk drives, you say
‘Drive A’ for the floppy drive, but usually
write ‘A’:. If you are using DOS, when your
PC starts up it will usually show what’s
called the C-prompt (which looks like ‘C:\>
your screen); this means you are currently
looking at the hard disk. If you want to
change to drive A to read data from a flop-
py disk, enter ’A’: and press return.

CD-ROM

CD-ROM /�si� di� �rɒm/ noun a small plas-
tic disc that is used as a high capacity ROM
storage device that can store 650Mb of data;
data is stored in binary form as holes etched
on the surface which are then read by a laser

‘’Customers’ images will be captured, digitised,
and stored on optical disk or CD-ROM, and pro-
duced if queries arise about responsibility for
ATM transactions.’’ [Computing]

CD-ROM drive

CD-ROM drive /�si� �di� rɒm/ noun a me-
chanical device that spins a compact disc and
reads data stored on the surface of the disc
using a tiny laser beam
CD-ROM Extended Architecture

CD-ROM Extended Architecture /�si�
�di� rɒm k|�stendd �ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun an
extended CD-ROM format that defines how
audio, images and data are stored on a CD-
ROM disc. Abbr CD-ROM/XA

CD-ROM Extensions

CD-ROM Extensions /�si� �di� rɒm/ plu-
ral noun the software required to allow an op-
erating system to access a CD-ROM drive
CD-ROM mode 1

CD-ROM mode 1 /�si� �di� rɒm məυd/
noun the standard, original method of storing
data in the High Sierra file format
CD-ROM mode 2

CD-ROM mode 2 /�si� �di� rɒm məυd/
noun the higher-capacity storage format that
stores data in the space used in mode 1 for er-
ror correction
CD-ROM playerCD-ROM player /�si� �di� rɒm/ noun a
disc drive that allows a computer to read data
stored on a CD-ROM; the player uses a laser
beam to read etched patterns on the surface of
the CD-ROM that represent data bits
CD-ROM Re-WritableCD-ROM Re-Writable /�si� �di� rɒm re/
noun a disc technology that can read a stand-
ard CD-ROM, write to a CD-R or write data
many times to the same CD-R
CD-ROM/XA

CD-ROM/XA abbr CD-ROM Extended Ar-
chitecture
CDRTOSCDRTOS /�si� di� ɑ� ti� əυ �es/ noun an op-
erating system used to run a CD-i hardware
platform
CD-RWCD-RW /�si� di� ɑ� �d�b(ə)lju�/ noun a
compact disc that can have its contents erased
and something else recorded onto it many
times
CDS

CDS noun digital sound recorded on a film
track (film) Full form cinema digital sound
CDTV

CDTV /�si� di� ti� �vi�/ noun a CD-ROM
standard developed by Commodore that
combines audio, graphics and text. This
standard is mainly intended as an interactive
system for home use, with the player con-
nected to a television and also able to play
music CDs.
CD-VCD-V /�si� �di� vi�/ noun a format, now no
longer used, for storing 5 minutes of video
data on a 3-inch disc in analog form
CD-videoCD-video /�si� di� �vdiəυ/ noun a compact
disc used to store and play back video images
CD-WO

CD-WO /�si� �d�b(ə)l ju� �əυ/ noun a CD-
ROM disc and drive technology that allows a
user to write data to the disc once only. It is
useful for storing archived documents or for
testing a CD-ROM before it is duplicated.
cel

cel /sel/ noun a single frame in an animation
sequence
cellcell /sel/ noun 1. a single function or
number in a spreadsheet program 2. a single
memory location, capable of storing a data
word, accessed by an individual address
cell address

cell address /�sel ə|�dres/ noun (in a
spreadsheet) a code that identifies the posi-
tion of a cell by row and column. The rows
are normally numbered and the columns use
the letters of the alphabet.
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cell phone

cell phone /�məυbal �fəυn/ noun US a
small, portable device that lets someone
make and receive telephone calls. Same as
mobile phone

COMMENT: Older cell phone standards
transmitted the user’s voice as an analog
radio signal; current phones convert the
voice to digital data and transmit this via a
radio signal. New cell phones provide data
and messaging services as well as basic
telephone functions: some include built-in
modems to provide dial-up access to the
Internet, many allow text messages to be
transmitted to other phone users and some
incorporate an electronic diary, organiser
and address book. Current cell phones
transmit information using the GSM, PCS
or GPRS standard and can provide basic
Internet access using WAP and GPRS.

cellular

cellular /�seljυlə/ adjective clear plastic
sheet used for animation and for overhead
projectors
cellular phone

cellular phone /�seljυlə �fəυn/ noun
same as mobile phone
celluloid

celluloid /�seljυlɔd/ noun cellulose ni-
trate which was used as a film base in the past
(film) � acetate
centering

centering /�sentərŋ/ noun the action of
putting text in the centre of the screen �
Centering of headings is easily done, using
this function key.
centi-

centi- /senti/ prefix meaning one hundred
or one hundredth
centimetre

centimetre /�sentmi�tə/ noun one hun-
dredth of a metre
central

central /�sentrəl/ adjective in the middle
centralized

centralized /�sentrəlazd/ adjective
which is located in a central position
central memory

central memory /�sentrəl �mem(ə)ri/
noun full form of CM
central processing unit

central processing unit /�sentrəl
�prəυsesŋ �ju�nt/, central processor
/�sentrəl �prəυ|�sesə/ noun full form of CPU
centre

centre /�sentə/ noun the point in the middle
of something � verb 1. to align the read/write
head correctly on a magnetic disk or tape 2.
to place a piece of text in the centre of the pa-
per or display screen � Which key do you
press to centre the heading?
centre text

centre text /�sentə �tekst/ noun an option
in a word-processing or DTP package that
changes the formatting of a line of text so that
is in the centre of the page or frame
Centronics interface

Centronics interface /sen|�trɒnks
�ntəfes/ noun a parallel printer interface
devised by Centronics Inc
Centronics port

Centronics port /sen|�trɒnks �pɔ�t/
noun a standard that defines the way in which
a parallel printer port on a PC operates

CEPT standard

CEPT standard noun a videotex charac-
ter standard defined by the Conference of Eu-
ropean Post Telephone and Telegraph
ceramic

ceramic /sə|�r�mk/ adjective made from
baked clay. � capacitor
CERN

CERN /s��n/ noun the research laboratory
in Switzerland where the world wide web
was originally invented. Full form Conseil
Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire
certificate

certificate /sə|�tfkət/ noun a unique set
of numbers that identifies a person or compa-
ny and is used to prove the person’s identity
during network transmissions

COMMENT: A certificate is normally used to
provide security over the Internet for se-
cure e-mail or secure website transactions.
A trusted company, such as VeriSign
(www.verisign.com) or Thawte (www.thaw-
te.com) issues the certificate once it is sat-
isfied that the person or company is legiti-
mate, authentic, and who they claim to be.
The company can now use this certificate
to prove its identity, create secure messag-
es, or setup a secure website to accept
payments online.

certificate authoritycertificate authority /sə|�tfkət ɔ�|

�θɒrti/ noun an independent server or com-
pany on the Internet that supplies or validates
a special digital certificate to prove that an-
other company is genuine (NOTE: The certifi-
cate authority issues a special encrypted
number that complies with the X.509 stand-
ard and is encrypted with a public-key en-
cryption system.)
certificate of approval

certificate of approval /sə|�tfkət əv ə|

�pru�v(ə)l/ noun a document showing that an
item has been approved officially
C-format

C-format /�si� �fɔ�m�t/ noun a popular,
broadcast-quality videotape format that uses
1-inch magnetic tape to store analog video
recordings; often used before conversion to
digital format (film)
CGICGI /�si� d'i� �a/ noun a standard that de-
fines how a webpage can call programs or
scripts stored on an Internet server to carry
out functions and exchange information with
the program, e.g., to provide a search func-
tion. Full form common gateway inter-
face. � Perl
CGM

CGM /�si� d'i� �em/ noun a device-inde-
pendent file format that provides one method
of storing an image as objects. Full form
computer graphics metafile
chadchad /tʃ�d/ noun a waste material pro-
duced from holes punched in tape or card
chain

chain /tʃen/ noun 1. a series of files or data
items linked sequentially 2. a series of in-
structions to be executed sequentially
chainingchaining /�tʃenŋ/ noun the execution of a
very large program by executing small seg-
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ments of it at a time. This allows programs
larger than memory capacity to be run.
changechange /tʃend'/ verb to make something
different; to use one thing instead of another
change directorychange directory /�tʃend' da|

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun full form of CD, CHDIR
changeover cuechangeover cue /�tʃend'|�əυvə kju�/
noun visual warnings, usually circles or dots,
towards the end of a reel of film to warn the
operator to change from one projector to the
other (film)
changerchanger /�tʃend'ə/ noun a device which
changes one thing for another
channelchannel /�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun 1. a physical
connection between two points that allows
data to be transmitted, e.g. a link between a
CPU and a peripheral 2. a way in which in-
formation or goods are passed from one place
to another 3. a signal path for transporting in-
formation between two points (communica-
tions) 4. a term used to refer to an individual
plane within an image that can store a matte
or special effect or one part of the final pic-
ture 5. a method of identifying individual
tracks or instruments in a MIDI setup. There
are 16 channel numbers and an instrument
can be set to respond to the instructions on
one particular channel; each channel also has
a patch associated with it that defines the
sound that is played. 6. a method of organis-
ing cast members in a presentation. Each
channel can hold a cast member, background
or a special effect according to time – these
are played back together to create the final
presentation. � verb to send signals or data
via a particular path
channellingchannelling /�tʃ�nəlŋ/ noun a protective
pipe containing cables or wires
chapterchapter /�tʃ�ptə/ noun 1. a sequence of
frames on a videodisc 2. a section of a book
or document
charchar /tʃɑ�/ noun (in programming) a data
type which defines a variable as containing
data that represents a character using the AS-
CII code
charactercharacter /�k�rktə/ noun a graphical
symbol which appears as a printed or dis-
played mark such as one of the letters of the
alphabet, a number or a punctuation mark
characteristiccharacteristic /�k�rktə |�rstk/ noun 1.
the value of exponent in a floating point
number � The floating point number 1.345 x
103, has a characteristic of 3. 2. a measure-
ment or property of a component � adjective
which is typical or special � This fault is
characteristic of this make and model of per-
sonal computer.
character setcharacter set /�k�rktə set/ noun a list of
all the characters that can be displayed or
printed

characters per inchcharacters per inch /�k�rktəz p��r
�ntʃ/ plural noun the number of printed
characters that fit within the space of one
inch � You can select 10 or 12 cpi with the
green button. Abbr cpi
characters per secondcharacters per second /�k�rktəz pə
�sekənd/ noun the number of characters that
are transmitted or printed per second
chargecharge /tʃɑ�d'/ noun 1. a quantity of elec-
tricity 2. the number of, excess of or lack of
electrons in a material or component � verb
to supply a device with an electric charge
chargeablechargeable /�tʃɑ�d'əb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be charged

‘Compaq Computer and Duracell are developing
a new type of standard-size re-chargeable battery
for portable computers that lasts 40% longer than
those now available.’ [Computing]

charge-coupled devicecharge-coupled device /�tʃɑ�d'
�k�p(ə)ld d |�vas/ noun an electronic device
operated by charge. Abbr CCD
chartchart /tʃɑ�t/ noun a diagram showing infor-
mation as a series of lines or blocks
chassischassis /�ʃ�si/ noun a metal frame that
houses the circuit boards together with the
wiring and sockets required in a computer
system or other equipment. � rack
chatchat /tʃ�t/ verb to send and receive mes-
sages, in real time, with other users on the In-
ternet
chat groupchat group /�tʃ�t "ru�p/ noun a group of
people, often with a common interest, who
exchange messages online
chat roomchat room /�tʃ�t ru�m/ noun an area of a
website where visitors can exchange messag-
es with other visitors in real time. Special
software displays the name of the visitor as
he or she types in a message to all the other
visitors, allowing them to ‘talk’ to each other.
CHCPCHCP /�si� atʃ si� �pi�/ noun (in MS-DOS
and OS/2 operating systems) a system com-
mand that selects which code page to use
CHDIRCHDIR /�si� atʃ di� a �ɑ�/ abbr change di-
rectory. � CD1
cheapernetcheapernet /�tʃi�pənet/ noun same as
thin-Ethernet (informal )
checkcheck /tʃek/ noun 1. the act of making sure
that something is correct 2. examination � a
routine check of the fire equipment � The au-
ditors carried out checks on the company ac-
counts. 3. US a mark on paper to show that
something is correct � Make a check in the
box marked ‘R’. � verb 1. to examine or to
make sure that something is in good working
order � The separate parts of the system were
all checked for faults before being packaged.
2. US to mark with a sign to show that some-
thing is correct � Check the box marked ‘R’.
(NOTE: The UK term is tick.)
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‘Four bits control three multiplexers within the
function unit. The last bit is a check bit to read the
block’s output.’ [Computing]

check boxcheck box /�tʃek bɒks/ noun a small box
displayed with a cross inside it if the option
has been selected, or empty if the option is
not selected � Select the option by moving
the cursor to the check box and pressing the
mouse button.
check charactercheck character /�tʃek �k�rktə/ noun
an additional character inserted into transmit-
ted data to serve as an error detection check,
its value being dependent on the text
check digitcheck digit /�tʃek �dd't/ noun an addi-
tional digit inserted into transmitted text to
monitor and correct errors
checkingchecking /�tʃekŋ/ noun examination �
The maintenance engineer found some de-
fects whilst checking the equipment.
checkoutcheckout /�tʃekaυt/ noun a place where
you pay for the goods you have bought
checksumchecksum /�tʃek �təυt(ə)l/, check total
noun a program that checks that data re-
trieved from memory is correct, summing it
and comparing the sum with a stored value �
The data must be corrupted if the checksum is
different.
chemicalchemical /�kemk(ə)l/ adjective referring
to the interaction of substances � chemical
reaction interaction between two substances
or elements � noun a product resulting from
the interaction of other substances or ele-
ments
child processchild process /�tʃald �prəυses/, child
program /�tʃald �prəυ"r�m/ noun a rou-
tine or program called by another program
which remains active while the second pro-
gram runs
child windowchild window /�tʃald �wndəυ/ noun a
window within a main window. The smaller
window cannot be moved outside the bound-
ary of the main window and is closed when
the main window is closed.
chinesechinese /tʃa|�ni�z/ noun a camera move-
ment which consists of a zoom out travel
with a pan left or right (film)
chipchip /tʃp/ noun a device consisting of a
small piece of a crystal of a semiconductor
onto which are etched or manufactured a
number of components such as transistors,
resistors and capacitors, which together per-
form a function
chip setchip set /�tʃp �set/ noun a set of chips that
together will carry out a function
CHKDSKCHKDSK /�tʃekdsk/ noun (in MS-DOS) a
system command that runs a check on the sta-
tus of a disk drive and installed RAM
chokechoke /tʃəυk/ noun � inductor
Chooser™Chooser™ /�tʃu�zə/ an operating system
utility supplied with the Apple Macintosh

that allows a user to select the type of printer,
network and other peripherals that are con-
nected
chopchop /tʃɒp/ � binary search
chord keyingchord keying /�kɔ�d ki�ŋ/ noun the ac-
tion of pressing two or more keys at the same
time to perform a function

COMMENT: As an example, to access a sec-
ond window, you may need to press control
and F2; pressing shift and character delete
keys at the same time will delete a line of
text.

chow’s foot

chow’s foot /�tʃaυz fυt/ noun a metal
stand for a camera tripod (film)
chromachroma /�krəυmə/ noun a measure of col-
our hue and saturation. Also called chromi-
nance
chroma key

chroma key /�krəυmə ki�/ noun (in video)
a special effect in which an object is photo-
graphed against a normally blue background,
which is then replaced with another image to
give the impression that the object appears
against the image. To give the appearance of
flying, e.g., record a video sequence of a per-
son against a blue background, then electron-
ically replace this blue colour, the chroma
key with footage of sky. � colour key
chromaticchromatic /krə|�m�tk/ adjective referring
to colours
chromaticitychromaticity /�krəυmə|�tsti/ noun the
quality of light according to its most promi-
nent colour and purity
chrominancechrominance /�krəυmnəns/ noun same
as chroma
chrominance signalchrominance signal /�krəυmnəns
�s"n(ə)l/ noun the section of a colour moni-
tor signal containing colour hue and satura-
tion information
CIDRCIDR /�si� a di� �ɑ�/ noun a system of or-
ganising IP addresses that is more compact
and efficient than the older system, adding a
slash and a new IP Prefix number that repre-
sents a number of individual addresses. For
example, the old system used an IP address
such as ‘194.124.0.0’ whereas CIDR would
replace this with ‘194.124.0.0/12’. The IP
Prefix number 12 represents 4,096 unique
addresses, and the lower the number the more
addresses are represented.
CIECIE /�si� a �i�/ noun the international group
that defines colour and illumination stand-
ards. Full form Commission International
de l’Eclairage
CIFCIF /�si� a �ef/ abbr common intermediate
format
CIF videophoneCIF videophone /�si� a ef �vdiəυfəυn/
noun an ISDN standard for video image
transmission over a telephone link which dis-
plays colour images at a resolution of
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352x288 pixels. This standard uses two
ISDN B channels.
CIMCIM /�si� a �em/ noun 1. the coordinated
use of microfilm for computer data storage
and the method of reading the data. Full form
computer input microfilm 2. the coordinat-
ed use of computers in every aspect of design
and manufacturing. Full form computer-in-
tegrated manufacturing
cine-cine- /sni/ prefix meaning moving pictures
or film
cine cameracine camera /�sni �k�m(ə)rə/ noun a
camera that records motion pictures onto a
roll of film
cine filmcine film /�sni flm/ noun normally refers
to 8mm or 16mm photographic film used to
record motion pictures with an optional
sound track
cinemacinema /�snmə/ noun a building where
films are shown to the public
cinema digital soundcinema digital sound /�snmə
�dd't(ə)l saυnd/ noun full form of CDS
Cinemascope™Cinemascope™ /�snməskəυp/ noun
the first wide-screen filming system to be ex-
tensively used (film)
cinematographercinematographer /�snmə|�tɒ"rəfə/
noun the person responsible for lighting and
photography on a film set (film)
cinematographycinematography /�snmə|�tɒ"rəfi/ noun
(film) 1. motion picture photography 2. spe-
cial effects giving impression of motion
cine-orientated imagecine-orientated image /�sni �ɔ�rientd
�md'/ noun data or graphics on a microfilm
where the image is at right angles to the long
edge of the roll of film
cine-orientedcine-oriented /�sni �ɔ�rientd/ adjective
(in a film or video clip) referring to an image
that is oriented parallel to the outside edge of
the medium
cine spoolcine spool /�sni spu�l/ noun a magnetic
tape spool usually made of plastic and not
more than 7 inches in width
ciphercipher /�safə/ noun a system that trans-
forms a message into an unreadable form
with a secret key � Always use a secure ci-
pher when sending data over a telephone
line. (NOTE: The message can be read nor-
mally after it has passed through the cipher
a second time to decrypt it.)
ciphertextciphertext /�safətekst/ noun data output
from a cipher. Opposite plaintext
circuitcircuit /�s��kt/ noun a connection between
the electronic components that perform a
function
circuit boardcircuit board /�s��kt bɔ�d/ noun an insu-
lating board used to hold components which
are then connected together electrically to
form a circuit

‘The biggest shock was to open up the PC and
find the motherboard smothered in patch wires

(usually a sign that a design fault in the printed
circuit board was rectified at the last minute).’
[Computing]

circuit diagramcircuit diagram /�s��kt �daə"r�m/
noun a graphical description of a circuit �
The CAD program will plot the circuit dia-
gram rapidly.
circuitrycircuitry /�s��ktri/ noun a collection of
circuits � The circuitry is still too complex.
circularcircular /�s��kjυlə/ adjective 1. which goes
round in a circle 2. sent to many people
circularizecircularize /�s��kjυləraz/ verb to send a
circular to � The committee has agreed to
circularise the members. � They circularised
all their customers with a new list of prices.
circular referencecircular reference /�s��kjυlə
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun (in a spreadsheet) an er-
ror condition that occurs when two equations
in two cells reference each other
circulatecirculate /�s��kjυ|�let/ verb 1. to go round
in a circle, and return to the first point 2. to
send information to � They circulated a new
list of prices to all their customers.
circulatingcirculating /�s��kjυletŋ/ adjective
which is moving about freely

COMMENT: Circulating storage devices are
not often used now, being slow (serial ac-
cess) and bulky: typical devices are acous-
tic or mercury delay lines.

circulationcirculation /�s��kjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
movement � The company is trying to im-
prove the circulation of information between
departments. 2. the number of copies sold �
a specialised paper with a circulation of over
10,000 � What is the circulation of this com-
puter magazine?
circumflexcircumflex /�s��kəmfleks/ noun a printed
accent (like a small ‘v’ printed upside down)
placed above a letter, which may change the
pronunciation or distinguish the letter from
others
CISCIS /�si� a �es/ noun a scanner in which the
detectors, a flat bar of light-sensitive diodes,
touch the original, without any lens that
might distort the image. Full form contact
image sensor
CISCCISC /�si� a es �si�/ noun a type of CPU de-
sign whose instruction set contains a number
of long, complex instructions that make pro-
gram writing easier, but reduce execution
speed. Full form complex instruction set
computer. Compare RISC
citizens band radiocitizens band radio /�stz(ə)ns b�nd
�rediəυ/ noun a cheap popular system of ra-
dio communications, usually between vehi-
cles. Also called CB radio
claddingcladding /�kl�dŋ/ noun protective materi-
al surrounding a conducting core � If the
cladding is chipped, the fibre-optic cable will
not function well.
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claim frame

claim frame /�klem frem/ noun (in an
FDDI protocol network) a special frame that
is used to determine which station will ini-
tialise the network
clampclamp /kl�mp/ verb to find the voltage of a
signal
clamper

clamper /�kl�mpə/ noun a circuit which
limits the level of a signal from a scanning
head or other input device to a maximum be-
fore this is converted to a digital value. Clam-
pers are used to cut out noise and spikes.
clapper

clapper /�kl�pə/ noun the mechanical part
of a dot matrix printer that drives the printing
needles onto the ribbon to print a character on
the paper
clapperboardclapperboard /�kl�pəbɔ�d/ noun a board
on which is written all relevant information
to a shot in a film (film)
clarityclarity /�kl�rti/ noun being clear � The at-
mospheric conditions affect the clarity of the
signal.
classificationclassification /�kl�sf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
way of putting into classes
classifyclassify /�kl�sfa/ verb to put into classes
or under various headings � The diagnostic
printouts have been classified under T for
test results.
class interval

class interval /�klɑ�s �ntəv(ə)l/ noun the
range of values that can be contained in a
class
claw

claw /klɔ�/ noun a mechanism in a camera
or projector which moves the film through
contact with the holes in the edge of the film
(film)
cleanclean /kli�n/ adjective containing no errors
� I’ll have to start again – I just erased the
only clean copy. � verb to make something
clean
clean copyclean copy /�kli�n �kɒpi/ noun a copy
which is ready for keyboarding and does not
have many changes to it
clear

clear /klə/ adjective easily understood �
The program manual is not clear on how to
copy files. � verb 1. to wipe out or erase or
set to zero a computer file or variable or sec-
tion of memory � Type CLS to clear the
screen. 2. to release a communications link
when transmissions have finished
clearanceclearance /�klərəns/ noun authority to ac-
cess a file � You do not have the required
clearance for this processor.
clear to sendclear to send /�klə tə �send/ noun full
form of CTS
click

click /klk/ noun 1. a short duration sound,
often used to indicate that a key has been
pressed 2. the act of pressing a mouse button
or a key on a keyboard � You move through
text and graphics with a click of the button.

click rate

click rate /�klk ret/ noun a figure repre-
senting the number of times that a particular
site in an Internet advertisement is visited,
and calculated as a percentage of the number
of times that the advertisement is viewed
clicks-and-mortarclicks-and-mortar /�klks ən �mɔ�tə/
noun referring to businesses that use both the
Internet and physical shops to sell their prod-
ucts. Compare bricks-and-mortar
click through

click through /�klk θru�/ noun the act of
clicking on a banner advertisement and
jumping to the advertiser’s website
click through rateclick through rate /�klk θru� �ret/ noun
full form of CTR
clientclient /�klaənt/ noun (in a network) a
workstation or PC or terminal connected to a
network that can send instructions to a server
and display results
client applicationclient application /�klaənt ��pl|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun an application that can ac-
cept linked or embedded objects from a serv-
er application or an application that is used in
a client-server system
client areaclient area /�klaənt �eəriə/ noun (in a
GUI) an area inside a window that can be
used to display graphics or text
client-server architectureclient-server architecture /�klaənt
�s��və �ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun a distribution of
processing power in which a central server
computer carries out the main tasks in re-
sponse to instructions from terminals or
workstations, the results being sent back
across the network to be displayed on the ter-
minal that sent the instruction. The client, i.e.
the terminal or workstation, does not need to
be able to directly access the data stored on
the server. nor does it need to carry out a lot
of processing.
client-server networkclient-server network /�klaənt �s��və
�netw��k/ noun a method of organising a
network in which one central dedicated com-
puter, the server, looks after tasks such as se-
curity, user accounts, printing and file shar-
ing, while clients, the terminals or worksta-
tions connected to the server, run standard
applications
client-sideclient-side /�klaənt sad/ adjective refer-
ring to data or a program that runs on the cli-
ent’s computer rather than on the server, e.g.
a JavaScript program runs on the user’s web
browser and is a client side application
clipclip /klp/ verb 1. to select an area of an im-
age that is smaller than the original 2. to re-
move the peaks of a waveform � The voltage
signal was clipped to prevent excess signal
level.
clip-art

clip-art /�klp ɑ�t/ noun a set of pre-drawn
images or drawings that a user can incorpo-
rate into a presentation or graphic � We have
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used some clip-art to enhance our presenta-
tion.
clipboardclipboard /�klp|�bɔ�d/ noun a temporary
storage area for data � Copy the text to the
clipboard, then paste it back into a new doc-
ument.
Clipper chipClipper chip /�klpə tʃp/ noun an elec-
tronic component, e.g. an integrated circuit,
or chip, that was designed in accordance with
the instructions of the US Government to
provide a data encryption feature for comput-
ers, Internet traffic, telephones, and televi-
sion programmes. In the original scheme the
US Government held the master key to the
chip and so could decrypt and read any en-
crypted messages. This angered many groups
concerned with freedom of speech and the
US Government has since redesigned the
original scheme and suggested an alternative.
clippingclipping /�klpŋ/ noun the process of cut-
ting off the outer edges of an image or the
highest and lowest parts of a signal
clockclock /klɒk/ noun 1. a machine which
shows the time � The micro has a built-in
clock. 2. a circuit that generates pulses used
to synchronise equipment
clock rateclock rate /�klɒk ret/ noun the number of
pulses that a clock generates every second
clock speedclock speed /�klɒk spi�d/ noun same as
clock rate
cloggingclogging /�klɒ"ŋ/ noun the build up of ox-
ide and binder on a playback head or tape re-
cording which results in drop-outs (film)
cloneclone /kləυn/ noun a computer or circuit
that behaves in the same way as the original
it was copied from � They have copied our
new personal computer and brought out a
cheaper clone.

‘On the desktop, the IBM/Motorola/Apple trium-
virate is planning to energise a worldwide clone
industry based on the PowerPC chip.’ [Comput-
ing]

closeclose /kləυz/ verb to shut down access to a
file or disk drive
CLOSECLOSE /kləυz/ noun (in a programming
language) a command that means the pro-
gram has finished accessing a particular file
or device
closed captioningclosed captioning /�kləυzd �k�pʃənŋ/
noun a system that transfers text information
with a video signal, so that the text data can
be decoded and displayed at the bottom of the
television screen
closed user groupclosed user group /�kləυzd �ju�zə
�"ru�p/ noun full form of CUG
close fileclose file /�kləυs fal/ noun to execute a
computer instruction to shut down access to a
stored file
close menu optionclose menu option /�kləυz �menju�
�ɒpʃ(ə)n/ noun a menu option, normally un-

der the File menu, that will shut the docu-
ment that is currently open, but will not exit
the application. If you have not saved the
document, the application will warn you be-
fore it closes the document and give you the
chance to save any changes.
close upclose up /�kləυz ��p/ verb to move pieces
of type or typeset words closer together � If
we close up the lines, we should save a page.
close-upclose-up /�kləυs �p/ noun a photograph
taken very close to the subject
close-up lensclose-up lens /�kləυs �p �lenz/ noun an
extra lens that permits the ordinary lens to fo-
cus closer to the subject than normal
close-up shotclose-up shot /�kləυs �p �ʃɒt/ noun a
camera shot very close to the subject
CLSCLS /�si� el �es/ noun (in MS-DOS) a sys-
tem command to clear the screen, leaving the
system prompt and cursor at the top, left-
hand corner of the screen
clustercluster /�kl�stə/ noun 1. one or more sec-
tors on a hard disk that are used to store a file
or part of a file 2. a number of terminals, sta-
tions, devices or memory locations, grouped
together in one place and controlled by a
cluster controller
CLUTCLUT /�si� el ju� �ti�/ noun a table of num-
bers used in Windows and graphics programs
to store the range of colours used in an image.
Full form colour look-up table. � palette
CLVCLV /�si� el �vi�/ noun a disk technology in
which the disk spins at different speeds ac-
cording to the track that is being accessed.
Full form constant linear velocity
CMCM /�si� �em/ noun an area of memory
whose locations can be directly and immedi-
ately addressed by the CPU. Full form cen-
tral memory
C-MACC-MAC /�si� em e �si�/ noun a new direct-
broadcast TV standard using time division
multiplexing for signals
CMICMI abbr computer-managed instruction
CMIPCMIP /�si� em a �pi�/ noun a protocol offi-
cially adopted by the ISO that is used to carry
network management information across a
network. Full form common management
information protocol
CMIP over TCPCMIP over TCP /�si� em a �pi� əυvə �ti�
si� �pi�/, CMIS over TCP full form of CMOT
CMISCMIS /�si� em a �es/ noun a powerful net-
work management system. Full form com-
mon management information specifica-
tion
CMLCML abbr computer-managed learning
CMOSCMOS /�si� em əυ �pi�/ noun an integrated
circuit design and construction method that
uses a pair of complementary p- and n-type
transistors. Full form complementary met-
al oxide semiconductor
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‘Similarly, customers who do not rush to acquire
CMOS companion processors for their main-
frames will be rewarded with lower prices when
they finally do migrate.’ [Computergram]
COMMENT: The CMOS package uses very
low power but is relatively slow and sensi-
tive to static electricity as compared to TTL
integrated circuits. Its main use is in porta-
ble computers where battery power is be-
ing used.

CMOTCMOT /�si� em əυ �ti�/ noun the use of
CMIP and CMIS network management pro-
tocols to manage gateways in a TCP/IP net-
work. Full form CMIP over TCP, CMIS over
TCP
CMYKCMYK /�si� em wa �ke/ noun (in graphics
or DTP) a method of describing a colour by
its four component colours. Full form cyan-
magenta-yellow-black
CNCCNC /�si� en �si�/ noun automatic operation
of a machine by computer. Full form com-
puter numeric control. � numerical con-
trol
coatcoat /kəυt/ verb to cover with a layer of liq-
uid � coated papers papers which have been
covered with a layer of clay to make them
shiny
coatingcoating /�kəυtŋ/ noun a material covering
something � paper which has a coating of
clay
co-axial cableco-axial cable /kəυks/, coax noun a ca-
ble made up of a central core, surrounded by
an insulating layer then a second shielding
conductor. Compare twisted-pair cable
(NOTE: Co-axial cable is used for high fre-
quency, low loss applications including thin
Ethernet network cabling and Arcnet net-
work cabling.)
COBOLCOBOL /�kəυbɒl/ noun a programming
language mainly used in business applica-
tions. Full form common ordinary busi-
ness-oriented language
cobweb sitecobweb site /�kɒbweb sat/ noun a web-
site that has not been updated for a long time
codecode /kəυd/ noun 1. rules used to convert
instructions or data from one form to another
2. a sequence of computer instructions 3. a
system of signs or numbers or letters which
mean something � verb 1. to convert instruc-
tions or data into another form 2. to write a
program in a programming language
CODECCODEC /�kəυdek/ noun a device which en-
codes a signal being sent or decodes a signal
received. Full form coder/decoder
codepagecodepage /�kəυdped'/ noun the defini-
tion of the character that is produced by each
key on the keyboard; in order to use your
computer when typing in a different language
you need to change the keyboard layout and
the font that is used for the characters – both
are defined by the codepage

codercoder /�kəυdə/ noun a device which en-
codes a signal
coder/decodercoder/decoder /�kəυdə di� |�kəυdə/ noun
full form of CODEC
codingcoding /�kəυdŋ/ noun the act of putting a
code on something
coercivitycoercivity /�kəυ�� |�svti/ noun a magnetic
field required to remove any flux saturation
effects from a material
coherentcoherent /kəυ |�hərənt/ adjective referring
to waveforms which are all in phase
coherent bundlecoherent bundle /kəυ|�hərənt
�b�nd(ə)l/ noun a number of optical fibres,
grouped together so that they are all the same
length and produce coherent signals from ei-
ther end
coilcoil /kɔl/ noun a number of turns of wire �
An inductor is made from a coil of wire.
coincidence circuitcoincidence circuit /kəυ|�nsd(ə)ns
�s��kt/, coincidence element /�elmənt/
noun same as coincidence gate
coincidence functioncoincidence function /kəυ|�nsd(ə)ns
�f�ŋkʃən/ noun same as AND function
coincidence gatecoincidence gate /kəυ|�nsd(ə)ns "et/,
coincidence circuit /kəυ|�nsd(ə)ns
�s��kt/, coincidence element /kəυ|

�nsd(ə)ns �elmənt/ noun a gate that pro-
duces a logical output depending on various
input coincidences. An AND gate requires
the coincidence in time of all logically true
inputs. � AND
coincidence operationcoincidence operation /kəυ|

�nsd(ə)ns �ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun same as
AND operation
coldcold /kəυld/ adjective 1. not hot � The ma-
chines work badly in cold weather. 2. without
being prepared
cold bootcold boot /�kəυld �bu�t/ noun the act of
switching on a computer, or the act of restart-
ing a computer by switching it off and then
on again. Compare warm boot
coldbootcoldboot /�kəυldbu�t/ verb to switch on a
computer, or to restart a computer by switch-
ing it off and then on again. Compare warm-
boot
cold faultcold fault /�kəυld fɔ�lt/ noun a computer
fault or error that occurs as soon as it is
switched on
cold standbycold standby /kəυld �st�ndba/ noun a
backup system that will allow the equipment
to continue running but with the loss of any
volatile data. Compare hot standby, warm
standby
cold startcold start /�kəυld �stɑ�t/ noun the act of
switching on a computer or to run a program
from its original start point
collaborationcollaboration /kə|�l�bə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun
two or more people working together to pro-
duce or use a multimedia application
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collate

collate /kə|�let/ verb 1. to compare and put
items in order 2. to put signatures in order for
sewing and binding
collator

collator /kə |�letə/ noun a machine which
takes sheets or printed signatures and puts
them in order for stapling or binding
collision

collision /kə |�l'(ə)n/ noun an event that
occurs when two electrical signals meet and
interfere with each other over a network, nor-
mally causing an error
co-location

co-location /�kəυ ləυ|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun an
arrangement whereby a computer used as an
Internet server is located at a specialist site
that is designed to support and maintain serv-
ers on behalf of their customers

COMMENT: If you want to set up a website,
you might start by renting web space from
your ISP or web hosting provider. If your
website grows in popularity or requires
complex or secure e-commerce facilities,
you might find it effective to rent or pur-
chase a server computer dedicated to
serving your website – you could locate
this server computer anywhere, for exam-
ple in your office, but you would need to in-
stall a high-speed link to the Internet and
maintain the computer and its software. A
more cost-effective solution is co-location:
moving the server to a specialist site, often
provided by an ISP, who takes on the job of
supporting the high-speed link and the
computer.

colon

colon /�kəυlɒn/ noun a printing sign (:)
which shows a break in a string of words
colophon

colophon /�kɒləfɒn/ noun a design or
symbol or company name, used on a printed
item to show who are the publisher and the
printer
colorisation

colorisation /�k�ləra|�zeʃ(ə)n/ noun an
electronic process of adding colour to a vide-
otape transfer of a black and white film to be
transmitted on television (film)
colour

colour /�k�lə/ noun a sensation sensed by
the eye, due to its response to various fre-
quencies of light

‘…as a minimum, a colour graphics adapter
(CGA) is necessary, but for best quality of graph-
ic presentation an enhanced graphics adapter
(EGA) should be considered’ [Micro Decision]

colour balance

colour balance /�k�lə �b�ləns/ noun the
adjustment of the red, green and blue primary
colours to produce a pure white colour. When
a colour monitor is configured, a colour sen-
sor is placed on the screen and the red, green
and blue electron gun settings are adjusted to
produce a pure white colour.
colour depth

colour depth /�k�lə depθ/ noun the
number of different colours that can be dis-
played by any single pixel in a display, which
is determined by the number of colour bits in
each pixel

colour displaycolour display /�k�lə d|�sple/ noun a
display device able to represent characters or
graphics in colour
colour keycolour key /�k�lə ki�/ noun an image ma-
nipulation technique used to superimpose
one image on another. It is often used with
two video sources to create special effects.
One image is photographed against a col-
oured background, the matte, when then has
another image superimposed on it to produce
a combined picture. � chroma key
colour look-up tablecolour look-up table /�k�lə �lυk �p
�teb(ə)l/ noun full form of CLUT
colour monitorcolour monitor /�k�lə �mɒntə/ noun a
screen that has a demodulator that shows in-
formation in colour � The colour monitor is
great for games.
colour palettecolour palette /�k�lə �p�lət/ noun the se-
lection of colours that are currently being
used in an image
colour printercolour printer /�k�lə �prntə/ noun a
printer that can produce hard copy in colour
colour saturationcolour saturation /�k�lə �s�tʃə|

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the purity of a colour signal
colour separationcolour separation /�k�lə �sepə|�reʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of separating a colour im-
age into its constituent colours in order to
produce printing plates for colour printing.
Full colour printing needs four-colour sepa-
ration to produce four printing plates for the
cyan, magenta, yellow and black inks that to-
gether create a colour image.
colour standardcolour standard /�k�lə �st�ndəd/ noun
one of three international standards, NTSC,
PAL and SECAM, used to describe how col-
our TV and video images are displayed and
transmitted
colour temperaturecolour temperature /�k�lə �temprtʃə/
noun the hue or shade of the colour white
seen if pure carbon is heated to a particular
temperature measured in Kelvin. The stand-
ard for many TV and video systems is a col-
our temperature of 6500K, known as Illumi-
nant D65.
colour toolcolour tool /�k�lə tu�l/ noun a utility or
icon in a graphics or DTP application that al-
lows the user to create custom colours by
specifying the CMYK or RGB values and
then draw or fill an area with this colour
columncolumn /�kɒləm/ noun 1. a series of char-
acters, numbers or lines of text printed one
under the other � to add up a column of fig-
ures 2. a section of printed words in a news-
paper or magazine
columnarcolumnar /kə|�l�mnə/ adjective in col-
umns
comcom /kɒm/ suffix a suffix that means that the
Internet domain name is a company, usually
one based in the USA � www.amazon.com is
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the website address of the US version of the
Amazon Internet bookshop.
COMCOM /�si� əυ �em/ noun 1. a standard de-
fined by Microsoft to standardise the way an
application can access an object. Full form
Component Object Model (NOTE: This is a
rival standard to CORBA.) 2. the process of
recording the output from a computer direct-
ly onto microfilm. Full form computer out-
put on microfilm
COM1COM1 /�kɒm �w�n/ noun a name used in
PCs to represent the first serial port on the
computer. There are normally two serial
ports, COM1 and COM2, in a PC, although it
can support four. Some PCs have a mouse
plugged into the first serial port and the mo-
dem plugged into the second port. � AUX
comacoma /�kəυmə/ noun a lens aberration
COMALCOMAL /�kəυb�l/ noun a structured pro-
gramming language similar to BASIC. Full
form common algorithmic language
comb filtercomb filter /kəυm �fltə/ noun an elec-
tronic device used to separate the luma, Y,
and chroma, C, signals from a composite vid-
eo signal. � S-Video, Y/C
combinationcombination /�kɒmb |�neʃ(ə)n/ noun
several things which are joined together; se-
ries of numbers which open a lock
combinationalcombinational /�kɒmb|�neʃ(ə)nəl/ ad-
jective which combines a number of separate
elements
combinecombine /kəm|�ban/ verb to join together
combi playercombi player /�kɒmbi �pleə/ noun a
hardware drive that can read two or more dif-
ferent CD-ROM formats
combo boxcombo box /�kɒmbəυ bɒks/ noun a box
that displays a number of different input and
output objects
COM fileCOM file /�kɒm fal/ noun (in operating
systems for the PC) a file with the three-let-
ter extension .com to its name that indicates
that the file contains a machine code in bina-
ry format and so can be executed by the oper-
ating system.
comic-strip orientedcomic-strip oriented /�kɒmk strp
�ɔ�rientd/ adjective referring to a film im-
age that is oriented at right angles to the outer
edge of the film. Compare cine-oriented
Comité Consultatif International Téléphonique et TélégraphiqueComité Consultatif International
Téléphonique et Télégraphique noun
full form of CCITT
commacomma /�kɒmə/ noun a symbol (,) that is
often used to separate data or variables or ar-
guments
commandcommand /kə|�mɑ�nd/ noun 1. an electri-
cal pulse or signal that will start or stop a
process 2. a word or phrase which is recog-
nised by a computer system and starts or ter-
minates an action � interrupt command

COMMAND.COMCOMMAND.COM /kə|�mɑ�nd kɒm/ noun
(in MS-DOS) a program file that contains the
command interpreter for the operating sys-
tem. This program is always resident in
memory and recognises and translates sys-
tem commands into actions. � MS-DOS will
not work because you deleted the COM-
MAND.COM file by mistake.
command line interfacecommand line interface /kə|�mɑ�nd
lan �ntəfes/ noun a user interface in which
the user controls the operating system or pro-
gram by typing in commands; e.g., DOS is a
command line interface
command line operating systemcommand line operating system /kə|

�mɑ�nd lan �ɒpəretŋ �sstəm/ noun a
computer system software that is controlled
by a user typing in commands, as in MS-
DOS, rather than allowing a user to control
the system through images
command promptcommand prompt /kə|�mɑ�nd prɒmpt/
noun a symbol displayed by the operating
system to indicate that a command is expect-
ed
commentcomment /�kɒment/ noun a helpful note
in a program to guide the user � The lack of
comments is annoying.
commentarycommentary /�kɒmənt(ə)ri/ noun spoken
information which describes a film
comment fieldcomment field /�kɒment fi�ld/ noun a
section of a command line in an assembly
language program that is not executed, but
provides notes and comments
commercecommerce /�kɒm��s/ � e-commerce
commercialcommercial /kə|�m��ʃ(ə)l/ noun an adver-
tising film on TV
commercial Internet exchangecommercial Internet exchange /kə|

�m��ʃ(ə)l �ntənet ks|�tʃend'/ noun a con-
nection point for commercial Internet service
providers
Commission International de l’EclairageCommission International de
l’Eclairage full form of CIE
Commodore Dynamic Total VisionCommodore Dynamic Total Vision
/�kɒmə|�dɔ� da |�n�mk �təυt(ə)l �v'(ə)n/
noun a CD-ROM standard developed by
Commodore that combines audio, graphics
and text; this standard is mainly intended as
an interactive system for home use; the play-
er connects to a television and can also play
music CDs. Abbr CDTV
commoncommon /�kɒmən/ adjective 1. which hap-
pens very often � This is a common fault with
this printer model. 2. belonging to several
different people or programs or to everyone
common algorithmic languagecommon algorithmic language
/�kɒmən ��l"ərðmk �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun
full form of COMAL
common gateway interfacecommon gateway interface /�kɒmən
�"etwe �ntəfes/ noun full form of CGI
common intermediate formatcommon intermediate format
/�kɒmən �ntəmi�diət �fɔ�m�t/ noun a
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standard for video images that displays an
image 352 pixels wide and 288 pixels high.
Abbr CIF
common managementcommon management information
protocol /�kɒmən �m�nd'mənt �nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of
CMIP
common management information specificationcommon management information
specification /�kɒmən �m�nd'mənt
�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �spesfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of CMIS
common ordinary business-oriented languagecommon ordinary business-orient-
ed language /�kɒmən �ɔ�d(ə)n(ə)ri
�bzns �ɔ�riəntd �l�n"wd'/ noun full
form of COBOL
common real-time applications languagecommon real-time applications lan-
guage /�kɒmən �rəl tam ��pl|�keʃ(ə)nz
�l�n"wd'/ noun full form of CORAL
common user accesscommon user access /�kɒmən �ju�zə
��kses/ noun full form of CUA
communicatecommunicate /kə|�mju�n|�ket/ verb to
pass information to someone � He finds it
impossible to communicate with his staff.
communicating applications specificationcommunicating applications speci-
fication /kə |�mju�nketŋ ��plkeʃ(ə)nz
�spesf�keʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of CAS
communicating word processorcommunicating word processor /kə|

�mju�nketŋ �w��d �prəυsesə/ noun a
word processor workstation which is able to
transmit and receive data
communicationcommunication /kə |�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun the passing of information � Commu-
nication with the head office has been made
easier by the telex.
communications channelcommunications channel /kə|�mju�n |

�keʃ(ə)nz �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a physical link
over which data can be transmitted
communications control unitcommunications control unit /kə|

�mju�nkeʃ(ə)nz kən |�trəυl �ju�nt/ noun
an electronic device that controls data trans-
mission and routes in a network
communications linkcommunications link /kə|�mju�n |

�keʃ(ə)nz lŋk/ noun the physical path that
joins a transmitter to a receiver
communications networkcommunications network /kə|�mju�n |

�keʃ(ə)nz �netw��k/ noun a group of devic-
es such as terminals and printers that are in-
terconnected with a central computer, allow-
ing the rapid and simple transfer of data
communications packagecommunications package /kə|�mju�n |

�keʃ(ə)nz �p�kd'/ noun a package of soft-
ware that allows a user to control a modem
and use an online service
communications protocolcommunications protocol /kə|�mju�n |

�keʃ(ə)nz �prəυtəυkɒl/ noun the parame-
ters that define how the transfer of informa-
tion will be controlled � The communica-
tions protocol for most dial-up online servic-
es is eight-bit words, no stop bit and even
parity.

communications servercommunications server /kə |�mju�n|

�keʃ(ə)nz �s��və/ noun a computer with a
modem or fax card attached that allows users
on a network to share the use of the modem
communications softwarecommunications software /kə |�mju�n|

�keʃ(ə)nz �sɒftweə/, communications
package /kə|�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz �p�kd'/
noun software that allows a user to control a
modem and use an online service
communitycommunity /kə|�mju�nti/ noun a group of
people living or working in the same place �
the local business community the business
people living and working in the area
community antenna televisioncommunity antenna television /kə|

�mju�nti �n|�tenə �tel|�v'(ə)n/ noun a ca-
ble television system using a single aerial to
pick up television signals and then distribute
them over a wide area via cable. Abbr CATV
compactcompact /kəm|�p�kt/ adjective (thing)
which does not take up much space
compact disccompact disc /�kɒmp�kt �dsk/ noun a
small plastic disc that contains information
such as audio signals or data in digital form
that can be read by a laser beam. Abbr CD-I
compact disc-digital audiocompact disc-digital audio
/�kɒmp�kt �dsk �dd't(ə)l �ɔ�diəυ/ noun
a standard that defines how music can be
stored in digital form, i.e. as a series of num-
bers, on a compact disc. Abbr CD-DA. Also
called CD-audio
compact disc erasablecompact disc erasable /�kɒmp�kt
�dsk  |�rezəb(ə)l/ noun a format that allows
data to be saved to and erased from a compact
disc. Abbr CD-E
compact disc playercompact disc player /�kɒmp�kt �dsk
�pleə/ noun a machine that reads the digital
data from a CD and converts it back to its
original form
compact disc ROMcompact disc ROM /�kɒmp�kt �dsk
�rɒm/ noun same as CD-ROM � The com-
pact disc ROM can store as much data as a
dozen hard disks.
compact disc write oncecompact disc write once /�kɒmp�kt
dsk �rat �w�ns/ noun CD-ROM disc and
drive technology that allows a user to write
data to the disc once only. Full form CD-WO
compandingcompanding /kɒm|�p�ndŋ/ noun two
processes which reduce or compact data be-
fore transmission or storage then restore
packed data to its original form. Full form
compressing and expanding
compandorcompandor /kɒm |�p�ndə/ noun a device
used for companding signals. Full form
compressor/expander
COMPAQCOMPAQ /�kɒmp�k/ a US personal com-
puter company, founded in 1983, that was the
first manufacturer to produce a clone to the
IBM PC
comparabilitycomparability /�kɒmp(ə)rə|�blti/ noun
being able to be compared (NOTE: no plural)
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� pay comparability similar pay system in
two different companies
comparablecomparable /�kɒmp(ə)rəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be compared � The two sets of fig-
ures are not comparable.
comparatorcomparator /kəm |�p�rətə/ noun a logical
device whose output is true if there is a differ-
ence between two inputs
comparecompare /kəm |�peə/ verb to check the dif-
ferences between two pieces of information
compare withcompare with /kəm|�peə wð/ verb to put
two things together to see how they differ
comparisoncomparison /kəm|�p�rs(ə)n/ noun a way
of comparing
compatibilitycompatibility /kəm|�p�t |�blti/ noun the
ability of two hardware or software devices
to function together (NOTE: Compatibility of
hardware and software, which means that
those of one manufacturer or organisation
conform to the standards of another, allows
programs and hardware to be interchanged
without modification.)

‘The manufacturer claims that this card does not
require special drivers on the host machine… and
therefore has fewer compatibility problems.’
[Computing]

compatiblecompatible /kəm|�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective
used to describe two hardware or software
devices that function correctly together �
noun a hardware or software device that
functions correctly with other equipment �
Buy an IBM PC or a compatible.

‘…this was the only piece of software I found
that wouldn’t work, but it does show that there is
no such thing as a totally compatible PC clone’
[Personal Computer World]

compilationcompilation /�kɒmp|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the
translation of an encoded source program
into machine readable code

‘This utility divides the compilation of software
into pieces and performs the compile in parallel
across available machines on the network.’
[Computergram]

compilecompile /kəm |�pal/ verb to convert a high-
level language program into a machine code
program that can be executed by itself �
compiling takes a long time with this old ver-
sion
compilercompiler /kəm |�palə �prəυ"r�m/, com-
piler program noun a piece of software that
converts an encoded program into a machine
code program � The new compiler has an in-
built editor. Compare interpreter
complementcomplement /�kɒmplment/ noun an in-
version of a binary digit � The complement is
found by changing the 1s to 0s and 0s to 1s.
� verb to invert a binary digit
complementarycomplementary /�kɒmpl|�ment(ə)ri/
adjective (two things) that complete each
other or go well together

complementary colourscomplementary colours
/�kɒplment(ə)ri �k�ləz/ plural noun col-
ours resulting from subtracting a specific col-
our from white light, therefore the comple-
mentary colour to red is ‘minus red’, which is
cyan (blue-green)
complementary metal oxide semiconductorcomplementary metal oxide semi-
conductor /�kɒmplment(ə)ri �met(ə)l
�ɒksad �semikən|�d�ktə/ noun full form of
CMOS
complementationcomplementation /�kɒmplmən|

�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a number system used to rep-
resent positive and negative numbers
completecomplete /kəm|�pli�t/ verb to finish a task
� When you have completed the keyboard-
ing, pass the text through the spelling check-
er.
completioncompletion /kəm |�pli�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
point at which something is complete �
Completion date for the new software pack-
age is November 15th.
complexcomplex /�kɒmpleks/ adjective very com-
plicated or difficult to understand � The com-
plex mathematical formula was difficult to
solve.
complex instruction set computercomplex instruction set computer
/�kɒmpleks n|�str�kʃən �set kəm |�pju�tə/
noun full form of CISC
complexitycomplexity /kəm |�pleksti/ noun being
complicated
compliantcompliant /kəm |�plaənt/ adjective that
conforms to a particular set of standards � If
you want to read PhotoCD compact discs in
your computer you must be sure that the CD-
ROM drive is PhotoCD or CD-ROM XA com-
pliant.
complicatedcomplicated /�kɒmplketd/ adjective
with many different parts or difficult to un-
derstand � This program is very complicat-
ed.
componentcomponent /kəm|�pəυnənt/ noun 1. a
piece of machinery or section which will be
put into a final product 2. an electronic de-
vice that produces an electrical signal
Component Object ModelComponent Object Model /kəm |

�pəυnənt �ɒbd'ekt �mɒd(ə)l/ noun full
form of COM
component videocomponent video /kəm |�pəυnənt
�vdiəυ/ noun a method of transmitting video
information, used in professional video sys-
tems, that has separate signals for the lumi-
nance and two chrominance channels to
avoid interference
COM portCOM port /�kɒm pɔ�t/ noun same as
COM1
composecompose /kəm|�pəυz/ verb to arrange the
required type, in the correct order, prior to
printing � composing room room in a type-
setters or in a newspaper, where the text is
composed by compositors
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composite circuitcomposite circuit /�kɒmpəzt �s��kt/
noun an electronic circuit made up of a
number of smaller circuits and components
composite displaycomposite display /�kɒmpəzt d|�sple/
noun a video display unit that accepts a sin-
gle composite video signal and can display
an infinite number of colours or shades of
grey
composite monitorcomposite monitor /�kɒmpəzt
�mɒntə/ noun a colour monitor that receives
one video signal from a graphics display
adapter, which must then be electronically
separated inside the monitor into the red,
green and blue colour signals
composite printcomposite print /�kɒmpəzt prnt/ noun
a copy of a film (called the print) that in-
cludes both audio and visual effects (film)
composite videocomposite video /�kɒmpəzt �vdiəυ/
noun a video signal that combines the colour
signals and the monochrome signal into one
single signal � Most TV set and video players
expect a composite video feed.
composite video signalcomposite video signal /�kɒmpəzt
�vdiəυ �s"n(ə)l/ noun a single television
signal containing synchronising pulse and
video signal in a modulated form
compositioncomposition /�kɒmpə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of creating typeset text, either using
metal type or by keyboarding on a computer
typesetter � composition size printing type
size
compositorcompositor /kəm |�pɒztə/ noun a person
who sets up the required type prior to printing
compound devicecompound device /�kɒmpaυnd d |�vas/
noun a Windows MCI multimedia device
that requires a data file
compound documentcompound document /�kɒmpaυnd
�dɒkjυmənt/ noun a document that contains
information created by several other applica-
tions
compound filecompound file /�kɒmpaυnd fal/ noun a
number of individual files grouped together
in one file
compound statementcompound statement /�kɒmpaυnd
�stetmənt/ noun a number of program in-
structions in one line of program � The de-
bugger cannot handle compound statements.
compresscompress /kəm|�pres/ verb to squeeze
something to fit into a smaller space � Use
the archiving program to compress the file.
compressed videocompressed video /�kɒmprest �vdiəυ/
noun video signals that have been com-
pressed to reduce the data rate required to
transmit the information. Whereas a normal
television picture is transmitted at around
5090Mbits/second, a compressed video sig-
nal can be transmitted at around one tenth of
the data rate.
compressioncompression /kəm |�preʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of reducing the size of a file by en-

coding the data in a more efficient form. For
example, if the file contains five letter ’A’s in
line, which take up five bytes of space, the
compression software could encode this to
5A which takes two byes of space.
compression ratiocompression ratio /kəm |�preʃ(ə)n
�reʃiəυ/ noun a ratio of the size of an origi-
nal, uncompressed file to the final, com-
pressed file that has been more efficiently en-
coded
compressorcompressor /kəm |�presə/ noun 1. a pro-
gram or device that provides data compres-
sion 2. an electronic circuit which compress-
es a signal
comptometercomptometer /kɒmp|�tɒmtə/ noun a ma-
chine which counts automatically
CompuServeCompuServe /�kɒmpju�s��v/ an online
service provider and information service
computablecomputable /kəm |�pju�təb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be calculated
computationcomputation /�kɒmpjυ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a
calculation
computationalcomputational /�kɒmpjυ|�teʃ(ə)nəl/ ad-
jective referring to computation
computecompute /kəm |�pju�t/ verb to calculate or
to do calculations (especially when using a
computer) � Connect charges were comput-
ed on an hourly rate.
computercomputer /kəm|�pju�tə/ noun a machine
that receives or stores or processes data very
quickly using a program kept in its memory
computer-computer- /kəmpju�tə/ prefix referring to
a computer
computer-aidedcomputer-aided /kəm |�pju�tə �edd/ ad-
jective that uses a computer to make the work
easier. Also called computer-assisted
computer-aided designcomputer-aided design /kəm |�pju�tər
�edd d|�zan/ noun full form of CAD
computer-aided engineeringcomputer-aided engineering /kəm|

�pju�tər �edd �end' |�nərŋ/ noun use of a
computer to help an engineer solve problems
or calculate design or product specifications.
Full form of CAE
computer-aided instructioncomputer-aided instruction /kəm|

�pju�tər �edd n|�str�kʃən/ noun full form
of CAI
computer-aided learningcomputer-aided learning /kəm|

�pju�tər �edd �l��nŋ/ noun full form of
CAL
computer-aided manufacturecomputer-aided manufacture /kəm|

�pju�tər �edd �m�njυ|�f�ktʃə/ noun full
form of CAM
computer-aided testingcomputer-aided testing /kəm |�pju�tər
�edd �testŋ/ noun full form of CAT
computer-aided trainingcomputer-aided training /kəm |�pju�tər
�edd �trenŋ/ noun full form of CAT
computer animationcomputer animation /kəm |�pju�tə ��n|

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun same as animation
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computer applicationscomputer applications /kəm |�pju�tə
��pl|�keʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun the tasks and
uses that a computer can carry out in a partic-
ular field or job
computer-assistedcomputer-assisted /kəm|�pju�tər ə|

�sstd/ adjective same as computer-aided
computer-assisted designcomputer-assisted design /kəm |

�pju�tər ə|�sstd d |�zan/ noun full form of
CAD
computer-assisted engineeringcomputer-assisted engineering
/kəm|�pju�tər ə|�sstd �end' |�nərŋ/ noun
full form of CAE
computer-assisted instructioncomputer-assisted instruction /kəm |

�pju�tər ə|�sstd n|�str�kʃən/ noun full
form of CAI
computer-assisted learningcomputer-assisted learning /kəm |

�pju�tər ə|�sstd �l��nŋ/ noun full form of
CAL
computer-assisted manufacturecomputer-assisted manufacture
/kəm|�pju�tər ə|�sstd �m�njυ|�f�ktʃə/
noun full form of CAM
computer-assisted testingcomputer-assisted testing /kəm |

�pju�tər ə|�sstd �testŋ/ noun full form of
CAT
computer-assisted trainingcomputer-assisted training /kəm |

�pju�tər ə|�sstd �trenŋ/ noun full form of
CAT
computer-based instructioncomputer-based instruction /kəm |

�pju�tə best n|�str�kʃ(ə)n/ noun full form
of CBI
computer-based learningcomputer-based learning /kəm |

�pju�tə best n|�str�kʃ(ə)n/ noun full form
of CBL
computer-based message systemcomputer-based message system
/kəm|�pju�tə best �mesd' �sstəm/ noun
full form of CBMS
computer-based trainingcomputer-based training /kəm |�pju�tə
best �trenŋ/ noun full form of CBT
computer codecomputer code /kəm |�pju�tə kəυd/ noun
a programming language that consists of
commands in binary code that can be directly
understood by the central processing unit,
without the need for translation
computer conferencingcomputer conferencing /kəm |�pju�tə
�kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the use of a number of
computers or terminals connected together to
allow a group of users to communicate
computer crimecomputer crime /kəm |�pju�tə kram/
noun theft, fraud or other crimes involving
computers
computer datingcomputer dating /kəm|�pju�tə �detŋ/
noun the use of a computer to match single
people who may want to get married
computer departmentcomputer department /kəm|�pju�tə d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a company
that manages the company’s computers
computer filecomputer file /kəm|�pju�tə fal/ noun a
section of information on a computer, e.g. the

payroll, list of addresses or customer ac-
counts
computer fraudcomputer fraud /kəm|�pju�tə frɔ�d/
noun the theft of data, dishonest use of data
or other crimes involving computers
computer generation

computer generation /kəm |�pju�tə
�d'enə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun any one in a series of
classifications used to define the advances in
the field of computing

COMMENT: The development of computers
has been divided into a series of ‘genera-
tions’. The first generation consisted of
computers constructed using valves and
having limited storage. The second gener-
ation of computers were constricted using
transistors. The third generation used inte-
grated circuits. The fourth generation,
which includes the computers most often
used at present, uses low-cost memory
and IC packages. The fifth generation com-
prises future computers using very fast
processors, large memory, and allowing
human input/output.

computer graphics

computer graphics /kəm |�pju�tə
�"r�fks/ plural noun information represent-
ed graphically on a computer display
computer graphics metafile

computer graphics metafile /kəm |

�pju�tə �"r�fks �metəfal/ noun full form
of CGM
computer illiterate

computer illiterate /kəm|�pju�tə |

�ltərət/ adjective unable to understand com-
puter-related expressions or operations
computer image processingcomputer image processing /kəm |

�pju�tə �md' �prəυsesŋ/ noun the analy-
sis of information in an image, usually by
electronic means or using a computer, also
used for recognition of objects in an image
computer input microfilm

computer input microfilm /kəm |

�pju�tə �npυt �makrəυflm/ noun full
form of CIM
computer-integrated manufacturing

computer-integrated manufacturing
/kəm |�pju�tə �nt"retd �m�njυ|

�f�ktʃərŋ/ noun full form of CIM
computerisationcomputerisation /kəm |�pju�təra|

�zeʃ(ə)n/, computerization noun the proc-
ess of introducing a computer system or of
changing from a manual to a computer sys-
tem � Computerisation of the financial sec-
tor is proceeding very fast.
computerise

computerise /kəm |�pju�təraz/, compu-
terize verb to change from a manual system
to one using computers � Our stock control
has been completely computerised.
computer literacy

computer literacy /kəm |�pju�tə
�lt(ə)rəsi/ noun understanding of the basic
principles of computers, related expressions
and concepts, and the ability to use comput-
ers for programming or applications
computer-literate

computer-literate /kəm |�pju�tə
�lt(ə)rət/ adjective able to understand ex-
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pressions relating to computers and how to
use a computer
computer-managed instruction

computer-managed instruction /kəm |

�pju�tə �m�nd'd n|�str�kʃən/ noun the
use of a computer to assist students in learn-
ing a subject. Abbr CMI
computer-managed learning

computer-managed learning /kəm |

�pju�tə �m�nd'd �l��nŋ/ noun the use of a
computer to teach students and assess their
progress. Abbr CML
computer network

computer network /kəm |�pju�tə
�netw��k/ noun the shared use of a series of
interconnected computers, peripherals and
terminals
computer numerical control

computer numerical control /kəm |

�pju�tə nju� |�merk(ə)l kən|�trəυl/ noun
same as numerical control. full form of
CNC
computer operator

computer operator /kəm |�pju�tər
�ɒpəretə/ noun a person who operates a
computer
computer output on microfilm

computer output on microfilm /kəm |

�pju�tər �aυtpυt ɒn �makrəυflm/ noun
full form of COM
computer program

computer program /kəm |�pju�tə
�prəυ"r�m/ noun a series of instructions to
a computer, telling it to do a particular piece
of work � The user cannot write a computer
program with this system.
computer programmer

computer programmer /kəm |�pju�tə
�prəυ"r�mə/ noun a person who writes
computer programs
computer-readable

computer-readable /kəm |�pju�tə
�ri�dəb(ə)l/ adjective which can be read and
understood by a computer � computer-read-
able codes
computer science

computer science /kəm |�pju�tə �saəns/
noun the scientific study of computers, the
organisation of hardware and the develop-
ment of software
computer setting

computer setting /kə|�mpju�tə �setŋ/
noun the process of typesetting using a com-
puterised typesetting machine
computer virus

computer virus /kəm |�pju�tə �varəs/
noun a program which adds itself to an exe-
cutable file and copies or spreads itself to
other executable files each time an infected
file is run. A virus can corrupt data, display a
message or do nothing.
computing

computing /kəm |�pju�tŋ/ adjective, noun
referring to computers
computing power

computing power /kəm|�pju�tŋ �paυə/
noun a measure of the speed of a computer
and its ability to perform calculations
computing speed

computing speed /kəm|�pju�tŋ spi�d/
noun the speed at which a computer calcu-
lates

CON

CON /kɒn/ noun (in IBM-PC compatible
systems) a name used to identify the con-
sole, i.e. the keyboard and monitor
concatenate

concatenate /kən|�k�tənet/ verb to join
together two or more sets of data
concatenation

concatenation /kən|�k�tə|�neʃ(ə)n/
noun the joining together of two or more sets
of data
concatenation operator

concatenation operator /kən|�k�tə|

�neʃ(ə)n �ɒpəretə/ noun an instruction that
joins two pieces of data or variables together
concave lens

concave lens /�kɒnkev �lenz/ noun a
lens that is thinner in the centre than at the
edges, bending light out
concealconceal /kən|�si�l/ verb to hide information
or graphics from a user, or not to display
them � The hidden lines are concealed from
view with this algorithm.
concentrate

concentrate /�kɒnsəntret/ verb 1. to
combine a number of lines or circuits or data
to take up less space � The concentrated data
was transmitted cheaply. 2. to focus a beam
onto a narrow point
concentratorconcentrator /�kɒnsəntretə/ noun 1. (in
a Token-Ring network) a device at the centre
of a Token-Ring network, which provides a
logical star topology in which nodes are con-
nected to the concentrator, but which con-
nects each arm of the star as a physical ring
within the device 2. (in an FDDI network) a
node which provides access for one or more
stations to the network 3. (in an 10Base-T
Ethernet network) the device at the centre of
a star-topology 10Base-T Ethernet network
that receives signals from one port and regen-
erates them before sending them out to the
other ports 4. (in general networking) a de-
vice in which all the cables from nodes are
interconnected
conceptual modelconceptual model /kən |�septʃuəl
�mɒd(ə)l/ noun a description of a database or
program in terms of the data it contains and
its relationships
concertina fold

concertina fold /�kɒnsə|�ti�nə fəυld/
noun a method of folding continuous paper,
one sheet in one direction, the next sheet in
the opposite direction, allowing the paper to
be fed into a printer continuously with no ac-
tion on the part of the user. Same as accordi-
on fold
concurrency

concurrency /kən |�k�rənsi/ noun data or
a resource that is accessed by more than one
user or application at a time
concurrent

concurrent /kən|�k�rənt/ adjective almost
simultaneous (actions or sets) � Each con-
current process has its own window.

‘The system uses parallel-processing technology
to allow support for large numbers of concurrent
users.’ [Computing]
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concurrentlyconcurrently /kən|�k�rəntli/ adverb run-
ning at almost the same time. � SISD, SIMD
condenser lenscondenser lens /kən|�densə lenz/ noun
an optical device, usually made of glass, that
concentrates a beam of light onto a certain
area
conditioncondition /kən|�dʃ(ə)n/ verb to modify
data that is to be transmitted so as to meet set
parameters � Condition the raw data to a
standard format.
conditionalconditional /kən|�dʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective 1.
provided that certain things take place 2. re-
ferring to a process that is dependent on the
result of another
conditional jumpconditional jump /kən|�dʃ(ə)nəl
d'�mp/ noun a programming instruction
that provides a jump to a section of a program
if a certain condition is met � The condition-
al branch will select routine one if the re-
sponse is yes and routine two if no.
conductconduct /kən|�d�kt/ verb to allow an elec-
trical current to flow through a material � to
conduct electricity
conductionconduction /kən|�d�kʃən/ noun the abili-
ty of a material to conduct � The conduction
of electricity by gold contacts.
conductiveconductive /kən|�d�ktv/ adjective refer-
ring to the ability of a material to conduct
conductorconductor /kən|�d�ktə/ noun a substance
such as a metal that conducts electricity �
Copper is a good conductor of electricity. �
semiconductor
conduitconduit /�kɒndjut/ noun a protective pipe
or channel for wires or cables � The cables
from each terminal are channelled to the
computer centre by metal conduit.
conecone /kəυn/ noun the moving section in
most loudspeakers
conferenceconference /�kɒnf(ə)rəns/ noun a meet-
ing of people to discuss problems
conferencingconferencing /�kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun dis-
cussion between remote users using comput-
ers linked by a modem or a network

‘Small organisations and individuals find it con-
venient to use online services, offering email,
conferencing and information services.’ [Com-
puting]

confidenceconfidence /�kɒnfd(ə)ns/ noun feeling
sure or being certain � The sales teams do
not have much confidence in their manager.
� The board has total confidence in the new
system.
confidence levelconfidence level /�kɒnfd(ə)ns �lev(ə)l/
noun the likelihood that a particular number
will lie within a range of values
confidentconfident /�kɒnfd(ə)nt/ adjective certain
or sure � I am confident the sales will in-
crease rapidly. � Are you confident the sales
team is capable of handling this product?

confidentialconfidential /�kɒnf|�denʃəl/ adjective se-
cret � a confidential report on the new prod-
uct
CONFIG.SYSCONFIG.SYS /kən |�f" ss/ noun (in MS-
DOS) a configuration text file that contains
commands to set parameters and load driver
software. This file is read automatically once
the PC is switched on and the operating sys-
tem has loaded. � If you add a new adapter
card to your PC, you will have to add a new
command to the CONFIG.SYS file.
configurationconfiguration /kən|�f"jə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun
the way in which the hardware and software
of a computer system are planned and set up

‘He said only Banyan Vines had the network con-
figuration and administration capabilities re-
quired for implementing an international busi-
ness plan based on client-server computing.’
[Computing]

configureconfigure /kən|�f"ə/ verb to select hard-
ware, software and interconnections to make
up a special system � This terminal has been
configured to display graphics.
configured-inconfigured-in /kən|�f"əd �n/ adjective
referring to a device whose configuration
state indicates that it is ready and available
for use
confirmconfirm /kən|�f��m/ verb action to indicate
that you agree with a particular action �
Click on the OK button to confirm that you
want to delete all your files.
conformconform /kən|�fɔ�m/ verb to work accord-
ing to set rules � The software will not run if
it does not conform to the operating system
standards.
congestioncongestion /kən|�d'estʃən/ noun a state
that occurs when communication or process-
ing demands are greater than the capacity of
a system
connectconnect /kə |�nekt/ verb to link together
two points in a circuit or communications
network
connectionconnection /kə|�nekʃən/ noun a link or
something which joins
connectivityconnectivity /�kɒnek|�tvti/ noun the
ability of a device to connect with other de-
vices and transfer information
connectorconnector /kə|�nektə/ noun a physical de-
vice with a number of metal contacts that al-
low devices to be easily linked together �
The connector at the end of the cable will fit
any standard serial port.
consecutiveconsecutive /kən|�sekjυtv/ adjective
following one after another � The computer
ran three consecutive files.
consecutivelyconsecutively /kə|�sekjυtvli/ adverb
one after the other � The sections of the pro-
gram run consecutively.
consecutivelyConseil Européen pour la Recher-
che Nucléaire noun full form of CERN
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consistency checkconsistency check /kən|�sstənsi tʃek/
noun a check to make sure that objects, data
or items conform to their expected formats
consoleconsole /�kɒnsəυl/ noun a unit consisting
of a keyboard, VDU, and usually a printer,
which allows an operator to communicate
with a computer system � The console con-
sists of input device such as a keyboard, and
an output device such as a printer or CRT. �
CON
constantconstant /�kɒnstənt/ noun an item of data
whose value does not change. Opposite vari-
able � adjective which does not change �
The disk drive motor spins at a constant ve-
locity.
constant linear velocityconstant linear velocity /�kɒnstənt
�lniə və|�lɒsti/ noun full form of CLV
constrainconstrain /kən|�stren/ verb to set limits
that define the maximum movement of an ob-
ject on screen
constructconstruct /kən|�str�kt/ verb to build or to
make (a device or a system)
constructionconstruction /kən|�str�kʃən/ noun the
building or making of a system � Construc-
tion of the prototype is advancing rapidly.
consultconsult /kən|�s�lt/ verb to ask an expert for
advice � He consulted the maintenance man-
ager about the disk fault.
consultancyconsultancy /kən|�s�ltənsi/ noun the act
of giving specialist advice � a consultancy
firm � He offers a consultancy service.
consultantconsultant /kən|�s�ltənt/ noun a special-
ist who gives advice � They called in a com-
puter consultant to advise them on the system
design.
consumablesconsumables /kən|�sju�məb(ə)lz/ plural
noun small cheap extra items required in the
day-to-day running of a computer system,
e.g. paper and printer ribbons � Put all the
printer leads and paper with the other con-
sumables.
consumer marketconsumer market /kən|�sju�mə
�mɑ�kt/ noun the potential market for a
product that is based on the general public
buying advertised products from a shop rath-
er than a specialist or academic market
consumptionconsumption /kən|�s�mpʃən/ noun the
act of buying or using goods or services
(NOTE: no plural)
contactcontact /�kɒnt�kt/ noun the section of a
switch or connector that provides an electri-
cal path when it touches another conductor �
The circuit is not working because the con-
tact is dirty. � verb to try to call a user or de-
vice in a network
contact image sensorcontact image sensor /�kɒnt�kt
�md' �sensə/ noun full form of CIS
containcontain /kən|�ten/ verb to hold something
inside � Each carton contains two computers
and their peripherals.

container

container /kən|�tenə/ noun 1. a box or
bottle or can, etc. which can hold goods �
The ink is sold in strong metal containers. �
The container burst while it was being load-
ed. 2. a very large metal case of a standard
size for loading and carrying goods on
trucks, trains and ships � container ship �
container port � container terminal � to
ship goods in containers 3. something that
can be set to a value; e.g., a variable is a con-
tainer, as is an object’s colour or position or
other properties
containerisationcontainerisation /kən|�tenəra|

�zeʃ(ə)n/, containerization noun the proc-
ess of putting into containers, or carrying
goods in containers
containerize

containerize /kən |�tenəraz/ verb to put
goods into containers; to ship goods in con-
tainers
contentcontent /�kɒntent/ noun information, ide-
as, text, images or data that form a letter, doc-
ument, web page, database or book
content-addressable addressing

content-addressable addressing
/�kɒntent ə|�dresəb(ə)l ə|�dresŋ/ noun
same as associative addressing
contention

contention /kən|�tenʃən/ noun a situation
that occurs when two or more devices are try-
ing to communicate with the same piece of
equipment
content provider

content provider /�kɒntent prə|�vadə/
noun a company that supplies information,
e.g. text, news stories, images, video, soft-
ware, for a publication in a website or other
medium
contents

contents /�kɒntents/ plural noun things
contained or what is inside something � The
contents of the bottle poured out onto the
computer keyboard.
context

context /�kɒntekst/ noun words and
phrases among which a word is used � The
example shows how the word is used in con-
text.
context-sensitive

context-sensitive /�kɒntekst �senstv/
adjective that relates to the particular context
context-sensitive help

context-sensitive help /�kɒntekst
�senstv �help/ noun a help message that
gives useful information about the particular
function or part of the program you are in
rather than general information about the
whole program
context-switching

context-switching /�kɒntekst �swtʃŋ/
noun a process in which several programs are
loaded in memory, but only one at a time can
be executed

COMMENT: Unlike a true multitasking sys-
tem which can load several programs into
memory and run several programs at once,
context-switching only allows one program
to be run at a time.
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contiguous

contiguous /kən|�t"jυəs/ adjective
which touches

‘If you later edit the file again, some of the new
data clusters will not be contiguous with the orig-
inal clusters but spread around the disk.’ [Com-
puting]

contiguous graphics

contiguous graphics /kən|�t"jυəs
�"r�fks/ plural noun graphic cells or char-
acters which touch each other � Most display
units do not provide contiguous graphics:
their characters have a small space on each
side to improve legibility.
contingency plan

contingency plan /kən|�tnd'ənsi pl�n/
noun a secondary plan that will be used if the
first fails to work
continual

continual /kən|�tnjuəl/ adjective which
happens again and again � The continual
system breakdowns have slowed down the
processing.
continually

continually /kən|�tnjuəli/ adverb again
and again
continuation

continuation /kən|�tnju |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of continuing
continue

continue /kən|�tnju�/ verb to go on doing
something or to do something which you
were doing earlier
continuity

continuity /�kɒnt |�nju�ti/ noun 1. a clear
conduction path between two points 2. the
process of checking that the details of one
scene in a film continue into the next scene to
be shown, even if the two have been shot at
different times
continuous

continuous /kən|�tnjυəs/ adjective with
no end or with no breaks; which goes on
without stopping
continuously

continuously /kən|�tnjυəsli/ adverb
without stopping � The printer overheated
after working continuously for five hours.
continuous tone

continuous tone /kən|�tnjυəs təυn/
noun an image such as a photograph that uses
all possible values of grey or colours,
contouring

contouring /�kɒntυərŋ/ noun 1. (in a
graphics application) a process that converts
a wire-frame drawing into a solid-looking
object by adding shadows and texture 2. (in a
graphics application) a function that creates
realistic-looking ground, e.g. in a virtual-re-
ality system, or a surface
contrast

contrast noun /�kɒntrɑ�st/ 1. the differ-
ence between black and white or between
colours � The control allows you to adjust
brightness and contrast. 2. a control knob on
a display that alters the difference between
black and white tones or between colours �
verb /kən|�trɑ�st/ to examine the differences
between two sets of information � The old
data was contrasted with the latest informa-
tion.

contrastingcontrasting /kən|�trɑ�stŋ/ adjective
which show a sharp difference � a cover de-
sign in contrasting colours
contrast settingcontrast setting /�kɒntrɑ�st �setŋ/
noun TV contrast control position
controlcontrol /kən|�trəυl/ verb to be in charge of
something or to make sure that something is
kept in check � noun 1. the process of re-
stricting or checking something or making
sure that something is kept in check 2. condi-
tional program statements 3. a key on a com-
puter keyboard which sends a control charac-
ter 4. power or being able to direct something
� The company is under the control of three
directors. � The family lost control of its
business.
controllablecontrollable /kən|�trəυləb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be controlled
controllercontroller /kən|�trəυlə/ noun a hardware
or software device that controls a peripheral
such as a printer, or that monitors and directs
the data transmission over a local area net-
work

‘…a printer’s controller is the brains of the ma-
chine. It translates the signals coming from your
computer into printing instructions that result in a
hard copy of your electronic document’ [Publish]

control panelcontrol panel /kən|�trəυl �p�n(ə)l/ noun
1. a panel with indicators and switches that
allows an operator to monitor and control the
actions of a computer or peripheral 2. a utili-
ty that displays the user-definable options
such as keyboard, country-code and type of
mouse
control unitcontrol unit /kən|�trəυl �ju�nt/ noun the
section of the CPU which selects and exe-
cutes instructions
conventional memoryconventional memory /kən|

�venʃ(ə)n(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/ noun (in an IBM-
PC compatible system) the random access
memory region installed in a PC from 0 up to
640Kb. This area of memory can be directly
controlled by MS-DOS. Compare high
memory, expanded memory
convergenceconvergence /kən|�v��d'əns/ noun 1. the
combination of two or more different tech-
nologies producing a new technology. For
example, fax machines are the product of the
convergence of telephone, scanning and
printing technologies. 2. (in a colour
monitor) the accuracy with which the picture
beam strikes the three colour dots that form
each colour pixel � � picture beam, pixel
conversational modeconversational mode /�kɒnvə|

�seʃ(ə)n(ə)l məυd/ noun a method of oper-
ating that provides immediate responses to a
user’s input. � interactive mode. Compare
batch mode
conversionconversion /kən |�v��ʃ(ə)n/ noun a change
from one system to another
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conversion tablesconversion tables /kən|�v��ʃ(ə)n
�teb(ə)lz/ plural noun a list of source codes
or statements and their equivalent in another
language or form � Conversion tables may
be created and used in conjunction with the
customer’s data to convert it to our system
codes. Also called translation tables
convertconvert /kən|�v��t/ verb to change one
thing into another
converterconverter /kən|�v��tə/ noun a device or
program that translates data from one form to
another � The converter allowed the old data
to be used on the new system.
convertibilityconvertibility /kən|�v��tə|�bləti/ noun
ability to be changed
convertibleconvertible /kən|�v��təb(ə)l/ adjective
that can be converted
convertorconvertor /kən|�v��tə/ noun another spell-
ing of converter
convex lensconvex lens /�kɒnveks �lenz/ noun a lens
that is thicker in the centre than the edges,
bending light in
conveyconvey /kən|�ve/ verb to carry or import
information � The chart conveyed the sales
problem graphically.
conveyorconveyor /kən|�veə/ noun a method of
carrying paper using a moving belt
cookiecookie /�kυki/ noun a tiny file that is stored
on your computer when you connect to a re-
mote Internet site using a browser. The cook-
ie is used by the remote site to store informa-
tion about your options which can then be
read when you next visit the site.
cookie filecookie file /�kυki fal/ noun a file that con-
tains the cookie data supplied by the remote
Internet site
cooperative processingcooperative processing /kəυ|

�ɒp(ə)rətv �prəυsesŋ/ noun a system in
which two or more computers in a distributed
network can each execute a part of a program
or work on a particular set of data
coordinatecoordinate /kəυ|�ɔ�dnət/ verb to organise
complex tasks, so that they fit together effi-
ciently � She has to coordinate the keyboard-
ing of several parts of a file in six different lo-
cations.
coordinationcoordination /kəυ|�ɔ�d|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of organising complex tasks
copperplate printingcopperplate printing /�kɒpə|�plet
�prntŋ/ noun a printing method that uses a
copper plate on which the image is etched
coprocessorcoprocessor /kəυ|�prəυsesə/ noun an ex-
tra, specialised processor, e.g. an array or nu-
merical processor, that can work with a main
CPU to increase execution speed

‘Inmos is hiring designers to create highly inte-
grated transputers and co-processors for diverse
computer and telecoms systems.’ [Computing]

copycopy /�kɒp/ noun 1. a document which
looks the same as another; duplicate of an

original 2. a document � verb to make a sec-
ond document which is like the first, or to du-
plicate original data � He copied all the per-
sonnel files at night and took them home.
copy protectcopy protect /�kɒpi prə|�tekt/ noun a
switch that prevents copies of a disk being
made
copy protectioncopy protection /�kɒpi prə|�tekʃən/
noun the act of preventing copies from being
made � A hard disk may crash because of
copy protection.
copyrightcopyright /�kɒpirat/ verb to state the cop-
yright of a written work by printing a copy-
right notice and publishing the work � adjec-
tive covered by the laws of copyright � It is
illegal to take copies of a copyright work.
copyrightedcopyrighted /�kɒpiratd/ adjective in
copyright
copy typingcopy typing /�kɒpi �tapŋ/ noun the
process of typing documents from handwrit-
ten originals, not from dictation (NOTE: no
plural)
CORALCORAL /�kɒpi/ noun a computer program-
ming language used in a real-time system.
Full form common real-time applications
language
cordcord /kɔ�d/ noun a wire used to connect a
device to a socket
cordless telephonecordless telephone /�kɔ�dləs �telfəυn/
noun a telephone which is not connected to a
line by a cord, but which uses a radio link
corecore /kɔ�/ noun the central conducting sec-
tion of a cable
coresidentcoresident /kəυ|�rezd(ə)nt/ adjective re-
ferring to two or more programs that are
stored in the main memory at the same time
coronacorona /kə|�rəυnə/ noun an electric dis-
charge that is used to charge the toner within
a laser printer
corporate videocorporate video /�kɔ�p(ə)rət �vdiəυ/
noun a video produced for internal training
or as a publicity tool for a company and not
intended to be broadcast
correctcorrect /kə|�rekt/ adjective accurate or
right � verb to remove mistakes from some-
thing
correctioncorrection /kə|�rekʃ(ə)n/ noun the process
of making something correct; a change
which makes something correct
corrective maintenancecorrective maintenance /kə|�rektv
�mentənəns/ noun actions to trace, find and
repair a fault after it has occurred
correspondcorrespond /�kɒr|�spɒnd/ verb 1. � to
correspond with someone to write letters to
someone 2. � to correspond with some-
thing to fit or to match something
correspondencecorrespondence /�kɒr|�spɒndəns/ noun
1. letters and messages sent from one person
to another (NOTE: no plural) � business cor-
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respondence letters concerned with a busi-
ness � to be in correspondence with some-
one to write letters to someone and receive
letters back 2. the way in which something
fits in with something
correspondentcorrespondent /�kɒr|�spɒndənt/ noun
1. a person who writes letters 2. a journalist
who writes articles for a newspaper on spe-
cialist subjects � the computer correspond-
ent � the ‘Times’ business correspondent �
He is the Paris correspondent of the ‘Tele-
graph’.
corruptcorrupt /kə|�r�pt/ adjective that contains
errors � verb to introduce errors into data or
a program � Power loss during disk access
can corrupt the data.
cost per actioncost per action /�kɒst p�� ��kʃən/ full
form of CPA
co.ukco.uk a domain name suffix that indicates a
business based in the UK � The Peter Collin
Publishing domain name is ‘pcp.co.uk’ � do-
main
coulombcoulomb /�ku�lɒm/ noun the SI unit of
electrical charge
countcount /kaυnt/ verb 1. to add figures togeth-
er to make a total � He counted up the sales
for the six months to December. 2. to include
� Did you count the sales of software as part
of the home sales figures?
countercounter /�kaυntə/ noun 1. a device which
counts � The loop will repeat itself until the
counter reaches 100. 2. a register or variable
whose contents are increased or decreased by
a set amount every time an action occurs �
The number of items changed are recorded
with the counter.
counting perforatorcounting perforator /�kaυntŋ
�p��fəretə/ noun a paper tape punch, used
in typesetting, that keeps a record of the char-
acters, their widths, etc., to allow justification
operations
country filecountry file /�k�ntri fal/ noun a file with-
in an operating system that defines the pa-
rameters, e.g. character set and keyboard lay-
out, for different countries
couplecouple /�k�p(ə)l/ verb to join together �
The two systems are coupled together.
couplercoupler /�k�plə/ noun 1. a mechanical de-
vice that is used to connect three or more
conductors 2. a chemical that forms a dye
when it reacts with another substance in a
copying machine
CourierCourier /�kυriə/ noun a fixed-space or
monospace typeface
coursewarecourseware /�kɔ�sweə/ noun the soft-
ware, manuals and video that make up a
training package or CAL product
coveragecoverage /�k�v(ə)rd'/ noun the size of
the potential audience capable of receiving a
broadcast � the company had good media

coverage for the launch of its new model �
press coverage, media coverage reports
about something in the newspapers or on TV,
etc. � the company had good media coverage
for the launch of its new model
cpcp noun a UNIX command to make a copy
of a file
CPACPA noun the cost of displaying a banner
advertisement once to one visitor to a web-
site. Full form cost per action. � banner
cpicpi /�si� pi� �a/ abbr characters per inch
CPMCPM abbr critical path method
cpscps /�si� pi� �es/ abbr characters per second
CPUCPU /�si� pi� �ju�/ noun a group of circuits
that performs the basic functions of a compu-
ter. The CPU is made up of three parts, the
control unit, the arithmetic and logic unit and
the input/output unit. Full form central
processing unit
CRCR abbr 1. card reader 2. carriage return
crabcrab /kr�b/ verb move a camera or micro-
phone sideways (film)
cranecrane /kren/ noun a large camera stand
which holds the camera operator and camera
(film) � dolly
crashcrash /kr�ʃ/ noun a failure of a component
or a bug in a program during a run, which
halts and prevents further use of the system �
verb to come to an sudden stop (of a compu-
ter or program) � The disk head has crashed
and the data may have been lost.

COMMENT: It is sometimes possible to re-
cover data from a crashed hard disk before
reformatting, if the crash was caused by a
bad sector on the disk rather than contact
between the r/w head and disk surface.

crash-protectedcrash-protected /�kr�ʃ prə|�tektd/ ad-
jective that uses a head protection or data cor-
ruption protection system � If the disk is
crash-protected, you will never lose your da-
ta.
crawlcrawl /krɔ�l/ noun a mechanical device that
moves television or film titles down in front
of a camera, to give the impression that they
are moving up the screen
crawling titlecrawling title /�krɔ�lŋ �tat(ə)l/ noun a
line of titles moving across the screen (film)
CRCCRC abbr 1. cyclic redundancy check 2.
camera ready copy
createcreate /kri |�et/ verb to make � A new file
was created on disk to store the document.
crewcrew /kru�/ noun a group of technical staff
who work together (as on filming a TV pro-
gramme, recording an outside broadcast,
etc.) � the camera crew had to film all day in
the snow
crispenercrispener /�krsp(ə)nə/ noun an electronic
device used to sharpen the edges of objects in
an image (film)
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critical errorcritical error /�krtk(ə)l �erə/ noun an er-
ror that stops processing or crashes the com-
puter
critical fusion frequency

critical fusion frequency /�krtk(ə)l
�fju�'(ə)n �fri�kwənsi/ noun (on a video,
computer or film screen) the rate of display
of frames of graphics or text that makes them
appear flicker-free
critical path analysiscritical path analysis /�krtk(ə)l �pɑ�θ
ə|�n�ləss/ noun the definition of tasks or
jobs and the time each requires arranged in
order to achieve certain goals. Also called
PERT – Program Evaluation and Review
Techniques.

‘Surprisingly, critical path analysis and project
management, frequently the next career step for
engineers, did not seem to warrant a mention.’
[Computing]

critical path methodcritical path method /�krtk(ə)l �pɑ�θ
�meθəd/ noun the use of analysis and the
projection of each critical step in a large
project to help a management team. Abbr
CPM
CR/LFCR/LF abbr carriage return/line feed
cropcrop /krɒp/ verb 1. to reduce the size or
margins of an image 2. to cut out a rectangu-
lar section of an image
crop markcrop mark /�krɒp mɑ�k/ noun (in DTP
software) one of the printed marks that show
the edge of a page or image and allow it to be
cut accurately
croppingcropping /�krɒpŋ/ noun the removal of
areas of artwork or of a photograph which are
not needed � The photographs can be edited
by cropping, sizing, touching up, etc.
cross-cross- /krɒs/ prefix running from one side
to another
cross-platformcross-platform /�krɒs �pl�tfɔ�m/ adjec-
tive available for more than one type of com-
puter or operating system
cross-referencecross-reference /�krɒs �ref(ə)rəns/
noun a reference in a document to another
part of the document � verb to make a refer-
ence to another part of the document � The
SI units are cross-referenced to the appendix.
crosstalkcrosstalk /�krɒstɑ�k/ noun interference
between two communication cables or chan-
nels
CRTCRT /�si� ɑ� �ti�/ noun a device used for dis-
playing characters, figures or graphical infor-
mation, similar to a TV set. Full form cath-
ode ray tube

COMMENT: CRTs are used in television
sets, computer monitors, and VDUs. A
CRT consists of a vacuum tube, one end of
which is flat and coated with phosphor, the
other end containing an electron beam
source. Characters or graphics are visible
when the controllable electron beam
strikes the phosphor, causing it to glow.

crunchercruncher, crunching noun � number
cruncher, number crunching
cryogenic memorycryogenic memory /�kraəυd'enk
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a storage medium operat-
ing at very low temperatures of around 4ºK to
use the superconductive properties of a mate-
rial
cryptanalysiscryptanalysis /�krptə|�n�ləss/ noun the
study and methods of breaking ciphers
cryptographiccryptographic /�krptə|�"r�fk/ adjec-
tive referring to cryptography
cryptographycryptography /�krp|�tɒ"rəfi/ noun the
study of encryption and decryption methods
and techniques
crystalcrystal /�krstəl/ noun a small slice of
quartz crystal which vibrates at a certain fre-
quency, used as a very accurate clock signal
for computer or other high precision timing
applications
crystal shutter printercrystal shutter printer /�krst(ə)l �ʃ�tə
�prntə/ noun a page printer that uses a pow-
erful light controlled by a liquid crystal dis-
play to produce an image on a photo-sensi-
tive drum
CSMA-CACSMA-CA /�si� es em si� �e/ noun a meth-
od of controlling access to a network not cov-
ered by OSI standards, but used in AppleTalk
networks. Full form carrier sense multiple
access-collision avoidance
CSMA-CDCSMA-CD /�si� es em si� �di�/ noun a net-
work communications protocol that prevents
two sources transmitting at the same time by
waiting for a quiet moment, then attempting
to transmit. It is used to control data trans-
mission over an Ethernet network. Full form
carrier sense multiple access-collision
detection
CSSCSS abbr cascading style sheet
CTMCTM /�si� ti� �em/ noun a method of charg-
ing an advertiser for the display of a banner
advertisement, where the price covers one
thousand visitors clicking on the advertise-
ment and jumping to the advertiser’s own
website. Full form click through per thou-
sand
CTRCTR1 /kən|�trəυl/ noun the number of visi-
tors who click on a banner advertisement on
a website and jump to the advertiser’s own
website. Full form click through rate. �
CTM (NOTE: A click through rate of just a few
percent is common, and most advertisers
have to pay per thousand impressions of
their banner ad.)
CTRCTR2 /kən|�trəυl/, CTRL, Ctrl noun the
control key, or a key on a computer terminal
that sends a control character to the computer
when pressed
CTSCTS /�si� ti� �es/ noun an RS232C signal in-
dicating that a line or device is ready for data
transmission. Full form clear to send
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CUCU abbr control unit
CUACUA noun a standard for a user interface,
originally developed by IBM, now followed
by most software developers. Full form com-
mon user access
cuecue /kju�/ noun 1. a prompt or message dis-
played on a screen to remind the user that an
input is expected 2. a command or signal for
a pre-planned event to commence (film)
CUGCUG /�si� ju� �d'i�/ noun entry to a database
or bulletin board system that is restricted to
certain known and registered users, usually
by means of a password. Full form closed
user group
cumulative indexcumulative index /�kju�mjυlətv
�ndeks/ noun an index made up from sever-
al different indexes
cumulative trauma disordercumulative trauma disorder
/�kju�mjυlətv �trɔ�mə ds|�ɔ�də/ noun
same as repetitive strain injury
currentcurrent /�k�rənt/ adjective referring to the
present time � noun the movement of
charge-carrying particles in a conductor

COMMENT: Mains electricity provides a
240v AC supply at 50Hz in the UK and
120v at 60Hz in the USA.

cursorcursor /�k��sə/ noun a marker on a display
device which shows where the next character
will appear

‘Probably the most exciting technology demon-
strated was ScreenCam, which allows users to
combine voice, cursor movement and on-screen
activities into a movie which can be replayed.’
[Computing]
‘…further quick cursor movements are available
for editing by combining one of the arrow keys
with the control function’ [Personal
Computer World]
COMMENT: Cursors can take several forms,
including a square of bright light, a bright
underline, or a flashing light.

cursor resourcecursor resource /�k��sə r|�zɔ�s/ noun an
image that is displayed as a cursor (NOTE:
Programming languages and authoring
tools normally provide a range of different
cursor images that a developer can use, for
example an egg-timer cursor when waiting
or an arrow when pointing.)
custom-builtcustom-built /�k�stəm blt/ adjective
made specially for one customer
custom colourscustom colours /�k�stəm �k�ləz/ plural
noun a range of colours in a palette that are
used by an image or application. � system
palette
customercustomer /�k�stəmə/ noun a person who
buys or uses a computer system or any pe-
ripherals
customisecustomise /�k�stəmaz/, customize
verb to modify a system to the customer’s re-
quirements � We used customised computer

terminals. (NOTE: customises – customis-
ing – customised)
cut

cut /k�t/ noun 1. the process of removing a
piece from a file 2. a piece removed from a
file � verb to remove sections of text from a
file to make it shorter (NOTE: cutting – cut)
cut and paste

cut and paste /�k�t ən �pest/ noun the
action of taking a section of text or data from
one point and inserting it at another, often
used in word-processors and DTP packages
for easy page editing
cutaway shot

cutaway shot /�k�tə|�we ʃɒt/ noun (film)
1. an action shot that is not part of the main
action but is connected to it and occurs at the
same time 2. a camera movement away from
the principal interest in a television interview,
the interviewee, to the interviewer
cut off

cut off /�k�t �ɒf/ verb to remove part of
something � Six metres of paper were cut off
the reel.
cutoff

cutoff /�k�tɒf/ adjective point at which
(something) stops
cutoff frequency

cutoff frequency /�k�tɒf �fri�kwənsi/
noun the frequency at which the response of
a device drops off
cutter

cutter /�k�tə/ noun a film editor who de-
cides which scenes are to be kept and in
which order, and which are to be discarded
(film)
cutting

cutting /�k�tŋ/ noun the action of cutting
cutting room

cutting room /�k�tŋ ru�m/ noun a room
in a film studio where the unedited film is cut
and joined together
CWP

CWP abbr communicating word processor
cXML

cXML /�si� eks em �el/ noun a feature of the
XML webpage markup language that pro-
vides a standard way of producing pages
about products for sale on an online shop
(NOTE: The new features allow designers to
include information about the product being
displayed and how it can be purchased by
the viewer.)
cyan

cyan /�saən/ noun the complimentary col-
our to red, which is blue-green (film)
cyan-magenta-yellow-black

cyan-magenta-yellow-black /�saən
mə|�d'entə �jeləυ/ noun full form of CMYK
cyber-

cyber- /sabə/ prefix computers and infor-
mation systems
cyber age

cyber age /�sabə ed'/ noun the present
age, considered as a period in which compu-
ter technology and electronic communica-
tions have become more important and more
widely used
cybercafé

cybercafé /�sabə |�k�fe/ noun a place
that provides a shop with terminals connect-
ed to the Internet as well as coffee and pas-
tries
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cyberlawcyberlaw /�sabəlɔ�/ noun the set of laws
that relate to computers, information systems
and networks, considered as a body
cyberneticscybernetics /�sabə|�netks/ noun the
study of the mechanics of human or electron-
ic machine movements, and the way in which
electronic devices can be made to work and
imitate human actions
cyberspacecyberspace /�sabəspes/ noun the world
in which computers and people interact, nor-
mally via the Internet
cybersquattingcybersquatting /�sabə|�skwɒtŋ/ noun
act by which someone registers a website ad-
dress, normally a trademark or brand name,
then tries to sell the name to the rightful own-
er (NOTE: Although not yet illegal in most
countries, court cases almost always find in
favour of the company trying to recover its
name. For example if you registered the do-
main name ‘windows.com’ then tried to sell
this back to Microsoft Corp. you would be
guilty of cybersquatting.)
cyberterrorismcyberterrorism /�sabə|�terərz(ə)m/
noun terrorist activities that use the Internet
to damage complex electronic systems or the
data they contain

‘There were some instances of war-related hack-
ing over the past few weeks, but nothing that
would be considered cyberterrorism.’
[The Guardian]

cyberwoozling

cyberwoozling /�sabə|�wu�z(ə)lŋ/ noun
the practice of gathering data from the com-
puter of a visitor to a website without his or
her knowledge or authorisation
cycle

cycle /�sak(ə)l/ noun 1. the period of time
when something leaves its original position
and then returns to it 2. one completed oper-
ation in a repeated process
cyclic

cyclic /�sklk, �saklk/ adjective that is
repeated regularly
cyclic redundancy check

cyclic redundancy check /�sklk r|

�d�ndənsi �tʃek/ noun an error detection
check used in modem communications and
many file transfer protocols that looks at one
bit in every n bits and compares this with the
original to see if an error has occurred in the
last n bits. Abbr CRC
cyclorama

cyclorama /�sakləυ |�rɑ�mə/ noun a large,
curved, white backdrop positioned at the
back of a stage or set (film)
cylinder

cylinder /�slndə/ noun 1. a group of
tracks on a disk 2. the tracks in a multi-disk
device that can be accessed without moving
the read/write head
cylindrical

cylindrical /s|�lndrk(ə)l/ adjective
shaped like a cylinder
cypher

cypher /�safə/ noun another spelling of ci-
pher
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D1 videotapeD1 videotape noun a 19mm videotape
format used for professional, digital record-
ings
DADA abbr desk accessory
DACDAC /�di� e �si�/ noun a circuit that outputs
an analog signal that is proportional to the in-
put digital number, and so converts a digital
input to an analog form � Speech is output
from the computer via a D/A converter. Full
form digital to analog converter. Also
called D to A converter, d/a converter
d/a converterd/a converter /�di� tυ e kən|�v��tə/ noun
same as DAC
DADDAD noun a method of recording sound by
converting and storing signals in a digital
form on magnetic disk. Full form digital au-
dio disk
daemondaemon /�di�mən/ noun (in a UNIX sys-
tem) a utility program that performs its job
automatically without the knowledge of the
user
daisy chaindaisy chain /�dezi tʃen/ noun a method
of connecting equipment with a single cable
passing from one machine or device to the
next, rather than separate cables to each de-
vice
damagedamage /�d�md'/ verb to harm � The
faulty read/write head appears to have dam-
aged the disks.
DAODAO /�di� e �əυ/ noun a programming inter-
face provided with many of Microsoft’s data-
base applications that allow the developer to
access Jet or ODBC compatible data sources.
Full form data access objects
darkroomdarkroom /�dɑ�kru�m/ noun a special
room with no light, where photographic film
can be developed
dark trace tubedark trace tube /�dɑ�k �tres �tju�b/
noun a CRT with a dark image on a bright
background
dashdash /d�ʃ/ noun a short line in printing
DASHDASH noun a sound tape recording system
(film) Full form digital audio stationary
head
DATDAT /�di� e �ti�/ noun a compact cassette,
smaller than an audio cassette, that provides
a system of recording sound as digital infor-
mation onto magnetic tape with very high-
quality reproduction. Full form digital au-
dio tape (NOTE: It is also used as a high-ca-
pacity tape backup system that can store
1.3 GB of data; sound is recorded at a sam-

ple rate of either 32, 44.1 or 48 KHz to pro-
vide up to two hours of CD-quality sound.)
datadata /�detə/ noun a collection of facts
made up of numbers, characters and sym-
bols, stored on a computer in such a way that
it can be processed by the computer

COMMENT: Data is different from informa-
tion in that it is facts stored in machine-
readable form. When the facts are proc-
essed by the computer into a form that can
be understood by people, the data be-
comes information.

data access objectsdata access objects /�detə ��kses
�ɒbjekts/ plural noun full form of DAO
data analysisdata analysis /�detə ə|�n�ləss/ noun the
process of extracting information and results
from data
databankdatabank /�detəb�ŋk/ noun 1. a large
amount of data stored in a structured form 2.
a store of personal records in a computer
databasedatabase /�detəbes/ noun an integrated
collection of files of data stored in a struc-
tured form in a large memory, which can be
accessed by one or more users at different
terminals

‘This information could include hypertext refer-
ences to information held within a computer da-
tabase, or spreadsheet formulae.’ [Computing]

database administratordatabase administrator /�detəbes əd |

�mnstretə/ noun full form of DBA
database management systemdatabase management system
/�detəbes �m�nd'mənt �sstəm/, data-
base manager /�detəbes �m�nd'ə/
noun full form of DBMS
database serverdatabase server /�detəbes �s��və/
noun a piece of database management soft-
ware that runs on a server computer on a net-
work and is used in a client-server system
(NOTE: The user works with client software
that formats and displays data that is re-
trieved by the server software.)
database systemdatabase system /�detəbes �sstəm/
noun a series of programs that allows the
user to create, modify, manage and use a da-
tabase and that often includes features such
as a report writer or graphical output of data
data bus connectordata bus connector /�detə �b�s kə|

�nektə/ noun full form of DB connector
data capturedata capture /�detə �k�ptʃə/ noun the
act of obtaining data, either by keyboarding
or scanning, or often automatically from a re-
cording device or peripheral � In July this
year it signed a two-year outsourcing and
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disaster-recovery deal … for the operation
and management of its Birmingham-based
data-capture facility. [Computing]
data carrier detectdata carrier detect /�detə �k�riə d|

�tekt/ noun full form of DCD
data cleaningdata cleaning /�detə �kli�nŋ/ noun the
process of removing errors from data
data communicationsdata communications /�detə kə|

�mju�n |�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun the transmission
and reception of data rather than speech or
images
data communications equipmentdata communications equipment
/�detə kə|�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz |�kwpmənt/
noun equipment, e.g. a modem, that receives
or transmits data. Abbr DCE
data compressiondata compression /�detə kəm |

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun a means of reducing the size
of blocks of data by removing spaces, empty
sections and unused material
data corruptiondata corruption /�detə kə|�r�pʃ(ə)n/
noun the introduction of errors into data
through noise or faulty equipment � Data
corruption occurs each time the motor is
switched on.
data delimiterdata delimiter /�detə di�|�lmtə/ noun a
special symbol or character that marks the
end of a file or data item
data description languagedata description language /�detə d|

�skrpʃən �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun full form of
DDL
data dictionary/directorydata dictionary/directory /�detə
�dkʃən(ə)ri da|�rekt(ə)ri/ noun full form of
DD/D
data elementdata element /�detə �elmənt/ noun
same as data item
data encryptiondata encryption /�detə n|�krpʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of encrypting data using a
cipher system
data encryption standarddata encryption standard /�detə n|

�krpʃən �st�ndəd/ noun full form of DES
data entrydata entry /�detə �entri/ noun a method
of entering data into a system, usually using
a keyboard but also direct from disks after
data preparation
data errordata error /�detə �erə/ noun an error due
to incorrect or illegal data
data flow diagramdata flow diagram /�detə fləυ
�daə"r�m/ noun full form of DFD
data formatdata format /�detə �fɔ�m�t/ noun the set
of rules defining the way in which data is
stored or transmitted
datagramdatagram /�detə"r�m/ noun a packet of
information in a packet switching system that
contains its destination address and route
data independencedata independence /�detə �nd|

�pendəns/ noun a structure of a database
which can be changed without affecting what
the user sees

data inputdata input /�detə �npυt/ noun data trans-
ferred into a computer, from an I/O port or
peripheral
data input busdata input bus /�detə �npυt �b�s/ noun
full form of DIB 1
data integritydata integrity /�detə n|�te"rti/ noun the
state of data which has not been corrupted by
damage or errors
data itemdata item /�detə �atəm/ noun one unit of
data, e.g. the quantity of items in stock, a per-
son’s name, age or occupation. Also called
data element
data linkdata link /�detə lŋk/ noun a connection
between two devices to allow the transmis-
sion of data
data link layerdata link layer /�detə lŋk �leə/ noun the
second layer in the ISO/OSI defined network
that sends packets of data to the next link and
deals with error correction (NOTE: This layer
is normally split into two further sub-layers,
medium access control and logical link con-
trol (LLC).)
data managementdata management /�detə
�m�nd'mənt/ noun maintenance and up-
keep of a database
data migrationdata migration /�detə ma|�"reʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of moving data between a
high priority or on-line device to a low-prior-
ity or off-line device
data miningdata mining /�detə �manŋ/ noun the
task of searching a database in order to find
previously unknown patterns and relation-
ships within the data it contains, e.g. search-
ing a retailer’s database to find customers
who share an interest in a particular activity

‘Both companies specialise in decision support,
statistical analysis and data mining.’
[The Guardian]

data processingdata processing /�detə �prəυsesŋ/
noun the process of selecting and examining
data in a computer to produce information in
a special form. Abbr dp, DP
data processing managerdata processing manager /�detə
�prəυsesŋ �m�nd'ə/ noun a person who
runs a computer department
data projectordata projector /�detə prə|�d'ektə/ noun
a device that uses three large coloured lights,
red, green and blue, to project a colour image
output from a computer onto a large screen
data protectiondata protection /�detə prə|�tekʃən/
noun the procedure of making sure that data
is not copied by an unauthorised user
Data Protection ActData Protection Act /�detə prə|�tekʃən
��kt/ noun a piece of legislation passed in
1984 in the UK that requires any owner of a
database that contains personal details to reg-
ister
data ratedata rate /�detə ret/ noun the maximum
rate at which data is processed or transmitted
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in a synchronous system, usually equal to the
system clock rate
data securitydata security /�detə s|�kjυərti/ noun
protection of data against corruption or unau-
thorised users
datasetdataset /�detəset/ noun US same as mo-
dem
data storagedata storage /�detə �stɔ�rd'/ noun a
medium able to store data, especially in large
quantities
data streamdata stream /�detə stri�m/ noun a set of
data transmitted serially one bit or character
at a time
data structuredata structure /�detə �str�ktʃə/ noun a
number of related items that are treated as
one by the computer (NOTE: For example in
an address book record, the name, ad-
dress, and telephone number form sepa-
rate entries that would be processed as one
by the computer.)
data tabletdata tablet /�detə �t�blət/ noun � graph-
ics tablet
data terminal equipmentdata terminal equipment /�detə
�t��mn(ə)l |�kwpmənt/ noun full form of
DTE
data transfer ratedata transfer rate /�detə �tr�nsf��
�ret/ noun the rate at which data is moved
from one point to another
data transmissiondata transmission /�detə tr�nz |

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of sending data
from one location to another over a data link
data typedata type /�detə tap/ noun a category of
data which can be stored in a register, e.g. a
string or number
data validationdata validation /�detə �v�ldeʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of checking data for errors
and relevance in a situation
data warehousedata warehouse /�detə �weəhaυs/ noun
a database used for analysing the overall
strategy of a business rather than its routine
operations
datedate /det/ verb to put a date on a document
dayday /de/ noun the period of work from
morning to night � to work an eight-hour
day to spend eight hours at work each day �
day shift shift which works during the day-
light hours such as from 8 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
dBdB abbr decibel
DBA

DBA /�di� bi� �e/ noun a person in charge of
running and maintaining a database system.
Full form database administrator
DB connectorDB connector /�di� bi� kə|�nektə/ noun a
D-shape connector normally with two rows
of pins used to connect devices that transfer
data � The most common DB connectors are
DB-9, DB-25 and DB-50 with 9, 25 and 50
connections respectively. Full form data bus
connector

DBMSDBMS /�di� bi� em �es/ noun a series of pro-
grams that allow the user to create and modi-
fy databases easily. Full form database
management system. Also called data-
base manager
DBSDBS abbr direct broadcast satellite
DCDC abbr direct current
DCADCA /�di� si� �e/ noun a document format
defined by IBM that allows documents to be
exchanged between computer systems. Full
form document content architecture
DCCDCC /�di� si� �si�/ noun a magnetic tape in a
compact cassette box that is used to store
computer data or audio signals in a digital
format. Full form digital compact cassette
DCDDCD /�di� si� �di�/ noun an RS232C signal
from a modem to a computer indicating a car-
rier is being received � The call is stopped if
the software does not receive a DCD signal
from the modem. Full form data carrier de-
tect
DCEDCE abbr data communications equipment
DCOMDCOM /�di� kɒm/ noun an enhanced ver-
sion of the COM specification that allows ap-
plications to access objects over a network or
over the Internet. Full form distributed
component object model
DCTDCT abbr discrete cosine transform
DDDD abbr double density
DD/DDD/D /�di� di� �di�/ noun a piece of software
which gives a list of types and forms of data
contained in a database. Full form data dic-
tionary/directory
DDEDDE /�di� di� �i�/ noun 1. the keying in of
data directly onto disk. Full form direct data
entry 2. a method in which two active pro-
grams can exchange data, one program ask-
ing the operating system to create a link be-
tween the two programs. Full form dynamic
data exchange
DDLDDL /�di� di� �el/ noun a part of database
system software which describes the struc-
ture of the system and data � Many of DDL’s
advantages come from the fact that it is a sec-
ond generation language. Full form data de-
scription language
DDPDDP /�di� di� �pi�/ noun the process of deriv-
ing information from data which is kept in
different places. Full form distributed data
processing
DDRDDR noun television transmission by satel-
lite (film) Full form direct domestic recep-
tion
deaddead /ded/ adjective 1. referring to a com-
puter or piece of equipment that does not
function 2. (room or space) that has no
acoustical reverberation
deadlinedeadline /�dedlan/ noun date by which
something has to be done � we’ve missed our
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October 1st deadline � to meet a deadline to
finish something in time � we’ve missed our
October 1st deadline
dealerdealer /�di�lə/ noun a person who buys and
sells � Always buy hardware from a recog-
nised dealer.
de-bouncede-bounce /di� �baυns/ noun the process
of preventing a single touch on a key from
giving multiple key contact
debugdebug /di�|�b�"/ verb to test a program and
locate and correct any faults or errors � They
spent weeks debugging the system. (NOTE:
debugging – debugged)

‘Further questions, such as how you debug an ap-
plication built from multi- sourced software to
run on multisourced hardware, must be resolved
at this stage.’ [Computing]

DEBUGDEBUG /di� |�b�"/ noun an MS-DOS soft-
ware utility that allows a user to view the
contents of binary files and assemble small
assembly-language programs
debuggerdebugger /di� |�b�"ə/ noun a piece of soft-
ware that helps a programmer find faults or
errors in a program
decadedecade /�deked/ noun a set of ten items or
events
decaydecay /d|�ke/ noun the process of a sound
signal fading away � With a short decay, it
sounds very sharp.
decentralised computer networkdecentralised computer network /di�|

�sentrə|�lazd kəm |�pju�tə/, decentralized
computer network noun a network where
the control is shared between several com-
puters
deci-deci- /desi/ prefix one tenth of a number
decibeldecibel /�desbel/ noun a unit for measur-
ing the power of a sound or the strength of a
signal. Abbr dB (NOTE: The decibel scale is
logarithmic.)
decimaldecimal /�desm(ə)l/ noun � correct to
three places of decimals correct to three fig-
ures after the decimal point (e.g. 3.485)
decimalisationdecimalisation /�desm(ə)la|�zeʃ(ə)n/,
decimalization noun the process of chang-
ing to a decimal system
decimalisedecimalise /�desm(ə)laz/ verb to change
to a decimal system
decimal pointdecimal point /�desm(ə)l �pɔnt/ noun a
dot which indicates the division between the
whole unit digits and the smaller (fractional)
parts of a decimal number (such as 4.75)
decimal systemdecimal system /�desm(ə)l �sstəm/
noun a number system using the digits 0 – 9
decimal tabbingdecimal tabbing /�desm(ə)l �t�bŋ/
noun the process of adjusting a column of
numbers so that the decimal points are verti-
cally aligned
decimal tab keydecimal tab key /�desm(ə)l �t�b �ki�/
noun a key for entering decimal numbers, us-

ing a word-processor, so that the decimal
points are automatically vertically aligned
decipherdecipher /d |�safə/ verb to convert an en-
crypted or encoded message (ciphertext)
into the original message (plaintext). Oppo-
site encipher
decodedecode /di�|�kəυd/ verb to translate encod-
ed data back to its original form (NOTE: de-
codes – decoding – decoded)
decoderdecoder /di� |�kəυdə/ noun a program or
device used to convert data into another form
decodingdecoding /di|�kəυdŋ/ noun the process of
converting encoded data back into its original
form
decompressiondecompression /�di�kəm |�preʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of expanding a compressed
image or data file so that it can be viewed
decryptdecrypt /di�|�krpt/ verb to convert encrypt-
ed data back into its original form � Decryp-
tion is done using hardware to increase
speed.
decryptiondecryption /di�|�krpʃ(ə)n/ noun the con-
verting of encrypted data back into its origi-
nal form � Decryption is done using hard-
ware to increase speed.
dedicateddedicated /�dedketd/ adjective refer-
ring to a program, procedure or system that is
reserved for a particular use � There’s only
one dedicated graphics workstation in this
network.

‘The PBX is changing from a dedicated proprie-
tary hardware product into an open application
software development platform.’ [Computing]

deep fielddeep field /�di�p �fi�ld/ noun a lens or cam-
era that has very close and very distant ob-
jects in focus at the same time (film) � deep
focus
deep focusdeep focus /�di�p �fəυkəs/ noun a type of
cinematography where objects at a great dis-
tance and objects very close to the camera are
all in focus (film) � deep field
de facto standardde facto standard /�de �f�ktəυ
�st�ndəd/ noun a design, method or system
which is so widely used that it has become a
standard but has not been officially recog-
nised by any committee
defaultdefault /d |�fɔ�lt/ adjective a predefined
course of action or value that is assumed un-
less the operator alters it � noun a value that
is used by a program if the user does not
make any changes to the settings � An appli-
cation may ask the user if he wants to install
the application to the default, i.e. the C:\APP
directory – the user can accept or change
this.
default palettedefault palette /d|�fɔ�lt �p�lət/ noun the
range of colours used on a particular system
if no other is specified (NOTE: A user or ap-
plication can often change the default pal-
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ette to create an individual range of col-
ours.)
default ratedefault rate /d|�fɔ�lt �ret/ noun the baud
rate in a modem that is used if no other is se-
lected
default responsedefault response /d|�fɔ�lt r|�spɒns/
noun a value that is used if the user does not
enter new data
default valuedefault value /d|�fɔ�lt �v�lju�/ noun a
value which is automatically used by the
computer if no other value has been specified
� Screen width has a default value of 80.

‘The default values of columns cannot be set in
the database schema, so different applications
can trash the database.’ [Computing]

defectdefect /�di�fekt/ noun something which is
wrong or which stops a machine from work-
ing properly � a computer defect or a defect
in the computer
defectivedefective /d |�fektv/ adjective faulty or
not working properly � The machine broke
down because of a defective cooling system.
definedefine /d|�fan/ verb 1. to assign a value to
a variable � All the variables were defined
during initialisation. 2. to assign the charac-
teristics of processes or data to something
(NOTE: defines – defining – defined)
definitiondefinition /�def |�nʃ(ə)n/ noun the ability
of a screen to display fine detail
deflectdeflect /d|�flekt/ verb to change the direc-
tion of an object or beam
deflection yokesdeflection yokes /d|�flekʃ(ə)n jəυkz/
plural noun magnetic coils around a cathode
ray tube used to control the position of the
picture beam on the screen
defocusdefocus /di|�fəυkəs/ verb to deliberately
focus the lens at a point very close to the
camera, leaving the background action out-of
focus; usually used for special effects
DEFRAGDEFRAG /�di�fr�"/ noun a defragmenta-
tion utility supplied with MS-DOS
defragmentationdefragmentation /�di�fr�"men|

�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the reorganisation of files
scattered across non-contiguous sectors on a
hard disk

COMMENT: When a file is saved to disk, it is
not always saved in adjacent sectors, in-
creasing retrieval time. Defragmentation
moves files back into adjacent sectors so
that the read head does not have to move
far across the disk, decreasing retrieval
time and thus increasing performance.

degradationdegradation /�de"rə|�deʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the loss of picture or signal quality 2. the loss
of processing capacity because of a malfunc-
tion
dejaggingdejagging /di�|�d'�"ŋ/ noun same as
anti-aliasing
DELDEL /del/ noun an MS-DOS command to
delete a file � To delete all files with the ex-

tension BAK, use the command DEL *.BAK.
Full form delete
delay

delay /d |�le/ noun time when something is
later than planned � There was a delay of
thirty seconds before the printer started
printing. � verb to cause something to have a
delay
delete

delete /d |�li�t/ verb 1. to cut out words in a
document 2. to remove text, data or a file
from a storage device � The word-processor
allows us to delete the whole file by pressing
this key. Full form of DEL (NOTE: deletes –
deleting – deleted)

COMMENT: When you delete a file, you are
not actually erasing it but making its space
on disk available for another file by instruct-
ing the operating system to ignore the file
by inserting a special code in the file head-
er and deleting the entry from the directory.

deletion

deletion /d |�li�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the making
of a cut in a document � The editors asked
the author to make several deletions in the
last chapter. 2. a piece of text removed from
a document
delimited-field file

delimited-field file /di�|�lmtd fi�ld �fal/
noun a data file in which each field is sepa-
rated by a special character, often a tab char-
acter or comma, and each record is separated
by a carriage return or a second special char-
acter
delimiter

delimiter /di� |�lmtə/ noun 1. a character
or symbol used to indicate to a language or
program the start or end of data or a record or
information 2. the boundary between an in-
struction and its argument
delivery system

delivery system /d|�lv(ə)ri �sstəm/
noun the combination of hardware and soft-
ware required to play a particular multimedia
title
delta frame

delta frame /�deltə �frem/ noun a video
frame that contains only the pixel informa-
tion that has changed since the last frame of
the sequence, used to save space when stor-
ing video on disk
delta YUV

delta YUV /�deltə �wa ju� �vi�/ noun full
form of DYUV
demagnetise

demagnetise, demagnetize verb to re-
move stray or unwanted magnetic fields from
a disk, tape or recording head (NOTE: de-
magnetises – demagnetising – demag-
netised)
demagnetiser

demagnetiser, demagnetizer noun a de-
vice which demagnetises a disk, tape or re-
cording head � He used the demagnetiser to
degauss the tape heads.
demand

demand /d |�mɑ�nd/ noun asking for some-
thing to be done � verb to ask for something
and expect to get it � She demanded her
money back.
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demand protocol architecturedemand protocol architecture /d |

�mɑ�nd �prəυtəkɒl �ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun full
form of DPA
demarcationdemarcation /�di�mɑ�|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of showing the difference between
two areas
demodemo /�deməυ/ noun same as demonstra-
tion
democratic networkdemocratic network /�deməkr�tk
�netw��k/ noun a synchronised network in
which each station has equal priority
demodulationdemodulation /di�|�mɒdju|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun
the recovery of the original signal from a re-
ceived modulated carrier wave
demodulatordemodulator /di |�mɒdjυletə/ noun a cir-
cuit that recovers a signal from a modulated
carrier wave
demonstratedemonstrate /�demən|�stret/ verb to
show how something works � He demon-
strated the file management program.
demonstrationdemonstration /�demən|�streʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of showing how something
works. Also called demo
demultiplexdemultiplex /di�|�m�ltpleks/ verb to split
one channel into the original signals that
were combined at source
demultiplexordemultiplexor /di�|�m�ltpleksə/ noun a
device that separates out the original multi-
plexed signals from one channel
denary notationdenary notation /�di�nəri nəυ|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun the number system in base ten, using
the digits 0 to 9
denial-of-service attackdenial-of-service attack /d|�naəl əv
�s��vs ə|�t�k/ noun an illegal action in
which a great deal of data is sent to a compu-
ter system from many sources at the same in
an attempt to overload the system and put it
out of action
dense indexdense index /�dens �ndeks/ noun a data-
base index containing an address or entry for
every item or entry in the database
densiometerdensiometer /�densi |�ɒmtə/ noun a pho-
tographic device used to measure the density
of a photograph
densitydensity /�densti/ noun 1. the amount of
data that can be packed into a space 2. the
amount of light that a photographic negative
blocks 3. the darkness of a printed image or
text

‘…diode lasers with shorter wavelengths will
make doubling of the bit and track densities pos-
sible’ [Byte]
COMMENT: Scanner software produces var-
ious shades of grey by using different den-
sities or arrangements of black and white
dots and/or different size dots.

dependentdependent /d|�pendənt/ adjective which
is variable because of a particular factor � A
process that is dependent on the result of an-
other process.

deposit

deposit /d |�pɒzt/ noun 1. a thin layer of a
substance which is put on a surface 2. a print-
out of the contents of all or a selected area of
memory � verb to coat a surface with a thin
layer of a substance
depositiondeposition /�depə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun a process
by which a surface of a semiconductor is
coated with a thin layer of a substance
depth cueing

depth cueing /�depθ �kju�ŋ/ noun (in
graphics) a method of changing the hue and
colour of an object to reflect its depth in a
three-dimensional scene
depth of field

depth of field /�depθ əv �fi�ld/ noun the
amount of a scene that will be in focus when
photographed with a certain aperture setting
depth of focusdepth of focus /�depθ əv �fəυkəs/ noun
the position of film behind a camera lens that
will result in a sharp image
derivederive /d|�rav/ verb to come from a source
� The results are derived from the raw data.
(NOTE: derives – deriving – derived)
DES

DES /�di� i� �es/ noun a standard developed
by the US Government for a high-security
block data cipher system. Full form data en-
cryption standard. Compare public key
encryption
descenderdescender /d|�sendə/ noun a part of a
printed letter that is below the line
de-scramblede-scramble /di� �skr�mb(ə)l/ verb to re-
assemble an original message or signal from
its scrambled form
de-scramblerde-scrambler /di� �skr�mblə/ noun a de-
vice which changes a scrambled message
back to its original, clear form
describe

describe /d|�skrab/ verb to say what
someone or something is like � The leaflet
describes the services the company can offer.
descriptiondescription /d|�skrpʃən/ noun words
which show what something is like
descriptor

descriptor /d|�skrptə/ noun a code used
to identify a filename or program name or to
pass code to a file
designdesign /d |�zan/ noun the planning or
drawing of a product before it is built or man-
ufactured � verb to plan or to draw some-
thing before it is built or manufactured � He
designed a new chip factory.
designer

designer /d |�zanə/ noun a person who de-
signs � She is the designer of the new compu-
ter.
desk accessorydesk accessory /�desk ək|�sesəri/ noun
an add-in Apple Mac utility that enhances the
system � We have installed several desk ac-
cessories that help us manage our fonts.
Abbr DA
desktop

desktop /�desktɒp/ adjective able to be
placed on a desk � noun a GUI workspace
that is a graphical representation of a real-life
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desktop, with icons for telephone, diary, cal-
culator, filing cabinet

COMMENT: A desktop makes it easier for a
new user to operate a computer, since he
or she does not have to type in commands
but instead can point at icons on the desk-
top using a mouse.

desktop backgrounddesktop background /�desktɒp
�b�k"raυnd/ noun a pattern or image that is
displayed by Windows as a backdrop
desktop iconsdesktop icons /�desktɒp �akɒnz/ plural
noun icons that are displayed on the desktop
desktop mediadesktop media /�desktɒp �mi�diə/ plural
noun a combination of presentation graphics,
desktop publishing and multimedia (NOTE:
The term was originally used by Apple.)
desktop publishingdesktop publishing /�desktɒp
�p�blʃŋ/ noun full form of DTP

‘…desktop publishing or the ability to produce
high-quality publications using a minicomputer,
essentially boils down to combining words and
images on pages’ [Byte]

Desktop taskbarDesktop taskbar /�desktɒp �tɑ�skbɑ�/
noun a status bar that is normally displayed
along the bottom of the screen in Windows
95
desktop videodesktop video /�desktɒp �vdiəυ/ noun
full form of DTV
despatchdespatch /d|�sp�tʃ/ noun another spell-
ing of dispatch
de-spun antennade-spun antenna /�di sp�n �n|�tenə/
noun a satellite aerial that always points to
the same place on the earth
DESQview™DESQview™ noun software which pro-
vides multitasking functionality for an MS-
DOS system and allows more than one pro-
gram to run at the same time
destinationdestination /�dest |�neʃ(ə)n/ noun a
place to which something is sent or to which
something is going; location to which a data
is sent
destructive cursordestructive cursor /d |�str�ktv �k��sə/
noun a cursor that erases the text as it moves
over it � Reading the screen becomes diffi-
cult without a destructive cursor.
destructive readdestructive read /d|�str�ktv ri�d/ noun
a read operation in which the stored data is
erased as it is retrieved
detaildetail /�di�tel/ noun a small part of a de-
scription � verb to list in detail � The cata-
logue details the shipping arrangements for
customers.
detaileddetailed /�di�teld/ adjective in detail
detectdetect /d |�tekt/ verb to sense something
(usually something very slight) � The equip-
ment can detect faint signals from the trans-
ducer.
detectiondetection /d |�tekʃən/ noun the process of
detecting something � The detection of the
cause of the fault is proving difficult.

detectordetector /d |�tektə/ noun a device which
can detect
determinedetermine /d|�t��mn/ verb to fix or to ar-
range or to decide � to determine prices or
quantities � conditions still to be determined
Deutsche IndustrienormDeutsche Industrienorm /�dɔtʃə
�ndυstri�|�nɔ�m/ noun full form of DIN
developdevelop /d |�veləp/ verb 1. to plan and pro-
duce � to develop a new product 2. to apply
a chemical process to photographic film and
paper to produce an image
developingdeveloping /d|�veləpŋ/ noun a method
by which an invisible image in an exposed
photographic film is made permanently visi-
ble (film)
developmentdevelopment /d|�veləpmənt/ noun the
process of planning the production of a new
product
development softwaredevelopment software /d|�veləpmənt
�sɒftweə/ noun a suite of programs that
helps a programmer write, edit, compile and
debug new software
devicedevice /d|�vas/ noun a small useful ma-
chine or piece of equipment

‘Users in remote locations can share ideas on the
Liveboard through the use of a wireless pen-input
device and network connections.’ [Computing]

device driverdevice driver /d |�vas �dravə/ noun
same as driver
device handlerdevice handler /d|�vas �h�ndlə/ noun
same as driver
device independent bitmapdevice independent bitmap /d|�vas
�ndpendənt �btm�p/ noun full form of
DIB 2
devisedevise /d|�vaz/ verb to plan or build a sys-
tem � They devised a cheap method to avoid
the problem. (NOTE: devises – devising –
devised)
Dewey decimal classificationDewey decimal classification /�dju�i�
�desm(ə)l �kl�sf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a library
cataloguing system using classes and sub-
classes that are arranged in groups of ten
DFDDFD /�di� ef �di�/ noun a diagram used to de-
scribe the movement of data through a sys-
tem. Full form data flow diagram
DGISDGIS /�di� d'i� a �es/ noun a standard
graphics interface for video adapters, prima-
rily used with the 340x0 range of graphics
chips. Full form direct graphics interface
standard
DHCPDHCP /�di� si� etʃ �pi�/ noun an TCP/IP
protocol that is used to assign an Internet ad-
dress to workstations and servers that are
nodes in a network. Full form dynamic host
configuration protocol (NOTE: A special
server running DHCP software manages
the process of assigning addresses. A cli-
ent computer can then ask this server for
the address of another node on the net-
work.)
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Dhrystone benchmarkDhrystone benchmark /�drastəυn
�bentʃmɑ�k/ noun a benchmarking system
developed to try and measure and compare
the performance of computers
DIA/DCADIA/DCA /�di� a e �di� si� �e/ noun a
standard method for the transmission and
storage of documents, text and video over
networks. It is part of the IBM SNA range of
standards. Full form document inter-
change architecture/document content
architecture
diagnosisdiagnosis /�daə"|�nəυss/ noun the proc-
ess of finding of a fault or discovering the
cause of a fault
diagnostic aiddiagnostic aid /�daə"nɒstk �ed/ noun
a hardware or software device that helps to
find faults
diagnosticsdiagnostics /�daə" |�nɒstks/ plural noun
functions or tests that help a user find faults
in hardware or software
diagonal cutdiagonal cut /da |��"ən(ə)l k�t/ noun a
method of joining two pieces of film or mag-
netic tape together by cutting the ends at an
angle so making the join less obvious
diagramdiagram /�daə|�"r�m/ noun a drawing
which shows something as a plan or a map
diagrammaticallydiagrammatically /�daə"rə|�m�tkli/
adverb using a diagram � The chart shows
the sales pattern diagrammatically.
dialdial /�daəl/ verb to call a telephone number
on a telephone � to dial a number

‘Customers will be able to choose a wide variety
of telephony products, from basic auto-dial pro-
grams to call-centre applications.’ [Computing]

dialectdialect /�daəlekt/ noun a slight variant of
a standard language � This manufacturer’s
dialect of BASIC is a little different to the one
I’m used to.
diallingdialling /�daəlŋ/ noun the act of calling a
telephone number. Abbr IDD (NOTE: no plu-
ral)

‘Customers will be able to choose a wide variety
of telephony products, from basic auto-dial pro-
grams to call-centre applications’ [Computing]

dialling codedialling code /�daəlŋ kəυd/ noun a spe-
cial series of numbers which you use to make
a call to another town or country
dialling tonedialling tone /�daəlŋ təυn/ noun a
sound made by a telephone that indicates that
the telephone system is ready for a number to
be dialled
dialoguedialogue /�daəlɒ"/, dialog noun conver-
sation between people, or an instance of this
dialupdialup noun an online information service
that is accessed by dialling into the central
computer. Also called dial-up service
dial-up servicedial-up service /�daəl �p �s��vs/ noun
same as dialup
DIANEDIANE /da |��n/ abbr direct information ac-
cess network for Europe

diaphragmdiaphragm /�daəfr�m/ noun 1. a thin
flexible sheet that vibrates in response to
sound waves to create an electrical signal, as
in a microphone, or in response to electrical
signals to create sound waves, as in a speaker
2. a mechanical device in a camera that varies
the aperture size
diapositivediapositive /�daə|�pɒztv/ noun a posi-
tive transparency
diarydiary /�daəri/ noun a book in which you
can write notes or appointments for each day
of the week
diary managementdiary management /�daəri
�m�nd'mənt/ noun a part of an office com-
puter program, which records schedules and
appointments
diascopediascope /�daəskəυp/ noun a slide pro-
jector or device that projects slide images
onto a screen
DIBDIB /�di� a �bi�/ noun 1. a bus used when
transferring data from one section of a com-
puter to another, as between memory and
CPU. Full form data input bus 2. a file for-
mat for a Windows graphics image that con-
sists of a header, colour table and bitmap da-
ta. Full form device independent bitmap
(NOTE: It can be in 1–, 4–, 8– or 24-bit colour
resolution.)
dibitdibit /�dbt/ noun a digit made up of two bi-
nary bits
dichotomising searchdichotomising search /da|

�kɒtəmazŋ �s��tʃ/, dichotomizing
search noun same as binary search
dichroicdichroic /da|�krəυk/ adjective referring
to a chemical coating on the surface of a lens
that reflects selectively different colours of
light
dichroic filterdichroic filter /da|�krəυk �fltə/ noun a
filter that allows certain wavelengths of light
to pass and reflects back those that are not
transmitted
dichroic headdichroic head /da |�krəυk �hed/ noun a
coloured light source that is based on adjust-
able dichroic filters, generally used with ros-
trum cameras and enlargers
dictatedictate /dk|�tet/ verb to say something to
someone who then writes down your words �
dictating machine small tape recorder that is
used to record notes or letters dictated by
someone, which a secretary can play back
and type out the text
dictationdictation /dk|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of
dictating � to take dictation to write down
what someone is saying � dictation speed
number of words per minute which a secre-
tary can write down in shorthand
dictionarydictionary /�dkʃən(ə)ri/ noun 1. a book
which lists words and meanings. � spell-
checker 2. a data management structure that
allows files to be referenced and sorted. �
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spellchecker 3. a part of a spelling checker
program consisting of a list of correctly spelt
words against which the program checks a
text (NOTE: The plural is dictionaries.)
dielectricdielectric /�da|�lektrk/ noun insulating
material that allows an electric field to pass,
but not an electric current
differdiffer /�dfə/ verb not to be the same as
something else � The two products differ
considerably.
differencedifference /�df(ə)rəns/ noun the way in
which two things are not the same � differ-
ences in price or price differences � What is
the difference between these two products?
differentdifferent /�df(ə)rənt/ adjective not the
same � Our product range is quite different
in design from the Japanese models.
differentialdifferential /�dfə |�renʃəl/ adjective which
shows a difference
DIF fileDIF file /�df fal/ noun a file in a de facto
standard that defines the way a spreadsheet,
its formula and data are stored in a file
diffractiondiffraction /d |�fr�kʃ(ə)n/ noun the bend-
ing or spreading of sound waves, radio or
light which is caused by contact with objects
(film)
diffraction lensdiffraction lens /�dfr�kʃ(ə)n �lenz/
noun a lens which is used for special effects
diffusediffuse /d |�fju�z/ verb to move or insert
something over an area or through a sub-
stance � The smoke from the faulty machine
rapidly diffused through the building.
diffuserdiffuser /d|�fju�zə/ noun transparent frost-
ed gel or glass which is attached to lamps in
order to soften lighting (film)
diffusiondiffusion /d |�fju�'(ə)n/ noun 1. a means
of transferring doping materials into an inte-
grated circuit substrate 2. light dispersion
digipulse telephonedigipulse telephone /�dd'ip�ls
�telfəυn/ noun a push button telephone dial-
ling method using coded pulses
digitdigit /�dd't/ noun a symbol or character
that represents an integer that is smaller than
the radix of the number base used � a phone
number with eight digits or an eight-digit
phone number
digitaldigital /�dd't(ə)l/ adjective which repre-
sents data or physical quantities in numerical
form, especially using a binary system in
computer related devices

‘Xerox Parc’s LCD breakthrough promises the
digital equivalent of paper, by producing thin,
low-cost flat displays with a 600dpi resolution.’
[Computing]

digital audio tapedigital audio tape /�dd't(ə)l �ɔ�diəυ
�tep/ noun full form of DAT
digital cameradigital camera /�dd't(ə)l �k�m(ə)rə/
noun a camera that uses a bank of CCD units
to capture an image and store it digitally onto

a miniature disk or in RAM in the camera’s
body
digital cashdigital cash /�dd't(ə)l �k�ʃ/ noun a
method of paying for goods over the Internet
(NOTE: There are several payment systems
that use different models including a new
bank account for each customer and an
electronic purse that carries electronic to-
kens paid for by a customer.)
digital cassettedigital cassette /�dd't(ə)l kə|�set/ noun
a high quality magnetic tape housed in a
standard size cassette with write protect tabs
and a standard format leader
digital certificatedigital certificate /�dd't(ə)l sə|�tfkət/
noun � certificate
digital channeldigital channel /�dd't(ə)l �tʃ�n(ə)l/
noun a communications path that can only
transmit data as digital signals. � ADC (NOTE:
Voice, image, or video signals have to be
converted from analog to digital form before
they can be transmitted over a digital chan-
nel.)
digital compact cassettedigital compact cassette /�dd't(ə)l
�kɒmp�kt kə|�set/ noun full form of DCC
digital computerdigital computer /�dd't(ə)l kəm |

�pju�tə/ noun a computer that processes data
represented in discrete digital form
digital datadigital data /�dd't(ə)l �detə/ noun data
represented in numerical, especially binary,
form
digital displaydigital display /�dd't(ə)l d|�sple/ noun
a video display unit that can only show a
fixed number of colours or shades of grey
digital dividedigital divide /�dd't(ə)l d |�vad/ noun
the state of inequality that exists between
people who have access to modern informa-
tion technology and those who do not, since
the former have many more opportunities
open to them than the latter
digital encryption standarddigital encryption standard
/�dd't(ə)l n|�krpʃən �st�ndəd/ noun the
standard for encrypting private key data,
which uses 56-bit encryption
digital light processingdigital light processing /�dd't(ə)l
�lat �prəυsesŋ/ noun full form of DLP
digital logicdigital logic /�dd't(ə)l �lɒd'k/ noun the
process of applying Boolean algebra to hard-
ware circuits
digitallydigitally /�dd't(ə)li/ adverb (quantity
represented) in digital form � The machine
takes digitally recorded data and generates
an image.
digital monitordigital monitor /�dd't(ə)l �mɒntə/
noun a monitor that can only show a fixed
number of colours or shades of grey
digital multimeterdigital multimeter /�dd't(ə)l
�m�ltimi�tə/ noun a multimeter that uses a
digital readout to indicate voltage, current or
impedance levels. Abbr DMM
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digital nonlinear editingdigital nonlinear editing /�dd't(ə)l
nɒn|�lniə �edtŋ/ noun same as nonlinear
video editing
digital optical recordingdigital optical recording /�dd't(ə)l
�ɒptk(ə)l r|�kɔ�dŋ/ noun full form of DOR
digital outputdigital output /�dd't(ə)l �aυtpυt/ noun
computer output in digital form
digital plotterdigital plotter /�dd't(ə)l �plɒtə/ noun a
plotter whose pen position is controllable in
discrete steps, so that drawings in the compu-
ter can be output graphically
digital read-outdigital read-out /�dd't(ə)l �ri�daυt/
noun data displayed in numerical form, e.g.
numbers on an LCD in a calculator
digital representationdigital representation /�dd't(ə)l
�reprzen|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun data or quantities
represented using digits
digital resolutiondigital resolution /�dd't(ə)l �rezə|

�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the smallest number that
can be represented with one digit 2. the value
assigned to the least significant bit of a word
or number
digital signaldigital signal /�dd't(ə)l �s"n(ə)l/ noun
an electrical signal that has only a number of
possible states, as opposed to an analog sig-
nal, which is continuously variable
digital signal level onedigital signal level one /�dd't(ə)l
�s"n(ə)l �lev(ə)l �w�n/ noun full form of
DS-1
digital signal level zerodigital signal level zero /�dd't(ə)l
�s"n(ə)l �lev(ə)l �zərəυ/ noun full form of
DS-0
digital signallingdigital signalling /�dd't(ə)l �s"nəlŋ/
noun control and dialling codes sent down a
telephone line in digital form
digital signal processingdigital signal processing /�dd't(ə)l
�s"n(ə)l �prəυsesŋ/ noun full form of DSP
digital signaturedigital signature /�dd't(ə)l �s"nətʃə/
noun a unique identification code sent by a
terminal or device in digital form
digital speechdigital speech /�dd't(ə)l �spi�tʃ/ noun
� speech synthesis
digital subscriber linedigital subscriber line /�dd't(ə)l səb|

�skrabə �lan/ noun full form of DSL
digital switchingdigital switching /�dd't(ə)l �swtʃŋ/
noun the process of operating communica-
tions connections and switches only by use of
digital signals
digital systemdigital system /�dd't(ə)l �sstəm/ noun
a system that deals with digital signals
digital theatre systemdigital theatre system /�dd't(ə)l
�θətə �sstəm/ noun full form of DTS
digital to analog converterdigital to analog converter /�dd't(ə)l
tə ��nəlɒ" kən|�v��tə/ noun full form of
DAC
digital transmission systemdigital transmission system
/�dd't(ə)l tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n �sstəm/ noun
communication achieved by converting ana-
log signals to a digital form then modulating

and transmitting this and finally converting
the signal back to analog form at the receiver
digital TVdigital TV /�dd't(ə)l ti� |�vi�/ noun a tele-
vision that can receive and decode television
images and audio sent as digital data, then
displayed on a standard screen
digital versatile discdigital versatile disc /�dd't(ə)l
�v��sətal �dsk/ noun full form of DVD
digital videodigital video /�dd't(ə)l �vdiəυ/ noun a
video recorded in digital form (NOTE: The
output from a video camera is converted to
digital form using either a digital camera or
a frame grabber. The digital output is then
usually compressed before being proc-
essed or transmitted or stored on video-
tape.)
digital videodiscdigital videodisc /�dd't(ə)l
�vdiəυdsk/ noun full form of DVD
digital video effectsdigital video effects /�dd't(ə)l �vdiəυ
 |�fekts/ plural noun full form of DVE
digital video interactivedigital video interactive /�dd't(ə)l
�vdiəυ �ntər|��ktv/ noun full form of DV-I
digital walletdigital wallet /�dd't(ə)l �wɒlt/ noun a
feature of web browsers that contains a
unique personal digital signature and allows
the user to pay for goods at online shops in
many different ways, including credit card or
digital cash (NOTE: A digital wallet makes it
simpler and more secure to buy goods from
online shops.)
digitisedigitise /�dd' |�taz/, digitize verb to
change analog movement or signals into a
digital form that can be processed by com-
puters � We can digitise your signature to al-
low it to be printed with any laser printer.
(NOTE: digitises – digitising – digitised)

‘The contract covers fibre optic cable and Syn-
chronous Digital Hierarchy transmission equip-
ment to be used to digitize the telecommunica-
tions network.’ [Computergram]

digitised photographdigitised photograph /�dd'|�tazd
�fəυtə|�"rɑ�f/, digitized photograph noun
an image or photograph that has been
scanned to produce an analog signal which is
then converted to digital form and stored or
displayed on a computer
digitiserdigitiser, digitizer noun same as ADC
digitising paddigitising pad /�dd'tazŋ �p�d/, digi-
tising tablet, digitizing pad, digitizing
tablet noun a sensitive surface that translates
the position of a pen into numerical form, so
that drawings can be entered into a computer
digit placedigit place /�dd't ples/, digit position
/�dd't pə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun the position of a
digit within a number
DILDIL /�di� a �el/ noun full form dual-in-line
package. same as DIP
DIMDIM /�di� a �em/ noun software that allows
a user to capture, store and index printed text
in a digital form. Full form document im-
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age management (NOTE: It usually works in
conjunction with a scanner and a storage
medium such as a recordable CD-ROM.)
dimensiondimension /da|�menʃən/ noun a measure-
ment of size � The dimensions of the compu-
ter are small enough for it to fit into a case.
dimensioningdimensioning /da |�menʃənŋ/ noun the
definition of the size of something, especially
an array or matrix � Array dimensioning oc-
curs at this line.
dimmerdimmer /�dmə/ noun an electronic or elec-
trical device which reduces the brightness of
lights (film)
DINDIN /�di� a �en/ noun a German industry
standards organisation known particularly
for specifications for plugs and sockets. Full
form Deutsche Industrienorm
Dingbat™Dingbat™ /�dŋb�t/ noun a font that con-
tains stars, bullets, symbols, images and
drawings in place of characters � To insert a
copyright symbol, use the Dingbat font.
diodediode /�daəυd/ noun an electronic compo-
nent that allows an electrical current to pass
in one direction and not the other
diopterdiopter /da |�ɒptə/, dioptre noun a unit of
measurement of the refractive power of a lens
DIPDIP /�di� a �pi�/ noun 1. a standard layout
for integrated circuit packages using two par-
allel rows of connecting pins along each side.
Full form dual-in-line package 2. software
that allows a user to capture, store and index
printed text in a digital form
diplexdiplex /�dpleks/ noun the simultaneous
transmission of two signals over the same
line
DIRDIR /�di� a �ɑ�/ noun a MS-DOS system
command that displays a list of files stored on
a disk. Full form directory
directdirect /da |�rekt/ verb to manage or to or-
ganise � adverb straight or with no third par-
ty involved
direct change-overdirect change-over /da|�rekt �tʃend'
�əυvə/ noun the process of switching from
one computer to another in one go
direct currentdirect current /d |�rekt �k�rənt/ noun a
constant value electric current that flows in
one direction. Abbr DC
direct data entrydirect data entry /da |�rekt �detə �entri/
noun full form of DDE 1
direct graphics interface standarddirect graphics interface standard
/da|�rekt �"r�fks �ntəfes �st�ndəd/
noun full form of DGIS
direct imagedirect image /�darekt �md'/ noun an
image that is composed directly onto the
screen rather than being composed off screen
in memory before it is displayed
direct information access network for Europedirect information access network
for Europe /da |�rekt �nfəmeʃ(ə)n
��kses �netw��k fə �jυərəp/ noun a pack-

age of services offered over the Euronet net-
work. Abbr DIANE
directiondirection /da|�rekʃən/ noun the process of
organising or managing � He took over the
direction of a software distribution group.
(NOTE: no plural in this meaning)
directionaldirectional /da |�rekʃən(ə)l/ adjective
which points in a certain direction
directional antennadirectional antenna /da |�rekʃ(ə)n(ə)l
�n|�tenə/ noun an aerial that transmits or re-
ceives signals from a single direction
directional patterndirectional pattern /da |�rekʃ(ə)n(ə)l
�p�tən/ noun a chart of the response of an
aerial or microphone to signals from various
directions
directivedirective /da|�rektv/ noun a program-
ming instruction used to control the language
translator or compiler

‘…directives are very useful for selecting parts of
the code for particular purposes’ [Personal
Computer World]

directlydirectly /da|�rektli/ adverb 1. immediately
2. straight or with no third party involved �
We deal directly with the manufacturer, with-
out using a wholesaler.
direct memory accessdirect memory access /da|�rekt
�mem(ə)ri ��kses/ noun full form of DMA
� direct memory access transfer between the
main memory and the second processor
directorydirectory /da|�rekt(ə)ri/ noun 1. a method
of organising the files stored on a disk, into
groups of files or further sub-directories �
The disk directory shows file name, date and
time of creation. 2. full form of DIR (NOTE:
The plural is directories.)

COMMENT: A directory is best imagined as a
folder within a drawer of a filing cabinet: the
folder can contain files or other folders.

directory servicesdirectory services /da|�rekt(ə)ri
�s��vsz/ noun a method of listing all the us-
ers and resources linked to a network in a
simple and easy-to-access way so that a user
can locate another user by name rather than
by a complex network address � With direc-
tory services installed, it’s much easier for
our users to find and connect to the shared
printers.
directory websitedirectory website /də|�rekt(ə)ri
�websat/ noun a website that contains a list
of other websites, usually organised into sec-
tions and often with a search feature (NOTE:
Yahoo! (www.yahoo.com) is one of the best-
known directories and lists over half a mil-
lion websites.)
disabledisable /ds |�eb(ə)l/ verb to prevent a de-
vice or function from operating � He disa-
bled the keyboard to prevent anyone chang-
ing the data.
disassemblerdisassembler /�dsə|�semblə/ noun a
piece of software that translates a machine
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code program back into an assembly lan-
guage form
discdisc /dsk/ noun another spelling of disk
(NOTE: a spelling used only in the context of
the compact disc, videodisc, and digital
videodisc)
discarddiscard /ds|�kɑ�d/ verb to throw out some-
thing which is not needed
disclosedisclose /ds |�kləυz/ verb to reveal details
of something which were supposed to be se-
cret
disclosuredisclosure /ds|�kləυ'ə/ noun the act of
telling details about something
disconnectdisconnect /�dskə|�nekt/ verb to unplug
or break a connection between two devices �
Do not forget to disconnect the cable before
moving the printer.
discretediscrete /d |�skri�t/ adjective referring to
values, events, energy or data which occur in
small individual units � The data word is
made up of discrete bits.
discrete cosine transformdiscrete cosine transform /d|�skri�t
�kəυsan tr�ns|�fɔ�m/ noun an algorithm
used to encode and compress images. Abbr
DCT
discrete multi-tonediscrete multi-tone /d|�skri�t �m�lti
�təυn/ noun full form of DMT
discretionarydiscretionary /d|�skreʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ adjec-
tive which can be used if wanted or not used
if not wanted
discretionary hyphendiscretionary hyphen /d |

�skreʃ(ə)n(ə)ri �haf(ə)n/ noun a marker
within a word indicating a position where an
end of line hyphen may be inserted if part of
the word needs to be carried down to the next
line
discussion groupdiscussion group /d|�sk�ʃ(ə)n "ru�p/
noun a feature of a website that lets any visi-
tor write and post a message on a particular
subject, which is displayed to any other visi-
tors, who can then add their comments in re-
ply to the message
dish aerialdish aerial /�dʃ �eəriəl/ noun a circular
concave directional aerial used to pick up
long distance transmissions � We use a dish
aerial to receive signals from the satellite.
disjointeddisjointed /ds|�d'ɔntd/ adjective (set of
information or data) that has no common
subject
diskdisk /dsk/ noun a flat circular plate coated
with a substance that is capable of being
magnetised. Data is stored on this by magnet-
ising selective sections to represent binary
digits. (NOTE: The alternative spelling disc
is used only in the context of the compact
disc, videodisc, and digital videodisc)

COMMENT: The disk surface is divided into
tracks that can be accessed individually;
magnetic tapes cannot be accessed in this
way.

disk drivedisk drive /�dsk drav/ noun a device that
spins a magnetic disk and controls the posi-
tion of the read/write head. Also called disk
unit
diskettediskette /d |�sket/ noun a light, flexible
disk that can store data in a magnetic form,
used in most personal computers
disklessdiskless /�dskləs/ adjective which does
not use disks for data storage � diskless sys-
tem � They want to create a diskless worksta-
tion.
disk operating systemdisk operating system /�dsk
�ɒpəretŋ �sstəm/ noun full form of DOS
disk unitdisk unit /dsk �ju�nt/ noun same as disk
drive
disorderly close-downdisorderly close-down /ds|�ɔ�dəli
�kləυz �daυn/ noun a system crash that did
not provide enough warning to carry out an
orderly close-down
dispatchdispatch /d |�sp�tʃ/, despatch /d |�sp�tʃ/
noun the action of sending material, informa-
tion or messages to a location
dispenserdispenser /d |�spensə/ noun a device
which gives out something � cash dispenser
device which gives money when a card is in-
serted and special instructions keyed in
dispersiondispersion /d|�sp��ʃ(ə)n/ noun a logical
function whose output is false if all inputs are
true, and true if any input is false
displacementdisplacement /ds|�plesmənt/ noun an
offset used in an indexed address
displaydisplay /d |�sple/ noun a device on which
information or images can be presented visu-
ally
display attributedisplay attribute /d|�sple ��trbju�t/
noun a variable which defines the shape, size
or colour of text or graphics displayed
display colourdisplay colour /d|�sple �k�lə/ noun the
colour of characters in a videotext display
system
display cycledisplay cycle /d |�sple �sak(ə)l/ noun
the set of operations required to display an
image on screen
display formatdisplay format /d|�sple �fɔ�m�t/ noun
the number of characters that can be dis-
played on a screen, given as row and column
lengths
display modedisplay mode /d |�sple məυd/ noun a
way of referring to the character set to be
used, usually graphics or alphanumerics
display resolutiondisplay resolution /d|�sple �rezə|

�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the number of pixels per unit
area that a display can clearly show
display screendisplay screen /d |�sple skri�n/ noun the
physical part of a VDU, terminal or monitor,
which allows the user to see characters or
graphics (NOTE: It is usually a cathode ray
tube, but sometimes LCD or LED displays
are used.)
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display spacedisplay space /d|�sple spes/ noun
memory or the amount of screen available to
show graphics or text
dissolve

dissolve /d|�zɒlv/ noun a special effect
that is used in presentation graphics software
or multimedia to fade out one image and fade
in the next
distortdistort /d |�stɔ�t/ verb to introduce unwant-
ed differences between a signal input and
output from a device
distortiondistortion /d |�stɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun unwanted
differences in a signal before and after it has
passed through a piece of equipment
distributedistribute /d |�strbju�t/ verb to send out
data or information to users in a network or
system (NOTE: distributes – distributing –
distributed)
distributed component object modeldistributed component object mod-
el /d |�strbjυtd kəm |�pəυnənt �ɒbd'ekt
�mɒd(ə)l/ noun full form of DCOM
distributed data processingdistributed data processing /d |

�strbjυtd �detə �prəυsesŋ/ noun full
form of DDP
distributed processingdistributed processing /d|�strbjυtd
�prəυsesŋ/ noun a technique to enable proc-
essors or computers to share tasks amongst
themselves most effectively, in which each
processor completes allocated sub-tasks in-
dependently and the results are then recom-
bined
distributed systemdistributed system /d|�strbjυtd
�sstəm/ noun a computer system which uses
more than one processor in different loca-
tions, all connected to a central computer
distributiondistribution /�dstr|�bju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of sending information out, especially via
a network
distributordistributor /d|�strbjυtə/ noun a company
which sells goods for another company
which manufactures them � He is the UK
distributor for a Japanese software house.

‘CORBA sets out a standard for how objects in
applications, repositories or class libraries should
make requests and receive responses across a dis-
tributed computing network’ [Computing]

dither

dither /�dðə/ verb 1. to create a curve or
line that looks smoother by adding shaded
pixels beside the pixels that make up the im-
age 2. to create the appearance of a new col-
our by a pattern of coloured pixels that ap-
pear, to the eye, to combine and form a new,
composite colour (e.g., a pattern of black and
white dots will appear like grey)
DIV

DIV noun digital satellite data transmission
in place of a voice channel. Full form data in
voice
divergencedivergence /da |�v��d'əns/ noun the fail-
ure of light or particle beams to meet at a cer-
tain point

diversitydiversity /da |�v��sti/ noun coming from
more than one source; being aimed at more
than one use
diverterdiverter /dai |�v��tə/ noun a circuit or de-
vice that redirects a message or signal from
one path or route to another
dividedivide /d |�vad/ verb to cut or to split into
parts � In the hyphenation program, long
words are automatically divided at the end of
lines.
divisiondivision /d|�v'(ə)n/ noun the act of divid-
ing numbers
DLLDLL /�di� el �el/ noun a library of utility pro-
grams that can be called from a main pro-
gram. Full form dynamic link library
DLPDLP /�di� el �pi�/ noun a method of project-
ing an image using an electronic chip that
contains thousands of tiny mirrors. Full form
digital light processing
DMADMA /�di� em �e/ noun a direct rapid link
between a peripheral and a computer’s main
memory, which avoids accessing routines for
each item of data read. Full form direct
memory access

‘A 32-bit DMA controller, 16-bit video I/O ports
and I/O filters complete the chip.’ [Computing]

DMMDMM abbr digital multimeter
DMTDMT /�di� em �ti�/ noun technology that
uses digital signal processors to create sound
signals that carry digital video, sound, image
and data over cable at high speed. Full form
discrete multi-tone
DNSDNS /�di� en �es/ noun a distributed data-
base used in an Internet system to map names
to addresses. Full form domain name sys-
tem (NOTE: For example you can use the
name ‘www.bloomsbury.com’ to locate the
Bloomsbury Publishing website rather than
a complex network address (called the IP
address).)
DOCDOC noun equipment which provides a sig-
nal that reinstates lost information on a vide-
otape when it has been temporarily mis-
placed (film) Full form drop-out compen-
sator
dockdock /dɒk/ verb to connect a laptop compu-
ter to a special docking station on a desk to
give it the same resources as a normal desk-
top
docking stationdocking station /�dɒkŋ �steʃ(ə)n/,
docking unit /�dɒkŋ �ju�nt/ noun a spe-
cial base unit that allows a laptop computer to
be inserted into it and provide the same re-
sources as a normal desktop, e.g. mains pow-
er, a network adapter, connection to a full-
size monitor and extra expansion ports
documentdocument /�dɒkjυmənt/ noun a piece of
paper with writing on it � verb /�dɒkjυ|

�ment/ to write a description of a process
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documentationdocumentation /�dɒkjυmen |�teʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. all documents referring to something
� Please send all documentation concerning
the product. 2. the set of information, notes
and diagrams that describe the function, use
and operation of a piece of hardware or soft-
ware
document content architecturedocument content architecture
/�dɒkjυmənt �kɒntent �ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun
full form of DCA
document image managementdocument image management
/�dɒkjυmənt �md' �m�nd'mənt/ noun
full form of DIM
document interchange architecture/document content architecturedocument interchange architec-
ture/document content architecture
/�dɒkjυmənt �ntətʃend' �ɑ�ktektʃə
�dɒkjυmənt �kɒntent �ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun
full form of DIA/DCA
document object modeldocument object model /�dɒkjυmənt
�ɒbd'ekt �mɒd(ə)l/ noun full form of DOM
Dolby Digital™Dolby Digital™ /�dɒlbi �dd't(ə)l/ a
trade name for a multichannel audio com-
pression and transmission system that uses
5.1 channels
Dolby system™Dolby system™ /�dɒlbi �sstəm/ a trade
name for a system for reducing background
noise for recordings
dollar signdollar sign /�dɒlə san/ noun a printed or
written character ($) used in some program-
ming languages to identify a variable as a
string type
dollydolly /�dɒli/ noun a moveable stand on
which the camera is mounted in order to be
able to follow the action (film)
dolly pusherdolly pusher /�dɒli �pυʃə/ noun a grip
who moves the dolly during filming
dolly shotdolly shot /�dɒli ʃɒt/ noun a shot filmed
while the camera is moving away from the
action
DOMDOM /�di� əυ �em/ noun a scheme that de-
scribes how the different parts of a webpage,
the text, images and hyperlinks, are repre-
sented. Full form document object model

COMMENT: Each item is an object and has a
set of attributes that defines how it is dis-
played and managed by a web browser.
Dynamic HTML (DHTML) uses DOM to
change how a webpage is displayed by a
user’s web browser – currently, the Micro-
soft and Netscape web browsers use dif-
ferent DOM specifications.

domaindomain /dəυ|�men/ noun 1. an area or
group of nodes in a network 2. part of the
way of naming users on the Internet in which
the domain name is the name of the service
provider or company the user works for; in an
electronic mail address, the domain name
follows the ‘&’ symbol � The Bloomsbury
Publishing email address is ‘gener-
al&bloomsbury.com’ where ‘general’ is the

user, ‘bloomsbury’ is the domain and ‘com’
is the domain type.
domain name

domain name /dəυ|�men nem/ noun a
unique name that identifies the location of an
Internet server or computer on the Internet

COMMENT: The domain name
‘bloomsbury.com’ is registered to the
Bloomsbury Publishing website. The do-
main name is in a convenient text format,
but refers to a physical address that lo-
cates the computer that stores the website
for the domain name. This physical ad-
dress is called the IP address and is in the
format ‘194.33.322.22’ – the domain name
system (DNS) is used to translate the do-
main name into its correct IP address. The
domain name is made up of two or three
parts, separated by a ‘dot’. There are some
global thematic suffixes such as .com
(company) and .net (network) which are
not restricted by country. For example,
‘bloomsbury.com’ has the company name
‘bloomsbury’ followed by the domain type
‘com’ (for company). There are also coun-
try suffixes such as ‘.au’ for Australia, ‘.cn’
for China, ‘.uk’ for the UK and ‘.de’ for Ger-
many, within which each country can have
its own private system of domain names.
Some of these might look the same as the
global thematic suffixes (.net.uk, .org.uk,
etc.), but are restricted to the UK, e.g.
co.uk, .nhs.uk, .plc.uk and .ltd.uk.

domain name registration

domain name registration /dəυ|�men
nem �red'|�streʃ(ə)n/ noun the registra-
tion of a domain name with the relevant local
registration office. � DNS

COMMENT: Before you can use a domain
name, you must check that it is available
and then fill in an application form with your
country’s local registration office (your ISP
will also be able to help). Domain name
management is centred in the USA at the
InterNIC organisation; you can also regis-
ter a domain name directly with the Inter-
NIC using its online order form (www.inter-
nic.net). Once the domain name has been
approved, it will be assigned a unique IP
address that will be used by your ISP to
modify the DNS to allow your website to be
located by other users.

domain name server

domain name server /dəυ|�men nem
�s��və/ noun a computer on the Internet that
stores part or all of the domain name system
database
domain name system

domain name system /dəυ|�men nem
�sstəm/ noun full form of DNS
domestic

domestic /də |�mestk/ adjective referring
to the home market or the market of the coun-
try where the business is based � they pro-
duce goods for the domestic market
domestic satellite

domestic satellite /də|�mestk
�s�təlat/ noun a satellite used for television
or radio transmission, rather than research or
military applications
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dongledongle /�dɒŋ"l/ noun a coded circuit or
chip that has to be present in a system before
a piece of copyright software will run
DORDOR /�di� əυ �ɑ�/ noun the recording of sig-
nals in binary form as small holes in the sur-
face of an optical or compact disk which can
then be read by laser. Full form digital opti-
cal recording
DOSDOS /dɒs/ noun a section of the operating
system software, that controls the disk and
file access. Full form disk operating sys-
tem
dotdot /dɒt/ noun a small round spot
dot-matrix printerdot-matrix printer /�dɒt �metrks
�prntə/ noun a printer in which the charac-
ters are made up by a series of closely spaced
dots (NOTE: The printer produces a page
line by line. Dot-matrix printers can be used
either for printing using a ribbon or for ther-
mal or electrostatic printing.)
dots per inchdots per inch /�dɒtz p��r �ntʃ/ plural
noun a standard method used to describe the
resolution capabilities of a page printer or
scanner � Some laser printers offer high res-
olution printing: 400 dots per inch. Abbr
dpi., d.p.i.
dotted-decimal-notationdotted-decimal-notation /�dɒtd
�desm(ə)l/ noun a method of writing a do-
main name, email address or other IP net-
work address using a decimal point, or full
stop, to separate the numeric parts of the ad-
dress (NOTE: For example
‘www.bloomsbury.com’ is the domain name
that can be written in dotted-decimal-nota-
tion as ‘133.223.33.22’)
doubledouble /�d�b(ə)l/ adjective twice; twice as
large; twice the size
double densitydouble density /�d�b(ə)l �densəti/ noun
a system to double the storage capacity of a
disk drive by doubling the number of bits
which can be put on the disk surface. Abbr
DD
double sidebanddouble sideband /�d�b(ə)l �sadb�nd/
noun a modulation technique whose frequen-
cy spectrum contains two modulated signals
above and below the unmodulated carrier fre-
quency
double sideband suppressed carrier double sideband suppressed carri-
er (DSBSC) /�d�b(ə)l �sadb�nd sə |

�presd �k�riə/ noun a modulation technique
that uses two modulated signal sidebands,
but no carrier signal
doubletdoublet /�d�blət/ noun a word made up of
two bits. Also called dyad
downdown /daυn/ adjective, adverb referring to
computers or programs that are temporarily
not working � The computer system went
down twice during the afternoon. Opposite
up

downloaddownload /�daυn|�ləυd/ verb 1. to load a
program or section of data from a remote
computer via a telephone line � There is no
charge for downloading public domain soft-
ware from the BBS. Opposite upload 2. to
send printer font data stored on a disk to a
printer, where it will be stored in temporary
memory or RAM 3. to retrieve a file from a
remote computer or online system onto your
local computer

‘The cards will also download the latest version
of the network drivers from the server.’ [Comput-
ing]

downloadabledownloadable /daυn|�ləυdəb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive which can be downloaded
downsizedownsize /�daυnsaz/ verb to move a
company from a computer system based
around a central mainframe computer to a
networked environment, usually using PCs
as workstations, in which the workstations
are intelligent � Downsizing is more cost ef-
fective and gives more processing power to
the end-user. (NOTE: downsizes – downsiz-
ing – downsized)
downtimedowntime /�daυn tam/, down time noun
a period of time during which a computer
system is not working or usable. Opposite
uptime
downwarddownward /�daυnwəd/ adjective towards
a lower position
dpdp, DP abbr data processing
DPADPA /�di� pi� �e/ noun a technique of load-
ing protocol stacks in memory only if they
are required for a particular session. Full
form demand protocol architecture
dpi.dpi. /�di� pi� �a/, d.p.i abbr dots per inch �
a 300 d.p.i. black and white A4 monitor � a
300 dpi image scanner.

COMMENT: 300 d.p.i. is the normal industry
standard for a laser printer.

DPMDPM /�di� pi� �em/ abbr data processing
manager
draftdraft /drɑ�ft/ noun a rough copy of a docu-
ment before errors have been corrected �
verb to make a rough copy or drawing � He
drafted out the details of the program on a
piece of paper.
dragdrag /dr�"/ verb to move a mouse while
holding the button down, so moving an im-
age or icon on screen � You can enlarge a
frame by clicking inside its border and drag-
ging to the position wanted. (NOTE: drag-
ging – dragged)

‘…press the mouse button and drag the mouse:
this produces a dotted rectangle on the screen;
you can easily enlarge the frame by dragging
from any of the eight black rectangles round the
border, showing that it is selected’ [Desktop Pub-
lishing]

drag and dropdrag and drop /�dr�" ən �drɒp/ verb to
drag a section of text or icon or object onto
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another program icon which starts this pro-
gram and inserts the data � Drag and drop
the document icon onto the word-processor
icon and the system will start the program
and load the document.
drag imagedrag image /�dr�" �md'/ noun the cur-
sor, icon or outline image that is displayed
when you drag an object across the screen
draindrain /dren/ noun an electrical current pro-
vided by a battery or power supply; connec-
tion to a FET � verb to remove or decrease
power or energy from a device such as a bat-
tery
DRAMDRAM /�di� r�m/ abbr dynamic random ac-
cess memory
draw directdraw direct /�drɔ� da|�rekt/ noun the
process of drawing an object directly to the
screen rather than to an off-screen memory
buffer
drawing programdrawing program /�drɔ�ŋ �prəυ"r�m/
noun a piece of software that allows the user
to draw and design on screen
drawing tooldrawing tool /�drɔ�ŋ tu�l/ noun any one
of a range of functions in a paint program that
allows the user to draw (NOTE: Usually dis-
played as icons in a toolbar, the drawing
tools might include a circle-draw, line-draw
and freehand drawing tool.)
D-regionD-region /di� �ri�d'ən/ noun a section of
the ionosphere 50–90km above the earth’s
surface � The D-region is the main cause of
attenuation in transmitted radio signals.
drill-downdrill-down /�drl �daυn/ verb to work back-
wards and look at the individual items and
formulae that produced the final result
drivedrive /drav/ noun a part of a computer
which operates a disk � verb to make some-
thing such as a disk work � The disk is driven
by a motor.
drive baydrive bay /�drav be/ noun same as bay
drive lettersdrive letters /�drav �letəz/ noun a system
of letters to identify the different drives that
are fitted to the PC
driverdriver /�dravə/ noun a piece of software
that sits between Windows and a peripheral
and translates the instructions from Windows
into a form that the peripheral can under-
stand. Also called device driver, device
handler
DRODRO /�di� ɑ�r �əυ/ noun a form of storage
medium that loses its data after it has been
read. Full form destructive readout
drop-down list boxdrop-down list box /�drɒp daυn �lst/
noun a list of options for an entry that ap-
pears when you move the cursor to the entry
field
drop-down menudrop-down menu /�drɒp daυn �menju�/
noun a menu that appears below a menu title
when it is selected

drop in

drop in /�drɒp �n/ noun a small piece of
dirt on a disk or tape surface, which does not
allow data to be recorded on that section
drop out

drop out /�drɒp �aυt/ noun 1. the failure of
a small piece of tape or disk to be correctly
magnetised for the accurate storage of data 2.
a short signal loss in a magnetic recording
system caused by faults in the magnetic me-
dium or failure in head-to-tape contact
drum

drum /dr�m/ noun 1. an early type of mag-
netic computer storage 2. helical scan video
tape head assembly 3. a rotatable cylinder
around which film passes in order to ensure
steady movement in a photographic sound re-
producer
DS-0

DS-0 /�di� es �zərəυ/ noun one single cir-
cuit in a high-speed T-1 data transmission
line, capable of transmitting information in
8-bit frames at a rate of 8,000 frames per sec-
ond, equal to 64 Kbits/second. Full form dig-
ital signal level zero
DS-1

DS-1 /�di� es �w�n/ noun a standard that de-
fines the way data is formatted and transmit-
ted over a T-1 line. Full form digital signal
level one
DSE

DSE abbr data switching exchange
DSL

DSL /�di� es �el/ noun a system of transmit-
ting data at high speed over standard tele-
phone copper wire. Full form digital sub-
scriber line

COMMENT: One of the most popular DSL
implementations is the ADSL (asymmetric
digital subscriber line) scheme that pro-
vides a permanent, high-speed connection
to the Internet over standard telephone
lines.

DSP

DSP /�di� es �pi�/ noun a special integrated
circuit used to manipulate digital signals.
Full form digital signal processing
D-SUB connector

D-SUB connector /�di� s�b kə |�nektə/
noun a video connector commonly used on
PC monitors to carry all the video signals in
one cable
DTC

DTC noun a videotape recording system
which provides two sets of time code infor-
mation used when editing (film) Full form
dual time code. � time code
DTE

DTE /�di� ti� �i�/ noun a device at which a
communications path starts or finishes. Full
form data terminal equipment
DTMF

DTMF /�di� ti� em �ef/ noun a method of di-
alling in a telephone system in which each
number on the telephone handset generates
two tones. Each row and column of the tele-
phone number grid generates a different tone,
so each number will send one tone for the
corresponding column and another for the
row. Full form dual tone multi-frequency.
Compare pulse-dialling (NOTE: If you press
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number ‘5’ it will send the tone for row two
and for column two.)
D to A converterD to A converter /�di� tυ �e kən|�v��tə/
noun full form digital to analog converter.
� DAC
DTPDTP /�di� ti� �pi�/ noun the design, layout
and printing of documents using special soft-
ware, a desktop computer and a printer. Full
form desktop publishing
DTSDTS /�di� ti� �es/ noun a multichannel audio
system. Full form digital theatre system
DTVDTV /�di� ti� �vi�/ noun a combination of
special software and extra hardware that al-
lows a user to edit video on a PC. Full form
desktop video (NOTE: The hardware con-
nects the PC to a video recorder or camera
and captures the video frames. The soft-
ware can then be used to cut individual
frames and rearrange the sequence.)
D-type connectorD-type connector /�di� tap kə|�nektə/
noun a connector that is shaped like an elon-
gated letter D, which prevents the connector
from being plugged in upside down � The se-
rial port on a PC uses a 9-pin D-type connec-
tor.
dualdual /�dju�əl/ adjective using two or a pair
dual-in-line packagedual-in-line package /�dju�əl n lan
�p�kd'/ noun full form of DIL, DIP
dual-scan displaydual-scan display /�dju�əl sk�n d |

�sple/ noun a colour LCD screen that up-
dates the image on screen in two passes
dual tone multi-frequencydual tone multi-frequency /�dju�əl
təυn �m�lti �fri�kwənsi/ noun full form of
DTMF
dubdub /d�b/ verb to add sound effects to an
animation, multimedia presentation, film or
video (NOTE: dubbing – dubbed)
dubbingdubbing /�d�bŋ/ noun 1. the process of
putting together two or more sound records
into one combined recording 2. the process
of moving a sound recording from one inter-
mediary to another; e.g. from photographic
film to magnetic tape 3. the process of mak-
ing a copy, e.g., making a showreel from a
group of videotapes 4. the method of record-
ing new dialogue which is used instead of the
original version
ductduct /d�kt/ noun a pipe containing cables,
providing a tidy and protective surrounding
for a group of cables
dumb terminaldumb terminal /�d�m �t��mn(ə)l/ noun
a peripheral that can only transmit and re-
ceive data from a computer, but is not capable
of processing data. Compare smart terminal
dummydummy /�d�mi/ noun an imitation product
used to test the reaction of potential custom-
ers to its design
dumpdump /d�mp/ noun 1. data which has been
copied from one device to another for storage
2. the transferring of data to a disk for storage

3. US a printout of the contents of all or se-
lected data in memory
duotoneduotone /�dju�əυtəυn/ noun two-colour
reproduction of an image or photograph us-
ing only black and either sepia or yellow
(film)
duplexduplex /�dju�pleks/ noun 1. the simultane-
ous transmission of two signals on one line.
Also called simultaneous transmission 2.
a photographic paper that is light sensitive on
both sides
duplicateduplicate noun /�dju�plkət/ a copy �
verb /�dju�plket/ to copy
duplicatingduplicating /�dju�plketŋ/ noun copy-
ing
duplicationduplication /�dju�pl |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the
copying of documents
duplicatorduplicator /�dju�plketə/ noun a ma-
chine which produces multiple copies from a
master
durabledurable /�djυərəb(ə)l/ adjective which
will not be destroyed easily � durable car-
tridge
durationduration /djυ|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the length of
time for which something lasts
dustcoverdustcover /�d�stk�və/ noun a protective
cover for a machine
duty-ratedduty-rated /�dju�ti �retd/ adjective re-
ferring to the maximum number of opera-
tions that a device can perform in a set time
to a certain specification
DUVDUV noun data transmission in a frequency
range or channel lower than that of a human
voice. Full form data under voice
DVDDVD /�di� vi� �di�/ noun a way of storing
over 17Gb of data on a CD-ROM type disc.
Full form digital versatile disc, digital vid-
eodisc
DVD-RAMDVD-RAM /�di� vi� �di� r�m/ noun a DVD
disc drive that allows a user to write, erase
and rewrite data onto a DVD disc
DVD-ROMDVD-ROM /�di� vi� �di� rɒm/ noun a DVD
disc drive that can read a DVD disc and pro-
vides data transfer rates equal to a standard
nine-times CD-ROM
DVD+RWDVD+RW /�di� vi� di� pl�s ɑ� �d�b(ə)l ju�/
noun a type of rewritable DVD disc that al-
lows a user to store data on the disc (NOTE:
The DVD disc offers much greater storage
capacity than a standard compact disc of
similar size. This standard was developed
by Hewlett-Packard, Philips and Sony and
has a capacity of 3GB per side.)
DVD-videoDVD-video /�di� vi� �di� �vdiəυ/ noun a
standard that defines how full-length films
can be compressed and stored on a DVD disc
and played back on a dedicated player at-
tached to a television set or viewed on a com-
puter fitted with a DVD drive
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DVEDVE /�di� vi� �i�/ noun special effects carried
out by a PC on a video sequence; e.g., a fade
between two sequences or a dissolve. Full
form digital video effects
DV-IDV-I /�di� vi� �a/ noun a system that defines
how video and audio signals should be com-
pressed and displayed on a computer. Full
form digital video interactive
DVI connectorDVI connector /�di� vi� �a kə|�nektə/
noun a connector on a monitor or graphics
equipment for video signals (NOTE: DVI-D
supports digital video signals, DVI-I sup-
ports both analog and digital signals.)
Dvorak keyboardDvorak keyboard /�dvɔ�r�k �ki�bɔ�d/
noun a keyboard layout that is more efficient
to use than a normal QWERTY keyboard
layout
dyaddyad /�da�d/ noun same as doublet
dye-polymer recordingdye-polymer recording /�da �pɒlmə
r |�kɔ�dŋ/ noun (in optical disks) recording
method which creates minute changes in a
thin layer of dye embedded in the plastic op-
tical disk (NOTE: Dye-polymer recording has
one big advantage – that the data stored on
the optical disk using this method can be
erased.)
dye-sublimation printerdye-sublimation printer /da s�bl|

�meʃ(ə)n �prntə/ noun a high-quality col-
our printer that produces images by squirting
tiny drops of coloured ink onto paper � The

new dye-sublimation printer can produce
colour images at a resolution of 300 dpi.
dynamicdynamic /da|�n�mk/ adjective referring
to data which can change with time
dynamically redefinable character set

dynamically redefinable character
set /da |�n�mkli ri�d|�fanəb(ə)l �k�rktə
�set/ noun a computer or videotext character
set that can be changed when required
dynamic data exchangedynamic data exchange /da |�n�mk
�detə ks|�tʃend'/ noun full form of DDE
dynamic host configuration protocoldynamic host configuration proto-
col /da |�n�mk həυst kən |�f"jυ|�reʃ(ə)n
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of DHCP
dynamic link librarydynamic link library /da |�n�mk �lŋk
�labrəri/ noun full form of DLL
dynamic multiplexingdynamic multiplexing /da |�n�mk
�m�ltpleksŋ/ noun a multiplexing method
which allocates time segments to signals ac-
cording to demand
dynamic random access memorydynamic random access memory
/da|�n�mk �r�ndəm ��kses �mem(ə)ri/
noun abbr DRAM
DYUVDYUV /�di� wa ju� �vi�/ noun a digital vid-
eo encoding technique in which luminance of
a pixel is calculated by the RGB input signal,
Y0.6G + 0.3R + O.1Babbr of. Full form del-
ta YUV (NOTE: From the value of Y it is pos-
sible to calculate the values of U and V as
UR – Y; VB – Y.)
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EANEAN noun a numbering system for bar
codes, the European version of UPC. Full
form European Article Number
EAPROMEAPROM /�i� e �pi� �rɒm/ noun a version
of EAROM which can be programmed. Full
form electrically alterable programmable
read-only memory
early token releaseearly token release /���li �təυkən r|�li�s/
noun (in a Token-Ring or FDDI network)
system that allows two tokens to be present
on a ring network, useful when traffic is very
busy
EAROMEAROM /�i� �e �rɒm/ noun a read-only
memory chip whose contents can be pro-
grammed by applying a certain voltage to a
write pin, and can be erased by light or a re-
verse voltage. Full form electrically altera-
ble read-only memory
earthearth /��θ/ noun a connection in a circuit
representing zero potential � All loose wires
should be tied to earth. � verb to connect an
electrical device to the earth � All appliances
must be earthed. (NOTE: US English is
ground)
EAXEAX abbr electronic automatic exchange
EBCDICEBCDIC /�i� bi� si� di� a �si�/ noun an 8-bit
binary character coding system used mainly
on IBM computers, in which each number
represents a different character or symbol. It
is similar to the ASCII system. Full form ex-
tended binary coded decimal inter-
change code
ebookebook /�i�bυk/ noun an electronic version
of a book, in which the text and any pictures
are stored in a file format that can then be dis-
played using special software on a PC or lap-
top screen or on a dedicated portable or hand-
held device or PDA. Also called electronic
book
EBREBR1 /�i� bi� �ɑ�/ noun the process of re-
cording the output from a computer directly
onto microfilm using an electron beam. Full
form electron beam recording
EBREBR2 /�i� bi� �ɑ�/ noun a transfer system of
high quality videotape to film
e-businesse-business /�i� �bznəs/ noun 1. a compa-
ny that does business on the Internet 2. busi-
ness activity that is carried out using the In-
ternet
echoecho /�ekəυ/ noun the return of a signal
back to the source from which it was trans-
mitted (NOTE: The plural is echoes.) � verb

to return a received signal along the same
transmission path (NOTE: echoes -echoing
– echoed)
ECLECL /�i� si� �el/ noun a high-speed logic cir-
cuit design using the emitters of the transis-
tors as output connections to other stages.
Full form emitter-coupled logic
ECMAECMA abbr European Computer Manufac-
turers Association
e-commercee-commerce /�i� �kɒm��s/ noun the proc-
ess of buying and selling products on the In-
ternet. Also called electronic commerce
EDACEDAC /�i� di� e �si�/ noun a forward error
correction system for data communications.
Full form error detection and correction
edge detectionedge detection /�ed' d|�tekʃ(ə)n/ noun
an algorithm and routines used in image rec-
ognition to define the edges of an object
EDIEDI /�i� di� �a/ noun a system of sending or-
ders, paying invoices or transferring compa-
ny information over a network or telephone
line using an email system. Full form elec-
tronic data interchange (NOTE: EDI is of-
ten used to send instructions to pay money
directly from one company to another, or
from one bank to a company.)
editedit /�edt/ verb to change, correct and mod-
ify text or programs
edit decision listedit decision list /�edt d |�s'(ə)n �lst/
noun a method of editing video in which the
operator defines the points where he or she
would like the video to be edited and then this
list of actions is used in an on-line edit suite
to carry out the edits automatically. Abbr
EDL
editionedition /|�dʃ(ə)n/ noun all the copies of a
book or newspaper printed at one time � The
second edition has had some changes to the
text. � Did you see the late edition of the
evening paper?
editorialeditorial /�ed |�tɔ�riəl/ adjective referring
to an editor or to editing � noun a main arti-
cle in a newspaper, written by the editor

‘The Smartbook authoring system is a software
product that integrates text and fractally com-
pressed images, using any word-processor line
editor’ [Computing]

editorial processing centreeditorial processing centre
/�edtɔ�riəl �prəυsesŋ �sentə/ noun a
number of small publishers that share a sin-
gle computer to provide cheaper computing
power
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edit window

edit window /�edt �wndəυ/ noun the
area of the screen in which the user can dis-
play and edit text or graphics
EDL

EDL abbr edit decision list
EDLIN

EDLIN /�i� di� el a �en/ noun an MS-DOS
system utility that allows a user to make
changes to a file on a line-by-line basis
EDO memory

EDO memory /�i� di� əυ �mem(ə)ri/ noun
memory technology that provides better per-
formance by being able to find and read data
from a memory location in one operation.
Full form extended data output memory
(NOTE: It can also store the last piece of data
that was saved to memory in a cache ready
to be read back from memory.)
EDP

EDP /�i� di� �pi�/ noun data processing using
computers and electronic devices. Full form
electronic data processing
EDS

EDS /�i� di� �es/ noun a disk drive using a re-
movable disk pack as opposed to a fixed disk.
Full form exchangeable disk storage
EDTV

EDTV /�i� di� ti� �vi�/ noun an enhancement
to the NTSC standard for television transmis-
sion that offers higher definition and a wide
aspect ratio. Full form extended-definition
television (NOTE: EDTV normally has an
aspect ratio of 4:3; if greater than this it is
called EDTV-wide.)
educational

educational /�edjυ|�keʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective
referring to education; which is used to teach
educational TV

educational TV /�edju�keʃənʃ(ə)l ti�
�vi�/ noun a television programme that is in
some way educational
edutainment

edutainment /�edjυ|�tenmənt/ noun
software that is a cross between entertain-
ment or games software and educational
products
EEMS

EEMS /�i� i� em �es/ noun a development of
EMS that is a standard method of expanding
the main memory fitted into an IBM PC. Full
form enhanced expanded memory spec-
ification. � EMS
EEPROM

EEPROM abbr electrically erasable pro-
grammable read-only memory
EEROM

EEROM abbr electrically erasable read-
only memory
effective

effective / |�fektv/ adjective which can be
used to produce a certain result
effective aperture

effective aperture / |�fektv ��pətʃə/
noun 1. the received signal power at the out-
put of an aerial 2. the amount of light allowed
through a lens’ aperture after taking into ac-
count camera faults and lens defects. � diffu-
sion
effects track

effects track / |�fekts tr�k/ noun a sound
track which only contains the audio effects
(film)

efficiencyefficiency /|�fʃ(ə)nsi/ noun working well
� He is doubtful about the efficiency of the
new networking system.
efficientefficient / |�fʃ(ə)nt/ adjective which works
well � The program is highly efficient at sort-
ing files.
efficientlyefficiently /|�fʃ(ə)ntli/ adverb in an effi-
cient way � The word-processing package
has produced a series of labelled letters very
efficiently.
EFTEFT /�i� ef �ti�/ noun a system in which com-
puters are used to transmit money to and
from banks. Full form electronic funds
transfer
EFTPOSEFTPOS /�i� ef �ti� pi� əυ �es/ noun a ter-
minal at a POS that is linked to a central com-
puter which automatically transfers money
from the customer’s account to the shop’s.
Full form electronic funds transfer point-
of-sale

‘Alphameric has extended its range specifically
for the hospitality market and has developed an
eftpos package which allows most credit and deb-
it cards to be processed.’ [Computing]

EHFEHF noun radio frequencies between
30GHz and 300GHz. Full form extremely
high frequency
EIEI noun the sensitivity of a photographic
emulsion (film) Full form exposure index. �
ASA
EIAEIA abbr Electronics Industry Association
8-bit sample8-bit sample /�et bt �st�ndəd/ noun a
single sample of an analogue signal which is
stored as an 8-bit number, meaning that it can
detect 256 possible levels. � 16-bit sample,
24-bit sample
eight-inch diskeight-inch disk /�et ntʃ �dsk/, 8-inch
disk noun a high-capacity floppy disk which
is eight inches in diameter
eighty-column screeneighty-column screen /�eti �kɒləm
skri�n/, 80-column screen noun a screen
that can display eighty characters horizontal-
ly
eighty-track diskeighty-track disk /�eti tr�k �dsk/, 80-
track disk noun a disk formatted to contain
eighty tracks
EISEIS /�i� a �es/ noun easy-to-use software
providing information to a manager or exec-
utive about his or her company � The EIS
software is very easy to use. Full form exec-
utive information system
EISAEISA /�i� a es �e/ noun a group of PC man-
ufacturers who formed an association to pro-
mote a 32-bit expansion bus standard as a ri-
val to the MCA bus standard from IBM. Full
form Electronics Industry Standards As-
sociation

COMMENT: The EISA expansion bus stand-
ard is backwards compatible with the older
ISA standard of expansion cards, but also
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features 32-bit data path and allows bus
mastering.

either-or operationeither-or operation /�aðə �ɔ�
�ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun a logical function that
produces a true output if any input is true
elapsed timeelapsed time /|�l�pst �tam/ noun the
time taken by the user to carry out a task on a
computer
elastic bandingelastic banding /|�l�stk b�ndŋ/ noun
a method of defining the limits of an image
on a computer screen by stretching a bound-
ary around it
elastic bufferelastic buffer /|�l�stk �b�fə/ noun a
buffer size that changes according to demand
electret microphoneelectret microphone /|�lektrət
�makrəfəυn/ noun a reliable, cheap, small
and low noise microphone (film)
electricelectric / |�lektrk/ adjective worked by
electricity
electricalelectrical / |�lektrk(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to electricity � The engineers are trying
to repair an electrical fault.
electricallyelectrically /|�lektrk(ə)li/ adverb refer-
ring to electricity � an electrically-powered
motor
electrically alterable programmable read-only memoryelectrically alterable programmable
read-only memory /|�lektrkli
�ɔ�ltərə(ə)l �prəυ"r�məb(ə)l �ri�d �əυnli
�mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of EAPROM
electrically alterable read-only memoryelectrically alterable read-only
memory /|�lektrkli �ɔ�ltərə(ə)l �ri�d
�əυnli �mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of EAROM
electrically erasable programmable read-only memoryelectrically erasable programmable
read-only memory /|�lektrkli  |

�rezəb(ə)l �prəυ"r�məb(ə)l �ri�d �əυnli
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a ROM storage chip which
can be programmed and erased using an elec-
trical signal. Abbr EEPROM
electrically erasable read-only memoryelectrically erasable read-only
memory /|�lektrkli |�rezəb(ə)l �ri�d
�əυnli �mem(ə)ri/ noun an EAROM memory
chip whose contents can be programmed by
applying a certain voltage to a write pin, and
can be erased by light or a reverse voltage.
Abbr EEROM
electricianelectrician /|�lek|�trʃ(ə)n/ noun the per-
son on a set who is responsible for the light-
ing equipment (film)
electricityelectricity / |�lek|�trsti/ noun an electric
current used to provide light or heat or power
� The electricity was cut off, and the comput-
ers crashed.
electrodeelectrode / |�lektrəυd/ noun part of an
electric circuit or device that collects, con-
trols or emits electrons
electrographic printerelectrographic printer / |

�lektrəυ"r�fk �prntə/ noun same as elec-
trostatic printer
electroluminescenceelectroluminescence /�elektrəυ|�lu�m |

�nes(ə)ns/ noun light emitted from a phos-

phor dot when it is struck by an electron or
charged particle
electroluminescentelectroluminescent /�elektrəυ|�lu�m|

�nes(ə)nt/ adjective capable of emitting light
due to electroluminescence � The screen
coating is electroluminescent.
electroluminescingelectroluminescing /�elektrəυ|�lu�m|

�nesŋ/ adjective emitting light due to elec-
troluminescence
electromagnetelectromagnet / |�lektrəυ |�m�"nət/ noun
a device that consists of a core and a coil of
wire that produces a magnetic field when
current is passed through the coil
electromagneticelectromagnetic /|�lektrəυm�" |�netk/
adjective generating a magnetic field or mag-
netic effect when supplied with electrical
power
electromagneticallyelectromagnetically / |�lektrəυm�"|

�netk(ə)li/ adverb working due to electro-
magnetic effects
electromagnetic interferenceelectromagnetic interference / |

�lektrəυm�"netk �ntə|�fərəns/ noun full
form of EMI
electromagnetic radiationelectromagnetic radiation / |

�lektrəυm�"netk �redi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun an
energy wave consisting of electric and/or
magnetic fields
electromechanical switchingelectromechanical switching / |

�lektrəυmek�nk(ə)l �swtʃŋ/ noun the
connection of two paths by an electrically op-
erated switch or relay
electromotive flowelectromotive flow / |�lektrəυməυtv
�fləυ/ noun the force of a circuit or system
which makes the current flow. The unit of
electromotive flow is the volt. (film)
electromotive forceelectromotive force / |�lektrəυməυtv
�fɔ�s/ noun the difference in electrical poten-
tial across a source of electric current. Abbr
EMF
electronelectron / |�lek|�trɒn/ noun an elementary
particle with an elementary negative charge
� the electron beam draws the image on the
inside of a CRT screen
electron beamelectron beam /|�lek|�trɒn bi�m/ noun a
narrow, focused stream of electrons moving
at high speed in the same direction, often in a
vacuum � The electron beam draws the im-
age on the inside of a CRT screen.
electron beam recordingelectron beam recording / |�lektrɒn
�bi�m r|�kɔ�dŋ/ noun full form of EBR
electron flowelectron flow / |�lektrɒn fləυ/ noun the
movement of electrons from one point to an-
other, causing an electrical current
electron gunelectron gun / |�lek|�trɒn "�n/ noun a part
of a CRT that produces a beam of electrons.
Also called gun

COMMENT: Black and white monitors have a
single beam electron gun, while colour
monitors contain three, one for each prima-
ry colour (red, green and blue) used.
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electronicelectronic /�elek|�trɒnk/ adjective refer-
ring to something which is controlled by or
controls electron flow

‘…electronic mail is a system which allows com-
puter users to send information to each other via
a central computer’ [Which PC?]
‘…electronic publishing will be used for printing
on paper, but it can be applied equally to data
storage on a database, transmission via telecom-
munications or for use with visual presentation
media such as AV slides or television’
[Electronic Publishing & Print Show]

electronicallyelectronically /�elek|�trɒnkli/ adverb re-
ferring to operations using electronic meth-
ods � The text is electronically transmitted to
an outside typesetter.
Electronic Arts™Electronic Arts™ /�elektrɒnk �ɑ�ts/ the
largest publisher of interactive software in-
cluding console games, PC and Macintosh ti-
tles
electronic blackboardelectronic blackboard /�elektrɒnk
�bl�kbɔ�d/ noun a means of transmitting
handwritten text and diagrams over a tele-
phone line
electronic bookelectronic book /�elektrɒnk �bυk/ noun
same as ebook
electronic commerceelectronic commerce /�elektrɒnk
�kɒm��s/ noun same as e-commerce
electronic compositorelectronic compositor /�elektrɒnk
kəm |�pɒztə/ noun a computer that allows a
user to easily arrange text on screen before it
is electronically typeset
electronic data interchangeelectronic data interchange
/�elektrɒnk �detə �ntətʃend'/ noun full
form of EDI
electronic data processingelectronic data processing
/�elektrɒnk �detə �prəυsesŋ/ noun full
form of EDP
electronic filingelectronic filing /�elektrɒnk �falŋ/
noun a system of storage of documents
which can be easily retrieved
electronic funds transferelectronic funds transfer /�elektrɒnk
�f�ndz �tr�nsf��/ noun full form of EFT
electronic funds transfer point-of-saleelectronic funds transfer point-of-
sale /�elektrɒnk �f�ndz �tr�nsf�� �pɔnt
əv �sel/ noun full form of EFTPOS
electronic mailelectronic mail /�elktrɒnk �mel/ noun
same as email
electronic penelectronic pen /�elektrɒnk �pen/ noun
1. a light pen or wand 2. a stylus used to draw
on a graphics tablet � also called electronic
stylus
electronic point-of-saleelectronic point-of-sale /�elektrɒnk
�pɔnt əv �sel/ noun full form of EPOS
electronic publishingelectronic publishing /�elektrɒnk
�p�blʃŋ/ noun 1. the use of desktop pub-
lishing packages and laser printers to pro-
duce printed matter 2. the process of using
computers to write and display information,
as in viewdata

electronicselectronics /�elek|�trɒnks/ noun the ap-
plication of knowledge of electrons and their
properties to manufactured products such as
computers and telephones � the electronics
industry
Electronics Industry Standards AssociationElectronics Industry Standards As-
sociation /�elektrɒnks �ndəstri
�st�ndədz ə|�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun full form
of EISA
electronic styluselectronic stylus /�elektrɒnk �staləs/
noun same as electronic pen
electronic trafficelectronic traffic /�elektrɒnk �tr�fk/
noun data transmitted in the form of elec-
tronic pulses
electronic viewfinderelectronic viewfinder /�elektrɒnk
�vju�fandə/ noun a miniature cathode ray
tube in a television or video camera, that al-
lows the camera operator to see the images
being recorded
electrophotographicelectrophotographic /�elektrəυ|�fəυtə|

�"r�fk/ adjective referring to a printing
technique used in many laser printers in
which a laser beam creates an image on a
charged drum (NOTE: The drum then attracts
particles of fine black toner to the charged
areas and transfers the image to paper
which is then passed near a heater to melt
the toner onto the paper.)
electro printingelectro printing / |�lektrəυ �prntŋ/
noun transferring sound from an original
magnetic track directly to the final copy of
the film; this avoids the use of an optical
sound track (film)
electrostaticelectrostatic /|�lektrəυ|�st�tk/ adjective
referring to devices using the properties of
static electrical charge
electrostaticallyelectrostatically / |�lektrəυ |�st�tkli/ ad-
verb using properties of static charge
electrostatic printerelectrostatic printer / |�lektrəυst�tk
�prntə/ noun a type of printer which forms
an image on the paper by charging certain re-
gions to provide character shapes and other
images and using ink with an opposite charge
which sticks to the paper where required.
Also called electrographic printer
elegant programmingelegant programming /�el"ənt �prəυ |

�"r�mŋ/ noun the writing of well-struc-
tured programs using the minimum number
of instructions
elementelement /�elmənt/ noun 1. a small part of
an object which is made up of many similar
parts 2. one number or cell of a matrix or ar-
ray 3. a coil of resistive wire to which an
electric current is applied to generate heat 4.
a substance in which all the atoms have the
same number of electrons and charge
elementaryelementary /�el|�ment(ə)ri/ adjective
made of many similar small sections or ob-
jects
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elevatorelevator /�elvetə/ noun a small, square
indicator displayed within a scroll bar that in-
dicates where you are within a long docu-
ment or image � The user can scroll through
the image or text by dragging the elevator up
or down the scroll bar.
ELFELF noun communications frequencies of
less than 100Hz. Full form extremely low
frequency
eliminateeliminate /|�lm|�net/ verb to remove
something completely � Using a computer
should eliminate all possibility of error in the
address system.
eliminationelimination /|�lm |�neʃ(ə)n/ noun the re-
moving of something completely

‘…pointing with the cursor and pressing the joy-
stick button eliminates use of the keyboard al-
most entirely’ [Soft]

eliteelite / |�li�t/ noun a typewriter typeface
ellipseellipse / |�lps/ noun something oval
shaped, like an elongated circle
ellipsoidal spotlightellipsoidal spotlight /|�lpsɔd(ə)l
�spɒtlat/ noun a spotlight with a sharp
beam produced by a spherical lens (film)
elliptical cuttingelliptical cutting /|�lptk(ə)l �k�tŋ/, el-
liptical editing /|�lptk(ə)l �edtŋ/ noun a
film editing process which eliminates much
of the action (film)
elliptical orbitelliptical orbit / |�lptk(ə)l �ɔ�bt/ noun
the path of a satellite around the earth that is
in the shape of an ellipse
ELTELT abbr electronic typewriter
emem /em/ noun a measure equal to the width
of the letter ‘m’ in a particular font
emailemail /�i� mel/, e-mail noun a system of
sending messages to and receiving messages
from other users on a network. Also called
electronic mail
email-enabled applicationemail-enabled application /�i�mel n|

�eb(ə)ld ��pl |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a software
application, e.g. a word-processor or spread-
sheet, that includes a direct link to an email
application to allow a user to send the current
document as an email (NOTE: In Microsoft
applications, there is a Send option under
the File menu that allows a user to send the
document using email.)
embedded codeembedded code /m|�bedd �kəυd/ noun
sections or routines written in machine code,
inserted into a high-level program to speed
up or perform a special function
embedded commandembedded command /m|�bedd kə|

�mɑ�nd/ noun a printer control command,
e.g. one indicating that text should be in ital-
ics, inserted into text and used by a word-
processor when text formatting
embedded objectembedded object /m|�bedd əb|�d'ekt/
noun a feature of Windows OLE that allows
a file or object, e.g. an image, to be included
within another document or file

embeddingembedding /m|�bedŋ/ noun (in Win-
dows) the act of dragging an object and drop-
ping it into a document or file so that is in-
cluded within the document
emboldeningemboldening /m |�bɒld(ə)n/ noun the
process of making a word print in bold type
em dashem dash /�em d�ʃ/ noun a line as long as
an em, used to link two words or parts of
words
EMFEMF abbr electromotive force
EMIEMI /�i� em �a/ noun corruption of data due
to nearby electrically generated magnetic
fields. Full form electromagnetic interfer-
ence
emissionemission /|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun the sending out
of a signal or radiation, etc. � the emission of
the electron beam � The receiver picked up
the radio emission.
emitemit /|�mt/ verb to send out
emitteremitter /|�mtə/ noun a connection to a bi-
polar transistor
emitter-coupled logicemitter-coupled logic / |�mtə
�k�p(ə)ld �lɒd'k/ noun full form of ECL
EMMYEMMY noun the annual prize given by the
National Academy of Television, Arts and
Sciences for the most outstanding artistic
work in each area of film and television (film)
emphasisemphasis /�emfəss/ noun 1. a filter that
helps cut down the background noise and so
boost a signal 2. a special effects function in
a paint program that will increase the value of
a range of colours so that they appear brighter
(NOTE: The plural is emphases.)
EMSEMS /�i� em �es/ noun a standard in an IBM
PC that defines extra memory added above
the 640 Kb limit of conventional memory.
Full form expanded memory specifica-
tion (NOTE: This memory could only be
used by specially written programs.)
emulateemulate /�emjυ|�let/ verb to copy or be-
have like something else � Some laser print-
ers are able to emulate the more popular of-
fice printers. (NOTE: emulates – emulating –
emulated)

‘…some application programs do not have the
right drivers for a laser printer, so look out for la-
ser printers which are able to emulate the more
popular office printers’ [Publish]

emulationemulation /�emjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun behav-
iour by one computer or printer which is ex-
actly the same as another and which allows
the same programs to be run and the same
data to be processed
emulatoremulator /�emjυletə/ noun a piece of
software or hardware that allows a machine
to behave like another

‘…for an authentic retro coding experience,
download an emulator and turn your computer
into a virtual BBC Micro.’ [The Guardian]
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emulsionemulsion /|�m�lʃən/ noun a light-sensitive
coating on photographic film or paper
emulsion laser storageemulsion laser storage / |�m�lʃ(ə)n
�lezə �stɔ�rd'/ noun a digital storage tech-
nique using a laser to expose light-sensitive
material
enen /en/ noun a unit of measure equal to half
the width of an em
enableenable /n|�eb(ə)l/ verb 1. to allow some-
thing to happen � A spooling program ena-
bles editing work to be carried out while
printing is going on. 2. to use an electronic
signal to start a process or access a function
on a chip or circuit (NOTE: enables – ena-
bling – enabled)
enabledenabled /n|�eb(ə)ld/ adjective referring to
a function or menu item that is available to
the user � If an option on a menu appears in
grey text rather than black, this indicates that
these are not enabled and that you cannot use
the option.
encapsulatedencapsulated /n|�k�psjυletd/ adjec-
tive referring to something contained within
another thing
encapsulated PostScriptencapsulated PostScript /n |

�k�psjυletd �pəυstskrpt/ noun a Post-
Script facility providing commands that de-
scribe an image or page contained within a
file that can be placed within a graphics or
DTP program. Abbr EPS
encapsulated PostScript fileencapsulated PostScript file /n |

�k�psjυletd �pəυstskrpt �fal/ noun a
file that contains encapsulated PostScript in-
structions. Abbr EPSF
encapsulationencapsulation /n|�k�psjυleʃ(ə)n/ noun
(in a network) a system of sending a frame of
data in one format within a frame of another
format
encipherencipher /n|�safə/ verb to convert plain-
text into a secure coded form by means of a
cipher system � Our competitors cannot un-
derstand our files – they have all been enci-
phered. Opposite decipher
encloseenclose /n|�kləυz/ verb to surround with
something; to put something inside some-
thing else
enclosureenclosure /n|�kləυ'ə/ noun a protective
casing for equipment
encodeencode /n|�kəυd/ verb to apply the rules of
a code to a program or data (NOTE: encodes
– encoding – encoded)
encoderencoder /n|�kəυdə/ noun a device that can
translate data from one format to another
encodingencoding /n|�kəυdŋ/ noun the translation
of a message or text according to a coding
system
encryptencrypt /n|�krpt/ verb to convert plaintext
to a secure coded form, using a cipher system
� The encrypted text can be sent along ordi-

nary telephone lines, and no one will be able
to understand it.
encryptionencryption /n|�krpʃən/ noun the conver-
sion of plaintext to a secure coded form by
means of a cipher system
endend /end/ noun a statement or character to
indicate the last word of a source file � verb
to finish or to stop something
en dashen dash /�em d�ʃ/ noun a line as long as
an en, used to link two words or parts of
words
endingending /�endŋ/ noun 1. the action of com-
ing to an end or of stopping something 2. the
end part of something
endlessendless /�endləs/ adjective with no end
end of addressend of address /�end əv ə |�dres/ noun a
transmitted code which indicates that address
data has been sent. Abbr EOA
end of blockend of block /�end əv �blɒk/ noun a code
which shows that the last byte of a block of
data has been sent through a communications
link. Abbr EOB
end of dataend of data /�end əv �detə/ noun a code
which shows that the end of a stored data file
has been reached. Abbr EOD
end of documentend of document /�end əv �dɒkjυmənt/
noun same as end of file
end of fileend of file /�end əv �fal/ noun a marker
after the last record in a file. Also called end
of document. Abbr EOF
end of jobend of job /�end əv �d'ɒb/ noun a code
used in batch processing to show that a job
has been finished. Abbr EOJ
end of messageend of message /�end əv �mesd'/ noun
a code used to separate the last character of
one message from the first of another mes-
sage. Abbr EOM
end of recordend of record /�end əv �rekɔ�d/ noun a
code used to show the end of a record. Abbr
EOR
end of textend of text /�end əv �tekst/ noun a code
sent after last character of text. Abbr EOT,
ETX
end of transmissionend of transmission /�end əv tr�nz|

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun a sequence of characters in-
dicating that all the data from a terminal or
peripheral has been transmitted. Abbr EOT
end userend user /�end �ju�zə/ noun a person who
will use the device, program or product �
The company is creating a computer with a
specific end user in mind.
energy-savingenergy-saving /�enəd'i �sevŋ/ adjec-
tive which saves energy � The company is in-
troducing energy-saving measures.
Energy StarEnergy Star /�enəd'i stɑ�/ noun a stand-
ard and logo on a monitor, computer or other
electrical device indicating that the product
has been specially designed to save electrici-
ty
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ENGENG abbr electronic news gathering
engaged toneengaged tone /n|�"ed'd təυn/ noun the
sound made by a telephone showing that the
number dialled is busy
engineengine /�end'n/ noun a part of a software
package that carries out a particular function
� A search engine is the part of a multimedia
title that lets a user search for text in a multi-
media book.
enhanceenhance /n|�hɑ�ns/ verb to make better or
clearer
enhanced-definition televisionenhanced-definition television /n|

�hɑ�nst �defnʃ(ə)n �tel|�v'(ə)n/ noun
full form of EDTV
enhanced dot matrixenhanced dot matrix /n|�hɑ�nst �dɒt
�metrks/ noun a clearer character or graph-
ics printout using smaller dots and more dots
per inch than standard dot matrix
enhanced expanded memory specificationenhanced expanded memory speci-
fication /n|�hɑ�nst k|�sp�ndd �mem(ə)ri
�spesfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of EEMS
enhanced parallel portenhanced parallel port /n|�hɑ�nst
�p�rəlel �pɔ�t/ noun full form of EPP
enhanced small device interfaceenhanced small device interface /n|

�hɑ�nst smɔ�l d|�vas �ntəfes/ noun full
form of ESDI
enhancementenhancement /n|�hɑ�nsmənt/ noun an
add-on facility which improves the output or
performance of equipment
enlargeenlarge /n|�lɑ�d'/ verb to make (a photo-
graph) larger
enlargementenlargement /n|�lɑ�d'mənt/ noun 1. the
process of making something larger; a larger
version of a photograph 2. a larger version of
a photograph � An enlargement of the photo-
graph was used to provide better detail. �
blow-up
enlargement printingenlargement printing /n|�lɑ�d'mənt
�prntŋ/ noun optical printing that enlarges
a small frame area, e.g. 16mm to 35mm
ENQENQ abbr enquiry
enquiryenquiry /n|�kwari/ noun 1. a request for
data or information from a device or database
2. an act of accessing data in a computer
memory without changing the data. Abbr
ENQ
ensureensure /n|�ʃυə/ verb to make sure � Push-
ing the write-protect tab will ensure that the
data on the disk cannot be erased.
enterenter /�entə/ verb to type in information on
a terminal or keyboard. � carriage return
key
enteringentering /�entərŋ/ noun the act of typing
in data or writing items in a record
enter keyenter key /�entə ki�/ noun a key pressed to
indicate the end of an input or line of text
enterprise networkenterprise network /�entəpraz
�netw��k/ noun a network which connects
all the workstations or terminals or comput-

ers in a company (NOTE: It can be within one
building or link several buildings in different
countries.)
enterprise software

enterprise software /�entəpraz
�sɒftweə/ noun computer software that is
designed to integrate and automate all of a
company’s functions
entity

entity /�entti/ noun a subject to which the
data stored in a file or database refers (NOTE:
The plural is entities.)
entry

entry /�entri/ noun 1. a single record or data
about one action or object in a database or li-
brary (NOTE: The plural is entries.) 2. a place
where you can enter
entry point

entry point /�entri pɔnt/ noun the ad-
dress from which a program or subroutine is
to be executed
enumerated type

enumerated type /|�nju�məretd �tap/
noun data storage or classification using
numbers to represent chosen convenient la-
bels

COMMENT: If ‘man’, ‘horse’, ‘dog’, ‘cat’ are
the items of data, stored by the machine
simply as 0, 1, 2, 3, they can still be re-
ferred to in the program as man, horse etc.
to make it easier for the user to recognise
them.

envelopeenvelope /�envələυp/ noun 1. a transmit-
ted packet of data containing error-detection
and control information 2. (in multimedia)
the shape of the decay curve of a sound 3. (in
email) the data which contains a mail mes-
sage with the destination address information
4. a paper packet that contains a letter
envelope feederenvelope feeder /�envələυp �fi�də/ noun
a special add-on to a printer used to print on
an envelope instead of a sheet of paper
environment

environment /n|�varənmənt/ noun 1.
the condition in a computer system of all the
registers and memory locations 2. surround-
ings or physical conditions 3. the imaginary
space in which a user works when using a
computer. This can be changed to suit the us-
er’s needs – by defining its characteristics
such as colour or wallpaper and by setting up
a printer, keyboard and fonts.
EOAEOA abbr end of address
EOB

EOB abbr end of block
EOD

EOD /�� əυ �di�/ abbr end of data
EOFEOF abbr end of file
EOJ

EOJ abbr end of job
EOMEOM abbr end of message
EOR

EOR abbr end of record
EOT

EOT abbr end of text
epidiascopeepidiascope /�ep|�daəskəυp/ noun an
optical projector which mixes the function of
a diascope (a transparency projector) with
that of an episcope
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episcopeepiscope /�epskəυp/ noun a projector
that can display opaque material, such as
photographs, and documents onto a screen
epitaxial layerepitaxial layer /�ep|�t�ksiəl �leə/ noun a
very thin layer of material or doped semicon-
ductor deposited onto a substrate base
epitaxyepitaxy /�ept�kis/ noun a method of de-
positing very thin layers of materials onto a
base, for use in chip manufacture
EPOSEPOS /�i�pɒs/ noun a system that uses a
computer terminal at a point-of-sale site for
electronic funds transfer or stock control as
well as matters such as product identifica-
tion. Full form electronic point-of-sale
EPPEPP /�i� pi� �pi�/ noun a standard that de-
fines the way data can be transferred at high
speed through a parallel port connector. Full
form enhanced parallel port
EPREPR noun a system which ensures consist-
ent frame-frame steadiness in telecine trans-
fer (film) Full form electronic pin registra-
tion
EPROMEPROM /�i� �pi� �rɒm/ abbr erasable pro-
grammable read-only memory
EPSEPS abbr encapsulated PostScript
EPSFEPSF abbr encapsulated PostScript file
equalequal /�i�kwəl/ adjective exactly the same
� verb to be the same as � Production this
month has equalled our best month ever.
equalisationequalisation /�i�kwəla|�zeʃən/, equali-
zation noun the process of making a signal
equal (to preset values)
equaliserequaliser /�i�kwəlazə/, equalizer noun a
device which changes the amplitude of vari-
ous parts of a signal according to preset val-
ues
equalizeequalize /�i�kwə|�laz/ verb to make equal
(to preset values) � The received signal was
equalised to an optimum shape.
equallyequally /�i�kwəli/ adverb in the same way
� They were both equally responsible for the
successful launch of the new system.
equateequate /|�kwet/ verb to be the same as or
to make the same as � The variable was
equated to the input data.
equatorequator / |�kwetə/ noun an imaginary line
running round the middle of the earth
equatorial orbitequatorial orbit /�ekwə|�tɔ�riəl �ɔ�bt/
noun a satellite flight path that follows the
earth’s equator
equipequip / |�kwp/ verb to provide with ma-
chinery or equipment
equipmentequipment /|�kwpmənt/ noun machin-
ery and furniture required to make a factory
or office work � office equipment or business
equipment
equipment failureequipment failure /|�kwpmənt �feljə/
noun a hardware fault, rather than a software
fault

equivalenceequivalence /|�kwvələns/ noun 1. being
equivalent 2. a logical operation that is true if
all the inputs are the same

COMMENT: Output is 1 if both inputs are 1 or
if both are 0; if the two inputs are different,
the output is 0.

erasableerasable / |�rezəb(ə)l/ adjective which
can be erased
erasable memoryerasable memory / |�rezəb(ə)l
�mem(ə)ri/ noun same as erasable storage
erasable read-only memoryerasable read-only memory /|

�rezəb(ə)l �ri�d �əυnli �mem(ə)ri/ noun full
form of EROM
erasable storageerasable storage / |�rezəb(ə)l �stɔ�rd'/
noun 1. a storage medium which can be re-
used 2. temporary storage � also called
erasable memory
eraseerase / |�rez/ verb 1. to set all the digits in
a storage area to zero 2. to remove any signal
from a magnetic medium (NOTE: erases –
erasing – erased)
erasereraser /|�rezə/ noun a device that erases
the contents of something, e.g. a device using
UV light to erase an EPROM
eraser tooleraser tool /|�rezə tu�l/ noun (in a graph-
ics program) function that allows areas of an
image to be erased, or set to the background
colour. Also called erase
ERCCERCC noun memory which checks and cor-
rects errors. Full form error checking and
correcting
ergonomicsergonomics /���"ə|�nɒmks/ noun the sci-
ence of designing software or hardware so
that it is comfortable and safe to use
ergonomistergonomist /��|�"ɒnəmst/ noun a scien-
tist who studies people at work and tries to
improve their working conditions
EROMEROM /�i� rɒm/ noun full form erasable
read-only memory. same as EAROM
erratumerratum /e|�rɑ�təm/ noun a correction on a
separate slip of paper to an error or omission
from a document (NOTE: The plural is erra-
ta.)
errorerror /�erə/ noun a mistake due to a human
operator

‘…syntax errors, like omitting a bracket, will
produce an error message from the compiler’
[Personal Computer World]

error detectionerror detection /�erə d|�tekʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of using special hardware or soft-
ware to detect errors in a data entry or trans-
mission, then usually to ask for retransmis-
sion
error detection and correctionerror detection and correction /�erə
d |�tekʃən ən kə|�rekʃən/ noun full form of
EDAC
error handlingerror handling /�erə �h�ndlŋ/ noun
same as exception handling
error loggingerror logging /�erə �lɒ"ŋ/ noun the proc-
ess of recording errors that have occurred �
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Features of the program include error log-
ging.
error messageerror message /�erə �mesd'/ noun a re-
port displayed to the user saying that an error
has occurred
error rateerror rate /�erə ret/ noun 1. the number of
errors that occur within a certain time 2. the
number of corrupt bits of data in relation to
the total transmission length
ESCESC / |�skep/ noun 1. same as escape
code 2. same as escape key
escape codeescape code / |�skep kəυd/ noun a trans-
mitted code sequence which informs the re-
ceiver that all following characters represent
control actions. Also called ESC
escape keyescape key /|�skep ki�/ noun a key on a
keyboard which allows the user to enter es-
cape codes to control the computer’s basic
modes or actions. Also called ESC, Esc key
escapementescapement / |�skepmənt/ noun a preset
vertical movement of a sheet of paper in a
printer
Esc keyEsc key / |�skep ki�/ noun same as escape
key
ESDIESDI noun an interface standard between a
CPU and peripherals such as disk drives. Full
form enhanced small device interface. �
SCSI
ESSESS abbr electronic switching system
establishestablish /|�st�blʃ/ verb 1. to discover
and prove something � They established
which component was faulty. 2. to define the
use or value of something
establishing shotestablishing shot /|�st�blʃŋ ʃɒt/
noun an atmospheric long shot that establish-
es the main location of the film or pro-
gramme and is generally used in the opening
scene (film)
etchetch /etʃ/ verb to use an acid to remove se-
lected layers of metal from a metal printing
plate or printed circuit board
etch typeetch type /�etʃ tap/ noun type for printing
produced from an etched plate
EthernetEthernet /�i�θənet/ noun a standard, IEEE
802.3, defining the protocol and signalling
method of a local area network

COMMENT: Ethernet has several implemen-
tations: 10Base5 is a bus-based topology
running over coaxial cable; 10BaseT uses
unshielded-twisted-pair cable in a star-
based topology; Ethernet normally has a
data transmission rate of 10Mbps.

ETVETV abbr educational TV
Euronet™Euronet™ /�jυərəυnet/ noun a telephone
connected network, covering the EC coun-
tries, that provides access to each country’s
scientific and economic information
European Article NumberEuropean Article Number /�jυərə|

�pi�ən �ɑ�tk(ə)l �n�mbə/ noun full form of
EAN

evaluateevaluate /|�v�ljuet/ verb 1. to calculate a
value or a quantity 2. to test or try or look at
a product before buying it
evaluationevaluation / |�v�lju|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the ac-
tion of calculating a value or a quantity
evaluation copyevaluation copy /|�v�lju|�eʃ(ə)n �kɒpi/
noun a demonstration version of a software
product that allows a user to try the main
functions of a software product before buy-
ing it
evaluative abstractevaluative abstract /|�v�ljuətv
��bstr�kt/ noun a library abstract that con-
tains details of the value and usefulness of the
document
eventevent / |�vent/ noun an action or activity
event-drivenevent-driven /|�vent �drv(ə)n/ adjective
referring to a computer program or process in
which each step of the execution relies on ex-
ternal actions

‘Forthcoming language extensions will include
object-oriented features, including classes with
full inheritance, as well as event-driven program-
ming.’ [Computing]

event handlerevent handler /|�vent �h�ndlə/ noun a
routine that responds to an event or message
within an object-oriented programming envi-
ronment � If a user clicks the mouse button
this generates a message which can be acted
upon by the event handler.
ewalletewallet /�i�|�wɒlət/, e-wallet /�i� �wɒlt/
noun a feature of web browsers that allows a
user to store personal details about his or her
credit card, bank account or other ways of
paying for goods on the Internet
exceptexcept /k|�sept/ preposition, conjunction
not including � All the text has been key-
boarded, except the last ten pages.
exceptionexception /k|�sepʃən/ noun something
which is different from all others in the same
category
exceptionalexceptional /k|�sepʃən(ə)l/ adjective not
usual or different
exception handlingexception handling /k|�sepʃ(ə)n
�h�ndlŋ/ noun routines and procedures that
diagnose and correct errors or minimise the
effects of errors, so that a system will run
when an error is detected. Also called error
handling, error management
excessexcess /k|�ses/ noun too much of some-
thing
excessiveexcessive /k|�sesv/ adjective too much
or too large � The program used an excessive
amount of memory to accomplish the job.
exchangeexchange /ks|�tʃend'/ noun the giving
of one thing for another � verb to swap data
between two locations (NOTE: exchanges –
exchanging – exchanged)
exchangeableexchangeable /ks|�tʃend'əb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive which can be exchanged
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exchangeable disk storageexchangeable disk storage /ks|

�tʃend'əb(ə)l dsk �stɔ�rd'/ noun full
form of EDS
exclamation markexclamation mark /�eksklə|�meʃ(ə)n
mɑ�k/ noun a printed or written sign (!),
which shows surprise
excludeexclude /k|�sklu�d/ verb to keep out or not
to include
excludingexcluding /k|�sklu�dŋ/ preposition not
including
exclusionexclusion /k|�sklu�'(ə)n/ noun 1. the act
of not including 2. restriction of access to a
system
exclusiveexclusive /k|�sklu�sv/ adjective which
excludes
exeexe /�eksi/ noun an extension to a filename
which indicates that the file is a program and
can be executed directly by the operating sys-
tem � In DOS, to start a program type in its
EXE file name.
executable fileexecutable file /�eks|�kju�təb(ə)l fal/
noun a file that contains a program rather
than data
executable formexecutable form /�eks|�kju�təb(ə)l
fɔ�m/ noun a program translated or compiled
into a machine code form that a processor can
execute
executeexecute /�eks|�kju�t/ verb to run or carry
out a computer program or process (NOTE:
executes – executing – executed)
executionexecution /�eks|�kju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of carrying out a computer program
or process
execution timeexecution time /�eks |�kju�ʃ(ə)n �tam/
noun 1. the time taken to run or carry out a
program or series of instructions 2. the time
taken for one execution cycle
executive information systemexecutive information system /" |

�zekjυtv nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �sstəm/ noun full
form of EIS
exhaustive searchexhaustive search /" |�zɔ�stv s��tʃ/
noun a search through every record in a data-
base
EXITEXIT /�ekst/ noun an MS-DOS system
command to stop and leave a child process
and return to the parent process
expandexpand /k|�sp�nd/ verb to make larger �
If you want to hold so much data, you will
have to expand the disk capacity.
expandableexpandable /k|�sp�ndəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be expanded
expanded memoryexpanded memory /k|�sp�ndd
�mem(ə)ri/ noun an extra RAM memory fit-
ted to a computer that is located at an address
above 1 Mb
expanded memory specificationexpanded memory specification /k |

�sp�ndd �mem(ə)ri �spesfkeʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of EMS

expansionexpansion /k|�sp�nʃən/ noun an increase
in computing power or storage size
expansion boardexpansion board /k|�sp�nʃən bɔ�d/
noun a printed circuit board connected to a
system to increase its functions or perform-
ance. Also called expansion card
expansion cardexpansion card /k |�sp�nʃ(ə)n kɑ�d/
noun same as expansion board
expansion slotexpansion slot /k|�sp�nʃ(ə)n slɒt/ noun
a connector inside a computer into which an
expansion board can be plugged � Insert the
board in the expansion slot.
expertexpert /�eksp��t/ noun a person who
knows a lot about something � He is a com-
puter expert.
expert systemexpert system /�eksp��t �sstəm/ noun �
IKBS
expirationexpiration /�ekspə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun coming
to an end � expiration date 1. last date at
which photographic film or paper can be
used with good results 2. date when a compu-
ter file is no longer protected from deletion
by the operating system
expireexpire /k|�spaə/ verb to come to an end or
to be no longer valid
explicit referenceexplicit reference /k|�splst
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun (within a program or
script) a way of identifying a particular ob-
ject, e.g. a field or button, by a unique name
Explorer™Explorer™ /k|�splɔ�rə/ a program sup-
plied with Windows 95 that lets you manage
all the files stored on a disk
exponentexponent /k|�spəυnənt/ noun a number
indicating the power to which a base a
number is to be raised
exponentiationexponentiation /�ekspə|�nenʃi |�eʃ(ə)n/
noun the raising of a base number to a certain
power
exportexport /k|�spɔ�t/ verb to save data in a dif-
ferent file format from the default
exposeexpose /k|�spəυz/ verb to allow light to
reach photographic film or paper to form an
image
exposureexposure /k|�spəυ'ə/ noun the process of
letting light fall on a photographic film to
form an image
exposure end pointexposure end point /k|�spəυ'ə �end
�pɔnt/ noun the quantity of light required to
produce a certain image density
exposure indexexposure index /k |�spəυ'ə �ndeks/
noun the sensitivity of a photographic emul-
sion
exposure latitudeexposure latitude /k|�spəυ'ə
�l�ttju�d/ noun the extent to which film can
be over-exposed or under-exposed and still
provide a clear picture
exposure meterexposure meter /k|�spəυ'ə �mi�tə/ noun
a device for measuring the light intensity on
or reflected by a scene which is to be filmed
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express

express /k|�spres/ verb to state or to de-
scribe � Express the formula in its simplest
form.
expression

expression /k |�spreʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
mathematical formula or relationship 2. the
definition of a value or variable in a program
extend

extend /k|�stend/ verb to make longer
extended binary coded decimal interchange code

extended binary coded decimal in-
terchange code /k|�stendd �banəri
�kəυdd �desm(ə)l �ntətʃend' �kəυd/
noun full form of EBCDIC
extended character set

extended character set /k|�stendd
�k�rktə �set/ noun a set of 128 special
characters that includes accents, graphics and
symbols
extended data output memory

extended data output memory /k|

�stendd �detə �aυtpυt �mem(ə)ri/ noun
full form of EDO memory
extended-definition television

extended-definition television /k|

�stendd �defnʃ(ə)n �tel|�v'(ə)n/ noun
full form of EDTV
extended graphics array

extended graphics array /k|�stendd
�"r�fks ə|�re/ noun full form of XGA
extended memory

extended memory /k|�stendd
�mem(ə)ri/ noun (in an IBM PC) the most
popular standard method of adding extra
memory above 1 Mb which can be used di-
rectly by many operating systems or pro-
grams
extensible

extensible /k|�stensb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be extended
extensible hypertext markup language

extensible hypertext markup lan-
guage /k|�stensb(ə)l �hapətekst
�mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun full form of
XHTML
extensible markup language

extensible markup language /k|

�stensb(ə)l �mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun full
form of XML
extension

extension /k|�stenʃən/ noun the process
of making something longer; something add-
ed to something else to make it longer
extent

extent /k|�stent/ noun the number of pages
in a printed document, such as a book � By
adding the appendix, we will increase the
page extent to 256.
external

external /k|�st��n(ə)l/ adjective outside a
program or device
external device

external device /k|�st��n(ə)l d|�vas/
noun 1. an item of hardware, e.g. a terminal
or printer, which is attached to a main com-
puter 2. any device that allows communica-
tions between the computer and itself but

which is not directly operated by the main
computer
external disk drive

external disk drive /k|�st��n(ə)l �dsk �
drav/ noun a device not built into the com-
puter but added to increase its storage capa-
bilities
extra

extra /�ekstrə/ noun an item which is addi-
tional to a software or hardware package �
The mouse and cabling are sold as extras.
extract

extract /k |�str�kt/ verb to remove required
data or information from a database � We can
extract the files required for typesetting.
extranet

extranet /�ekstrənet/ noun an intranet that
has a connection to the public Internet and al-
lows users to gain access via the Internet
(NOTE: It is often used to provide access to
people in the company who are working
away from the office. Most intranets do not
allow access via the public Internet and in-
clude security measures that protect
against hackers and unauthorised users.)
extrapolation

extrapolation /k |�str�pə|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of predicting future quantities or
trends by the analysis of current and past data
eyeball

eyeball /�abɔ�l/ noun a user of the Internet
who visits a particular website or uses a par-
ticular product (slang)
eye candy

eye candy /�a �k�ndi/ noun the decora-
tive elements on a computer screen or a web
page that are intended to make it attractive to
look at (informal)
eye-dropper

eye-dropper /�a �drɒpə/ noun a tool in a
graphics software application that allows a
user to click on a pixel in an image and select
the colour of the pixel
eye-lighting

eye-lighting /�a �latŋ/ noun the process
of illuminating a close shot in order to pro-
duce a small highlight reflection on the ac-
tor’s eyeball which causes the eye to sparkle
(film)
eyepiece

eyepiece /�api�s/ noun a camera view-
finder
eyepiece lens

eyepiece lens /�api�s lens/ noun a lens in
the viewfinder of a camera through which the
cameraman looks
eye-strain

eye-strain /�a stren/ noun pain in the
eyes, caused by looking at bright lights or at
a VDU for too long

‘…to minimize eye-strain, it is vital to have good
lighting conditions with this LCD system’
[Personal Computer World]

e-zine

e-zine /�i� zi�n/ noun a website that models
its contents and layout a printed magazine
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F symbol the hexadecimal number equiva-
lent to decimal number 15
face

face /fes/ noun same as typeface
facility

facility /fə |�slti/ noun 1. a mechanism or
means allowing something to being done, es-
pecially easily � We offer facilities for
processing a customer’s own disks. (NOTE:
The plural is facilities.) 2. a single large
building (US) � We have opened our new
data processing facility. 3. a communications
path between two or more locations, with no
ancillary line equipment
facsimile

facsimile /f�k|�smli/ noun an exact copy
of an original
facsimile character generator

facsimile character generator /f�k|

�smli �k�rktə �d'enəretə/ noun a means
of displaying characters on a computer
screen by copying preprogrammed images
from memory
facsimile transmission

facsimile transmission /f�k|�sml
tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of fax
FACT

FACT noun an organisation that prevents il-
legal copying of film and TV material (film)
Full form Federation Against Copyright
Theft
factor

factor /�f�ktə/ noun 1. something which is
important or which has an influence on
something else 2. any number in a multipli-
cation that is the operand
factorise

factorise /�f�ktəraz/, factorize verb to
break down a number into two whole num-
bers which when multiplied will give the
original number � When factorised, 15 gives
the factors 1, 15 or 3, 5. (NOTE: factorises –
factorising – factorised)
factory

factory /�f�kt(ə)ri/ noun a building where
products are manufactured � computer fac-
tory
fade

fade /fed/ verb (of a radio or electrical
signal) to become less strong (NOTE: fades –
fading – faded)
fade in

fade in /�fed �n/ noun 1. an image that
starts with a blank screen that gradually
shows the image 2. a sound that starts inaudi-
bly and gradually increases in volume
fade out

fade out /�fed �aυt/ noun 1. an image that
gradually changes to a blank screen 2. a
sound that gradually decreases in volume un-
til it is inaudible � verb to decrease in vol-
ume gradually

faderfader /�fedə/ noun an instrument which
brightens or darkens the picture, or decreases
or increases the audio levels (film)
fader shutterfader shutter, fading shutter noun a
shutter with two blades in a film camera; an
adjustable opening can be used to vary the
exposure for fade or dissolve effects
fadingfading /�fedŋ/ noun 1. a variation in
strength of radio and television broadcast sig-
nals 2. the process of becoming less dark �
When fading occurs turn the density dial on
the printer to full black.
failfail /fel)/ verb not to do something which
should be done � The company failed to car-
ry out routine maintenance of its equipment.
fail safe systemfail safe system /�fel sef �sstəm/ noun
a system which has a predetermined state it
will go to if a main program or device fails,
so avoiding the total catastrophe that a com-
plete system shutdown would produce

‘The DTI is publishing a new code of best prac-
tice which covers hardware reliability and fail-
safe software systems.’ [Computing]

failurefailure /�feljə/ noun the process of break-
ing down or stopping; not doing something
which should be done
failure ratefailure rate /�feljə ret/ noun the number
of occurrences of a particular type of failure
within a specified period of time
fall back routinesfall back routines /�fɔ�l b�k ru�|�ti�nz/
plural noun routines that are called or proce-
dures which are executed by a user when a
machine or system has failed
fall-offfall-off /�fɔ�l ɒf/ noun a gradual decrease in
brightness from the centre of a screen to the
edges (film)
FAMFAM abbr fast access memory
familyfamily /�f�m(ə)li/ noun 1. a range of differ-
ent designs of a particular typeface 2. a range
of machines from one manufacturer that are
compatible with other products in the same
line from the same manufacturer
fanfan /f�n/ noun 1. a mechanism which circu-
lates air for cooling � If the fan fails, the sys-
tem will rapidly overheat. 2. a spread of data
items or devices � verb 1. to cool a device by
blowing air over it 2. to spread out a series of
items or devices

‘Intel is investigating other options to solve the
Pentium system overheating problems, including
selling the chip with its own miniature fan.’
[Computing]
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‘…a filtered fan maintains positive air pressure
within the cabinet, to keep dust and dirt from en-
tering’ [Personal Computer World]

fanfoldfanfold /�f�nfəυld/ noun same as accordi-
on fold
FAQFAQ /f�k, �ef e �kju�/ noun a webpage or
help file that contains common questions and
their answers related to a particular subject
fascia platefascia plate /�feʃə plet/ noun the front
panel on a device � The fascia plate on the
disk drive of this model is smaller than those
on other models.
fastfast /fɑ�st/ adjective 1. which moves quick-
ly; which works quickly; (storage or periph-
eral device) that performs its functions very
rapidly � fast program execution 2. (photo-
graphic lens) with a very wide aperture; high-
ly light-sensitive photographic film
fast access memoryfast access memory /�fɑ�st ��kses
�mem(ə)ri/ noun abbr FAM
FATFAT /�ef e �ti�/ noun (in a PC operating
system) a data file stored on disk that con-
tains the names of each file stored on the
disk, together with its starting sector posi-
tion, date and size. Full form file allocation
table
fatal errorfatal error /�fet(ə)l �erə/ noun a fault in a
program or device that causes the system to
crash
FatBitsFatBits /�f�tbts/ a MacPaint option which
allows a user to edit an image one pixel at a
time
father filefather file /�fɑ�ðə fal/ noun a backup of
the previous version of a file. � grandfather
file, son file
faultfault /fɔ�lt/ noun a situation in which some-
thing has gone wrong with software or hard-
ware, causing it to malfunction � The techni-
cal staff are trying to correct a programming
fault. � bug, error
fault detectionfault detection /�fɔ�lt d|�tekʃ(ə)n/ noun
an automatic process which logically or
mathematically determines that a fault exists
in a circuit
fault diagnosisfault diagnosis /�fɔ�lt �daə"nəυss/
noun a process by which the cause of a fault
is located
fault tolerancefault tolerance /�fɔ�lt �tɒlərəns/ noun the
ability of a system to continue functioning
even when a fault has occurred
fault-tolerantfault-tolerant /�fɔ�lt �tɒlərənt/ adjective
referring to a system or device that is able to
continue functioning even when a fault oc-
curs � They market a highly successful range
of fault-tolerant minis.
faultyfaulty /�fɔ�lti/ adjective which does not
work properly � There must be a faulty piece
of equipment in the system.

‘Hampshire fire brigade is investing £2 million in
a command and control system based on the new

SeriesFT fault-tolerant Unix machine from Mo-
torola.’ [Computing]
‘…before fault-tolerant systems, users had to rely
on cold standby fault tolerance is usually associ-
ated with a system’s reliability’ [Computer
News]

faxfax /f�ks/, FAX noun a method of sending
and receiving images in digital form over a
telephone or radio link (informal) � We will
send a fax of the design plan. Full form fac-
simile transmission
fax cardfax card /�f�ks kɑ�d/, fax adapter /f�ks
ə|�d�ptə/, fax board /f�ks bɔ�d/ noun an
adapter card which plugs into an expansion
slot and allows a computer to send or receive
fax data
FCB

FCB area of memory (used by the operating
system) that contains information about the
files in use or those stored on a disk drive.
Full form file control block
FCCFCC (film) abbr US Federal Communica-
tions Commission � noun in the printing of
film, a control cue device based on the elec-
tronic counting of the amount of frames mov-
ing through the machine. Full form frame
count cueing
fdfd, FD abbr 1. full duplex 2. floppy disk
FDCFDC /�ef di� �si�/ noun a combination of
hardware and software devices that control
and manage the read/write operations of a
disk drive from a computer. Full form floppy
disk controller
FDDFDD abbr floppy disk drive
FDDIFDDI /�ef di� di� �a/ noun an ANSI standard
for high-speed networks which use fibre op-
tic cable in a dual ring topology, transmitting
data at 100 Mbps. Full form fibre distribut-
ed data interface
FDDI IIFDDI II /�ef di� di� a �tu�/ noun an en-
hanced ANSI standard for high-speed net-
works that uses fibre optic cable and trans-
mits data at 100 Mbps but can also allocate
part of the bandwidth to a 64 Kbits/second
analog channel for audio or video data. Full
form fibre distributed data interface II
FDISKFDISK /�ef dsk/ noun an MS-DOS system
utility that configures the partitions on a hard
disk
fdx

fdx, FDX abbr full duplex
feasibilityfeasibility /�fi�zə|�blti/ noun the likeli-
hood that something will or can be done �
He has been asked to report on the feasibility
of a project.
feasibility studyfeasibility study /�fi�zə|�blti �st�di/
noun an examination and report into the use-
fulness and cost of a new product that is be-
ing considered for purchase
featurefeature /�fi�tʃə/ noun a special function or
ability or design of hardware or software
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feature filmfeature film /�fi�tʃə flm/ noun a commer-
cial, full-length film production to be shown
in a cinema; usually ninety minutes in length
FEDFED abbr field emission display
Federation Against Copyright TheftFederation Against Copyright Theft
/�fedə|�reʃ(ə)n ə|�"enst �kɒpi|�rat θeft/
noun full form of FACT
FEDSFEDS /�ef i� di� �es/ noun a magnetic disk
storage system that contains some removable
disks such as floppy disks and some fixed or
hard disk drives. Full form fixed and ex-
changeable disk storage
feedfeed /fi�d/ noun a device which puts some-
thing such as paper into and through a ma-
chine such as a printer or photocopier � verb
to put something such as paper into and
through a machine such as a printer or photo-
copier � This paper should be manually fed
into the printer. (NOTE: feeding – fed)
feedbackfeedback /�fi�db�k/ noun 1. information
from one source which can be used to modify
something or provide a constructive criticism
of something � We are getting customer
feedback on the new system. 2. part of an out-
put signal that is fed back to the input and
amplified
feederfeeder /�fi�də/ noun 1. a channel that car-
ries signals from one point to another 2. a
mechanism that automatically inserts the pa-
per into a printer
feed hornfeed horn /�fi�d hɔ�n/ noun a microwave
channelling device used to direct transmitted
signals
feeveefeevee /�fi� �vi�/ noun US pay cable, form
of cable TV where the viewer pays an extra
fee for extra channels (informal)
feintfeint /fent/ noun very light lines on writing
paper
female connectorfemale connector /�fi�mel kə|�nektə/
noun a connector with female sockets
FEPFEP /�ef i� �pi�/ noun a processor placed be-
tween an input source and the central compu-
ter, whose function is to preprocess received
data to relieve the workload of the main com-
puter. Full form front-end processor
ferric oxideferric oxide /�ferk �ɒksad/, ferrite
/�ferat/ noun iron oxide used as a tape or
disk coating that can be magnetised to store
data or signals
ferromagneticferromagnetic /�ferəυm�"|�netk/ adjec-
tive (material) that has a high magnetic per-
meability
FETFET /�ef i� �ti�/ noun an electronic device
that can act as a variable current flow control.
Full form field effect transistor (NOTE: An
external signal varies the resistance of the
device and current flow by changing the
width of a conducting channel by means of
a field. It has three terminals: source, gate
and drain.)

fibre distributed data interfacefibre distributed data interface
/�fabə d|�strbjυtd �detə �ntəfes/ noun
full form of FDDI
fibre distributed data interface IIfibre distributed data interface II
/�fabə d|�strbjυtd �detə �ntəfes �tu�/
noun full form of FDDI II
fibre Ethernetfibre Ethernet /�fabə �i�θənet/ noun a
high-speed network that uses optical fibre to
link one node to another in a point-to-point
topology
fibre optic cablefibre optic cable /�fabə �ɒptk
�keb(ə)l/, fibre optic connection /�fabə
�ɒptk kə|�nekʃən/ noun a bundle of fine
strands of glass or plastic protected by a sur-
rounding material, used for transmission of
light signals that carry data at very high
speeds
fibre opticsfibre optics /�fabə �ɒptks/ plural noun
the use of thin strands of glass or plastic that
can transmit light signals at the speed of light
(NOTE: The light or laser signal is pulsed or
modulated to represent data being transmit-
ted.)
fibre ribbonfibre ribbon /�fabə �rbən/ noun a fabric-
based ribbon used in printers
fidelityfidelity /f|�delti/ noun the ability of an au-
dio system to reproduce sound correctly. � hi
fi
fieldfield /fi�ld/ noun 1. an area of force and en-
ergy distribution, caused by magnetic or elec-
tric energy sources 2. a section containing
particular data items in a record � The em-
ployee record has a field for age. 3. a section
of an image that is available after the light has
passed through the camera and lens. Abbr
FED
field blankingfield blanking /�fi�ld �bl�ŋkŋ/ noun an
interval when television signal field synchro-
nizing pulses are transmitted
field effect transistorfield effect transistor /fi�ld |�fekt tr�n|

�zstə/ noun full form of FET
field emission displayfield emission display /�fi�ld |�mʃ(ə)n
d |�sple/ noun 1. a method of producing thin,
flat displays for laptop computers in which a
miniature colour CRT is located at each pixel
point. Abbr FED 2. a method of building up
a picture on a television screen
field engineerfield engineer /�fi�ld �end' |�nə/ noun an
engineer who does not work at one single
company, but travels between customers car-
rying out maintenance on their computers
field fly backfield fly back /�fi�ld �fla �b�k/ noun the
return of electron beam to the top left hand
corner of a screen
field frequencyfield frequency /�fi�ld �fri�kwənsi/ noun
the number of field scans per second
field labelfield label /�fi�ld �leb(ə)l/ noun a series of
characters used to identify a field or its loca-
tion. Also called field name
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field lengthfield length /�fi�ld leŋθ/ noun the number
of characters that a field can contain
field markerfield marker /�fi�ld �mɑ�kə/ noun a code
used to indicate the end of one field and the
start of the next. Also called field separator
field namefield name /�fi�ld nem/ noun same as
field label
field programmable devicefield programmable device /�fi�ld
�prəυ"r�məb(ə)l d|�vas/ noun same as
PLA
field programmingfield programming /�fi�ld
�prəυ"r�mŋ/ noun the writing of data into
a PROM
field separatorfield separator /�fi�ld �sepəretə/ noun
same as field marker
field strengthfield strength /�fi�ld streŋθ/ noun the am-
plitude of the magnetic or electric field at one
point in that field
field sweepfield sweep /�fi�ld swi�p/ noun a vertical
electron beam movement over a television
screen
field sync pulsefield sync pulse /�fi�ld �sŋk �p�ls/ noun
a pulse in a TV signal that makes sure that the
receiver’s field sweep is in sync
FIFFIF /�ef a �ef/ noun a file format used to
store graphics images which have been high-
ly compressed using fractals. Full form frac-
tal image format
FIFOFIFO /�fafəυ/ noun a storage read/write
method in which the first item stored is the
first read. Full form first in first out
fifth generation computerfifth generation computer /�ffθ
�d'enəreʃ(ə)n kəm|�pju�tə/ noun a compu-
ter belonging to the next stage of computer
system design using fast VLSI circuits and
powerful programming languages to allow
human interaction
figurefigure /�f"ə/ noun 1. a printed number 2. a
printed line illustration in a book � See figure
10 for a chart of ASCII codes.
filefile /fal/ noun 1. documents kept for refer-
ence 2. a section of data on a computer, e.g.
payroll, address list or customer accounts, in
the form of individual records which may
contain data, characters, digits or graphics

‘The first problem was solved by configuring a
Windows swap file, which I hadn’t done before
because my 4Mb 486 had never been overload-
ed.’ [Computing]
‘…the lost file, while inaccessible without a file-
recovery utility, remains on disk until new infor-
mation writes over it’ [Publish]

file allocation tablefile allocation table /�fal ��lə|�keʃ(ə)n
�teb(ə)l/ noun full form of FAT
file attributefile attribute /�fal ��trbju�t/ plural noun
a set of data stored with each file which con-
trols particular functions or aspects of the file
such as read-only, archived or system file
file deletionfile deletion /�fal d|�li�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of erasing a file from storage

file formatfile format /�fal �fɔ�m�t/ noun a way in
which data is stored in a file
file managementfile management /�fal �m�nd'mənt/,
file management system /�fal
�m�nd'mənt �sstəm/ noun a section of a
DOS that allocates disk space to files, keep-
ing track of the sections and their sector ad-
dresses
file managerfile manager /�fal �m�nd'ə/ noun a sec-
tion of a disk operating system that allocates
disk space to files, keeping track of the file
sections if it has to be split and their sector
addresses
filenamefilename /�falnem/ noun a unique identi-
fication code allocated to a program

‘…when the filename is entered at the prompt,
the operating system looks in the file and exe-
cutes any instructions stored there’ [PC User]

filename extensionfilename extension /�falnem k|

�stenʃ(ə)n/ noun an additional three-charac-
ter name that is used together with a filena-
me, indicating the type or use of the file
file-recovery utilityfile-recovery utility /�fal r |�k�v(ə)ri ju�|

�tlti/ noun a piece of software which allows
files that have been accidentally deleted or
damaged to be read again � A lost file cannot
be found without a file-recovery utility.
file securityfile security /�fal s|�kjυərti/ noun hard-
ware or software organisation of a computer
system to protect users’ files from unauthor-
ised access
file serverfile server /�fal �s��və/ noun a computer
connected to a network which runs a network
operating system software to manage user ac-
counts, file sharing and printer sharing
file sharingfile sharing /�fal �ʃeərŋ/ noun a facility
allowing one file to be used by two or more
users or programs in a network, often using
file locking
file storagefile storage /�fal �stɔ�rd'/ noun a physi-
cal means of preserving data in a file, e.g. a
disk drive
file structurefile structure /�fal �str�ktʃə/ noun a way
in which a data file is organised
file transferfile transfer /�fal �tr�nsf��/ noun the
process of moving a file from one area of
memory to another or to another storage de-
vice or between computers
file transfer protocolfile transfer protocol /�fal �tr�nsf��
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of FTP
file typefile type /�fal tap/ noun a method of clas-
sifying what a file contains � Files with the
extension exe are file types that contain pro-
gram code.
file updatefile update /�fal ��pdet/ noun 1. the re-
cent changes or transactions to a file 2. a new
version of software which is sent to users of
an existing version
file validationfile validation /�fal �v�ldeʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of checking that a file is correct
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filingfiling /�falŋ/ noun 1. the process of putting
documents in order 2. documents which have
to be put in order
filing systemfiling system /�falŋ �sstəm/ noun 1. a
way of putting documents in order for refer-
ence 2. a piece of software which organises
files
fillfill /fl/ verb 1. to make something full � The
screen was filled with flickering images. 2. to
put characters into gaps in a field so that there
are no spaces left 3. to draw an enclosed area
in one colour or shading
fill lightfill light /�fl lat/, filler /�flə/, fill-in light
/fl n lat/ noun an additional studio lamp
used to provide extra light in shadows (film)
filmfilm /flm/ noun 1. a transparent strip of
plastic, coated with a light-sensitive com-
pound and used to produce photographs with
the aid of a camera 2. a projection at high
speed of a series of still images that creates
the impression of movement � verb to ex-
pose a photographic film to light by means of
a camera, and so to produce images � film
advance 1. lever on a camera used to wind
on a roll of film to the next frame 2. the dis-
tance a phototypesetting machine has to
move prior to the next line to be set
film assemblyfilm assembly /�flm ə|�sembli/ noun the
correct arrangement of photographs or nega-
tives prior to the production of a printing
plate
film basefilm base /�flm bes/ noun thin transpar-
ent roll of plastic used as a supporting mate-
rial for photographic film
film chainfilm chain /�flm tʃen/ noun all the neces-
sary equipment needed when showing film or
slides on television, such as a projector, TV
camera and synchroniser
film gatefilm gate /�flm "et/ noun the alliance of
the aperture and pressure plates in a camera
or a projector to guide the film through, and
to also ensure the correct focal distance be-
tween the film and the lens
film gaugefilm gauge /�flm "ed'/ noun the diame-
ter of different types of cinematographic film
filmingfilming /�flmŋ/ noun the shooting of a
cinema film or TV film � Filming will start
next week if the weather is fine.
film optical scanning device for input into computersfilm optical scanning device for in-
put into computers /�flm �ɒptk(ə)l
�sk�nŋ d |�vas fə �npυt �ntə kəm |

�pju�təz/ noun full form of FOSDIC
film pickupfilm pickup /�flm �pk�p/ noun the trans-
mission of a motion picture film by television
by electronically scanning each frame
film projectorfilm projector /�slad prə|�d'ektə/, slide
projector noun a mechanical device that dis-
plays films or slides on a screen
film recorderfilm recorder /�flm r|�kɔ�də/ noun a de-
vice that produces a 35 mm slide from a com-

puter image (NOTE: A film recorder can pro-
duce slides at very high resolution, normally
around 3,000 lines, by regenerating the im-
age on an internal screen.)
filmsettingfilmsetting /�flm|�setŋ/ noun the process
of photocomposition
film speedfilm speed /�flm spi�d/ noun the light
sensitivity of photographic film, as deter-
mined by ASA or DIN
film stripfilm strip /�flm strp/ noun a set of related
images on a reel of film, usually for educa-
tional purposes
filterfilter /�fltə/ noun 1. an electronic circuit
that allows certain frequencies to pass while
stopping others 2. an option in a software ap-
plication that allows it to import or export a
particular foreign file type � Most graphics
packages have import filters that will decode
TIFF, BMP and PCX file formats. 3. optical
coloured glass, which stops certain frequen-
cies of light 4. a pattern of binary digits used
to select various bits from a binary word. A
one in the filter retains that bit in the source
word. � verb 1. to remove unwanted ele-
ments from a signal or file 2. to select various
bits from a word � Filter the top three bits of
the video attribute word. 3. to select various
records from a database file � We filtered the
data to select those customers based in New
York.
finalfinal /�fan(ə)l/ adjective last or coming at
the end of a period � to keyboard the final
data files
final cutfinal cut /�fan(ə)l k�t/ noun (film) 1. the
original negative when it has been altered to
conform with the workprint 2. the final ver-
sion of the edited film on which the sound
track can now be placed
final trial compositefinal trial composite /�fan(ə)l �traəl
�kɒmpəzt/ noun a film containing audio
and visual effects; this is the final and ap-
proved version of all former trial composites
(film)
findfind /fand/ verb to get something back
which has been lost � It took a lot of time to
find the faulty chip. � noun a command to lo-
cate a piece of information
find and replacefind and replace /�fand ən r|�ples/
noun a feature on a word-processor that al-
lows certain words or sections of text to be
located and replaced with others
FinderFinder /�fandə/ a trade name for a graphi-
cal user interface to an Apple Mac allowing a
user to view files and folders and start appli-
cations using a mouse
finefine /fan/ adjective excellent or of very
high quality
fine-tunefine-tune /�fan �tju�n/ verb to adjust by
small amounts the features or parameters of
hardware or software to improve perform-
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ance � Fine-tuning improved the speed by
ten per cent.
fingerfinger /�fŋ"ə/ noun a software program on
the Internet that will retrieve information
about a user based on his or her email address
finishfinish /�fnʃ/ noun 1. the final appearance
of something � The product has an attractive
finish. 2. the end of a process or function �
verb 1. to do something or to make some-
thing completely � The order was finished in
time. 2. to come to an end � The contract is
due to finish next month.
finishedfinished /�fnʃt/ adjective which has been
completed
firewallfirewall /�faəwɔ�l/ noun a hardware or
software security system between a server or
intranet and the public Internet that allows in-
formation to pass out to the Internet but
checks any incoming data before passing it
on to the private server � We have installed a
firewall in our intranet to prevent hackers ac-
cessing company data via the Internet link.
FirewireFirewire /�faəwaə/ a trade name for a
high-speed serial interface developed by the
Apple Computer Corporation and used to
link devices such as a digital camera with the
computer. � USB
firmwarefirmware /�f��mweə/ noun a computer
program or data that is permanently stored in
a hardware memory chip, e.g. a ROM or
EPROM. Compare hardware, software
first generation computerfirst generation computer /�f��st
�d'enəreʃ(ə)n kə,|�pju�tə/ noun an origi-
nal computer made with valve-based elec-
tronic technology, started around 1951
first generation imagefirst generation image /�f��st
�d'enəreʃ(ə)n �md'/ noun a master copy
of an original image, text or document
first gripfirst grip /�f��st �"rp/ noun on a film set,
the principal stagehand who is responsible
for the other stagehands (film) Also called
key grip
first in first outfirst in first out /�f��st n �f��st �aυt/
noun full form of FIFO
first party releasefirst party release /�f��st �pɑ�ti r |�li�s/
noun the ending of a telephone connection as
soon as either party puts his phone down or
disconnects his modem
fisheye lensfisheye lens /�fʃe �lenz/ noun an ex-
tremely wide angle photographic lens that
has a field of view of 180 degrees and pro-
duces a distorted circular image
fitfit /ft/ verb to plot or calculate a curve that
most closely approximates a number of
points or data (NOTE: fitting – fitted)
fixfix /fks/ verb 1. to make something perma-
nent or to attach something permanently �
The computer is fixed to the workstation. 2.
to mend � The technicians are trying to fix
the switchboard.

fixed and exchangeable disk storagefixed and exchangeable disk stor-
age /�fkst ən ks|�tʃend'əb(ə)l �dsk
�stɔ�rd'/ noun full form of FEDS
fixed diskfixed disk /�fkst �dsk/ noun a magnetic
disk which cannot be removed from the disk
drive
fixed-frequency monitorfixed-frequency monitor /�fkst
�fri�kwənsi �mɒntə/ noun a monitor that
can only accept one frequency and type of
video signal
flagflag /fl�"/ noun 1. a way of showing the
end of field or of indicating something spe-
cial in a database � If the result is zero, the
zero flag is set. 2. a method of reporting the
status of a register after a mathematical or
logical operation 3. a square or rectangular
opaque sheet which is used to stop light from
the camera lens hitting places where it is not
needed on the set � verb to attract the atten-
tion of a program while it is running to pro-
vide a result, report an action or indicate
something special (NOTE: flagging – flagged)
flaggingflagging /�fl�"ŋ/ noun 1. the process of
putting an indicator against an item so that it
can be found later 2. distortion in a television
picture which is created by timing mistakes
in a video tape recorder’s playback signal
flameflame /flem/ verb send a rude or angry In-
ternet message to a user (NOTE: flames –
flaming – flamed)
flareflare /fleə/ noun 1. an error in which disper-
sion of light in a lens undesirably brightens
the dark areas of an image 2. areas of film
that have been exposed to light on account of
the camera not being fully light proof
flaredflared /fleəd/ adjective image with unwant-
ed bright spots or lines due to internal lens or
camera reflections
flashflash /fl�ʃ/ verb to switch a light on and off
flashingflashing /�fl�ʃŋ/ noun a signal sent over a
telephone line to get the attention of an oper-
ator or user
flash ROMflash ROM /�fl�ʃ rɒm/ noun an electronic
memory component that contains data that
can normally only be read, but that does al-
low new data to be stored in the memory us-
ing a special electrical signal
flatflat /fl�t/ adjective 1. smooth (surface) 2.
fixed or not changing 3. lacking contrast (in
an image or photograph)
flatbedflatbed /�fl�t |�bed/ adjective referring to a
printing or scanning machine that holds the
paper or image on a flat surface while
processing � Scanners are either flatbed
models or platen type, paper-fed models.
flatbed scannerflatbed scanner /�fl�tbed �sk�nə/ noun
a device with a flat sheet of glass on which
artwork is placed and a scan head that moves
below the glass and converts the image into a
graphics file
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flat file

flat file /�fl�t fal/ noun a two-dimensional
file of data items
flat file databaseflat file database /�fl�t fal �detəbes/
noun a database program that can only ac-
cess data stored in one file at a time, not al-
lowing relational data
flat screenflat screen /�fl�t skri�n/ noun a display
monitor that has been manufactured with a
flat, square-edged front to the monitor
flexflex /fleks/ noun a wire or cable used to con-
nect an appliance to the mains electricity sup-
ply (NOTE: no plural: for one item, say a
piece of flex)
flexibilityflexibility /�fleks|�blti/ noun the ability
of hardware or software to adapt to various
conditions or tasks
flexibleflexible /�fleksb(ə)l/ adjective which can
be altered or changed
flexible machining systemflexible machining system
/�fleksb(ə)l mə |�ʃi�nŋ �sstəm/ noun full
form of FMS 1
flexible manufacturing system

flexible manufacturing system
/�fleksb(ə)l �m�njυ |�f�ktʃərŋ �sstəm/
noun full form of FMS 2
flickerflicker /�flkə/ noun 1. a computer graphic
image whose brightness varies rapidly at a
visible rate because of a low image refresh
rate or signal corruption 2. a random varia-
tion of brightness in a television picture 3. an
effect that occurs when a frame from a vide-
odisc is frozen and two different pictures are
displayed alternately at high speed due to the
incorrect field matching 4. a very short inter-
ruption in a film which is caused by a fault in
the film projector or by a slow film projector
� verb 1. to move very slightly � The image
flickers when the printer is switched on. 2. to
vary in brightness rapidly and visibly be-
cause of a low image refresh rate or signal
corruption
flicker-freeflicker-free /�flkə fri�/ adjective referring
to a display that does not flicker

‘A CRT (cathode ray tube) monitor paints the
screen from top to bottom, and is usually consid-
ered ‘flicker free’ if it refreshes the image 75
times a second, or more’ [The Guardian]

flierflier /�flaə/ noun a small advertising leaflet
designed to encourage customers to ask for
more information about a product or service
flight simulator

flight simulator /�flat �smjυletə/ noun
a computer program which allows a user to
pilot a plane, showing a realistic control pan-
el and moving scenes, used either as a train-
ing programme or a computer game
flip-flopflip-flop /�flp flɒp/ noun an electronic cir-
cuit or chip whose output can be one of two
states determined by one or two inputs, and
which can be used to store one bit of digital
data. Abbr FF

floatfloat /fləυt/ noun (film) 1. the slow shake of
an image up and down due to faulty synchro-
nisation 2. overlapping images in multiple
exposure rostrum camera work 3. part of a
studio set which can easily be moved into or
out of position
floatingfloating /�fləυtŋ/ adjective referring to a
character which is separate from the charac-
ter it should be attached to
floating point notationfloating point notation /�fləυtŋ pɔnt
nəυ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a numerical notation in
which a fractional number is represented
with a point after the first digit and a power,
so that any number can be stored in a stand-
ard form
floating point unitfloating point unit /�fləυtŋ pɔnt
�ju�nt/ noun a specialised CPU that can
process floating point numbers very rapidly
� The floating point unit speeds up the
processing of the graphics software. Abbr
FPU. Also called floating point processor
floating windowfloating window /�fləυtŋ �wndəυ/
noun a window that can be moved anywhere
on screen
floodflood /fl�d/, floodlight /�fl�dlat/ noun a
lamp which gives a wide range of light (film)
floodingflooding /�fl�dŋ/ noun a rapid, reliable but
not very efficient means of routing packet-
switched data, in which each node sends the
data received to each of its neighbours
flood trackflood track /�fl�d tr�k/ noun the sound
track on a photographic film which is not
used for sound and reveals the standard max-
imum width of a picture area (film)
floppy diskfloppy disk /�flɒpi �dsk/, floppy /�flɒpi/
noun a secondary storage device in the form
of a flat, circular flexible disk onto which
data can be stored in a magnetic form. Abbr
FD (NOTE: The plural of floppy is floppies.)

COMMENT: Floppy disks are available in
various sizes: the commonest are 3.5 inch,
5.25 inch and 8 inch. The size refers to the
diameter of the disk inside the sleeve.

floppy disk controllerfloppy disk controller /�flɒpi �dsk kən|

�trəυlə/ noun full form of FDC
floppy disk drivefloppy disk drive /�flɒpi �dsk �drav/
noun a disk drive for floppy disks. Abbr
FDD. Also called floppy disk unit
flowflow /fləυ/ noun a regular movement � Au-
tomatic text flow across pages. � verb to
move smoothly � Work is flowing normally
again after the breakdown of the printer.
flowchartflowchart /�fləυtʃɑ�t/ noun a diagram
showing the arrangement of various work
processes as a series of stages
flow controlflow control /�fləυ kən |�trəυl/ noun man-
agement of the flow of data into queues and
buffers, to prevent heavy traffic
flow textflow text /�fləυ �tekst/ verb to insert text
into a page format in a DTP system (NOTE:
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The text fills all the space around pictures,
and between set margins.)
fluctuate

fluctuate /�fl�ktʃuet/ verb to move up
and down � The electric current fluctuates
between 1 Amp and 1.3 Amp.
fluctuatingfluctuating /�fl�ktjυetŋ/ adjective mov-
ing up and down � fluctuating signal
strength
fluctuation

fluctuation /�fl�ktʃu|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun an up
and down movement � Voltage fluctuations
can affect the functioning of the computer
system.
fluid headfluid head /�flu�d hed/ noun a camera
head for a tripod which possesses smooth pan
and tilt facilities (film)
flushflush /fl�ʃ/ verb to clear or erase all the con-
tents of a queue, buffer, file or section of
memory � adjective level or in line with
something
flutingfluting /�flu�tŋ/ noun twisting and bending
of film edges created by humidity or by
winding the film too tightly around a spool
(film)
flutter

flutter /�fl�tə/ noun the occurrence of fluc-
tuations of tape speed due to mechanical or
circuit problems, causing signal distortion �
Wow and flutter and common faults on cheap
tape recorders.
fluxflux /fl�ks/ noun 1. a measure of magnetic
field strength 2. the amount of reflected light
from an object
flux densityflux density /�fl�ks �densəti/ noun the in-
tensity of a magnetic flux
fly

fly /fla/ verb to move (through the air)
flybackflyback /�flab�k/ noun an electron picture
beam return from the end of a scan to the be-
ginning of the next. Also called line flyback
FMFM verb a method of changing the frequency
of one signal according to another. Full form
frequency modulation

COMMENT: FM is often used as a method of
representing data through changes in the
frequency of a signal (the carrier), and as a
method of carrying data over fibre-optic or
telephone cables (e.g. many modem
standards use FM to transmit data).

FMS

FMS /�ef em �es/ noun 1. CNC or control of
a machine by a computer. Full form flexible
machining system 2. the use of CNC ma-
chines, robots and other automated devices in
manufacturing. Full form flexible manufac-
turing system
FM synthesiserFM synthesiser /�ef em �snθə|�sazə/
noun a device or other means for creating
sounds by combining base signals of differ-
ent frequencies (NOTE: Sound cards using
an FM synthesiser create sounds of a pi-
ano, drum or guitar by combining different
frequencies at different levels to recreate

the complex sound of a musical instru-
ment.)
FNPFNP abbr front-end processor
f-numberf-number /�ef �n�mbə/ noun a measure-
ment of the amount of light that an optical
lens can collect, measured as the ratio of fo-
cal length to maximum aperture
FOFO abbr fibre optics
focal lengthfocal length /�fəυk(ə)l �leŋθ/ noun the
distance between the centre of an optical lens
and the focusing plane, when the lens is fo-
cused at infinity
focal planefocal plane /�fəυk(ə)l plen/ noun a plane
through the main focus of a camera lens
which is at right angles to its optical axis
(film)
focusfocus /�fəυkəs/ noun 1. a particular win-
dow or field that is currently ready to accept
a user’s command � In Windows, the object
that currently has the user’s focus has a dot-
ted line around it. 2. an image or beam that is
clear and well defined � verb 1. to adjust a
monitor so that the image that is displayed on
the screen is sharp and clear 2. to adjust the
focal length of a lens or beam deflection sys-
tem so that the image or beam is clear and
well defined � The camera is focused on the
foreground. � They adjusted the lens position
so that the beam focused correctly.
fogfog /fɒ"/ noun an effect on photographic
material which has been accidentally ex-
posed to unwanted light, causing a loss of
picture contrast
fog filterfog filter /�fɒ" �fltə/ noun a filter placed in
front of the camera lens that diffuses the light
to produce a softer image; also used to create
the impression of fog (film)
foggingfogging /�fɒ"ŋ/ noun a graphic effect that
is used to simulate atmospheric fog or haze,
used to make a three-dimensional scene more
realistic. Also called haze
folderfolder /�fəυldə/ noun a group of files stored
together under a name. � directory
folding machinefolding machine /�fəυldŋ mə|�ʃi�n/
noun a machine which automatically folds
sheets of paper
foliofolio /�fəυliəυ/ noun a page with a number,
especially two facing pages in an account
book which have the same number
follow focusfollow focus /�fɒləυ �fəυkəs/ verb to keep
an object in focus even if it is moving away
from the camera (film)
follow spotfollow spot /�fɒləυ spɒt/ noun a very
strong spotlight which follows a performer
(film)
fontfont /fɒnt/ noun a set of characters all of the
same style, size and typeface. Also called
fount

‘Word Assistant is designed to help wordprocess-
ing users produce better- looking documents. It
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has style templates and forms providing 25 Tru-
eType fonts, 100 clip-art images and two font
utility programs.’ [Computing]
‘…laser printers store fonts in several ways: as
resident, cartridge and downloadable fonts’
[Desktop Publishing Today]

foobarfoobar /�fu�bɑ�/ noun a term used by pro-
grammers to refer to whatever is being dis-
cussed � If a programmer is explaining how
a graphic program works, he might refer to
an example graphic file that stores the image
as ‘foobar.gif ’ – it does not really exist but is
just an example.
foolscap

foolscap /�fu�lsk�p/ noun a large size of
writing paper, longer than A4 (NOTE: no plu-
ral) � a foolscap envelope large envelope
which takes foolscap paper
foot

foot /fυt/ noun 1. the bottom part of some-
thing � He signed his name at the foot of the
letter. 2. a measurement of length (= 30cm) �
The table is six feet long. � My office is ten
feet by twelve. 3. a measurement of length of
film which represents a certain number of
frames, e.g.: one foot contains 72 frames for
Super 8, 40 for 16mm and 16 for 35mm (film)
(NOTE: The plural is feet for (a) and (c).
There is no plural for (b). In measurements,
foot is usually written ft or ’ after figures:
10ft; 10’.)
footagefootage /�fυtd'/ noun a measurement of
film length in metres or feet (film)
footerfooter /�fυtə/, footing /�fυtŋ/ noun a mes-
sage at the bottom of all the pages in a printed
document, e.g. the page number
footnotefootnote /�fυt |�nəυt/ noun a note at the bot-
tom of a page, referring to the text above it,
usually using a superior number as a refer-
ence
footprintfootprint /�fυt|�prnt/ noun 1. the area cov-
ered by a transmitting device such as a satel-
lite or antenna 2. the area that a computer
takes up on a desk

‘…signals from satellites in orbit 36,000km
above the earth don’t care very much whether
you are close to an exchange or not….as long as
you have a dish within their footprint.’
[The Guardian]

force

force /fɔ�s/ noun strength � verb to make
someone do something � Competition has
forced the company to lower its prices.
forced page breakforced page break /�fɔ�st �ped' �brek/
noun an embedded code which indicates a
new page start
foregroundforeground /�fɔ�"raυnd/ noun 1. the front
part of an illustration, as opposed to the back-
ground 2. a high-priority task done by a com-
puter 3. the area in a shot which is closest to
the camera 4. an image displayed in front of
another image in a video clip. For example,
Windows Movie Player displays an object in

a high score channel in front of an object in a
low score channel. Compare background

‘This brighter – but still anti-glare – type of
screen is especially useful for people using col-
ourful graphic applications, where both the back-
ground and foreground are visually important.’
[Computing]

foreground colour

foreground colour /�fɔ�"raυnd �k�lə/
noun the colour of characters and text dis-
played on a screen
foreground mode

foreground mode /�fɔ�"raυnd məυd/
plural noun in a computer system in which
two modes for program execution are possi-
ble, the mode that is for interactive user pro-
grams. Compare background mode
forelengthen

forelengthen /fɔ� |�leŋθən/ noun to create
an illusion of depth by using a wide angle
lens on a camera
foreshorten

foreshorten /fɔ�|�ʃɔ�tən/ verb to create an
illusion that all objects are very close togeth-
er by using a long (telephoto) lens on a cam-
era
forest

forest /�fɒrst/ noun a number of intercon-
nected data structure trees
fork

fork /fɔ�k/ noun (in an Apple Mac) a folder
that contains system files and information
about a file or application
form

form /fɔ�m/ noun 1. a preprinted document
with blank spaces where information can be
entered � It’s been easy to train the opera-
tors to use the new software since its display
looks like the existing printed forms. 2. a
graphical display that looks like an existing
printed form and is used to enter data into a
database 3. a page of computer stationery 4.
a complete plate or block of type, ready for
printing � verb to create a shape; to construct
� The system is formed of five separate mod-
ules.
format

format /�fɔ�m�t/ noun 1. a specific method
of arranging text or data 2. the precise syntax
of instructions and arguments 3. the size and
shape of a book � The printer can deal with
all formats up to quarto. 4. the way of arrang-
ing a TV programme � verb to arrange text
as it will appear in printed form on paper �
Style sheets are used to format documents.

‘As an increasing amount of information within
businesses is generated in wordprocessed format,
text retrieval tools are becoming a highly attrac-
tive pragmatic solution.’ [Computing]

formatter

formatter /�fɔ�m�tə/ noun a piece of hard-
ware or software that arranges text or data ac-
cording to certain rules
formula

formula /�fɔ�mjυlə/ noun a set of mathe-
matical rules applied to solve a problem
(NOTE: The plural is formulae.)
formula translator

formula translator /�fɔ�mjələ tr�ns|

�letə/ noun full form of FORTRAN
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FORTHFORTH /fɔ�θ/ noun a programming lan-
guage mainly used in control applications
FORTRANFORTRAN /�fɔ�tr�n/ noun a program-
ming language developed in the first place
for scientific use. Full form formula trans-
lator
forty-track diskforty-track disk /�fɔ�ti tr�k �dsk/ noun
a floppy disk formatted to contain forty
tracks of data
forumforum /�fɔ�rəm/ noun an Internet discus-
sion group for people who share a special in-
terest in something
forwardforward /�fɔ�wəd/ adjective moving in ad-
vance or in front � verb to send an email
message that you have received on to another
user � I did not know the answer to the ques-
tion, so I have forwarded your message to my
colleague.
for your informationfor your information /fə �jɔ�r �nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of FYI
FOSDICFOSDIC /�ef əυ es di� a �si�/ noun a stor-
age device for computer data using micro-
film. Full form film optical scanning de-
vice for input into computers
fountfount /fɒnt/ noun same as font
fourccfourcc /�fɔ� si� �si�/, four-character code
/�fɔ� �k�rktə �kəυd/ noun a method of
identifying the type of data within a RIFF file
4GL4GL abbr fourth generation language
Fourier seriesFourier series /�fυriə �səri�z/ noun a
mathematical representation of waveforms
by a combination of fundamental and har-
monic components of a frequency
fourth generation computerfourth generation computer /�fɔ�θ
�d'enəreʃ(ə)n kəm|�pju�tə/ noun a compu-
ter using technology using LSI circuits, de-
veloped around 1970 and still in current use
fourth generation languagefourth generation language /�fɔ�θ
�d'enəreʃ(ə)n �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a compu-
ter language that is user-friendly and has
been designed with the nonexpert in mind.
Abbr 4GL
four-track recorderfour-track recorder /�fɔ� tr�k r|�kɔ�də/
noun a tape recorder that is able to record and
play back four independent audio tracks at
once
FPFP abbr front projection (film)
fpsfps noun 1. the number of individual frames
of a video sequence that can be displayed
each second to give the impression of move-
ment. Full form frames per second. �
MPEG 2. the speed of single frames of a mo-
tion picture through a projector or camera
every second 3. the number of television pic-
ture frames transmitted per second

COMMENT: To give the impression of
smooth continuous video (also called full-
motion video), a computer needs to display
at least 25 separate frames each second. If
the frames are small, there is less data to

update; however if the frame is large – e.g.
filling a large window – then the computer
has to update the hundreds of thousands
of pixels that make up each image 25 times
per second. To do this needs a fast graph-
ics adapter or special video display hard-
ware

FPUFPU abbr floating point unit
FQDNFQDN /�ef kju� di� �en/ noun a complete
domain name that can be used to identify a
server as well as the host, e.g.
bloomsbury.com. Full form fully qualified
domain name
fractalfractal /�fr�kt(ə)l/ noun a geometric shape
that repeats itself within itself and always ap-
pears the same, however much you magnify
the image
fractal compressionfractal compression /�fr�kt(ə)l kəm |

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun a technique used to com-
press images
fractal image formatfractal image format /�fr�kt(ə)l �md'
�fɔ�m�t/ noun full form of FIF
fractionfraction /�fr�kʃən/ noun 1. a part of a
whole unit, expressed as one figure above an-
other, e.g. 1/4, 1/2, or a figure after a decimal
point, e.g. 25. 2. a mantissa of a floating point
number. Also called fractional part
fragmentfragment /�fr�"mənt/ noun a piece of in-
formation that has had to be split up into sev-
eral smaller units of information before being
sent over the Internet. The receiver will re-as-
semble these units into the correct order.
fragmentationfragmentation /�fr�"mən|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. (in main memory) memory alloca-
tion to a number of files, which has resulted
in many small, free sections or fragments that
are too small to be of any use, but waste a lot
of space 2. (on a disk drive) a situation with
files stored scattered across non-contiguous
sectors on a hard disk

COMMENT: When a file is saved to disk, it is
not always saved in adjacent sectors. This
will increase the retrieval time. Defragmen-
tation moves files back into adjacent sec-
tors so that the read head does not have to
move far across the disk, so it increases
performance.

frameframe /frem/ noun 1. a space on magnetic
tape for one character code 2. a packet of
transmitted data including control and route
information 3. (in animation, film or video)
one single image within a sequence of differ-
ent images that together show movement or
animation. Each frame is normally slightly
different from the previous one to give the
impression of movement. 4. (in an HTML
webpage) a set of commands that allow the
main window of a browser to be split into
separate sections, each of which can be
scrolled independently. This allows lots of
information to be presented clearly. � HTML
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5. (in communications) a standard unit of in-
formation that contains a header with the des-
tination address and sender’s address fol-
lowed by the information and a trailer that
contains error detection information 6. a
movable, resizable box that holds text or an
image 7. one screen of data 8. one individual
shot in a film or the area it occupies in the
camera lens 9. one complete image displayed
on a television screen (in the US this is made
up of 525 lines, in the UK it is 625 lines)
frame-based animationframe-based animation /�frem besd
��n |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun a series of screens dis-
played in quick succession, each one slightly
different, that gives the impression of move-
ment
frame bufferframe buffer /�frem �b�fə/ noun a sec-
tion of memory used to store an image before
it is displayed on screen
frame grabberframe grabber /�frem �"r�bə/ noun a
high speed digital sampling circuit that stores
a TV picture in memory so that it can then be
processed by a computer. Also called grab-
ber

‘…the frame grabber is distinguished by its abil-
ity to acquire a TV image in a single frame inter-
val’ [Electronics & Wireless World]

frame indexframe index /�frem �ndeks/ noun a
counter used by the Microsoft Movie Player
software that identifies the current frame of
the video
frames per secondframes per second /�fremz pə
�sekənd/ noun full form of fps
frameworkframework /�fremw��k/ noun the basic
structure of a database, process or program �
The program framework was designed first.
framingframing /�fremŋ/ noun 1. the positioning
of a camera’s field of view for a required im-
age 2. the synchronisation of time division
multiplexed frames of data
framing bitframing bit /�fremŋ bt/ noun a sync bit
or transmitted bit used to synchronise devices
framing codeframing code /�fremŋ kəυd/ noun a
method of synchronizing a receiver with a
broadcast teletext stream of data
freefree /fri�/ adjective available for use or not
currently being used � verb to erase, remove
or back up programs or files to provide space
in memory
freedomfreedom /�fri�dəm/ noun being free to do
something without restriction
freedom of informationfreedom of information /�fri�dəm əv
nfə|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the opportunity and
ability to examine computer records, ei-
ther(referring to government activities or
about individuals)
freewarefreeware /�fri�weə/ noun software that is
in the public domain and can be used by any-
one without having to pay
freezefreeze /fri�z/ verb same as hang. � crash

freeze framefreeze frame /�fri�z frem/ noun a video
sequence stopped so that only one frame is
displayed
frequencyfrequency /�fri�kwənsi/ noun a number of
cycles or periods of a regular waveform that
are repeated per second (NOTE: The plural is
frequencies.)
frequency equaliserfrequency equaliser /�fri�kwənsi
�i�kwəlazə/ noun a device that changes the
amplitude of various frequency components
of a signal according to preset values
frequency modulationfrequency modulation /�fri�kwənsi
mɒdju|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of FM
frequentfrequent /�fri�kwənt/ adjective which
comes or goes or takes place often
frequentlyfrequently /�fri�kwəntli/ adverb often
frequently asked questionsfrequently asked questions
/�fri�kwənt(ə)li ɑ�skd �kwestʃənz/ plural
noun common questions and their answers
relating to a particular subject that are con-
tained in a document � The website has a
section for FAQ about the new disk drive.
Abbr FAQ
friction feedfriction feed /�frkʃ(ə)n fi�d/ noun a print-
er mechanism where the paper is advanced
by holding it between two rollers (as opposed
to tractor feed)
friendly front endfriendly front end /�frendli �fr�nt �end/
noun the design of the display of a program
that is easy to use and understand
frontfront /fr�nt/ noun part of something which
faces away from the back � The disks are in-
serted in slots in the front of the terminal.
front endfront end /�fr�nt �end/ adjective 1. located
at the start or most important point of a cir-
cuit or network 2. the visible part of an appli-
cation that is seen by a user and is used to
view and work with information � The pro-
gram is very easy to use thanks to the uncom-
plicated front-end.
front-end processorfront-end processor /�fr�nt end
�prəυsesə/ noun full form of FEP
FSAAFSAA abbr full scene anti-aliasing
FSKFSK abbr frequency shift keying
FTPFTP /�ef ti� �pi�/ noun an TCP/IP standard
for transferring files between computers; it is
a file sharing protocol that operates at layers
5, 6 and 7 of an OSI model network. Full
form file transfer protocol
fullfull /fυl/ adjective 1. with as much inside as
possible � The disk is full, so the material
will have to be stored on another disk. 2.
complete or including everything

‘…transmitter and receiver can be operated inde-
pendently, making full duplex communication
possible’ [Electronics & Power]

full adderfull adder /�fυl ��də/ noun a binary addi-
tion circuit which can produce the sum of two
inputs, and can also accept a carry input, pro-
ducing a carry output if necessary
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full duplex

full duplex /�fυl �dju�pleks/ noun data
transmission down a channel in two direc-
tions simultaneously. Abbr fd, FD, fdx
full-motion video

full-motion video /�fυl �məυʃ(ə)n
�vdiəυ/ noun � fps
full-motion video adapter

full-motion video adapter /�fυl
�məυʃ(ə)n �vdiəυ ə|�d�ptə/ noun a compu-
ter fitted with a digitising card that is fast
enough to capture and display moving video
images, at a rate of 25 or 30 frames per sec-
ond
full scene anti-aliasing

full scene anti-aliasing /�fυl si�n ��nti
�eliəsŋ/ noun a method of anti-aliasing a
complete frame of a video or animation rath-
er than just one object, which requires pow-
erful graphics hardware. Abbr FSAA
full-screen

full-screen /�fυl �skri�n/ adjective refer-
ring to a program display that uses all the
available screen, and is not displayed within
a window
fully

fully /�fυli/ adverb completely
fully qualified domain name

fully qualified domain name /�fυli
�kwɒlfad dəυ|�men �nem/ noun full form
of FQDN
function

function /�f�ŋkʃən/ noun 1. a mathemati-
cal formula in which a result is dependent
upon several other numbers 2. a sequence of
computer program instructions in a main pro-
gram that perform a certain task 3. a special
feature available on a computer or word-
processor � The word-processor had a spell-
ing-checker function but no built-in text-edit-
ing function. � verb to operate or perform
correctly � The new system has not func-
tioned properly since it was installed.
functional

functional /�f�ŋkʃən(ə)l/ adjective which
refers to the way something works

functional diagramfunctional diagram /�f�ŋkʃ(ə)nəl
�daə"r�m/ noun a drawing of the internal
workings and processes of a machine or
piece of software
functional specificationfunctional specification /�f�ŋkʃ(ə)nəl
�spesf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a specification
which defines the results which a program is
expected to produce
function keyfunction key /�f�ŋkʃən ki�/ noun one of
several special keys placed along the top of a
PC keyboard that have different uses accord-
ing to different applications � Tags can be al-
located to function keys.

COMMENT: Function keys often form a sep-
arate group of keys on the keyboard, and
have specific functions attached to them.
They may be labelled F1, F2, and so on.
Most applications use the F1 key to display
help information and Alt-F4 to quit an appli-
cation

fusefuse /fju�z/ noun an electrical protection
device consisting of a small piece of metal,
which will melt when too much power passes
through it
fusionfusion /�fju�'(ə)n/ noun the process of
combining two hardware devices or pro-
grams or chemical substances to create a sin-
gle form
fuzzy logicfuzzy logic /�f�zi �lɒd'k/, fuzzy theory
/�f�zi �θəri/ noun a type of logic applied to
computer programming, which tries to repli-
cate the reasoning methods of the human
brain
FYIFYI /�ef wa �a/ noun a document file that
contains general background information re-
lated to the Internet or the TCP/IP protocols.
Full form for your information. � RFC
(NOTE: Specific technical information is nor-
mally contained in RFC documents.)
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G
GG abbr giga-

COMMENT: In computing G refers to 230,
equal to 1,073,741,824.

gaingain /"en/ noun 1. an increase or enlarge-
ment 2. an amount by which a signal ampli-
tude is changed as it passes through a circuit,
usually given as a ratio of output to input am-
plitude. Opposite attenuation
galactic noisegalactic noise /"ə|�l�ktk nɔz/ noun
random electrical noise which originates
from planets and stars in space
galley proofsgalley proofs /�"�li pru�fs/ plural noun
proofs in the form of long pieces of text, not
divided into pages, printed on long pieces of
paper
gamegame /"em/ noun something which is
played for enjoyment or relaxation
game consolegame console /�"em �kɒnsəυl/ noun a
dedicated computer that is used primarily to
play games, designed to connect to a televi-
sion set rather than a monitor and usually
controlled using a gamepad rather than a key-
board and mouse. Also called games con-
sole
gamepadgamepad /�"emp�d/ noun a device held
in the hand to control a computer game
game portgame port /�"em pɔ�t/ noun a connection
that allows a joystick to be plugged into a
computer
gammagamma /�"�mə/ noun 1. a unit of magnetic
intensity 2. a measurement of the degree of
contrast in a television picture. For television
cameras and receivers, the measurement is
found from the input and output voltage and
the light input or output. 3. a measure of the
contrast of a film emulsion
gangedganged /"�ŋd/ adjective referring to me-
chanically linked devices that are operated by
a single action
gapgap /"�p/ noun 1. a space between record-
ed data 2. a space between a read head and
the magnetic medium 3. a method of radio
communications using a carrier signal that is
switched on and off, as in a telegraphic sys-
tem
garbagegarbage /�"ɑ�bd'/ noun 1. a radio inter-
ference from adjacent channels 2. data or in-
formation that is no longer required because
it is out of date or contains errors
garbage in garbage outgarbage in garbage out /�"ɑ�bd' n
�"ɑ�bd' �aυt/ noun full form of GIGO

gas discharge displaygas discharge display /�"�s ds|

�tʃɑ�d' d|�sple/, gas plasma display
/�"�s �pl�zmə d |�sple/ noun a flat, light-
weight display screen that is made of two flat
pieces of glass covered with a grid of conduc-
tors, separated by a thin layer of a gas which
luminesces when one point of the grid is se-
lected by two electric signals. Also called
plasma display

COMMENT: Mainly used in modern portable
computer displays, but the definition is not
as good as in cathode ray tube displays.

gategate /"et/ noun 1. a logical electronic
switch whose output depends on the states of
the inputs and the type of logical function im-
plemented 2. a mechanical film or slide
frame aligner in a camera or projector 3. the
aperture in which the frame is exposed or
projected
gatewaygateway /�"etwe/ noun 1. a device that
links two dissimilar networks � We use a
gateway to link the LAN to WAN. 2. a soft-
ware protocol translation device that allows
users working in one network to access an-
other 3. a piece of software that allows email
messages to be sent via a different route or to
another network � To send messages by fax
instead of across the network, you’ll need to
install a fax gateway.
gateway pagegateway page /�"etwe ped'/ noun the
first webpage that a visitor to a website sees
and the one that contains the key words and
phrases that enable a search engine to find it
gaugegauge /"ed'/ noun 1. a device which
measures thickness or width 2. a film or tape
diameter, usually described in millimetres �
verb to measure the thickness or width of
something
gaussgauss /"aυs/ noun a unit of magnetic in-
duction
gauzegauze /"ɔ�z/ noun a material which is
transparent or translucent and is used for spe-
cial effects (film)
Gb

Gb abbr gigabit
GB

GB abbr gigabyte
GDI

GDI abbr graphics device interface
gelgel /d'el/ noun a translucent sheet of col-
oured plastic used to alter the colour charac-
teristics of the source of light (film)
gelatin filtergelatin filter /�d'el �fltə/, gel filter noun
a sheet of coloured gelatin which is used with
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a camera to alter the colour of the source light
(film)
gender changergender changer /�d'endə �tʃend'ə/
noun a device for changing a female connec-
tion to a male or vice versa (informal)
generalgeneral /�d'en(ə)rəl/ adjective 1. ordinary
or not special 2. dealing with everything
general packet radio servicegeneral packet radio service
/�d'en(ə)rəl �p�kt �rediəυ �s��vs/ noun
full form of GPRS
general protection faultgeneral protection fault /�d'en(ə)rəl
prə|�tekʃən �fɔ�lt/ noun full form of GPF
general purpose interface busgeneral purpose interface bus
/�d'en(ə)rəl �p��pəs �ntəfes �b�s/ noun
full form of GPIB
generategenerate /�d'enə|�ret/ verb to use soft-
ware or a device to produce codes or a pro-
gram automatically � to generate an image
from digitally recorded data
generationgeneration /�d'enə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
process of producing data or software or pro-
grams using a computer � The computer is
used in the generation of graphic images. 2.
the state or age of the technology used in the
design of a system 3. the distance between a
file and the original version, used when mak-
ing backups � The father file is a first gener-
ation backup.
generation lossgeneration loss /�d'enə|�reʃ(ə)n lɒs/
noun degradation of signal quality with each
successive recording of a video or audio sig-
nal
generatorgenerator /�d'enə|�retə/ noun a device
which generates electricity � The computer
centre has its own independent generator, in
case of mains power failure.
generator lockgenerator lock /�d'enə|�retə lɒk/ noun a
device that synchronises the timing signals of
two video signals from different sources so
that they can be successfully combined or
mixed. Also called genlock (NOTE: It is often
used to synchronise the output of a compu-
ter’s display adapter with an external video
source when using the computer to create
overlays or titling.)
genericgeneric /d'ə |�nerk/ adjective that is com-
patible with a whole family of hardware or
software devices from one manufacturer
genlockgenlock /�d'enlɒk/ noun same as genera-
tor lock
genuinegenuine /�d'enjun/ adjective real or cor-
rect � Authentication allows the system to
recognise that a sender’s message is genuine.
geometric distortiongeometric distortion /�d'i�ə|�metrk d |

�stɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun linear distortion of a televi-
sion picture, which can be caused by video
tape speed fluctuations
geometry processinggeometry processing /d'i�|�ɒmətri
�prəυsesŋ/ noun a process required to cal-
culate the x, y and z coordinates of a three-di-

mensional object that is to be displayed on
screen � Geometry processing is usually car-
ried out by the CPU or by a specialised
graphics processor.
geostationary orbitgeostationary orbit
/�d'i�əυsteʃ(ə)n(ə)ri �ɔ�bt/ noun a satel-
lite which moves at the same velocity as the
earth, so remains above the same area of the
earth’s surface, and appears stationary when
viewed from earth
geostationary satellitegeostationary satellite /�d'i�əυ|

�steʃn(ə)ri �s�tə|�lat/ noun a satellite
which moves at the same velocity as the
earth, so remains above the same area of the
earth’s surface, and appears stationary when
viewed from the earth
geotargetinggeotargeting /�d'i�əυ|�tɑ�"tŋ/ noun a
method of analysing what a visitor to your
website is viewing or doing and deducing his
or her location, then displaying custom con-
tent or advertisements accordingly � If a
website visitor searches for the weather in
Seattle, the intelligent geotargeting software
displays banner advertisements from taxi
companies in Seattle.
germaniumgermanium /d'|�reniəm/ noun a semi-
conductor material, used as a substrate in
some transistors instead of silicon
getget /"et/ noun an instruction to obtain a
record from a file or database
GET methodGET method /�"et �meθəd/ noun (in
HTML for CGI access) a method of transfer-
ring information between a webpage, which
uses the HTML form GET command, and a
server-based application
ghostghost /"əυst/ noun 1. a menu item dis-
played in grey and not currently available 2.
an effect on a television image in which a
weaker copy of the picture is displayed to one
side of the main image, caused by signal re-
flections
ghostingghosting /�"əυstŋ/ noun hazy double im-
ages appearing in a picture (film)
GHzGHz abbr gigahertz
GIFGIF /"f/ a trade name for a graphics file for-
mat of a file containing a bit-mapped image.
Full form graphics interface format
GIF fileGIF file /�d'i� a �ef fal/ noun graphics file
format of a file containing a bit-mapped im-
age
giga-giga- /""ə/ prefix one thousand million.
Abbr G

COMMENT: In computing giga refers to 230,
which is equal to 1,073,741,824.

gigabitgigabit /�""əbt/ noun a unit of capacity
of a computer local area network, equal to
one megabyte of computer information or
1,073,741,824 bits. Abbr Gb
gigabytegigabyte /�""əbat/ noun 109 bytes. Abbr
GB
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gigaflopgigaflop /�""əflɒp/ noun one thousand
million floating-point operations per second
gigahertzgigahertz /�""əh��ts/ noun a frequency
of one thousand million cycles per second.
Abbr GHz
GIGOGIGO /�"a"əυ/ noun the principle that the
accuracy and quality of information that is
output depends on the quality of the input.
Full form garbage in garbage out

COMMENT: GIGO is sometimes taken to
mean ‘garbage in gospel out’: i.e. that
whatever wrong information is put into a
computer, people will always believe that
the output results are true.

GINOGINO /�d'i� a en �əυ/ noun a graphical
control routine written in FORTRAN. Full
form graphical input output
GKSGKS /�d'i� ke �es/ noun a standard for soft-
ware command and functions describing
graphical input/output to provide the same
functions, etc. on any type of hardware. Full
form graphics kernel system
glareglare /"leə/ noun very bright light reflec-
tions, especially on a VDU screen � The
glare from the screen makes my eyes hurt.
glitchglitch /"ltʃ/ noun anything which causes
the sudden unexpected failure of a computer
or equipment (informal)

‘The programmer was upgrading a verification
system at Visa’s UK data centre when his work
triggered a software glitch causing hundreds of
valid cards to be rejected for several hours.’
[Computing]

globalglobal /�"ləυb(ə)l/ adjective covering eve-
rything

‘In an attempt to bring order to an electronic
Tower of Babel, pharmaceutical giant Rhone-
Poulenc has assembled an X.400-based global
messaging network and a patchwork directory
system that will be used until a single email sys-
tem is deployed worldwide.’ [Computing]

global backupglobal backup /�"ləυb(ə)l �b�k�p/ noun
1. a backup of all data stored on all nodes or
workstations connected to a network 2. a
backup of all files on a hard disk or file server
global system for mobile communicationsglobal system for mobile communi-
cations /�"ləυb(ə)l �sstəm fə �məυbal
kə|�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun full form of
GSM
glossyglossy /�"lɒsi/ adjective shiny (paper) �
The illustrations are printed on glossy art pa-
per. � noun � the glossies expensive maga-
zines (informal)
GNDGND /�d'i� en �di�/ abbr ground
go aheadgo ahead /�"əυ ə|�hed/ noun a signal to in-
dicate that a receiver or device is ready to ac-
cept information
goalgoal /"əυl/ noun 1. an aim or what you are
trying to do 2. the final state reached when a
task has been finished or has produced satis-
factory results

gobo

gobo /�"əυbəυ/ noun a moveable opaque
shield which is used to hide light between a
lamp and a camera lens (film)
gold contactgold contact /�"əυld �kɒnt�kt/ noun an
electrical contact, usually for low-level sig-
nals, that is coated with gold to reduce the
electrical resistance
golf-ballgolf-ball /�"ɒlf bɔ�l/ noun a metal ball with
characters on its surface, which produces
printed characters by striking a ribbon onto
paper
GoogleGoogle /�"u�"(ə)l/ a trade name for a pop-
ular search engine
GOSIPGOSIP /�"ɒsp/ noun a set of standards de-
fined by the US Government to ensure that
computers and communications systems can
interact. Full form Government Open Sys-
tems Interconnect Profile
GOSUB

GOSUB /�"əυs�b/ noun a programming
command which executes a routine then re-
turns to the following instruction
GOTOGOTO /�"əυtu�/ noun a programming com-
mand which instructs a jump to another point
or routine in the program � GOTO 105 in-
structs a jump to line 105.

COMMENT: GOTO statements are frowned
upon by software experts since their use
discourages set, structured programming
techniques.

go to blackgo to black /�"əυ tə �bl�k/ verb to fade
gradually from an image to a dark or empty
screen
Gouraud shading

Gouraud shading /�"u�rəυ �ʃedŋ/
noun shading within a three-dimensional
scene created by a mathematical equation
that is applied to each side of each object and
produces a gradual change in colour to give
the impression of light and shade
Government Open Systems Interconnect ProfileGovernment Open Systems Inter-
connect Profile /�"�v(ə)nmənt �əυpən
�sstəm �ntəkənekt �prəυfal/ noun full
form of GOSIP
GPFGPF /�d'i� pi� �ef/ noun an error condition
that occurs in Microsoft Windows and causes
an application to crash, usually caused by in-
sufficient memory, by using an incompatible
peripheral or device driver or by an error in a
software program. Full form general pro-
tection fault
GPIB

GPIB /�d'i� pi� a �bi�/ noun a standard for
an interface bus between a computer and lab-
oratory equipment. Full form general pur-
pose interface bus
GPRS

GPRS /�d'i� pi� ɑ� �es/ noun a standard sys-
tem for wireless radio and mobile telephone
communications that is due to replace the ex-
isting GSM system. Full form general
packet radio service (NOTE: GPRS sup-
ports high-speed data transfer rates of up to
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150Kbps compared to the GSM limit of
9.6Kbps.)
grabgrab /"r�b/ verb to take something and
hold it

‘…sometimes a program can grab all the availa-
ble memory, even if it is not going to use it’
[Byte]

grabbergrabber /�"r�bə/ noun same as frame
grabber
graceful degradationgraceful degradation /�"resf(ə)l
�de"rə|�deʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of allow-
ing some parts of a system to continue to
function after a part has broken down
gradegrade /"red/ noun a level or rank � a top-
grade computer expert
gradinggrading /�"redŋ/ noun 1. the process of
choosing the colour and density printing val-
ues needed for each scene on a negative 2. (in
the editing of videotapes) the process of
matching colour balance between shots
graduatedgraduated /�"r�d'uetd/ adjective
which has a scale or measurements marked
on it
graduated filtergraduated filter /�"r�d'uetd �fltə/
noun a coloured filter which has a colour on
edge and gradually fades into a clear filter on
the other side of the filter (film)
graingrain /"ren/ noun the molecular make-up
of film emulsion. Fine grain film has very
small particles that provide a very sharp,
clear image.
graininessgraininess /�"rennəs/ noun a collection
of visible silver particles which create a gran-
ular effect on a film’s picture; the more visi-
ble the particles are, the grainier the picture
grammagegrammage /�"r�md'/ noun the weight of
paper, calculated as grams per square metre
(NOTE: usually shown as gsm: 80 gsm pa-
per)
grammargrammar /�"r�mə/ noun a set of rules for
the correct use of a language
grammar checkergrammar checker /�"r�mə �tʃekə/ noun
a software utility used to check a document
or letter to make sure it is grammatically cor-
rect
grammatical errorgrammatical error /"rə|�m�tk(ə)l �erə/
noun an incorrect use of a computer pro-
gramming language syntax
grandfather filegrandfather file /�"r�nfɑ�ðə fal/ noun
the third most recent version of a backed up
file, after father and son files
granularitygranularity /�"r�njυ |�l�rti/ noun the size
of memory segments in a virtual memory
system
graphgraph /"rɑ�f/ noun a diagram showing the
relationship between two or more variables
as a line or series of points
graphicgraphic /�"r�fk/ adjective referring to
representation of information in the form of
pictures or plots instead of by text

graphicalgraphical /�"r�fkl/ adjective referring to
something represented by graphics
graphical input outputgraphical input output /�"r�fkl �npυt
�aυtpυt/ noun full form of GINO
graphicallygraphically /�"r�fkli/ adverb by using
pictures � The sales figures are graphically
represented as a pie chart.
graphical user interfacegraphical user interface /�"r�fkl
�ju�zə �ntəfes/ noun full form of GUI
graphic datagraphic data /�"r�fk �detə/ noun stored
data that represents graphical information
when displayed on a screen
graphic displaygraphic display /�"r�fk d |�ple/ noun a
computer screen able to present graphical in-
formation
graphic display resolutiongraphic display resolution /�"r�fk d|

�sple �rezəlu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the number of
pixels that a computer is able to display on
the screen
graphic languagegraphic language /�"r�fk �l�ŋ"wd'/
noun a computer programming language
with inbuilt commands that are useful when
displaying graphics
graphic objectgraphic object /�"r�fk �ɒbd'ekt/ noun
a small graphic image imported from another
drawing application and placed on a page
(NOTE: In most DTP, paint or drawing pack-
ages, the object can be moved, sized and
positioned independently from the other el-
ements on the page.)
graphicsgraphics /�"r�fks/ noun pictures or lines
which can be drawn on paper or on a screen
to represent information � graphics output
such as bar charts, pie charts, line drawings,
etc.
graphics acceleratorgraphics accelerator /�"r�fks ək|

�seləretə/ noun a card that fits inside a com-
puter and uses a dedicated processor chip to
speed up the action of drawing lines and im-
ages on the screen
graphics adaptergraphics adapter /�"r�fks ə|�d�ptə/
noun an electronic device, usually on an ex-
pansion card, in a computer that converts
software commands into electrical signals
that display graphics on a connected monitor
� The new graphics adapter is capable of
displaying higher resolution graphics.
graphics charactergraphics character /�"r�fks �k�rktə/
noun a preprogrammed shape that can be dis-
played on a non-graphical screen instead of a
character, used extensively in videotext sys-
tems to display simple pictures
graphics coprocessorgraphics coprocessor /�"r�fks kəυ|

�prəυsesə/ noun same as graphics proces-
sor
graphics filegraphics file /�"r�fks fal/ noun a bina-
ry file which contains data describing an im-
age � There are many standards for graphics
files including TIFF, IMG and EPS.
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graphics file formatgraphics file format /�"r�fks fal
�fɔ�m�t/ noun a method in which data de-
scribing an image is stored
graphics interface formatgraphics interface format /�"r�fks
�ntəfes �fɔ�m�t/ noun full form of GIF
graphics kernel systemgraphics kernel system /�"r�fks
�k��n(ə)l �sstəm/ noun full form of GKS
graphics librarygraphics library /�"r�fks �labr(ə)ri/
noun a number of routines stored in a library
file that can be added to any user program to
simplify the task of writing graphics pro-
grams
graphics light pengraphics light pen /�"r�fks �lat �pen/
noun a high-accuracy light pen used for
drawing onto a graphics display screen
graphics modegraphics mode /�"r�fks məυd/ noun a
videotext terminal whose displayed charac-
ters are taken from a range of graphics char-
acters instead of text
graphics overlay cardgraphics overlay card /�"r�fks
�əυvəle �kɑ�d/ noun an expansion card for a
PC or Apple Mac that combines generated
text or images with an external video source
graphics padgraphics pad /�"r�fks p�d/ noun same
as graphics tablet
graphics primitivegraphics primitive /�"r�fks �prmtv/
noun a basic shape such as an arc, line or
filled square that is used to create other
shapes or objects
graphics printergraphics printer /�"r�fks �prntə/ noun
a printer capable of printing bit-mapped im-
ages
graphics processorgraphics processor /�"r�fks
�prəυsesə/ noun a secondary processor used
to speed up the display of graphics � This
graphics adapter has a graphics coprocessor
fitted and is much faster. Also called graph-
ics coprocessor (NOTE: It calculates the
position of pixels that form a line or shape
and display graphic lines or shapes.)
graphics softwaregraphics software /�"r�fks �sɒftweə/
noun prewritten routines which perform
standard graphics commands such as line
drawing and plotting that can be called from
within a program to simplify program writ-
ing
graphics tabletgraphics tablet /�"r�fks �t�blət/ noun
a flat device which allows a user to input
graphical information into a computer by
drawing on its surface � It is much easier to
draw accurately with a graphics tablet than
with a mouse. Also called graphics pad
graphics terminalgraphics terminal /�"r�fks
�t��mn(ə)l/ noun a special terminal with a
high-resolution graphic display and graphics
tablet or other input device
graphics VDUgraphics VDU /�"r�fks �vi� di� �ju�/
noun a special VDU which can display high-
resolution or colour graphics as well as text

gray scalegray scale /�"re skel/ noun US another
spelling of grey scale
greekedgreeked /"ri�kd/ adjective (in a DTP pro-
gram) referring to a font with a point size too
small to display accurately, shown as a line
rather than individual characters
Green BookGreen Book /�"ri�n �bυk/ noun a formal
specification for CD-i standard published by
Philips
gremlingremlin /�"remln/ noun an unexplained
fault in a system (informal)
grey scalegrey scale /�"re skel/ noun 1. the shades
of grey used to measure the correct exposure
when filming 2. the shades which are pro-
duced from displaying what should be colour
information on a monochrome monitor
(NOTE: The US spelling is gray scale.)
gridgrid /"rd/ noun a system of numbered
squares used to help when drawing
gripgrip /"rp/ verb to hold something tightly �
In friction feed, the paper is gripped by the
rollers.
groundground /"raυnd/ noun an electrical circuit
connection to earth or to a point with a zero
voltage level. Abbr GND (NOTE: ground is
more common in US English; the British
English is earth)
ground glassground glass /�"raυnd �"lɑ�s/ noun a
translucent sheet of glass (which has been
etched on one side) on which an image is
seen in a film camera’s viewfinder (film)
groupgroup /"ru�p/ noun 1. a set of computer
records containing related information 2. a
six-character word used in telegraphic com-
munications 3. (in a GUI) a collection of
icons, of files or programs displayed together
in a window � All the icons in this group are
to do with painting. 4. (in a network) a col-
lection of users conveniently identified by
one name � The group ACCOUNTS contains
all the users who work in the accounts de-
partment. 5. a collection of objects that can
be moved or resized as a single object; (in a
GUI) collection of icons of files or programs
displayed together in a window � All the
icons in this group are to do with painting. 6.
a single communications channel made up
from a number of others that have been mul-
tiplexed together � verb to bring several
things together
groupwaregroupware /�"ru�pweə/ noun software
specially written to be used by a group of
people connected to a network and help them
carry out a particular task (NOTE: It provides
useful functions such as a diary or email
that can be accessed by all users.)
gsmgsm, g/m² noun a way of showing the
weight of paper used in printing � The book
is printed on 70 gsm coated paper. Full form
grams per square metre (per sheet
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GSMGSM /�d'i� es �em/ noun a popular system
used for wireless cellular telephone commu-
nications throughout Europe, Asia and parts
of North America. Full form global system
for mobile communications. � GPRS

COMMENT: The GSM system allows eight
calls to share the same radio frequency
and carries the digital data that represents
voice signals transmitted by each user’s
telephone. The main drawback of GSM is
that it does not offer very fast data transfer
rates which has become more important as
users want to access the Internet and read
email via a mobile telephone connection.
GSM provides data transfer at up to
9.6Kbps, but it is due to be replaced by the
GPRS system that can support high-speed
data transfer at up to 150Kbps.

guaranteeguarantee /�"�rən|�ti�/ noun a legal docu-
ment promising that a machine will work
properly or that an item is of good quality �
The system is still under guarantee and will
be repaired free of charge.
guard bandguard band /�"ɑ�d b�nd/ noun 1. a sec-
tion of magnetic tape between two channels
recorded on the same tape 2. the frequency
gap between two communication bands to
prevent data corruption due to interference
between each other
guardingguarding /�"ɑ�dŋ/ noun the process of
joining a single sheet to a book or magazine
GUIGUI /�"u�i/ noun an interface between an op-
erating system or program and the user that
uses graphics or icons to represent functions
or files and allow the software to be control-
led more easily. Full form graphical user
interface. Compare command line inter-
face

COMMENT: GUIs normally use a combina-
tion of windows, icons, and a mouse to
control the operating system. In many
GUIs, such as Microsoft Windows and the
Apple Mac System, you can control all the
functions of the operating system just using
the mouse. Icons represent programs and
files; instead of entering the file name, you
select it by moving a pointer with a mouse.

guide barguide bar /�"ad bɑ�/ noun a special line in
a bar code that shows either the start or the
finish of the code � The standard guide bars
are two thin lines that are a little longer than
the coding lines.
guide pathguide path /�"ad pɑ�θ/ noun in audio and
video recorders, the posts and mechanical
guides that ensure that the tape follows the
correct path (film)
guide trackguide track /�"ad tr�k/ noun a sound
track of low quality which is recorded with
the picture only as a guide for post synchro-
nisation (film)
guillotineguillotine /�"ləti�n/ noun an office ma-
chine for cutting paper
gulpgulp /"�lp/ noun a group of words, usually
two bytes. � byte, nybble
gungun /"�n/ noun same as electron gun
gun microphonegun microphone /�"�n �makrəfəυn/
noun a highly directional microphone, also
called a rifle microphone, often mounted on
a rifle stock that allows it to be easily aimed
at the source of the sound (film)
guttergutter /�"�tə/ noun (in a DTP system) a
blank space or inner margin between two fac-
ing pages
G/VG/V noun the process of establishing a film
or video shot (film) Full form general view
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hackhack /h�k/ verb 1. to experiment and ex-
plore computer software and hardware 2. to
break into a computer system for criminal
purposes
hackerhacker /�h�kə/ noun a person who hacks

‘The two were also charged with offences under
the Computer Misuse Act and found guilty of the
very actions upon which every hacker is intent.’
[Computing]

hair in the gatehair in the gate /�heər n ðə �"et/ noun
hair-shaped particles visible on the edge of
film images after the development process
(film)
hairline rulehairline rule /�heəlan ru�l/ noun (in a
DTP system) a very thin line
halationhalation /hə |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a photographic
effect seen as a dark region with a very bright
surround, caused by pointing the camera into
the light
halfhalf /hɑ�f/ noun one of two equal parts �
Half the data was lost in transmission.
half duplexhalf duplex /�hɑ�f �dju�pleks/ noun full
form of HD
half-intensityhalf-intensity /�hɑ�f n|�tensti/ adjective
referring to a character or graphics display at
half the usual display brightness
halftonehalftone /�hɑ�ftəυn/ adjective 1. continu-
ous shading of a printed area 2. grey shade
half way between white and black � noun a
photograph or image that originally had con-
tinuous tones, displayed or printed by a com-
puter using groups of dots to represent the
tones
halidehalide /�helad/ noun a silver compound
that is used to provide a light-sensitive coat-
ing on photographic film and paper
Hall effectHall effect /�hɔ�l |�fekt/ noun a description
of the effect of a magnetic field on electron
flow
halohalo /�heləυ/ noun a photographic effect
seen as a dark region with a very bright line
around it, caused by pointing the camera into
the light
halthalt /hɔ�lt/ noun a computer instruction to
stop a CPU carrying out any further instruc-
tions until restarted, or until the program is
restarted, usually by external means, e.g. a re-
set button � verb to stop � Hitting CTRL S
will halt the program.
Hamming codeHamming code /�h�mŋ kəυd/ noun a
coding system that uses check bits and
checksums to detect and correct errors in

transmitted data, mainly used in teletext sys-
tems
hand-heldhand-held /�h�nd held/ adjective which
can be held in the hand

‘A year ago the hand-held computer business re-
sembled that of PCs a decade ago, with a large
number of incompatible models, often software
incompatible and using proprietary displays, op-
erating systems and storage media.’ [Computing]

hand-held computerhand-held computer /�h�nd held kəm|

�pju�tə/, hand-held programmable
/�h�nd held �prəυ"r�məb(ə)l/ noun a very
small computer which can be held in the
hand, useful for basic information input,
when a terminal is not available
hand-held scannerhand-held scanner /�h�nd held
�sk�nə/ noun a device that is held in your
hand and contains a row of photo-electric
cells which, when moved over an image, con-
vert it into data which can be manipulated by
a computer
H & JH & J /�etʃ ənd �d'e/ noun the process of
justifying lines to a set width, splitting the
long words correctly at the end of each line.
Full form hyphenation and justification
handlehandle /�h�nd(ə)l/ noun 1. (in program-
ming) number used to identify an active file
within the program that is accessing the file
2. (in a GUI) a small square displayed that
can be dragged to change the shape of a win-
dow or graphical object � To stretch the box
in the DTP program, select it once to display
the handles then drag one handle to change
its shape.
handlerhandler /�h�ndlə/ noun a part of an oper-
ating system software or a special software
routine which controls a device or function �
The scanner handler routines are supplied on
disk. � driver
hand offhand off /�h�nd ɒf/ noun the process of
passing control of a communications channel
from one transmitter to another
handsethandset /�h�ndset/ noun a telephone re-
ceiver, with both microphone and loudspeak-
er. � acoustic coupler
handshakehandshake /�h�n(d)|�ʃek/, handshak-
ing noun a set of standardised signals be-
tween two devices to make sure that the sys-
tem is working correctly, the equipment is
compatible and data transfer is correct (NOTE:
Signals would include ready to receive,
ready to transmit and data OK.)
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handwritinghandwriting /�h�ndratŋ/ noun words
written by hand � the new PDA has excellent
handwriting recognition
handwriting recognitionhandwriting recognition /�h�ndratŋ
�rekə"nʃ(ə)n/ noun software that is capable
of recognising handwritten text and convert-
ing it into ASCII characters � The new PDA
has excellent handwriting recognition.
handwrittenhandwritten /�h�nd|�rt(ə)n/ adjective
written by hand, using a pen or pencil, not
typed � The author sent in two hundred pag-
es of handwritten manuscript.

‘…all acquisition, data reduction, processing,
and memory circuitry is contained in the single
hand-held unit’ [Byte]
‘A year ago the hand-held computer business re-
sembled that of PCs a decade ago, with a large
number of incompatible models, often software
incompatible and using proprietary displays, op-
erating systems and storage media’ [Computing]
‘…if a line is free, the device waits another
400ms before reserving the line with a quick
handshake process’ [Practical Computing]

handy talkieshandy talkies /�h�ndi �tɔ�kis/ plural
noun full form of HT
hanghang /h�ŋ/ verb to enter an endless loop
and not respond to further instruction (NOTE:
hung)
hangoverhangover /�h�ŋəυvə/ noun 1. a sudden
tone change on a document that is transmit-
ted over a fax machine as a gradual change,
caused by equipment faults 2. an effect on a
TV screen where the previous image can still
be seen when the next image appears
hang uphang up /�h�ŋ ��p/ verb to cut off a com-
munications line
hanguphangup /�h�ŋ�p/ noun a sudden stop of a
working program, often caused by the CPU
executing an illegal instruction or entering an
endless loop
hardhard /hɑ�d/ adjective 1. referring to parts of
a computer system that cannot be pro-
grammed or altered 2. high contrast (photo-
graphic paper or film)
hardboundhardbound /�hɑ�dbaυnd/ adjective (of a
book) with a hard cased cover, as opposed to
a paperback
hard copyhard copy /�hɑ�d �kɒpi/ noun a printed
document or copy of information contained
in a computer or system, in a form that is
readable. � soft copy
hardcoverhardcover /�hɑ�dk�və/ noun, adjective
version of a book with a cased binding (as
opposed to paperback) � We printed 4,000
copies of the hardcover edition, and 10,000
of the paperback.
hard diskhard disk /�hɑ�d �dsk/ noun a rigid mag-
netic disk that is able to store many times
more data than a floppy disk, and usually
cannot be removed from the disk drive

hard disk drive

hard disk drive /�hɑ�d �dsk �drav/ noun
a unit used to store and retrieve data from a
spinning hard disk on the commands of a
computer. Abbr HDD. Also called hard
drive
hard drivehard drive /�hɑ�d drav/ noun same as
hard disk drive
hard errorhard error /�hɑ�d �erə/ noun an error
which is permanent in a system
hard hyphen

hard hyphen /�hɑ�d �haf(ə)n/ noun a hy-
phen which is always in a word, even if the
word is not split (as in co-administrator). �
discretionary hyphen
hard reset

hard reset /�hɑ�d �ri�set/ noun a switch
that generates an electrical signal to reset the
CPU and all devices, equivalent to turning a
computer off and back on again
hard returnhard return /�hɑ�d r|�t��n/ noun a code in
a word-processing document that indicates
the end of a paragraph or its characteristics
hard-sectoringhard-sectoring /�hɑ�d �sektərŋ/ noun a
method of permanently formatting a disk,
where each track is split into sectors, some-
times preformatted by a series of punched
holes around the central hub, where each
hole marks the start of sector
hardwarehardware /�hɑ�d|�weə/ noun 1. the physi-
cal units, components, integrated circuits,
disks and mechanisms that make up a com-
puter or its peripherals 2. equipment used on
set or location

‘Seuqent’s Platform division will focus on hard-
ware and software manufacture, procurement and
marketing, with the Enterprise division concen-
trating on services and client-server implementa-
tion.’ [Computing]

hardware compatibilityhardware compatibility /�hɑ�dweə
kəm |�p�tə|�blti/ noun architecture of two
different computers that allows one to run the
programs of the other without changing any
device drivers or memory locations, or the
ability of one to use the add-on boards of the
other
hardware configurationhardware configuration /�hɑ�dweə
kən|�f"jə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a way in which the
hardware of a computer system is connected
together
hardware graphics cursor

hardware graphics cursor /�hɑ�dweə
�"r�fks �k��sə/ noun an electronic compo-
nent that is used to calculate the position on
screen of a pointer, according to the move-
ment of a mouse, and display the pointer
hardware platformhardware platform /�hɑ�dweə
�pl�tfɔ�m/ noun the standard of a particular
computer such as IBM PC or Apple Mac
hardware reliabilityhardware reliability /�hɑ�dweə r|�laə|

�blti/ noun the ability of a piece of hard-
ware to function normally over a period of
time
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hardwired connectionhardwired connection /�hɑ�dwaəd kə|

�nekʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a permanent phone line
connection, rather than a plug and socket 2. a
logical function or program, which is built
into the hardware, using electronic devices,
such as gates, rather than in software
harmonicharmonic /hɑ�|�mɒnk/ noun frequency of
an order of magnitude greater or smaller than
a fundamental
harmonic distortionharmonic distortion /�hɑ�mɒnk d|

�stɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun unwanted harmonics pro-
duced by a non-linear circuit from an input
signal
harmonic telephone ringerharmonic telephone ringer
/�hɑ�mɒnk �telfəυn �rŋə/ noun a tele-
phone that will only detect a certain range of
ringing frequencies, this allows many tele-
phones on a single line to be rung individual-
ly
hashhash /h�ʃ/ verb to produce a unique
number derived from the entry itself, for each
entry in a database
hashmarkhashmark /�h�ʃmɑ�k/, hash mark /�h�ʃ
mɑ�k/ noun a printed sign ( # ) used as a hard
copy marker or as an indicator. Also called
hash

COMMENT: The US term is pound sign. In
US usage # means number; #32 = number
32 (e.g. a flat number in a postal address,
paragraph number in a text).

hazardhazard /�h�zəd/ noun a fault in hardware
due to incorrect signal timing
hazehaze /hez/ noun same as fogging
haze filterhaze filter /�hez �fltə/, haze-cutting fil-
ter /�hez �k�tŋ �fltə/ noun a lens filter
which cuts out ultraviolet light and reduces
haziness (film)
HCIHCI abbr host controller interface
HDHD /�etʃ �di�/ noun data transmission in one
direction only, over a bidirectional channel.
Full form half duplex
HDDHDD abbr hard disk drive
HDLCHDLC abbr high-level data link control
HDTVHDTV abbr high definition television
HDXHDX abbr half duplex
headhead /hed/ noun 1. data that indicates the
start address of a list of items stored in mem-
ory 2. a top edge of a book or of a page 3. the
start of a reel of recording tape 4. the top part
of a device, network or body 5. an adjustable
mounting for a camera on its tripod 6. the
start of a reel of photographic film or record-
ing tape � verb to be the first item of data in
a list � The queue was headed by my file.
head endhead end /�hed end/ noun interconnection
equipment between an antenna and a cable
television network
headerheader /�hedə/ noun 1. (in a local area net-
work) a packet of data that is sent before a
transmission to provide information on desti-

nation and routing 2. information at the be-
ginning of a list of data relating to the rest of
the data 3. a section of words at the top of a
page of a document, giving e.g. the title, au-
thor’s name or page number. Also called
heading. � footer
headingheading /�hedŋ/ noun 1. the title or name
of a document or file 2. a header or section of
words at the top of each page of a document.
Also called headline 3. the title for a page
within a multimedia book
headlifeheadlife /�hedlaf/ noun the length of time
that a video or tape head can work before be-
ing serviced or replaced
headlineheadline /�hedlan/ noun same as head-
ing
head wheelhead wheel /�hed wi�l/ noun a wheel that
keeps video tape in contact with the head
headwordheadword /�hedw��d/ noun the main entry
word in a printed dictionary
heapheap /hi�p/ noun a temporary data storage
area that allows random access. Compare
stack
heat-absorbing filterheat-absorbing filter /�hi�t əb|�zɔ�bŋ
�fltə/, heat filter /�hi�t �fltə/ noun a filter
that is able to reflect or absorb infrared radi-
ation; used in projectors to reduce the amount
of heat on a film
heat-sinkheat-sink /�hi�t sŋk/ noun a metal device
used to conduct heat away from an electronic
component to prevent damage
helical scanhelical scan /�helk(ə)l �sk�n/ noun a
method of storing data on magnetic tape in
which the write head stores data in diagonal
strips rather than parallel with the tape edge
so using the tape area more efficiently and al-
lowing more data to be recorded. It is used
most often in video tape recorders.
helios noisehelios noise /�hi�liɒs nɔz/ noun noise
originating from the sun that is picked up by
an earth- based antenna when it points in the
direction of the sun
helphelp /help/ noun 1. anything which makes it
easier to do something � He finds his word-
processor a great help in the office. 2. a func-
tion in a program or system that provides use-
ful information about the program in use �
Hit the HELP key if you want information
about what to do next.

COMMENT: Most software applications for
IBM PCs have standardised the use of the
F1 function key to display help text explain-
ing how something can be done.

help deskhelp desk /�help desk/ noun a service that
provides technical help and support for peo-
ple using a computer package or network
helper applicationhelper application /�helpə
��plkeʃ(ə)n/ noun software which works
with a web browser to increase the function-
ality of the browser � To view Adobe Acrobat
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pages in your web browser you will need to
get the Adobe helper application.
help screenhelp screen /�help skri�n/ noun a display
of information about a program or function
hertzhertz /h��ts/ noun an SI unit of frequency,
defined as the number of cycles per second of
time. Abbr Hz

COMMENT: Hertz rate is the frequency at
which mains electricity is supplied to the
consumer . The hertz rate in the US and
Canada is 60; in Europe it is 50.

heterogeneous networkheterogeneous network
/�hetərəυd'i�niəs �netw��k/ noun a compu-
ter network joining computers of many dif-
ferent types and makes
heuristicheuristic /hjυə|�rstk/ adjective which
learns from past experiences � A heuristic
program learns from its previous actions and
decisions.
Hewlett PackardHewlett Packard /�hewlət �p�kɑ�d/
manufacturer of computers, test equipment
and printers. Abbr HP
Hewlett Packard Graphics LanguageHewlett Packard Graphics Lan-
guage /�hewlət �p�kɑ�d �"r�fks
�l�ŋ"wd'/ a standard set of commands used
to describe graphics. Abbr HPGL
Hewlett Packard Interface BusHewlett Packard Interface Bus
/�hewlət �p�kɑ�d �ntəfes b�s/ a standard
method of interfacing peripheral devices or
test equipment and computers. Abbr HPIB
Hewlett Packard LaserJetHewlett Packard LaserJet /�hewlət
�p�kɑ�d �lezəd'et/ a trade name for a laser
printer manufactured by Hewlett Packard
that uses its PCL language to describe a page.
Also called LaserJet
Hewlett Packard Printer Control LanguageHewlett Packard Printer Control
Language /�hewlət �p�kɑ�d �prntə kən |

�trəυl �l�ŋ"wd'/ a standard set of com-
mands developed by Hewlett Packard to al-
low a software application to control a laser
printer’s functions. Abbr HP-PCL
HFHF noun a radio communications range of
frequencies between 3 MHz and 30 MHz.
Full form high frequency
HFSHFS /�etʃ ef �es/ noun (in an Apple Mac
system) a method used to store and organise
files on a disk. Full form hierarchical filing
system
Hi-8Hi-8 /�ha �et/ noun a video cassette tape
format that uses 8mm wide tape; mostly used
in camcorders
hiddenhidden /�hd(ə)n/ adjective which cannot
be seen
hidden fileshidden files /�hd(ə)n falz/ plural noun
important system files which are not dis-
played in a directory listing and cannot nor-
mally be read by a user � It allows users to
backup or restore hidden files independently.
hidden line algorithmhidden line algorithm /�hd(ə)n lan
��l"ərð(ə)m/ noun a mathematical formula

that removes hidden lines from a two-dimen-
sional computer image of a 3-D object
hierarchical classificationhierarchical classification /haə|

�rɑ�kk(ə)l �kl�sf |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a library
classification system where the list of sub-
jects is divided down into more and more se-
lective subsets
hierarchical communications systemhierarchical communications sys-
tem /�haərɑ�kk(ə)l kə|�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz
�sstəm/ noun a network in which each
branch has a number of separate minor
branches dividing from it
hierarchical computer networkhierarchical computer network
/�haərɑ�kk(ə)l kəm |�pju�tə �netw��k/
noun a method of allocating control and
processing functions in a network to the com-
puters which are most suited to the task
hierarchical databasehierarchical database /�haərɑ�kk(ə)l
�detəbes/ noun a database in which
records can be related to each other in a de-
fined structure
hierarchical directoryhierarchical directory /�haərɑ�kk(ə)l
da |�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a directory listing of
files on a disk, showing the main directory
and its files, branches and any sub-directories
hierarchical filing systemhierarchical filing system
/�haərɑ�kk(ə)l �falŋ �sstəm/ noun full
form of HFS
hierarchical routinghierarchical routing /�haərɑ�kk(ə)l
�ru�tŋ/ noun a method of directing network
traffic over a complex network by breaking
down the structure of the network into sepa-
rate levels, each level being responsible for
directing traffic within its area � The Internet
has a three-level hierarchical routing system
in which the backbones can direct traffic from
one Mid-level to another, the mid-levels can
direct traffic from one server site to another
and each server site can direct traffic inter-
nally.
hierarchical vector quantisationhierarchical vector quantisation
/�haərɑ�kk(ə)l �vektə �kwɒntazeʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of HVQ
hi fihi fi, hifi noun the accurate reproduction of
audio signals by equipment such as a record
player and amplifier. Full form high fidelity
highhigh /ha/ adjective large or very great
high definition televisionhigh definition television /�ha
�defnʃ(ə)n �tel |�v'(ə)n/ noun a broadcast
television standard that displays images at a
different aspect ratio and with much better
definition than existing television sets. Abbr
HDTV (NOTE: There are six standards: all
display 16:9 aspect ratio images, three sup-
port a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels, three
support 1280x720.)
high fidelityhigh fidelity /�ha f |�deləti/ noun very
good quality sound, usually stereo sound re-
corded in 16 bits at a sample rate of 44.1 KHz
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high fidelity systemhigh fidelity system /�ha f|�delti
�sstəm/ noun high-quality equipment for
playing records or compact discs or tapes or
for listening to the radio (tape recorder, turn-
table, amplifier and speakers). � hi fi
high-level data link controlhigh-level data link control /�ha
�lev(ə)l �detə lŋk kən|�trəυl/ noun an ISO
standard that provides a link-layer protocol
and defines how data is formatted before be-
ing transmitted over a synchronous network.
Abbr HLDLC
high-level languagehigh-level language /�ha �lev(ə)l
�l�ŋ"wd'/, high-level programming lan-
guage /�ha �lev(ə)l �prəυ"r�mŋ
�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a computer programming
language which is easy to learn and allows
the user to write programs using words and
commands that are easy to understand and
look like English words. Abbr HLL (NOTE:
The program is then translated into ma-
chine code, with one HLL instruction often
representing more than one machine code
instruction.)
highlighthighlight /�halat/ verb 1. to make part of
the text stand out from the rest � The head-
ings are highlighted in bold. 2. to select an
object or text by dragging the pointer across
it; when text is highlighted it normally ap-
pears inverted (white on a black background)
high memoryhigh memory /�ha �mem(ə)ri/ noun (in
an IBM PC) a memory area between 640 Kb
and 1 Mb
high memory areahigh memory area /�ha �mem(ə)ri
�eəriə/ noun (in an IBM PC) the first 64 Kb
of extended memory above 1 Mb that can be
used by MS-DOS programs. Abbr HMA
high performance filing systemhigh performance filing system /�ha
pə|�fɔ�məns �falŋ �sstəm/ noun full form
of HPFS
high-resolutionhigh-resolution /�ha �rezə|�lu�ʃ(ə)n/,
high-res /�ha �rez/ noun the ability to dis-
play or detect a very large number of pixels
per unit area. Also called hi-res
high resolution graphicshigh resolution graphics /�ha
�rezəlu�ʃ(ə)n �"r�fks/ noun full form of
HRG
high Sierra specificationhigh Sierra specification /�ha si |�erə
�spesf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun an industry standard
method of storing data on a CD-ROM disc
high-spechigh-spec /�ha �spek/ plural noun having
a high specification � High-spec cabling
needs to be very carefully handled.
high specificationhigh specification /�ha �spesf|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a high degree of accuracy or
a large number of features
high-speedhigh-speed /�ha spi�d/ adjective which
operates faster than normal data transmission
or processing
high-techhigh-tech /ha �tek/ adjective technologi-
cally advanced

highwayhighway /�hawe/ noun same as bus
hi-reshi-res /�ha �rez/ noun same as high-res-
olution
hisshiss /hs/ noun high-frequency noise mixed
with a signal
histogramhistogram /�hstə"r�m/ noun a graph on
which values are represented as vertical or
horizontal bars
historyhistory /�hst(ə)ri/ noun a feature of some
applications that keeps a log of the actions a
user has carried out, the places within a hy-
pertext document visited or the sites on the
Internet explored
hithit /ht/ noun a successful match or search
of a database � verb to press a key � To save
the text, hit ESCAPE S. (NOTE: hitting – hit)
HLDLCHLDLC abbr high-level data link control
HLLHLL abbr high-level language
HMAHMA abbr high memory area
HMIHMI abbr human-machine interface
HMS time formatHMS time format /�etʃ �em �es tam
�fɔ�m�t/ noun a system used by MCI to ex-
press time in hours, minutes and seconds –
normally used only for videodisc devices. �
MCI
holdhold /həυld/ noun synchronisation timing
pulse for a television time base signal

COMMENT: The hold feature keeps the pic-
ture steady and central on the screen.
Some televisions have horizontal and ver-
tical hold controls to allow the picture to be
moved and set up according to various
conditions.

holdupholdup /�hɒld�p/ noun 1. a time period
over which power will be supplied by a UPS
2. a pause in a program or device due to a
malfunction
holehole /həυl/ noun a punched gap in a
punched paper tape or card, representing data
hologramhologram /�hɒlə|�"r�m/ noun an imagi-
nary three-dimensional image produced by
the interference pattern when a part of a co-
herent light source, e.g. a laser, is reflected
from an object and mixed with the main
beam
holographholograph /�hɒlə"rɑ�f/ noun a handwrit-
ten manuscript, as written by the author using
a pen or pencil, but not typed
holographic imageholographic image /�hɒlə"r�fk
�md'/ noun a hologram of a three-dimen-
sional object
holographic storageholographic storage /�hɒlə"r�fk
�stɔ�rd'/ noun storage of data as a holo-
graphic image which is then read by a bank
of photocells and a laser (NOTE: This is a
storage medium with massive storage po-
tential.)
holographyholography /hɒ|�lɒ"rəfi/ noun the science
and study of holograms and their manufac-
ture
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homehome /həυm/ noun 1. a place where a per-
son lives 2. a starting point or the initial point
home bankinghome banking /�həυm �b�ŋkŋ/ noun a
method of examining and carrying out bank
transactions in the user’s home via a terminal
and modem
home computerhome computer /�həυm kəm |�pju�tə/
noun a microcomputer designed for home
use, whose applications might include teach-
ing, games, personal finance and word-
processing
home consumptionhome consumption /�həυm kən|

�s�mpʃən/ noun the use of something in the
home
home keyhome key /�həυm ki�/ noun a key on an
IBM PC keyboard that moves the cursor to
the beginning of a line of text
home pagehome page /�həυm ped'/ noun the open-
ing page of a website
hominghoming /�həυmŋ/ noun location of the
source of a transmitted signal or data item
homogeneous computer networkhomogeneous computer network
/�həυməυd'i�niəs kəm |�pju�tə �netw��k/
noun a network made up of similar machines
that are compatible or from the same manu-
facturer
homogeneous multiplexinghomogeneous multiplexing
/�həυməυd'i�niəs �m�lt|�pleksŋ/ noun a
switching multiplexer system in which all the
channels contain data using the same proto-
col and transmission rate
hoodhood /hυd/ noun a cover which protects
something
hookhook /hυk/ noun a point in a program at
which a programmer can insert test code or
debugging code
hookinghooking /�hυkŋ/ noun distortion of a vid-
eo picture caused by tape head timing errors
hophop /hɒp/ noun the path taken by a packet
of data as it moves from one server or router
to another
hopperhopper /�hɒpə/ noun a device which holds
punched cards and feeds them into the reader
horizontalhorizontal /�hɒr|�zɒnt(ə)l/ adjective lying
flat or going from side to side, not up and
down
horizontal blanking periodhorizontal blanking period
/�hɒrzɒnt(ə)l �bl�ŋkŋ �pəriəd/ noun the
time taken for the picture beam in a monitor
to return to the start of the next line from the
end of the previous line
horizontal scan frequencyhorizontal scan frequency
/�hɒrzɒnt(ə)l �sk�n �fri�kwənsi/ noun the
number of lines on a video display that are re-
freshed each second
horizontal scrollbarhorizontal scrollbar /�hɒrzɒnt(ə)l
�skrəυlbɑ�/ noun (in a GUI) a bar along the
bottom of a window that indicates that the
page is wider than the window (NOTE: A user

can move horizontally across the page by
dragging the indicator bar on the scrollbar.)
horizontal scrollinghorizontal scrolling /�hɒrzɒnt(ə)l
�skrəυlŋ/ noun the process of moving
across a page, horizontally
hornhorn /hɔ�n/ noun a directional radio device
with a wider open end leading to a narrow
section, used for the reception and transmis-
sion of radio waves
hosthost /həυst/ noun, adjective to provide
storage space on a server computer where a
user can store files or data, often used to store
the files required for a website � We chose
this company to host our website because it
has reliable server computers and high-
speed connection to the Internet.

‘…you select fonts manually or through com-
mands sent from the host computer along with the
text’ [Byte]

host addresshost address /�həυst ə|�dres/ noun same
as Internet address
host computerhost computer /�həυst kəm |�pju�tə/
noun 1. the main controlling computer in a
multi-user or distributed system 2. a compu-
ter used to write and debug software for an-
other computer, often using a cross compiler
3. a computer in a network that provides spe-
cial services or programming languages to all
users

‘…you select fonts manually or through com-
mands sent from the host computer along with the
text’ [Byte]

hosting service providerhosting service provider /�həυstŋ
�s��vs prə|�vadə/ noun same as host serv-
ice
host namehost name /�həυst �nem/ noun a name
given to a website on the Internet
host numberhost number /�həυst �n�mbə/ noun same
as Internet address
host servicehost service /�həυst �s��vs/ noun a com-
pany that provides connections to the Internet
and storage space on its computers which can
store the files for a user’s website � We rent
storage space on this host service provider’s
server for our company website. � ISP. Also
called hosting service provider
hot keyhot key /�hɒt ki�/ noun a special key or key
combination which starts a process or acti-
vates a program
hot plugginghot plugging /�hɒt �pl�"ŋ/ noun a fea-
ture of a computer that allows a device or pe-
ripheral to be plugged in or connected while
the computer is working � This server sup-
port hot plugging so I can plug in this net-
work card and the operating system software
will automatically detect and alter its config-
uration. Also called hot swapping
hotspothotspot /�hɒtspɒt/ noun 1. a special area
on an image or display that does something
when the cursor is moved onto it � The im-
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age of the trumpet is a hotspot and will play
a sound when you move the pointer over it. 2.
a region of high brightness on a film or dis-
play screen
hot standbyhot standby /�hɒt �st�ndba/ noun a
piece of hardware that is kept operational at
all times and is used as backup in case of sys-
tem failure. Compare cold standby, warm
standby
hot swappinghot swapping /�hɒt �swɒpŋ/ noun same
as hot plugging
hotword

hotword /�hɒtw��d/ noun a word within
displayed text that does something when the
cursor is moved onto it or it is selected
househouse /haυz/ noun a company, especially a
publishing company � One of the biggest
software houses in the US � verb to put a de-
vice in a case � The disc is housed in a solid
plastic case.
housekeepinghousekeeping /�haυs |�ki�pŋ/ noun tasks
that have to be regularly carried out to main-
tain a computer system, e.g. checking back-
ups and deleting unwanted files
houselightshouselights /�haυslats/ plural noun stu-
dio lighting, or lights illuminating where the
audience is seated (film)
housinghousing /�haυzŋ/ noun a solid case � The
computer housing was damaged when it fell
on the floor.
howlerhowler /�haυlə/ noun 1. a buzzer which in-
dicates to a telephone exchange operator that
a user’s telephone handset is not on the re-
ceiver 2. a very bad and obvious mistake �
What a howler, no wonder your program
won’t work.
HP

HP abbr Hewlett Packard
HPFSHPFS /�etʃ pi� ef �es/ noun (in an OS/2
operating system) a method of storing file
information that is faster and more flexible
than MS-DOS FAT. Full form high per-
formance filing system
HPGLHPGL abbr Hewlett Packard Graphics Lan-
guage
HPIB

HPIB abbr Hewlett Packard Interface Bus
HP-PCLHP-PCL /�etʃ �pi� �pi� si� �el/ abbr Hewlett
Packard Printer Control Language
HRGHRG /�etʃ ɑ� �d'i�/ noun the ability to dis-
play a large number of pixels per unit area.
Full form high resolution graphics
HSVHSV abbr hue, saturation and value
HTHT plural noun small portable transceivers.
Full form handy talkies
HTML

HTML /�etʃ ti� em �el/ noun a series of spe-
cial codes that define the typeface and style
that should be used when displaying the text
and also allow hypertext links to other parts
of the document or to other documents �
HTML is used to create documents for the

World Wide Web. Full form hypertext
markup language
HTTPHTTP /�etʃ ti� ti� �pi�/ noun a series of
commands used by a browser to ask an Inter-
net web server for information about a web-
page. Full form hypertext transfer proto-
col
HTTPdHTTPd /�etʃ ti� ti� pi� �di�/ noun a server
software that carries sends webpage files to a
client in response to a request from a user’s
web browser � When you type a website ad-
dress into your web browser, this sends a re-
quest to the HTTPd server software that re-
plies with the HTML code of a formatted
webpage. Full form hypertext transfer pro-
tocol daemon
hubhub /h�b/ noun 1. the central part of a disk,
usually with a hole and ring which the disk
drive grips to spin the disk 2. (in a star-topol-
ogy network) the central ring or wiring cabi-
net where all circuits meet and form an elec-
trical path for signals 3. a continuous audible
sound of low frequency
huehue /hju�/ noun the colour of an image or
pixel
hue, saturation and intensityhue, saturation and intensity /�hju�
�s�tʃəreʃ(ə)n ənd n|�tensti/ noun a
method of defining a colour through its three
properties. Abbr HSI. Also called hue, satu-
ration and brightness, hue, saturation
and level (NOTE: Hue is colour defined by
its the wavelength; saturation refers to the
purity of the colour (where at zero satura-
tion the colour appears white and full satu-
ration is pure colour); and intensity, bright-
ness and level refer to the amount of white.)
hue, saturation and valuehue, saturation and value /�hju�
�s�tʃəreʃ(ə)n ənd �v�lju�/ noun same as
hue, saturation and intensity. abbr HSV
Huffman codeHuffman code /�h�fmən kəυd/ noun a
data compression code in which frequent
characters occupy less bit space than less fre-
quent ones
huge modelhuge model /�hju�d' �mɒd(ə)l/ noun (in
programming) the memory model of an Intel
processor that allows data and program code
to exceed 64Kb, but the total of both must be
less than 1Mb
humhum /h�m/ noun a low frequency electrical
noise or interference on a signal
human-computer interfacehuman-computer interface /�hju�mən
kəm|�pju�tə �ntəfes/ noun abbr HMI. same
as human-machine interface
human-machine interfacehuman-machine interface /�hju�mən
mə|�ʃi�n �ntəfes/ noun facilities provided
to improve the interaction between a user and
a computer system. Abbr HMI. Also called
human-computer interface
hum barshum bars /�h�m bɑ�z/ plural noun slow-
moving horizontal bars on a television pic-
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ture which are created by the input of an un-
desirable mains hum into the video signal
hunghung � hang
huntinghunting /�h�ntŋ/ noun 1. the process of
searching out a data record in a file 2. low-
frequency instability of sound or picture cre-
ated by cyclic variations in tape or film trans-
port speed
HVQHVQ /�etʃ vi� �kju�/ noun a video compres-
sion standard which allows colour video im-
ages to be transmitted in a bandwidth of 112
Kbps. Full form hierarchical vector quan-
tisation
hybrid circuithybrid circuit /�habrd �s��kt/ noun the
connection of a number of different electron-
ic components such as integrated circuits,
transistors, resistors and capacitors in a small
package, which since the components are not
contained in their own protective packages,
requires far less space than the individual dis-
crete components
HyperCardHyperCard /�hapəkɑ�d/ a trade name for
a database system controlled by HyperTalk
programming language, used to produce hy-
pertext documents
hyperlinkhyperlink /�hapəlŋk/ noun a word or im-
age or button in a webpage or multimedia ti-
tle that moves the user to another page when
clicked
hypermediahypermedia /�hapəmi�diə/ noun a hyper-
text system that is capable of displaying im-
ages and sound
HyperTalkHyperTalk /�hapətɔ�k/ a trade name for a
programming language used to control a Hy-
perCard database
HyperTerminalHyperTerminal /�hapə|�t��mn(ə)l/ noun
a communications program that is included

with Windows 95 and allows a user to call a
remote computer via a modem and transfer
files
hypertexthypertext /�hapətekst/ noun 1. a multi-
media system of organising information in
which certain words in a document link to
other documents and display the text when
the word is selected � In this hypertext page,
click once on the word ‘computer’ and it will
tell you what a computer is. 2. a way of link-
ing one word or image on an Internet page to
another page in which clicking on certain
words or images moves the user directly to
the relevant new page
hypertext markup languagehypertext markup language
/�hapətekst �mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun
full form of HTML
hypertext transfer protocolhypertext transfer protocol
/�hapətekst �tr�nsf�� �prəυtəkɒl/ noun
full form of HTTP
hypertext transfer protocol daemonhypertext transfer protocol daemon
/�hapətekst �tr�nsf�� �prəυtəkɒl
�di�mən/ noun full form of HTTPd
hyphenhyphen /�haf(ə)n/ noun a printing sign (-)
to show that a word has been split
hyphenatedhyphenated /�hafənetd/ adjective writ-
ten with a hyphen � The word ‘high-level’ is
usually hyphenated.
hyphenationhyphenation /�hafə|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun the
splitting of a word at the end of a line, when
the word is too long to fit
hyphenation and justificationhyphenation and justification /hafə|

�naʃ(ə)n ən �d'�stf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of H & J � An American hyphenation
and justification program will not work with
British English spellings.
HzHz abbr hertz
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I75OI75O /�a �sev(ə)n fa �əυ/ noun a video
processor chip developed by Intel and used to
compress and decompress digital video se-
quences
IABIAB /�a e �bi�/ noun 1. an independent
committee that is responsible for the design,
engineering and management of the Internet.
Full form Internet Activities Board 2. a
group that monitors and manages the devel-
opment of the Internet. Full form Internet
Architecture Board
IAMIAM /�a e �em/ noun memory storage that
has an access time between that of main
memory and a disk based system. Full form
intermediate access memory
IANAIANA abbr Internet Assigned Numbers Au-
thority
I-beamI-beam /�a bi�m/ noun a cursor shaped like
the letter ‘I’ used in a GUI to edit text or in-
dicate text operations
IBMIBM /�a bi� �em/ the largest computer com-
pany in the world, which developed the first
PC based on the Intel processor. Full form In-
ternational Business Machines
IBM-compatibleIBM-compatible /�a bi� em kəm |

�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective referring to a personal
computer that has hardware and software
compatible with the IBM PC regardless of
which Intel processor it uses (NOTE: IBM-
compatible computers feature an ISA, EISA
or MCA expansion bus.)
ICIC abbr integrated circuit
ICEICE noun a communication system (devel-
oped by the BBC) which transmits data in the
field blanking period. Full form insertion
communication equipment
ICMPICMP /�a ci� em �pi�/ noun an extension to
the Internet Protocol that provides error de-
tection and control messages � The Internet
command ‘ping’ uses ICMP to test if a named
node is working correctly. Full form Internet
control message protocol. � IP, PING
iconicon /�akɒn/, ikon noun a graphic symbol
or small picture displayed on screen, used in
an interactive computer system to provide an
easy way of identifying a function � The icon
for the graphics program is a small picture of
a palette.

‘Despite (or because of?) the swap file, loading
was slow and the hourglass icon of the mouse
pointer frequently returned to the arrow symbol
well before loading was complete.’ [Computing]

icon resourceicon resource /�akɒn r |�zɔ�s/ noun a file
that contains the bitmap image of an icon,
used by a programmer when writing an appli-
cation
ICQICQ a software program developed by Mira-
bilis that supports instant messaging and al-
lows two or more users to send messages to
each other via the Internet that are instantly
displayed on the other person’s screen (NOTE:
pronounced ‘I-seek-you’)
IDID abbr 1. identification 2. identifier
I-DI-D abbr Internet-draft
IDAIDA abbr integrated digital access
IDDIDD abbr international direct dialling
IDEIDE /�a di� �i�/ noun a popular standard for
a hard disk drive controller unit that allows
data transfer rates up to 4.1MBps and can
support two hard disk drives on each control-
ler; enhanced versions of the IDE standard
provide more flexibility and speed (also
known as AT Attachment – ATA – interface)
� IDE drives are fitted to most home PCs.
Full form integrated drive electronics, in-
tegrated device electronics. � ATA, SCSI
idealideal /a |�dəl/ adjective perfect or very
good for something
ideal formatideal format /a |�dəl �fɔ�m�t/ noun a
standard large format for photographic nega-
tives, used mainly in professional equipment
identicalidentical /a|�dentk(ə)l/ adjective exactly
the same � The two systems use identical
software.
identificationidentification /a|�dentf |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
a procedure used by a host computer to estab-
lish the identity and nature of the calling
computer or user. This could be for security
and access restriction purposes or to provide
transmission protocol information.
identification characteridentification character /a |�dentf|

�keʃ(ə)n �k�rktə/ noun a single character
sent to a host computer to establish the iden-
tity and location of a remote computer or ter-
minal
identifieridentifier /a |�dentfaə/ noun a set of char-
acters used to distinguish between different
blocks of data or files. Abbr ID
identifyidentify /a |�dent |�fa/ verb to establish
who someone is or what something is � The
user has to identify himself to the system by
using a password before access is allowed.
identityidentity /a|�dentti/ noun who someone or
what something is
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idiot tapeidiot tape /�diət tep/ noun a tape con-
taining unformatted text, which cannot be
typeset until formatting data, such as justifi-
cation, line width, and page size, has been
added by a computer
idleidle /�ad(ə)l/ adjective referring to a ma-
chine, telephone line or device which is not
being used, but is ready and waiting to be
used
IEIE abbr Internet Explorer
IEC connectorIEC connector /�a i� �si� kə |�nektə/ noun
a standard for a three-pin connector used on
sockets that carry mains electricity to the
computer � All PCs have a male IEC con-
nector and use a mains lead with a female
IEC connector.
IEEEIEEE abbr US Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers
IESGIESG noun a group that reviews Internet
standards and manages the IETF. Full form
Internet Engineering Steering Group
IETFIETF /�a i� ti� �ef/ noun a committee that is
part of the IAB and determines Internet
standards. Full form Internet Engineering
Task Force. � IAB
ifif /f/ abbr intermediate frequency
IFFIFF /�a ef �ef/ noun 1. a standard for com-
pressed files stored on a CD-i. Full form in-
ternational file format 2. a standard that de-
fines how palette data is stored in an Amiga
and some graphics programs. Full form in-
terchange file format
IF statementIF statement /�f �stetmənt/ noun a com-
puter programming statement meaning do an
action IF a condition is true, and usually fol-
lowed by THEN
IGMPIGMP /�a d'i� em �pi�/ noun a standard that
helps manage how data is transferred during
an IP Multicast operation in which one server
computer sends each packet of data to several
destinations at the same time. Full form In-
ternet group management protocol
(NOTE: This is useful when broadcasting a
lot of data to several different recipients.
The IGMP standard is defined in
RFC1112.)
ignoreignore /"|�nɔ�/ verb not to recognise or not
to do what someone says � This command
instructs the computer to ignore all punctua-
tion.
IGPIGP /�a d'i� �pi�/ noun a protocol that dis-
tributes information to gateways, i.e. routers,
within a particular network. Full form interi-
or gateway protocol
IILIIL abbr integrated injection logic
IISIIS a piece of web server software developed
by Microsoft. Full form Internet Informa-
tion Server
IKBSIKBS /�a ke bi� �em/ noun software that
applies the knowledge, advice and rules de-

fined by an expert in a particular field to a us-
er’s data to help solve a problem. Full form
intelligent knowledge-based system.
Also called expert system
ikonikon /�akɒn/ noun another spelling of icon
ILFILF abbr infra-low frequency
ILLILL abbr inter-library loan
illegalillegal /|�li�"(ə)l/ adjective which is against
the law
illegallyillegally / |�li�"əli/ adverb against the law or
against rules � The company has been ille-
gally copying copyright software.
illegal operationillegal operation /|�li�"(ə)l �ɒpə|

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun an instruction or process that
does not follow the computer system’s proto-
col or language syntax
illegibleillegible / |�led'b(ə)l/ adjective which can-
not be read � If the manuscript is illegible,
send it back to the author to have it typed.
illiterateilliterate / |�lt(ə)rət/ adjective (person)
who cannot read

‘…three years ago the number of people who
were computer illiterate was much higher than to-
day’ [Minicomputer News]

illuminanceilluminance / |�lu�mnəns/ noun a meas-
urement of the amount of light that strikes a
surface, measured in lux
illuminateilluminate /|�lu�mnet/ verb to shine a
light on something � The screen is illuminat-
ed by a low-power light.
illuminationillumination /|�lu�m |�neʃ(ə)n/ noun
lighting
illustrateillustrate /�lə|�stret/ verb to add pictures
to a text � The book is illustrated in colour. �
The manual is illustrated with charts and pic-
tures of the networking connections.
illustrationillustration /�lə|�streʃ(ə)n/ noun a pic-
ture (in a book) � The book has twenty-five
pages of full-colour illustrations.
IMAIMA /�a em �e/ noun a professional organ-
isation that covers subjects including author-
ing languages, formats and intellectual prop-
erty. Full form Interactive Multimedia As-
sociation � abbr International MIDI
Association
iMaciMac /�a �m�k/ a personal computer devel-
oped by Apple Computer Corporation
imageimage /�md'/ noun 1. an exact duplicate
of an area of memory 2. a copy of an original
picture or design 3. a projected picture that is
shown when light is shone through a photo-
graph film 4. a picture displayed on a screen
or monitor
image areaimage area /�md' �eəriə/ noun a region
of microfilm or display screen on which
characters or designs can be displayed
image bufferimage buffer /�md' �b�fə/ noun an area
of memory that is used to build up an image
before it is transferred to screen
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image compression

image compression /�md' kəm |

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of compressing
the data that forms an image
image degradation

image degradation /�md'
�de"rədeʃ(ə)n/ noun the loss of picture
contrast and quality due to signal distortion
or bad copying of a video signal
image editing

image editing /�md' �edtŋ/ noun the
process of altering or adjusting an image us-
ing a paint package or special image editing
program
image editor

image editor /�md' �edtə/ noun a piece
of software that allows a user to edit, change
or create a bitmap image
image enhancement

image enhancement /�md' n|

�hɑ�nsmənt/ noun the process of adjusting
parts of an image using special image
processing software to change the brightness
or sharpness of an image
imagemap

imagemap /�md'm�p/ noun a graphic
image that has areas of the image defined as
hyperlink hotspots that link to another web-
page
image processing

image processing /�md' �prəυsesŋ/
noun the analysis of information contained in
an image, usually by electronic means or us-
ing a computer which provides the analysis
or recognition of objects in the image
image processing software

image processing software /�md'
�prəυsesŋ �sɒftweə/ noun software that al-
lows a user to adjust contrast, colour or
brightness levels or apply special effects to a
bitmap image
image processor

image processor /�md' �prəυsesə/
noun an electronic or computer system used
for image processing, and to extract informa-
tion from the image

‘The Max FX also acts as a server to a growing
number of printers, including a Varityper 5300
with emerald raster image processor and a Canon
CLC 500 colour photocopier.’ [Computing]

image retention

image retention /�md' r|�tenʃən/ noun
the time taken for a TV image to disappear
after it has been displayed, caused by long
persistence phosphor
image scanner

image scanner /�md' �sk�nə/ noun an
input device which converts documents or
drawings or photographs into a digitised, ma-
chine-readable form
image sensor

image sensor /�md' �sensə/ noun a
photoelectric device which produces a signal
related to the amount of light falling on it
image setter

image setter /�md' �setə/ noun a type-
setting device which can process a PostScript
page and produce a high-resolution output
image stability

image stability /�md' stə|�blti/ noun
the ability of a display screen to provide a
flicker-free picture

image storage spaceimage storage space /�md' �stɔ�rd'
�spes/ noun a region of memory in which a
digitised image is stored
image tableimage table /�md' �teb(ə)l/ noun each
of two bit-mapped tables used to control in-
put and output devices or processes
imagingimaging /�md'ŋ/ noun a technique for
creating pictures on a screen, in medicine
used to provide pictures of sections of the
body, using scanners attached to computers
imaging systemimaging system /�md'ŋ �sstəm/
noun equipment and software used to cap-
ture, digitise and compress video or still im-
ages
IMAPIMAP /�am�p/ noun a standard that defines
how email messages can be accessed and
read over a network. Full form Internet
message access protocol. � POP 3,
SMTP

COMMENT: This standard (currently at ver-
sion four) provides an alternative to the
common POP 3 standard. The IMAP
standard stores a user’s messages on a
shared server (e.g. at your ISP) and allows
a user to connect from any computer and
read, send or manage messages. In con-
trast, the POP 3 protocol downloads all
messages from a shared server onto the
user’s computer. This makes it very difficult
for a user to access messages from a dif-
ferent computer, e.g. if you are travelling.
Regardless of whether IMAP or POP 3 is
used to read messages, the SMTP proto-
col is normally used to send messages.

IMAXIMAX noun a wide-screen motion picture
system using 70 mm film and having a frame
size of 70 multiplied by 46 mm
immunityimmunity /|�mju�nti/ noun � interfer-
ence
impactimpact /�mp�kt/ noun the act of hitting or
striking something

‘Lexmark is shipping the Wheelwriter family of
typewriters that can be connected to a PC using
the parallel printer port, making it act like a PC
impact printer.’ [Computing]

impairment scaleimpairment scale /m |�peəmənt skel/
noun the scale of the loss of quality in sound
or picture reproduction in both film and vid-
eo. Scale 5 is negligible loss and scale 1 is un-
acceptable.
impedanceimpedance /m|�pi�d(ə)ns/ noun a meas-
urement of the effect an electrical circuit or
cable has on signal current magnitude and
phase when a steady voltage is applied. �
ohm

COMMENT: Network cables need to have
the correct impedance for the type of net-
work card installed. 10BaseT unshielded
twisted-pair cable normally has an imped-
ance between 100 and105 ohms, while
10Base2 coaxial cable has an impedance
of 50 ohms.
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impedance mismatch

impedance mismatch /m |�pi�d(ə)ns
�msm�tʃ/ noun a situation where the im-
pedance of the transmission or receiving end
of a system does not match the other, result-
ing in loss of signal power
implantimplant /m |�plɑ�nt/ verb to fix deeply into
something; to bond one substance into anoth-
er chemically � The dopant is implanted into
the substrate.
implementimplement /�mpl|�ment/ verb to carry out
or to put something into action
implementationimplementation /�mplmən|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun a version of something that works �
The latest implementation of the software
runs much faster.
importimport /m |�pɔ�t/ verb 1. to bring goods into
a country to resell 2. to bring something in
from outside a system � You can import im-
ages from the CAD package into the DTP
program. 3. to convert a file stored in one for-
mat to the default format used by a program
� Select import if you want to open a TIFF
graphics file.

‘At the moment, Acrobat supports only the send-
ing and viewing of documents. There are legal
implications associated with allowing users to
edit documents in the style of the original appli-
cation, without having the tool itself on their
desks, and there is no import facility back into ap-
plications.’ [Computing]

importationimportation /�mpɔ� |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of importing. Compare export

‘…text and graphics importation from other sys-
tems is possible’ [Publish]
‘At the moment, Acrobat supports only the send-
ing and viewing of documents. There are legal
implications associated with allowing users to
edit documents in the style of the original appli-
cation, without having the tool itself on their
desks, and there is no import facility back into ap-
plications’ [Computing]

impression

impression /m |�preʃ(ə)n/ noun the
number of books or documents printed all on
the same printrun
impression cylinderimpression cylinder /m|�preʃ(ə)n
�slndə/ noun a roller in a printing press that
presses the sheets of paper against the inked
type
imprintimprint /�mprnt/ noun the publisher’s or
printer’s name which appears on the title
page or in the bibliographical details of a
book
imprint positionimprint position /�mprnt pə|�zʃ(ə)n/
noun on a sheet of paper, place where the
next letter or symbol is to be printed
impulseimpulse /�mp�ls/ noun a voltage pulse
which lasts a very short time
impulsiveimpulsive /m |�p�lsv/ adjective lasting a
very short time
IMSIMS abbr information management system

inaccuracyinaccuracy /n|��kjυrəsi/ noun a mistake
or error � The bibliography is full of inaccu-
racies.
inaccurateinaccurate /n|��kjυrət/ adjective not cor-
rect or wrong � He entered an inaccurate
password.
inactiveinactive /n|��ktv/ adjective not working
or not running
inactive windowinactive window /n|��ktv �wndəυ/
noun (in a GUI) a window still displayed, but
not currently being used
in-band signallingin-band signalling /�n b�nd
�s"n(ə)lŋ/ noun data transmission in which
the signal carrying the data is within the
bandwidth of the cable or transmission media
InBoxInBox /�nbɒks/ noun a feature of the Win-
dows messaging system that can gather to-
gether a user’s electronic messages including
mail sent over the network, fax messages and
mail sent over the Internet
inbuiltinbuilt /�nblt/ adjective referring to a fea-
ture or device included in a system � This
software has inbuilt error correction.
in camera processin camera process /�n �k�m(ə)rə
�prəυses/ noun a type of film processing
which takes place inside the camera
incandescenceincandescence /�nk�n|�des(ə)ns/ noun
the generation of light by heating a wire in an
inert gas (as in a light bulb)
incandescentincandescent /�nk�n|�des(ə)nt/ adjec-
tive shining because of heat produced in an
inert gas
incandescent lightingincandescent lighting
/�nk�ndes(ə)nt �latŋ/ noun a light using
heated tungsten, gas-filled bulbs or tubes in-
stead of bulbs with carbon arcs
incidentincident /�nsd(ə)nt/ noun light that is re-
flected from an object (film)
in-circuit emulatorin-circuit emulator /�n �s��kt
�emjυletə/ noun a circuit that emulates a
device or integrated circuit and is inserted
into a new or faulty circuit to test if it is work-
ing correctly � This in-circuit emulator is
used to test the floppy disk controller by em-
ulating a disk drive.
inclined orbitinclined orbit /n|�kland �ɔ�bt/ noun or-
bit that is not polar or equatorial
inclusiveinclusive /n|�klu�sv/ adjective which
counts something in with other things �
Prices are inclusive of VAT.
incomingincoming /�nk�mŋ/ adjective which is
coming in from outside
incompatibleincompatible /�nkəm|�p�tb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive which cannot work together � They tried
to link the two systems, but found they were
incompatible.
incorrectincorrect /�nkə|�rekt/ adjective not cor-
rect or with mistakes � The input data was
incorrect, so the output was also incorrect.
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incorrectly

incorrectly /�nkə|�rektli/ adverb not cor-
rectly or with mistakes � The data was incor-
rectly keyboarded.
increment

increment /�ŋkrmənt/ noun 1. the addi-
tion of a set number, usually one, to a regis-
ter, often for counting purposes � An incre-
ment is added to the counter each time a
pulse is detected. 2. the value of the number
added to a register � Increase the increment
to three. � verb 1. to add something or to in-
crease a number � The counter is increment-
ed each time an instruction is executed. 2. to
move forward to the next location
incremental backup

incremental backup /�ŋkrment(ə)l
�b�k�p/ noun a backup procedure that only
backs up the files that have changed since the
last backup
incremental plotter

incremental plotter /�ŋkrment(ə)l
�plɒtə/ noun a graphical output device that
can only move in small steps, with input data
representing the difference between present
position and the position required, so draw-
ing lines and curves as a series of short
straight lines
indent

indent noun /�ndent/ a space or series of
spaces from the left margin, when starting a
line of text � verb /n|�dent/ to start a line of
text with a space in from the left margin �
The first line of the paragraph is indented two
spaces.
indentation

indentation /�nden|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of leaving a space at the beginning of
a line of text
Indeo

Indeo /�ndiəυ/ a trade name for video soft-
ware technology developed by Intel that al-
lows a computer to store and play back com-
pressed video sequences using software com-
pression techniques
independentindependent /�nd |�pendənt/ adjective
free or not controlled by anyone
independently

independently /�nd|�pendəntli/ adverb
freely or without being controlled or without
being connected � In spooling, the printer is
acting independently of the keyboard.
index

index /�ndeks/ noun 1. a list of items in a
computer memory, usually arranged alpha-
betically 2. the address to be used that is the
result of an offset value added to a start loca-
tion. � indexed addressing 3. a list of terms
classified into groups or put in alphabetical
order 4. an alphabetical list printed, usually
at the back of a book, giving references to
items in the main part of the book 5. a list of
subjects and contents of a book in alphabeti-
cal order (usually at the back of a book) 6.
guide marks along the edge of a piece of film
or strip of microfilm � verb to put marks
against items so that they will be selected and
sorted to form an index

indexed addressindexed address /�ndeksd ə|�dres/
noun the address of the location to be ac-
cessed, which is found in an index register
indexed addressingindexed addressing /�ndeksd ə|

�dresŋ/ noun an addressing mode, in which
the storage location to be accessed is made up
of a start address and an offset value, which
is then added to it to give the address to be
used
indexed sequential access methodindexed sequential access method
/�ndeks s|�kwensəl ��kses �meθəd/ noun
a data retrieval method using a list containing
the address of each stored record, where the
list is searched, then the record is retrieved
from the address in the list. Abbr ISAM
index.htmlindex.html /�ndeks dɒt �etʃ ti� em �el/
noun a filename that is used to store the text
and HTML formatting commands for the
home page on a website
indexingindexing /�ndeksŋ/ noun 1. the use of in-
dexed addressing in software or a computer
2. the process of building and sorting a list of
records 3. the process of writing an index for
a book
index pageindex page /�ndeks ped'/ noun 1. a
page of a multimedia book that lists all the
other pages within the book and allows a user
to locate other pages or areas of interest 2. the
initial opening webpage of a site on the Inter-
net or on a company’s intranet
index registerindex register /�ndeks �red'stə/ noun a
computer address register that is added to a
reference address to provide the location to
be accessed. Abbr IR
indicateindicate /�nd|�ket/ verb to show
indicationindication /�nd|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a sign or
something which shows
indicatorindicator /�nd|�ketə/ noun something
which shows the state of a process, usually a
light or buzzer
indirectindirect /�nda|�rekt/ adjective not direct
induceinduce /n|�dju�s/ verb to generate an elec-
trical current in a coil of wire by electromag-
netic effects
inductanceinductance /n|�d�ktəns/ noun a measure-
ment of the amount of energy a device can
store in its magnetic field
inductioninduction /n|�d�kʃən/ noun the genera-
tion of an electrical current by electromag-
netic effects from a nearby source
inductive coordinationinductive coordination /n|�d�ktv kəυ |

�ɔ�d|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun agreement between
electrical power suppliers and communica-
tion providers on methods of reducing in-
duced interference
inductorinductor /n|�d�ktə/ noun an electrical
component consisting of a coil of wire used
to introduce inductance effects into a circuit
by storing energy in its magnetic field
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Industry Standard ArchitectureIndustry Standard Architecture
/�ndəstri �st�ndəd �ɑ�k|�tektʃə/ noun full
form of ISA
inequality operatorinequality operator /�n|�kwɒlti
�ɒpəretə/ noun a symbol used to indicate
that two variables or quantities are not equal
� The C programming language uses the
symbol ‘!=’ as its inequality operator.
inertinert / |�n��t/ adjective (chemical substance
or gas) that does not react with other chemi-
cals
infectinfect /n|�fekt/ verb to contaminate a com-
puter system with a virus that is capable of
damaging its programs or data
infected computerinfected computer /n|�fektd kəm |

�pju�tə/ noun a computer that carries a virus
program
inferenceinference /�nf(ə)rəns/ noun 1. a deduc-
tion of results from data according to certain
rules 2. a method of deducing a result about
confidential information concerning an indi-
vidual by using various data related to groups
of people
inferior figureinferior figure /n|�fəriə �f"ə/ noun any
one of the smaller numbers or characters that
are printed slightly below normal characters,
used in mathematical and chemical formulae.
� subscript, superscript (NOTE: used with
figures and letters: CO2)
INF fileINF file /�a en �ef fal/ noun a configura-
tion file supplied by a hardware manufacturer
to allow Windows to correctly install the de-
vice
infiniteinfinite /�nfnət/ adjective with no end
infinityinfinity /n|�fnti/ noun 1. a space or quan-
tity that never ends 2. the distance of an ob-
ject from a viewer where beams of light from
the object would be seen to be parallel, i.e.
very far away 3. a distance setting on a cam-
era lens beyond which all images are in focus
informaticsinformatics /�nfɔ� |�m�tks/ noun the sci-
ence and study of ways and means of infor-
mation processing and transmission
informationinformation /�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
knowledge presented to a person in a form
which can be understood 2. data that has
been processed or arranged to provide facts
which have a meaning
information contentinformation content /�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n
�kɒntent/ noun a measurement of the
amount of information conveyed by the
transmission of a symbol or character, often
measured in shannons
information flow controlinformation flow control /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n fləυ kən|�trəυl/ noun the regula-
tion of access to particular information
information inputinformation input /�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n
�npυt/ noun information received from an
input device

information management systeminformation management system
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �m�nd'mənt �sstəm/
noun a computer program that allows infor-
mation to be easily stored, retrieved,
searched and updated. Abbr IMS
information networkinformation network /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�netw��k/ noun a number of databases
linked together, usually using telephone lines
and modems, allowing a large amount of data
to be accessed by a wider number of users
information outputinformation output /�nfəmeʃ(ə)n
�aυtpυt/ noun a display of information on an
output device
information processinginformation processing
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �prəυsesŋ/ noun same as
data processing
information providerinformation provider /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
prə|�vadə/ noun a company or user who pro-
vides an information source for use in a vid-
eotext system, e.g. a company providing
weather information or stock market reports.
Abbr ip
information retrievalinformation retrieval /�nfəmeʃ(ə)n r|

�tri�v(ə)l/ noun the process of locating quan-
tities of data stored in a database and produc-
ing useful information from the data. Abbr IR
information storageinformation storage /�nfəmeʃ(ə)n
�stɔ�rd'/ noun the process of storing data in
a form which allows it to be processed at a
later date
information storage and retrievalinformation storage and retrieval
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �stɔ�rd' ən r|�tri�v(ə)l/
noun techniques involved in storing informa-
tion and retrieving data from a store. Abbr
ISR
information structureinformation structure /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�str�ktʃə/ noun same as data structure
information systeminformation system /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�sstəm/ noun a computer system which pro-
vides information according to a user’s re-
quests
information technologyinformation technology
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n tek|�nɒləd'i/ noun the tech-
nology involved in acquiring, storing,
processing, and distributing information by
electronic means, including radio, TV, tele-
phone and computers. Abbr IT
information theoryinformation theory /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�θəri/ noun the body of formulae and math-
ematics concerned with data transmission
equipment and signals
infra-infra- /nfrə/ prefix meaning below or less
than. Abbr ILF
infra-low frequencyinfra-low frequency /�nfrə ləυ
�fri�kwənsi/ noun a range of audio frequen-
cies between 300Hz-3KHz. Abbr ILF
infraredinfrared /�nfrə |�red/ noun the section of
the electromagnetic radiation spectrum ex-
tending from visible red to microwaves
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infra-red linkinfra-red link /�nfrə red �lŋk/ noun a
system that allows two computers or a com-
puter and a printer to exchange information
using an infrared light beam to carry the data
infrasonic frequencyinfrasonic frequency /�nfrəsɒnk
�fri�kwənsi/ noun a sound wave frequency
that is in the range below that audible by the
human ear
infrastructureinfrastructure /�nfrə|�str�ktʃə/ noun ba-
sic structure or basic services
infringementinfringement /n|�frnd'mənt/ noun the
act of breaking the law or a rule
inheritinherit /n|�hert/ verb (in object-oriented
programming) to acquire the characteristics
of another class or data type
inheritanceinheritance /n|�hert(ə)ns/ noun (in ob-
ject-oriented programming) the passing of
the characteristics of one class or data type to
another, called its descendant
inhibitinhibit /n|�hbt/ verb to stop a process tak-
ing place or to prevent an integrated circuit or
gate from operating,, by means of a signal or
command
in-housein-house /�n �haυs/ adverb, adjective
(working) inside a company’s building � All
the data processing is done in-house.
INI fileINI file /�a en �a fal/ noun a configuration
file used in Windows 3.x and earlier that tells
Windows how to load and run an application.
(NOTE: The INI file could contain the working
directory, user name and user settings.)
initialinitial /|�nʃ(ə)l/ adjective first or at the be-
ginning � noun the first letter of a word, es-
pecially of a name � What do the initials
IBM stand for?
initialiseinitialise / |�nʃə |�laz/, initialize verb to set
values or parameters or control lines to their
initial values, to allow a program or process
to be restarted (NOTE: initialises – initialis-
ing – initialised)
injection laserinjection laser /n |�d'ekʃən �lezə/ noun
a solid state laser device used to transmit data
as pulses of light down an optic fibre
injection logicinjection logic /n|�d'ekʃən �lɒd'k/
noun � integrated injection logic
inkink /ŋk/ noun 1. a dark liquid used to mark
or write with 2. colour selected that appears
when you paint or draw using a drawing pro-
gram on a computer � verb 1. to draw lines
on paper by the use of a plotter device 2. to
apply ink to printing rollers in a printing ma-
chine
ink cartridgeink cartridge /�ŋk �kɑ�trd'/ noun a
plastic module that contains ink, for use in a
bubble-jet or ink-jet printer
inkieinkie, inky noun same as incandescent
lighting (informal)
ink-jet printerink-jet printer /�nk d'et �prntə/ noun a
printer that produces characters by sending a

stream of tiny drops of electrically charged
ink onto the paper

‘…ink-jet printers work by squirting a fine
stream of ink onto the paper’
[Personal Computer World]

inlayinlay /�nle/ noun the combination of two
television or video signals to produce a single
picture
inlay cardinlay card /n|�le kɑ�d/ noun an identifica-
tion card inside the box of a CD, DVD or
similar recording
in-linein-line /�n �lan/ adjective referring to con-
nection pins on a chip arranged in one or two
rows � noun referring to a graphical image
that is part of a webpage � adverb way in
which unsorted or unedited data is processed
inline imageinline image /�nlan �md'/ noun a
graphical image that is part of a WWW page
inline plug-ininline plug-in /�nlan �pl�" �n/ noun �
plug-in
inner loopinner loop /�nə lu�p/ noun a loop con-
tained inside another loop. � nested loop
in phasein phase /�n �fez/ adverb 1. (two electri-
cal signals) that have no phase difference be-
tween them, i.e. there is no delay or a delay
of one complete cycle between them 2. syn-
chronization of film frames and projector
shutter timing
inputinput /�npυt/ verb to transfer data or infor-
mation from outside a computer to its main
memory � The data was input via a modem.
� noun 1. the action of inputting information
2. electrical signals which are applied to rel-
evant circuits to perform the operation � abbr
(all senses) i/p, I/P

‘In fact, the non-Qwerty format of the Maltron
keyboard did cause a few gasps when it was first
shown to the staff, but within a month all the Mal-
tron users had regained normal input speeds.’
[Computing]

input-boundinput-bound /�npυt �baυnd/ adjective
referring to a program or device that is not
running as fast as it could, because it is limit-
ed by the input rate from a slower peripheral.
Also called input-limited
input deviceinput device /�npυt d |�vas/ noun a de-
vice, e.g. a keyboard or bar code reader, that
converts actions or information into a form
that a computer can understand, and transfers
the data to the processor
input-limitedinput-limited /�npυt �lmtd/ adjective
same as input-bound
input/outputinput/output /�npυt �aυtpυt/ noun full
form of I/O
input/output deviceinput/output device /�npυt �aυtpυt d|

�vas/ noun a peripheral, e.g. such as a termi-
nal in a workstation, that can be used both for
inputting and outputting data to a processor
inquiryinquiry /n|�kwaəri/ noun another spelling
of enquiry
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insertinsert /n|�s��t/ verb 1. to put something
into something � First insert the system disk
in the left slot. 2. to add new text inside a
word or sentence 3. to replace a part of an ex-
isting recording with inserted material
insertion communication equipmentinsertion communication equip-
ment /n|�s��ʃ(ə)n kə |�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)n  |

�kwpmənt/ noun full form of ICE
insertion lossinsertion loss /n|�s��ʃ(ə)n lɒs/ noun a
weakening of a signal caused by adding a de-
vice into an existing channel or circuit
insertion pointinsertion point /n|�s��ʃ(ə)n pɔnt/ noun
the point in a document, indicated by the po-
sition of the cursor, where new text typed by
the user will be entered
installinstall /n |�stɔ�l/ verb 1. to put a machine
into an office or factory � The system is easy
to install and simple to use. 2. to set up a new
computer system to the user’s requirements
or to configure a new program to the existing
system capabilities
installable device driverinstallable device driver /n|

�stɔ�ləb(ə)l d |�vas �dravə/ noun a device
driver that is loaded into memory and re-
mains resident, replacing a similar function
built into the operating system
installationinstallation /�nstə|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
computer and equipment used for one type of
work and processing � The engineers are
still testing the new installation. 2. the proc-
ess of setting up a new computer system �
The installation of the equipment took only a
few hours.
installation manualinstallation manual /�nstə |�leʃ(ə)n
�m�njυəl/ noun a booklet showing how a
system should be installed
install programinstall program /�nstɔ�l �prəυ"r�m/
noun a piece of software that transfers pro-
gram code from the distribution disks onto a
computer’s hard disk and configures the pro-
gram
instanceinstance /�nstəns/ noun 1. (in object-ori-
ented programming) an object or duplicate
object that has been created 2. one copy of an
application, routine or object � Microsoft
Windows will let you run several copies of the
same program at the same time. � Each is
called an instance of the original.
instant jumpinstant jump /�nstənt d'�mp/ noun (in a
videodisc player) a hardware feature that al-
lows the player to skip a number of frames,
up to 200, in the time it takes to refresh the
screen
instant messaginginstant messaging /�nstənt
�mesd'ŋ/ noun a feature that lets a user
type in and exchange messages with one or
more other people connected via the Internet.
Each of the users in the group runs special
software that tells them when a friend or col-
league has connected to the Internet and is

available to receive messages. Any message
that he or she types in is then sent instantly to
the other user.
instant replay

instant replay /�nstənt ri�|�ple/ noun a
feature found in video recording systems that
allows the action that has just been recorded
to be viewed immediately
instruct

instruct /n|�str�kt/ verb to tell someone or
a computer what to do
instruction

instruction /n|�str�kʃən/ noun a word
used in a programming language that is un-
derstood by the computer as a command to
carry out a particular action

‘A Taos kernel, typically 15Kb in size, resides at
each processing node to ‘translate’, non-native
instructions – on the fly when needed. This kernel
contains the only code which has to be written in
the processor’s native instruction set.’ [Comput-
ing]

instruction manual

instruction manual /n|�str�kʃən
�m�njuəl/ noun a document describing how
to use a system or software
instruction register

instruction register /n|�str�kʃən
�red'stə/ noun a register in a central
processing unit that stores an instruction dur-
ing decoding and execution operations. Abbr
IR
instrument

instrument /�nstrυmənt/ noun an elec-
tronic device that can produce a sound in re-
sponse to a MIDI note or to a keyboard press
instrumentation

instrumentation /�nstrυmen|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun equipment for testing, display or re-
cording signals � We’ve improved the instru-
mentation on this model to keep you better in-
formed of the machine’s position.
integer

integer /�ntd'ə/ noun a mathematical
term to describe a whole number (NOTE: An
integer may be positive or negative or zero.)
integral

integral /nt"rəl, n|�te"əl/ adjective re-
ferring to an add-on device or special feature
that is already built into a system � The inte-
gral disk drives and modem reduced desk
space.
integrated

integrated /�nt |�"retd/ adjective refer-
ring to a system containing many peripherals
grouped together to provide a neat, complete
system
integrated circuit

integrated circuit /�nt"retd �s��kt/
noun a circuit made up of components all of
which are formed on one small piece of sem-
iconductor by means of etching and chemical
processes. Abbr IC (NOTE: Integrated circuits
can be classified as follows: Small Scale In-
tegration (SSI): 1 to 10 components per IC;
Medium Scale Integration (MSI): 10 to 100
components per IC; Large Scale Integration
(LSI): 100 to 5000 components per IC; Very
Large Scale Integration (VLSI): 5,000 to
50,000 components per IC; Ultra Large
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Scale Integration (ULSI): over 100,000
components per IC.)
integrated databaseintegrated database /�nt"retd
�detəbes/ noun a database that is able to
provide information for varied requirements
without any redundant data
integrated device electronicsintegrated device electronics /�nt|

�"retd d |�vas �elek|�trɒnks/, integrated
drive electronics /�nt |�"retd drav �elek|

�trɒnks/ noun full form of IDE
integrated injection logicintegrated injection logic /�nt"retd
n|�d'ekʃən �lɒd'k/ noun a type of circuit
design able to produce very small, low-power
components. Abbr IIL
integrated modemintegrated modem /�nt"retd
�məυdem/ noun a modem that is an internal
part of the system
integrationintegration /�nt |�"reʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of bringing several operations to-
gether � small scale integration (SSI)
integrityintegrity /n|�te"rti/ noun the reliability of
data which is being processed or stored on
disk
IntelIntel /�ntel/ the company that developed the
first commercially available microprocessor,
the 4004, and also developed the range of
processors that is used in IBM PCs and com-
patible computers
Intel IndeoIntel Indeo /�ntel �ndiəυ/ a trade name
for software technology developed by Intel
that allows a computer to store and play back
compressed video sequences using software
compression techniques
intelligenceintelligence /n|�teld'əns/ noun 1. the
ability to reason 2. the ability of a device to
carry out processing or run a program
intelligentintelligent /n|�teld'ənt/ adjective refer-
ring to a machine, program or device that is
capable of limited reasoning facilities, giving
it human-like responses
intelligent knowledge-based systemintelligent knowledge-based sys-
tem /n|�teld'(ə)nt �nɒld' besd �sstəm/
noun full form of IKBS
intelligent tutoring systemintelligent tutoring system /n |

�teld'(ə)nt �tju�tərŋ �sstəm/ noun a
computer-aided learning system that pro-
vides responsive and interactive teaching fa-
cilities for users
Intel PentiumIntel Pentium /�ntel �pentiəm/ a trade
name for a range of advanced microproces-
sors that use a 32-bit data bus
INTELSATINTELSAT /�ntels�t/ noun an interna-
tional group that deals with the design, con-
struction and allocation of space to various
communications satellite projects. Full form
International Telecommunications Satel-
lite Organization
intensityintensity /n|�tensti/ noun a measure of
the strength of a signal or the brightness of a
light source

inter-inter- /ntə/ prefix between
interactinteract /�ntər|��kt/ verb to act on each
other
interactioninteraction /�ntər|��kʃən/ noun the ac-
tion of two things on each other
interactiveinteractive /�ntər |��ktv/ adjective refer-
ring to a system or piece of software that al-
lows communication between the user and
the computer in conversational mode

‘Oracle today details its interactive information
superhighway aims, endorsed by 17 industry
partners. The lynchpin to the announcement will
be software based on the Oracle Media Server, a
multimedia database designed to run on massive-
ly parallel computers.’ [Computing]

interactive graphicsinteractive graphics /�ntər�ktv
�"r�fks/ plural noun a display system that
is able to react to different inputs from the
user
interactive mediainteractive media /�ntər�ktv �mi�diə/
plural noun media that provide two-way
communications between users and their ma-
chines or systems and enable users to control
their systems and obtain responses from
them in real time
interactive modeinteractive mode /�ntər|��ktv �məυd/
noun a computer mode that allows the user to
enter commands or programs or data and re-
ceive immediate responses
Interactive Multimedia AssociationInteractive Multimedia Association
/�ntər�ktv �m�lti|�mi�diə ə|�səυsieʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of IMA
interactive systeminteractive system /�ntər�ktv
�sstəm/ noun a system which provides an
immediate response to the user’s commands
or programs or data
interactive TVinteractive TV /�ntər�ktv ti� �vi�/ noun
a channel that allows two-way communica-
tion between the viewer and the broadcasting
station. This feature often allows the user to
choose which programme to watch or to re-
spond directly to questions displayed on-
screen.
interactive videointeractive video /�ntər�ktv �vdiəυ/
noun full form of IV
interactive videotextinteractive videotext /�ntər�ktv
�vdiəυtekst/ noun viewdata service that al-
lows the operator to select pages, display
them, ask questions, or use a service such as
teleshopping
interactivityinteractivity /�ntər�k|�tvti/ noun two-
way communication between users and ma-
chines such as computers and television sets,
in which the machines provide real-time re-
sponses to the inquiries and commands of the
users

‘…interactivity is a buzzword you’ve been hear-
ing a lot lately. Resign yourself to it because
you’re going to be hearing a lot more of it’
[Music Technology]
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intercarrier noise

intercarrier noise /�ntək�riə �nɔz/
noun interference caused by two different
signal carriers getting mixed � Television in-
tercarrier noise is noticed when the picture
and the sound signal carriers clash.
interchange

interchange /�ntətʃend'/ noun the ex-
change of one thing for another � The ma-
chine allows document interchange between
it and other machines without reformatting.
� verb to exchange one thing for another
interchangeable

interchangeable /�ntə|�tʃend'əb(ə)l/
adjective which can be exchanged
interchange file format

interchange file format /�ntətʃend'
�fal �fɔ�m�t/ noun full form of IFF
intercharacter spacing

intercharacter spacing /�ntək�rəktə
�spesŋ/ noun a word-processor feature that
provides variable spacing between words to
create a justified line
intercomintercom /�ntəkɒm/ noun a short-range
voice communications system
interconnect

interconnect /�ntəkə|�nekt/ verb to con-
nect together � a series of interconnected
terminals
interconnection

interconnection /�ntəkə |�nekʃən/ noun
1. a section of connecting material between
two devices 2. the connection between a tel-
ephone set and a telephone network
interface

interface /�ntəfes/ noun 1. the point at
which one computer system ends and another
begins 2. a circuit, device or port that allows
two or more incompatible units to be linked
together in a standard communication sys-
tem, allowing data to be transferred between
them 3. a section of a program which allows
transmission of data to another program �
verb 1. to modify a device by adding a circuit
or connector to allow it to conform to a stand-
ard communications system 2. to connect
two or more incompatible devices together
with a circuit, in order to allow them to com-
municate

‘The original release of ODBC only included a
driver for Microsoft’s own SQL Server database.
Microsoft has subsequently published the ODBC
application program interface enabling third-par-
ty vendors to create drivers for other databases
and tools.’ [Computing]

interface card

interface card /�ntəfes kɑ�d/ noun an
add-on board that allows a computer to inter-
face to certain equipment or conform to a cer-
tain standard
interfacing

interfacing /�ntəfesŋ/ noun hardware
or software used to interface two computers,
programs or devices
interference

interference /�ntə|�fərəns/ noun 1. the
unwanted addition of signals or noise to a
transmitted signal 2. an effect seen when two
signals are added, creating constructive inter-
ference when both signals are in phase or de-

structive interference when they are out of
phase
interframe coding

interframe coding /�ntəfrem �kəυdŋ/
noun a system for compressing video imag-
es, in which only the differences between
each frame are recorded
interior gateway protocol

interior gateway protocol /n|�təriə
�"etwe �prəυtəυ|�kɒl/ noun full form of
IGP
interlace

interlace /�ntə|�les/ verb to build up an
image on a television screen using two passes
to create two picture fields. One displays all
the odd-numbered lines, the other all the
even-numbered lines. The aim is to reduce
the flicker effects on the television picture.
interlaced scanning

interlaced scanning /�ntəlesd
�sk�nŋ/ noun a technique for producing an
image on a television or computer screen that
is clear and correctly aligned in the vertical
plane. It involves scanning first all the odd
numbered and then all the even numbered
lines in the screen image.
interlaced video

interlaced video /�ntəlesd �vdiəυ/
noun a video signal made up of two separate
fields. This is the normal display mode for
home video.
interleave

interleave /�ntər |�li�v/ noun a method of
storing data on alternate tracks on a hard disk
drive to slow down data transfer rates to
match a slower processor � Fast computers
run the hard disk with no interleave factor,
since they can cope with the fast flow of data
to and from the hard disk.
interleaved

interleaved /�ntər |�li�vd/ adjective 1. re-
ferring to sections of two programs executed
alternately to give the impression that they
are running simultaneously 2. (thin sheets of
paper) which are stuck between the pages of
a book � Blank paper was interleaved with
the newly printed text to prevent the ink run-
ning.
interleave factor

interleave factor /�ntər|�li�v �f�ktə/
noun the ratio of sectors skipped between ac-
cess operations on a hard disk (NOTE: In a
hard disk with an interleave of 3, the first
sector is read, then three sectors are
skipped and the next sector is read. This is
used to allow hard disks with slow access
time to store more data on the disk.)
interleaving

interleaving /�ntər |�li�vŋ/ noun 1. the
technique of dealing with slices or sections of
processes alternately, so that they appear to
be executed simultaneously 2. the process of
dividing data storage into sections so that
each can be accessed separately 3. the addi-
tion of blank paper between printed sheets to
prevent the ink from making other sheets
dirty
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inter-library loaninter-library loan /n|�t�� �labrəri ləυn/
noun the lending of books or documents
from one library to another. Abbr ILL
interlinear spacinginterlinear spacing /�ntəlniə �spesŋ/
noun the insertion of spaces between lines of
text
interlockinterlock /�ntə|�lɒk/ noun 1. a security de-
vice that is part of the logon prompt and re-
quires a password 2. a method of synchronis-
ing audio tape with a video or filmed se-
quence. This can be achieved by using a
frame counter or a timer or by running both
audio and visual tapes on the same motor. �
verb to prevent a device from performing an-
other task until the present one has been com-
pleted
intermediateintermediate /�ntə|�mi�diət/ adjective 1.
which is at a stage between two others 2.
widespread term for colour master positives
and duplicate negatives which are printed on
an integral colour masking film stock
intermediate access memoryintermediate access memory
/�ntəmi�diət ��kses �mem(ə)ri/ noun full
form of IAM
intermediate frequencyintermediate frequency /�ntəmi�diət
�fri�kwənsi/ noun the frequency in a radio
receiver to which the incoming received sig-
nal is transformed. Abbr if
intermittent errorintermittent error /�ntəmt(ə)nt �erə/
noun an error which apparently occurs ran-
domly in a computer or communications sys-
tem due to a program fault or noise (NOTE:
These errors are very difficult to trace and
correct due to their apparent random ap-
pearance.)
internalinternal /n|�t��n(ə)l/ adjective which is in-
side

COMMENT: Many compiled languages are
translated to an internal language.

internally stored programinternally stored program /n|�t��n(ə)li
stɔ�d �prəυ"r�m/ noun a computer pro-
gram code that is stored in a ROM device in
a computer system and does not have to be
loaded from backing store
internal memoryinternal memory /n|�t��n(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/
noun storage space that is available within
the main computer and is under its direct con-
trol. Also called internal store
internal modeminternal modem /n |�t��n(ə)l �məυ|�dem/
noun a modem on an expansion card that fits
into an expansion connector and transfers in-
formation to the processor through the bus,
rather than connecting to a serial port
internal sortinternal sort /n|�t��n(ə)l sɔ�t/ noun a
sorting program using only the main memory
of a system
internal storeinternal store /n|�t��n(ə)l �stɔ�/ noun
same as internal memory
internationalinternational /�ntə|�n�ʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective
referring to different countries

International Business MachinesInternational Business Machines
/�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �bznəs mə|�ʃi�nz/ full form
of IBM
international direct diallinginternational direct dialling /ntə|

�n�ʃ(ə)nəl da |�rekt �daəlŋ kəυd/ noun
the process of calling telephone numbers in
other countries direct. Abbr IDD (NOTE: no
plural)
international file formatinternational file format
/�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �fal �fɔ�m�t/ noun full
form of IFF
International MIDI AssociationInternational MIDI Association
/�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �mdi ə|�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun
a professional organisation that covers sub-
jects including authoring languages, formats,
and intellectual property. Abbr IMA
International Standards OrganizationInternational Standards Organiza-
tion /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndədz
�ɔ�"ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation
which creates and regulates standards for
many types of computer and networking
products. Abbr ISO
International Telecommunications Satellite OrganizationInternational Telecommunications
Satellite Organization /�ntə|�n�ʃ(ə)nəl
�telikə|�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz �s�tə|�lat
�ɔ�"əna|�zeʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of INTEL-
SAT
inter-negativeinter-negative /n|�t�� �ne"ətv/ noun du-
plicate colour negative film which is pre-
pared directly from an original colour nega-
tive film exposed in the camera (film)
InternetInternet /�ntənet/ noun an international
wide area network that provides file and data
transfer, together with electronic mail func-
tions for millions of users around the world.
� HTTP, POP 3, SMTP, World Wide Web
Internet addressInternet address /�ntənet ə|�dres/ noun
a unique number that identifies the precise
location of a particular node on the Internet
The address is a 32-bit number usually writ-
ten in dotted decimal format, i.e. in the form
‘123.33.22.32’, and it is used by the TCP/IP
protocol. A domain name system is used to
convert a domain name, e.g.
‘bloomsbury.com’, into a full Internet ad-
dress. Also called IP address
Internet Architecture BoardInternet Architecture Board /�ntənet
�ɑ�ktektʃə �bɔ�d/ noun full form of IAB 2
(NOTE: Its members include the IETF and
the IRTF.)
Internet Assigned Numbers AuthorityInternet Assigned Numbers Author-
ity /�ntənet ə |�sand �n�mbəz ɔ� |�θɒrti/
noun a group that assigns unique identifying
numbers to the different protocols and net-
work products used on the Internet. Abbr
IANA
Internet bankingInternet banking /�ntənet �b�ŋkŋ/
noun a system that allows customers to check
their bank accounts, pay bills and transfer
money by means of the Internet
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‘…most banks now offer reasonable telephone
and Internet banking facilities.’ [The Guardian]

Internet caféInternet café /�ntənet �k�fe/ noun
same as cybercafé
Internet control message protocolInternet control message protocol
/�ntənet kən|�trəυl �mesd' �prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of ICMP
Internet-draftInternet-draft /�ntənet drɑ�ft/ adjective
referring to draft documents produced by the
IETF that often lead to RFCs. Abbr I-D
Internet Engineering Steering GroupInternet Engineering Steering
Group /�ntənet �end'nərŋ �stərŋ
"ru�p/ noun full form of IESG
Internet Engineering Task ForceInternet Engineering Task Force
/�ntənet �end'nərŋ �tɑ�sk �fɔ�s/ noun
full form of IETF
Internet ExplorerInternet Explorer /�ntənet k |�splɔ�rə/
noun a web browser developed by Microsoft
which allows a user to view formatted HTML
information such as webpages on the Inter-
net. Abbr IE
Internet group management protocolInternet group management proto-
col /�ntənet "ru�p �m�nd'mənt
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of IGMP
Internet Information ServerInternet Information Server /�ntənet
�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �s��və/ noun full form of IIS
Internet merchant accountInternet merchant account /�ntənet
�m��tʃənt ə|�kaυnt/ noun a business bank
account that allows the business to accept
credit card payments via the Internet. Many
businesses have a merchant account, allow-
ing them to accept credit card payments by
telephone or mail, but still need a separate
IMA to accept payments via the net. Abbr
IMA
Internet message access protocolInternet message access protocol
/�ntənet �mesd' ��kses �prəυtəkɒl/ noun
full form of IMAP
Internet numberInternet number /�ntənet �n�mbə/
noun � Internet address
Internet protocolInternet protocol /�ntənet �prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of IP
Internet relay chatInternet relay chat /�ntənet �ri�le
�tʃ�t/ noun a system that allows many users
to participate in a chat session in which each
user can send messages and sees the text of
any other user. Abbr IRC
Internet research steering groupInternet research steering group
/�ntənet r|�s��tʃ �stərŋ "ru�p/ noun a
group that manages the Internet research task
force; part of the Internet Society. Abbr
IRSG
Internet research task forceInternet research task force /�ntənet
r|�s��tʃ �tɑ�sk fɔ�s/ noun full form of IRTF
Internet server application program interfaceInternet server application program
interface /�ntənet �s��və ��plkeʃ(ə)n
�prəυ"r�m �ntəfes/ noun full form of IS-
API
Internet service providerInternet service provider /�ntənet
�s��vs prə|�vadə/ noun full form of ISP

Internet SocietyInternet Society /�ntənet sə|�saəti/
noun an organisation that has the task of
maintaining and enhancing the Internet. It is
made up of committees, such as the Internet
Advisory Board and the Internet Engineering
Task Force, and is not linked to any govern-
ment or company, so that it provides an inde-
pendent view of the future of the Internet.
Internet telephonyInternet telephony /�ntənet tə|�lefəni/
noun a system that allows users to make tel-
ephone calls using the Internet to carry the
voice signals. To make a call, users need a
computer with a sound card fitted and a mi-
crophone and loudspeaker plugged in, and
special software manages the connection and
transfers the voice data over the Internet.
(NOTE: This system is particularly appealing
if you have low-cost dial-up access to the In-
ternet, since it allows you to make long dis-
tance calls for the low-price you pay for your
Internet connection.)
InternetworkInternetwork /�ntə|�netw��k/ noun a
number of networks connected together us-
ing bridges or routers to allow users on one
network to access any resource on any other
of the connected networks
InterNICInterNIC noun an organisation that was
originally responsible for managing the way
domain names are registered, assigned and
paid for by organisations. Recently, the sys-
tem has changed to allow a group of compa-
nies in different countries to manage the reg-
istration and payment process.
interoperabilityinteroperability /�ntə|�ɒpərə|�blti/
noun the ability of two devices or computers
to exchange information
interpolationinterpolation /n|�t��pə|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the
calculation of intermediate values between
two points
inter-positiveinter-positive /n|�t�� �pɒztv/ noun pos-
itive colour duplicate film made from an
original negative (film)
interpretinterpret /n|�t��prt/ verb to translate what
is said in one language into another
interpreterinterpreter /n|�t��prtə/ noun a piece of
software used to translate a user’s high-level
program into machine code at the time of ex-
ecution. Compare compiler (NOTE: A com-
piler translates the high-level language into
machine code and then executes it, where-
as an interpreter makes a translation in real
time.)
interrogationinterrogation /n |�terə|�"eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of asking questions
interruptinterrupt /�ntə|�r�pt/ verb to stop some-
thing happening while it is happening �
noun 1. the stopping of a transmission as a
result of an action at the receiving end of a
system 2. a signal which diverts a central
processing unit from one task to another that
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has higher priority, allowing the CPU to re-
turn to the first task later
interrupt request

interrupt request /�ntər�pt r|�kwest/
noun a signal from a device that indicates to
the CPU that it requires attention. Abbr IRQ
interval

interval /�ntəv(ə)l/ noun a short pause be-
tween two actions � There was an interval
between pressing the key and the starting of
the printout.
interventionintervention /�ntə|�venʃən/ noun acting
to make a change in a system
interword spacinginterword spacing /�ntəw��d �spesŋ/
noun variable spacing between words in a
text, used to justify lines
intraintra /�ntrə/, intra frame /�ntrə frem/
noun a reference frame used to synchronise
video data that has been compressed using
the MPEG system
intrinsic

intrinsic /n|�trnsk/ adjective pure (sub-
stance) which has had no other chemicals
(such as dopants) added � The base material
for ICs is an intrinsic semiconductor which is
then doped.
introduceintroduce /�ntrə|�dju�s/ verb to put some-
thing into something � Errors were intro-
duced into the text at keyboarding.
intruderintruder /n|�tru�də/ noun a person who is
not authorised to use a computer or connect
to a network. � firewall, hacker
intrusion

intrusion /n|�tru�'(ə)n/ noun the action by
a telephone operator to allow both parties on
each end of the telephone line to hear his or
her message
invalidinvalid /�nvəld/ adjective not valid � He
tried to use an invalid password.
inverse video

inverse video /�nv��s �vdiəυ/ noun a
television effect created by swapping the
background and foreground text display col-
ours
inversion

inversion /n|�v��ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the proc-
ess of changing over the numbers in a binary
word, one to zero and zero to one � The in-
version of a binary digit takes place in one’s
complement. 2. the process of changing the
logical state of a signal or device to its logical
opposite
invertinvert /�n|�v��t/ verb to change all binary
ones to zeros and zeros to ones
inverter

inverter /n|�v��tə/ noun 1. a logical gate
that provides inversion facilities 2. a circuit
used to provide alternating current supply
from a DC battery source
invisible

invisible /n|�vzb(ə)l/ adjective visible on
a DTP page or graphics layout during the de-
sign phase, but not printed
invitation

invitation /�nv |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun action by a
processor to contact another device and allow
it to send a message

invitation to sendinvitation to send /�nvteʃ(ə)n tə
�send/ noun a special character transmitted
to indicate to a device that the host computer
is willing to receive messages. Abbr ITS
inviteinvite /n|�vat/ verb to ask someone to do
something
involveinvolve /n|�vɒlv/ verb to have to do with; to
include (something) in a process � Backing
up involves copying current working files
onto a separate storage disk.
I/OI/O /�a �əυ/ noun the process of receiving or
transmitting data between a computer and its
peripherals, and other points outside the sys-
tem. Full form input/output
ionion /�aən/ noun a charged particle
ion depositionion deposition /�aən �depəzʃ(ə)n/
noun printing technology that uses a print-
head that deposits ions to create a charged
image which attracts the toner
ionosphereionosphere /a|�ɒnəsfə/ noun a layer of
charged particles surrounding the earth
ipip abbr information provider
IPIP /�a �pi�/ noun one part of the TCP/IP
standard that defines how data is transferred
over a network. Full form Internet protocol
i/pi/p, I/P abbr input
IP addressIP address /�a �pi� ə|�dres/ noun same as
Internet address
IPngIPng /�a pi� en �d'i�/ noun an upgrade of
the Internet Protocol that allows more com-
puters to connect to the Internet and supports
more data traffic. Full form Internet Proto-
col next generation
IpsecIpsec /�a �pi� s|�kjυərəti/, IP Security
noun a set of security protocols that allows
information to be transferred securely over
the Internet and is used to set up and support
secure virtual private networks. The system
works with packets of data at the IP layer and
supports two types of public-key data en-
cryption. The first, called Transport mode,
encrypts the data within a packet, but does
not touch the header information, which con-
tains the destination address, subject and
source of a packet. The second mode, Tunnel
mode, provides a greater level of security by
encrypting all of the packet, including the
header information.
IP spoofingIP spoofing /�a �pi� �spu�fŋ/ noun a
method of gaining unauthorised access to a
computer or network by pretending to be an
authorised computer or device (NOTE: Each
device on the network has its own unique IP
address, and many security systems block
or allow access to networks depending on
the IP address of the computer that is re-
questing access. A hacker finds an IP ad-
dress that is allowed, then modifies the
header information in the data packets from
his or her own computer to include this IP
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address. Newer routers and firewalls use a
range of techniques to spot this scheme
and block the data.)
IR

IR abbr 1. information retrieval 2. index reg-
ister 3. instruction register
IRC

IRC abbr Internet relay chat
iris

iris /�ars/ noun a small hole in a camera
between the lens and the film. The iris is nor-
mally variable in size to adjust the amount of
light passing through it to the film.
IRQs

IRQs abbr interrupt requests
irretrievable

irretrievable /�r |�tri�vəb(ə)l/ adjective
which cannot be retrieved � The files are ir-
retrievable since the computer crashed.
IRSG

IRSG /�a ɑ� es �d'i�/ noun a group that
manages the Internet research task force and
is part of the Internet Society. Full form In-
ternet Research Steering Group
IRTF

IRTF /�a ɑ� ti� �ef/ noun a committee that is
part of the IAB and researches new Internet
standards before referring them to the IETF
for approval. Full form Internet Research
Task Force
IS

IS abbr indexed sequential
ISA

ISA /�asə/ noun a standard used for the 16-
bit expansion bus in an IBM PC or compati-
ble. Full form Industry Standard Architec-
ture. Compare EISA, MCA
ISAM

ISAM abbr indexed sequential access meth-
od
ISAPI

ISAPI /�a es e a �pi�/ noun (on a Win-
dows NT server) a set of commands and pro-
cedures that allow web server software to ac-
cess other applications on the same server
running Windows NT. Full form Internet
server application program interface
ISBN

ISBN abbr International Standard Book
Number
ISDN

ISDN /�a es di� �en/ noun a method of dig-
ital data transmission. It utilises the existing
telephone network, but omits the digital/ana-
log conversion required by conventional tele-
phonic equipment; the customer therefore
has a fully digital connection. ISDN connec-
tions usually provide two 64K bps channels,
which can work independently or be com-
bined to achieve transfer speeds of 128K bps.
Full form integrated services digital net-
work
ISO

ISO abbr International Standards Organiza-
tion
ISO 9660

ISO 9660 noun a standard method of stor-
ing files on a CD-ROM, used in many for-
mats including PhotoCD

isolate

isolate /�asə|�let/ verb 1. to separate
something from a system 2. to insulate
(something) electrically
isolation

isolation /�asə |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun being iso-
lated
isolator

isolator /�asəletə/ noun a device or mate-
rial which isolates
isometric view

isometric view /�asəυ|�metrk vju�/
noun (in graphics) a drawing that shows all
three dimensions of an object in equal pro-
portion � An isometric view does not show
any perspective.
ISO/OSI

ISO/OSI abbr International Standards Or-
ganization Open Systems Interconnection
ISO/OSI model

ISO/OSI model /�a es əυ əυ es �a
�mɒd(ə)l/ noun a layered architecture that
defines how computers and networks should
interact
ISP

ISP /�a es �pi�/ noun a company that pro-
vides one of the permanent links that make
up the Internet and sells connections to pri-
vate users and companies to allow them to
access the Internet. Full form Internet serv-
ice provider
ISR

ISR abbr information storage and retrieval
ISSN

ISSN abbr International Standard Serial
Number
IT

IT abbr information technology
italic

italic /|�t�lk/ noun type of character font in
which the characters slope to the right � The
headline is printed in italic and underlined.
item

item /�atəm/ noun a single thing among
many � a data item can be a word or a series
of figures or a record in a file
iterate

iterate /�təret/ noun a loop or series of in-
structions in a program which repeat over
and over again until the program is complet-
ed. Also called iterative routine
iteration

iteration /�tə |�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the repeated
application of a program to solve a problem
iterative routine

iterative routine /�tərətv ru� |�ti�n/ noun
same as iterate
ITS

ITS abbr invitation to send
IV

IV /�a �vi�/ noun a system that uses a compu-
ter linked to a video disk player to provide
processing power and real images or moving
pictures. Full form interactive video (NOTE:
This system is often used in teaching. A stu-
dent is asked questions, and if he or she an-
swers correctly, the system responds by
providing a filmed sequence from the vide-
odisc.)
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jabberjabber /�d'�bə/ noun a continuous random
signal transmitted by a faulty adapter card or
node on a network
jackjack /d'�k/, jack plug /�d'�k pl�"/ noun
a plug which consists of a single pin
jacketjacket /�d'�kt/ noun the cover for a book
or disk � The book jacket has the author’s
name on it.
jaggiesjaggies /�d'�"i�z/ plural noun jagged edg-
es which appear along diagonal or curved
lines displayed on a computer screen, caused
by the size of each pixel. � aliasing, anti-
aliasing
JANETJANET /�d'�nt/ noun a wide area network
that connects universities and academic es-
tablishments. Full form joint academic net-
work
jarjar /d'ɑ�/ verb to give a sharp shock to a de-
vice � You can cause trouble by turning off or
jarring the PC while the disk read heads are
moving.
JavaJava /�d'ɑ�və/ a trade name for a program-
ming language and program definition devel-
oped by Sun Microsystems. Java is used to
create small applications designed to en-
hance the functionality of a webpage. It is
similar to object-oriented languages such as
C++ and can run on any compatible platform.
Compare JavaScript
Java BeansJava Beans /�d'ɑ�və bi�nz/ a trade name
for a software system, developed by Sun Mi-
crosystems, that provides objects within the
Java programming language, and is similar to
COM and CORBA and can work with both
these standards
Java Database ConnectivityJava Database Connectivity /�d'ɑ�və
�detəbes �kɒnek |�tvti/ a trade name for a
set of standard functions that allow a pro-
grammer to access a database from within a
Java application. Abbr JDBC
JavaScriptJavaScript /�d'ɑ�vəskrpt/ a trade name
for set of programming commands that can
be included within a normal webpage written
using HTML commands. When the web
browser loads the webpage, it runs the Java-
Script commands, normally used to create
special effects to a webpage. Compare
HTML, Perl, VBScript
JCLJCL /�d'a si� �el/ noun a set of commands
that identify, and describe resources required
by, a job that a computer has to process. Full
form job control language

JDBCJDBC abbr Java Database Connectivity
jetjet /d'et/ � ink-jet printer
jinglejingle /�d'ŋ"(ə)l/ noun a short easily-re-
membered tune used to advertise a product
on television
jitterjitter /�d'tə/ noun the rapid small up-and-
down movement of characters or pixels on a
screen displaying image bits in a facsimile
transmission � Looking at this screen jitter is
giving me a headache.
jobjob /d'ɒb/ noun a task or a number of tasks
to be processed as a single unit � The next
job to be processed is to sort all the records.
jobbing printerjobbing printer /�d'ɒbŋ �prntə/ noun a
person who does small printing jobs, such as
printing business cards
job control languagejob control language /�d'ɒb kən|�trəυl
�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun full form of JCL
jogjog /d'ɒ"/ verb to advance a video tape by
one frame at a time
jog/shuttlejog/shuttle, jog/shuttle control noun a
manual control on a video player or camera
that allows a user to edit a sequence (NOTE:
Jog moves the tape one frame a time, shut-
tle moves the tape more rapidly.)
joinjoin /d'ɔn/ verb 1. to link or to put several
things together 2. to combine two or more
pieces of information to produce a single unit
of information
joint academic networkjoint academic network /d'ɔnt ��kə|

�demk �netw��k/ noun full form of JANET
Joint Photographic Experts GroupJoint Photographic Experts Group
/�d'ɔnt fəυtə|�"r�fks �eksp��ts "ru�p/
noun full form of JPEG
journaljournal /�d'��n(ə)l/ noun 1. a record of all
communications to and from a terminal 2. a
list of any changes or updates to a file � The
modified records were added to the master
file and noted in the journal.
journal filejournal file /�d'��n(ə)l fal/ noun a stored
record of every communication between a
user and the central computer, used to help
retrieve files after a system crash or fault
journalistjournalist /�d'��n(ə)lst/ noun a person
who writes for a newspaper
joystickjoystick /�d'ɔ|�stk/ noun a device that al-
lows a user to move a cursor around the
screen by moving an upright rod connected
to an I/O port on the computer
JPEGJPEG /�d'e pe"/ noun a standard that de-
fines a way of storing graphic images in a
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compressed format in a file on disk. Full
form Joint Photographic Experts Group
JPEG++

JPEG++ /�d'a pe" pl�s �pl�s/ noun an
extension to JPEG that allows parts of an im-
age to be compressed in different ways
JScript

JScript /�d'askrpt/ a trade name for a
version of JavaScript developed by Microsoft
judder

judder /�d'�də/ noun an unwanted move-
ment in a printing or facsimile machine that
results in a distorted picture
jukebox

jukebox /�d'u�k|�bɒks/ noun a CD-ROM
drive that can hold several CD-ROM discs
and select the correct disc when required
jumbo chipjumbo chip /�d'�mbəυ tʃp/ noun an in-
tegrated circuit made using the whole of a
semiconductor wafer. � wafer scale inte-
gration
jump

jump /d'�mp/ noun a programming com-
mand to end one set of instructions and direct
the processor to another section of the pro-
gram � verb 1. to direct a CPU to another
section of a program 2. to miss a page or a
line or a space when printing � The typewrit-
er jumped two lines. � The paging system
has jumped two folio numbers.
jump cut

jump cut /�d'�mp �k�t/ verb to eliminate
a part of the continuous action within a scene

jumperjumper /�d'�mpə/ noun a temporary wire
connection on a circuit board
jump on zerojump on zero /�d'�mp ɒn �zərəυ/ noun
a conditional jump executed if a flag or reg-
ister is zero
jump outjump out /�d'�mp �aυt/ verb to delete
frames in film or video tape editing (film)
junctionjunction /�d'�ŋkʃən/ noun 1. a connection
between wires or cables 2. a region between
two areas of semiconductor which have dif-
ferent doping levels (such as a p-type and n-
type area), resulting in a potential difference
between them
junkjunk /d'�ŋk/ noun information or hardware
which is useless or out of date or non-func-
tional � verb to make a file or piece of hard-
ware redundant
justificationjustification /�d'�stf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of moving data bits or characters
to the left or right so that the lines have
straight margins
justifyjustify /�d'�st|�fa/ verb 1. to change the
spacing between words or characters in a
document so that the left and right margins
will be straight 2. to shift the contents of a
computer register by a set amount 3. to set
lines of printed text as wide as possible in a
certain page size
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KK /ke/ symbol kilo
K56flexK56flex a trade name for a communications
standard developed by Hayes, Pace and other
manufacturers for a range of high-speed mo-
dems that can transfer data at 56,000 bits per
second. � V series, X2
Kaleida LabsKaleida Labs /kə|�ladə l�bz/ a company
formed as a joint venture between Apple and
IBM to produce cross-platform multimedia
authoring tools
Karnaugh mapKarnaugh map /�kɑ�nəυ m�p/ noun a
graphical representation of states and condi-
tions in a logic circuit � The prototype was
checked for hazards with a Karnaugh map.
KbpsKbps /�ke bi� pi� �es/ noun a measure of
the amount of data that a device can transfer
each second � A fast modem can transfer
data at a rate of 56Kbps, whereas an ISDN
adapter can transfer data at a rate of
128Kbps. Full form kilobits per second
KbyteKbyte /�ke bat/ abbr kilobyte
KermitKermit /�k��mt/ noun a file transfer proto-
col usually used when downloading data with
a modem
kernkern /k��n/ verb to adjust the space between
pairs of letters so that they are printed closer
together
kernelkernel /�k��n(ə)l/ noun the essential in-
struction routines required as a basis for any
operations in a computer system (NOTE: Ker-
nel routines are usually hidden from the us-
er. They are used by the operating system
for tasks such as loading a program or dis-
playing text on a screen.)
kerningkerning /�k��nŋ/ noun the slight overlap-
ping of certain printed character areas to pre-
vent large spaces between them, giving a
neater appearance
keykey /ki�/ noun 1. a button on a keyboard that
operates a switch � There are 64 keys on the
keyboard. 2. an important object or group of
characters in a computer system, used to rep-
resent an instruction or set of data 3. a special
combination of numbers or characters that
are used with a cipher to encrypt or decrypt a
message � Type this key into the machine, it
will decode the last message. 4. an identifica-
tion code or word used for a stored record or
data item � We selected all the records with
the word ‘disk’ in their keys.
keyboardkeyboard /�ki�bɔ�d/ verb to enter informa-
tion by using a keyboard � It was cheaper to

have the manuscript keyboarded by another
company.

‘…the main QWERTY typing area is in the cen-
tre of the keyboard with the 10 function keys on
the left’ [Personal Computer World]

keyboarder

keyboarder /�ki�bɔ�də/ noun a person
who enters data via a keyboard
keyboarding

keyboarding /�ki�bɔ�dŋ/ noun the action
of entering data using a keyboard � The cost
of keyboarding is calculated in keystrokes per
hour.
keyboard overlay

keyboard overlay /�ki�bɔ�d �əυvəle/
noun a strip of paper that is placed above the
keys on a keyboard to indicate their function
keyboard send/receive

keyboard send/receive /�ki�bɔ�d send
r|�si�v/ noun full form of KSR
key combination

key combination /�ki� �kɒmbneʃ(ə)n/
noun a combination of two or more keys that
carry out a function when pressed at the same
time
keyed sequential access method

keyed sequential access method
/�ki�d s|�kwenʃəl ��kses �meθəd/ noun full
form of KSAM
key frame

key frame /�ki� �frem/ noun 1. a single
picture in an animation that describes the
main actions in the sequence 2. (in a hyper-
text document) a page that gives the user a
choice of destination 3. (in full motion video)
a frame that is recorded in full rather than be-
ing compressed or differentially recorded
key grip

key grip /�ki� �"rp/ noun same as first
grip (film)
keying

keying /�ki�ŋ/ noun a method of overlay-
ing one particular video signal onto another
key light

key light /�ki� lat/ noun the main light
which projects the most brightness on to the
subject being filmed (film)
keypad

keypad /�ki� |�p�d/ noun a group of special
keys used for certain applications � You can
use the numeric keypad to enter the figures.

‘…it uses a six button keypad to select the devic-
es and functions’ [Byte]

keystone distortion

keystone distortion /�ki�stəυn d|

�stɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun image distortion in which
the vertical lines slant out towards the hori-
zontal edges of the monitor. Also called trap-
ezoidal distortion
keystroke

keystroke /�ki�strəυk/ noun the action of
pressing a key � He keyboards at a rate of
3500 keystrokes per hour.
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key-to-diskkey-to-disk /�ki� tə �dsk/ noun a system
where data is keyed in and stored directly on
disk without any processing
keywordkeyword /�ki�w��d/ noun 1. a command
word used in a programming language to
provide a function � The BASIC keyword
PRINT will display text on the screen. 2. an
important or informative word in a title or
document that describes its contents � Com-
puter is a keyword in IT. 3. a word which is
relevant or important to a text
KHzKHz abbr kilohertz
killkill /kl/ verb to erase a file or stop a program
during execution
kilokilo /�kləυ/ prefix one thousand
kilobitkilobit /�kləbt/ noun 1,024 bits of data.
Abbr Kb, Kbit
kilobits per secondkilobits per second /�ki�ləυ bts p��
�sekənd/ noun a measure of the amount of
data that a device can transfer each second.
Abbr Kbps
kilobytekilobyte /�kləυ|�bat/ noun a unit of meas-
urement for high-capacity storage devices
meaning 1,024 bytes of data. Abbr KB,
Kbyte
kilohertzkilohertz /�kləh��ts/ noun a frequency of
one thousand cycles per second. Abbr KHz
kilo instructions per secondkilo instructions per second /�kləυ
n|�str�kʃənz p�� �sekənd/ noun full form
of KIPS
kilo-ohmkilo-ohm /�ki�ləυ əυm/ noun one thousand
ohms
KilostreamKilostream /�kləstri�m/ a trade name for
a leased line connection supplied by British
Telecom that provides data transfer rates of
64Kbit per second
kilowordkiloword /�kləw��d/ noun a unit of meas-
urement of 1,024 computer words
kimball tagkimball tag /�kmbɔ�l t�"/ noun a coded
card attached to a product in a shop, contain-
ing information about the product that is read
by a scanner when the product is sold
kioskkiosk /�ki�ɒsk/ noun a small booth with a
screen, a means of user input and a computer,
used to provide information for the general
public
KIPSKIPS /�ke a pi� �es/ noun one thousand
computer instructions processed every sec-
ond, used as a measure of computer power.
Full form kilo instructions per second

kludgekludge, kluge noun (informal) 1. a tempo-
rary correction made to a badly written or
constructed piece of software or to a key-
boarding error 2. hardware which should be
used for demonstration purposes only
klugedkluged /klu�d'd/ adjective temporarily re-
paired
knobknob /nɒb/ noun a round button (such as on
a monitor), which can be turned to control
some process � Turn the on/off knob.
knowledgeknowledge /�nəυ haυ/ noun what is
known
knowledge baseknowledge base /�nɒld' bes/ noun the
computerised data in an expert system that
can be used to solve a particular type of prob-
lem
knowledge-based systemknowledge-based system /�nɒld'
best �sstəm/ noun a computer system that
applies the stored reactions, instructions and
knowledge of experts in a particular field to a
problem
knowledge engineeringknowledge engineering /�nɒld'
�end'nərŋ/ noun the process of designing
and writing expert computer systems
knowledge industryknowledge industry /�nɒld' �ndəstri/
noun businesses that specialise in data
processing or the development and use of in-
formation technology
KSAMKSAM /�ke es e �em/ noun a file structure
that allows data to be accessed using key
fields or key field content. Full form keyed
sequential access method
KSRKSR /�ke es �ɑ�/ noun a terminal which has
a keyboard and monitor, and is linked to a
CPU. Full form keyboard send/receive.
Compare ASR
KVAKVA abbr kilovolt-ampere output rating
KWKW abbr 1. kilowatt 2. kiloword
KWACKWAC /kw�k/ noun a library indexing sys-
tem that uses keywords from the text and title
as indexed entries. Full form keyword and
context
KWICKWIC /kwk/ noun a library indexing sys-
tem that uses keywords from the title or text
of a book or document as an indexed entry
followed by the text it relates to. Full form
keyword in context
KWOCKWOC /kwɒk/ noun a library indexing sys-
tem that indexes books or document titles un-
der any relevant keywords. Full form key-
word out of context
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LL /el/ noun the unit of surface brightness
(film) Full form lambert
L2TPL2TP /�el tu� ti� �pi�/ noun a network proto-
col, an extension to the PPP protocol, that al-
lows the data from small Virtual Private Net-
works to be transferred over a network such
as the public Internet. Full form layer two
tunnelling protocol. � tunnelling, PPP,
protocol (NOTE: L2TP operates enclosing
the network packets from the Virtual Private
Network within a special packet that can
then travel over the Internet, a process
called tunnelling.)
labellabel /�leb(ə)l/ noun 1. a word or other
symbol used in a computer program to iden-
tify a routine or statement � BASIC uses
many program labels such as line numbers.
2. a character or set of characters used to
identify a variable or piece of data or a file 3.
a piece of paper or card attached to some-
thing to show instructions for use or an ad-
dress � verb to print an address on a label
labellinglabelling /�leb(ə)lŋ/ noun 1. the process
of putting a label on something � The word-
processor has a special utility allowing sim-
ple and rapid labelling. 2. the process of
printing labels
laboratorylaboratory /lə|�bɒrət(ə)ri/ noun a place
where scientists work on research and devel-
opment of new products � The new chip is
being developed in the university laborato-
ries.
lacelace /les/ verb to thread film on to a projec-
tor or tape on to a cassette recorder
laglag /l�"/ noun 1. the time taken for an im-
age to be no longer visible after it has been
displayed on a CRT screen (NOTE: Lag is
caused by long persistence phosphor.) 2.
the time taken for a signal to pass through a
circuit, such that the output is delayed com-
pared to the input � Time lag is noticeable on
international phone calls.
lambertlambert /�l�mbət/ noun full form of L
laminatelaminate /�l�mnet/ verb to cover a paper
with a thin film of plastic, to give it a glossy
look � The book has a laminated cover.
lamplamp /l�mp/ noun an electrical component
which provides artificial light by heating a
thin wire within a glass bulb filled with an in-
ert gas
LANLAN /l�n/, lan noun a network where the
various terminals and equipment are all with-

in a short distance of one another, e.g. in the
same building, and can be interconnected by
cables. Full form local area network

‘The opportunities to delete and destroy data are
far greater on our LAN than in the days when we
had a mainframe. PC people are culturally differ-
ent from mainframe people. You really don’t
think about security problems when you can
physically lock your system up in a closet.’
[Computing]

landing zone

landing zone /�l�ndŋ zəυn/ noun an
area of a hard disk which does not carry data.
The head can come into contact with the disk
in this area without damaging the disk or da-
ta. � park
landline

landline /�l�n(d)|�lan/ noun a communica-
tions link that uses cable to physically and
electrically link two devices
landscape

landscape /�l�ndskep/ noun the orienta-
tion of a page or piece of paper where the
longest edge is horizontal. Compare portrait
language

language /�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a system of
words or symbols which allows communica-
tion with computers, especially one that al-
lows computer instructions to be entered as
words which are easy to understand, and then
translates them into machine code

COMMENT: There are three main types of
computer languages: machine code, as-
semble, and high-level language. The
more high-level the language is, the easier
it is to program and understand, but the
slower it is to execute. The following are
the commonest high-level languages:
ADA, ALGOL, APL, BASIC, C, C++,
COBOL, COMAL, CORAL, FORTH, FOR-
TRAN, LISP, LOGO, PASCAL, PL/1, POP-
2, PROLOG, and Visual Basic. Assembly
language uses mnemonics to represent
machine code instructions. Machine code
is the lowest level of programming lan-
guage and consists of basic binary pat-
terns that instruct the processor to perform
various tasks.

LAN Manager

LAN Manager /�l�n �m�nd'ə/ a trade
name for a network operating system devel-
oped for the PC by Microsoft
LAN server

LAN server /�l�n �s��və/ noun a computer
which runs a network operating system and
controls the basic network operations. All the
workstations in a LAN are connected to the
central network server and users log onto the
network server.
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LAN ServerLAN Server /�l�n �s��və/ a trade name for
a network operating system for the PC devel-
oped by IBM
laplap /l�p/ noun 1. a person’s knees, when he
or she is sitting down � He placed the com-
puter on his lap and keyboarded some orders
while sitting in his car. 2. an overlap of print-
ed colours, which prevents any gaps showing
LAPLAP /�el e �pi�/ noun a CCITT standard
protocol used to start and maintain links over
an X.25 network. Full form link access pro-
tocol
lapel microphonelapel microphone /lə|�pel �makrəfəυn/
noun a small microphone that is pinned to the
someone’s jacket
laptoplaptop /�l�ptɒp/, laptop computer
/�l�ptɒp kəm |�pju�tə/ noun a computer that
is light enough to carry, but not so small as to
fit in a pocket, and that usually consists of a
screen, keyboard and disk drive. � desktop,
hand-held computer, PDA

‘Michael Business Systems has provided re-
search company BMRB with 240 Toshiba laptop
computers in a deal valued at £300,000. The deal
includes a three-year maintenance contract.’
[Computing]

large modellarge model /�lɑ�d' �mɒd(ə)l/ noun (in an
Intel processor) a memory model in which
both code and data can exceed 64Kb in size,
but combined size should be less than 1Mb
large-scalelarge-scale /�lɑ�d' skel/ adjective work-
ing with large amounts of data. Compare
small-scale
large-scale integrationlarge-scale integration /�lɑ�d' skel
�nt|�"reʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of LSI
laserlaser /�lezə/ noun a device that produces
coherent light of a single wavelength in a nar-
row beam, by exciting a material so that it
emits photons of light. Full form light ampli-
fication by stimulated emission of radia-
tion
laser disclaser disc /�lezə dsk/ noun same as
compact disc
LaserJetLaserJet /�lezəd'et/ same as Hewlett
Packard LaserJet
laser printerlaser printer /�lezə �prntə/ noun a high-
resolution computer printer that uses a laser
source to print high-quality dot matrix char-
acter patterns on paper
LaserWriterLaserWriter /�lezəratə/ a trade name for
a laser printer manufactured by Apple that
uses the PostScript page description lan-
guage
last in first outlast in first out /�lɑ�st n �f��st �aυt/ ad-
jective full form of LIFO � This computer
stack uses a last in first out data retrieval
method.
last in last outlast in last out /�lɑst n lɑ�st �aυt/ adjec-
tive full form of LILO

latency

latency /�let(ə)nsi/ noun a time delay be-
tween the moment when an instruction is giv-
en to a computer and the execution of the in-
struction or return of a result, e.g. the delay
between a request for data and the data being
transferred from memory
latent imagelatent image /�let(ə)nt �md'/ noun the
recorded invisible image in exposed but un-
developed film
lateral reversallateral reversal /�l�t(ə)rəl r|�v��s(ə)l/
noun the process of creating the mirror im-
age of a picture by swapping left and right
launchlaunch /lɔ�ntʃ/ noun the process of putting
a new product on the market � The launch of
the new PC has been put back six months. �
verb 1. to put a new product on the market �
The new PC was launched at the Computer
Show. 2. to start or run a program � You
launch the word-processor by double-click-
ing on this icon.
launch amplifierlaunch amplifier /�lɔ�ntʃ ��mplfaə/
noun an amplifier used to boost the television
signals before they are transmitted over a ca-
ble network
launch vehicle

launch vehicle /�lɔ�ntʃ �vi�k(ə)l/ noun a
spacecraft used to transport a satellite from
earth into space
layer

layer /�leə/ noun 1. ISO/OSI standards de-
fining the stages a message has to pass
through when being transmitted from one
computer to another over a local area net-
work 2. the division of sections of space at
certain distances from the earth into separate
regions used for various radio communica-
tions. These are: D-Region from 50 – 90km
above earth’s surface, E-Region from 90 –
150km above earth’s surface, F-Region from
150 – 400km above the earth’s surface. 3. a
feature of graphics software that provides a
stack of separate drawing areas that can be
overlaid to produce the final image, or con-
trolled and manipulated independently. It is
often used in complex images: e.g., the back-
ground might be on layer 1, an image of a
house on layer 2 and any special effects on
layer 3 – the finished picture is made up of
the three layers combined and viewed togeth-
er.
layered

layered /�leəd/ adjective that consists of
layers � The kernel has a layered structure
according to user priority.
layer two tunnelling protocol

layer two tunnelling protocol /�leə
tu� �t�nəlŋ �prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of
L2TP
lay in

lay in /�le �n/ verb to synchronise a frame
of film with the music or sound tracks
lay out

lay out /�le �aυt/ verb to plan and design
the positions and sizes of a piece of work to
be printed
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layout

layout /�leaυt/ noun 1. rules governing the
data input and output from a computer 2. a
way of using a sheet of paper. � landscape,
portrait
LBR

LBR noun a system for producing charac-
ters on a light sensitive film by laser beam di-
rectly controlled from a computer. Full form
laser beam recording
LC circuit

LC circuit /�el �si� �s��kt/ noun a simple
inductor-capacitor circuit that acts as a filter
or oscillator
LCD

LCD /�el si� �di�/ noun a type of display that
uses liquid crystals that turn black when a
voltage is applied. LCDs are found in many
watches, calculators and other small digital
devices. Full form liquid crystal display
LCD screen

LCD screen /�el si� �di� skri�n/ noun a
screen that uses LCD technology to create a
thin display and is normally found in laptop
computers and flat-screen monitors. Full
form liquid crystal display screen
LCD shutter printer

LCD shutter printer /�el si� �di� �ʃ�tə/
noun a page printer that uses an LCD panel
in front of a bright light to describe images
onto the photosensitive drum. The LCD pan-
el stops the light passing through, except at
pixels that describe the image.
LCP

LCP /�el si� �pi�/ noun rules defining the
transmission of data over a channel. Full
form link control procedure
LDAP

LDAP /�el d�p/ noun a new standard that
provides directory services over the Internet;
derived from the X.500 standard. LDAP is
beginning to be included in many Internet ap-
plications and provides a way of organising,
locating and using resources on the Internet
that are listed within its database. Full form
lightweight directory access protocol
LDS

LDS noun a TV signal relay station that
transmits signals to another point from which
they are distributed over cable. Full form lo-
cal distribution service
lead

lead /li�d/ noun 1. an electrical conducting
wire 2. a thin piece of metal used to give extra
space between lines of type before printing
leader

leader /�li�də/ noun 1. a section of magnetic
tape that contains no signal, used at the be-
ginning of the reel for identification and to
aid the tape machine to pick up the tape 2. a
row of printed dots
leading

leading /�li�dŋ/ noun space between lines
of printed or displayed text
leading edge

leading edge /�li�dŋ ed'/ noun the first
edge of a punched card that enters the card
reader
leading zero

leading zero /�li�dŋ �zərəυ/ noun the
zero digit used to pad out the beginning of a
stored number

lead in pagelead in page /�li�d n �ped'/ noun a vide-
otext page that directs the user to other pages
of interest
leafleaf /li�f/ noun 1. the final node in a tree
structure 2. a page of a book (printed on both
sides)
leafletleaflet /�li�flət/ noun a small publicity sheet
(usually one page folded in half)
leakleak /li�k/ noun a gradual loss of charge
from a charged component due to faulty insu-
lation � verb to lose electric charge gradually
� In this circuit, the capacitor charge leaks
out at 10% per second.
leakageleakage /�li�kd'/ noun a loss of signal
strength

‘…signal leakages in both directions can be a ma-
jor problem in co-axial cable systems’
[Electronics & Wireless World]

learning curvelearning curve /�l��nŋ k��v/ noun a
graphical description of how someone can
acquire knowledge about a product over time
leaselease /li�s/ noun a written contract for let-
ting or renting a piece of equipment for a pe-
riod against payment of a fee � verb to allow
equipment to be used for a period by another
person or organisation in return for a fee
least cost designleast cost design /�li�st kɒst d|�zan/
noun the best money-saving use of space or
components � The budget is only £1000, we
need the least cost design for the new circuit.
least significant bitleast significant bit /�li�st s"|�nfkənt
�bt/ noun full form of LSB
least significant digitleast significant digit /�li�st s"|

�nfkənt �dd't/ noun full form of LSD
leaveleave /li�v/ verb � leaving files open a
phrase meaning that a file has not been closed
or does not contain an end of text marker.
This will result in the loss of data since the
text will not have been saved.
LEDLED /�el i� �di�/ noun a semiconductor diode
that emits light when a current is applied.
Full form light-emitting diode (NOTE: LED
displays are used to display small amounts
of information, as in pocket calculators,
watches, and indicators.)

COMMENT: LED displays are used to dis-
play small amounts of information, as in
pocket calculators, watches, indicators,
etc.

left-clickleft-click /�left klk/ verb to press and re-
lease the left-hand button on a computer
mouse
left-handed mouseleft-handed mouse /�eft �h�ndd
�maυs/ noun a mouse that has been config-
ured so that the usual functions of the two
buttons are reversed
left justificationleft justification /�left �d'�stf|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of making the left-
hand margin of the text even
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left justifyleft justify /�left �d'�stfa/ verb to make
the left-hand margin of the text even
legacylegacy /�le"əsi/ noun an older technology
or a previous version of software or hardware
that is still supported in new developments to
allow existing applications and hardware to
continue to be used
legallegal /�li�"(ə)l/ adjective a statement or in-
struction that is acceptable within language
syntax rules
legibilitylegibility /�led'|�blti/ noun being able to
be read � The keyboarders find the manu-
script lacks legibility.
legiblelegible /�led'b(ə)l/ adjective which can be
read easily � The manuscript is written in
pencil and is hardly legible.
lengthlength /leŋθ/ noun the number of data
items in a variable or list
lenslens /lenz/ noun an optical system of trans-
parent glass through which light is refracted
on curved surfaces to produce photographic
images
lens aperturelens aperture /�lenz ��pətʃə/ noun the
opening of a lens system; it may be expressed
as a fraction (f)-number, the ratio of focal
length to physical opening, or as a measured
factor of transmission, T number
lens coatinglens coating /�lenz �kəυtŋ/ noun a fluo-
ride coating which is used to decrease reflec-
tion and to let more light through the lens of
the camera
lens flarelens flare /�lenz fleə/ noun a luminous
spot which appears on a film image, caused
by the lens having received overbright light
from a natural or artificial source
lens hoodlens hood /�lenz hυd/ noun an extension
of the outer part of lens which prevents un-
wanted light entering the lens
lens mountlens mount /�lenz maυnt/ noun a device
used to fix a lens to a camera
lens prismlens prism /�lenz �prz(ə)m/ noun a de-
vice which is used for multiple-image pho-
tography and is attached to the lens
lens speedlens speed /�lenz spi�d/ noun the maxi-
mum aperture of a lens, relating to the
amount of light that can enter the lens
lens spotlightlens spotlight /�lenz �spɒtlat/ noun a
light whose beam is controlled by a single,
sliding lens
lens stoplens stop /�lenz stɒp/ noun lens aperture
size
lens turretlens turret /�lenz �t�rt/ noun a revolving
mounting which carries two or more lenses,
making it possible to change lenses very
quickly
letterletter /�letə/ noun 1. a piece of writing sent
from one person to another or from one com-
pany to another, e.g. to give new or informa-
tion or to send an instructions 2. a written or

printed sign, which goes to make a word
(such as A, B, C, etc.) � His name was writ-
ten in capital letters.
letterheadletterhead /�letəhed/ noun the name and
address of a company printed at the top of the
company’s notepaper � Business forms and
letterheads can now be designed on a PC.
levellevel /�lev(ə)l/ noun 1. the quantity of bits
that make up a digital transmitted signal 2.
strength or power of an electrical signal �
Turn the sound level down, it’s far too loud.
Level ALevel A /�lev(ə)l e/ noun an ADPCM au-
dio quality level with a 20KHz bandwidth,
38.7KHz sample rate and 8-bit samples
Level BLevel B /�lev(ə)l bi�/ noun an ADPCM au-
dio quality level with a 17KHz bandwidth,
38.7KHz sample rate and 8-bit samples
Level CLevel C /�lev(ə)l si�/ noun an ADPCM au-
dio quality level with an 8.5KHz bandwidth,
18.9KHz sample rate and 4-bit samples
lexical analysislexical analysis /�leksk(ə)l ə|�n�ləss/
noun a stage in program translation when the
compiling or translating software replaces
program keywords with machine code in-
structions
lexicographical orderlexicographical order
/�lekskə"r�fk(ə)l �ɔ�də/ noun the order of
items, where the words are listed in the order
of the letters of the alphabet, as in a diction-
ary
LFLF1 abbr line feed
LFLF2 noun a range of audio frequencies be-
tween 5Hz and 300Hz or range of radio fre-
quencies between 30KHz and 300KHz. Full
form low frequency
LFE channelLFE channel /�el ef �i� �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun
same as low frequency effects channel
librarianlibrarian /la|�breəriən/ noun a person who
works in a library

‘…a library of popular shapes and images is sup-
plied’ [Practical Computing]

librarylibrary /�labrəri/ noun 1. a collection of
files, documents, books or records, that can
be consulted or borrowed by the public, usu-
ally kept in a public place 2. a collection of
things for use on a computer, e.g. programs
or diskettes 3. a collection of routines or in-
structions used by a computer program
licencelicence /�las(ə)ns/ noun a statement of
permission that is given by one manufacturer
to another and allows the second manufactur-
er to make copies of the first one’s products
in return for payment of a fee � The software
is manufactured in this country under li-
cence.
licence agreementlicence agreement /�las(ə)ns ə|

�"ri�mənt/ noun a legal document that ac-
companies any commercial software product
and defines how you can use the software
and, most importantly, how many people can
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use the software. Unless you buy a network
version of a software product, the licence al-
lows one person to use it. Copying the soft-
ware is illegal. If you want several people to
use the software or if you want to use it on a
network, then you need to buy a multi-user li-
cence.
lifetimelifetime /�laftam/ noun the period of time
during which a device is useful or not outdat-
ed � This new computer has a four-year life-
time.
LIFOLIFO /�lafəυ/ adjective used to describe a
queue system that reads the last item stored,
first � This computer stack uses a LIFO data
retrieval method. Full form last in first out.
� FIFO
lifterlifter /�lftə/ noun a mechanical device that
lifts magnetic tape away from the heads
when rewinding the tape
lightlight /lat/ noun energy in the form of elec-
tromagnetic effects in the frequency range
400 – 750 nm, which allows a person to see
� The VDU should not be placed under a
bright light.
light-emitting diodelight-emitting diode /�lat  |�mtŋ
�daəυd/ noun full form of LED
lightinglighting /�latŋ/ noun 1. any regulated illu-
mination of an object or person which is be-
ing filmed 2. the source of this illumination,
whether natural or artificial
lighting riglighting rig /�latŋ r"/ noun a group of
lights and their stands and controls
light penlight pen /�lat pen/ noun a computer ac-
cessory in the shape of a pen that contains a
light-sensitive device that can detect pixels
on a video screen (NOTE: Light pens are of-
ten used with suitable software to draw
graphics on a screen or position a cursor.)
light-sensitivelight-sensitive /�lat �senstv/ adjective
which is sensitive to light
light-sensitive devicelight-sensitive device /�lat �senstv
d|�vas/ noun a device (such as a phototran-
sistor) which is sensitive to light, and produc-
es a change in signal strength or resistance
lightweightlightweight /�latwet/ adjective not
heavy � A lightweight computer which can
easily fit into a suitcase.
lightweight directory access protocollightweight directory access proto-
col /�latwet da|�rekt(ə)ri ��kses
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of LDAP
LILOLILO /�laləυ/ adjective used to describe a
data storage method in which the data stored
last is retrieved last. Full form last in last
out
limited distance modemlimited distance modem /�lmtd
�dstəns �məυdem/ noun a data transmis-
sion device with a very short range that sends
pure digital data rather than data sent on a
modulated carrier

limiterlimiter /�lmtə/ noun a device that removes
the part of an input signal that is greater than
or less than a predefined limit; used with au-
dio and video signals to prevent overloading
an amplifier
limiting resolutionlimiting resolution /�lmtŋ �rezə|

�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the maximum number of
lines that make up an image on a CRT screen
limitslimits /�lmts/ noun predefined maximum
ranges for numbers in a computer
lineline /lan/ noun 1. a physical connection for
data transmission, e.g. a cable between parts
of a system or a telephone wire 2. single long
thin mark drawn by a pen or printed on a sur-
face � the printer has difficulty in reproduc-
ing very fine lines 3. one trace by the electron
picture beam on a television screen 4. row of
characters (printed on a page or displayed on
a computer screen or printer) � each page
has 52 lines of text 5. series of characters re-
ceived as a single input by a computer 6. one
row of commands or arguments in a compu-
ter program

‘…straight lines are drawn by clicking the points
on the screen where you would like the line to
start and finish’ [Personal Computer World]

linear frame bufferlinear frame buffer /�lniə frem �b�fə/
noun a video memory arranged so that by
moving from one address to the next in the
buffer you move from one pixel to the one be-
low it on the display
linearitylinearity /�lni|��rti/ noun the shape of the
frequency response curve of a device such as
a microphone or A/D converter. If the curve
is straight, the device is very accurate, if it is
not, the device is introducing frequency dis-
tortion.
linear programlinear program /�lniə �prəυ"r�m/ noun
a computer program that contains no loops or
branches
linear programminglinear programming /�lniə
�prəυ"r�mŋ/ noun a method of mathemat-
ically breaking down a problem so that it can
be solved by computer
linear videolinear video /�lniə �vdiəυ/ noun 1. a con-
tinuous playback of a video sequence from
videotape 2. normal video that is played back
in a continuous sequence rather than a single
frame at a time as in interactive video
linear video editinglinear video editing /�lniə �vdiəυ
�edtŋ/ noun a video sequence, on video-
tape, that is edited by inserting or deleting
new frames but without changing the order of
the frames
line breakline break /�lan brek/ noun the point at
which continuous text is split into separate
lines
line drawingline drawing /�lan �drɔ�ŋ/ noun an illus-
tration in which objects are drawn using thin
lines, without shading or surface texture
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line feedline feed /�lan fi�d/ noun a control on a
printer or computer terminal that moves the
cursor down by one line. Abbr LF
line flybackline flyback /�lan �flab�k/ noun same as
flyback
line frequencyline frequency /lan �fri�kwənsi/ noun
(in a CRT) the number of times that the pic-
ture beam scans a horizontal row of pixels in
a monitor
line of sightline of sight /�lan əv �sat/ noun a clear
transmission path for radio communications
in a straight line
line printerline printer /�lan �prntə/ noun a device
for printing draft quality information at high
speeds, typical output is 200 to 3000 lines per
minute (NOTE: Line printers print a whole
line at a time, running from right to left and
left to right, and are usually dot matrix print-
ers with not very high quality print. Compare
page printers, which print a whole page at a
time.)
lines per minutelines per minute /�lanz p�� �mnət/
noun the number of lines printed by a line
printer per minute. Abbr LPM
line-upline-up /�lan �p/ verb to prepare a camera
ready to photograph a scene
linklink /lŋk/ noun 1. a communications path
or channel between two components or de-
vices � To transmit faster, you can use the di-
rect link with the mainframe. 2. a software
routine that allows data transfer between in-
compatible programs � verb 1. to join or in-
terface two pieces of software or hardware 2.
to combine separate routines from different
files and library files to create a program 3. to
create an association between two objects in
a title, e.g. to link a button to another page in
the title that is displayed when the user se-
lects the button � The two computers are
linked.
link access protocollink access protocol /�lŋk ��kses
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of LAP
linkagelinkage /�lŋkd'/ noun the act of linking
two things
link control procedurelink control procedure /�lŋk kən|�trəυl
prə|�si�d'ə/ noun full form of LCP
linked objectlinked object /�lŋkd �ɒbd'ekt/ noun one
piece of data that is referred to in another file
or application
linkinglinking /�lŋkŋ/ noun the merging of a
number of small programs to enable them to
run as one unit
LinuxLinux /�lnəks/ a trade name for a version of
the UNIX operating system originally devel-
oped by Linus Torvalds, who then distributed
it free of charge over the Internet. Enthusiasts
and other developers have extended and en-
hanced the software, normally also publish-
ing their software free of charge. Linux is one
of the most popular operating systems for de-

velopers and people running web-based ap-
plications. Unlike many other operating sys-
tems, such as Microsoft Windows, the Linux
software runs on a range of different types of
computer hardware including the PC and
Macintosh.
lip synclip sync /�lp sŋk/ noun a voice recorded
at the same time that a person is filmed to en-
sure that the movement of the mouth matches
the speech (film)
liquid crystal displayliquid crystal display /�lkwd
�krst(ə)l ds|�ple/ noun full form of LCD
LISPLISP /lsp/ noun a high-level language used
mainly in processing lists of instructions or
data and in artificial intelligence work. Full
form list processing
listlist /lst/ noun a series of ordered items of
data � verb to print or display certain items
of information
LIST chunkLIST chunk /�lst �tʃ�ŋk/ noun (in a RIFF
file) a four-character code LIST that contains
a series of subchunks
listinglisting /�lstŋ/ noun a display or printed
copy of the lines in a program in order
list processinglist processing /�lst �prəυsesŋ/ noun 1.
the processing of a series of items of data, i.e.
such tasks as adding, deleting, sorting or up-
dating entries 2. full form of LISP
listservlistserv /�lst|�s��v/, listserver /�lsts��və/
noun a server on the Internet that sends a
newsletter or articles to a list of registered us-
ers
literacyliteracy /�lt(ə)rəsi/ noun the ability to read
and write
literalliteral /�lt(ə)rəl/ noun 1. a computer in-
struction that contains the actual number or
address to be used, rather than a label or its
location 2. a printing error when one charac-
ter is replaced by another or when two char-
acters are transposed
literateliterate /�lt(ə)rət/ adjective who can read
and write
lith filmlith film /�lθ flm/ noun high quality and
contrast photographic film used in litho-
graphic printing
lithium-Ion batterylithium-Ion battery /�lθiəm �aən
�b�t(ə)ri/ noun a type of rechargeable bat-
tery that provides high output power in a
compact and lightweight unit. This type of
battery is often used in mobile telephones,
PDAs and lightweight laptop computers.
livelive /lav/ adjective action transmitted as it
happens rather than being transmitted from a
recording
Live3DLive3D /�lav θri� �di�/ noun same as VRML
live-on-tapelive-on-tape /�lav ɒn �tep/ noun action
which is recorded without any break, is not
edited and is filmed to fit into a particular
time frame
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live recordinglive recording /�lav r |�kɔ�dŋ/ noun an
original recording
livewareliveware /�lavweə/ noun the operators and
users of a computer system, as opposed to the
hardware and software
LLCLLC /�el el �si�/ abbr logical link control
LLLLLL abbr low-level language
lmlm noun the unit of luminous flux. Full form
lumen
loadload /ləυd/ noun 1. a job or piece of work to
be done 2. impedance presented to a line or
device � verb 1. to transfer a file or program
from disk to main memory 2. to put some-
thing such as a disk into a computer, so that it
can be run 3. to place an impedance or device
at the end of a line

‘…this windowing system is particularly handy
when you want to load or save a file or change di-
rectories’ [Byte]

loaderloader /�ləυdə/ noun a program which
loads another file or program into computer
memory
loadingloading /�ləυdŋ/ noun the action of trans-
ferring a file or program from disk to memo-
ry � Loading can be a long process.
load pointload point /�ləυd pɔnt/ noun the start of a
recording section in a reel of magnetic tape
locallocal /�ləυk(ə)l/ adjective 1. referring to a
variable or argument that is only used in a
certain section of a computer program or
structure 2. referring to a system with limited
access
local area networklocal area network /�ləυk(ə)l �eəriə
�netw��k/ noun full form of LAN
local drivelocal drive /�ləυk(ə)l drav/ noun a disk
drive that is physically attached to a compu-
ter, as opposed to a resource that is accessed
across a network
local printerlocal printer /�ləυk(ə)l �prntə/ noun a
printer physically attached to a computer
rather than a shared resource available on a
network
LocalTalkLocalTalk /�ləυkəltɔ�k/ a trade name for a
network standard developed by Apple that
defines the physical layer, i.e. the cabling
system and connectors, used in Apple’s Ap-
pleTalk network. The network transfers data
at 230Kbits/second over unshielded twisted-
pair cable.
locatelocate /ləυ|�ket/ verb 1. to place or to set �
The computer is located in the main office
building. 2. to find � Have you managed to
locate the programming fault?
locationlocation /ləυ|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a number
or absolute address that specifies the point in
memory where a data word can be found and
accessed 2. any setting away from the studio,
whether outdoors or indoors, where a film or
programme is recorded

locklock /lɒk/ verb 1. to prevent access to a sys-
tem or file 2. to synchronise two devices or
signals, such as two video recorders or two
clocks
lockoutlockout /�lɒkaυt/ noun the process of pre-
venting a user sending messages over a net-
work by continuously transmitting data
lock uplock up /�lɒk ��p/ noun a faulty operating
state of computer that cannot be recovered
from without switching off the power

COMMENT: This can be caused by an infinite
program loop or a deadly embrace.

loglog /lɒ"/ noun 1. a record of computer
processing operations 2. a detailed record of
camera and sound-recording operations dur-
ing filming (film)
logarithmlogarithm /�lɒ"ərð(ə)m/ noun a mathe-
matical operation that gives the power a
number must be raised to, to give the required
number � decimal logarithm of 1,000 is 3 (=
10 x 10 x 10)
logarithmiclogarithmic /�lɒ"ə|�rðmk/ adjective re-
ferring to variations in the logarithm of a
scale
logarithmic graphlogarithmic graph /�lɒ"ərðmk �"rɑ�f/
noun a graph whose axes have a scale that is
the logarithm of the linear measurement
log filelog file /�lɒ" fal/ noun 1. a file that con-
tains a record of actions 2. (on a web server )
a file that contains details of the visitors to a
website, recorded automatically with the vis-
itor’s DNS address, the time and the name of
the webpage that he or she viewed
logginglogging /�lɒ"ŋ/ noun an input of data into
a system
logging inlogging in /�lɒ"ŋ n/ noun the process of
opening operations with a system
logging offlogging off /�lɒ"ŋ ɒf/ noun the process of
ending operations with a system
logging onlogging on /�lɒ"ŋ ɒn/ noun same as log-
ging in
logging outlogging out /�lɒ"ŋ aυt/ noun same as
logging off
logiclogic /�lɒd'k/ noun 1. a science which
deals with thought and reasoning 2. a mathe-
matical treatment of formal logic operations
such as AND, OR, etc., and their transforma-
tion into various circuits. � Boolean algebra
3. a system for deducing results from binary
data 4. the components of a computer or dig-
ital system
logicallogical /�lɒd'k(ə)l/ adjective that uses log-
ic in its operation � Logical reasoning can be
simulated by an artificial intelligence ma-
chine.
logical link controllogical link control /�lɒd'k(ə)l �lŋk
kən|�trəυl/ noun an IEEE 802.2 standard de-
fining the protocol for data-link-level trans-
missions. Abbr LLC. � data link layer
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logical palettelogical palette /�lɒd'k(ə)l �p�lət/ noun
(in Windows) a graphics object that includes
the colour palette information it requires
logical unitlogical unit /�lɒd'k(ə)l �ju�nt/ noun full
form of LU
logic-seekinglogic-seeking /�lɒd'k �si�kŋ/ adjective
referring to a printer that can print the re-
quired information with the minimum head
movement, detecting ends of lines, justifica-
tion commands, etc.
loginlogin /�lɒ"n/ verb to enter various identifi-
cation data, such as a password, usually by
means of a terminal, to the central computer
before accessing a program or data (used as a
means of making sure that only authorised
users can access the computer system)
log in scriptlog in script /�lɒ" n �skrpt/ noun a series
of instructions that are automatically run
when you log into a network. For example, if
you log into your office network in the morn-
ing by typing your name and password, the
login script might remind you of important
information or just display ‘good morning’.
logologo /�ləυ"əυ/ noun a special printed set of
characters or symbols used to identify a com-
pany or product
LOGOLOGO /�ləυ"əυ/ noun a high-level pro-
gramming language used mainly for educa-
tional purposes, with graphical commands
that are easy to use
logofflogoff /lɒ"|�ɒf/ verb same as logging off
logonlogon /lɒ"|�ɒn/ verb same as logging in
logoutlogout /�lɒ"aυt/ noun same as logging off
long filenamelong filename /�lɒŋ �fal |�nem/ noun a
feature of Windows 95 that lets a user give
files names up to 254 characters in length
long focal-length lens

long focal-length lens, long lens noun
� telephoto lens
long haul network

long haul network /�lɒŋ hɔ�l �netw��k/
noun a communications network between
distant computers that usually uses the public
telephone system
long integerlong integer /�lɒŋ �ntd'ə/ noun (in pro-
gramming languages) an integer represented
by several bytes of data
longitudinal time codelongitudinal time code
/�lɒŋ"tju�dn(ə)l �tam kəυd/ noun full
form of LTC
long persistence phosphorlong persistence phosphor /�lɒŋ pə|

�sstəns �fɒsfə/ noun a television screen
coating that retains the displayed image for a
period of time longer than the refresh rate, so
reducing flicker effects
long shotlong shot /�lɒŋ ʃɒt/ noun a photograph of
a general view of the setting where the action
takes place (film)
look-aheadlook-ahead /�lυk ə|�hed/ noun an action
performed by some CPUs that fetch instruc-

tions and examine them before they are exe-
cuted in order to speed up operations
look-up tablelook-up table /�lυk �p �teb(ə)l/ noun full
form of LUT � Look-up tables are prepro-
grammed then used in processing so saving
calculations for each result required.

‘…a lookup table changes a pixel’s value based
on the values in a table’ [Byte]

looploop /lu�p/ noun 1. a procedure or series of
instructions in a computer program that are
performed again and again until a test shows
that a specific condition has been met or until
the program is completed 2. a communica-
tions channel that is passed via all receivers
and is terminated where it started from 3. a
length of wire coiled in the shape of a circle
4. a long piece of tape with the two ends
joined � verb to make a piece of wire or tape
into a circle
lossloss /lɒs/ noun the power of a signal that is
lost when passing through a circuit
lossless compressionlossless compression /�lɒsləs kəm |

�preʃ(ə)nn/ noun image compression tech-
niques that can reduce the number of bits
used for each pixel in an image, without los-
ing any information or quality. � Huffman
code
lossy compressionlossy compression /�lɒsi kəm |

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun image compression tech-
niques that can reduce the number of bits
used for each pixel in an image, but in doing
so lose information. � JPEG
loudnessloudness /�laυdnəs/ noun a volume of a
signal which you can hear
loudspeakerloudspeaker /�laυd|�spi�kə/ noun an elec-
tromagnetic device that converts electrical
signals into audible noise
low angle shotlow angle shot /�ləυ ��ŋ"(ə)l �ʃɒt/ noun
a camera shot taken from below the subject
with the camera tilted up towards subject
(film)
low band videolow band video /�ləυ b�nd �vdiəυ/
noun a video tape recording system which is
usually used for low-quality home use and
does not meet television broadcast standards
(film)
low contrastlow contrast /�ləυ �kɒntrɑ�st/ noun (film)
1. muted colours in a film 2. a film which
does not have a great contrast between its
black and white tones
low contrast filterlow contrast filter /�ləυ �kɒntrɑ�st
�fltə/ noun a camera lens which mutes col-
ours
low-endlow-end /�ləυ �end/ adjective referring to
hardware or software that is not very power-
ful or sophisticated and is designed for begin-
ners
lower caselower case /�ləυə �kes/ noun small char-
acters, e.g. a, b and c, as opposed to upper
case, A, B, C
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low frequency

low frequency /�ləυ �fri�kwənsi/ noun a
range of audio frequencies between 5–300Hz
or range of radio frequencies between 30–
300kHz
low frequency effects channel

low frequency effects channel /�ləυ
�fri�kwənsi  |�fekts �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a sepa-
rate audio channel in a multichannel system
that provides very low frequency bass
sounds. � Dolby Digital™. Also called LFE
channel
low key

low key /�ləυ �ki�/ noun (film) 1. pictures in
which the lower grey scale tones, or shadowy
parts, are emphasised 2. low lighting of sub-
ject
low-level format

low-level format /�ləυ �lev(ə)l �fɔ�m�t/
noun a process that defines the physical pat-
tern and arrangement of tracks and sectors on
a disk
low-level language

low-level language /�ləυ �lev(ə)l
�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a programming language,
particular to one system or computer, in
which each instruction has a single equiva-
lent machine code instruction, so that pro-
gramming in it is a long and complex task.
Abbr LLL
low memory

low memory /�ləυ �mem(ə)ri/ noun (in a
PC) available memory locations up to
640Kb. Compare high memory
low pass filter

low pass filter /�ləυ �pɑ�s �fltə/ noun an
electronic circuit that blocks signals above a
certain frequency
low-power standby

low-power standby /�ləυ �paυə
�st�ndba/ noun an energy-saving feature of
laptop computers and many monitors con-
nected to a desktop
low-priority work

low-priority work /�ləυ pra|�ɒrti �w��k/
noun work that is not particularly important
low-resolution graphics

low-resolution graphics /�ləυ �rezə|

�lu�ʃ(ə)n �"r�fks/, low-res graphics /�ləυ
rez �"r�fks/ plural noun the ability to dis-
play character-sized graphic blocks or preset
shapes on a screen rather than to create
graphics using individual pixels. Compare
high-resolution
low-speed communications

low-speed communications /�ləυ
spi�d kə|�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun
data transmission at less than 2400 bits per
second
LPM

LPM abbr lines per minute
LPT1

LPT1 /�el pi� ti� �w�n�/ noun (in a PC) the
name given to the first, main parallel printer
port in the system
LS

LS abbr 1. long shot 2. loudspeaker
LSB

LSB /�el es �bi�/ noun a binary digit occupy-
ing the right hand position of a word and car-
rying the least power of two in the word, usu-
ally equal to two raised to zero = 1. Full form
least significant bit

LSD

LSD /�el es �di�/ noun the digit which occu-
pies the right hand position in a number and
so carries least power, being equal to the
number radix raised to zero = 1. Full form
least significant digit
LSI

LSI /�el es �a/ noun a configuration with be-
tween 500 and 10,000 circuits on a single IC.
Full form large-scale integration
LTC

LTC /�el ti� �si�/ noun a method of recording
a time code signal on a linear audio track
along a video tape. The disadvantage of this
method is that the code is not readable at slow
speeds or when the tape has stopped. Full
form longitudinal time code
LU

LU /�el �ju�/ noun a set of protocols devel-
oped by IBM to allow communication over
an SNA network. LU1, LU2 and LU3 pro-
vide control of the session, LU4 supports
communication between the devices and
LU6.2 is a peer-to-peer protocol. Full form
logical unit
luma

luma /�lu�mə/ noun the black and white
parts of an image or video signal, represented
by the symbol Y. � S-Video, Y/C
lumen

lumen /�lu�mn/ noun the SI unit of illumi-
nation, defined as the amount of flux emitted
from a candela into an angle of one steradion
luminance

luminance /�lu�mn(ə)ns/ noun the part of
a video signal or image that defines the
brightness at each point. � YUV encoding
luminous flux

luminous flux /�lu�mnəs fl�ks/ noun the
rate of stream of visible light coming from a
source, measured in lumens
lurk

lurk /l��k/ verb to join an online conference,
discussion group or chat room and listen to
the messages without contributing anything
yourself. Most discussion forums do not
mind people lurking, since it helps to build
confidence in new users and lets them check
the content before joining in, however some
chat rooms do not approve of lurking and im-
mediately identify anyone joining to discour-
age people who do not contribute to the fo-
rum.
LUT

LUT /�el ju� �ti�/ noun a collection of stored
results that can be accessed very rapidly by a
program without the need to calculate each
result whenever needed. Full form look-up
table

‘…an image processing system can have three
LUTs that map the image memory to the display
device’ [Byte]

lux

lux /l�ks/ noun the SI unit of measurement
of one lumen per square metre
LV-ROM

LV-ROM /�el vi� �rɒm/ noun a 12-inch di-
ameter optical disc, developed by Philips,
that can store both analog video and digital
data
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M
MM abbr mega- � noun 1. one million 2. the
symbol for 1,048,576, used only in computer
and electronic related applications, equal to
220
MacMac /m�k/ noun same as Macintosh
MACMAC /�em e �si�/ noun a special code trans-
mitted at the same time as a message as proof
of its authenticity. Full form message au-
thentication code � abbr medium access
control
MacBinaryMacBinary /m�k|�banəri/ a trade name
for a file storage and transfer system that al-
lows Macintosh files, together with their
icons and long file names, to be stored on
other computer systems
machinemachine /mə |�ʃi�n/ noun 1. a number of
separate moving parts or components, acting
together to carry out a process 2. a computer,
system or processor made up of various com-
ponents connected together to provide a
function or perform a task
machine addressmachine address /mə|�ʃi�n ə|�dres/ noun
same as absolute address
machine codemachine code /mə|�ʃi�n kəυd/ noun a
programming language that consists of com-
mands in binary code that can be directly un-
derstood by the central processing unit with-
out the need for translation. Also called com-
puter code
MacintoshMacintosh /�m�kntɒʃ/ a trade name for a
range of personal computers designed by Ap-
ple Corporation. The Macintosh uses the Mo-
torola family of processors, the 68000, and
offers similar computing power to a PC. The
Macintosh is best known for its graphical
user interface which allows a user to control
the computer using icons and a mouse. �
Macintosh computers are not compatible
with an IBM PC unless you use special emu-
lation software. Also called Mac
macromacro /m�krəυ/ noun a program routine
or block of instructions identified by a single
word or label
macro blockmacro block /�m�krəυ blɒk/ noun a grid
of 16x16 pixels used to analyse and compress
video data in the MPEG compression system
macro lensmacro lens /�m�krəυ lenz/ noun a mag-
nifying lens which is used for close-up shots
Macromedia DirectorMacromedia Director /�m�krəυmi�diə
da|�rektə/ a trade name for authoring soft-
ware for the PC and Macintosh that uses the
Lingo scripting language

macro virusmacro virus /�m�krəυ �varəs/ noun a
type of virus that is stored as a macro at-
tached to a document or e-mail message.
Most advanced software applications provide
a macro language that lets users extend the
application and automate features. However,
as macro languages become more advanced
and powerful, they also provide an opportu-
nity for someone to create a macro that can
delete files or corrupt data when run.

COMMENT: A macro virus will run when the
document is opened. Some viruses are be-
nign, others carry out malicious damage on
your files and data. The virus will also try
and spread to other compatible documents
and applications on your computer, so that
any new documents you create are also in-
fected. Current macro virus attacks have
used the macro features of advanced email
software to re-send the virus to all the
email addresses stored in your email ad-
dress book. The last major macro virus cre-
ated so much extra network email traffic on
the Internet that many servers were over-
loaded. The best way to avoid a macro vi-
rus is to regularly run virus detection soft-
ware that can check and remove viruses
attached to documents and new email
messages.

macrozoommacrozoom /�m�krəυzu�m/ noun a
zoom lens that can focus on very close ob-
jects
magazinemagazine /�m�"ə|�zi�n/ noun 1. a number
of pages in a videotext system 2. a paper,
usually with illustrations which comes out
regularly, every month or every week � a
weekly magazine � He edits a computer
magazine. 3. a light-tight film container
which is used with a camera, printer or film
processing machine
magnetmagnet /�m�"nt/ noun something that
produces a magnetic field
magneticmagnetic /m�"|�netk/ adjective that has a
magnetic field associated with it
magnetic ink character recognitionmagnetic ink character recognition
/m�"|�netk ŋk �k�rktə �rekə" |�nʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of MICR
magnetic tapemagnetic tape /m�"|�netk �tep/ noun a
narrow length of thin plastic coated with a
magnetic material used to store signals mag-
netically

COMMENT: Magnetic tape is available on
spools of between 200 and 800 metres.
The tape is magnetised by the read/write
head. Tape is a storage medium that only
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allows serial access, that is, all the tape
has to be read until the required location is
found, as opposed to disk storage, which
can be accessed randomly.

magneto-optical discmagneto-optical disc /m�"|�ni�təυ
�ɒptk(ə)l �dsk/ noun an optical disc that is
used in a magneto-optical recording device
magneto-optical recordingmagneto-optical recording /m�"|

�ni�təυ �ɒptk(ə)l r|�kɔ�dŋ/ noun a method
of recording that uses an optical disc covered
with a thin layer of magnetic film that is heat-
ed by a laser. The particles are then polarised
by a weak magnetic field. (NOTE: Magneto-
optical discs have very high capacity, over
600MB, and are re-writable.)
magnificationmagnification /�m�"nf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the amount by which something has been
made to appear larger � The lens gives a
magnification of 10 times.
magnifymagnify /�m�"n|�fa/ verb to make some-
thing appear larger � The photograph has
been magnified 200 times.
magnitudemagnitude /�m�"ntju�d/ noun a level or
strength of a signal or variable
mag-optmag-opt /�m�" ɒpt/ noun a motion picture
print which contains both magnetic and opti-
cal sound tracks (film)
mag tapemag tape /�m�" tep/ noun same as mag-
netic tape (informal)
mailmail /mel/ noun 1. a system for sending let-
ters and parcels from one place to another 2.
letters sent or received 3. electronic messages
to and from users of a bulletin board or net-
work � verb to send something by post � to
mail a letter
mail application programming interfacemail application programming inter-
face /�mel ��plkeʃ(ə)n �prəυ"r�mŋ
�ntəfes/ noun full form of MAPI
mailboxmailbox /�melbɒks/, mail box /�mel
bɒks/ noun an electronic storage space with
an address in which a user’s incoming mes-
sages are stored
mail-enabledmail-enabled /�mel n |�eb(ə)ld/ adjec-
tive referring to an application that has access
to an electronic mail system without leaving
the application � This word-processor is
mail-enabled – you can send messages to
other users from within it.
mail gatewaymail gateway /�mel �"etwe/ noun a
software program, or a combination of server
and software, that links two different elec-
tronic mail systems together so that mail
messages can be transferred from one system
to another. For example, if you are using Lo-
tus cc:Mail as the electronic mail product
within your company, you would need to fit a
gateway function to allow messages to be
sent to and received by users on the Internet.
(NOTE: LAN email systems usually use one
of three main standards, MAPI, MHS or

VIM, to send mail messages. If you are
sending mail from a LAN email system to
the Internet, the mail gateway needs to con-
vert this standard to one of the Internet mail
standards such as POP3 or SMTP before it
can be delivered.)
mailingmailing /�melŋ/ noun the process of send-
ing something using the post or e-mail
mailing listmailing list /�melŋ lst/ noun (in elec-
tronic mail) list of the e-mail addresses of us-
ers who receive information on a regular ba-
sis from a company, a person or from other
people on the list. An Internet mailing list al-
lows any person whose name and address are
on the list to send a message to the list, which
will then automatically distribute a copy of
this message to all the other people on the
list.
mailmergemailmerge /�melm��d'/ noun a word-
processing program which allows a standard
form letter to be printed out to a series of dif-
ferent names and addresses

‘Spreadsheet views for data and graphical forms
for data entry have been added to the Q&A data-
base, with the traditional reporting, mailmerge,
and labels improved through Windows facilities.’
[Computing]

mail servermail server /�mel �s��və/ noun a compu-
ter that stores incoming mail and sends it to
the correct user and stores outgoing mail and
transfers it to the correct destination server
on the Internet
mail transfer agentmail transfer agent /�mel �tr�nsf��
�ed'ənt/ noun a software program that
manages the way electronic mail messages
are transferred over a network. On computers
running the Unix operating system and the
Internet the ‘sendmail’ software is the most
popular mail transfer agent. Abbr MTA
mail user agentmail user agent /�mel �ju�zə �ed'ənt/
noun full form of MUA
mainmain /men/ adjective most important
mainframemainframe /�menfrem kəm|�pju�tə/,
mainframe computer /�menfrem kəm|

�pju�tə/ noun a large-scale high-power com-
puter system that can handle high-capacity
memory and backing storage devices as well
as a number of operators simultaneously
mainlymainly /�menli/ adverb mostly or usually
� Their sales are mainly in the home market.
� We are interested mainly in buying colour
printing.
mains electricitymains electricity /�mens  |�lek|�trsəti/
noun the normal domestic electricity supply
to consumers (NOTE: In the UK this is 240
volts at 50Hz. In the US, it is 110 volts at
60Hz.)
maintainmaintain /men|�ten/ verb to ensure a sys-
tem is in good condition and functioning cor-
rectly
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maintainabilitymaintainability /�mentenə|�blti/ noun
the ability to have repairs carried out quickly
and efficiently if a failure occurs
maintenancemaintenance /�mentənəns/ noun 1. the
task of keeping a machine in good working
condition 2. tasks carried out in order to keep
a system running, e.g. repairing faults and re-
placing components
maintenance contractmaintenance contract /�mentənəns
�kɒntr�kt/ noun an arrangement with a re-
pair company that provides for regular
checks and special repair prices in the event
of a fault
maintenance routinemaintenance routine /�mentənəns ru� |

�ti�n/ noun a software diagnostic tool used by
an engineer during preventative maintenance
operations
majusculemajuscule /�m�d'əskju�l/ noun a capital
letter
make directorymake directory /�mek da|�rekt(ə)ri/
noun full form of MD
male connectormale connector /�mel kə |�nektə/ noun a
plug with conducting pins that can be insert-
ed into a female connector to provide an elec-
trical connection
malfunctionmalfunction /m�l |�f�ŋkʃən/ noun (of
hardware or software) the fact of not work-
ing correctly � The data was lost due to a
software malfunction. � verb not to work
properly � Some of the keys on the keyboard
have started to malfunction.
malfunctioningmalfunctioning /m�l |�f�ŋkʃənŋ/ adjec-
tive not working properly
MANMAN /m�n/ noun a network extending over
a limited geographical area, normally a city.
Full form metropolitan area network.
Compare LAN, WAN
managemanage /�m�nd'/ verb to direct or to be
in charge of something
manageablemanageable /�m�nd'əb(ə)l/ adjective
that can be dealt with easily � processing
problems which are still manageable.
managementmanagement /�m�nd'mənt/ noun the
act of directing or organising work or a busi-
ness
management information servicemanagement information service
/�m�nd'mənt �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �s��vs/
noun a department within a company that is
responsible for information and data process-
ing. Abbr MIS (NOTE: In practice, this de-
partment is often responsible for the com-
puter system in a company.)
management information systemmanagement information system
/�m�nd'mənt �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �sstəm/
noun software that allows managers in a
company to access and analyse data. Abbr
MIS
managermanager /�m�nd'ə/ noun the head of a
department in a company � a department
manager

managerialmanagerial /�m�nə|�d'əriəl/ adjective
referring to managers � managerial staff
Manchester codingManchester coding /�m�ntʃestə
�kɒdŋ/ noun a method of encoding data and
timing signals that is used in communica-
tions. The first half of the bit period indicates
the value of the bit (1 or 0), and the second
half is used as a timing signal.
Mandlebrot setMandlebrot set /�m�nd(ə)lbrɒt set/
noun a mathematical equation that is called
recursively to generate a set of values. When
plotted these form a fractal image. � fractal
M and S microphoneM and S microphone /�em ənd �es
�makrəfəυn/ noun a combination used for
stereo sound recording (film) Full form mid-
dle and side microphone
manipulatemanipulate /mə |�npjυ |�let/ verb to move,
edit and change text or data � An image proc-
essor that captures, displays and manipu-
lates video images.
manipulationmanipulation /mə|�npjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of moving or editing or changing
text or data � The high-speed database man-
agement program allows the manipulation of
very large amounts of data.
man machine interfaceman machine interface /�m�n mə|�ʃi�n
�ntəfes/ noun full form of MMI
mantissamantissa /m�n |�tsə/ noun the fractional
part of a number � The mantissa of the
number 45.897 is 0.897.
manualmanual /�m�njuəl/ noun a document con-
taining instructions about the operation of a
system or piece of software � The manual is
included with the system. � adjective done
by hand or carried out by the operator with-
out the help of a machine
manuallymanually /�m�njυəli/ adverb done by
hand, not automatically � The paper has to
be fed into the printer manually.
manufacturemanufacture /�m�njυ|�f�ktʃə/ verb to
make in a factory � The company manufac-
tures diskettes and magnetic tape.
manufacturermanufacturer /�m�njυ |�f�ktʃərə/ noun
a company which manufactures a product �
If the system develops a fault it should be re-
turned to the manufacturer for checking. �
The manufacturer guarantees the system for
12 months.
mapmap /m�p/ noun 1. a diagram representing
the internal layout of a computer’s memory
or communications regions 2. data that is
linked to another set of data 3. a list of data
items or objects within an application or mul-
timedia book � verb 1. to display how things
are connected or related or derived from one
another � to map out to draw or set down the
basic way in which something should be
done 2. to retrieve data and display it as a
map 3. to represent a network directory path
on a remote computer with a local drive let-
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ter, enabling a user to view the contents of the
remote directory by simply typing in the
drive letter rather than the often long and
complex directory path 4. to represent a net-
work printer connected to another computer
on a network with a local printer identifier, so
a user can treat the remote network printer as
if it is directly connected to their computer 5.
to connect to a disk drive or a printer that is
connected to another computer on a network.
� texture mapping 6. to transform a two-di-
mensional image into a three-dimensional
form that can then be rotated or manipulated
7. to transfer data from one region of memory
to another; e.g., a graphic image is mapped in
main memory and on the display 8. to relate
or link one set of data items with another. �
bit-map 9. (in an image) to transform a
graphical object from one coordinate system
to another so that it can be displayed; e.g., to
transform a three-dimensional wire frame
model to a solid shaded object. � texture
mapping
MAPIMAPI /�em e pi� �a/ noun a set of stand-
ards, developed by Microsoft, that defines
how electronic mail is sent and delivered.
Full form mail application programming
interface
marginmargin /�mɑ�d'n/ noun 1. the blank space
around a section of printed text 2. an extra
time or space
marginationmargination /�mɑ�d'n|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of giving margins to a printed page
margin of errormargin of error /�mɑ�d'n əv �erə/ noun
the number of mistakes that is acceptable in a
document or in a calculation
markmark /mɑ�k/ noun 1. a sign put on a page to
show something 2. a transmitted signal that
represents a logical one or true condition �
verb to put a mark on something
markermarker /�mɑ�kə/ noun a code inserted in a
file or text to indicate a special section
mark upmark up /�mɑ�k ��p/ verb to prepare copy
for the compositor to set, by showing on the
copy the typeface to be used, the line width,
and other typesetting instructions
markup languagemarkup language /�mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ"wd'/
noun a computer coding system that gives in-
structions relating to the layout and style to
be used for a document
marqueemarquee /mɑ�|�ki�/ noun 1. (in graphics)
the area selected by a selection tool 2. (in a
website) a piece of text that moves slowly
across the screen, used as a special feature of
a webpage
maskmask /mɑ�sk/ noun 1. an integrated circuit
layout that is used to define the pattern to be
etched or doped onto a slice of semiconduc-
tor � A mask or stencil is used to transfer the
transistor design onto silicon. 2. a pattern of

binary digits used to select various bits from
a binary word. A one in the mask retains that
bit in the word. 3. a photographic device used
to prevent light reaching selected areas of the
film
maskablemaskable /�mɑ�skəb(ə)l/ adjective that
can be masked
maskingmasking /�mɑ�skŋ/ noun 1. an operation
used to select various bits in a word 2. the ad-
justment of the colour balance by matrixing
the RGB signals; this method is used to
match colour film primaries to the television
standard
mass mediamass media /�m�s �mi�diə/ noun media
which aim to reach a large public (such as tel-
evision, radio, mass-market newspapers)
mass productionmass production /�m�s prə|�d�kʃən/
noun the process of manufacturing large
quantities of goods � mass production of
monitors
mass storagemass storage /�m�s �stɔ�rd'/ noun the
storage and retrieval of large amounts of data
mastermaster /�mɑ�stə/ adjective referring to the
main or most important device or person in a
system � The master computer controls eve-
rything else. � noun (film) a special positive
print which is made from an original negative
for duplication or protection instead of for
projection � adjective referring to the most
up-to-date and correct file � noun (film) 1.
the finished version of any type of pro-
gramme from which release or show copies
will be made 2. output gain control on an au-
dio mixer or video chain � verb to learn and
understand a language or process � We mas-
tered the new word-processor quite quickly.
masteringmastering /�mɑ�stərŋ/ noun a process
used to convert finished data to a master disc
matmat /m�t/ noun a plain coloured border that
is displayed around an image that is smaller
than the window in which it is displayed
matchmatch /m�tʃ/ verb 1. to search through a
database for a similar piece of information 2.
to set a register equal to another
materialmaterial /mə|�təriəl/ noun a substance
which can be used to make a finished product
� Gold is the ideal material for electrical
connections.
mathmath /m�θ/ noun US same as mathemat-
ics (informal)
mathematicalmathematical /�m�θə|�m�tk(ə)l/ adjec-
tive referring to mathematics
mathematical modelmathematical model /�m�θəm�tk(ə)l
�mɒd(ə)l/ noun a representation of a system
using mathematical ideas and formulae
mathematicsmathematics /�m�θə|�m�tks/ noun the
study of the relationship between numbers,
their manipulation and organisation to (logi-
cally) prove facts and theories. � algebra.
Also called math
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mathsmaths /m�θs/ noun same as mathematics
(informal)
maths chipmaths chip /�m�θs �tʃp/ noun a dedicat-
ed IC that can be added to a system to carry
out mathematical functions far more rapidly
than a standard CPU, speeding up the execu-
tion of a program
maths coprocessormaths coprocessor /�m�θs kəυ|

�prəυsesə/ noun same as maths chip
matrixmatrix /�metrks/ noun 1. an array of
numbers or data items arranged in rows and
columns 2. an array of connections between
logic gates providing a number of possible
logical functions 3. a pattern of the dots that
make up a character on a computer screen,
dot-matrix or laser printer 4. a filmstrip of
images which contains dyed emulsion and is
combined with two other filmstrips on a film
base to create colour film; MATT Character
of a non-specular surface which mirrors light
equally in all directions (film)
mattmatt /m�t/, matte noun 1. the addition of
an image onto a film of a background 2. an
opaque mask limiting the picture area which
is exposed in special effects; the mask can be
a cut-out aperture, a high density image on
film, or, in video, it may be electronically
created in order to blank off the particular
signal 3. a device put before the camera
which is used to soften or block light from
sections of the action area, or from exposure
in the printer � adjective (print) which is not
shiny. � chroma key
mattematte /m�t/ noun (in video or film) a spec-
ified region within an image, which can be
coded to appear transparent or opaque. A
matte is reveals or masks off part of an image
in another plane, and is normally used for
special effects in which an object is photo-
graphed against a specially coloured back-
ground that is then replaced with another im-
age to give the impression that the object ap-
pears against that image. � chroma key
matte bleedmatte bleed /�m�t �bli�d/, matte ride
/�m�t �rad/ noun an abnormality in the mat-
te image which causes the matte lines to be-
come visible (film)
mattermatter /�m�tə/ noun 1. a question or prob-
lem to be discussed 2. the main section of
text on a page as opposed to titles or head-
lines
mattingmatting /�m�tŋ/ noun the process of in-
serting an image into a background, whether
electronically or optically (film)
MATVMATV abbr master antenna television sys-
tem
maximisemaximise /�m�ksmaz/, maximize verb
(in MS-Windows) to expand an application
icon back to its original display window.
Compare minimise

maximummaximum /�m�ksməm/ noun the highest
value used or that is allowed � adjective the
greatest possible or allowable
maximum transmission ratemaximum transmission rate
/�m�ksməm tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n �ret/ noun
the greatest amount of data that can be trans-
mitted every second
maximum usersmaximum users /�m�ksməm �ju�zəz/
plural noun the greatest number of users that
a system can support at any one time
MbMb abbr megabit
MBRMBR /�em bi� �ɑ�/ noun a register in a CPU
that temporarily buffers all inputs and out-
puts. Full form memory buffer register
MCMC abbr millicoulomb
MCAMCA /�em si� �e/ a trade name for the ex-
pansion bus within IBM’s PS/2 range of per-
sonal computers that has taken over from the
older ISA/AT bus. MCA is a 32-bit bus that
supports bus master devices. Full form Micro
Channel Architecture
MCGAMCGA /�em si� d'i� �e/ noun a colour
graphics adapter standard fitted in low-end
IBM PS/2 computers. Full form multicolour
graphics adapter
MCIMCI /�em si� �a/ noun an interface that al-
low any program to control a multimedia de-
vice such as a sound card or video clip. Full
form media control interface
MCI deviceMCI device /�em si� �a d|�vas/ noun a
recognised multimedia device that is in-
stalled in a computer with the correct drivers
MDMD /�em �di�/ noun a DOS command used to
create a new directory on a disk. Full form
make directory
MDKMDK /�em di� �ke/ noun a product devel-
oped by Microsoft that allows developers to
produce multimedia applications more easily
using the supplied libraries of routines to
control video playback, process images and
display text. Full form multimedia devel-
oper’s kit
MDRAMMDRAM /�em �di� r�m/ noun a type of
high-performance memory normally used in
video adapter cards to provide fast graphic
display. Full form multibank dynamic ran-
dom access memory
meanmean /mi�n/ noun, adjective the average
value of a set of numbers or values � verb to
signify something � The message DISK
FULL means that there is no more room on
the disk for further data.
mean time between failuresmean time between failures /�mi�n
tam b|�twi�n �feljəz/ noun full form of
MTBF
mean time to failuremean time to failure /�mi�n tam tə
�feljə/ noun full form of MTF
mean time to repairmean time to repair /�mi�n �tam tə, tυ/
noun full form of MTTR
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measuremeasure /�me'ə/ noun 1. a way of calcu-
lating size or quantity 2. the total width of a
printed line of text 3. a type of action � to
take measures to prevent something hap-
pening to act to stop something happening �
safety measures actions to make sure that
something is safe � verb 1. to find out the
size or quantity of something 2. to be of a cer-
tain size or quantity
measurementmeasurement /�me'əmənt/ noun a way
of judging something � Performance meas-
urement or measurement of performance is
carried out by running a benchmark pro-
gram.
mechanicalmechanical /m|�k�nk(ə)l/ adjective re-
ferring to machines
mechanical mousemechanical mouse /m|�k�nk(ə)l
maυs/ noun pointing device that is operated
by moving it across a flat surface. As the
mouse is moved, a ball inside spins and turns
two sensors that feed the horizontal and ver-
tical movement back to the computer. Com-
pare optical mouse
mechanismmechanism /�mekə |�nz(ə)m/ noun a
piece of machinery � The printer mechanism
is very simple.
mediamedia /�mi�diə/ plural noun 1. physical ma-
terials that can be used to store data � Com-
puters can store data on a variety of media,
such as disk or CD-ROM. 2. the various
means of transmitting information, including
audio and video, television, radio, newspa-
pers and magazines
media access controlmedia access control /�mi�diə ��kses
kən|�trəυl/ noun a sublayer within the data-
link layer of the OSI network model that pro-
vides access to the transmission media. Abbr
MAC
media control interfacemedia control interface /�mi�diə kən|

�trəυl �ntəfes/ noun full form of MCI
Media PlayerMedia Player /�mi�diə �pleə/ a trade
name for a Windows utility program that al-
lows a user to control installed multimedia
hardware including video disc or audio CDs,
or play back multimedia files including
sound, animation and video files
MediaServerMediaServer /�mi�diə|�s��və/ a trade name
for a system developed by Netscape to pro-
vide audio and video delivery over the Inter-
net
mediummedium /�mi�diəm/ adjective middle or
average � a medium-sized computer system
� noun a means of transmitting information
(NOTE: The plural is media or mediums.)
medium access controlmedium access control /�mi�diəm
��kses kən|�trəυl/ noun an IEEE 802 stand-
ard defining the protocol for data-link-level
transmissions. Abbr MAC. � data link layer
medium frequencymedium frequency /�mi�diəm
�fri�kwənsi/ noun the radio frequency range

between 300 to 3000KHz (often referred to
as medium wave (MW), especially on radio
receivers)
medium scale integrationmedium scale integration /�mi�diəm
skel �nt|�"reʃ(ə)n/ noun an integrated cir-
cuit with 10 – 500 components. Abbr MSI
medium speedmedium speed /�mi�diəm spi�d/ noun a
data communication speed between 2400 and
9600 bits per second (NOTE: Medium speed
transmission describes the maximum rate
of transfer for a normal voice grade chan-
nel.)
medium wavemedium wave /�mi�diəm wev/ noun full
form of MW
megmeg /me"/ noun same as megabyte
(informal) � This computer has a ninety-meg
hard disk.
mega-mega- /me"ə/ prefix one million
megabitmegabit /�me"əbt/ noun equal to
1,048,576 bits. Abbr Mb
megabits per secondmegabits per second /�me"əbts p��
�sekənd/ noun a number of million bits
transmitted every second. Abbr Mbps
megabytemegabyte /�me"əbat/ noun a measure of
the data capacity of a storage device that is
equal to 1,048,576 bytes or 220 bytes. Mega-
bytes are used to measure the storage capaci-
ty of hard disk drives or main memory
(RAM). Abbr MB

‘Doing this reduced a bitmap of my desktop from
2.25 megabytes to a 58K GIF’ [The Guardian]

mega floating point instructions per secondmega floating point instructions per
second /�me"ə �fləυtŋ pɔnt n|

�str�kʃənz p�� s |�kɒnd/ noun full form of
MFLOPS
megaflopmegaflop /�me"əflɒp/ noun a measure of
computing power and speed equal to one mil-
lion floating point instructions per second.
Abbr MFLOPS
megahertzmegahertz /�me"ə|�h��ts/ noun a measure
of frequency equal to one million cycles per
second. Abbr MHz
megapixel displaymegapixel display /�me"əpks(ə)l d|

�sple/ noun a display adapter and monitor
that are capable of displaying over one mil-
lion pixels. This means a resolution of at least
1,024x1,024 pixels.
MegastreamMegastream /�me"əstri�m/ a trade name
for a data link provided by British Telecom
that offers data transfer at rates up to
8Mbits/second
Mega VGAMega VGA /�me"ə vi� d'i� �e/ noun a 256
colour Super VGA mode with a resolution of
1024x768 that requires one megabyte of vid-
eo RAM
membermember /�membə/ noun 1. one object on a
page of a multimedia book 2. an individual
record or item in a field
membrane keyboardmembrane keyboard /�membren
�ki�bɔ�d/ noun a keyboard that uses a thin
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plastic or rubber sheet with key shapes
moulded into it. When the user presses on a
key, it activates a pressure sensor. (NOTE: The
keys in a membrane keyboard have less
travel than normal mechanical keys, but
since they have no moving parts, they are
more robust and reliable.)
memo field

memo field /�meməυ fi�ld/ noun a field in
a database or text window in an application
that allows a user to add comments or a
memo about the entry
memorise

memorise /�memə|�raz/, memorize verb
to remember or to retain in the memory
memory

memory /�mem(ə)ri/ noun storage space in
a computer system or medium that is capable
of retaining data or instructions

‘The lower-power design, together with an addi-
tional 8Kb of on-board cache memory, will in-
crease the chip’s performance to 75 million in-
structions per second.’ [Computing]
‘…when a program is loaded into memory, some
is used for the code, some for the permanent data,
and some is reserved for the stack which grows
and shrinks for function calls and local data’
[Personal Computer World]

memory buffer register

memory buffer register /�mem(ə)ri
�b�fə �red'stə/ noun full form of MBR
memory-intensive software

memory-intensive software
/�mem(ə)ri n |�tensv �sɒftweə/ noun soft-
ware that uses large amounts of RAM or disk
storage during run-time, such as programs
whose entire code has to be in main memory
during execution
memory-resident software

memory-resident software
/�mem(ə)ri �rezd(ə)nt �sɒftweə/ noun
same as resident software
memory stick

memory stick /�mem(ə)ri stk/ noun a
tiny memory expansion device, developed by
Sony, that can store up to 128Mb of data, of-
ten used in MP3 music players and digital
cameras
menu

menu /�menju�/ noun a list of options or
programs available to the user
menu-bar

menu-bar /�menju� bɑ�/ noun (in a GUI) a
list of options available to a user which are
displayed on a horizontal line along the top of
the screen or window. Each menu option ac-
tivates a pull-down menu.
menu-driven software

menu-driven software /�menju�
�drv(ə)n �sɒftweə/ noun a program in
which commands or options are selected
from a menu by the operator rather than
typed in by the user at a prompt
menu item

menu item /�menju� �atəm/ noun one of
the choices in a menu
menu selection

menu selection /�menju� s |�lekʃən/
noun the act of choosing commands from a
list of options presented to the operator

menu shortcutmenu shortcut /�menju� �ʃɔ�tk�t/ noun
a key combination of two or more keys that is
the same are selecting a menu option
merchant accountmerchant account /�m��tʃənt ə |�kaυnt/
noun a bank account that enables its user to
deposit payments made by credit card, used
especially for trading on the Internet
mergemerge /m��d'/ verb to combine two data
files retaining an overall order � The system
automatically merges text and illustrations
into the document. (NOTE: merges – merg-
ing – merged)
merge sortmerge sort /�m��d' �sɔ�t/ noun a software
application in which the sorted files are
merged into a new file
meshmesh /meʃ/ noun any system with two or
more possible paths at each interconnection
messagemessage /�mesd'/ noun 1. a piece of in-
formation sent from one person to another 2.
a defined amount of information 3. a code
generated by an action or object and inter-
preted by another object � If a user presses
the mouse button it generates a
‘button_down’ message that can then be in-
terpreted by a user-interface or program. 4.
text displayed to a user to report on a condi-
tion or program 5. data that is sent to control
an instrument
message authentication codemessage authentication code
/�mesd' ɔ� |�θent|�keʃ(ə)n kəυd/ noun full
form of MAC
message formatmessage format /�mesd' �fɔ�m�t/
noun a set of predetermined rules defining
the coding, size and speed of transmitted
messages
messagingmessaging /�mesd'ŋ/ noun the process
of sending a message to other people, e.g. by
computer, telephone or pager
metafilemetafile /�metəfal/ noun 1. a file that con-
tains other files � The operating system uses
a metafile to hold data that defines where
each file is stored on disk. 2. a file that de-
fines or contains data about other files
metalanguagemetalanguage /�metə|�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a
language that describes a programming lan-
guage
metermeter /�mi�tə/ noun 1. a device which
counts or records something � an electricity
meter � A meter attached to the photocopier
records the number of copies made. � multi-
meter 2. an icon in the bottom right-hand
corner of the status bar that indicates how
much power is left in a laptop’s battery and
whether the laptop is running off battery or
mains electricity power � verb to record and
count � The calls from each office are me-
tered by the call logger.
metropolitan area networkmetropolitan area network
/�metrəpɒlt(ə)n �eəriə �netw��k/ noun full
form of MAN
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MFMF abbr medium frequency
MFLOPSMFLOPS /�em flɒps/ noun a measure of
computing speed calculated as the number of
floating point instructions that can be proc-
essed each second. Full form mega floating
point instructions per second
MFMMFM /�em ef �em/ noun a method of storing
data on magnetic media, e.g. a magnetic disk
that encodes the data bit according to the
state of the previous bit. Full form modified
frequency modulation (NOTE: MFM is
more efficient than FM, but less efficient
than RLL encoding.)
MHzMHz abbr megahertz
MICMIC noun a device which converts sound to
an electrical analogue signal. Full form mi-
crophone
MICRMICR /�em a si� �ɑ�/ noun a system that
identifies characters by sensing magnetic ink
patterns, as used on bank cheques. Full form
magnetic ink character recognition
Micro Channel BusMicro Channel Bus /�makrəυ �tʃ�n(ə)l
�b�s/ a proprietary 32-bit expansion bus de-
fined by IBM in its Micro Channel Architec-
ture
microcircuitmicrocircuit /�makrəυ|�k��kt/ noun a
complex integrated circuit
microcodemicrocode /�makrəυkəυd/ noun a set of
ALU control instructions implemented as
hardwired software
microcomputermicrocomputer /�makrəυkəm |�pju�tə/
noun a complete small-scale, cheap, low-
power computer system based around a mi-
croprocessor chip and having limited memo-
ry capacity

COMMENT: Microcomputers are particularly
used as home computers or as small office
computers.

microelectronicsmicroelectronics /�makrəυlek|

�trɒnks/ noun the design and manufacture
of electronic circuits with integrated circuits
and chips
microfichemicrofiche /�makrəυ|�fi�ʃ/ noun a sheet
of text and graphics in highly reduced form
on a photographic film
microfilmmicrofilm /�makrəυflm/ noun a reel of
film containing a sequence of very small im-
ages used for document storage � We hold all
our records on microfilm. � verb to take very
small photographs � The 1985 records have
been sent away for microfilming.
microfloppymicrofloppy /�makrəυ|�flɒpi/ noun a
small size magnetic floppy disk, usually a 3.5
inch disk
microformmicroform /�makrəυfɔ�m/ noun a medi-
um used for storing information in microim-
age form
micrographicsmicrographics /�makrəυ|�"r�fks/
noun images and graphics stored as microim-
ages

microimagemicroimage /�makrəυ|�md'/ noun a
graphical image too small to be seen with the
naked eye
microinstructionmicroinstruction /�makrəυn|

�str�kʃən/ noun a hardwired instruction,
part of a microcode, that controls the actions
of the ALU in a processor
micronmicron /�makrɒn/ noun one millionth of a
metre
microphonemicrophone /�makrəfəυn/ noun a device
that converts sound waves into electrical sig-
nals
microphotographymicrophotography /�makrəυfə|

�tɒ"rəfi/ noun the photographic production
of microimages (too small to be seen with the
naked eye)
microprocessormicroprocessor /�makrəυ|�prəυsesə/
noun a set of central processing unit ele-
ments, often contained on a single integrated
circuit chip, which when combined with oth-
er memory and I/O chips will make up a mi-
crocomputer
microprocessor unitmicroprocessor unit /�makrəυ|

�prəυsesə �ju�nt/ noun a unit containing
the main elements of a microprocessor. Abbr
MPU
microsecondmicrosecond /�makrəυ |�sekənd/ noun
one millionth of a second
MicrosoftMicrosoft /�makrəsɒft/ the biggest devel-
oper and publisher of software for the PC and
Apple Mac. Microsoft developed the MS-
DOS operating system for the IBM PC and
later Windows together with a range of appli-
cation software.
Microsoft Compact Disc ExtensionsMicrosoft Compact Disc Extensions
/�makrəsɒft �kɒmp�kt �dsk k|

�stenʃ(ə)nz/ full form of MSCDEX
Microsoft ExchangeMicrosoft Exchange /�makrəsɒft ks|

�tʃend'/ a program included with Windows
95 that coordinates the email, fax and net-
work messages sent and received on a PC
Microsoft Exchange ServerMicrosoft Exchange Server
/�makrəsɒft ks|�tʃend' �s��və/ a program
that runs on a server under Microsoft Win-
dows NT and provides sophisticated group-
ware functions using the Exchange client
software supplied with Windows 95
Microsoft Internet ExplorerMicrosoft Internet Explorer
/�makrəsɒft �ntənet ks|�plɔ�rə/ � Inter-
net Explorer
Microsoft NetworkMicrosoft Network /�makrəsɒft
�netw��k/ full form of MSN
Microsoft OutlookMicrosoft Outlook /�makrəsɒft
�aυtlυk/ a trade name for an application that
provides a range of features to manage email,
fax messages, contacts, diary appointments,
notes and projects
Microsoft Outlook ExpressMicrosoft Outlook Express
/�makrəsɒft �aυtlυk k|�spres/ a trade name
for a free version of Outlook that is normally
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used for email (NOTE: It has fewer extra fea-
tures for managing contacts and appoint-
ments than Microsoft Outlook.)
Microsoft WindowsMicrosoft Windows /�makrəsɒft
�wndəυz/ same as Windows
microwavemicrowave /�makrəwev/ noun the radio
frequency range from 1 to 3000GHz
microwave communications linkmicrowave communications link
/�makrəwev kə|�mju�n |�keʃ(ə)nz �lŋk/
noun the use of a microwave beam to trans-
mit data between two points
microwave relaymicrowave relay /�makrəυwev �ri�le/
noun radiocommunications equipment used
to receive microwave signals, then boost and
retransmit them
microwave transmissionmicrowave transmission
/�makrəwev tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun com-
munication using modulated microwaves al-
lowing high data rates, used for international
telephone and satellite communications
middle and side microphonemiddle and side microphone
/�md(ə)l ən sad �makrəfəυn/ noun full
form of M and S microphone
MID-F1MID-F1 /�md ef �w�n/ noun (in CD-i) mid-
quality sound at Level B. � Level B
MIDIMIDI /�mdi/ noun a serial interface that con-
nects electronic instruments. Full form mu-
sical instrument digital interface (NOTE:
The MIDI interface carries signals from a
controller or computer that instructs the dif-
ferent instruments to play notes.)
MIDI channelMIDI channel /�mdi �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun any
one of 15 independent connections that is
supported by the MIDI system, allowing 16
different electronic devices to be connected
to one main sequencer
MIDI control-change messageMIDI control-change message /�mdi
kən|�trəυl tʃend' �mesd'/ noun a message
sent to a synthesiser to control the volume or
pitch of a sound or to change the instrument
patch used to generate a sound
MIDI deviceMIDI device /�mdi ði |�vas/ noun a device
that can receive or send MIDI data
MIDI fileMIDI file /�mdi fal/ noun a file format
used to store a MIDI song, made up of notes
and control-change messages (NOTE: It usu-
ally has a MID file extension.)
MIDI time codeMIDI time code /�mdi �tam kəυd/ noun
full form of MTC
mid-usermid-user /�md �ju�zə/ noun an operator
who retrieves relevant information from a da-
tabase for a customer or end user
migratemigrate /ma|�"ret/ verb to transfer a file
from one computer system or database to an-
other (NOTE: migrates – migrating – mi-
grated)
migrationmigration /ma|�"reʃ(ə)n/ noun the proc-
ess of moving users from one hardware plat-
form to another

millennium bug

millennium bug /m |�leniəm b�"/ noun
the inability to handle dates later than 1999.
This problem, which came to light in the
1990s, affected old hardware and software
that stored dates as two digits, with the ‘19’
being assumed. Such dates would not move
to ‘2000’ at the turn of the millennium but
would revert to ‘1900’, with unpredictable
and possibly serious results for the affected
systems. In the event, the affected systems
were nearly all modified in time. There were
very few problems when the year 2000 ar-
rived, and the more apocalyptic predictions
did not come to pass.
milli-milli- /ml/ prefix one thousandth. Abbr m
million instructions per secondmillion instructions per second
/�mljən n|�str�kʃənz p�� s|�kɒnd/ noun
full form of MIPS
millisecondmillisecond /�ml|�sekənd/ noun one
thousandth of a second. Abbr ms
MIMEMIME /�em a em �i�/ noun a standard that
defines a way of sending files using email
software. Full form multipurpose Internet
mail extensions

COMMENT: MIME allows a user to send files
over the Internet to another user without
having to carry out any other encoding or
conversion actions. MIME was developed
to get around a problem of many email sys-
tems that could only transmit text which is
stored in a 7-bit data format; programs,
multimedia, graphics and other files are
stored using an 8-bit data format.

minimini /�mni/ noun same as minicomputer
mini-mini- /mni/ prefix small
minicamminicam /�mnik�m/ noun a hand-held,
lightweight video camera (film)
minicomputerminicomputer /�mnikəm|�pju�tə/ noun a
small computer with a greater range of in-
structions and processing power than a mi-
crocomputer but not able to compete with the
speed or data-handling capacity of a main-
frame computer. Also called mini
minidiskminidisk /�mnidsk/ noun a magnetic disk
smaller than the 5.25 inch standard, usually
3.5 inch
minimise

minimise /�mnmaz/, minimize verb 1.
to make something as small as possible � We
minimised costs by cutting down the number
of components. 2. (in Windows) to shrink an
application window to an icon. Compare
maximise (NOTE: minimises – minimising –
minimised)

COMMENT: The application can continue to
run in the background. You minimise a win-
dow by clicking once on the down arrow in
the top right hand corner.

minimum

minimum /�mnməm/ noun the smallest
amount of something (NOTE: The plural is
minimums or minima.)
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minmaxminmax /�mnim�ks/ noun a method used
in artificial intelligence to solve problems
minuendminuend /�mnju�end/ noun a number
from which another is subtracted
minusminus /�manəs/, minus sign /�manəs
san/ noun a printed or written sign, like a
small dash, to indicate subtraction or to show
a negative value
minusculeminuscule /�mnskju�l/ noun a lower
case printed character
MIPSMIPS /mps/ noun a measure of processor
speed that defines the number of instructions
it can carry out per second. Full form million
instructions per second. Compare mega-
flop

‘ICL has staked its claim to the massively parallel
market with the launch of the Goldrush MegaSe-
rver, providing up to 16,000 Unix MIPS of
processing power.’ [Computing]

mirrormirror /�mrə/ verb 1. to create an identical
copy of something 2. to duplicate all disk op-
erations onto a second disk drive that can be
used if the first breaks down � There’s less
chance of losing our data now that we have
mirrored the server’s disk drive.

‘Network-attached storage systems which aim to
make it easy to mirror data between units’
[The Guardian]

mirroringmirroring /�mrərŋ/ noun the rotation of
an image by 180 degrees to produce its mir-
ror image

‘…they also offer mirror-disk protection against
disk failure, providing automatic backup of a da-
tabase disks are also mirrored so that the system
can continue to run in the event of a disk crash
mirroring of the database is handled automatical-
ly by systems software’ [Computer News]

mirror sitemirror site /�mrə sat/ noun an exact copy
of a website kept on a different file server so
that the main site does not become overload-
ed and its data is protected against loss if
there is a hardware or software failure
MISMIS abbr 1. management information serv-
ice 2. management information system
mismatchmismatch /�msm�tʃ/ noun a situation
occurring when two things are not correctly
matched
mission-criticalmission-critical /�mʃ(ə)n �krtk(ə)l/
adjective referring to an application or hard-
ware on which a company depends
mixmix /mks/ noun 1. the creative blending to-
gether of audio or video sources 2. a visual
effect which is similar to a dissolve � verb to
combine several separate signals into a single
signal � to mix down to combine the signals
from several sources such as a number of re-
corded audio tracks or instruments into a sin-
gle signal
mixermixer /�mksə/ noun an electronic circuit
used to combine two or more separate signals
into a single output

mixingmixing /�mksŋ/ noun 1. the process of
combining several audio signals into a single
signal 2. the process of printing a line of text
with several different typefaces
mixing studiomixing studio /�mksŋ �stju�diəυ/ noun
a room with audio mixers and sound proces-
sors used when recording music
MJPEGMJPEG /�em �d'e pe"/ noun a version of
the JPEG image compression system that
supports video. Full form motion JPEG
MKDIRMKDIR abbr make directory. � MD
MKSMKS noun a widely used measurement sys-
tem based on the metre, kilogram and sec-
ond. Full form metre kilogram second. �
SI units
MMAMMA abbr MIDI manufacturers association
MMCMMC /�em em �si�/ noun a compact memo-
ry expansion device that includes digital cop-
yright control features and is often used in
MP3 music players and digital cameras. Full
form multimedia card. Also called SD card
MMEMME abbr multimedia extensions
MMIMMI /�em em �a/ noun hardware and soft-
ware designed to make it easier for users to
communicate effectively with a machine.
Full form man machine interface
MMXMMX a trade name for an enhanced Intel
processor chip that includes special features
and components that are used to improve the
performance when dealing with multimedia
and communications. Full form multimedia
extensions
mnemonicmnemonic /n|�mɒnk/ noun a shortened
form of a word or function that is helpful as a
reminder, e.g. INCA for increment register A
mnemonic keyboard shortcutmnemonic keyboard shortcut /n|

�mɒnk �ki�bɔ�d �ʃɔ�t |�k�t/ noun a shortcut
to a menu option or function by pressing a
special key sequence
mobilemobile /�məυbal/ adjective 1. which can
move about 2. meaning a travelling radio
base such as a car transceiver (informal)
mobile earth terminalmobile earth terminal /�məυbal ���θ
�t��mn(ə)l/ noun satellite communications
equipment that is mobile
mobile phonemobile phone /�məυbal �fəυn/ noun a
small, portable device that lets someone
make and receive telephone calls. Also called
cellular phone

COMMENT: Older mobile phone standards
transmitted the user’s voice as an analog
radio signal; current phones convert the
voice to digital data and transmit this via a
radio signal. New mobile phones provide
data and messaging services as well as
basic telephone functions: some include
built-in modems to provide dial-up access
to the Internet, many allow text messages
to be transmitted to other phone users and
some incorporate an electronic diary, or-
ganiser and address book. Current mobile
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telephones transmit information using the
GSM, PCS or GPRS standard and can pro-
vide basic Internet access using WAP and
GPRS.

mobile radiophonemobile radiophone /�məυbal
�rediəυfəυn/ noun a radio telephone linked
to a main telephone system, which uses a net-
work of stations, each covering a certain area,
to provide a service over a large area
mobile unitmobile unit /�məυbal �ju�nt/ noun a
complete set of television filming and editing
equipment carried in a vehicle (for outside
broadcasts)
mock-upmock-up /�mɒk �p/ noun a model of a new
product for testing or to show to possible cus-
tomers
MODMOD /mɒd/ noun the remainder after the di-
vision of one number by another. Full form
modulus
modalmodal /�məυd(ə)l/ adjective 1. referring to
modes � Dialog boxes are normally modal
windows. 2. (in Windows) referring to a win-
dow that is displayed and does not allow a
user to do anything outside it
modemode /məυd/ noun 1. a way of doing some-
thing 2. the number of paths taken by light
when travelling down an optical fibre 3. the
number that occurs most frequently in a se-
ries of samples

‘The approach being established by the Jedec
committee provides for burst mode data transfer
clocked at up to 100MHz.’ [Computing]

Mode 1Mode 1 /�məυd w�n/ noun an encoding
format used on compact discs that has error-
detection and -correction codes
Mode 2Mode 2 /�məυd tu�/ noun an encoding for-
mat with two forms, form 1, which is the
same as Mode 1, and form 2, which requires
no processing and allows data to be sent
straight to the output channel
modelmodel /�mɒd(ə)l/ noun 1. a small copy of
something to show what it will look like
when finished � He showed us a model of the
new computer centre building. 2. a style, type
or version of a product � The new model B
has taken the place of model A. � adjective
which is a perfect example to be copied � a
model agreement � verb to make a compu-
terised model of a new product or of a sys-
tem, e.g. the economic system (NOTE: mod-
elling – modelled. The US spellings are
modeling – modeled.)
modellingmodelling /�mɒd(ə)lŋ/ noun 1. the proc-
ess of creating computer models 2. the proc-
ess of colouring and shading a (normally
wire-frame or vecto) graphic object so that it
looks solid and real
modemmodem /�məυ|�dem/, MODEM noun a de-
vice that allows data to be sent over telephone
lines by converting binary signals from a

computer into analog sound signals which
can be transmitted over a telephone line. Full
form modulator/demodulator

‘AST Research has bundled together a notebook
PC with a third-party PCMCIA fax modem tech-
nology for a limited-period special offer.’ [Com-
puting]
COMMENT: The process of converting bina-
ry signals to analog is called ‘modulation’.
When the signal is received, another con-
verter reverses the process (called ‘de-
modulation’). Both parts must be working
according to the same standards.

modem standardsmodem standards /�məυdem
�st�ndədz/ plural noun rules defining trans-
mitting frequencies and other factors which
allow different modems to communicate
moderated newsgroupmoderated newsgroup /�mɒd(ə)rətd
�nju�z"ru�p/ noun a newsgroup in which a
moderator reads all the material that has been
submitted before it is published in the news-
group (NOTE: Most newsgroups are not
moderated and anyone can write anything.
Moderated newsgroups usually have a ’-d’
after their name.)
moderatormoderator /�mɒdə|�retə/ noun a person
responsible for reading messages sent to a
mailing list or newsgroup and editing any
messages that do not conform to the rules of
the list, e.g. by deleting commercial messag-
es
modificationmodification /�mɒdf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
change made to something � The modifica-
tions to the system allow it to be run as part
of a LAN.
modifiermodifier /�mɒd|�faə/ noun a program-
ming instruction that alters the normal action
of a command
modifymodify /�mɒd|�fa/ verb to change some-
thing or make something fit a different use �
The keyboard was modified for European us-
ers. (NOTE: modifies – modifying – modi-
fied)
Modula-2Modula-2 /�mɒdjulə �tu�/ noun a high-lev-
el programming language derived from Pas-
cal that supports modular programming tech-
niques and data abstraction
modularmodular /�mɒdjυlə/ adjective referring to
a method of constructing hardware or soft-
ware products by connecting several smaller
blocks together to produce a customised
product
modularisationmodularisation, modularization noun
the process of designing programs from a set
of standard modules
modularitymodularity /�mɒdjυ |�l�rti/ noun the state
or fact of being made up from modules � The
modularity of the software or hardware al-
lows the system to be changed.
modular programmingmodular programming /�mɒdjυlə
�prəυ"r�mŋ/ noun programming with
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small individually written sections of compu-
ter code that can be made to fit into a struc-
tured program and can be called up from a
main program
modulatemodulate /�mɒdjυ|�let/ verb to change a
carrier wave so that it can carry data (NOTE:
modulates – modulating – modulated)
modulationmodulation /�mɒdju|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of varying a carrier’s amplitude or
frequency or phase according to an applied
signal
modulatormodulator /�mɒdjυletə/ noun an elec-
tronic circuit that varies a carrier signal ac-
cording to an applied signal
modulator/demodulatormodulator/demodulator /�mɒdjυletə
di�|�mɒdjυletə/ noun full form of modem
modulemodule /�mɒdju�l/ noun 1. a small section
of a large program that can, if required, func-
tion independently as a program in its own
right 2. a self-contained piece of hardware
that can be connected with other modules to
form a new system � A multifunction analog
interface module includes analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog converters. 3. a system
for imprinting a signal on a radio frequency
carrier (film) 4. a system for producing audio
effects where one sound is modulated by an-
other (film)
modulo arithmeticmodulo arithmetic /�mɒdjuləυ ə|

�rθmətk/ noun a branch of arithmetic that
uses the remainder of one number when di-
vided by another
modulusmodulus /�mɒdjυləs/ noun full form of
MOD � 7 mod 3 = 1
moirémoiré /�mwɑ�re/ noun 1. picture distortion
which is caused by interference beats of sim-
ilar frequencies 2. an unwanted watery effect
which is created by a set of closely spaced
lines which are placed over another set (seen
in film or prints). � screen angle
moiré effectmoiré effect /�mwɑ�re  |�fekt/ noun an
interference pattern caused by printing with
the wrong screen angle
momentary switchmomentary switch /�məυmənt(ə)ri
swtʃ/ noun a switch that only conducts
while it is being pressed
monitormonitor /�mɒntə/ noun 1. a VDU used to
display high quality text or graphics, generat-
ed by a computer 2. a system that watches for
faults or failures in a circuit 3. a loudspeaker
used to listen to the sound signals produced
during recording or mixing 4. a TV screen in
a TV studio control room, which shows the
image being filmed by one of the cameras 5.
a computer program that allows basic com-
mands to be entered to operate a system, such
as load a program, examine the state of devic-
es, etc. � verb 1. to check or to examine how
something is working � He is monitoring the
progress of the trainee programmers. 2. to

look after and supervise a process or experi-
ment to make sure it is operating correctly �
The machine monitors each signal as it is
sent out.
mono-mono- /mɒnəυ/ prefix single or one
monoauralmonoaural /�mɒnəυ|�ɔ�rəl/ adjective hav-
ing one source of sound or one sound signal.
Compare stereo
monochromatic lightmonochromatic light
/�mɒnəυkrəm�tk �k�lə/ noun light of a
single colour (film)
monochromemonochrome /�mɒnəkrəυm/ adjective,
noun referring to an image in one colour,
usually shades of grey and black and white
monochrome display adaptermonochrome display adapter
/�mɒnəkrəυm d |�sple ə|�d�ptə/ noun a
video adapter standard used in early PC sys-
tems that could display text in 25 lines of 80
columns. Abbr MDA
monochrome monitor

monochrome monitor /�mɒnəkrəυm
�mɒntə/ noun a computer monitor that dis-
plays text and graphics in black, white and
shades of grey instead of colours
monolithicmonolithic /� mɒnə|�lθk/ adjective (of an
integrated circuit) manufactured on a single
crystal of semiconductor
monolithic driver

monolithic driver /�mɒnəlθk �dravə/
noun a piece of driver software that has a
range of different functions or applications
within one program
monomode fibremonomode fibre /�mɒnəυməυd �fabə/
noun same as single mode fibre
monoprogramming systemmonoprogramming system /�mɒnəυ|

�prəυ"r�mŋ �sstəm/ noun a computer
batch processing system that executes one
program at a time. Compare multi-program-
ming system
monospacedmonospaced /�mɒnəυspest/ adjective
referring to a font in which each character has
the same width. Compare proportionally
spaced
montagemontage /�mɒntɑ�'/ noun 1. a series of
quickly changing images, sometimes with
general pictures seen simultaneously on the
screen 2. the process of combining several
still or video images
Monte Carlo methodMonte Carlo method /�mɒnti �kɑ�ləυ
�meθəd/ noun a statistical analysis technique
MOOMOO noun a virtual space in which partici-
pants can discuss a topic online. Full form
multiuser domain, object-oriented
morphingmorphing /�mɔ�fŋ/ noun a special effect
used in multimedia and games in which one
image gradually turns into another
Morse codeMorse code /�mɔ�s �kəυd/ noun a system
of signalling using only two symbols: dots
and dashes � morse key switch used to send
morse messages by hand
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mosaicmosaic /məυ|�zek/ noun 1. a display
character used in videotext systems that is
made up of small dots 2. a light-sensitive sur-
face of a television camera pick-up tube
which is scanned by the electron beam
MosaicMosaic /məυ|�zek/ a trade name for a pop-
ular browser software used to view webpages
on the Internet
most significant bitmost significant bit /�məυst s" |

�nfkənt �bt/ noun full form of msb � The
most significant bit in an eight bit binary
word represents 128 in decimal notation.
most significant digitmost significant digit /məυst s"|

�nfkənt �dd't/, most significant char-
acter /məυst s"|�nfkənt �k�rktə/ noun
full form of MSD
motherboardmotherboard /�m�ðəbɔ�d/ noun the main
printed circuit board of a system, containing
most of the components and connections for
expansion boards and other features
motion blurmotion blur /�məυʃ(ə)n bl��/ noun the
blurring of an object that moves too fast to be
frozen by the camera
motion controlmotion control /�məυʃ(ə)n kən|�trəυl/
noun a computer that allows a user to control
all the aspects of a camera to allow special ef-
fects in video or still images
motion JPEGmotion JPEG /�məυʃ(ə)n �d'e �pe"/
noun full form of MJPEG
motion picturemotion picture /�məυʃ(ə)n �pktʃə/ noun
a series of still pictures (each slightly differ-
ent) which give an object the appearance of
motion when projected on to a screen
motion-picture cameramotion-picture camera /�məυʃ(ə)n
�pktʃə �k�m(ə)rə/ noun a box with lens,
shutter, viewfinder and film advance system
in which motion-picture film is exposed
motion picture experts groupmotion picture experts group
/�məυʃ(ə)n �pktʃə �eksp��ts "ru�p/ noun
full form of MPEG
motion-picture filmmotion-picture film /�məυʃ(ə)n �pktʃə
flm/ noun light-sensitive film which is used
in a motion picture camera
motormotor /�məυtə/ noun an electromagnetic
machine that converts an electrical supply
into (rotary) motion (by means of a magnetic
field)
mountmount /maυnt/ verb 1. to fix a device or
circuit onto a base � The chips are mounted
in sockets on the PCB. 2. to insert a disk in a
disk drive or inform an operating system that
a disk drive is ready to be used
mousemouse /maυs/ noun a small hand-held in-
put device moved on a flat surface to control
the position of a cursor on the screen (NOTE:
The plural is mice or mouses.)

‘This project has now borne fruit, with the an-
nouncement last week of Windots, a project
which allows users to ‘see’ Windows screens in a
Braille form of Ascii. Other areas of research in-

clude a sound system which allows a sound to
‘move’, mirroring the movement of a mouse.’
[Computing]

mouse accelerationmouse acceleration /�maυs ək|�selə|

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a feature of some mouse
driver software that will move the mouse
pointer at different speeds according to the
speed at which you move the mouse rather
than the distance
mouse drivermouse driver /�maυs �dravə/ noun a
program which converts positional data sent
from a mouse to a standard form of coordi-
nates that can be used by any software
mouse pointermouse pointer /�maυs �pɔntə/ noun a
small arrow displayed on screen that moves
around as the mouse is moved
movablemovable /�mu�vəb(ə)l/ adjective which
can be moved
movemove /mu�v/ verb to change the position of
something
movementmovement /�mu�vmənt/ noun the act of
changing position or of changing the position
of something
movie filemovie file /�mu�vi fal/ noun a file stored
on disk that contains a series of images that
make up an animation or video clip
movie IDmovie ID /�mu�vi �a|�di�/ noun a unique ID
number assigned to a movie in Movie Player
– each separate instance has a different ID
number
Movie PlayerMovie Player /�mu�vi �pleə/ noun a Win-
dows utility that can playback AVI-format
video clips or movie files with the MMM ex-
tension
Movie Player instanceMovie Player instance /�mu�vi �pleə
�nstəns/ noun one copy of the Movie Player
program that is running
Moving Pictures Expert GroupMoving Pictures Expert Group
/�mu�vŋ �pktʃəs �eksp��t �"ru�p/ noun
full form of MPEG
MP3MP3 /�em pi� �θri�/ noun a way of encoding
digital audio data into a compressed data for-
mat that is approximately one twelfth the size
of the original without perceptible loss of
quality. MP3 files (that normally have the file
name extension ‘MP3’) are now one of the
most popular ways of storing and distributing
music over the Internet. Because MP3 files
are compact and easy to copy, they are rela-
tively quick to download and very easy to
distribute – which is causing problems for the
original artists who are trying to protect their
copyright material. Once you have an MP3
file you can listen to it by opening it and play-
ing it with special software on your computer
or by transferring it to a dedicated pocket-
sized device that stores the file in its memory,
has no moving parts and but can play back
CD-quality music. Full form MPEG audio
level 3
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COMMENT: MP3 files, which usually have
the file name extension MP3, are now one
of the most popular ways of storing and
distributing music over the Internet. Be-
cause MP3 files are compact and easy to
copy, they are relatively quick to download
and very easy to distribute, which is caus-
ing problems for the original artists who are
trying to protect their copyright material.
Once you have an MP3 file you can listen
to it by opening it and playing it with special
software on your computer or by transfer-
ring it to a dedicated pocket-sized device
that stores the file in its memory, and has
no moving parts but that can play back CD-
quality music

MPCMPC /�em pi� �si�/ noun an outdated set of
minimum requirements for a PC that will al-
low it to run most multimedia software. Full
form multimedia PC
MPEGMPEG /�em pe"/ noun a group of develop-
ers that have defined a series of standards to
improve audio and video quality but at the
same time increase data compression so that
the audio or video information takes less
space but retains its quality. Full form Mov-
ing Pictures Expert Group. � JPEG (NOTE:
MPEG is often used to compress video
clips and its derivative standard MP3 pro-
vides one of the most popular ways of com-
pressing and storing audio information,
while JPEG provides a popular way to store
compressed still images.)
MPEG audio level 3MPEG audio level 3 /�em pe" �ɔ�diəυ
�lev(ə)l �θri�/ noun full form of MP3
MPPPMPPP /�em pi� pi� �pi�/ noun communica-
tions protocol used with ISDN to link the two
B-channels in a standard ISDN adapter to
create a transmission channel that can trans-
fer data at a higher speed. Full form multi-
link point to point protocol
MPUMPU abbr microprocessor unit
msms abbr millisecond
msbmsb /�em es �bi�/, MSB noun a bit in a word
that represents the greatest value or weight,
usually the bit furthest to the left. Full form
most significant bit
MSCDEXMSCDEX /�em es si� di� �eks/ noun driver
software installed on a PC to allow DOS and
Windows to control a CD-ROM drive. Full
form Microsoft Compact Disc Exten-
sions
MSDMSD /�em es �di�/ noun the digit at the far
left of a number, which represents the great-
est power of the base. Full form most signif-
icant digit
MS-DOSMS-DOS /�em es �dɒs/ a trade name for an
operating system for the IBM PC range of
personal computers that managed data stor-
age onto disks, display output and user input.
Windows supports MS-DOS programs
through the Command Prompt, which emu-

lates MS-DOS. Full form Microsoft DOS
(NOTE: MS-DOS is a single-user, single-
tasking operating system that is controlled
by a command-line interface.)
MSF time formatMSF time format /�em es ef �ta
�fɔ�m�t/ noun a time format that counts
frames per second used by MCI, usually used
by CD-audio devices, in which there are 75
frames per second
MSIMSI abbr medium scale integration
M signalM signal /�em �s"n(ə)l/ noun a signal pro-
duced from the sum of left and right signals
in a stereophonic system
MSNMSN a trade name for an Internet portal. Full
form Microsoft Network
MS-WindowsMS-Windows /�em es �wndəυz/ same as
Windows
MSXMSX /�em es �eks/ noun a hardware and
software standard for home computers that
can use interchangeable software
MTBFMTBF /�em ti� bi� �ef/ noun the average pe-
riod of time that a piece of equipment will
operate between failures. Full form mean
time between failures
MTCMTC /�em ti� �si�/ noun a system of messag-
es used to synchronise MIDI sequences with
an external device, e.g. an SMPTE time code.
Full form MIDI time code
MTFMTF /�em ti� �ef/ noun the average period of
time for which a device will operate, usually
continuously, before failing. Full form mean
time to failure
MTTRMTTR /�em ti� ti� �ɑ�/ noun the average pe-
riod of time required to repair a faulty piece
of equipment. Full form mean time to re-
pair
MUAMUA /�em ju� �e/ noun software used to
create and read email messages that creates a
message in the correct format and standard
and passes this to the mail transfer agent that
is responsible for transferring the message
over the network. Full form mail user agent
MUDMUD /�em ti� �e/ noun 1. a virtual online
space in which several people can participate
in collaborative projects at the same time.
Full form multiuser domain 2. an adven-
ture game played by multiple users over the
Internet. Full form multiuser dungeon
multi-multi- /m�lti/ prefix many or more than one
� multimegabyte memory card
multi-access systemmulti-access system /�m�lt ��kses
�sstəm/ noun a computer system that allows
several users to access one file or program at
the same time. Also called multiple access
system
multibank dynamic random access memorymultibank dynamic random access
memory /�m�ltb�ŋk da |�n�mk
�r�ndəm ��kses �mem(ə)ri/ noun full form
of MDRAM
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multi-board computer

multi-board computer /�m�lt bɔ�d
kəm|�pju�tə/ noun a computer which has
several integrated circuit boards connected
with a motherboard
multiburst signal

multiburst signal /�m�ltb��st �s"n(ə)l/
noun a television test signal
multicast

multicast /�m�ltikɑ�st/ verb to transmit
one message to a group of recipients

COMMENT: This could be as simple as send-
ing an email message to a list of email ad-
dresses or posting a message to a mailing
list. It can also refer to more complex trans-
fers such as a teleconference or videocon-
ference in which several users link together
by telephone or video link. A broadcast, in
comparison, refers to the process of send-
ing a message to anyone who could re-
ceive the message rather than a select
group of recipients. Narrowcasting is very
similar in concept to a multicasting, but is
normally used to refer to the concept,
whereas multicasting refers to the technol-
ogy used.

multicasting

multicasting /�m�ltikɑ�stŋ/ noun the
process of broadcasting to a number of re-
ceivers or nodes, with an address in each
message to indicate the node required
multichannel

multichannel /�m�lti|�tʃ�n(ə)l/ adjective
with more than one channel
multicolour

multicolour /�m�lti |�k�lə/ adjective with
several colours
multicolour graphics adapter

multicolour graphics adapter
/�m�ltik�lə �"r�fks ə|�d�ptə/ noun full
form of MCGA
multidimensional

multidimensional /�m�ltida |

�menʃən(ə)l/ adjective with features in more
than one dimension
multi-disk

multi-disk /�m�lt �dsk/ adjective refer-
ring to several types of disk
multidrop circuit

multidrop circuit /�m�ltdrɒp �s��kt/
noun a network allowing communications
between a number of terminals and a central
computer, but not directly between terminals
multifrequency

multifrequency /�m�lti |�fri�kwənsi/
noun � dual tone, multifrequency (DTMF)
communication signalling system using two
different frequencies to transmit binary data
multifunction

multifunction /�m�lt |�f�nkʃən(ə)l/, mul-
tifunctional adjective which has several
functions � A multifunction analog interface
module includes analog to digital and digital
to analog converters.
multifunctional

multifunctional /�m�lt |�f�nkʃən(ə)l/ ad-
jective which has several functions � a mul-
tifunctional scanner
multiline

multiline /�m�lti |�lan/ adjective in a text
box, referring to a display of text broken into
several lines rather than as a single continu-
ous line. Also called multiple line

multilink system

multilink system /�m�ltlŋk �sstəm/
noun a system in which there is more than
one connection between two points
multimedia

multimedia /�m�lti |�mi�diə/ adjective
combining sound, graphics, animation, video
and text within an application

‘The Oracle Media Server is a multimedia data-
base designed to run on massively parallel com-
puters, running hundreds of transactions per sec-
ond and managing multiple data types, such as
video, audio and text.’ [Computing]

multimedia card

multimedia card /�m�ltimi�diə �kɑ�d/
noun full form of MMC
multimedia developer’s kit

multimedia developer’s kit
/�m�ltimi�diə d|�veləpəz kt/ noun full
form of MDK
multimedia extensions

multimedia extensions /�m�ltimi�diə
k|�stenʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun full form of MMX
multimedia PC

multimedia PC /�m�ltimi�diə �pi� �si�/
noun full form of MPC
multimedia-ready

multimedia-ready /�m�ltimi�diə �redi/
adjective referring to a PC that has all the ex-
tra equipment requirement to run most multi-
media software
multimeter

multimeter /�m�ltimi�tə/ noun testing
equipment that provides an indication of the
voltage or current or impedance at a point or
of a component. Abbr AMM
multimode fibre

multimode fibre /�m�ltməυd �fabə/
noun a commonly used type of optic fibre
that uses a glass fibre with a diameter of be-
tween 50 and 125 microns and can carry sev-
eral different frequencies of light with a max-
imum bandwidth of 2.5 Gbps (NOTE: The dis-
advantage is that because the fibre is wide,
the light disperses quickly and so repeaters
need to be installed to boost the signal.)
multipass overlap

multipass overlap /�m�ltpɑ�s
�əυvəl�p/ noun a system of producing high-
er quality print from a dot matrix printer by
repeating the line of characters but shifted
slightly, so making the dots less noticeable
multi platform

multi platform /�m�lt �pl�t|�fɔ�m/ adjec-
tive referring to software that can run on sev-
eral different hardware platforms
multiple

multiple /�m�ltp(ə)l/ adjective having
many parts
multiple access system

multiple access system /�m�ltp(ə)l
��kses �sstəm/ noun same as multi-ac-
cess system
multiple base page

multiple base page /�m�ltp(ə)l bes
�ped'/ noun a multi-user system in which
each user and the operating system have one
page of main memory, which can then call up
other pages within main memory
multiple line

multiple line /�m�ltp(ə)l �lan/ adjective
same as multiline
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multiplexmultiplex /�m�ltpleks/ verb to combine
several messages in the same transmission
medium
multiplexingmultiplexing /�m�ltpleksŋ/ noun the
process of combining several messages in the
same transmission medium
multiplexormultiplexor /�m�ltpleksə/ noun full
form of MUX � A 4 to 1 multiplexor com-
bines four inputs into a single output.
multiplicationmultiplication /�m�ltpl|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
a mathematical operation that adds one
number to itself a number of times � The
multiplication of 5 and 3 = 15.
multiplymultiply /�m�lt |�pla/ verb to perform the
mathematical operation of multiplication
(NOTE: multiplies – multiplying – multi-
plied)
multipointmultipoint /�m�ltipɔnt/ adjective refer-
ring to a connection with several lines, at-
taching several terminals to a single line to a
single computer
multiprocessing systemmultiprocessing system /�m�lt |

�prəυsesŋ �sstəm/ noun a system where
several processing units work together shar-
ing the same memory
multiprocessormultiprocessor /�m�lti|�prəυsesə/ noun
a number of processing units acting together
or separately but sharing the same area of
memory
multi-programming systemmulti-programming system /�m�lt
�prəυ"r�mŋ �sstəm/ noun an operating
system used to execute more than one pro-
gram apparently simultaneously, each pro-
gram being executed a little at a time. Com-
pare monoprogramming system
multipurpose Internet mail extensionsmultipurpose Internet mail exten-
sions /�m�ltip��pəs �ntənet �mel k|

�stenʃ(ə)nz/ noun full form of MIME
multisessionmultisession /�m�ltseʃ(ə)n/ noun a CD-
ROM which has had data stored onto it at dif-
ferent times (each time is called a session).
This normally applies to PhotoCD discs – if
the PhotoCD is not full, you can add extra
images to it: this is a multisession disc be-
cause it contains images added after the first
session.
multisession-compatiblemultisession-compatible
/�m�ltseʃ(ə)n kəm|�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective re-
ferring to a CD-ROM drive that can read
PhotoCD discs or other discs that have been
created in several goes
MultiSync™ monitorMultiSync™ monitor /�m�ltsŋk
�mɒntə/ noun a monitor which contains cir-
cuitry to lock onto the required scanning fre-
quency of any type of graphics card
multitaskingmultitasking /�m�lti|�tɑ�skŋ/ noun the
ability of a computer system to run two or
more programs at the same time � The sys-
tem is multi-user and multi-tasking.

‘X is the underlying technology which allows
Unix applications to run under a multi-user, mul-
titasking GUI. It has been adopted as the standard
for the Common Open Software Environment,
proposed recently by top Unix vendors including
Digital, IBM and Sun.’ [Computing]
COMMENT: Few small systems are capable
of simultaneous multitasking, since each
program would require its own processor.
This is overcome by allocating to each pro-
gram an amount of processing time, exe-
cuting each a little at a time so that they will
appear to run simultaneously due to the
speed of the processor and the relatively
short gaps between programs.

multi terminal systemmulti terminal system /�m�lt
�t��mn(ə)l �sstəm/ noun a system where
several terminals are linked to a single CPU
multithreadingmultithreading /�m�ltθredŋ/ noun the
process of running several different process-
es in rapid succession within a program (ef-
fectively multitasking within a program)
multiuser domainmultiuser domain /�m�ltiju�zə də|

�men/ noun full form of MUD
multiuser domain, object-orientedmultiuser domain, object-oriented
/�m�ltiju�zə də|�men �ɒbd'ekt �ɔ�rientd/
noun full form of MOO
multiuser dungeon

multiuser dungeon /�m�ltiju�zə
�d�nd'ən/ noun full form of MUD
multiuser program

multiuser program /�m�ltiju�zə
�prə"r�m/ noun a software diary utility that
allows many users to enter appointments and
schedule meetings with other users. Also
called network calendar program
multiuser systemmultiuser system /�m�ltiju�zə �sstəm/
noun a computer system that can support
more than one user at a time � The program
runs on a standalone machine or a multi-user
system.
multi-window editormulti-window editor /�m�lti �wndəυ
�edtə/ noun a program used for creating and
editing a number of applications programs
independently, each in a separate window on
screen at the same time
mung upmung up /�m�ŋ ��p/ verb to distort data or
to ruin a file (informal)
mushmush /m�ʃ/ noun distortion and loss of sig-
nal
mush areamush area /�m�ʃ �eəriə/ noun distortion
and loss of signal due to two transmissions
interfering
musical instrument digital interfacemusical instrument digital interface
/�mju�zk(ə)l �nstrυmənt �dd't(ə)l
�ntəfes/ noun full form of MIDI
music chipmusic chip /�mju�zk tʃp/ noun an inte-
grated circuit capable of generating musical
sounds and tunes
music track

music track /�mju�zk tr�k/ noun a
sound track on which is recorded music for a
film (film)
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MUX

MUX /�em ju� �eks/ noun a circuit that com-
bines a number of inputs into a smaller
number of outputs. Full form multiplexor.
Compare demultiplexor
MWMW abbr 1. medium wave 2. megawatt

My ComputerMy Computer /�ma kəm|�pju�tə/ noun an
icon that is normally in the upper left-hand
corner of the screen on a computer running
Windows, containing an overview of the PC
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nn abbr nano-
NABNAB /n�b/ noun a US term used to describe
standards specified by this organisation (film)
NAB cartridgeNAB cartridge /�n�b �kɑ�trd'/ noun an
NAB approved continuous loop magnetic
tape cartridge which is broadcast standard
and is made in three tape capacity sizes
NAB curveNAB curve /�n�b �k��v/ noun the standard
for audio playback equalisation
namename /nem/ noun an ordinary word used
to identify an address in machine language
name registrationname registration /�nem
�red'streʃ(ə)n/ noun same as domain
name registration
name resolutionname resolution /�nem �rezəlu�ʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of converting a domain
name into its numerical IP address
name servername server /�nem �s��və/ noun a com-
puter on the Internet that provides a domain
name service to any other computer
naming servicesnaming services /�nemŋ �s��vsz/
noun a method of assigning each user or
node or computer on a network a unique
name that allows other users to access shared
resources even over a wide area network
NAND functionNAND function /�n�nd �f�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun
a logical function whose output is false if all
inputs are true, and true if any input is false

COMMENT: The NAND function is equiva-
lent to an AND function with a NOT func-
tion at the output. The output is 0 only if
both inputs are 1; if one input is 1 and the
other 0, or if both inputs are 0, then the out-
put is 1.

NAND gateNAND gate /�n�nd "et/ noun an elec-
tronic circuit that provides a NAND function
nano-nano- /n�nəυ/ prefix 1. one thousand mil-
lionth. Abbr n 2. US one billionth
nanosecondnanosecond /�n�nəυ|�sekənd/ noun one
thousand millionth of a second
NapsterNapster /�n�pstə/ a trade name for soft-
ware that allows users to share files, normally
MP3-format music files, over the Internet

COMMENT: Napster was originally used to
distribute and share MP3 files with a per-
sonal recording of a commercial artist in an
efficient way. The software, developed by
Shawn Fanning, allowed anyone to down-
load music from any another Napster us-
er’s computer. Once installed, the free soft-
ware searches your hard disk for any MP3
music files, then allows other Napster us-
ers online to access these files from your
hard disk, via the Internet. Because it al-

lows music to be copied and shared very
easily, Napster has become unpopular with
the recording and music industry and was
the subject of a legal case enforcing copy-
right over the Internet.

narrativenarrative /�n�rətv/ noun a set of explan-
atory notes or comments to help a user oper-
ate a program
narrow bandnarrow band /�n�rəυ b�nd/ noun a com-
munication method that uses a bandwidth
less than that of a voice channel. Abbr see.
Compare multicast
narrow band FMnarrow band FM /�n�rəυ b�nd �ef �em/
noun a frequency modulation system using
very small bandwidth (with only one pair of
sidebands). Abbr NBFM
narrow band ISDNnarrow band ISDN /�n�rəυ b�nd �a es
di� �en/ noun the ISDN communications sys-
tem
narrowcastnarrowcast /�n�rəυkɑ�st/ verb same as
multicast
NATNAT /�en e �ti�/ noun a system that allows a
local area network to work with two sets of IP
addresses for each computer or node in the
network. Full form network address trans-
lation

COMMENT: The first set of addresses is
used for internal traffic and the second set
(often just one or two addresses) is used
for external traffic, for example when ac-
cessing resources on the public Internet
via a router. This system provides basic se-
curity against external attacks, for example
using IP spoofing. Its main purpose is that
it allows the local area network to use as
many IP addresses as are required, but
only using a minimal number of public IP
addresses, which must be registered and
allocated by an organisation such as Inter-
NIC.

National Association of BroadcastersNational Association of Broadcast-
ers /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl ə |�səυsieʃ(ə)n əv
�brɔ�dkɑ�stəz/ noun full form of NAB
National Center for Supercomputing ApplicationsNational Center for Supercomput-
ing Applications /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �sentə fə
�su�pəkəm |�pju�tŋ ��plkeʃ(ə)nz/ noun
full form of NCSA
National Television System CommitteeNational Television System Com-
mittee /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �tel|�v'(ə)n �sstəm
kə|�mti/ noun full form of NTSC
native file formatnative file format /�netv �fal �fɔ�m�t/
noun a default file format, usually proprie-
tary, that is used by an application to store its
data on disk
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navigablenavigable /�n�v"əb(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to a website that has been designed in
such a way that the user can move from one
section of the site to another by clicking on
highlighted computer links
navigationnavigation /�n�v|�"eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of moving around a multimedia title
using hotspots, buttons and a user interface
NCNC abbr 1. network computer 2. numerical
control
NCR paperNCR paper /�en si� �ɑ� �pepə/ noun a spe-
cial type of paper impregnated with chemi-
cals and used in multipart forms. Full form
no carbon required paper (NOTE: When
NCR paper is printed on by an impact print-
er, the writing also appears on the sheets
below.)
NCSANCSA /�en si� es �e/ noun an organisation
that helped define and create the World Wide
Web with its Mosaic web browser. Full form
National Center for Supercomputing Ap-
plications
NDISNDIS /�en di� e �es/ noun a standard com-
mand interface, defined by Microsoft, be-
tween network driver software and NICs.
Full form network driver interface speci-
fication
NDRNDR /�en di� �ɑ�/ noun a display system that
continues to display previous characters
when new ones are displayed. Full form non
destructive readout
near instantaneously compounded audio multiplexnear instantaneously compounded
audio multiplex /�nə �nstən|�teniəsli
kəm|�paυndd �ɔ�diəυ �m�ltpleks/ noun
full form of NICAM
negatenegate /n |�"et/ verb to reverse the sign of
a number � If you negate 23.4 the result is –
23.4. (NOTE: negates – negating – negat-
ed)
negationnegation /n |�"eʃ(ə)n/ noun the reversing
of the sign of a number, e.g. from 5 to –5
negation gatenegation gate /n |�"eʃ(ə)n "et/ noun a
single input gate whose output is equal to the
logical inverse of the input. Also called NOT
gate
negativenegative /�ne"ətv/ adjective meaning
‘no’
NEQNEQ abbr nonequivalence function
nerdnerd /n��d/ noun a person who is obsessed
with computers and rarely talks or thinks
about anything that is not technologically ex-
citing (slang)
nested loopnested loop /�nestd �lu�p/ noun a loop in-
side another loop in the same program
nested macro callnested macro call /�nestd �m�krəυ
�kɔ�l/ noun a macro called from within an-
other macro
nested structurenested structure /�nestd �str�ktʃə/
noun a section of a program in which one

control loop or subroutine is used within an-
other
NetBEUINetBEUI /�net bju�i/ noun an extended
version of the NetBIOS network protocol de-
veloped by Microsoft, which cannot be rout-
ed in a network. Full form NetBIOS Extend-
ed User Interface
NetBIOSNetBIOS /�net �baɒs/ noun a commonly
used standard set of commands, originally
developed by IBM, that allow application
programs to carry out basic operations such
as file sharing and transferring data between
nodes over a network � This software uses
NetBIOS calls to manage file sharing. Full
form Network Basic Input Output System
NetBIOS Extended User InterfaceNetBIOS Extended User Interface
/�net baɒs k|�stendd �ju�zə �ntəfes/
noun full form of NetBEUI
netiquettenetiquette /�netket/ noun a set of unoffi-
cial rules that define good manners on the In-
ternet
netphonenetphone /�netfəυn/ noun a phone that
uses the Internet to make connections and
carry voice messages
NetscapeNetscape /�netskep/ a software company
that develops Internet applications
Netscape NavigatorNetscape Navigator /�netskep
�n�v"etə/ a trade name for one of the most
popular web browsers that provides many
features including a news reader and that
supports Java applets
NetShowNetShow /�netshəυ/ a system developed
by Microsoft to provide audio and video de-
livery over the Internet without interruption
or glitches in the video sequence
NetWareNetWare /�netweə/ a trade name for a net-
work operating system, developed by Novell,
that runs on a range of hardware platforms
and supports file and print sharing and client-
server applications
networknetwork /�netw��k/ noun a system made
of a number of points or circuits that are in-
terconnected � verb to link points together in
a network � They run a system of networked
micros.

‘Asante Technologies has expanded its range of
Ethernet-to-LocalTalk converters with the re-
lease of AsantePrint 8, which connects up to eight
LocalTalk printers, or other LocalTalk devices,
to a high-speed Ethernet network.’ [Computing]

network adapternetwork adapter /�netw��k ə|�d�ptə/
noun same as NIC
network addressnetwork address /�netw��k ə |�dres/
noun a part of an IP address that defines the
main network on which the domain is located
(NOTE: For class A networks this is the first
byte of the address, for class B networks it
is the first two bytes and for class C net-
works it is the first three bytes. The rest of
the IP address forms the host address.)
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network address translationnetwork address translation
/�netw��k ə|�dres tr�ns |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of NAT
network administratornetwork administrator /�netw��k əd |

�mnstretə/ noun a person who is respon-
sible for looking after a network, with re-
sponsibilities including installing, configur-
ing and maintaining the network
network architecturenetwork architecture /�netw��k
�ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun the way in which a net-
work is constructed, e.g. layers in an OSI sys-
tem
network calendar programnetwork calendar program /�netw��k
�k�lndə �prəυ"r�m/ noun same as multi-
user program
network computernetwork computer /�netw��k kəm |

�pju�tə/ noun a computer that is designed to
run Java programs and access information
using a web browser. Abbr NC

COMMENT: The network computer has a
small desktop box that does not have a
floppy disk drive. Instead it downloads any
software it requires from a central server.
Network computers are simpler and cheap-
er than current PCs and Apple Mac com-
puters, and are designed to be easier to
manage in a large company.

network databasenetwork database /�netw��k
�detəbes/ noun a database structure in
which data items can be linked together
network diagramnetwork diagram /�netw��k �daə"r�m/
noun a graphical representation of the inter-
connections between points in a network
network directorynetwork directory /�netw��k da|

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a directory that is stored on
a disk drive on another computer in the net-
work but can be accessed by anyone on the
network
network drivenetwork drive /�netw��k drav/ noun a
disk drive that is part of another computer on
a network but can be used by anyone on the
network
network driver interface specificationnetwork driver interface specifica-
tion /�netw��k �dravə �ntəfes
�spesfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of NDIS
network file systemnetwork file system /�netw��k �fal
�sstəm/ noun a network protocol developed
by Sun Microsystems that allows a computer
to share its local disk drives with other users
on a network and is now used as a standard
across most of the Internet. Abbr NFS
network hardwarenetwork hardware /�netw��k �hɑ�dweə/
noun same as networking hardware
networkingnetworking /�netw��kŋ/ noun 1. the
working or organisation of a network 2. the
process of interconnecting two or more com-
puters either in the same room or different
buildings, in the same town or different
towns, allowing them to exchange informa-
tion 3. the process of broadcasting a prime-

time TV programme over several local sta-
tions at the same time

COMMENT: Networking allows a machine
with a floppy disk drive to use another PC’s
hard disk when both machines are linked
by a cable and are using networking soft-
ware.

networking hardware

networking hardware /�netw��kŋ
�hɑ�dweə/ noun the physical links, comput-
ers and control equipment that make up a net-
work. Also called network hardware
networking softwarenetworking software /�netw��kŋ
�sɒftweə/ noun software that is used to es-
tablish the link between a user’s program and
the network. Also called network software
networking specialistnetworking specialist /�netw��kŋ
�speʃəlst/ noun a company or person who
specialises in designing and setting up net-
works � This computer firm is a UK net-
working specialist.
network interface cardnetwork interface card /�netw��k
�ntəfes �kɑ�d/ noun full form of NIC
network management

network management /�netw��k
�m�nd'mənt/ noun the organisation, plan-
ning, running and upkeep of a network
Network NeighborhoodNetwork Neighborhood /�netw��k
�nebəhυd/ noun a Windows 95 utility that
allows you to view and manage connections
to your computer
network news transfer protocolnetwork news transfer protocol
/�netw��k nju�z �tr�nsf�� �prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of NNTP
network operating systemnetwork operating system /�netw��k
�ɒpəretŋ �sstəm/ noun an operating sys-
tem running on a server computer, usually a
dedicated one, that controls access to the net-
work resources, managing network links,
printing and users. Abbr NOS
network printer

network printer /�netw��k �prntə/ noun
a printer attached to a server or workstation
that can be used by any user connected to the
network
network protocol

network protocol /�netw��k �prəυtəkɒl/
noun a set of handshaking signals that de-
fines how a workstation sends data over a
network without clashing with other data
transmissions
network redundancynetwork redundancy /�netw��k r|

�d�ndənsi/ noun the existence of extra links
between points allowing continued operation
in the event of one point failing
network servernetwork server /�netw��k �s��və/ noun a
computer which runs a network operating
system and controls the basic network opera-
tions (NOTE: All the workstations in a LAN
are connected to the central network server
and users log onto a network server,)
network softwarenetwork software /�netw��k �sɒftweə/
noun same as networking software
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network topologynetwork topology /�netw��k tə|

�pɒləd'i/ noun the layout of machines in a
network, e.g. a star network, ring network or
bus network, which will determine what ca-
bling and interfaces are needed and what pos-
sibilities the network can offer
neural networkneural network /�njυərəl �netw��k/
noun a system running an artificial intelli-
gence program that attempts to simulate the
way the brain works, how it learns and re-
members
neutralneutral /�nju�trəl/ adjective with no state,
bias or voltage
newnew /nju�/ adjective recent or not old �
They have installed a new computer system.
newbienewbie /�nju�bi/ noun a new user of the In-
ternet (slang)
newsnews /nju�z/ noun information about
things which have happened � news agency
office which distributes news to newspapers
and television companies � newsgroup col-
lection of articles on the Usenet relating to
one particular subject � news release sheet
giving information about a new event which
is sent to newspapers and TV and radio sta-
tions so that they can use it � the company
sent out a news release about the new manag-
ing director
newsgroupnewsgroup /�nju�z|�"ru�p/ noun a feature
of the Internet that provides free-for-all dis-
cussion forums
newsprintnewsprint /�nju�zprnt/ noun mechanical
paper used for printing newspapers (NOTE: no
plural)
news readernews reader /�nju�z �ri�də/ noun a piece
of software that allows a user to view the list
of newsgroups and read the articles posted in
each group or submit a new article
new technologynew technology /�nju� tek|�nɒləd'i/
noun electronic instruments which have re-
cently been developed
nexusnexus /�neksəs/ noun a connection point
between units in a network
NFSNFS abbr network file system
nibblenibble /�nb(ə)l/ noun another spelling of
nybble
NICNIC /�en a �si�/ noun an add-in board that
connects a computer to a network. Full form
network interface card. Also called net-
work adapter (NOTE: The board converts
the computer’s data into electrical signals
that are then transmitted along the network
cable.)
NICAMNICAM /�nak�m/ noun a digital system
used for coding in the television transmission
of stereo sound (film) Full form near instan-
taneously compounded audio multiplex
Nintendo™Nintendo™ /nn|�tendəυ/ a major video
game developer producing both software and
hardware consoles

NNTPNNTP /�en en ti� �pi�/ noun a standard
method of distributing news messages on the
Internet, one of the protocols within the
TCP/IP protocol suite, that provides a way of
creating, reading and distributing messages
within newsgroups over the Internet. Full
form network news transfer protocol
no-breakno-break /�nəυ �brek/ adjective (power
supply system) which will not be affected by
a power failure. � UPS
no carbon required paperno carbon required paper /nəυ
�kɑ�bən r|�kwaəd �pepə/ noun full form
of NCR paper
nodenode /nəυd/ noun an interconnection point
in a structure or network � A tree is made of
branches that connect together at nodes.
no-drop imageno-drop image /�nəυ �drɒp �md'/ noun
(in a GUI) an icon image displayed during a
drag and drop operation when the pointer is
over an object that cannot be the destination
object and onto which it cannot be dropped
noisenoise /nɔz/ noun a random signal present
in addition to any wanted signal, caused by
static, temperature, power supply, magnetic
or electric fields and also from stars and the
Sun
nomenclaturenomenclature /nəυ|�meŋklətʃə/ noun a
predefined system for assigning words and
symbols to represent numbers or terms
nomogramnomogram /�nɒmə"r�m/, nomograph
/�nɒmə"rɑ�f/ noun a graphical system for
solving one value given two others
non-non- /nɒn/ prefix not
nonalignednonaligned /�nɒnə|�land/ adjective refer-
ring to two devices which are not correctly
positioned in relation to each other, for opti-
mum performance
non breaking spacenon breaking space /�nɒn �brekŋ
�spes/ noun (in word-processing or DTP
software) a space character that prevents two
words being separated by a line break
noncompatibilitynoncompatibility /�nɒnkəm |�p�t|�blti/
noun inability of two or more pieces of hard-
ware or software to exchange data or use the
same peripherals
non-composite video signalnon-composite video signal /�nɒn
�kɒmpəzt �vdiəυ �s"n(ə)l/ noun a video
signal which has no synchronising signals
but contains picture and blanking informa-
tion
non dedicated servernon dedicated server /�nɒn
�dedketd �s��və/ noun a computer that
runs a network operating system in the back-
ground and can also be used to run normal
applications at the same time
non destructive cursornon destructive cursor /�nɒn d|

�str�ktv �k��sə/ noun a cursor on a display
that does not erase characters already dis-
played as it passes over them � The screen
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quickly became unreadable when using a
non-destructive cursor.
non destructive readout

non destructive readout /�nɒn d|

�str�ktv �ri�daυt/ noun full form of NDR
nondirectional microphonenondirectional microphone
/�nɒndarekʃən(ə)l �makrəfəυn/ noun a
microphone which picks up sound equally in
every direction (film)
nonequivalence functionnonequivalence function /�nɒn|

�kwvələns �f�ŋkʃən/ noun a logical func-
tion in which the output is true if the inputs
are not the same, otherwise the output is
false. Abbr NEQ
nonerasable storagenonerasable storage /�nɒnrezəb(ə)l
�stɔ�rd'/ noun a storage medium that can-
not be erased and reused
non impact printer

non impact printer /�nɒn m|�p�kt
�prntə/ noun a printer such as an ink-jet
printer in which the character form does not
hit a ribbon onto the paper
non interlaced

non interlaced /�nɒn �ntəlesd/ adjec-
tive (in a monitor) referring to a system in
which the picture electron beam scans each
line of the display once during each refresh
cycle (NOTE: The beam in an interlaced dis-
play scans every alternate line.)
nonlinear video editing

nonlinear video editing /�nɒnlniə
�vdiəυ �edtŋ/ noun a method of editing a
video sequence in which the video is digi-
tised and stored in a computer and the editor
can then cut and move frames in any order
before outputting the finished sequence
(NOTE: The finished sequence can either be
produced directly from the computer output
– though this is normally at a lower quality
than the original because of compression
losses – or the computer can output time
code instructions that can be used to edit
the original videotape.)
nonprinting codenonprinting code /�nɒnprntŋ �kəυd/
plural noun a code that represents an action
of the printer rather than a printed character
� The line width can be set using one of the
non-printing codes, .LW, then a number.
non scrollable

non scrollable /�nɒn �skrəυləb(ə)l/ ad-
jective referring to part of the screen display
which is always displayed (NOTE: In a WP
the text can scroll while instructions are non
scrollable.)
non-synchronous soundnon-synchronous sound /�nɒn
�sŋkrənəs �saυnd/, non-sync sound noun
any sound recorded without a camera operat-
ing at the same time (film)
non volatile memory

non volatile memory /�nɒn �vɒlətal
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a storage medium or mem-
ory that retains data even when the power has
been switched off � Bubble memory is a non-
volatile storage. Also called non volatile
storage, non volatile store

non volatile storagenon volatile storage /�nɒn �vɒlətal
�stɔ�rd'/, non volatile store noun same as
non volatile memory
no-op instructionno-op instruction /�nəυ �ɒp n |

�str�kʃ(ə)n/, no op /�nəυ �ɒp/ noun an in-
struction that does not carry out any func-
tions but increments the program counter
no parityno parity /�nəυ �p�rəti/ noun data trans-
mission which does not use a parity bit
NOR functionNOR function /�nɔ�r �f�ŋkʃən/ noun a
logical function whose output is false if ei-
ther input is true

COMMENT: The output is 1 only if both in-
puts are 0; if the two inputs are different or
if both are 1, the output is 0.

NOR gateNOR gate /�nɔ�r "et/ noun an electric cir-
cuit or chip which performs a NOR function
normalnormal /�nɔ�m(ə)l/ adjective usual or
which happens regularly � The normal pro-
cedure is for backup copies to be made at the
end of each day’s work.
normal formnormal form /�nɔ�m(ə)l fɔ�m/ noun a
method of structuring information in a data-
base to avoid redundancy and improve stor-
age efficiency
normalisationnormalisation /�nɔ�məla |�zeʃ(ə)n/, nor-
malization noun the process of normalising
data
normalisenormalise /�nɔ�mə|�laz/, normalize verb
1. to convert data into a form which can be
read by a particular computer system 2. to
store and represent numbers in a pre-agreed
form, usually to provide maximum precision
� All the new data has been normalised to 10
decimal places. (NOTE: normalises – nor-
malising – normalised)
normalised formnormalised form /�nɔ�məlazd fɔ�m/
noun a floating point number that has been
normalised so that its mantissa is within a
certain range
normal rangenormal range /�nɔ�m(ə)l rend'/ noun
the expected range for a result or number
(NOTE: Any outside this range are errors.)
NOSNOS abbr network operating system
NOT-ANDNOT-AND /�nɒt ��nd/ noun an equivalent
to the NAND function
notationnotation /nəυ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of
writing or representing numbers
notebook computernotebook computer /�nəυtbυk kəm|

�pju�tə/ noun a very small portable compu-
ter, usually smaller than a laptop computer,
that has a small keyboard and display and can
be carried easily
NOT functionNOT function /�nɒt �f�ŋkʃən/ noun a log-
ical inverse function in which the output is
true if the input is false

COMMENT: If the input is 1, the output is 0; if
the input is 0, the output is 1.

NOT gateNOT gate /�nɒt "et/ noun same as nega-
tion gate
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notice boardnotice board /�nəυts bɔ�d/ noun 1. a
board fixed to a wall where notices can be
pinned up 2. a type of bulletin board on
which messages to all users can be left
notification messagenotification message /�nəυtf |

�keʃ(ə)n �mesd'/ noun a message within
authoring software to notify other objects
that a particular task has been completed � If
an object is moved, the application will gen-
erate a notification message to tell other
processes when it has finished moving the ob-
ject.
notify handlernotify handler /�nəυtfa �h�ndlə/ noun
a series of commands that are executed when
a particular notification message is received
NovellNovell /nəυ |�vel/ a large company that pro-
duces network software and is best known for
its NetWare range of network operating sys-
tem software that runs on a PC server
nsns abbr nanosecond
NSFnetNSFnet /�en es �ef net/ noun a wide area
network developed by the National Science
Foundation to replace ArpaNet as the main
US government-funded network linking to-
gether universities and research laboratories
(NOTE: NSFnet was a crucial stepping-stone
in the development history of the Internet. It
was closed down in 1995 and replaced by a
commercial high-speed network backbone
that formed one of the foundations for the
current commercial Internet.)
NTFSNTFS full form New Technology File
System
NTSCNTSC /�en ti� es �si�/ noun a US committee
that defines standards for television and vid-
eo. Full form National Television System
Committee
NuBusNuBus /�nju�b�s/ noun a high-speed 96-
pin expansion bus used within Apple Mac II
computers
nullnull /n�l/ adjective nothing
numbernumber /�n�mbə/ noun 1. a representation
of a quantity 2. a written figure � Each piece
of hardware has a production number. � verb

1. to put a figure on a document � The pages
of the manual are numbered 1 to 196. 2. to
assign digits to a list of items in an ordered
manner
number crunchernumber cruncher /�n�mbə �kr�ntʃə/
noun a dedicated processor used for high-
speed calculations
number crunchingnumber crunching /�n�mbə kr�ntʃŋ/
noun the process of performing high-speed
calculations � A very powerful processor is
needed for graphics applications which re-
quire extensive number crunching capabili-
ties.
numeralnumeral /�nju�m(ə)rəl/ noun a character
or symbol which represents a number
numericnumeric /nju�|�merk/ adjective 1. refer-
ring to numbers 2. which contains only num-
bers � a numeric field
numericalnumerical /nju� |�merk(ə)l/ adjective re-
ferring to numbers
numerical analysisnumerical analysis /nju�|�merk(ə)l ə|

�n�ləss/ noun the study of ways of solving
mathematical problems
numerical controlnumerical control /nju�|�merk(ə)l kən|

�trəυl/ noun a machine operated automati-
cally by computer or a set of circuits control-
led by stored data. Abbr NC
numeric keypadnumeric keypad /nju�|�merk �ki�p�d/
noun a set of ten keys with figures 0–9, in-
cluded in most computer keyboards as a sep-
arate group, used for entering large amounts
of data in numeric form. Also called numer-
ic pad
numeric padnumeric pad /nju�|�merk �p�d/ noun
same as numeric keypad
Num Lock keyNum Lock key /�n�m lɒk �ki�/ noun (on a
keyboard ) a key that switches the function of
a numeric keypad from cursor control to nu-
meric entry
nybblenybble /�nb(ə)l/, nibble noun half the
length of a standard byte (informal )

COMMENT: A nybble is usually 4 bits, but
can vary according to different microcom-
puter.
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OA abbr office automation
object

object /�ɒbd'ekt/ noun 1. the data that
makes up a particular image or sound 2. a
variable used in an IKBS within a reasoning
operation 3. the data in a statement which is
to be operated on by the operator
objective

objective /əb|�d'ektv/ noun 1. something
which someone tries to do 2. an optical lens
nearest the object viewed 3. any optical de-
vice which has the ability to form images
object language

object language /�ɒbd'ekt �l�ŋ"wd'/
noun the language of a program after it has
been translated. Opposite source language
object linking and embedding

object linking and embedding
/�ɒbd'ekt �lŋkŋ ənd m |�bedŋ/ noun full
form of OLE
object linking and embedding 2

object linking and embedding 2
/�ɒbd'ekt �lŋkŋ ənd m|�bedŋ �tu�/ noun
full form of OLE-2
object-oriented

object-oriented /�ɒbd'ekt �ɔ�rientd/
adjective referring to a system or language
that uses objects
object-oriented graphics

object-oriented graphics /�ɒbd'ekt
�ɔ�rientd �"r�fks/ plural noun graphics
which use lines and curves, vector defini-
tions, to describe the shapes of the image
rather than pixels in a bitmap image � This
object-oriented graphics program lets you
move shapes around very easily.
object-oriented language

object-oriented language /�ɒbd'ekt
�ɔ�rientd �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a programming
language that is used for object-oriented pro-
gramming, e.g. C++
object-oriented programming

object-oriented programming
/�ɒbd'ekt �ɔ�rientd �prəυ"r�mŋ/ noun a
method of programming, as in C++, in which
each element of the program is treated as an
object that can interact with other objects
within the program. Abbr OOP
Object Request Broker

Object Request Broker /əb |�d'ekt r|

�kwest �brəυkə/ noun software that links
objects together using the CORBA standard.
Abbr ORB
oblique stroke

oblique stroke /ə|�bli�k strəυk/ noun a
printing sign (/) like stroke sloping to the
right
obtain

obtain /əb|�ten/ verb to get or receive
something � to obtain data from a storage
device

OCE

OCE /�əυ si� �i�/ noun a set of standards that
allow networked Apple Mac users to share
objects and files. Full form open collabora-
tion environment
OCR

OCR /�əυ si� �ɑ�/ noun 1. a device which
scans printed or written characters, recognis-
es them and converts them into machine-
readable form for processing in a computer.
Full form optical character reader 2. soft-
ware or a process that allows printed or writ-
ten characters to be recognised optically and
converted into machine-readable code that
can be input into a computer, using an optical
character reader. Full form optical charac-
ter recognition

‘In 1986, Calera Recognition Systems introduced
the first neural-network-based OCR system that
could read complex pages containing any mix-
ture of non-decorative fonts without manual
training.’ [Computing]
COMMENT: There are two OCR fonts in
common use: OCR-A, which is easy for
scanners to read, and OCR-B, which is
easier for people to read than the OCR-A
font.

octal

octal /�ɒkt(ə)l/, octal notation /�ɒkt(ə)l
nəυ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a number notation using
base 8, with digits 0 to 7

COMMENT: In octal, the digits used are 0 to
7; so decimal 9 is octal 11.

octet

octet /ɒk |�tet/ noun a group of eight bits
treated as one unit or word. � byte
OCX

OCX /�əυ si� �eks/ noun the file extension of
an ActiveX component or add-in that is used
by an application such as a web browser or
custom application running under Windows
95 or 98
ODBC

ODBC noun a software interface that allows
an application to access any compatible data
source. Full form open database connec-
tivity (NOTE: The standard was developed
by Microsoft but is used by many different
developers as a standard method of provid-
ing access to a wide range of databases.)
ODI

ODI a trade name for a standard interface,
defined by Novell, for an NIC that allows us-
ers to have just one network driver that will
work with all NICs. Full form open datalink
interface. Compare NDIS (NOTE: The
standard also supports more than one pro-
tocol, e.g. IPX and NetBEUI.)
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OEM

OEM /�əυ i� �em/ noun a company which
produces equipment using basic parts made
by other manufacturers, and customises the
product for a particular application � One
OEM supplies the disk drive, another the
monitor. Full form original equipment
manufacturer
off-cut

off-cut /�ɒf k�t/ noun scrap paper that is
left when a sheet is trimmed to size
office

office /�ɒfs/ noun a room or building
where a company works or where business is
done
office automation

office automation /�ɒfs �ɔ�tə |�meʃ(ə)n/
noun the use of machines and computers to
carry out ordinary office tasks. Abbr OA
office computer

office computer /�ɒfs kəm |�pju�tə/
noun a small computer, sometimes with a
hard disk and several terminals, suitable for
office use
off-line

off-line /�ɒf �lan/ adverb, adjective 1. re-
ferring to a processor, printer or terminal that
is not connected to a network or central com-
puter, usually temporarily � Before changing
the paper in the printer, switch it off-line. 2.
referring to a peripheral connected to a net-
work but not available for use. Compare on-
line
off-line editing

off-line editing /�ɒf lan �edtŋ/ noun an
editing process in which copies of the origi-
nal sound tape or videotape are used, cut and
edited to create an EDL that is then used in an
on-line editing suite to automatically assem-
ble all the sectors of the tape according to the
instructions in the EDL (NOTE: Off-line edit-
ing software allows two or more video clips
to be edited and merged with effects.)
off-line newsreader

off-line newsreader /�ɒf lan
�nju�zri�də/ noun a piece of software that al-
lows a user to read newsgroup articles when
the computer is not connected to the Internet
off-line printing

off-line printing /�ɒf lan �prntŋ/ noun
a printout operation that is not supervised by
a computer
off-line processing

off-line processing /�ɒf lan
�prəυsesŋ/ noun processing performed by
devices not under the control of a central
computer
off-line storage

off-line storage /�ɒf lan �stɔ�rd'/ noun
storage that is not currently available for ac-
cess
offprint

offprint /�ɒfprnt/ noun a section of a jour-
nal reprinted separately
off-scale

off-scale /�ɒf �skel/ adverb outside the
area of the standard light point scale of a
printer
off screen

off screen /�ɒf �skri�n/ adverb TV action
that is taking place off the screen, outside the
viewer’s field of vision

off-screen bufferoff-screen buffer /�ɒf skri�n �b�fə/ noun
the area of RAM used to hold an off-screen
image before it is displayed on screen
off-screen imageoff-screen image /�ɒf skri�n �md'/
noun an image that is first drawn in memory
and then is transferred to the display memory
to give the impression of fast display action
offsetoffset /�ɒfset/ noun positive or negative
time displacement in systems using time
code synchronisation
ohmohm /əυm/ noun a unit of measurement of
electrical resistance
Ohm’s LawOhm’s Law /�əυmz lɔ�/ noun a scientific
rule which defines one ohm as: one volt drop
across a resistance of one ohm when one amp
of current is flowing
000OKOK /�əυ �ke/ noun used as a prompt in place
of ‘ready’ in some systems
OK buttonOK button /əυ |�ke �b�t(ə)n/ noun (in a
GUI) a button with an ‘OK’ label that is used
to start or confirm an action
OLEOLE /�əυ el �i�/ noun (in Microsoft Win-
dows) a facility for including data formatted
in one application within another application;
e.g. insertion of an object such as an image or
sound into a document or spreadsheet. Full
form object linking and embedding. �
DDE
OLE-2OLE-2 /�əυ el i� �tu�/ noun (in Microsoft
Windows) a facility that extends the func-
tions of OLE to include visual editing to al-
low the embedded object to be edited without
leaving the document in which it is embed-
ded. Full form object linking and embed-
ding 2 (NOTE: If you insert an image into a
document, you can now edit the image with-
out leaving the word-processor. OLE2 also
allows applications to exchange informa-
tion.)
omission factoromission factor /əυ|�mʃ(ə)n �f�ktə/
noun the number of relevant documents that
were missed in a search
omnidirectionalomnidirectional /�ɒmni|�darekʃən(ə)l/
adjective device that can pick up signals
from all directions
omnidirectional microphoneomnidirectional microphone
/�ɒmnidarekʃən(ə)l �makrəfəυn/ noun a
microphone which is able to pick up sound
evenly in all directions
OMROMR /�əυ em �ɑ�/ noun 1. a device that can
recognise marks or lines on a special forms
such as an order form or a reply to a question-
naire and convert them into a form a compu-
ter can process. Full form optical mark
reader 2. a process that allows certain marks
or lines on special forms such as an order
form or a reply to a questionnaire to be rec-
ognised by an OMR and input into a compu-
ter. Full form optical mark recognition
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on-boardon-board /�ɒn �bɔ�d/ adjective referring to
a feature or circuit which is contained on a
motherboard or main PCB

‘…the electronic page is converted to a printer-
readable video image by the on-board raster im-
age processor the key intelligence features of
these laser printers are emulation modes and on-
board memory’ [Byte]

on chipon chip /�ɒn �tʃp/ noun a circuit construct-
ed on a chip
on-chipon-chip /�ɒn �tʃp/ adjective referring to a
circuit constructed on a chip � The processor
uses on-chip bootstrap software to allow pro-
grams to be loaded rapidly.
one for oneone for one /�w�n fə �w�n/ noun a pro-
gramming language, usually assembler, that
produces one machine code instruction for
each instruction or command word in the lan-
guage

COMMENT: Compilers and interpreters are
usually used for translating high-level lan-
guages that use more than one machine
code instruction for each high-level instruc-
tion.

100Base-FX100Base-FX noun IEEE standard specifi-
cation for running Ethernet over optical fibre
at speeds up to 100Mbps
onion skin architectureonion skin architecture /��njən skn
�ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun a design of a computer
system in layers, according to function or pri-
ority � The onion skin architecture of this
computer is made up of a kernel at the centre,
an operating system, a low-level language
and then the user’s program.
onion skin languageonion skin language /��njən skn
�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a database manipulation
language that can process hierarchical data
structures
onlineonline /ɒn|�lan/ adverb, adjective referring
to a terminal or device connected to and un-
der the control of a central processor � The
terminal is online to the mainframe.
online databaseonline database /�ɒnlan �detəbes/
noun an interactive search, retrieve and up-
date of database records using an online ter-
minal
online editingonline editing /ɒn|�lan �edtŋ/ noun the
process of creating a finished audio or film
sequence from original tape using editing in-
structions in an EDL list
online helponline help /�ɒnlan �help/ noun a text
screen displayed from within an application
that explains how to use the application
online information retrievalonline information retrieval /�ɒnlan
�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n r|�tri�vəl/ noun a system
that allows an operator of an online terminal
to access, search and display data held in a
main computer
online processingonline processing /�ɒnlan �prəυsesŋ/
noun processing by devices connected to and
under the control of the central computer,

during which the user remains in contact with
the central computer
online storageonline storage /�ɒnlan �stɔ�rd'/ noun
data storage equipment that is directly con-
trolled by a computer
online transaction processingonline transaction processing
/�ɒnlan tr�n|�z�kʃən �prəυsesŋ/ noun an
interactive processing in which a user enters
commands and data on a terminal which is
linked to a central computer, with results be-
ing displayed on the screen
OnNowOnNow /�ɒn|�naυ/ noun a standard that pro-
vides a way of integrating power manage-
ment and control within all types of computer
(NOTE: The main benefit of OnNow is that it
allows the development of a computer that
is dormant but will be ready to use almost
immediately after it has been switched on,
unlike current computers that can take a
minute to configure and load the operating
system.)
on-screenon-screen /�ɒn �skri�n/ adjective referring
to information that is displayed on a compu-
ter screen rather than printed out
on-siteon-site /�ɒn �sat/ adjective located at the
place where a particular thing is � The new
model has an on-site upgrade facility.
on the flyon the fly /�ɒn ðə �fla/ adverb (to exam-
ine and modify data) during a program run
without stopping the run
OOPOOP abbr object-oriented programming
o/po/p, O/P abbr output
opacityopacity /əυ|�p�sti/ noun a measure of how
opaque an optical lens is. Opposite transmit-
tance
op ampop amp /�ɒp �mp/ noun a versatile elec-
tronic component that provides amplifica-
tion, integration, addition, subtraction and
many other functions on signals depending
on external components added. Full form op-
erational amplifier
opaqueopaque /əυ|�pek/ adjective will not allow
light to pass through it
opaque leaderopaque leader /əυ|�pek �li�də/ noun part
of a filmstrip which is used as a leader: no
image is present
opaque projectoropaque projector /əυ|�pek prə|�d'ektə/
noun a device that is able to project an image
of an opaque object
op codeop code /�ɒp kəυd/ noun a part of the ma-
chine code instruction that defines the action
to be performed. Also called operation
code, order code
openopen /�əυpən/ adjective 1. called up and
prepared before reading or writing actions
can occur � You cannot access the data un-
less the file is open. 2. not closed � verb 1. to
take the cover off something or to make a
door open � Open the disk drive door. 2. to
call up and prepare a file before accessing,
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editing or carrying out other transactions on
stored records � You cannot access the data
unless the file has been opened.
open access

open access /�əυpən ��kses/ noun a sys-
tem in which many workstations are availa-
ble for anyone to use
open architecture

open architecture /�əυpən �ɑ�ktektʃə/
noun computer architecture with a published
expansion interface that has been designed to
allow add-on hardware to be plugged in
open collaboration environment

open collaboration environment
/�əυpən kə|�l�bə|�reʃ(ə)n n|�varənmənt/
noun full form of OCE
open database connectivity

open database connectivity /�əυpən
�detəbes �kɒnek |�tvti/ noun full form of
ODBC
open datalink interface

open datalink interface /�əυpən
�detəlŋk �ntəfes/ noun full form of ODI
open file

open file /�əυpən fal/ noun a file that can
be read from or written to (NOTE: An applica-
tion opens the file which locates the file on
disk and prepares it for an operation.)
open source

open source /�əυpən �sɔ�s/ adjective de-
scribes a program for which the source code
is freely available and which anyone is legal-
ly able to modify and improve

‘In yet another initiative, aimed at cutting the up-
front costs of big IT projects, the OGC is tipping
towards a preference for open source software.’
[The Guardian]

open system

open system /�əυpən �sstəm/ noun a
nonproprietary system that is not under the
control of one company
open system interconnection

open system interconnection
/�əυpən �sstəm �ntəkə|�nekʃ(ə)n/ noun
full form of OSI
open trading protocol

open trading protocol /�əυpən �tredŋ
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun a standardised computer
protocol for transactions involving payments
and for methods of payment. Abbr OTP
operand

operand /�ɒpər�nd/ noun the data in a
computer instruction which is to be operated
on by the operator � In the instruction ADD
74, the operator ADD will add the operand
74 to the accumulator.
operate

operate /�ɒpəret/ verb to work or to make
a machine work � Do you know how to oper-
ate the telephone switchboard? (NOTE: oper-
ates – operating – operated)
operation

operation /�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the work-
ing of a machine
operational

operational /�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective
which is working
operational amplifier

operational amplifier /�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nəl
��mpl |�faə/, op amp /�ɒp �mp/ noun a
versatile electronic component that provides

amplification, integration, addition, subtrac-
tion and many other functions on signals de-
pending on external components added
operational information

operational information /�ɒpə|

�reʃ(ə)nəl �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun informa-
tion about the normal operations of a system
operation code

operation code /�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)n kəυd/
noun same as op code
operations manual

operations manual /�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nz
�m�njυəl/ noun same as instruction man-
ual
operator

operator /�ɒpə|�retə/ noun 1. a person
who makes a machine or process work � The
operator was sitting at his console. 2. a char-
acter, symbol or word that defines a function
or operation � x is the multiplication opera-
tor.
optic

optic /�ɒptk/ adjective referring to sight
optical

optical /�ɒptk(ə)l/ adjective referring to or
making use of light � An optical reader uses
a light beam to scan characters.
optical bar reader

optical bar reader /�ɒptk(ə)l �bɑ�
�ri�də/ noun an optical device that reads data
from a bar code
optical character reader

optical character reader /�ɒptk(ə)l
�k�rktə �ri�də/ noun full form of OCR 1
optical character recognition

optical character recognition
/�ɒptk(ə)l �k�rktə �rekə" |�nʃ(ə)n/ noun
full form of OCR 2
optically

optically /�ɒptk(ə)li/ adverb by using an
optical device � The text is scanned optical-
ly.
optical mark reader

optical mark reader /�ɒptk(ə)l �mɑ�k
�ri�də/ noun full form of OMR 1
optical mark recognition

optical mark recognition /�ɒptk(ə)l
mɑ�k �rekə"|�nʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of
OMR 2
optical mouse

optical mouse /�ɒptk(ə)l maυs/ noun a
pointing device that is operated by moving it
across a special flat mat; (NOTE: On the mat
is printed a grid of lines. As the mouse is
moved, two light sensors count the number
of lines that have been passed to produce a
measure of the distance and direction of
travel. An optical mouse has fewer moving
parts than a mechanical mouse and so is
more reliable, but requires an accurately
printed mat.)
optical multiplexing

optical multiplexing /�ɒptk(ə)l
�m�ltpleksŋ/ noun the process of sending
several light beams down a single path or fi-
bre
optical scanner

optical scanner /�ɒptk(ə)l �sk�nə/
noun a piece of equipment that converts an
image into electrical signals which can be
stored in and displayed on a computer
optical scanner
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optics /�ɒptks/ noun the science of light
and sight
opticsoptimisation, optimization noun the
process of making something work as effi-
ciently as possible
optimiseoptimise /�ɒptmaz/, optimize verb to
make something work as efficiently as possi-
ble (NOTE: optimises – optimising – opti-
mised)
optimiseroptimiser /�ɒptmazə/, optimizer noun a
program that adapts another program to run
more efficiently
optimising compileroptimising compiler /�ɒptmazŋ kəm |

�palə/ noun a compiler that analyses the ma-
chine code it produces in order to improve
the speed or efficiency of the code
optimumoptimum /�ɒptməm/ adjective best possi-
ble
opt-in mailing listopt-in mailing list /�ɒpt n �melŋ lst/
noun a list of email addresses in which each
recipient has specifically asked to receive ad-
vertising email messages, usually so that he
or she can keep up to date with a topic or in-
dustry
optionoption /�ɒpʃən/ noun an action which can
be chosen � There are usually four options
along the top of the screen.
optionaloptional /�ɒpʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective which
can be chosen � The system comes with op-
tional 3.5 or 5.25 disk drives.
optoelectricaloptoelectrical /�ɒptəυ|�lektrk(ə)l/ ad-
jective which converts light to electrical sig-
nals or electrical signals into light
optoelectronicoptoelectronic /�ɒptəυ|�elek|�trɒnk/ ad-
jective (microelectronic component) that has
optoelectrical properties
optoelectronicsoptoelectronics /�ɒptəυ|�elek|�trɒnks/
noun electronic components that can gener-
ate or detect light, such as phototransistors,
light-emitting diodes
optomechanical mouseoptomechanical mouse /�ɒptəυm|

�k�nk(ə)l �maυs/ noun same as mechani-
cal mouse
OROR noun a Boolean function that is often
used in searches to ask the search engine to
find text that contains any of the search
words. Compare AND (NOTE: For example
the phrase ‘dog OR cat’ will include all doc-
uments that contain the words dog or cat.)
Orange BookOrange Book /�ɒrnd' bυk/ noun a set of
standards published by Philips that define the
format for a recordable CD-ROM
orbitorbit /�ɔ�bt/ noun the path in space that a
satellite follows around the earth � verb to
follow a path in space around the earth � The
weather satellite orbits the earth every four
hours.
orderorder /�ɔ�də/ verb to sort data according to
a key

order codeorder code /�ɔ�də kəυd/ noun same as op
code
ordered listordered list /�ɔ�dəd lst/ noun a list of
data items which have been sorted into an or-
der
OR functionOR function /�ɔ� �f�ŋkʃən/ noun a logical
function that produces a true output if any in-
put is true

COMMENT: The result of the OR function will
be 1 if either or both inputs are 1; if both in-
puts are 0, then the result is 0.

organisationorganisation /�ɔ�"əna|�zeʃ(ə)n/, organ-
ization noun a way of arranging something
so that it works efficiently or has a logical
structure
organisationalorganisational /�ɔ�"əna|�zeʃ(ə)n(ə)l/,
organizational adjective referring to the
way in which something is organised
organiseorganise /�ɔ�"ə |�naz/, organize verb to
arrange something so that it works efficiently
or has a logical structure (NOTE: organises –
organising – organised)
OR gateOR gate /�ɔ� "et/ noun an electronic cir-
cuit that provides the OR function
orientatedorientated /�ɔ�riəntetd/ adjective aimed
towards something
orientationorientation /�ɔ�riən|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
direction or position of an object 2. (in word-
processing or DTP software) the direction of
a page, either landscape, with long edge hor-
izontal, or portrait, with long edge vertical
originorigin /�ɒrd'n/ noun 1. the position on a
display screen to which all coordinates are
referenced, usually the top left hand corner of
the screen 2. a location in memory at which
the first instruction of a program is stored
originaloriginal /ə |�rd'ən(ə)l/ adjective used or
made first � noun 1. the master data disk,
from which a copy can be made 2. the first
document, from which a copy is made � Did
you keep the original of the letter? � The
original document is too faint to photocopy
well.
original equipment manufactureroriginal equipment manufacturer /ə|

�rd'ən(ə)l  |�kwpmənt �m�njυ|�f�ktʃərə/
noun full form of OEM � One OEM supplies
the disk drive, another the monitor.
originateoriginate /ə|�rd'net/ verb to start or
come from a place or source � The data orig-
inated from the new computer. (NOTE: origi-
nates – originating – originated)
originationorigination /ə|�rd'|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun the
work involved in creating something
orphanorphan /�ɔ�f(ə)n/ noun the first line of a
paragraph of text printed alone at the bottom
of a column, with the rest of the paragraph at
the top of the next column or page. Compare
widow (NOTE: An orphan makes a page
look ugly.)
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oscillatoroscillator /�ɒs|�letə/ noun an electronic
circuit that produces a pulse or signal at a
particular frequency
oscilloscopeoscilloscope /ɒ|�sləskəυp/ noun elec-
tronic test equipment that displays on a CRT
the size and shape of an electrical signal
OSIOSI /�əυ es �a/ noun a standard theoretical
model of a network that is created from seven
different layers each with a different func-
tion. This model provides the basis of almost
all networks in use. Full form open system
interconnection. � ISO/OSI
outageoutage /�aυtd'/ noun the time during
which a system is not operational
outdentoutdent /aυt |�dent/ verb to move part of a
line of text into the margin. Opposite indent
outletoutlet /�aυtlet/ noun a connection or point
in a circuit or network where a signal or data
can be accessed
outlineoutline /�aυtlan/ noun the main features of
something
outline flowchartoutline flowchart /�aυt(ə)lan
�fləυtʃɑ�t/ noun a flowchart of the main fea-
tures, steps and decisions in a program or
system
outlineroutliner /�aυtlanə/ noun a utility program
used to help a user order sections and subsec-
tions of a list of things to do or parts of a
project
out of band signallingout of band signalling /�aυt əv �b�nd
�s"n(ə)lŋ/ noun the transmission of signals
outside the frequency limits of a normal
voice channel
out of phaseout of phase /�aυt əv �fez/ adverb situa-
tion where a waveform is delayed in compar-
ison to another
out of rangeout of range /�aυt əv �rend'/ adjective
referring to a number or quantity that is out-
side the limits of a system
out-of-syncout-of-sync /�aυt əv �sŋk/ adjective fault
when the sound and picture are not synchro-
nised
outputoutput /�aυtpυt/ noun 1. information or
data that is transferred from a CPU or the
main memory to another device such as a
monitor, printer or secondary storage device
2. the action of transferring information or
data from store to a user � abbr o/p, O/P �
verb to transfer data from a computer to a
monitor or printer � Finished documents can
be output to the laser printer.
outsourceoutsource /�aυt|�sɔ�s/ verb to employ an-
other company to manage and support a net-
work for your company
overflowoverflow /�əυvəfləυ/ noun 1. a mathemat-
ical result that is greater than the limits of the
computer’s number storage system 2. a situ-
ation in a network when the number of trans-
missions is greater than the line capacity and

they are transferred by another route � abbr
OV
overheadoverhead /�əυvəhed/ noun an extra code
that has to be stored to organise the program
� The line numbers in a BASIC program are
an overhead.
overheatoverheat /�əυvə|�hi�t/ verb to become too
hot � The system may overheat if the room is
not air-conditioned.
overlapoverlap /�əυvə |�l�p/ noun 1. a situation in
which one thing covers part of another or two
sections of data are placed on top of each oth-
er 2. the continuation of the sound track into
the following scene for smooth continuity
(film) � verb to cover part of an item with an-
other (NOTE: overlapping – overlapped)
overlayoverlay /�əυvəle/ noun 1. a small section
of a program that is bigger than the main
memory capacity of a computer, loaded into
memory when required, so that main memo-
ry only contains the sections it requires 2. a
device that converts composite video or tele-
vision signals into a digital format so that
they can be displayed on a computer

‘Many packages also boast useful drawing and
overlay facilities which enable the user to anno-
tate specific maps.’ [Computing]

overlay cardoverlay card /�əυvəle kɑ�d/ noun same
as video graphics card
overlay functionoverlay function /�əυvəle �f�ŋkʃ(ə)n/
noun � matte, chroma key
overlayingoverlaying /�əυvəleŋ/ noun the process
of putting an overlay into action
overlay networkoverlay network /�əυvəle �netw��k/
noun two communications networks that
have some common interconnections
overloadoverload /�əυvə|�ləυd/ verb to demand
more than the device is capable of � The
computer is overloaded with that amount of
processing.
overmodulationovermodulation /�əυvə|�mɒdju|�leʃ(ə)n/
noun a situation where an amplitude modu-
lated carrier signal is reduced to zero by ex-
cessive input signal
overpunchingoverpunching /�əυvə|�p�ntʃŋ/ noun the
process of altering data on a paper tape by
punching additional holes
overscanoverscan /�əυvəsk�n/ noun 1. a faulty or
badly adjusted monitor in which the dis-
played image runs off the edge of the screen
2. display equipment in which the picture
beam scans past the screen boundaries to en-
sure that the image fills the screen
overstrikeoverstrike /� υvəstrak/ verb to print on
top of an existing character to produce a new
one
overtonesovertones /�əυvətəυnz/ noun � harmon-
ic
over-voltage protectionover-voltage protection /�əυvə
�vəυltd' prə |�tekʃ(ə)n/ noun a safety de-
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vice that prevents a power supply voltage ex-
ceeding certain specified limits
overwrite

overwrite /�əυvə|�rat/ verb to write data to
a location, e.g. memory or disk, and, in doing
so, to destroy any data already contained in

that location � The latest data input has
overwritten the old information. (NOTE:
overwriting – overwrote – overwritten)
oxide

oxide /�ɒksad/ noun a chemical compound
of oxygen
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P
pp /pi�/ abbr pico-
PP abbr peta
PABXPABX abbr private automatic branch ex-
change
packpack /p�k/ verb 1. to put things into a con-
tainer for selling or sending � to pack goods
into cartons 2. to store a quantity of data in a
reduced form, often by representing several
characters of data with one stored character
packagepackage /�p�kd'/ noun a group of differ-
ent items joined together in one deal
package dealpackage deal /�p�kd' �di�l/ noun an
agreement in which several different items
are agreed at the same time � They agreed on
a package deal, which involves the develop-
ment of software, customising hardware, and
training staff.
packaged softwarepackaged software /�p�kd'd
�sɒftweə/ noun same as software package
packetpacket /�p�kt/ noun a group of data bits
which can be transmitted as a group from one
node to another over a network
packet Internet groperpacket Internet groper /�p�kt
�ntənet �"rəυpə/ noun full form of PING
packet switchingpacket switching /�p�kt swtʃŋ/ noun
a method of sending data across a WAN in
small packets, which are then re-assembled
in the correct order at the receiving end

‘The network is based on Northern Telecom DPN
data switches over which it will offer X.25 packet
switching, IBM SNA, and frame-relay transmis-
sion.’ [Computing]

packet switching servicepacket switching service /�p�kt
�swtʃŋ �s��vs/ noun a commercial data
transmission service that sends data over its
WAN using packet switching. Abbr PSS
packingpacking /�p�kŋ/ noun 1. the action of
putting goods into boxes and wrapping them
for shipping � What is the cost of the pack-
ing? � Packing is included in the price. 2. the
process of putting large amounts of data into
a small area of storage 3. a material used to
protect goods � packed in airtight packing
padpad /p�d/ noun a number of keys arranged
together � verb to fill something out and
make it bigger or the right size (NOTE: pad-
ding – padded)
paddingpadding /�p�dŋ/ noun a character or set
of digits added to fill out a string or packet
until it is the right length
pagepage /ped'/ noun 1. a sheet of paper 2. an
amount of text displayed on a computer mon-

itor or screen which would fill a page of pa-
per if printed out or which fills the screen 3.
a section of main store, which contains data
or programs � the video adapter uses page-
mode RAM to speed up the display 4. one
side of a printed sheet of paper in a book or
newspaper or magazine or catalogue, etc. 5. a
blank area of the screen used as a background
for a multimedia book. The design of each
page is created by pasting objects, such as
windows, buttons, graphic images and text,
onto the page. � verb to make up a text into
pages
page addressingpage addressing /�ped' ə|�dresŋ/ noun
main memory which has been split into
blocks, with a unique address allocated to
each block of memory which can then be
called up and accessed individually, when re-
quired
page boundarypage boundary /�ped' �baυnd(ə)ri/
noun a point where one page ends and the
next starts
page breakpage break /�ped' �brek/ noun 1. the
point in continuous text at which a page ends
and a new page starts 2. a marker used when
word-processing to show where a new page
should start
paged addresspaged address /�ped'd ə|�dres/ noun (in
a paged-memory scheme) the actual physi-
cal memory address that is calculated from a
logical address and its page address
page description languagepage description language /�ped' d|

�skrpʃən �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun software that
controls a printer’s actions to print a page of
text to a particular format according to a us-
er’s instructions. Abbr PDL
page description programming languagepage description programming lan-
guage /�ped' d |�skrpʃ(ə)n
�prəυ"r�mŋ �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a program-
ming language that accepts commands to de-
fine the size, position and type style for text
or graphics on a page
page down keypage down key /�ped' �daυn �ki�/ noun
a keyboard key that moves the cursor posi-
tion down by the number of lines on one
screen. Abbr PgDn
page framepage frame /�ped' �frem/ noun a physi-
cal address to which a page of virtual or log-
ical memory can be mapped
page image bufferpage image buffer /�ped' �md' �b�fə/
noun memory in a page printer that holds the
image as it is built up before it is printed
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page impressionpage impression /�ped' m |�preʃ(ə)n/
noun a measure used to count how many
times a webpage has been displayed to a vis-
itor to a website
page layoutpage layout /�ped' �leaυt/ noun the ar-
rangement of text and pictures within a page
of a document � We do all our page layout
using desktop publishing software.
page makeuppage makeup /�ped' �mek�p/ noun the
action of pasting images and text into a page
ready for printing
page-mode RAMpage-mode RAM /�ped' məυd �r�m/
noun dynamic RAM designed to access se-
quential memory locations very quickly �
The video adapter uses page-mode RAM to
speed up the display.
page numberpage number /�ped' �n�mbə/ noun a
unique number assigned to each page within
a multimedia application, to be used within
hyperlinks and when moving between pages
page orientationpage orientation /�ped'
�ɔ�riənteʃ(ə)n/ noun the direction of the
long edge of a piece of paper
page previewpage preview /�ped' �pri�vju�/ noun (in
WP or DTP software) a graphical representa-
tion of how a page will look when printed,
with different type styles, margins and graph-
ics correctly displayed
page proofspage proofs /�ped' pru�fs/ plural noun
proofs which are divided into pages, but may
not have page numbers or headings inserted
page protectionpage protection /�ped' prə |�tekʃən/
noun the set of software controls used to en-
sure that pages are not overwritten by acci-
dent or copied into a reserved section of
memory
pagerpager /�ped'ə/ noun a small device carried
by someone, which allows him to be called
from a central office, by using a radio signal
page requestspage requests /�ped' r|�kwests/ plural
noun a measure of the number of pages
viewed in a day, providing an indication of
the popularity of your website
page setuppage setup /�ped' �set�p/ noun the set
of software options that allow a user to set up
how the page will look when printed, – usu-
ally setting the margins, size of paper, and
scaling of a page
pages per minutepages per minute /�ped'z p�� �mnət/
noun full form of ppm � This laser printer
can output eight pages per minute.
page tablepage table /�ped' �teb(ə)l/ noun a list of
all the pages and their locations within main
memory, used by the operating system when
accessing a page
page up keypage up key /�ped' ��p �ki�/ noun a key-
board key that moves the cursor position up
by the number of lines in one screen. Abbr
PgUp

paginationpagination /�p�d'|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of dividing text into pages
paintpaint /pent/ noun (in a graphics program)
colour and pattern used to fill an area � verb
(in a graphics program) to fill an enclosed
graphics shape with a colour
PaintPaint /�pantbr�ʃ �pent/ noun an applica-
tion supplied with Microsoft Windows 3.1x
and Windows 95 for creating or editing bit-
map images
paint objectpaint object /�pent �ɒbd'ekt/ noun a bit-
map image
paint potspaint pots /�pent pɒts/ plural noun video
controls which are used to change the colour
balance in a camera (film)
paint programpaint program /�pent �prəυ"r�m/ noun
software that allows a user to draw pictures
on screen in different colours, with different
styles of brush and special effects � I drew a
rough of our new logo with this paint pro-
gram.

COMMENT: Paint programs normally oper-
ate on bitmap images. Drafting or design
software normally works with vector-based
images.

PALPAL /�pi� e �el/ noun a standard for televi-
sion transmission and reception using a 625-
line picture transmitted at 25 frames per sec-
ond;. Full form phase alternation line
(NOTE: PAL provides a clearer image than
NTSC and is used in most of Europe, ex-
cept for France, which uses SECAM. The
US and Japan use NTSC.)
palettepalette /�p�lət/ noun 1. the range of col-
ours which can be used on a printer or com-
puter display 2. data structure that defines the
colours used in a bitmap image; the palette
data defines each colour, the bitmap includes
references to the colours in the palette
palette shiftpalette shift /�p�lət ʃft/ noun an image
displayed using the wrong palette with the
unwanted effect that the colours appear dis-
torted
palm computerpalm computer /�pɑ�m kəm|�pju�tə/
noun a tiny computer that is about half the
size of a paperback book. It does not contain
a keyboard, but uses a touch-sensitive screen
and character recognition to allow the user to
enter information and control applications.
Normally used for contact management, cal-
endar and email. One of the most popular
products is the 3Com Palm computer that
runs its own operating system software and a
range of palm computers that can all run the
Windows CE operating system software.
palmtoppalmtop /�pɑ�mtɒp/ noun a personal com-
puter that is small enough to be held in one
hand and operated with the other � This
palmtop has a tiny keyboard and twenty-line
LCD screen.
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PAMPAM noun a pulse modulation system in
which the height of the pulse varies with the
input signal. Full form pulse amplitude
modulation
panpan /p�n/ verb 1. (in computer graphics) to
smoothly move a viewing window horizon-
tally across an image that is too wide to dis-
play all at once 2. (in MIDI or sound ) to ad-
just the balance of a sound between the two
stereo channels (NOTE: panning – panned)
� noun the rotation of a camera in a horizon-
tal direction in order to film action, subject or
background; sometimes used to mean ‘fol-
low the action’
pan and tilt headpan and tilt head /�p�n ən �tlt �hed/
noun the mount on a tripod for a film or tele-
vision camera which permits camera move-
ment in both horizontal and vertical direc-
tions (film)
panchromatic filmpanchromatic film /�p�nkrəm�tk
�flm/, pan film /�p�n flm/ noun a black
and white film which is sensitive to all col-
ours
panelpanel /�p�n(ə)l/ noun a flat section of a
casing with control knobs or sockets � The
socket is on the back panel.
panoramapanorama /�p�nə|�rɑ�mə/ noun a wide-
angle shot which reveals the whole of the
scene through a pan shot (film)
Pantone Matching SystemPantone Matching System /�p�ntəυn
�m�tʃŋ �sstəm/ a trade name for a stand-
ard method of matching ink colours on
screen and on printed output using a book of
pre-defined colours. Abbr PMS
paperpaper /�pepə/ noun a thin material used for
making books, newspapers or stationery
items
paperbackpaperback /�pepəb�k/ noun a book
which has a paper cover � We are publishing
the book as a hardback and as a paperback.
paperboundpaperbound /�pepəbaυnd/ adjective (of
a book) bound with a paper cover (as op-
posed to hardbound)
paper-fedpaper-fed /�pepə fed/ adjective referring
to a device which is activated when paper is
introduced into it � a paper-fed scanner
paperlesspaperless /�pepələs/ adjective without
using paper
paperless officepaperless office /�pepələs �ɒfs/ noun
an office which uses computers and other
electronic devices for office tasks and avoids
the use of paper

‘Indeed, the concept of the paperless office may
have been a direct attack on Xerox and its close
ties to the paper document. Yet, as we all know,
the paperless office has so far been an empty
promise.’ [Computing]

paper-white monitorpaper-white monitor /�pepə �wat
�mɒntə/ noun a monitor that normally dis-
plays black text on a white background, rath-

er than the normal illuminated text on a black
background
paragraphparagraph /�p�rə"rɑ�f/ noun 1. (in a doc-
ument) the section of text between two car-
riage return characters, with a unified subject
2. (in a memory map) a 16-byte section of
memory which starts at a hexadecimal ad-
dress that can be evenly divided by 16
parallelparallel /�p�rəlel/ adjective 1. referring to
a computer system in which two or more
processors operate simultaneously on one or
more items of data 2. referring to two or more
bits of a word transmitted over separate lines
at the same time
parallel broadcastparallel broadcast /�p�rəlel
�brɔ�dkɑ�st/ noun a broadcast that is trans-
mitted simultaneously by radio or television
and over the Internet
parallel input/outputparallel input/output /�p�rəlel �npυt
�aυtpυt/ noun full form of PIO
parallel input/parallel outputparallel input/parallel output
/�p�rəlel �npυt �p�rəlel �aυtpυt/ noun full
form of PIPO
parallel input/serial outputparallel input/serial output /�p�rəlel
�npυt �səriəl �aυtpυt/ noun full form of
PISO
parallel runningparallel running /�p�rəlel �r�nŋ/ noun
the running of an old and a new computer
system together to allow the new system to
be checked before it becomes the only sys-
tem used
parameterparameter /pə|�r�mtə/ noun an item of
information which defines the limits or ac-
tions of something, e.g. a variable, routine or
program � The X parameter defines the
number of characters displayed across a
screen.
parent directoryparent directory /�peərənt da |

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun (in a DOS filing system) the
directory above a subdirectory
parent folderparent folder /�peərənt �fəυldə/ noun (in
an Apple Mac filing system) one folder that
contains other folders
parent objectparent object /�peərənt �ɒbd'ekt/ noun
a page that contains the object that is being
referenced
parent programparent program /�peərənt �prəυ"r�m/
noun a program that starts another program,
a child program, while it is still running
(NOTE: Control passes back to the parent
program when the child program has fin-
ished.)
parityparity /�p�rti/ noun the fact of being equal

‘The difference between them is that RAID level
one offers mirroring, whereas level five stripes
records in parity across the disks in the system.’
[Computing]

parity bitparity bit /�p�rti bt/ noun an extra bit
added to a data word as a parity checking de-
vice
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parity checkparity check /�p�rti tʃek/ noun a meth-
od of checking for errors and that transmitted
binary data has not been corrupted by adding
an extra bit
parkpark /pɑ�k/ verb to move the read/write
head of a hard disk drive over a point on the
disk where no data is stored � When parked,
the disk head will not damage any data if it
touches the disk surface.
parseparse /pɑ�z/ verb to break down high-level
language code into its element parts when
translating into machine code (NOTE: parses
– parsing – parsed)
parsingparsing /�pɑ�zŋ/ noun an operation to
break down high-level language code into its
element parts when translating into machine
code
partpart /pɑ�t/ noun 1. a section of something 2.
one of a series
particleparticle /�pɑ�tk(ə)l/ noun a very small
piece of matter
partitionpartition /pɑ� |�tʃ(ə)n/ noun an area of a
hard disk that is treated as a logical drive and
can be accessed as a separate drive � I de-
fined two partitions on this hard disk – called
drive C: and D:. � verb to divide a hard disk
into two or more logical drives that can be ac-
cessed as separate drives
parts per quarter noteparts per quarter note /�pɑ�ts p��
�kɔ�tə �nəυt/ noun full form of PPQN
pascalpascal /�p�skəl/ noun a unit of pressure
PASCALPASCAL /�p�sk�l/ noun a high-level
structured programming language used both
on micros and for teaching programming
passagepassage /�p�sd'/ noun a number of notes
that form a small section of a musical score
passwordpassword /�pɑ�s|�w��d/ noun a word or se-
ries of characters which identifies a user so
that he or she can access a system � The user
has to key in the password before he can ac-
cess the database.

‘…the system’s security features let you divide
the disk into up to 256 password-protected sec-
tions’ [Byte]

password protectionpassword protection /�pɑ�sw��d prə|

�tekʃ(ə)n/ noun a computer software that re-
quires the user to enter a password before he
or she can gain access
pastepaste /pest/ verb to insert text or graphics
that has been copied or cut into a file � Now
that I have cut this paragraph from the end of
the document, I can paste it in here. (NOTE:
pastes – pasting – pasted)
Paste SpecialPaste Special /�pest �speʃ(ə)l/ noun a
facility for inserting a special object such as
sound, images or data from other applica-
tions into a document
patchpatch /p�tʃ/ noun 1. a temporary correc-
tion made to a program by a user, often on the
instructions of the software publisher 2. a

thin piece of translucent film which is used to
repair a tear in the film 3. data that defines a
sound in a synthesiser; a patch is also called
a program and can be altered by issuing a
program-change message
patchboardpatchboard /�p�tʃbɔ�d/ noun same as
plugboard
patch cordpatch cord /�p�tʃ kɔ�d/ noun a short ca-
ble with a connector at each end, used to
make an electrical connection on a patch pan-
el
patch panelpatch panel /�p�tʃ �p�n(ə)l/ noun a set
of electrical terminals that can be intercon-
nected using short patch cords, allowing
quick and simple reconfiguration of a net-
work
pathpath /pɑ�θ/ noun 1. a route from one point
in a communications network to another 2.
(in the DOS operating system) a list of sub-
directories in which the operating system
should look for a named file
pathnamepathname /�pɑ�θ|�nem/ noun the location
of a file with a listing of the subdirectories
leading to it � The pathname for the letter file
is .DOC.
patternpattern /�p�t(ə)n/ noun a series of regular
lines or shapes which are repeated again and
again
patternedpatterned /�p�t(ə)nd/ adjective with pat-
terns
pattern palettepattern palette /�p�t(ə)n �p�lət/ noun a
range of predefined patterns that can be used
to fill an area of an image
pattern recognitionpattern recognition /�p�t(ə)n �rekə"|

�nʃ(ə)n/ noun algorithms or program func-
tions that can identify a shape, e.g. from a
video camera
pause controlpause control /�pɔ�z kən |�trəυl/ noun a
tape recorder control which temporarily
stops the tape movement; it does not always
produce a still frame picture on a video tape
recorder (film)
pause keypause key /�pɔ�z ki�/ noun a keyboard key
that temporarily stops a process, often a
scrolling screen display, until the key is
pressed a second time
PAXPAX abbr private automatic exchange
paycablepaycable /�pekeb(ə)l/ noun US a form of
cable television where the viewer pays an ex-
tra fee for extra channels
payment gatewaypayment gateway /�pemənt �"etwe/
noun a server or organisation that acts as an
interface between the payment systems of the
seller and the buyer when payments are made
over the Internet
payment gateway certificate authoritypayment gateway certificate author-
ity /�pemənt �"etwe sə|�tfkət ɔ� |�θɒrti/
noun an organisation that issues, renews or
cancels the certificates that identify an Inter-
net payment gateway. Abbr PGCA
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pay TVpay TV /�pe ti� vi�/ noun a form of cable
television, where the viewer pays for pro-
grams or channels watched
PBPB abbr petabyte
PBXPBX abbr private branch exchange
PCPC /�pi� �si�/ noun a computer that uses an
Intel 80x86 processor and is based on the
IBM PC-style architecture. Full form per-
sonal computer (NOTE: PC originally re-
ferred to a microcomputer specification with
an 8086-based low-power computer.)
PC CardPC Card /�pi� �si� kɑ�d/ noun an electronic
device, about the same size as a thick credit
card, that can be plugged into a PCMCIA
adapter to provide a particular function. Also
called PCMCIA card. � PCMCIA (NOTE: For
example PC Cards are available that pro-
vide a modem, NIC, extra memory and hard
disk drive functions.)
PC-compatiblePC-compatible /�pi� �si� kəm|�p�təb(ə)l/
adjective referring to a computer that is com-
patible with the IBM PC
p-channel metal oxide semiconductorp-channel metal oxide semiconduc-
tor /�pi� �tʃ�n(ə)l �met(ə)l �ɒksad
�semikən|�d�ktə/ noun full form of PMOS
PCIPCI /�pi� si� �e/ noun a specification pro-
duced by Intel defining a type of fast local
bus that allows high-speed data transfer be-
tween the processor and expansion cards.
Full form peripheral component inter-
connect
PCMPCM /�pi� si� �em/ noun 1. a company that
produces add-on boards which are compati-
ble with another manufacturer’s computer.
Full form plug-compatible manufacturer
2. a way of storing sounds in an accurate,
compact format that is used by high-end
sound cards. Full form pulse-code modula-
tion
PCMCIAPCMCIA /�pi� si� em si� a �e/ noun a spec-
ification for add-in expansion cards that are
the size of a credit card with a connector at
one end � The extra memory is stored on this
PCMCIA card and I use it on my laptop. Full
form Personal Computer Memory Card
International Association
PCMCIA cardPCMCIA card /�pi� si� �em �si� a �e kɑ�d/
noun add-in memory or a peripheral which
complies with the PCMCIA standard
PCMCIA connectorPCMCIA connector /�pi� si� �em �si� a
�e kə|�nektə/ noun a 68-pin connector that is
inside a PCMCIA slot and on the end of a
PCMCIA card
PCMCIA slotPCMCIA slot /�pi� si� �em �si� a �e slɒt/
noun an expansion slot, normally on a laptop,
that can accept a PCMCIA expansion card
PC/TVPC/TV /�pi� si� ti� �vi�/ noun a personal
computer that can receive, decode and dis-
play standard television images

PCUPCU /�pi� si� �ju�/ noun a device used to
convert input and output signals and instruc-
tions to a form that a peripheral device will
understand. Full form peripheral control
unit
PCXPCX noun a standard file format for storing
colour graphics images
PCX filePCX file /�pi� si� eks �fal/ noun a method
of storing a bitmap graphic image file on disk
PDPD abbr public domain
PDAPDA /�pi� di� �e/ noun a lightweight palm-
top computer that provides the basic func-
tions of a diary, notepad, address-book and
to-do list together with fax or modem com-
munications. Full form personal digital as-
sistant (NOTE: Current PDA designs do not
have a keyboard, but use a touch-sensitive
screen with a pen and handwriting-recogni-
tion to control the software.)
PDFPDF /�pi� di� �ef/ noun a file format used by
Adobe Acrobat. Full form portable docu-
ment format
PDLPDL abbr 1. page description language 2.
program design language
PDMPDM noun a pulse modulation system in
which the pulse width varies with the magni-
tude of the input signal. Full form pulse du-
ration modulation
PDNPDN abbr public data network
peakpeak /pi�k/ noun the highest point � verb to
reach the highest point
peekpeek /pi�k/ noun a BASIC computer in-
struction that allows the user to read the con-
tents of a memory location � You need the in-
struction PEEK 1452 here to examine the
contents of memory location 1452. Compare
poke
peerpeer /pə/ noun each of two similar devices
operating on the same network protocol level
peer-to-peer networkpeer-to-peer network /�pə tə �pə
�netw��k/ noun a local area network, usually
using NICs in each computer, that does not
use a central dedicated server, but instead
each computer in the network shares the jobs
� We have linked the four PCs in our small
office using a peer-to-peer network.
penpen /pen/ noun same as light pen
pen computerpen computer /�pen kəm|�pju�tə/ noun a
type of computer that uses a light pen instead
of a keyboard for input (NOTE: The computer
has a touch-sensitive screen and uses
handwriting-recognition software to inter-
pret the commands written on the screen
using the light pen.)
pen plotterpen plotter /�pen �plɒtə/ noun a plotter
that uses removable pens to draw an image on
paper
PentiumPentium /�pentiəm/ a trade name for a
range of electronic processor components de-
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veloped by Intel (NOTE: They are back-
wards-compatible with the 80x86 family
used in IBM PCs. The processor uses a 32-
bit address bus and a 64-bit data bus.)
perper /p��, pə/ preposition 1. at a rate of 2. out
of or for each � The rate of imperfect items is
about 25 per 1.000.
per cent

per cent /pə �sent/ adjective, adverb out of
each hundred or for each hundred � what is
the increase per cent? fifty per cent of noth-
ing is still nothing � 10 per cent ten in every
hundred � what is the increase per cent? fifty
per cent of nothing is still nothing
percentagepercentage /pə|�sentd'/ noun an amount
shown as part of one hundred � percentage
increase increase calculated on the basis of a
rate for one hundred � percentage point one
per cent
percentilepercentile /pə|�sen|�tal/ noun one of a se-
ries of 99 figures below which a certain per-
centage of the total falls
per dayper day /pə �de/ phrase for each day
perfect

perfect /pə |�fekt/ verb to make something
which is completely correct � He perfected
the process for making high grade steel.
perfect bindingperfect binding /�p��fkt �bandŋ/ noun
a method of binding paperback books, where
the pages are trimmed at the spine, and glued
to the cover
perfect boundperfect bound /�p��fekt baυnd/ adjec-
tive (of a book, usually a paperback) bound
without sewing, where the pages are trimmed
at the spine and glued to the cover with strong
glue
perfectlyperfectly /�p��fktli/ adverb with no mis-
takes or correctly � She typed the letter per-
fectly.
perfector

perfector /pə|�fektə/ noun a printing ma-
chine that prints on both sides of a sheet of
paper
perforated tapeperforated tape /�p��fə|�retd tep/
noun a paper tape or long strip of tape on
which data can be recorded in the form of
punched holes
perforationperforation /�p��fə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun any
one of a line of very small holes in a sheet of
paper or continuous stationery, to help when
tearing
perforator

perforator /�p��fəretə/ noun a machine
that punches holes in a paper tape
performperform /pə|�fɔ�m/ verb to do well or badly
performanceperformance /pə|�fɔ�məns/ noun the way
in which someone or something works
perigee

perigee /�perdzi�/ noun the point during
the orbit of a satellite when it closest to the
earth
periodperiod /�pəriəd/ noun 1. a length of time �
for a period of time or for a period of months

or for a six-year period 2. a printing sign
used at the end of a piece of text, the full stop
periodicperiodic /�pəri|�ɒdk/, periodical /�pəri|

�ɒdk(ə)l/ adjective happening from time to
time � a periodic review of the company’s
performance
periodicallyperiodically /�pəri |�ɒdkli/ adverb from
time to time
peripheralperipheral /pə|�rf(ə)rəl/ adjective which
is not essential � noun 1. a piece of computer
hardware that is not part of the central
processing unit but is controlled by it, e.g. a
printer or scanner � Peripherals such as disk
drives or printers allow data transfer and are
controlled by a system, but contain independ-
ent circuits for their operation. Also called
auxiliary device, peripheral unit 2. any
device that allows communication between a
system and itself but is not directly operated
by the system
peripheral component interconnectperipheral component interconnect
/pə|�rf(ə)rəl kəm|�pəυnənt �ntəkənekt/
noun full form of PCI
peripheral control unitperipheral control unit /pə|�rf(ə)rəl
kən|�trəυl �ju�nt/ noun full form of PCU
peripheral interface adapterperipheral interface adapter /pə|

�rf(ə)rəl �ntəfes ə|�d�ptə/ noun full form
of PIA
peripheral unitperipheral unit /pə |�rf(ə)rəl �ju�nt/
noun 1. an item of hardware such as a termi-
nal, printer or monitor which is attached to a
main computer system. Same as peripheral
2. any device that allows communication be-
tween a system and itself, but is not operated
only by the system
PerlPerl /p��l/ noun an interpreted program-
ming language, usually used under Unix,
used to create CGI scripts that can process
forms or carry out functions on a web server
to enhance a website. Full form practical
extraction and report language
perluxperlux /�p��l�ks/ noun a material used for a
projection screen which is highly reflective
and also wide-angle (film)
permanentpermanent /�p��mənənt/ adjective which
will last for a very long time or for ever
permanentlypermanently /�p��mənəntli/ adverb in a
way which will last for a long time or for ever
� The production number is permanently en-
graved on the back of the computer casing.
permeabilitypermeability /�p��miə|�blti/ noun a
measure of the ratio of the magnetic flux in a
material to the size of the generating field
permissionpermission /pə|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun authorisa-
tion given to a particular user to access a cer-
tain shared resource or area of disk � This
user cannot access the file on the server be-
cause he does not have permission.
permutationpermutation /�p��mjυ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun
each of a number of different ways in which
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something can be arranged � The cipher sys-
tem is very secure since there are so many
possible permutations for the key.
persistencepersistence /pə|�sstəns/ noun the length
of time that a CRT will continue to display an
image after the picture beam has stopped
tracing it on the screen � Slow scan rate
monitors need long persistence phosphor to
prevent the image flickering.
personperson /�p��s(ə)n/ noun a human being
personalpersonal /�p��s(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to one person
personal computerpersonal computer /�p��s(ə)n(ə)l kəm |

�pju�tə/ noun full form of PC
Personal Computer Memory Card International AssociationPersonal Computer Memory Card
International Association /�p��s(ə)nəl
kəm|�pju�tə �mem(ə)ri kɑ�d
�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl ə|�səυsi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of PCMCIA
personal digital assistantpersonal digital assistant
/�p��s(ə)n(ə)l �dd't(ə)l ə|�sstənt/ noun
full form of PDA
personal identification devicepersonal identification device
/�p��s(ə)n(ə)l a |�dentf|�keʃ(ə)n d|�vas/
noun full form of PID
personal identification numberpersonal identification number
/�p��s(ə)n(ə)l a|�dentf |�keʃ(ə)n �n�mbə/
noun full form of PIN
personal information managerpersonal information manager
/�p��s(ə)n(ə)l �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �m�nd'ə/
noun full form of PIM
personalisepersonalise /�p��s(ə)nəlaz/, personal-
ize verb to customise or adapt a product spe-
cially for a certain user (NOTE: personalises
– personalising – personalised)
personnelpersonnel /�p��sə|�nel/ noun staff or all the
people working in an office or factory
perspectiveperspective /pə|�spektv/ noun the ap-
pearance of depth in an image in which ob-
jects that are further away from the viewer
appear smaller
PERTPERT /p��t/ noun a definition of tasks or
jobs and the time each requires, arranged in
order to achieve a goal. Full form program
evaluation and review technique
per weekper week /pə �wi�k/ adverb for each week
per yearper year /pə �jə/ adverb for each year
petapeta /petə/ prefix one quadrillion (250).
Abbr P
petabytepetabyte /�petəbat/ noun one quadrillion
bytes. Abbr PB
pFpF noun the unit of measurement of capaci-
tance equal to one million millionth of a far-
ad. Full form picofarad
PFLPFL abbr pre-fade listen (film)
PgDnPgDn /�ped' �daυn/ abbr page down key
PGPPGP /�pi� d'i� �pi�/ noun an encryption sys-
tem developed to allow anyone to protect the
contents of his or her email messages from

unauthorised readers. Full form pretty good
privacy (NOTE: This system is often used
when sending credit card or payment de-
tails over the Internet.)
PgUpPgUp /�ped' ��p/ abbr page up key
phantom ROMphantom ROM /�f�ntəm rɒm/ noun a
duplicate area of read-only memory that is
accessed by a special code
phasephase /fez/ noun 1. one part of a larger
process 2. the coincidence of reference signal
and colour burst
phase alternation linephase alternation line /�fez �ɔ�ltə|

�neʃ(ə)n �lan/ noun full form of PAL
phasingphasing /�fezŋ/ noun (film) 1. two sys-
tems or circuits which are adjusted so that
they operate in phase 2. a television and vid-
eo tape recorder standard alignment process
3. the loss of quality in transmitted sound
when two microphones are placed too near
each other
PHIGSPHIGS /f"z/ noun a standard application
interface between software and a graphics
adapter that uses a set of standard commands
to draw and manipulate 2D and 3D images.
Full form programmer’s hierarchical in-
teractive graphics standard
phonphon /fɒn/ noun a measure of sound equal
to a one thousand Hertz signal at one decibel;
zero is just audible to the human ear
phonephone /fəυn/ noun a telephone or machine
used for speaking to someone over a long dis-
tance � We had a new phone system installed
last week.
phone backphone back /�fəυn �b�k/ verb to reply by
phone � The chairman is in a meeting, can
you phone back in about half an hour? � Mr
Smith called while you were out and asked if
you would phone him back.
phonemephoneme /�fəυni�m/ noun one small
meaningful sound, several of which may
make up a spoken word (NOTE: Phonemes
are relevant to the analysis of voice input to
recognise words and in the reproduction of
speech.)
phoneticphonetic /fə|�netk/ adjective referring to
phonetics � The pronunciation is indicated
in phonetic script.
phoneticsphonetics /fə|�netks/ noun written sym-
bols that are used to represent the correct pro-
nunciation of a word
phono connectorphono connector /�fəυnəυ kə|�nektə/
noun a plug and socket standard used to con-
nect audio and video devices. Also called
RCA connector (NOTE: The male plug has
a 1/8-inch metal central core that sticks out
from within the centre of an insulated core.
If you have fitted a sound card to your PC
you will see two phono connectors on the
back plate. These let you connect your
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sound card directly to your CD player or
tape recorder.)
phosphorphosphor /�fɒfsə/ noun a substance that
produces light when excited by some form of
energy, usually an electron beam, used for
coating the inside of a cathode ray tube

COMMENT: A thin layer of phosphor is ar-
ranged in a pattern of small dots on the in-
side of a television screen which produces
an image when scanned by the picture
beam.

phosphorescencephosphorescence /�fɒsfə|�res(ə)ns/
noun the ability of a material to produce light
when excited by some form of energy
photocellphotocell /�fəυtəυsel/ noun an electronic
device that produces or varies an electrical
signal according to the amount of light shin-
ing on it
photocomposition

photocomposition /�fəυtəυkɒmpə|

�zʃ(ə)n/ noun the composition of typeset
text direct onto film
photoconductivityphotoconductivity /�fəυtəυkɒnd�k|

�tvti/ noun a material which varies its re-
sistance according to the amount of light
striking it
photoconductor

photoconductor /�fəυtəυkən|�d�ktə/
noun a photocell whose resistance varies
with the amount of light shining on it
photocopier

photocopier /�fəυtəυkɒpiə/ noun a ma-
chine which makes a copy of a document by
photographing and printing it
photocopy

photocopy /�fəυtəυkɒpi/ noun a copy of
a document made by photographing and
printing it � Make six photocopies of the con-
tract. � verb to make a copy of a document
by photographing and printing it � She pho-
tocopied the contract.
photocopyingphotocopying /�fəυtəυkɒpiŋ/ noun the
process of making photocopies (NOTE: no
plural) � photocopying bureau office which
photocopies documents for companies which
do not possess their own photocopiers �
there is a mass of photocopying to be done
there are many documents waiting to be pho-
tocopied
photodigital memoryphotodigital memory /fəυtəυ|

�dd't(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/ noun a computer
memory system that uses a laser to write data
onto a piece of film which can then be read
many times but not written to again. Also
called WORM
photodiode

photodiode /�fəυtəυ|�daəυd/ noun an
electronic component displaying the electri-
cal properties of a diode but whose resistance
varies with the amount of light that shines on
it. � avalanche
photoelectric

photoelectric /fəυtəυ|�lektrk/ adjective
(material) that generates an electrical signal
when light shines on it � The photoelectric

cell detects the amount of light passing
through the liquid.
photoelectric cellphotoelectric cell /�fəυtəυlektrk �sel/
noun a component which produces or varies
an electrical signal when a light shines on it
� The photoelectric cell detects the amount
of light passing through the liquid.
photoelectricityphotoelectricity /�fəυtəυ |�lek|�trsti/
noun the production of an electrical signal
from a material that has light shining on it
photoemissionphotoemission /�fəυtəυ|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun
a material that emits electrons when light
strikes it
photographphotograph /�fəυtə|�"rɑ�f/ noun an image
formed by light striking a light-sensitive sur-
face, usually coated paper � colour photo-
graph � black and white photograph � It’s a
photograph of the author. � He took six pho-
tographs of the set. � We will be using a col-
our photograph of the author on the back of
the jacket.
photographicphotographic /�fəυtə|�"r�fk/ adjective
referring to photography or photographs �
The copier makes a photographic reproduc-
tion of the printed page.
photographicallyphotographically /�fəυtə|�"r�fkli/ ad-
verb using photography � The text film can
be reproduced photographically.
photographic filmphotographic film /�fəυtə|�"r�fk flm/
noun light-sensitive film used in a camera to
record images
photographic soundphotographic sound /�fəυtə|�"r�fk
saυnd/ noun a method of recording and re-
producing on film where the sound track
takes the form of variations in the density or
width of a photographic image (film)
photographyphotography /fə|�tɒ"rəfi/ noun a method
of creating images by exposing light-sensi-
tive paper to light, using a camera
photolithographyphotolithography /�fəυtəυ|�l |�θɒ"rəfi/
noun the process of printing using a litho-
graphic printing plate formed photographi-
cally
photomechanical transferphotomechanical transfer /�fəυtəυ|m|

k�nk(ə)l �tr�nsf��/ noun a system for
transferring line drawings and text onto film
before printing. Abbr PMT
photometerphotometer /fəυ|�tɒmtə/ noun a device
which measures the brightness of light (film)
photometryphotometry /fəυ|�tɒmtri/ noun study and
measurement of light
photonphoton /�fəυtɒn/ noun a packet of electro-
magnetic radiation
photoprintphotoprint /�fəυtəυprnt/ noun a final
proof
photorealisticphotorealistic /�fəυtəυriə|�lstk/ adjec-
tive referring to a computer image that has al-
most the same quality and clarity as a photo-
graph
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photosensitivephotosensitive /�fəυtəυ|�senstv/ ad-
jective sensitive to light (film)
photosensorphotosensor /�fəυtəυsensə/ noun a
component or circuit that can produce a sig-
nal related to the amount of light striking it
photostatphotostat /�fəυtəυst�t/ noun a type of
photocopy � verb to make a photostat of a
document
phototelegraphyphototelegraphy /�fəυtətə|�le"rəfi/
noun the transmission of images over a tele-
phone line
phototransistorphototransistor /�fəυtəυtr�n|�zstə/
noun an electronic component that can detect
light and amplify the generated signal or vary
a supply according to light intensity
phototypesetterphototypesetter /�fəυtəυ|�tapsetə/
noun 1. a device that can produce very high-
resolution text on photosensitive paper or
film 2. a company which specialises in pho-
totypesetting
phototypesettingphototypesetting /�fəυtəυ|�tapsetŋ/
noun a method of typesetting that creates
characters using a computer and exposing a
sensitive film in front of a mask containing
the required character shape
physicalphysical /�fzk(ə)l/ adjective real or solid,
or which can be touched
physical recordphysical record /�fzk(ə)l �rekɔ�d/ noun
1. the maximum unit of data that can be
transmitted in a single operation 2. all the in-
formation, including control data, for one
record stored in a computer system
PIAPIA /�pi� a �e/ noun a circuit which allows
a computer to communicate with a peripheral
by providing serial and parallel ports and oth-
er handshaking signals required to interface
the peripheral. Full form peripheral inter-
face adapter
PICPIC /�pi� a �si�/ noun an image compression
algorithm used in Intel’s DVI video system.
Full form picture image compression
picapica /�pakə/ noun 1. a method of measure-
ment used in printing and typesetting (equal
to twelve point type) 2. the width of charac-
ters in a typeface, usually 12 characters to the
inch
PICKPICK /pk/ noun a multi-user, multitasking
operating system that runs on mainframe,
mini or PC computers
pickuppickup /�pk�p/ noun 1. the arm and car-
tridge used to playback music from a record
2. the inserting of a shot in a film 3. a graph
showing the sensitivity of a microphone ac-
cording to the direction of the source. The
two most common patterns are omni-direc-
tional (the microphone will pick up sound
from any direction) and uni-directional (the
microphone is focused and responds to sound
from one direction only).

pico-

pico- /pi�kəυ/ prefix one million millionth
of a unit. Abbr p
picosecondpicosecond /�pi�kəυ|�sekənd/ noun one
million millionth of a second. Abbr pS
PICSPICS /pks/ noun a file format used to im-
port a sequence of PICT files on an Apple
Mac
PICTPICT /pkt/ noun a method of storing vector
graphic images, developed by Lotus for its 1–
2–3 spreadsheet charts and graphs. Full form
PICture
picturepicture /�pktʃə/ noun a printed or drawn
image of an object or scene � This picture
shows the new design. � verb to visualise an
object or scene � Try to picture the layout be-
fore starting to draw it in. (NOTE: pictures –
picturing – pictured)
PICture

PICture /�pktʃə/ noun full form of PICT
picture beam

picture beam /�pktʃə bi�m/ noun a mov-
ing electron beam in a TV that produces an
image on the screen by illuminating the phos-
phor coating and by varying its intensity ac-
cording to the received signal
picture elementpicture element /�pktʃə �elmənt/ noun
same as pixel
picture image compressionpicture image compression /�pktʃə
�md' kəm |�preʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of PIC
picture level benchmarkpicture level benchmark /�pktʃə
�lev(ə)l �bentʃmɑ�k/ noun full form of PLB
picture object

picture object /�pktʃə �ɒbd'ekt/ noun
an image created with a vector drawing pack-
age and stored as vectors rather than as a bit-
map
picture processing

picture processing /�pktʃə �prə|�sesŋ/
noun the analysis of information contained in
an image, usually by computer or electronic
methods, providing analysis or recognition
of objects in the image
picture transmissionpicture transmission /�pktʃə tr�nz|

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun the transmission of images
over a telephone line
PIDPID /�pi� a �di�/ noun a device such as a
bank card connected with or inserted into a
system to identify or provide authorisation
for a user. Full form personal identifica-
tion device
piece fractionpiece fraction /�pi�s �fr�kʃən/ noun a
printed fraction contained in one character
space
pie chartpie chart /�pa tʃɑ�t/ noun a diagram in
which ratios are shown as slices of a circle �
The memory allocation is shown on this pie
chart.
piezoelectricpiezoelectric /�pi�zəυ |�lektrk/ adjective
being able to change their electrical proper-
ties when a force is applied or to change their
physical dimensions when an electrical sig-
nal is applied
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PIFPIF /�pi� a �ef/ noun a Microsoft Windows
file that contains the environment settings for
a particular program. Full form program in-
formation file
piggybackpiggyback /�p"ib�k/ verb to connect two
integrated circuits in parallel, one on top of
the other to save space � Piggyback those
two memory chips to boost the memory ca-
pacity.
piggybackingpiggybacking /�p"ib�kŋ/ noun the
process of using transmitted messages to car-
ry acknowledgements from a message which
has been received earlier
pilotpilot /�palət/ adjective used as a test, which
if successful will then be expanded into a full
operation � The company set up a pilot
project to see if the proposed manufacturing
system was efficient. � verb to test something
� They are piloting the new system.
PIMPIM /�pi� a �em/ noun a software utility that
stores and manages a user’s everyday data
such as diary, telephone numbers, address
book and notes. Full form personal infor-
mation manager
pinpin /pn/ noun 1. one of several short pieces
of wire attached to an integrated circuit pack-
age that allows the IC to be connected to a
circuit board 2. a short piece of metal, part of
a plug which fits into a hole in a socket � Use
a three-pin plug to connect the printer to the
mains. 3. part of a mechanism in a camera or
a projector which engages in the perforation
hole in order to find the frame
PINPIN /pn/ noun a unique sequence of digits
that identifies a user to provide authorisation
to access a system, often used on automatic
cash dispensers or with a PID or password to
enter a system. Full form personal identifi-
cation number
pincushion distortionpincushion distortion /�pnkυʃ(ə)n d|

�stɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a fault with a monitor that
causes the distortion of an image displayed in
which the edges curve in towards the centre
pinfeedpinfeed /�pnfi�d/ noun same as tractor
feed
PINGPING /pŋ/ noun a software utility that will
test all the nodes on a network or Internet to
ensure that they are working correctly. Full
form packet Internet groper
pinoutpinout /�pnaυt/ noun a description of the
position of all the pins on an integrated cir-
cuit together with their function and signal
PIOPIO /�pi� a �əυ/ noun data input or output
from a computer in a parallel form. Full form
parallel input/output. � PIPO, PISO
pipepipe /pap/ noun (in DOS and UNIX) a
symbol, usually (|), that tells the operating
system to send the output of one command to
another command, instead of displaying it

pipelinepipeline /�paplan/ verb to carry out more
than one task at a time: e.g., to compress and
store an image on disk as it is being scanned
(NOTE: pipelines – pipelining – pipelined)
pipeliningpipelining /�pap|�lan �mem(ə)ri/, pipe-
line memory noun a method of executing
several instructions in parallel to increase
performance (NOTE: Some computers use
pipelining to try and boost performance by
executing several instructions at once.)
PIPOPIPO /�pi� a pi� �əυ/ noun a device that can
accept and transmit parallel data. Full form
parallel input/parallel output
piracypiracy /�parəsi/ noun the process of copy-
ing patented inventions or copyright works
piratepirate /�parət/ noun a person who copies a
patented invention or a copyright work and
sells it � The company is trying to take the
software pirates to court. � verb to manufac-
ture copies of an original copyrighted work
illegally � a pirated DVD or a pirated design
(NOTE: pirates – pirating – pirated)

COMMENT: The items most frequently pirat-
ed are programs on magnetic disks and
tapes, which are relatively simple to copy.

pirate copypirate copy /�parət �kɒpi/ noun a copy of
software or other copyrighted material which
has been made illegally � A pirate copy of a
computer program.
pirate softwarepirate software /�parət �sɒftweə/ noun
an illegal copy of a software package
PISOPISO /�pi� a es �əυ/ noun a device that can
accept parallel data and transmit serial data.
Full form parallel input/serial output
pitchpitch /ptʃ/ noun 1. the number of charac-
ters which will fit into one inch of line, when
the characters are typed in single spacing 2.
the actual frequency of a sound 3. a satellite
or antenna movement about the horizontal
axis 4. the standard distance between the
leading edges of the perforation holes on a
film which is to be used as film stock
pitch scale factorpitch scale factor /�ptʃ �skel �f�ktə/
noun an instruction to a waveform audio de-
vice to change the pitch of the sound by a fac-
tor
pixpix /pks/ plural noun pictures
pixelpixel /�pksəl/ noun the smallest single unit
or point of a display whose colour or bright-
ness can be controlled. Also called picture
element

‘…adding 40 to each pixel brightens the image
and can improve the display’s appearance’ [Byte]
COMMENT: In high resolution display sys-
tems the colour or brightness of a single
pixel can be controlled; in low resolution
systems a group of pixels are controlled at
the same time.

pixelatedpixelated /�pksəletd/ adjective refer-
ring to an image on a computer or television
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screen that is made up of pixels, especially
one that is unclear or distorted
pixillationpixillation /�pksə|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun (film) 1.
a film and video visual effect where action is
shown as a sequence of stills 2. an effect in
video where the picture is reproduced as a
number of enlarged pictures
pix lock

pix lock /�pks lɒk/ noun the synchronisa-
tion of a video playback circuit by an external
signal
PLA

PLA /�pi� el �e/ noun an integrated circuit
that can be permanently programmed to per-
form logic operations on data using a matrix
of links between input and output pins. Full
form programmable logic array

COMMENT: A PLA consists of a large matrix
of paths between input and output pins,
with logic gates and a fusible link at each
connection point that can be broken or left
to conduct when programming to define a
function from input to output.

plain old telephone service

plain old telephone service /�plen
əυld �telfəυn �s��vs/ noun full form of
POTS
plaintext

plaintext /�plen|�tekst/ noun text or infor-
mation that has not been encrypted or coded
� The messages were sent as plaintext by tel-
ephone. Opposite ciphertext
planplan /pl�n/ noun 1. an organised way of do-
ing something 2. a drawing which shows how
something is arranged or how something will
be built � verb to organise carefully how
something should be done (NOTE: planning
– planned)
PLANPLAN /pl�n/ noun a low-level program-
ming language
planar

planar /�plenə/ adjective referring to a
method of producing integrated circuits by
diffusing chemicals into a slice of silicon to
create the different components � noun re-
ferring to graphical objects or images ar-
ranged on the same plane
planeplane /plen/ noun one layer of an image
that can be manipulated independently with-
in a graphics program
planetplanet /�pl�nt/ noun a large body in space
(such as the earth), moving in orbit round the
sun
planetary camera

planetary camera /�pl�nt(ə)ri
�k�m(ə)rə/ noun a microfilm camera in
which the film and article being photo-
graphed are stationary
plannerplanner /�pl�nə/ noun a software program
that allows appointments and important
meetings to be recorded and arranged in the
most efficient way
planning

planning /�pl�nŋ/ noun the activity of or-
ganising how something should be done �
long-term planning or short-term planning

plasma displayplasma display /�pl�zmə d|�sple/ noun
same as gas discharge display

COMMENT: This is a thin display usually
used in small portable computers.

plastic bubble keyboardplastic bubble keyboard /�pl�stk
�b�b(ə)l �ki�bɔ�d/ noun a keyboard whose
keys are small bubbles in a plastic sheet over
a contact which when pressed completes a
circuit

COMMENT: These are very solid and cheap
keyboards but are not ideal for rapid typing.

platformplatform /�pl�t|�fɔ�m/ noun a standard
type of hardware that makes up a particular
range of computers � This software will only
work on the IBM PC platform.
platform independenceplatform independence /�pl�tfɔ�m
�nd|�pendəns/ noun the fact that software
or a network can work with or connect to dif-
ferent types of incompatible hardware
platterplatter /�pl�tə/ noun one disk within a hard
disk drive

COMMENT: The disks are made of metal or
glass and coated with a magnetic com-
pound; each platter has a read/write head
that moves across its surface to access
stored data.

play backplay back /�ple �b�k/ verb to read data or
a signal from a recording � After you have
recorded the music, press this button to play
it back and hear what it sounds like.
playbackplayback /�pleb�k/ noun recording re-
production; running a multimedia title, view-
ing a video clip or listening to a recorded
sound
playback headplayback head /�ple |�b�k hed/ noun a
piece of equipment that reads signals record-
ed on a storage medium and usually converts
them to an electrical signal � disk playback
head
playback rate scale factorplayback rate scale factor /�pleb�k
ret skel �f�ktə/ noun 1. (in waveform au-
dio) sound played back at a different rate, di-
rected by another application, to create a spe-
cial effect 2. (in video displayed on a
computer) the point at which video playback
is no longer smooth and appears jerky be-
cause of missed frames
PLBPLB /�pi� el �bi�/ noun benchmark used to
measure the performance (not the quality) of
a graphics adapter or workstation. Full form
picture level benchmark
PLDPLD abbr programmable logic device
plex databaseplex database /�pleks �detəbes/ noun a
database structure in which data items can be
linked together
plex structureplex structure /�pleks �str�ktʃə/ noun a
network structure or data structure in which
each node is connected to all the others
PL/MPL/M /�pi� el �em/ noun a high level pro-
gramming language derived for use on mi-
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croprocessors. Full form programming lan-
guage for microprocessors
plotplot /plɒt/ noun a graph or map � verb to
draw an image (especially a graph) based on
information supplied as a series of coordi-
nates
plotterplotter /�plɒtə/ noun a computer peripheral
that draws straight lines between two coordi-
nates

COMMENT: Plotters are used for graph and
diagram plotting and can plot curved lines
as a number of short straight lines.

plugplug /pl�"/ noun a connector with protrud-
ing pins that is inserted into a socket to pro-
vide an electrical connection � The printer is
supplied with a plug. � verb 1. � No wonder
the computer does nothing, you haven’t
plugged it in at the mains. � plug in to make
an electrical connection by pushing a plug
into a socket � No wonder the computer does
nothing, you haven’t plugged it in at the
mains. 2. to publicise or to advertise � They
ran six commercials plugging holidays in
Spain.
plug and playplug and play /�pl�" ən �ple/ noun a fa-
cility in PCs that allows a user to plug a new
adapter card into their PC without having to
configure it or set any switches. Abbr PNP
plugboardplugboard noun a board with a number of
sockets connected to devices into which
plugs can be inserted to connect various other
devices. Also called patchboard
plug-compatible manufacturerplug-compatible manufacturer /�pl�"
kəm |�p�tb(ə)l �m�njυ|�f�ktʃərə/ noun
full form of PCM
plug-inplug-in /�pl�" n/ noun a program that
works with a web browser to increase the
functionality of the browser. � browser,
helper application
plug-in unitplug-in unit /�pl�" n �ju�nt/ noun a
small electronic circuit that can be simply
plugged into a system to increase its power
plusplus /pl�s/, plus sign /�pl�s san/ noun a
printed or written sign (+) showing that fig-
ures are added or showing a positive value
PLVPLV /�pi� el �vi�/ noun the highest-quality
video compression algorithm used with DVI
full-motion video sequences. Full form pro-
duction level video
PMBXPMBX noun a small telephone exchange in-
side a company where all calls coming in or
going out have to be placed through the
switchboard. Full form private manual
branch exchange
PMOSPMOS /�pi� mɒs/ noun a metal oxide semi-
conductor transistor that conducts via a small
region of p-type semiconductor. Full form p-
channel metal oxide semiconductor
PMSPMS /�pi� em �es/ abbr Pantone Matching
System

pointpoint /pɔnt/ noun 1. a measurement sys-
tem used in typesetting (one point is equal to
0.351 mm) � The text of the book is set in 9
point Times. � If we increase the point size to
10, will the page extent increase? (NOTE:
usually written pt after figures: 10pt Times
Bold) 2. the exposure increment which is
used in a film printing machine; a printer
point scale of 1 to 50 is normally used

‘…the arrow keys, the spacebar or the mouse are
used for pointing, and the enter key or the left
mouse button are to pick’ [PC User]

pointer

pointer /�pɔntə/ noun 1. a variable in a
computer program that contains the address
to a data item or instruction � Increment the
contents of the pointer to the address of the
next instruction. 2. a graphical symbol used
to indicate the position of a cursor on a com-
puter display � Desktop publishing on a PC
is greatly helped by the use of a pointer and
mouse.
pointing devicepointing device /�pɔntŋ d|�vas/ noun
an input device that controls the position of a
cursor on screen as it is moved by the user. �
mouse
point of presencepoint of presence /�pɔnt əv �prezəns/
noun full form of POP
point-of-sale

point-of-sale /�pɔnt əv �sel/ noun a
place in a shop where goods are paid for.
Abbr POS
point samplingpoint sampling /�pɔnt �sɑ�mplŋ/ noun
a method of adding texture and shading to a
three-dimensional scene or object, in which
the algorithm calculates the perceived depth,
position and shade of each point on the image
and applies a texture map pixel, or texel, to
that point
point sizepoint size /�pɔnt �saz/ noun (in typogra-
phy) a unit of measure equal to 1/72-inch,
used to measure type or text
point to pointpoint to point /�pɔnt tə �pɔnt/ noun 1.
a direct link between two devices 2. commu-
nications network in which every node is di-
rectly connected to every other node
point-to-point tunneling protocol

point-to-point tunneling protocol
/�pɔnt tə pɔnt �t�n(ə)lŋ �prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of PPTP
pokepoke /pəυk/ noun a computer instruction
that modifies an entry in a memory by writ-
ing a number to an address in memory �
Poke 1423,74 will write the data 74 into loca-
tion 1423. Compare peek
POLPOL abbr problem-orientated language
polarpolar /�pəυlə/ adjective referring to poles
polarising filterpolarising filter /�pəυlərazŋ �fltə/
noun (film) 1. a lens filter which has thou-
sands of tiny lines which allow light of a cer-
tain polarity through, reducing glare 2. a fil-
ter which is used to decrease the amount of
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polarised light passing through the lens by
the specific angling of the slits
polaritypolarity /pəυ|�l�rəti/ noun 1. the definition
of direction of flow of flux or current in an
object 2. negative or positive elements in a
black and white television image
Polaroid™Polaroid™ /�pəυlərɔd/ noun (film) 1. an
instant-picture photographic camera 2. trans-
lucent plastic material which is able to polar-
ise visible light
polaroid filterpolaroid filter /�pəυlərɔd �fltə/ noun a
photographic filter that only allows light in
one plane, vertical or horizontal, to be trans-
mitted
polar orbitpolar orbit /�pəυlə �ɔ�bt/ noun a satellite
flight path that goes over the earth’s poles
policypolicy /�pɒlsi/ noun � acceptable use
policy
Polish notationPolish notation /�pəυlʃ nəυ|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun � reverse Polish notation
pollpoll /pəυl/ verb (of a computer) to deter-
mine the state of a peripheral in a network
pollingpolling /�pəυlŋ/ noun a system of commu-
nication between a controlling computer and
a number of networked terminals (the com-
puter checks each terminal in turn to see if it
is ready to receive or transmit data, and takes
the required action)

COMMENT: The polling system differs from
other communications systems in that the
computer asks the terminals to transmit or
receive, not the other way round.

polygonpolygon /�pɒl"ən/ noun a graphics shape
with three or more sides
polygon mesh modelpolygon mesh model /�pɒl"ən �meʃ
�mɒd(ə)l/ noun same as wire frame model
polynomial codepolynomial code /�pɒli|�nəυmiəl kəυd/
noun an error detection system that uses a set
of mathematical rules applied to the message
before it is transmitted and again when it is
received to reproduce the original message
poppop /pɒp/ verb to read and remove the last
piece of data from a stack
POPPOP /pɒp/ noun telephone access number
for a service provider that can be used to con-
nect to the Internet via a modem. Full form
point of presence
POP 2POP 2 /�pɒp tu�/ noun a high level pro-
gramming language used for list processing
applications
POP 3POP 3 /�pɒp �θri�/ noun a system used to
transfer electronic mail messages between a
user’s computer and a server at an ISP
pop-down menupop-down menu /�pɒp daυn �menju�/
noun a menu that can be displayed on the
screen at any time by pressing the appropri-
ate key, usually displayed over material al-
ready on the screen. Also called pop-up
menu

pop filterpop filter /�pɒp �fltə/ noun an electronic
circuit used when recording voices to attenu-
ate signals caused by wind or breathing �
Every time you say a ‘p’ you overload the
tape recorder, so put this pop filter in to stop
it.
populatepopulate /�pɒpjυlet/ verb to fill the sock-
ets on a printed circuit board with compo-
nents
pop-up menupop-up menu /�pɒp �p �menju�/ noun
same as pop-down menu
pop-up windowpop-up window /�pɒp �p �wndəυ/ noun
a window that can be displayed on the screen
at any time on top of anything that is already
on the screen

‘…you can use a mouse to access pop-up menus
and a keyboard for word processing’ [Byte]

portport /pɔ�t/ noun a socket or physical con-
nection allowing data transfer between a
computer’s internal communications channel
and another external device
portabilityportability /�pɔ�tə |�blti/ noun an extent to
which software or hardware can be used on
several systems

‘…although portability between machines is
there in theory, in practice it just isn’t that simple’
[Personal Computer World]

portableportable /�pɔ�təb(ə)l/ noun a compact
self-contained computer that can be carried
around and used either with a battery pack or
mains power supply � adjective referring to
any hardware or software or data files that
can used on a range of different computers
portable document formatportable document format
/�pɔ�təb(ə)l �dɒkjυmənt �fɔ�m�t/ noun
full form of PDF
portable operating system interfaceportable operating system interface
/�pɔ�təb(ə)l �ɒpəretŋ �sstəm �ntəfes/
noun full form of POSIX
portalportal /�pɔ�t(ə)l/ noun a website that pro-
vides links to information and other websites
portapackportapack /�pɔ�təp�k/ noun a battery-op-
erated, portable video camera and recorder
(film)
portraitportrait /�pɔ�trt/ adjective the orientation
of a page or piece of paper in which the long-
est edge is vertical
port replicatorport replicator /�pɔ�t �replketə/ noun a
version of a docking station that allows a lap-
top computer to be connected to duplicate the
connection ports on the back of the laptop, al-
lowing a user to keep a mouse, power cable,
and printer connected to the port replicator
and easily insert the laptop to use these ports
without having to plug in cables each time
the machine is used
POSPOS /pɒz/ abbr point-of-sale
positionalpositional /pə|�zʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective refer-
ring to position
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positivepositive /�pɒztv/ adjective 1. meaning
‘yes’ 2. referring to an image that shows ob-
jects as they are seen
positive displaypositive display /�pɒztv d|�sple/ noun
a display in which the text and graphics are
shown as black on a white background to im-
itate a printed page
positive feedbackpositive feedback /�pɒztv �fi�db�k/
noun part of an output signal that is added
into the input of a device � Make sure the mi-
crophone is not too close to the loudspeaker
or positive feedback will occur and you will
overload the amplifier.
positive photoresistpositive photoresist /�pɒztv
�fəυtəυr |�zst/ noun a method of forming
photographic images where exposed areas of
photoresist are removed, used in making
PCBs
POSIXPOSIX /�pɒsks/ noun the IEEE standard
that defines software that can be easily ported
between hardware platforms. Full form port-
able operating system interface
postpost /pəυst/ verb to enter data into a record
in a file
posterposter /�pəυstə/ noun a large printed sheet,
used to advertise something
posterisationposterisation /�pəυstərazeʃ(ə)n/ noun
a special effect in which an image is proc-
essed to reduce the number of colours or
tones
post-filteringpost-filtering /�pəυst �fltərŋ/ noun im-
age processing carried out after the image has
been compressed
postfixpostfix /�pəυstfks/ noun a word or letter
written after another
postmasterpostmaster /�pəυstmɑ�stə/ noun the
email address of the person nominally in
charge of email within a company
post office protocolpost office protocol /�pəυst �ɒfs
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun � POP 3
postprocessorpostprocessor /�pəυst |�prəυsesə/ noun
1. a microprocessor that handles semi-proc-
essed data from another device 2. a program
that processes data from another program,
which has already been processed
post productionpost production /�pəυst prə |�d�kʃən/
noun the final editing process of a video or
animation in which titles are added and se-
quences finalised
potpot /pɒt/ abbr potentiometer
potentiometerpotentiometer /pə|�tenʃi|�ɒmtə/ noun a
mechanical variable resistance component
consisting of a spindle which is turned to
move a contact across a resistance track to
vary the resistance of the potentiometer. �
variable resistor
POTSPOTS /pɒts/ noun the simplest, standard
telephone line without any special features
such as call waiting or forwarding, and with-

out high-speed digital access such as ADSL.
Full form plain old telephone service
power

power /�paυə/ noun 1. the unit of energy in
electronics equal to the product of voltage
and current, measured in watts 2. a mathe-
matical term describing the number of times
a number is to be multiplied by itself � 5 to
the power 2 is equal to 25. (NOTE: written as
small figures in superscript: 105: say: ‘ten to
the power five’) � verb to provide electrical
or mechanical energy to a device � The mon-
itor is powered from a supply in the main PC.
power down

power down /�paυə daυn/ verb to turn off
the electricity supply to a computer or other
electronic device
powered

powered /�paυəd/ adjective driven by a
type of energy or motor � a motor powered
by electricity � a solar-powered calculator
power user

power user /�paυə �ju�zə/ noun a user
who needs the latest, fastest model of compu-
ter because he or she runs complex or de-
manding applications
ppm

ppm /�pi� pi� �em/ noun the number of pag-
es that a printer can print in one minute, used
for describing the speed of a printer. Full
form pages per minute
PPP

PPP /�pi� pi� �pi�/ noun a protocol that sup-
ports a network link over an asynchronous
(modem) connection and is normally used to
provide data transfer between a user’s com-
puter and a remote server on the Internet us-
ing the TCP/IP network protocol. Full form
point to point protocol
PPQN

PPQN /�pi� pi� kju� �en/ noun the most
common time format used with standard
MIDI sequences. Full form parts per quar-
ter note
PPS

PPS noun film or video frame speed. Full
form pictures per second
PPTP

PPTP /�pi� pi� ti� �pi�/ noun a protocol that
allows a standard local-area network proto-
col (such as Novell’s IPX or Microsoft’s Net-
BEUI) to be sent over the Internet in a trans-
parent manner without the user or operating
system noticing, used by companies that
want to use the Internet to connect servers in
different offices. Full form point-to-point
tunneling protocol
practical extraction and report language

practical extraction and report lan-
guage /�pr�ktk(ə)l k|�str�kʃ(ə)n ən r|

�pɔ�t �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun full form of Perl � If
you want to add a search engine to your web-
site, you will need to write a Perl program.
pre-

pre- /pri�/ prefix before
pre-amplifier

pre-amplifier /pri ��mpl |�faə/ noun an
electronic circuit which amplifies a signal to
a particular level, before it is fed to an ampli-
fier for output
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precedeprecede /pr|�si�d/ verb to come before
something � This instruction cancels the in-
struction which precedes it.
precedenceprecedence /�presd(ə)ns/ noun a set of
computational rules defining the order in
which mathematical operations are calculat-
ed
preciseprecise /pr|�sas/ adjective very exact �
The atomic clock will give the precise time of
starting the process.
precisionprecision /pr|�s'(ə)n/ noun the fact that
something is very accurate
precompiled codeprecompiled code /prikəm |�pald
�kəυd/ noun a code that is output from a
compiler, ready to be executed
predefinedpredefined /�pri�d|�fand/ adjective
which has been defined in advance
predesignedpredesigned /�pri�d|�zand/ adjective (of
a graphic material) provided to the customer
already designed � A wide selection of pre-
designed layouts help you automatically for-
mat typical business and technical docu-
ments.
predeterminedpredetermined /�pri�d|�t��mnd/ adjec-
tive which has already been determined
pre-editpre-edit /pri �edt/ verb to change text be-
fore it is run through a machine to make sure
it is compatible
pre-emphasisepre-emphasise /pri� �emfəsaz/ verb to
boost certain frequencies of a signal before
transmission or processing to minimise noise
(signals are de-emphasised on reception)
preemptive multitaskingpreemptive multitasking /pri|�emptv
�m�ltitɑ�skŋ/ noun a form of multitasking
in which the operating system executes a pro-
gram for a period of time, then passes control
to the next program so preventing any one
program using all the processor time
pre-fade listenpre-fade listen /�pri� fed �ls(ə)n/ noun a
sound desk device which permits channels to
be heard before fading up (film)
pre-fetchpre-fetch /pri� �fetʃ/ verb CPU instruc-
tions stored in a short temporary queue be-
fore being processed, increasing the speed of
execution
pre-filteringpre-filtering /pri� |�fltərŋ/ noun image
processing before the image is compressed
(e.g., scaling the image)
prefixprefix /�pri�|�fks/ noun 1. a code, instruc-
tion or character at the beginning of a mes-
sage or instruction 2. a word attached to the
beginning of another word to give it a special
meaning
prefix notationprefix notation /�pri�fks nəυ|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun mathematical operations written in a
logical way, so that the operator appears be-
fore the operands, removing the need for
brackets � normal notation: (x-y) + z, but us-
ing prefix notation: – xy + z

pre-flash

pre-flash, pre-fog noun the process of ex-
posing film to light before filming so that it
has a higher sensitivity to light and reduces
contrast (film)
preformattedpreformatted /pri�|�fɔ�m�td/ adjective
which has been formatted already � a prefor-
matted disk
pre-imaging

pre-imaging /pri �md'ŋ/ noun the
process of generating one frame of an anima-
tion or video in a memory buffer before it is
transferred on screen for display
premixpremix /�pri�mks/ noun the combination
of a number of signals before they have been
processed in any way
preparation

preparation /�prepə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of getting something ready
preprinted

preprinted /pri� |�prntd/ adjective al-
ready printed or printed in advance � pre-
printed form paper used for printing data-
bases or applications programs that already
contain some information printed � pre-
printed stationery computer stationery
(such as invoices) which has already been
printed with the company’s logo and address
as well as the blank columns, etc.
preprocess

preprocess /pri� |�prəυses/ verb to carry
out initial organisation and simple processing
of data
preprocessor

preprocessor /pri�|�prəυsesə/ noun 1.
software that partly processes or prepares
data before it is compiled or translated 2. a
small computer that carries out some initial
processing of raw data before passing it to the
main computer

‘…the C preprocessor is in the first stage of con-
verting a written program into machine instruc-
tions the preprocessor can be directed to read in
another file before completion, perhaps because
the same information is needed in each module of
the program’ [Personal Computer World]

preproduction

preproduction /�pri�prə|�d�kʃən/ noun
the organisation of the filming or recording
of a video or compact disk, taking the form of
diagrams and scene descriptions
preprogrammed

preprogrammed /pri�|�prəυ"r�md/ ad-
jective referring to a chip that has been pro-
grammed in the factory to perform one func-
tion
prerecord

prerecord /�pri�r|�kɔ�d/ verb to record
something which will be played back later or
to record sound effects that are added to a
film at a later date � The answerphone plays
a prerecorded message. � noun a section of
text stored in a word-processor system which
will be used as the basis for a form letter
pre-roll

pre-roll /�pri� rəυl/ noun time needed after
having started a telecine, projector or video
tape recorder in order to produce steady
sound and picture (film)
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prescan

prescan /�pri�sk�n/ noun a feature of
many flat-bed scanners that carry out a quick,
low-resolution scan to allow you to re-posi-
tion the original or mark the area that is to be
scanned at a higher resolution
presentation graphics

presentation graphics
/�prez(ə)nteʃ(ə)n �"r�fks/ plural noun
graphics used to represent business informa-
tion or data � The sales for last month looked
even better thanks to the use of presentation
graphics.
presentation layer

presentation layer /�prez(ə)n|�teʃ(ə)n
�leə/ noun the sixth ISO/OSI standard net-
work layer that agrees on formats, codes and
requests for the start and end of a connection
Presentation ManagerPresentation Manager /�prez(ə)n|

�teʃ(ə)n �m�nd'ə/ noun a graphical user
interface supplied with the OS/2 operating
system
presentation software

presentation software
/�prez(ə)nteʃ(ə)n �sɒftweə/ noun a soft-
ware application that allows a user to create a
business presentation with graphs, data, text
and images
preset

preset /�pri� |�set/ verb to set something in
advance � The printer was preset with new
page parameters.
press

press /pres/ verb to push a key with the fin-
gers � To end the program press ESCAPE.
press cuttingspress cuttings /�pres �k�tŋz/ plural
noun pieces cut from newspapers or maga-
zines which refer to someone or to a compa-
ny
pressure pad

pressure pad /�preʃə p�d/ noun a trans-
ducer that converts pressure changes into an
electrical signal � The pressure pad under
the carpet will set off the burglar alarm if an-
yone steps on it.
prestore

prestore /pri� |�stɔ�/ verb to store data in
memory before it is processed
presynchronisationpresynchronisation, presynchroniza-
tion noun the pre-recording of dialogue
which is used in synchronisation with lip
movements in animation work (film)
pretty good privacy

pretty good privacy /�prti "υd
�prvəsi/ noun full form of PGP
preventprevent /pr|�vent/ verb to stop something
happening � We have changed the passwords
to prevent hackers getting into the database.
preventative

preventative /pr|�ventətv/, preventive
/pr |�ventv/ adjective which tries to stop
something happening
prevention

prevention /pr|�venʃən/ noun the process
of preventing something happening
preventive maintenancepreventive maintenance /pr|�ventv
�mentənəns/ noun a regular inspection and
cleaning of a system to prevent faults occur-
ring

preview

preview /�pri� |�vju�/ verb to display text or
graphics on a screen as it will appear when it
is printed out
previewer

previewer /�pri�vju�ə/ noun a feature that
allows a user to see on screen what a page
will look like when printed � The built-in
previewer allows the user to check for mis-
takes.
primarily

primarily /�pram(ə)rli/ adverb mainly
primary

primary /�praməri/ adjective first or basic
or most important
prime

prime /pram/ adjective very important �
noun a number that can only be divided by it-
self and by one � The number seven is a
prime.
primer

primer /�pramə/ noun a manual or simple
instruction book with instructions and exam-
ples to show how a new program or system
operates
primitive

primitive /�prmtv/ noun 1. (in program-
ming) a basic routine that can be used to cre-
ate more complex routines 2. (in graphics) a
simple shape such as circle, square, line or
curve used to create more complex shapes in
a graphics program
print

print /prnt/ noun 1. characters made in ink
on paper � The print from the new printer is
much clearer than that from old one. 2. a pos-
itive photographic image in which black is
black and white is white. Compare negative
3. an image produced using an etched print-
ing plate � He collects 18th-century prints. �
The office is decorated with Japanese prints.
4. a take to be used in the finished film if it is
not cut out during the editing process � verb
1. to put letters or figures in ink on paper 2.
to put letters or illustrations onto sheets of pa-
per so that they form a book � The book was
printed in Hong Kong. � The book is printing
at the moment, so we will have bound copies
at the end of the month. 3. to write in capital
letters � Please print your name and address
on the top of the form.
printed circuit

printed circuit /�prntd �s��kt/, printed
circuit board noun a flat insulating material
that has conducting tracks of metal printed or
etched onto its surface which complete a cir-
cuit when components are mounted on it.
Abbr PCB
printer

printer /�prntə/ noun 1. a device that con-
verts input data in an electrical form into a
printed readable form. Abbr PRN 2. a person
that prints documents or pictures for private
customers or other businesses 3. a company
which prints books or newspapers � The
book will be sent to the printer next week. �
We are using Japanese printers for some of
our magazines.
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printer qualityprinter quality /�prntə �kwɒlti/ noun
the standard of printed text from a particular
printer
print formatprint format /�prnt �fɔ�m�t/ noun a way
in which text is arranged when printed out,
according to embedded codes, used to set
features such as margins and headers
printheadprinthead /�prnthed/ noun 1. a row of
needles in a dot-matrix printer that produce
characters as a series of dots 2. the metal
form of a character that is pressed onto an
inked ribbon to print the character on paper
printingprinting /�prntŋ/ noun 1. the action of
putting text and graphics onto paper 2. the
number of copies printed at one time � The
first printing was 50,000 copies.
printing negativeprinting negative /�prntŋ �ne"ətv/
noun a negative copy of an optical sound
track on a positive picture print which is used
to improve the quality of sound (film)
Print ManagerPrint Manager /�prnt �m�nd'ə/ a soft-
ware utility that is part of Microsoft Win-
dows and is used to manage print queues
printoutprintout /�prnt |�aυt/ noun the final printed
page
print previewprint preview /�prnt �pri�vju�/ noun a
function of a software product that lets the
user see how a page will appear when printed
print qualityprint quality /�prnt �kwɒlti/ noun the
quality of the text or graphics printed, nor-
mally measured in dots per inch � A desktop
printer with a resolution of 600 dpi provides
good print quality.
printrunprintrun /�prntr�n/ noun the number of
copies of a book which are printed at one
time
Print Screen keyPrint Screen key /�prnt �skri�n �ki�/
noun a key in the top right-hand side of the
keyboard that sends the characters that are
displayed on the screen to the printer
print serverprint server /�prnt �s��və/ noun a com-
puter in a network which is dedicated to man-
aging print queues and printers
print shopprint shop /�prnt ʃɒp/ noun a shop where
jobbing printing takes place
printwheelprintwheel /�prntwi�l/ noun a daisy-
wheel or the wheel made up of a number of
arms, with a character shape at the end of
each arm, used in a daisy-wheel printer
prioritypriority /pra |�ɒrti/ noun the importance of
a device or software routine in a computer
system � The operating system has priority
over the application when disk space is allo-
cated.
privacyprivacy /�prvəsi/ noun the right of an indi-
vidual to limit the extent of and control the
access to the data that is stored about him
privacy of dataprivacy of data /�prvəsi əv �detə/ noun
the fact that particular data is secret and must

not be accessed by users who have not been
authorised
privacy of informationprivacy of information /�prvəsi əv
�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the fact that unauthor-
ised users must not obtain data about private
individuals from databases, or that each indi-
vidual has the right to know what informa-
tion is being held about him or her on a data-
base
privacy statementprivacy statement /�prvəsi �stetmənt/
noun the policy of a company, published on
their website, that explains to visitors and
customers what the company will or will not
do with a customer’s personal details
privateprivate /�pravət/ adjective belonging to an
individual or to a company, not to the public
private key cryptographyprivate key cryptography /�pravət ki�
krp|�tɒ"rə"i/ noun a method of encrypting
Internet messages that uses a single key both
to encode and decode them
privilegeprivilege /�prvld'/ noun the status of a
user as regards to the type of program he or
she can run and the resources he or she can
use
privileged accountprivileged account /�prvəld'd ə|

�kaυnt/ noun a computer account that allows
special programs or access to sensitive sys-
tem data
PRNPRN /�pi� ɑ� �en/ noun an acronym used in
MS-DOS to represent the standard printer
port. Full form printer
problemproblem /�prɒbləm/ noun a question to
which it is difficult to find an answer
problem definitionproblem definition /�prɒbləm
�defənʃ(ə)n/ noun the clear explanation, in
logical steps, of a problem that is to be solved
problem diagnosisproblem diagnosis /�prɒbləm
�daə"nəυss/ noun the process of finding
the cause of a fault or error and finding the
method of repairing it
problem-orientated languageproblem-orientated language
/�prɒbləm �ɔ�riəntetd �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a
high-level programming language that al-
lows certain problems to be expressed easily.
Abbr POL
proceduralprocedural /prə|�si�d'ərəl/ adjective us-
ing a procedure to solve a problem
procedureprocedure /prə|�si�d'ə/ noun 1. a small
section of computer instruction code that
provides a frequently used function and can
be called upon from a main program � This
procedure sorts all the files into alphabetical
order. � subroutine 2. a method or route
used when solving a problem � You should
use this procedure to retrieve lost files.
proceedproceed /prə|�si�d/ verb to move forward �
After spellchecking the text, you can proceed
to the printing stage.
processprocess /prəυ|�ses/ noun a number of tasks
that must be carried out to achieve a goal �
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The process of setting up the computer takes
a long time. � verb to carry out a number of
tasks to produce a result � We processed the
new data.
process controlprocess control /�prəυses kən|�trəυl/
noun the automatic control of a process by a
computer
processingprocessing /�prəυsesŋ/ noun 1. the use
of a computer to solve a problem or organise
data � Page processing time depends on the
complexity of a given page. � CPU 2. the
treatment of exposed film with chemicals in
order to make the latent image everlastingly
visible
processorprocessor /�prəυ|�sesə/ noun a hardware
or software device that is able to manipulate
or modify data according to instructions
produceproduce /prə|�dju�s/ verb to make or man-
ufacture something
producerproducer /prə |�dju�sə/ noun a person,
company or country that manufactures �
Country which is a producer of high quality
computer equipment.
productproduct /�prɒd�kt/ noun 1. an item that is
made or manufactured 2. a manufactured
item for sale 3. the result after multiplication
product designproduct design /�prɒd�kt d|�zan/ noun
the activity of designing products
product engineerproduct engineer /�prɒd�kt �end' |�nə/
noun an engineer in charge of the equipment
for making a product
productionproduction /prə|�d�kʃən/ noun 1. the
process of making or manufacturing of goods
for sale � Production will probably be held
up by industrial action. 2. the preparation for
broadcast of a programme or advertisement
3. the complete process of making a film
(film)
production controlproduction control /prə|�d�kʃən kən |

�trəυl/ noun the control of the manufacturing
of a product (using computers)
production level videoproduction level video /prə|�d�kʃən
�lev(ə)l �vdiəυ/ noun full form of PLV
production standardsproduction standards /prə|�d�kʃən
�st�ndədz/ plural noun the quality of pro-
duction
product lineproduct line /�prɒd�kt lan/, product
range /�prɒd�kt rend'/ noun a series of
different products made by the same compa-
ny, which form a group
product rangeproduct range /�prɒd�kt rend'/ noun
same as product line
professional publishingprofessional publishing /prə|

�feʃ(ə)n(ə)l �p�blʃŋ/ noun publishing
books on law, accountancy, and other profes-
sions
programprogram /�prəυ"r�m/ noun 1. a complete
set of instructions which direct a computer to
carry out a particular task 2. data that defines

a sound in a synthesiser; a program is also
called a patch and can be altered by issuing a
program-change message � verb to write or
prepare a set of instructions that direct a com-
puter to perform a certain task
program crashprogram crash /�prəυ"r�m kr�ʃ/ noun
an unexpected failure of a program owing to
a programming error or a hardware fault � I
forgot to insert an important instruction
which caused a program to crash, erasing all
the files on the disk!
program design languageprogram design language
/�prəυ"r�m d|�zan �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a
programming language used to design the
structure of a program. Abbr PDL
program documentationprogram documentation /�prəυ"r�m
�dɒkjυmen |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a set of instruc-
tion notes, examples and tips on how to use a
program
program evaluation and review techniqueprogram evaluation and review
technique /�prəυ"r�m |�v�ljueʃ(ə)n ən
r|�vju� tek|�ni�k/ noun full form of PERT
program iconprogram icon /�prəυ"r�m �akɒn/ noun
(in a GUI) an icon that represents an executa-
ble program file � To run the program, dou-
ble-click on the program icon.
program information fileprogram information file /�prəυ"r�m
�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �fal/ noun full form of PIF
programmableprogrammable /�prəυ"r�məb(ə)l/ ad-
jective referring to a device that can accept
and store instructions then execute them
programmable keyprogrammable key /�prəυ"r�məb(ə)l
�ki�/ noun a special key on a computer termi-
nal keyboard that can be programmed with
various functions or characters
programmable logic arrayprogrammable logic array
/�prəυ"r�məb(ə)l �lɒd'k ə |�re/ noun full
form of PLA
programmable logic deviceprogrammable logic device
/�prəυ"r�məb(ə)l �lɒd'k d|�vas/ noun
full form of PLD
programmable memoryprogrammable memory
/�prəυ"r�məb(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/ noun full
form of PROM
programmable read only memoryprogrammable read only memory
/�prəυ"r�məb(ə)l ri�d �əυnli �mem(ə)ri/
noun full form of PROM
Program ManagerProgram Manager /�prəυ"r�m
�m�nd'ə/ noun (in Windows 3.x) the main
part of Windows that the user sees
programmerprogrammer /�prəυ|�"r�mə/ noun 1. a
person who is capable of designing and writ-
ing a working program � The programmer is
still working on the new software. 2. a device
that allows data to be written into a program-
mable read only memory
programmer’s hierarchical interactive graphics standardprogrammer’s hierarchical interac-
tive graphics standard /�prəυ"r�məz
haə|�rɑ�kk(ə)l ntər |��ktv �"r�fks
�st�ndəd/ noun full form of PHIGS
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programmingprogramming /�prəυ"r�mŋ/ noun the
activity of writing programs for computers

COMMENT: Programming languages are
grouped into different levels: the high-level
languages such as BASIC and PASCAL
are easy to understand and use, but offer
slow execution time since each instruction
is made up of a number of machine code
instructions; low-level languages such as
assembler are more complex to read and
program in but offer faster execution time.

programming in logicprogramming in logic /�prəυ"r�mŋ n
�lɒd'k/ noun full form of PROLOG
programming language for microprocessorsprogramming language for micro-
processors /�prəυ"r�mŋ �l�ŋ"wd' fə
�makrə|�prəυsesəz/ noun full form of
PL/M
program specificationprogram specification /�prəυ"r�m
�spesf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun detailed informa-
tion about a program’s abilities, features and
methods
program testingprogram testing /�prəυ"r�m �testŋ/
noun the process of testing a new program
with test data to ensure that it functions cor-
rectly
progressive scanningprogressive scanning /prəυ|�"resv
�sk�nŋ/ noun a method of displaying and
transmitting video images in which each line
of the image is displayed consecutively, un-
like non-interlaced image, which shows al-
ternate lines. � scan conversion
projectproject noun /�prɒd'ekt/ a planned task �
His latest project is computerising the sales
team. � verb /prə |�d'ekt/ to forecast future
figures from a set of data � The projected
sales of the new PC.
projectionprojection /prə |�d'ekʃən/ noun 1. the
forecasting of a situation from a set of data �
The projection indicates that sales will in-
crease. 2. the process of showing pictures on
a screen
projector leaderprojector leader /prə|�d'ektə �li�də/
noun a short part of the beginning of a reel of
film which allows projectionists to make fast
changeovers from one reel to the next when
projecting a film
PROLOGPROLOG /�prəυlɒ"/ noun a high-level
programming language using logical opera-
tions for artificial intelligence and data re-
trieval applications. Full form program-
ming in logic
PROMPROM /prɒm/ noun 1. read only memory
that can be programmed by the user, as dis-
tinct from ROM, which is programmed by
the manufacturer. Full form programmable
read only memory 2. an electronic device
in which data can be stored. Full form pro-
grammable memory
promptprompt /prɒmpt/ noun a message or char-
acter displayed to remind the user that an in-
put is expected � The prompt READY indi-

cates that the system is available to receive
instructions.
prompterprompter /�prɒmptə/ noun the person on a
set who gives cues to performers during ac-
tion filming (film) � cue
proofproof /pru�f/ noun printed matter from a
printer that has to be checked and corrected �
verb to produce proofs of a text
prooferproofer /�pru�fə/ noun a printer which pro-
duces proofs, as opposed to finished printed
pages � output devices such as laser proofers
and typesetters
proofingproofing /�pru�fŋ/ noun the process of
producing proofs of text which have to be
read and corrected
proofreadproofread /�pru�fri�d/ verb to correct
spelling and printing errors in a printed text �
Has all the text been proofread yet?
proofreaderproofreader /�pru�fri�də/ noun a person
who reads and corrects proofs
propagatepropagate /�prɒpə|�"et/ verb to travel or
spread
propagation delaypropagation delay /�prɒpə|�"eʃ(ə)n d|

�le/ noun 1. the time taken for an output to
appear in a logic gate after the input is ap-
plied 2. the time taken for a data bit to travel
over a network from the source to the desti-
nation
propertiesproperties /�prɒpətiz/ noun (in Windows)
the attributes of a file or object
proportionally spacedproportionally spaced /prə|�pɔ�ʃ(ə)nəli
�spest/ adjective referring to a font in which
each letter takes a space proportional to the
character width. Compare monospaced
proprietary file formatproprietary file format /prə|�praət(ə)ri
�fal �fɔ�m�t/ noun a method of storing data
devised by a company for its products and in-
compatible with other products � You cannot
read this spreadsheet file because my soft-
ware saves it in a proprietary file format.
protectprotect /prə|�tekt/ verb to stop something
being damaged
protectionprotection /prə|�tekʃən/ noun the action
of protecting something
protectiveprotective /prə |�tektv/ adjective designed
to protect something � The disks are housed
in hard protective cases.
protocolprotocol /�prəυtəkɒl/ noun the pre-agreed
signals, codes and rules to be used for data
exchange between systems
prototypeprototype /�prəυtə |�tap/ noun the first
working model of a device or program,
which is then tested and adapted to improve it
prototypingprototyping /�prəυtətapŋ/ noun the
process of making a prototype
proxarproxar /�prɒksɑ�/ noun an additional lens
which is used in close-up shots to shorten the
focal length (film)
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proxy serverproxy server /�prɒksi �s��və/ noun a
computer that stores copies of files and data
normally held on a slow server and so allows
users to access files and data quickly. Proxy
servers are often used as a firewall between
an intranet in a company and the public Inter-
net.
PrtScPrtSc /�prnt �skri�n/ noun (on an IBM PC
keyboard ) a key that sends the contents of
the current screen to the printer. Full form
print screen
pSpS /�pi� �es/ abbr picosecond
PSAPSA noun US an advertisement for a public
service or charity, which is shown on TV, but
for which the TV company is not paid. Full
form public service announcement
pseudo-pseudo- /sju�dəυ/ prefix similar to some-
thing, but not genuine
pseudo-codepseudo-code /�sju�dəυ kəυd/ noun Eng-
lish sentence structures, used to describe pro-
gram instructions that are translated at a later
date into machine code
pseudo-digitalpseudo-digital /�sju�dəυ �dd't(ə)l/ ad-
jective referring to modulated analog signals
that are produced by a modem and transmit-
ted over telephone lines
pseudo-operationpseudo-operation /�sju�dəυ �ɒpə|

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a command in an assembler
program that controls the assembler rather
than producing machine code
pseudo-randompseudo-random /�sju�dəυ �r�ndəm/
noun a generated sequence that appears ran-
dom but is repeated over a long period
psophometerpsophometer /sɒ|�fɒmtə/ noun a meter
which measures noise
PSSPSS abbr packet switching service
PSTNPSTN abbr public switched telephone net-
work
PSUPSU /�pi� es �ju�/ noun an electrical circuit
that provides certain direct current voltage
and current levels from an alternating current
source to other electrical circuits. Full form
power supply unit

COMMENT: A PSU will regulate, smooth and
step down a higher voltage supply for use
in small electronic equipment.

publicpublic /�p�blk/ adjective available for an-
yone to use
publicationpublication /�p�bl|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
process of making something public � the
publication of the report on data protection �
The publication date of the book is November
15th. 2. a printed book or leaflet, etc. which
is sold to the public or which is given away �
Government publications can be bought at
special shops. � The company specialises in
publications for the business reader.
public data networkpublic data network /�p�blk �detə
�netw��k/ noun a data transmission service

for the public, e.g. the main telephone system
in a country. Abbr PDN
public domainpublic domain /�p�blk dəυ |�men/ noun
the status of documents, text or programs that
are not protected by copyright and can be
copied by anyone
publicisepublicise /�p�blsaz/, publicize verb to
attract people’s attention to a product or serv-
ice � They are publicising their low prices
for computer stationery. � The new PC has
been publicised in the press.
publicitypublicity /p�|�blsti/ noun the process of
attracting the attention of the public to prod-
ucts or services by mentioning them in the
media or by advertising them
publicity bureaupublicity bureau /p�|�blsti �bjυərəυ/
noun an office which organises publicity for
companies
publicity campaignpublicity campaign /p�|�blsti k�m|

�pen/ noun a period when planned publicity
takes place
publicity departmentpublicity department /p�|�blsti d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a company
which organises the publicity for the compa-
ny’s products
publicity matterpublicity matter /p�|�blsti �m�tə/ noun
leaflets or posters, etc., which publicise a
product or service
public key cipher systempublic key cipher system /�p�blk ki�
�safə �sstəm/ noun a cipher that uses a
public key to encrypt messages and a secret
key to decrypt them. Conventional cipher
systems use one secret key to encrypt and de-
crypt messages.
public key encryptionpublic key encryption /�p�blk ki� n |

�krpʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of encrypting
data that uses one key to encrypt the data and
another different key to decrypt the data
publishpublish /�p�blʃ/ verb 1. to produce and
sell software 2. to design, edit and print a text
(such as a book or newspaper or catalogue)
and sell or give it to the public � The institute
has published a list of sales figures for differ-
ent home computers. � The company spe-
cialises in publishing reference books. 3. to
share a local resource with other users on a
network (such as a file or folder)
publisherpublisher /�p�blʃə/ noun a company
which prints books or newspapers and sells
or gives them to the public
publishingpublishing /�p�blʃŋ/ noun the business
of printing books or newspapers and selling
them or giving them to the public

‘…desktop publishing or the ability to produce
high-quality publications using a minicomputer,
essentially boils down to combining words and
images on pages’ [Byte]

pull-downpull-down /�pυl daυn/ verb moving film
frame to frame in a camera or projector by
means of a claw (film)
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pull-down menu

pull-down menu /�pυl daυn �menju�/
noun a set of options that are displayed be-
low the relevant entry on a menu-bar � The
pull-down menu is viewed by clicking on the
menu bar at the top of the screen. Compare
pop-down menu
pull-up

pull-up /�pυl �p/ noun a loop of film used
to keep the film flowing steadily through the
picture gate over the sound head
pulse

pulse /p�ls/ noun a short period of a volt-
age level � verb to apply a short-duration
voltage level to a circuit � We pulsed the in-
put but it still would not work.

COMMENT: Electric pulse can be used to
transmit information, as the binary digits 0
and 1 correspond to ‘no pulse’ and ‘pulse’
(the voltage level used to distinguish the bi-
nary digits 0 and 1, is often zero and 5 or
12 volts, with the pulse width depending on
transmission rate).

pulse-code modulation

pulse-code modulation /�p�ls kəυd
�mɒdjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of PCM
pulse-dialling

pulse-dialling /�p�ls �daəlŋ/ noun tele-
phone dialling that dials a telephone number
by sending a series of pulses along the line �
Pulse-dialling takes longer to dial than the
newer tone-dialling system.

punchpunch /p�ntʃ/ noun 1. a device for making
holes in punched cards 2. a mechanism
which punches a cue mark in a film leader to
show when printing or editorial synchronisa-
tion should start 3. a mechanism which elim-
inates the splicing noises in prints which are
made from an optical sound negative � verb
to make a hole in something
punch-down blockpunch-down block /�p�ntʃ daυn �blɒk/
noun a device used in a local area network to
connect UTP cable
punctuation markpunctuation mark /�p�ŋktʃu|�eʃ(ə)n
mɑ�k/ noun a printing symbol such as a com-
ma or full stop, used for making the meaning
of text clear
purgepurge /p��d'/ verb to remove unnecessary
or out-of-date data from a file or disk � Each
month, I purge the disk of all the old email
messages.
pushpush /pυʃ/ verb to press something or to
move something by pressing on it
pushbuttonpushbutton /�pυʃb�t(ə)n/ adjective
which works by pressing on a button
push technologypush technology /�pυʃ tek|�nɒləd'i/
noun Internet technology that allows sub-
scribers to receive customised information
directly
PWMPWM abbr pulse width modulation
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QAMQAM abbr quadrature amplitude modula-
tion
QBEQBE /�kju� bi� �i�/ noun a simple language
used to retrieve information from a database
management system by, normally, entering a
query with known values, which is then
matched with the database and used to re-
trieve the correct data � In most QBE data-
bases, the query form looks like the record
format in the database – retrieving data is as
easy as filling in a form. Full form query by
example
Q ChannelQ Channel /�kju� �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun (in a CD
audio disc) one of the eight information
channels that holds data identifying the track
and the absolute playing time
QLQL abbr query language
qtyqty abbr quantity
quadquad /kwɒd/ adjective operating at four
times the standard speed, or processing four
times the standard amount of data � noun 1.
a sheet of paper four times as large as a basic
sheet 2. same as quadruplex
quaddingquadding /�kwɒdŋ/ noun the insertion of
spaces into text to fill out a line
quadr-quadr- /kwɒdr/ prefix four
quadraphonyquadraphony /kwɒ|�drɒfəni/ noun a
four-channel system of sound (film)
quadraturequadrature /�kwɒdtrətʃə/ noun a video
playback error due to the heads being wrong-
ly aligned to the edge of the tape
quadrature amplitude modulationquadrature amplitude modulation
/�kwɒdtrətʃə ��mpltju�d mɒdju|

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a data encoding method used
by high-speed modems (transmitting at rates
above 2,400bps). It combines amplitude
modulation and phase modulation to increase
the data transmission rate. Abbr QAM
quadrature encodingquadrature encoding /�kwɒdtrətʃə n |

�kəυdŋ/ noun a system used to determine
the direction in which a mouse is being
moved. In a mechanical mouse, two sensors
send signals that describe its horizontal and
vertical movements, these signals being
transmitted using quadrature encoding.
quadrophonicquadrophonic /�kwɒdrə|�fɒnk/ adjec-
tive (of an audio music system) using four
speakers
quadruplexquadruplex /�kwɒdrυpleks/ noun 1. a set
of four signals combined into a single one 2.
a four unit video tape recorder which produc-

es video information in continuous almost
vertical stripes
quadruplicatequadruplicate /kwɒ|�dru�plkət/ noun �
The statements are printed in quadruplicate.
� in quadruplicate with the original and
three copies � the statements are printed in
quadruplicate (NOTE: no plural)
quad-speed drivequad-speed drive /�kwɒd spi�d �drav/
noun a CD-ROM drive that spins the disc at
four times the speed of a single-speed drive,
providing higher data throughput of 600Kbps
and shorter seek times
quality controlquality control /�kwɒlti kən|�trəυl/ noun
the process of checking that the quality of a
product is good
quality of servicequality of service /�kwɒlti əv �s��vs/
noun the degree to which a network can
transfer information without error or fault
QuantelQuantel /�kwɒntel/ the hardware graphics
company that developed Paintbox and Harry
production graphics systems
quantifiablequantifiable /�kwɒntfaəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be quantified � The effect of the
change in the pricing structure is not quanti-
fiable.
quantifierquantifier /�kwɒnt|�faə/ noun a sign or
symbol that indicates the quantity or range of
a predicate
quantisationquantisation, quantization noun the
conversion of an analog signal to a numerical
representation
quantisequantise, quantize verb 1. to convert an
analog signal into a numerical representation
� The input signal is quantised by an analog
to digital converter. 2. to process a MIDI file
and align all the notes to a regular beat, so re-
moving any timing errors � An analog to
digital converter quantises the input signal.
quantiserquantiser, quantizer noun a device used
to convert an analog input signal to a numer-
ical form, that can be processed by a compu-
ter
quantityquantity /�kwɒntti/ noun the amount or
number of items � A small quantity of illegal
copies of the program have been imported. �
adjective in large amounts � The company
offers a discount for quantity purchases.
quantumquantum /�kwɒntəm/ noun (in communi-
cations) a packet of data that is the result of a
signal being quantised
quarter-inch tapequarter-inch tape /�kwɔ�tər ntʃ �tep/
noun a standard diameter of magnetic tape
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which is used in tape cartridges and reel-to-
reel recorders (film)
quartile

quartile /�kwɔ�tal/ noun one of three fig-
ures below which 25%, 50% or 75% of a total
falls
quarto

quarto /�kwɔ�təυ/ noun a paper size, made
when a sheet is folded twice to make eight
pages
quasi-

quasi- /kweza/ prefix almost, or similar
to
quaternary

quaternary /�kwɔ�t��nəri/ adjective exist-
ing as four bits, levels or objects
query

query /�kwəri/ noun a question � verb to
ask a question about something or to suggest
that something may be wrong
query by example

query by example /�kwəri ba "|

�zɑ�mpəl/ noun full form of QBE
query facility

query facility /�kwəri fə|�slti/ noun a
program, usually a database or retrieval sys-
tem, that allows the user to ask questions and
receive answers or access certain information
according to the query
query language

query language /�kwəri �l�ŋ"wd'/
noun a language in a database management
system that allows a database to be searched
and queried easily. Abbr QL
question

question /�kwestʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. words
which need an answer � The managing di-
rector refused to answer questions about
faulty keyboards. � The market research
team prepared a series of questions to test the
public’s reactions to colour and price. 2. a
problem � He raised the question of moving
to less expensive offices. � The main question
is that of cost. � The board discussed the
question of launching a new business compu-
ter. � verb 1. to ask questions � The police
questioned the accounts staff for four hours
� she questioned the chairman on the com-
pany’s sales in the Far East. 2. to query or to
suggest that something may be wrong � We
all question how accurate the computer
printout is.
question mark

question mark /�kweʃtʃən mɑ�k/ noun
the character ( ? ) that is often used as a wild-
card to indicate that any single character in
the position will produce a match � To find
all the letters, use the command DIR LET-
TER?DOC which will list LETTER1.DOC,
LETTER2.DOC and LETTER3.DOC. � as-
terisk
questionnaire

questionnaire /�kwestʃə|�neə/ noun a
printed list of questions, especially used in
market research � to send out a question-
naire to test the opinions of users of the sys-

tem � to answer or to fill in a questionnaire
about holidays abroad
queue

queue /kju�/ noun 1. a line of people wait-
ing one behind the other � to form a queue or
to join a queue 2. a list of data or tasks that
are waiting to be processed, or a series of
documents that are dealt with in order � verb
to add more data or tasks to the end of a
queue
quick

quick /kwk/ adjective operating at high
speed, or taking little time � The company
made a quick recovery.
QuickDraw

QuickDraw /�kwkdrɔ�/ (in an Apple Mac-
intosh) a trade name for the graphics routines
built into the Macintosh’s operating system
that control displayed text and images
quickly

quickly /�kwkli/ adverb without taking
much time
quicksort

quicksort /�kwksɔ�t/ noun a very rapid
file sorting and ordering method
QuickTime

QuickTime /�kwktam/ (in an Apple
Macintosh) a trade name for the graphics
routines built into the Macintosh’s operating
system that allow windows, boxes and graph-
ic objects, including animation and video
files, to be displayed
quit

quit /kwt/ verb to leave a system or a pro-
gram � Do not forget to save your text before
you quit the system.
quonking

quonking /�kwɒnkŋ/ noun undesired
sounds which are picked up by a microphone
(film)
quotation

quotation /kwəυ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun part of a
text borrowed from another text
quotation marks

quotation marks /kwəυ|�teʃ(ə)n mɑ�ks/
noun punctuation marks used for enclosing
text to show that it has been quoted from an-
other source
quote

quote /kwəυt/ verb to repeat words used by
someone else
quotient

quotient /�kwəυʃ(ə)nt/ noun the result of
one number divided by another

COMMENT: When two numbers are divided,
the answer is made up of a quotient and a
remainder (the fractional part). 16 divided
by 4 is equal to a quotient of 4 and zero re-
mainder; 16 divided by 5 is equal to a quo-
tient of 3 and a remainder of 1.

quoting

quoting /�kwəυtŋ/ noun a feature of many
electronic mail applications that allows you
to reply to a message and include the text of
the original message
QWERTY keyboard

QWERTY keyboard /�kw��ti �ki�bɔ�d/
noun a standard English language key layout.
The first six letters on the top left row of keys
are QWERTY.
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rack /r�k/ noun 1. a metal supporting frame
for electronic circuit boards and peripheral
devices such as disk drives 2. a frame to hold
items for display � a display rack � a rack
for holding mag tapes
racking

racking /�r�kŋ/ noun � framing
rack mounted

rack mounted /�r�k �maυntd/ adjective
referring to a system consisting of removable
circuit boards in a supporting frame
radar

radar /�redɑ�/ noun a method of finding
the position of objects such as aircraft, by
transmitting radio waves which are reflected
back if they hit an object and are displayed on
a screen
radial transferradial transfer /�rediəl �tr�nsf��/ noun
data transfer between two peripherals or pro-
grams that are on different layers of a struc-
tured system (such as an ISO/OSI system)
radiantradiant /�rediənt/ adjective which radiates
radiant energy

radiant energy /�rediənt �enəd'i/ noun
the amount of energy radiated by an aerial
radiate

radiate /�rediet/ verb 1. to go out in all di-
rections from a central point 2. to send out
rays 3. to convert electrical signals into trav-
elling electromagnetic waves
radiating element

radiating element /�redietŋ �elmənt/
noun a single basic unit of an antenna that ra-
diates signals
radiation

radiation /�redi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the send-
ing out of waves of energy from certain sub-
stances 2. the conversion of electrical signals
in an antenna into travelling electromagnetic
waves
radiator

radiator /�redietə/ noun the single basic
unit of an antenna or any device that radiates
signals
radioradio /�rediəυ/ noun a medium used for the
transmission of speech, sound and data over
long distances by radio frequency electro-
magnetic waves
radio buttonradio button /�rediəυ �b�t(ə)n/ noun (in
a GUI) a circle displayed beside an option
that, when selected, has a dark centre. Only
one radio button can be selected at one time.
radiocommunications

radiocommunications /�rediəυkə|

�mju�n |�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun the transmission
and reception of sound and data by radio
waves
radio frequency

radio frequency /�rediəυ �fri�kwənsi/
noun full form of RF

radixradix /�redks/ noun the value of the base
of the number system being used � The hex-
adecimal number has a radix of 16.
raggedragged /�r�"d/ adjective not straight, or
with an uneven edge
RAIDRAID /red/ noun a fast, fault tolerant disk
drive system that uses multiple drives which
would, typically, each store one byte of a
word of data, so allowing the data to be saved
faster. Full form redundant array of inex-
pensive disks

‘A Japanese investor group led by system distrib-
utor Technography has pumped $4.2 million
(#2.8 million) into US disk manufacturer Storage
Computer to help with the development costs of
RAID 7 hard disk technology.’ [Computing]

RAMRAM /r�m/ noun memory that allows ac-
cess to any location in any order, without
having to access the rest first. Full form ran-
dom access memory. Compare sequen-
tial access

‘The HP Enterprise Desktops have hard-disk ca-
pacities of between 260Mb and 1Gb, with RAM
ranging from 16Mb up to 128Mb.’ [Computing]
‘…fast memory is RAM that does not have to
share bus access with the chip that manages the
video display’ [Byte]
COMMENT: Dynamic RAM, which uses a ca-
pacitor to store a bit of data, needs to have
each location refreshed from time to time to
retain the data, but is very fast and can
contain more data per unit area than static
RAM, which uses a latch to store the state
of a bit. Static RAM, however, has the ad-
vantage of not requiring to be refreshed to
retain its data, and will keep data for as
long as power is supplied.

ramcorderramcorder /�r�mkɔ�də/ noun a digital
video recorder which stores images as digital
data in RAM rather than on film
RAMDACRAMDAC /�r�md�k/ noun an electronic
component on a video graphics adapter that
converts the digital colour signals into elec-
trical signals that are sent to the monitor
R & DR & D noun investigation of new products,
discoveries and techniques. Full form re-
search and development
R & D departmentR & D department /�ɑ�r ən �di� d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a company
that investigates new products, discoveries
and techniques
randomrandom /�r�ndəm/ adjective not arranged
or happening according to a particular order
or pattern
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random accessrandom access /�r�ndəm ��kses/ noun
the ability to access immediately memory lo-
cations in any order � Disk drives are ran-
dom access, whereas magnetic tape is se-
quential access memory.
random access digital to analog converterrandom access digital to analog
converter /�r�ndəm ��kses �dd't(ə)l
tə ��nəlɒ" kən|�v��tə/ noun an electronic
component on a video graphics adapter that
converts the digital colour signals into elec-
trical signals that are sent to the monitor.
Abbr RAMDAC
random access memoryrandom access memory /�r�ndəm
��kses �mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of RAM
rangerange /rend'/ noun 1. a series of items
from which the customer can choose � a
wide range of products 2. a set of allowed
values between a maximum and minimum �
verb 1. to vary or to be different � The com-
pany’s products range from a cheap laptop
micro to a multistation mainframe. 2. to put
text in order to one side
rankrank /r�ŋk/ verb to sort data into an order,
usually according to size or importance
rasterraster /�r�stə/ noun a system of scanning
the whole of a CRT screen with a picture
beam by sweeping across it horizontally,
moving down one pixel or line at a time
raster graphicsraster graphics /�r�stə �"r�fks/ plural
noun graphics in which the picture is built up
in lines across the screen or page
raster image processorraster image processor /�r�stə �md'
�prəυsesə/ noun raster which translates soft-
ware instructions into an image or complete
page which is then printed by the printer �
An electronic page can be converted to a
printer-readable video image by an on-board
raster image processor. Abbr RIP
raster scanraster scan /�r�stə sk�n/ noun one
sweep of the picture beam horizontally
across the front of a CRT screen
raterate /ret/ noun the quantity of data or tasks
that can be processed in a set time � The
processor’s instruction execution rate is bet-
ter than the older version. � verb to evaluate
how good something is or how large some-
thing is
ratingsratings /�retŋz/ noun a calculation of
how many people are watching a TV pro-
gramme
ratings battleratings battle, ratings war noun a fight
between two TV companies to increase their
share of the market
ratioratio /�reʃiəυ/ noun the proportion of one
number to another � The ratio of 10 to 5 is
2:1.
rational numberrational number /�r�ʃ(ə)nəl �n�mbə/
noun a number that can be written as the ratio
of two whole numbers � 24 over 7 is a ra-
tional number.

rawraw /rɔ�/ adjective in the original state or not
processed
raw dataraw data /�rɔ� �detə/ noun pieces of infor-
mation which have not been input into a com-
puter system
rayray /re/ noun one line of light or radiation
in a beam or from a source � The rays of light
pass down the optical fibre.
ray tracingray tracing /re �tresŋ/ noun (in graph-
ics) a method of creating life-like computer-
generated graphics which correctly show
shadows and highlights on an object to sug-
gest the existence of a light source � To gen-
erate this picture with ray tracing will take
several hours on this powerful PC.
RCA connectorRCA connector /�ɑ� si� �e kə|�nektə/
noun same as phono connector
RDRD /�ɑ� �di�/ noun (in DOS) a command to
remove an empty subdirectory. Full form re-
move directory
RDBMSRDBMS abbr relational database manage-
ment system
reactionreaction /ri |��kʃən/ noun an action which
takes place because of something which has
happened earlier
reaction timereaction time /ri |��kʃən tam/ noun same
as access time
readread /ri�d/ verb 1. to look at printed words
and understand them � Conditions of sale
are printed in such small characters that they
are difficult to read. 2. to retrieve data from a
storage medium � This instruction reads the
first record of a file.
readablereadable /�ri�dəb(ə)l/ adjective that can be
read or understood by someone or by an elec-
tronic device � The electronic page is con-
verted to a printer-readable video image.
readerreader /�ri�də/ noun a device that reads data
stored on one medium and converts it into an-
other form
readingreading /�ri�dŋ/ noun a note taken of fig-
ures or degrees, especially of degrees on a
scale
readoutreadout /�ri�daυt/ noun a display of data �
The readout displayed the time.
read/write cycleread/write cycle /�ri�d �rat �sak(ə)l/
noun a sequence of events used to retrieve
and store data
readyready /�redi/ adjective waiting and able to
be used � The green light indicates the sys-
tem is ready for another program.
RealReal /rəl/ a trade name for a system used to
transmit sound and video over the Internet,
normally used to transmit live sound, e.g.
from a radio station, over the Internet. �
plug-in, streaming data
real addressreal address /�rəl ə|�dres/ noun an abso-
lute address that directly accesses a memory
location. Compare paged address
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RealAudio

RealAudio /�rəl |�ɔ�diəυ/ a trade name for a
system used to transmit sound, usually live,
over the Internet
realise

realise /�rəlaz/, realise the palette
/�rəlaz ðə �p�lət/ verb to select a particular
set of colours for a 256-colour palette and use
this palette when displaying an image, nor-
mally by mapping the colours in a logical
palette into the system palette
real memory

real memory /�rəl �mem(ə)ri/ noun the
actual physical memory that can be ad-
dressed by a CPU. Compare virtual memo-
ry
RealNames

RealNames /�rəl|�nemz/ a system of as-
signing a trade name or descriptive name to a
website address
real number

real number /�rəl �n�mbə/ noun (in com-
puting) a number that is represented with a
fractional part, or a number represented in
floating point notation
real time

real time /�rəl tam/ noun the instant na-
ture of the responses of some computer sys-
tem to events, changes and other stimuli � A
navigation system needs to be able to process
the position of a ship in real time and take
suitable action before it hits a rock.

‘Quotron provides real-time quotes, news and
analysis on equity securities through a network of
40,000 terminals to US brokers and investors.’
[Computing]
‘…define a real-time system as any system which
is expected to interact with its environment with-
in certain timing constraints’ [British Telecom
Technology Journal]

real-time animation

real-time animation /�rəl tam ��n |

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun an animation in which ob-
jects appear to move at the same speed as
they would in real life. Real-time animation
requires display hardware capable of display-
ing a sequence with tens of different images
every second.
real-time authorisation

real-time authorisation /�rəl tam
�ɔ�θəra|�zeʃ(ə)n/, real-time authentica-
tion /�rəl tam �ɔ�θent|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun an
online system that can check the authenticity
and validity of a customer’s credit card with-
in a few seconds, allowing the Internet shop
to deliver goods or confirm an order immedi-
ately
real-time input

real-time input /�rəl tam �npυt/ noun
data input to a system as it happens or is re-
quired
real-time system

real-time system /�rəl tam �sstəm/
noun a computer system that responds in-
stantly to events, changes and other stimuli �
In a real-time system, as you move the joy-
stick left, the image on the screen moves left.
If there is a pause for processing it is not a
true real-time system.

real-time videoreal-time video /�rəl tam �vdiəυ/ noun
full form of RTV
rear projectionrear projection /�rə prə|�d'ekʃən/ noun
� back projection
rebootreboot /ri� |�bu�t/ verb to reload an operating
system during a computing session � We re-
booted and the files reappeared. � boot
recallrecall /r|�kɔ�l/ noun the process of bringing
back text or files from store � verb /r |�kɔ�l/
to bring back text or files from store for edit-
ing
receipt notificationreceipt notification /r|�si�t
�nəυtfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a feature of many
electronic mail applications that will send an
automatic message to confirm that the recip-
ient has received the message
receivereceive /r|�si�v/ verb to accept data from a
communications link � The computer re-
ceived data via the telephone line.
receive onlyreceive only /r|�si�v �əυnli/ noun full
form of RO
receiverreceiver /r|�si�və/ noun an electronic de-
vice that can detect transmitted signals and
present them in a suitable form
receptionreception /r|�sepʃən/ noun the quality of a
radio or TV signal received � Signal recep-
tion is bad with that aerial.
re-chargeablere-chargeable /ri� �tʃɑ�d'əb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive (of a battery) which can be charged again
with electricity when it is flat
reciprocal linkreciprocal link /r|�sprək(ə)l �lŋk/ noun
a link connecting two websites and working
in both directions so that each site is effec-
tively providing advertising space for the oth-
er
recoderecode /ri� |�kəυd/ verb to code a program
which has been coded for one system, so that
it will work on another
recognisablerecognisable /�rekə"nazəb(ə)l/, recog-
nizable adjective which can be recognised
recogniserecognise /�rekə"|�naz/, recognize verb
to see something and remember that it has
been seen before � The scanner will recog-
nise most character fonts.
recognitionrecognition /�rekə" |�nʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. be-
ing able to recognise something 2. a process
that allows something such as letters on a
printed text or bars on bar codes to be recog-
nised,
recompilerecompile /�ri�kəm |�pal/ verb to compile a
source program again, usually after changes
or debugging
reconfigurationreconfiguration /�ri�kənf"ə|�reʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of altering the structure of
data in a system
reconfigurereconfigure /�ri�kən|�f"ə/ verb to alter the
structure of data in a system � I reconfigured
the field structure in the file. � configure,
set up
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reconnect

reconnect /�ri�kə|�nekt/ verb to connect
again � The telephone engineers are trying
to reconnect the telephone.
record

record noun /�rekɔ�d/ a set of items of re-
lated data � Your record contains several
fields that have been grouped together under
the one heading. � verb /r|�kɔ�d/ to store
data or signals � Record the results in this
column.
recordable CDrecordable CD /r|�kɔ�dəb(ə)l si� �di�/
noun full form of CD-R
recorder

recorder /r|�kɔ�də/ noun equipment able
to transfer input signals onto a storage medi-
um

COMMENT: The signal recorded is not al-
ways in the same form as the input signal.
Many recorders record a modulated carrier
signal for better quality. A recorder is usu-
ally combined with a suitable playback cir-
cuit since the read and write heads are of-
ten the same physical device.

recordingrecording /r|�kɔ�dŋ/ noun 1. the action of
storing signals or data 2. a signal (especially
music) which has been recorded on tape or
disk � a new recording of Beethoven’s quar-
tets
recordsetrecordset /�rekɔ�dset/ noun a group of
records selected from a main database by a
filter, search or query
recoverrecover /r|�k�və/ verb to get back some-
thing which has been lost � It is possible to
recover the data but it can take a long time.
recoverable errorrecoverable error /r |�k�v(ə)rəb(ə)l
�erə/ noun an error type that allows program
execution to be continued after it has oc-
curred
recovery

recovery /r|�k�v(ə)ri/ noun 1. the process
of returning to normal operating after a fault
2. the process of getting back something that
has been lost � The recovery of lost files can
be carried out using the recovery procedure.
recovery procedurerecovery procedure /r |�k�v(ə)ri prə|

�si�d'ə/ noun the processes required to re-
turn a system to normal operation after an er-
ror
rectangular waveguide

rectangular waveguide /�rekt�ŋ"jυlə
�wev"ad/ noun a microwave channel that
is rectangular in cross section
rectifier

rectifier /�rektfaə/ noun an electronic
circuit that converts an alternating current
supply into a direct current supply
rectify

rectify /�rekt|�fa/ verb 1. to correct some-
thing or to make something right � They had
to rectify the error at the printout stage. 2. to
remove the positive or negative sections of a
signal so that it is unipolar
recursion

recursion /r|�k��'(ə)n/ noun a subroutine
in a program that calls itself during execu-
tion. Also called recursive routine

recursive filteringrecursive filtering /r |�k��sv �flərŋ/
noun a technique which reduces video noise
and defects (film)
recursive routinerecursive routine /r|�k��sv �ru�ti�n/
noun same as recursion
Recycle BinRecycle Bin /ri�|�sak(ə)l bn/ noun a fold-
er in Windows 95 where deleted files are au-
tomatically stored, with an icon on the Desk-
top that looks like a wastepaper bin � If you
want to delete a file or folder, drag it onto the
Recycle Bin icon or press the Delete key.
red, green, bluered, green, blue /�red "ri�n �blu�/ noun
the three colour picture beams used in a col-
our TV

COMMENT: There are three colour guns pro-
ducing red, green, and blue beams acting
on groups of three phosphor dots at each
pixel location.

red, green, blue displayred, green, blue display /�red "ri�n
�blu� d|�sple/ noun full form of RGB dis-
play
red book audiored book audio /�red bυk �ɔ�diəυ/ noun
� compact disc-digital audio
redefinableredefinable /�ri�d |�fanəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be redefined
redefineredefine /�ri�d |�fan/ verb to change the
function or value assigned to a variable or ob-
ject � I have redefined this key to display the
figure five when pressed.

‘…one especially useful command lets you rede-
fine the printer’s character-translation table’
[Byte]

redirectredirect /�ri�da |�rekt/ verb 1. to send a
message to its destination by another route 2.
(in DOS and UNIX operating systems) to
treat the output of one program as input for
another program
redirectionredirection /�ri�da |�rekʃən/ noun the
process of sending a message to its destina-
tion by another route � Call forwarding is
automatic redirection of calls.
redlinerredliner /�redlanə/ noun a feature of
workgroup or word-processor software that
allows a user to highlight text in a different
colour
redoredo /ri�|�du�/ verb to do something again
redrawredraw /ri�|�drɔ�/ verb to draw something
again � Can the computer redraw the graph-
ics showing the product from the top view?
reducereduce /r|�dju�s/ verb to make something
smaller
reduced instruction set computerreduced instruction set computer /r|

�dju�st n|�str�kʃən set kəm|�pju�tə/ noun
full form of RISC
redundancyredundancy /r|�d�ndənsi/ noun the proc-
ess of providing extra components in a sys-
tem in case there is a breakdown
redundantredundant /r |�d�ndənt/ adjective 1. refer-
ring to data that can be removed without los-
ing any information � The parity bits on the
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received data are redundant and can be re-
moved. 2. referring to an extra piece of equip-
ment kept ready for a task in case of faults
redundant array of inexpensive disksredundant array of inexpensive
disks /r |�d�ndənt ə |�re əv �nkspensv
�dsks/ noun full form of RAID
re-entrant programre-entrant program /ri� �entrənt
�prəυ"r�m/, re-entrant code /kəυd/, re-
entrant routine /ru�|�ti�n/ noun one program
or code shared by many users in a multi-user
system. It can be interrupted or called again
by another user before it has finished its pre-
vious run, and will return to the point at
which it was interrupted when it has finished
that run.
referencereference /�ref(ə)rəns/ noun 1. a value
used as a starting point for other values, often
zero 2. the act of mentioning or dealing with
something � verb to access a location in
memory � The access time taken to reference
an item in memory is short.
reflectreflect /r|�flekt/ verb to send back (light or
image) from a surface � In a reflex camera,
the image is reflected by an inbuilt mirror.
reflectancereflectance /r |�flektəns/ noun the differ-
ence between the amount of light or signal in-
cident and the amount that is reflected back
from a surface. Opposite absorptance
reflectionreflection /r |�flekʃən/ noun light or an im-
age which is reflected
reflective diskreflective disk /r|�flektv dsk/ noun a
videodisc that uses a reflected laser beam to
read the data etched into the surface
reformatreformat /�ri� |�fɔ�m�t/ verb to format a
disk that already contains data, and erasing
the data by doing so � Do not reformat your
hard disk unless you can’t do anything else.
reformattingreformatting /ri� |�fɔ�m�tŋ/ noun the act
of formatting a disk which already contains
data � Reformatting destroys all the data on
a disk. � format
refractrefract /r |�fr�kt/ verb to change the direc-
tion of light as it passes through a material
(such as water or glass)
refractionrefraction /r|�fr�kʃən/ noun the apparent
bending of light or sound that occurs when it
travels through a material
refractive indexrefractive index /r|�fr�ktv �ndeks/
noun a measure of the angle that light is re-
fracted by, as it passes through a material
refreshrefresh /r |�freʃ/ verb to update regularly
the contents of dynamic RAM by reading and
rewriting stored data to ensure data is re-
tained � memory refresh signal
refresh raterefresh rate /r |�freʃ ret/ noun the
number of times every second that the image
on a CRT is redrawn

‘Philips autoscan colour monitor, the 4CM6099,
has SVGA refresh rates of 72Hz (800 x 600) and

EVGA refresh rates of 70Hz (1,024 x 768).’
[Computing]

regenerateregenerate /r |�d'enə|�ret/ verb 1. to re-
draw an image on a screen many times a sec-
ond so that it remains visible 2. to receive dis-
torted signals, process and error check them,
then retransmit the same data
regenerationregeneration /r |�"enə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of regenerating a signal
regeneratorregenerator /ri� |�d'enəretə/ noun a de-
vice used in communications that amplifies
or regenerates a received signal and transmits
it on. Regenerators are often used to extend
the range of a network.
regionregion /�ri�d'ən/ noun a special or reserved
area of memory or program or screen
region fillregion fill /�ri�d'(ə)n fl/ noun the process
of filling an area of the screen or a graphics
shape with a particular colour
registerregister /�red'stə/ noun 1. a special loca-
tion within a CPU that is used to hold data
and addresses to be processed in a machine
code operation 2. a reserved memory loca-
tion used for special storage purposes � verb
1. to react to a stimulus 2. to correctly super-
impose two images
RegistryRegistry /�red'stri/ noun a database of
information about configuration and pro-
gram settings that forms the basis of Win-
dows
regulateregulate /�re"jυlet/ verb to control a
process, usually using sensors and a feedback
mechanism
regulationregulation /�re"jυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a law or
rule, which most people have to obey
regulation lineregulation line /�re"jυleʃ(ə)n �lan/
noun the ability of a power supply to prevent
input line changes affecting output supplies
regulation loadregulation load /�re"jυleʃ(ə)n �ləυd/
noun the ability of a power supply to prevent
output load changes affecting output supplies
rehyphenationrehyphenation /ri�|�hafə|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of changing the hyphenation of
words in a text after it has been put into a new
page format or line width
rejectreject /r|�d'ekt/ verb to refuse to accept
something � The computer rejects all incom-
ing data from incompatible sources.
rejectionrejection /r|�d'ekʃən/ noun the process or
fact of refusing to accept something
relational databaserelational database /r |�leʃ(ə)n(ə)l
�detəbes/, relational database manage-
ment system /r|�leʃn(ə)l �detəbes
�m�nd'mənt �sstəm/ noun a database in
which all the items of data can be intercon-
nected. Data is retrieved by using one item of
data to search for a related field. � If you
search the relational database for the sur-
name, you can pull out his salary from the re-
lated accounts database. Abbr RDBMS
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relationship

relationship /r|�leʃ(ə)nʃp/ noun a way
in which two similar things are connected
relative

relative /�relətv/ adjective compared to
something else
relay

relay /�ri�le/ noun an electromagnetically
controlled switch � There is a relay in the
circuit. � verb to receive data from one
source and then retransmit it to another point
� All messages are relayed through this
small micro.
release

release /r|�li�s/ noun 1. a version of a prod-
uct � The latest software is release 5. 2. the
process of putting a new product on the mar-
ket � verb to put a new product on the market
reliability

reliability /r|�laə|�blti/ noun the ability
of a device to function as intended, efficiently
and without failure � It has an excellent reli-
ability record.
reliable

reliable /r|�laəb(ə)l/ adjective which can
be trusted to work properly � The early ver-
sions of the software were not completely re-
liable.
relief printing

relief printing /r |�li�f �prntŋ/ noun a
printing process in which the ink is held on a
raised image
reload

reload /ri�|�ləυd/ verb to load something
again � We reloaded the program after the
crash. � load
relocatable

relocatable /�ri�ləυ|�ketəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be moved to another area of mem-
ory without affecting its operation
relocate

relocate /�ri�ləυ|�ket/ verb to move data
from one area of storage to another � The
data is relocated during execution.
relocation

relocation /�ri�ləυ|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of moving to another area in memory
REM

REM /rem/ noun a statement in a BASIC
program that is ignored by the interpreter, al-
lowing the programmer to write explanatory
notes. Full form remark
remainder

remainder /r |�mendə/ noun a number
equal to the dividend minus the product of
the quotient and divider � 7 divided by 3 is
equal to 2 remainder 1. Compare quotient
remark

remark /r |�mɑ�k/ noun full form of REM
remedial maintenance

remedial maintenance /r|�mi�diəl
�mentənəns/ noun maintenance to repair
faults which have developed in a system
remote

remote /r |�məυt/ adjective referring to
communications with a computer at a dis-
tance from the systems centre � Users can
print reports on remote printers.
remote job entry

remote job entry /r |�məυt d'ɒb �entri/
noun full form of RJE
removable

removable /r |�mu�vəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be removed � a removable hard
disk

removalremoval /r|�mu�v(ə)l/ noun the act of tak-
ing something away � The removal of this in-
struction could solve the problem.
removeremove /r|�mu�v/ verb to take something
away or to move something to another place
� The file entry was removed from the floppy
disk directory.
remove directoryremove directory /r |�mu�v da|

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun full form of RD
renamerename /ri� |�nem/ verb to give a new name
to a file
renderingrendering /�rend(ə)rŋ/ noun the process
of colouring and shading a (normally wire-
frame or vector object) graphic object so that
it looks solid and real
renumberrenumber /�ri�n�mbə/ noun a feature of
some computer languages which allows the
programmer to allocate new values to all or
some of a program’s line numbers
reorganisereorganise /ri�|�ɔ�"ənaz/, reorganize
verb to organise something again or in a dif-
ferent way � Wait while the spelling checker
database is being reorganised.
repaginaterepaginate /ri� |�p�d'net/ verb to change
the lengths of pages of text before they are
printed � The text was repaginated with a
new line width.
repaginationrepagination /ri�|�p�d'|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun
the action of changing pages lengths � The
dtp package allows simple repagination.
repeatrepeat /r|�pi�t/ verb to do an action again
repeaterrepeater /r|�pi�tə/ noun a device used in
communications that amplifies or regener-
ates a received signal and transmits it on. Re-
generators are often used to extend the range
of a network, while the repeater works at the
physical layer of the OSI network model. �
bridge, OSI, router
repeating grouprepeating group /r|�pi�tŋ "ru�p/ noun a
pattern of data that is duplicated in a bit
stream
reperforatorreperforator /ri� |�p��fəretə/ noun a ma-
chine that punches paper tape according to
received signals
repertoirerepertoire /�repə|�twɑ�/ noun the range of
functions of a device or software � The man-
ual describes the full repertoire.
repetitive letterrepetitive letter /r |�petətv �letə/ noun a
form letter or standard letter into which the
details of each addressee are inserted
repetitive strain injuryrepetitive strain injury /r|�pettv
�stren �nd'əri/, repetitive stress injury
/r |�pettv stres �nd'əri/ noun pain in the
arm, wrist or hands felt by someone who per-
forms the same movement many times over a
certain period, as when operating a computer
� RSI can be avoided by adjusting your chair
so that you do not excessively flex your wrists
when typing. Abbr RSI
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replace

replace /r|�ples/ verb 1. to put something
back where it was before 2. to find a certain
item of data and put another in its place. �
search and replace
replayreplay noun /�ri�ple/ 1. the playing back or
reading back of data or a signal from a re-
cording 2. the process of repeating a short
section of filmed action, usually in slow mo-
tion � The replay clearly showed the winner.
� This video recorder has a replay feature. �
verb /ri�|�ple/ to play back something that
has been recorded
replenishreplenish /r|�plenʃ/ verb to charge a bat-
tery with electricity again
replicate

replicate /�repl |�ket/ verb to copy some-
thing � The routine will replicate your re-
sults with very little effort.
report program generator

report program generator /r|�pɔ�t
�prəυ"r�m �d'enəretə/ noun a program-
ming language used mainly on personal com-
puters for the preparation of business reports,
allowing data in files, databases, etc., to be
included. Abbr RPG
representrepresent /�repr|�zent/ verb 1. to act as a
symbol for something � The hash sign is
used to represent a number in a series. 2. to
act as a salesperson for a product
representation

representation /�reprzen|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun the action of representing something
representativerepresentative /�repr|�zentətv/ adjec-
tive typical example of something � noun
salesman who represents a company � The
representative called yesterday about the or-
der.
reprintreprint /�ri�prnt/ verb 1. to print more cop-
ies of a document or book 2. to create a pos-
itive film print from a negative � noun the
printing of copies of a book after the first
printing � We ordered a 10,000 copy reprint.
repro

repro /�ri�prəυ/ noun finished artwork or
camera-ready copy, ready for filming and
printing (informal)
reproducereproduce /�ri�prə|�dju�s/ verb to copy
data or text from one material or medium to
another similar one
reproductionreproduction /�ri�prə|�d�kʃ(ə)n/ noun the
action of copying
reprogram

reprogram /ri�|�prəυ"r�m/ verb to alter a
program so that it can be run on another type
of computer
repro proof

repro proof /�ri�prəυ pru�f/ noun a perfect
proof ready to be reproduced
request

request /r |�kwest/ noun something that
someone asks for � verb to ask for some-
thing
require

require /r |�kwaə/ verb to need something
or to demand something � Delicate compu-
ter systems require careful handling.

required hyphenrequired hyphen /r|�kwaəd �haf(ə)n/
noun hyphen which is always in a word, even
if the word is not split (as in co-administra-
tor)
requirementsrequirements /r|�kwaəmənts/ plural
noun things which are needed � Memory re-
quirements depend on the application soft-
ware in use.
re-routere-route /�ri� �ru�t/ verb to send something
by a different route
rerunrerun /�ri� |�r�n/ verb to run a program or a
printing job again
resres /rez/ noun same as resolution
resampleresample /ri� |�sɑ�mp(ə)l/ verb to change
the number of pixels used to make up an im-
age
resaveresave /ri�|�sev/ verb to save a document or
file again � It automatically resaves the text.
rescue dumprescue dump /�reskju� d�mp/ noun data
automatically saved on disk when a computer
fault occurs. The rescue dump describes the
state of the system at that time, and is used to
help in debugging.
researchresearch /r|�s��tʃ/ noun scientific investi-
gation carried out in order to learn new facts
about a field of study
research and developmentresearch and development /r |�s��tʃ
ən d|�veləpmənt/ noun full form of R & D
� The company has spent millions of dollars
on R & D.
reserved characterreserved character /r|�z��vd �k�rktə/
noun a special character which is used by the
operating system or which has a particular
function to control an operating system and
cannot be used for other uses
reserved sectorreserved sector /r|�z��vd �sektə/ noun
the area of disk space that is used only for
control data storage
resetreset /�ri� |�set/ verb 1. to return a system to
its initial state, in order to allow a program or
process to be started again 2. to set a register
or counter to its initial state � When it reach-
es 999 this counter resets to zero. 3. to set
data equal to zero

COMMENT: Hard reset is similar to soft reset
but with a few important differences. Hard
reset is a switch that directly signals the
CPU, while soft reset signals the operating
system; hard reset clears all memory con-
tents, while a soft reset does not affect
memory contents; hard reset should al-
ways reset the system, while a soft reset
does not always work if the operating sys-
tem has been upset in a significant way.

reset-set flip-flopreset-set flip-flop /�ri�set set �flp �flɒp/
noun full form of RS-flip-flop
reshape handlereshape handle /�ri�ʃep �h�nd(ə)l/
noun (in a GUI) a small square displayed on
a frame around an object or image that a user
can select and drag to change the shape of the
frame or graphical object
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resident

resident /�rezd(ə)nt/ adjective referring
to data or a program that is always in a com-
puter
resident fontsresident fonts /�rezd(ə)nt �fɒnts/ plural
noun font data which is always present in a
printer or device and which does not have to
be downloaded
resident softwareresident software /�rezd(ə)nt
�sɒftweə/ noun a program that is held per-
manently in memory (whilst the machine is
on)
residual

residual /r |�zdjuəl/ adjective remaining
after the rest or the others have disappeared
or have been dealt with
resistresist /r|�zst/ verb to fight against some-
thing or to refuse to do something � noun a
substance used to protect a pattern of tracks
on a PCB, which is not affected by etching
chemicals
resistanceresistance /r|�zstəns/ noun a measure of
the voltage drop across a component with a
current flowing through it. � Ohm’s Law
resistor

resistor /r|�zstə/ noun an electronic com-
ponent that provides a known resistance.
Abbr RTL
resistor transistor logicresistor transistor logic /r|�zstə tr�n|

�zstə �lɒd'k/ noun a circuit design method
using transistors and resistors. Abbr RTL
resolutionresolution /�rezə |�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
number of pixels that a screen or printer can
display per unit area � The resolution of most
personal computer screens is not much more
than 70 dpi (dots per inch). Also called res 2.
the difference between two levels that can be
differentiated in a digitised signal 3. the de-
gree of accuracy with which something can
be measured or timed

‘Group IV fax devices can send a grey or colour
A4 page in about four seconds, at a maximum
resolution of 15.7 lines per millimetre over an In-
tegrated Services Digital Network circuit.’ [Com-
puting]

resolverresolver /r |�zɒlvə/ noun a system which
regulates the speed of a magnetic film record-
er or a tape playback machine (film)
resolving power

resolving power /r|�zɒlvŋ �paυə/ noun
a measurement of the ability of an optical
system to detect fine black lines on a white
background, given as the number of lines per
millimetre
resonanceresonance /�rez(ə)nəns/ noun a situation
in which a body oscillates with a very large
amplitude because the frequency applied to it
is the same as its natural frequency
resource

resource /r |�zɔ�s/ noun a useful device,
product, program or graphic object
resource interchange file format

resource interchange file format /r |

�zɔ�s �ntətʃend' �fal �fɔ�m�t/ noun full
form of RIFF

resource sharingresource sharing /r|�zɔ�s �ʃeərŋ/ noun
the use of one resource in a network or sys-
tem by several users
respondrespond /r|�spɒnd/ verb to reply or to re-
act because of something
responseresponse /r |�spɒns/ noun a reaction
caused by something
restartrestart /r|�stɑ�t/ verb to start something
again � First try to restart your system.
rest in proportionrest in proportion /�rest n prə|

�pɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of RIP
restorerestore /r|�stɔ�/ verb to put something back
into an earlier state

‘…first you have to restore the directory that con-
tains the list of deleted files’ [Personal
Computer World]

restrictrestrict /r |�strkt/ verb to keep something
within a certain limit
restrictionrestriction /r|�strkʃ(ə)n/ noun something
that restricts data flow or access
result coderesult code /r |�z�lt kəυd/ noun a message
sent from a modem to the local computer in-
dicating the state of the modem
retainretain /r |�ten/ verb to keep something
retentionretention /r|�tenʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of
keeping something
retouchretouch /ri� |�t�tʃ/ verb to change a print or
photograph slightly by hand, to make it clear-
er or to remove any blemishes � I retouched
the scratch mark on the last print. � The art-
work for the line drawings needs retouching
in places.
retrainretrain /�ri� |�tren/ verb to re-establish a bet-
ter quality connection when the quality of a
line is very bad
retransmissionretransmission /�ri�tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n/
noun a signal or data that has been retrans-
mitted
retransmitretransmit /�ri�tr�nz |�mt/ verb to trans-
mit again (a received signal)
retrievalretrieval /r|�tri�v(ə)l/ noun the process of
searching, locating and recovering informa-
tion from a file or storage device
retrieveretrieve /r|�tri�v/ verb to extract informa-
tion from a file or storage device � These are
the records retrieved in that search.
retro-retro- /retrəυ/ prefix relating to an earlier
time, state, or stage of development
retrospective parallel runningretrospective parallel running
/�retrəυspektv �p�rəlel �r�nŋ/ noun run-
ning a new computer system with old data to
check if it is accurate
retrospective searchretrospective search /�retrəυspektv
�s��tʃ/ noun a search of documents on a cer-
tain subject since a certain date
returnreturn /r|�t��n/ noun 1. an instruction that
causes program execution to return to the
main program from a subroutine � The pro-
gram is not working because you missed out
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the return instruction at the end of the sub-
routine. 2. a key on a keyboard used to indi-
cate that all the required data has been en-
tered � You type in your name and code
number then press return. 3. the indication of
an end of line (in printing)
return to zero signalreturn to zero signal /r|�t��n tə �zərəυ
�s"n(ə)l/ noun a recording reference mark
taken as the level of unmagnetised tape
revealreveal /r|�vi�l/ verb to display previously
hidden information once a condition has
been met
reversereverse /r|�v��s/ adjective going in the op-
posite direction � verb to go or travel in the
opposite direction

‘…the options are listed on the left side of the
screen, with active options shown at the top left
in reverse video’ [PC User]

reverse engineeringreverse engineering /r|�v��s �end' |

�nərŋ/ noun a method of product design in
which the finished item is analysed to deter-
mine how it should be constructed
reverse Polish notationreverse Polish notation /r |�v��s
�pəυlʃ nəυ |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun mathematical
operations written in a logical way, so that
the operator appears after the numbers to be
acted upon, removing the need for brackets �
Three plus four, minus two is written in RPN
as 3 4 + 2 – = 5. Abbr RPN
reverse videoreverse video /r |�v��s �vdiəυ/ noun a
screen display mode in which white and
black are reversed and colours are comple-
mented
revertrevert /r|�v��t/ verb to return to a normal
state � After the rush order, we reverted back
to our normal speed.
reviewreview /r |�vju�/ verb to see something
again, usually in order to check it � The pro-
gram allows the user to review all wrongly
spelled words.
reviserevise /r |�vaz/ verb to update or correct a
version of a document or file � The revised
version has no mistakes.
rewindrewind /�ri� |�wand/ verb to return a tape or
film or counter to its starting point � The tape
rewinds onto the spool automatically.
rewriterewrite verb /ri�|�rat/ to write something
again. � regenerate � noun /�ri�rat/ the act
of writing something again � The program is
in its second rewrite.
RFRF, R/F noun the electromagnetic spectrum
that lies between the frequency range 10KHz
and 3000GHz. Full form radio frequency
RFCRFC /�ɑ� ef �si�/ noun a document that con-
tains information about a proposed new
standard and asks users to look at the docu-
ment and make any comments. Full form re-
quest for comment
RGBRGB /�ɑ� d'i� �bi�/ noun a high-definition
monitor system that uses three separate input

signals controlling red, green and blue colour
picture beams. Full form red, green, blue

COMMENT: There are three colour guns pro-
ducing red, green, and blue beams acting
on groups of three phosphor dots at each
pixel location.

RGB displayRGB display /�ɑ� d'i� �bi� d|�sple/, RGB
monitor /�mɒntə/ noun a monitor that uses
RGB
RIRI abbr ring indicator
RIAA curveRIAA curve noun standards for recording
and equalisation set by the RIAA – Record-
ing Industries Association of America (film)
ribbonribbon /�rbən/ noun a long thin flat piece
of material
rich text formatrich text format /�rtʃ �tekst �fɔ�m�t/
noun a way of storing a document that in-
cludes all the commands that describe the
page, type, font and formatting. Abbr RTF
RIFFRIFF /rf/ noun a multimedia data format
jointly introduced by IBM and Microsoft that
uses tags to identify parts of a multimedia file
structure and allows the file to be exchanged
between platforms. Full form resource in-
terchange file format
RIFF chunkRIFF chunk /�rf tʃ�ŋk/ noun a chunk
with the ID RIFF
RIFF fileRIFF file /�rf fal/ noun a file that contains
tagged information that complies with the
RIFF file format
rifle microphonerifle microphone /�raf(ə)l �makrəfəυn/
noun a long, highly directional microphone
which can pick up sound over a great dis-
tance (film)
right-clickright-click /�rat �klk/ verb to press and
release the right-hand button of a computer
mouse
right-click menuright-click menu /�rat �klk �menju�/
noun a small pop-up menu that appears when
you click on the right-hand button of a two-
button mouse
right-hand buttonright-hand button /�rat h�nd �b�t(ə)n/
noun a button on the right-hand side of a two
or three-button mouse
right justificationright justification /�rat �d'�stf|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of aligning the
text and spacing characters so that the right
margin is straight
right justifyright justify /�rat �d'�st|�fa/ verb to
align the right margin so that the text is
straight
rightsizingrightsizing /�rat �sazŋ/ noun the proc-
ess of moving a company’s information tech-
nology structure to the most cost-effective
hardware platform, which in practice often
means moving from a mainframe-based net-
work to a PC-based network
rigidrigid /�rd'd/ adjective which cannot easily
bend
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ringring /rŋ/ noun 1. a data list whose last entry
points back to the first entry 2. the topology
of a network in which the wiring sequentially
connects one workstation to another � verb
to telephone
ring counterring counter /�rŋ �kaυntə/ noun an elec-
tronic counter in which any overflow from
the last digit is fed into the input
ringingringing /�rŋŋ/ noun (film) 1. interference
in a television picture 2. noise caused by an
alternating or pulsating current
ring topology networkring topology network /�rŋ tə|�pɒləd'i
�netw��k/ noun a type of network in which
each terminal is connected one after the other
in a circle
RIPRIP abbr 1. raster image processor 2. rout-
ing information protocol
rippleripple /�rp(ə)l/ noun 1. a small alternating
current voltage apparent on a badly regulated
direct current output supply 2. a visual effect
which creates wavy images during film dis-
solves
ripple-through effectripple-through effect /�rp(ə)l θru�  |

�fekt/ noun (in a spreadsheet) the results,
changes or errors appearing in a spreadsheet
as a result of the value in one cell being
changed
RISCRISC /�ɑ� a es �si�/ noun a CPU design
whose instruction set contains a small
number of simple fast-executing instructions,
which makes program writing more complex
but increases speed. Full form reduced in-
struction set computer. � WISC
rise timerise time /�raz tam/ noun the time taken
for a voltage to increase its amplitude (from
10 to 90 per cent or zero to RMS value of its
final amplitude) � the circuit has a fast rise
time electronic circuit that is able to handle
rapidly changing signals such as very high
frequency signals
RJ11 connectorRJ11 connector noun a popular standard
of four-wire modular connector
RJ45 connectorRJ45 connector noun a popular name for
an eight-pin modular connector used in
10BaseT networks to connect UTP cables
RJERJE /�ɑ� d'e �i�/ noun a batch processing
system in which instructions are transmitted
to the computer from a remote terminal. Full
form remote job entry
RLERLE /�ɑ� el �i�/ noun a data compression
technique that stores any sequence of bits of
data with the same value to a single value.
Full form run-length encoding
RLL encodingRLL encoding /�ɑ� el el n|�kəυdŋ/ noun
a fast and efficient method of storing data
onto a disk in which the changes in a run of
data bits is stored. Full form run-length lim-
ited encoding
rmrm /�ɑ� �em/ noun (in UNIX) a command to
remove an empty subdirectory

RMDIR

RMDIR abbr remove directory. Same as RD
RMS line current

RMS line current /�ɑ� em es �lan
�k�rənt/ noun the root mean square of the
electrical current on a line
RORO /�ɑ� �əυ/ noun a computer terminal that
can only accept and display data, not trans-
mit. Full form receive only
roamroam /rəυm/ verb (in wireless communica-
tions) to move around freely and still be in
contact with a wireless communications
transmitter
robotrobot /�rəυ|�bɒt/ noun 1. a device that can
be programmed to carry out certain manufac-
turing tasks which are similar to tasks carried
out by people 2. same as bot
roboticsrobotics /rəυ|�bɒtks/ noun the study of ar-
tificial intelligence, programming and build-
ing involved with robot construction
robust

robust /rəυ|�b�st/ adjective referring to a
system which can resume working after a
fault
robustnessrobustness /rəυ|�b�stnəs/ noun 1. the
strength of a system’s casing and its ability to
be knocked or dropped � This hard disk is
not very robust. 2. a system’s ability to con-
tinue functioning even with errors or faults
during a program execution
rock and rollrock and roll /�rɒk ən �rəυl/ verb to move
backwards and forwards in synchronization
during editing
rogue indicator

rogue indicator /rəυ" �nd|�ketə/ noun
a special code used only for control applica-
tions, e.g. an end of file marker
rogue valuerogue value /�rəυ" �v�lju�/ noun an item
in a list of data which shows that the list is
terminated. Also called terminator
role indicatorrole indicator /�rəυl �nd|�ketə/ noun a
symbol used to show the role of a index entry
in its particular context
roll

roll /rəυl/ noun 1. a length of film or tape
wound around itself � He put a new roll of
film into the camera. 2. unwanted vertical
movement in a picture � verb 1. to rotate a
device about its axis 2. to start filming
rollbackrollback /�rəυlb�k/ noun reloading soft-
ware after the master software has been cor-
rupted
rolling headers

rolling headers /�rəυlŋ �hedəs/ noun ti-
tles or headers of (teletext) pages displayed
as they are received
rolling titlerolling title /�rəυlŋ �tat(ə)l/ noun titles
which move vertically up a picture area. �
crawling title
roll in/roll outroll in/roll out /�rəυl n �rəυl �aυt/ noun
the transfer of one process (in a multipro-
gramming system) from storage to processor
then back once it has had its allocated
processing time
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rolloverrollover /�rəυləυvə/ noun a keyboard with
a small temporary buffer so that it can still
transmit correct data when several keys are
pressed at once
roll scrollroll scroll /�rəυl skrəυl/ noun displayed
text that moves up or down the computer
screen one line at a time
ROMROM /rɒm/ abbr read only memory
romanroman /�rəυmən/ noun ordinary typeface,
neither italic nor bold � The text is set in
Times Roman.
Roman numeralsRoman numerals /�rəυmən
�nju�mərəlz/ plural noun numbers repre-
sented using the symbols I, V, X, L, C, D and
M
romwareromware /�rɒmweə/ noun software which
is stored in ROM
rootroot /ru�t/ noun a fractional power of a
number
rotaryrotary /�rəυtəri/ adjective which works by
turning
rotary camerarotary camera /�rəυtəri �k�m(ə)rə/ noun
a camera able to photograph microfilm as it is
moved in front of the lens by moving the film
at the same time
rotary erase headrotary erase head /�rəυtəri |�rez �hed/
noun a video tape recorder’s erase head
rotary movementrotary movement /�rəυtəri �mu�vmənt/
noun the effect of spinning images on film
created by an optical-spin device in an optical
printer
rotary pressrotary press /�rəυtəri pres/ noun a print-
ing press whose printing plate is cylindrical
rotary printerrotary printer /�rəυtəri �prntə/ noun a
constant contact printing machine where the
two films at the time of exposure are trans-
ported on a revolving sprocket
rotary shutterrotary shutter, rotating shutter noun a
rotating camera or projector shutter which in-
termittently blocks the passage of light as it
moves through
rotaterotate /rəυ|�tet/ verb to move data within a
storage location in a circular manner
rotating helical aperture scannerrotating helical aperture scanner
/rəυ|�tetŋ �helk(ə)l ��pətʃə �sk�nə/
noun a type of scanner in which the original
image is lit and the reflection sent, through a
lens and mirror, through a rotating spiral slit
and finally onto a photodetector cell; as the
spiral slit turns, it has the effect of moving up
the image
rotationrotation /rəυ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the degree to
which an object has been rotated
rough copyrough copy /�r�f �kɒpi/ noun a draft of a
program which, it is expected, will have
changes made to it before it is complete
roundround /raυnd/ adjective in the form of a cir-
cle or curve

rounding

rounding /�raυndŋ/ noun 1. an approxi-
mation of a number to a slightly larger or
smaller one of lower precision 2. the process
of giving graphics a smoother look
route

route /ru�t/ noun the path taken by a mes-
sage between a transmitter and receiver in a
network � The route taken was not the most
direct since a lot of nodes were busy.
router

router /�ru�td/ noun 1. a communications
device that receives data packets in a particu-
lar protocol and forwards them to their cor-
rect location via the most efficient route 2. (in
a LAN) a device that connect two or more
LANs that use the same protocol and allows
data to be transmitted between each network.
The router works at the network-layer level
of the OSI model. � bridge, OSI
routine

routine /ru�|�ti�n/ noun a number of instruc-
tions that perform a particular task, but are
not a complete program. They are included as
part of a program. � The routine copies the
screen display onto a printer.

‘Hewlett-Packard has announced software which
aims to reduce PC-network downtime and cut
support costs by automating housekeeping rou-
tines such as issuing alerts about potential prob-
lems.’ [Computing]
COMMENT: Routines are usually called from
a main program to perform a task. Control
is then returned to the part of the main pro-
gram from which the routine was called
once that task is complete.

routingrouting /�ru�tŋ/ noun the process of deter-
mining a suitable route for a message through
a network � There is a new way of routing
data to the central computer.
routing information protocolrouting information protocol /�ru�tŋ
�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �prəυtəkɒl/ noun a protocol
used on the Internet to calculate the best route
by which to transfer information over the In-
ternet. RIP bases its selection on the distance
that each route takes. Abbr RIP
rowrow /raυ/ noun 1. a line of printed or dis-
played characters � The figures are present-
ed in rows, not in columns. 2. a horizontal
line on a punched card � Each entry is sepa-
rated by a row of dots. 3. a horizontal set of
data elements in an array or matrix
RPGRPG abbr report program generator
RS-232C

RS-232C noun an EIA approved standard
used in serial data transmission, covering
voltage and control signals
RS-422RS-422 noun an EIA approved standard
that extends the RS-232’s 50ft limit
RS-423

RS-423 noun an EIA approved standard
that extends the RS-232’s 50ft limit, intro-
duced at the same time as the RS-422 stand-
ard, but less widely used

COMMENT: The RS232C has now been su-
perseded by the RS423 and RS422 inter-
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face standards, which are similar to the
RS232 but allow higher transmission rates.

RSA cipher system

RSA cipher system /�ɑ�r es e �safə
�sstəm/ noun the Rivest, Shamir and Adle-
man public key cipher system
RS-flip-flop

RS-flip-flop /�ɑ�r es �flp �flɒp/ noun elec-
tronic bistable device whose output can be
changed according to the Reset and Set in-
puts. Full form reset-set flip-flop. � flip-
flop
RTF

RTF abbr rich text format
RTL

RTL abbr resistor transistor logic
RTV

RTV /�ɑ� ti� �vi�/ noun real-time video com-
pression used within DVI software to provide
usable, but lower-quality, images that are
compressed in real-time at 10 frames per sec-
ond. Full form real-time video
rubber banding

rubber banding /�r�bə �b�ndŋ/ noun �
elastic banding
rubber numbers

rubber numbers /�r�bə �n�mbəs/ plural
noun identification numbers which are im-
printed on developed rush prints and sound
records during film editing (film)
rubric

rubric /�ru�brk/ noun printed headings of a
book chapter or section
rule

rule /ru�l/ noun 1. a set of conditions that
describe a function � The rule states that you
wait for the clear signal before transmitting.
2. in printing, a thin line
ruler

ruler /�ru�lə/ noun a bar displayed on screen
that indicates a unit of measurement, often
used in DTP or word-processor software to
help with layout
run

run /r�n/ verb to operate, or to make a de-
vice operate � The computer has been run-
ning ten hours a day.

rundownrundown /�r�ndaυn/ noun the order in
which programme events will be broadcast
(film)
run-durationrun-duration /�r�n djυ|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun,
adjective same as run-time
run-length encodingrun-length encoding /�r�n leŋθ en|

�kəυdŋ/ noun full form of RLE
run-length limited encodingrun-length limited encoding /�r�n
leŋθ �lmtd en|�kəυdŋ/ noun full form of
RLL encoding
running headrunning head /�r�nŋ hed/ noun the title
line of each page in a document
run offrun off /�r�n �ɒf/ noun an error in position-
ing of film which causes it to move over a
sprocket’s teeth and be damaged (film)
run onrun on /�r�n �ɒn/ verb 1. to make text con-
tinue without a break � The line can run on
to the next without any space. 2. to print more
copies to add to a print run � We decided to
run on 3,000 copies to the first printing.
run-timerun-time /�r�n tam/, run duration /�r�n
djυ|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the period of a time
that a program takes to run 2. the time during
which a computer is executing a program �
also called run-duration � adjective refer-
ring to an operation carried out only when a
program is running
rushesrushes /�r�ʃz/ plural noun (film) 1. the in-
itial prints made from a picture or sound neg-
ative in order to check the quality 2. unedited
video tape
R/WR/W abbr read/write
R/W cycleR/W cycle /�ɑ� �d�b(ə)l ju� �sa(ə)l/ abbr
read/write cycle
R/W headR/W head /�ɑ� �d�b(ə)l ju� �hed/ noun an
electromagnetic device that allows data to be
read from or written to a storage medium.
Full form read/write head
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S100 bus

S100 bus, S-100 bus noun an IEEE-696
standard bus, a popular 8– and 16-bit micro-
computer bus using 100 lines and a 100-pin
connector. � bus (NOTE: say ‘S one hundred
bus’)
SAA

SAA a trade name for a standard developed
by IBM which defines the look and feel of an
application regardless of the hardware plat-
form. SAA defines which keystrokes carry
out standard functions, the application’s dis-
play and how the application interacts with
the operating system. Full form Systems
Application Architecture
SAFE

SAFE a signature validation technique. Full
form signature analysis using functional
analysis
safe area

safe area /�sef �eəriə/ noun the area of a
TV image that will be seen on a standard tel-
evision set
safe format

safe format /�sef �fɔ�m�t/ noun a format
operation that does not destroy the existing
data and allows the data to be recovered in
case the wrong disk was formatted
safe mode

safe mode /�sef �məυd/ noun a special
operating mode of Windows 95 that is auto-
matically selected if Windows 95 detects that
there is a problem when starting
safety margin

safety margin /�sefti �mɑ�d'n/ noun an
extra amount of time or space provided so
that errors can be absorbed
safety measures

safety measures /�sefti �me'əz/ plural
noun actions taken to make sure that some-
thing is safe
safety net

safety net /�sefti net/ noun a software or
hardware device that protects the system or
files from excessive damage in the event of a
system crash � If there is a power failure, we
have a safety net in the form of a UPS.
salami technique

salami technique /sə|�lɑ�mi tek|�ni�k/
noun computer fraud involving many sepa-
rate small transactions that are difficult to de-
tect and trace
SAM

SAM /�es e �em/ noun a type of storage in
which a particular data item can only be ac-
cessed by reading through all the previous
items in the list. Full form serial-access
memory

COMMENT: Magnetic tape is a form of SAM.
You have to go through the whole tape to
access one item, while disks provide ran-
dom access to stored data.

samplesample /�sɑ�mpəl/ noun a measurement of
a signal at a point in time � The sample at
three seconds showed an increase. � verb to
obtain a number of measurements of a signal
which can be used to provide information
about the signal
samplersampler /�sɑ�mplə/ noun 1. an electronic
circuit that takes many samples of a signal
and stores them for future analysis 2. an elec-
tronic circuit used to record audio signals in
digital form and store them to allow future
playback
sample ratesample rate /�sɑ�mpəl ret/ noun a
number of measurements of a signal that are
recorded every second. A PC sound card nor-
mally supports one of the following three
standard rates: 11,025, 22,050 and 44,100
samples per second, normally written as
11.025KHz, 22.05KHz and 44.1KHz.
sample sizesample size /�sɑ�mpəl saz/ noun the size
of the word used to measure the level of the
signal when it is sampled
sans serifsans serif /�s�nz �serf/ noun a typeface
whose letters have no serifs
sapphiresapphire /�s�faə/ noun a blue-coloured
precious stone used as a substrate for certain
chips
SASSAS abbr single attachment station
satellitesatellite /�s�tə|�lat/ noun 1. a small sys-
tem that is part of a larger system 2. a device
that orbits the earth receiving, processing and
transmitting signals or generating images or
data to be transmitted back to earth, such as
weather pictures

COMMENT: In a network the floppy disk units
are called ‘satellites’ and the hard disk unit
the ‘server’. In a star network each satellite
is linked individually to a central server.

satellite computersatellite computer /�s�təlat kəm|

�pju�tə/ noun a computer doing various
tasks under the control of another computer
saturated coloursaturated colour /�s�tʃəretd �k�lə/
noun bright colours such as red and orange
that do not reproduce well on video and can
cause distortion or can spread over the screen
saturationsaturation /�s�tʃə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a point
where a material cannot be further magnet-
ised
savesave /sev/ verb to store data or a program
on an auxiliary storage device � This WP
saves the text every 15 minutes in case of a
fault.
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save assave as /�sev əz/ noun an option in an ap-
plication that allows the user to save the cur-
rent work in a file with a different name
SBCSBC /�es bi� �si�/ noun a computer whose
main components such as processor, in-
put/output and memory are all contained on
one PCB. Full form single board computer
SBMSBM /�es bi� �em/ noun an extension to the
Red Book CD-Audio specification in which
studio-quality 20-bit sound samples are
stored in the 16-bit data format used by CD-
Audio. Full form super bit mapping
scalablescalable /�skeləb(ə)l/ adjective referring
to fonts used for computer graphics that can
be made to appear in a wide range of sizes
scalable fontscalable font /�skeləb(ə)l �fɒnt/ noun a
method of describing a font so that it can pro-
duce characters of different sizes
scalable softwarescalable software /�skeləb(ə)l
�sɒftweə/ noun a groupware application that
can easily accommodate more users on a net-
work without the need for investment in new
software
scalarscalar /�skelə/ noun a variable that has a
single value assigned to it � A scalar has a
single magnitude value, a vector has two or
more positional values.
scalescale /skel/ noun the ratio of two values
scanscan /sk�n/ noun an examination of an im-
age or object or list of items to obtain data de-
scribing it � The heat scan of the computer
quickly showed which component was over-
heating. � verb 1. to examine and produce
data from the shape or state of an object or
drawing or file or list of items � The facsim-
ile machine scans the picture and converts
this to digital form before transmission. 2. to
convert a printed image or photograph into a
digital bitmap form (optical) 3. to move a
picture beam across a screen, one line at a
time, to refresh the image on the CRT 4. to
convert an optical image (from a video cam-
era) into a digital form by examining each
pixel on one line of a frame, then moving
down one line � The fax machine scans the
picture and converts this to digital form be-
fore transmission. � The machine scans at up
to 300 dpi resolution.
scan conversionscan conversion /�sk�n kən|�v��ʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of converting an interlaced
video signal to a non-interlaced signal or a
composite to a separated RGB signal
scan linescan line /�sk�n �lan/ noun one of the
horizontal lines of phosphor, or phosphor
dots, on the inside of a CRT or monitor. The
monitor’s picture beam sweeps along each
scan line to create the image on the screen.
scannerscanner /�sk�nə/ noun 1. a device which
scans � A scanner reads the bar-code on the
product label using a laser beam and photo-

diode. 2. a device that converts an image or
document into graphical data which can be
manipulated by a computer

‘Ricoh’s Fax 300L Computer Link is connected
to a PC via a RS232C serial interface, and enables
users to send faxes from within Dos and Win-
dows applications without printing a hard copy: It
can also act as a scanner for graphics, and a print-
er for documents.’ [Computing]

scanner memoryscanner memory /�sk�nə �mem(ə)ri/
noun the memory area allocated to store im-
ages which have been scanned
scanningscanning /�sk�nŋ/ noun 1. the action of
examining and producing data from the
shape of an object or drawing 2. a method
which examines an area line-by-line through
the use of an electron beam, and is particular-
ly used in television

COMMENT: A modem with auto-baud scan-
ning can automatically sense which baud
rate to operate on and switches automati-
cally to that baud rate.

scanning linescanning line /�sk�nŋ lan/ noun a path
traced on a CRT screen by the picture beam
scanning ratescanning rate /�sk�nŋ ret/ noun the
time taken to scan one line of a CRT image
scanning resolutionscanning resolution /�sk�nŋ rezə|

�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the ability of a scanner to dis-
tinguish between small points. The usual res-
olution is 300 dpi.
scanning softwarescanning software /�sk�nŋ
�sɒf(t)weə/ noun a dedicated program that
controls a scanner and allows certain opera-
tions, e.g. rotate, edit or store, to be per-
formed on a scanned image
scanning spotscanning spot /�sk�nŋ spɒt/ noun 1. a
small area of an image that is being read by a
facsimile machine that moves over the whole
image 2. a small area covered by the picture
beam on a TV screen that moves to follow a
scanning line to write the whole of an image
onto the screen

‘…scanning time per page ranged from about 30
seconds to three minutes’ [PC Business World]

scanning spot beamscanning spot beam /�sk�nŋ �spɒt
�bi�m/ noun a satellite transmission to a
number of areas, as the satellite passes over
them
SCART connectorSCART connector /�skɑ�t kə|�nektə/
noun a special connector normally used to
carry video or audio signals between video
equipment
scatterscatter /�sk�tə/ noun part of a beam that is
deflected or refracted. � backscatter
scatter graphscatter graph /�sk�tə "rɑ�f/ noun indi-
vidual points or values plotted on a two axis
graph
scatter proofsscatter proofs /�sk�tə pru�fs/ plural
noun proofs not arranged in any order prior
to PMT. � backscatter
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scavengingscavenging /�sk�vnd'ŋ/ noun the act
of searching through and accessing database
material without permission
scenescene /si�n/ noun (film) 1. a group of inter-
related shots combined into a continuous ac-
tion 2. a location for a specific shot or a group
of shots
scene syncscene sync /�si�n sŋk/ noun a system
which allows both movement of the fore-
ground camera to be synchronised with the
mask camera in chroma key, and colour sep-
aration overlay special effects (film)
scheduleschedule /�ʃedju�l/ noun the order in
which tasks are to be done, or the order in
which CPU time will be allocated to process-
es in a multi-user system
scheduled circuitsscheduled circuits /�ʃed'u�ld �s��ktz/
noun telephone lines for data communica-
tions only
schedulerscheduler /�ʃedju�lə/ noun a program that
organises the use of a CPU or of peripherals
which are shared by several users
schedulingscheduling /�ʃedju�lŋ/ noun a method of
working that allows several users to share the
use of a CPU
schemaschema /�ski�mə/ noun a graphical de-
scription of a process or database structure
schematicschematic /ski|�m�tk/ adjective a dia-
gram showing system components and how
they are connected
scissorscissor /�szə/ verb 1. to define an area of
an image and then cut out this part of the im-
age so it can then be pasted into another im-
age 2. to define an area of an image and de-
lete any information that is outside this area
scissoringscissoring /�szərŋ/ noun 1. the process
of defining an area of an image and then cut-
ting out this part of the image so that it can
then be pasted into another image 2. the proc-
ess of defining an area of an image and delet-
ing any information that is outside this area
scopescope /skəυp/ noun 1. the range of values
that a variable can contain 2. electronic test
equipment that displays on a CRT the size
and shape of an electrical signal (informal)
Also called oscilloscope
scorescore /skɔ�/ noun 1. a list of actions that
control how objects or cast members move
with time within a presentation 2. the de-
scription of a piece of music using musical
notes
scramblescramble /�skr�mb(ə)l/ verb to code
speech or data which is transmitted in such a
way that it cannot be understood unless it is
decoded
scramblerscrambler /�skr�mblə/ noun 1. a device
that codes a data stream into a pseudo-ran-
dom form before transmission to eliminate
any series of ones or zeros or alternate ones
and zeros that would cause synchronisation

problems at the receiver 2. a device that
codes speech or other signals prior to trans-
mission so that someone who is listening in
without authorisation cannot understand
what is being transmitted (the scrambled sig-
nals are de-scrambled on reception to provide
the original signals) � He called the Presi-
dent on the scrambler telephone.
scrapbookscrapbook /�skr�p|�bυk/ noun a utility on
an Apple Macintosh that stores frequently
used graphic images � We store our logo in
the scrapbook.
scrape flutterscrape flutter /�skrep �fl�tə/ noun an er-
ror in magnetic recording which is caused by
the recording tape sticking which produces
flutter (film)
scratchscratch /skr�tʃ/ noun 1. an area of mem-
ory or of a file used for the temporary storage
of data 2. a mark on the surface of a disk �
This scratch makes the disk unreadable. �
verb to delete or move an area of memory to
provide room for other data
scratch filescratch file /�skr�tʃ fal/ noun same as
work file
scratchpadscratchpad /�skr�tʃp�d/ noun a work-
space or area of high speed memory used for
temporary storage of data currently in use

‘Mathcad is described as an easy-to-use ‘handy
scratch pad for quick number crunching’, which
is positioned as an alternative to popular spread-
sheets.’ [Computing]

screenscreen /skri�n/ noun 1. a display device ca-
pable of showing a quantity of information,
such as a CRT or VDU. � readout 2. a grid
of dots or lines placed between the camera
and the artwork, which has the effect of di-
viding the picture up into small dots, creating
an image which can be used for printing 3.
something which protects � verb 1. to pro-
tect something with a screen � The PSU is
screened against interference. 2. to select 3.
to display or show information � The film is
now being screened.
screen anglescreen angle /�skri�n ��ŋ"(ə)l/ noun the
angle at which a screen is set before the pho-
tograph is taken
screen attributescreen attribute /�skri�n ��trbju�t/
noun a set of attribute bits which define how
each character will be displayed on screen.
They set background and foreground colour
and bold, italic or underline.
screen bufferscreen buffer /�skri�n �b�fə/ noun a tem-
porary storage area for characters or graphics
before they are displayed
screen capturescreen capture /�skri�n �k�ptʃə/ verb to
store the image currently displayed on screen
in a file
screen cleaning kitscreen cleaning kit /�skri�n �kli�nŋ
�kt/ noun the liquids and cloth which re-
move any static and dirt from a VDU screen
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screen dumpscreen dump /�skri�n �d�mp/ noun the
process of outputting the text or graphics dis-
played on a screen to a printer
screen editorscreen editor /�skri�n �edtə/ noun soft-
ware which allows the user to edit text on-
screen, with one complete screen of informa-
tion being displayed at a time
screen formatscreen format /�skri�n �fɔ�m�t/ noun a
way in which a screen is laid out
screenfulscreenful /�skri�nfυl/ noun a complete
frame of information displayed on a screen
screen grabscreen grab /�skri�n �"r�b/ noun 1. the
process of digitising a single frame from a
display or television 2. the process of captur-
ing what is displayed on a monitor and stor-
ing it as a graphics file
screen refreshscreen refresh /�skri�n r|�freʃ/ verb to
update regularly the images on a CRT screen
by scanning each pixel with a picture beam to
make sure the image is still visible
screen saverscreen saver /�skri�n �sevə/ noun soft-
ware which, after a pre-determined period of
user inactivity, replaces the existing image on
screen and displays moving objects to protect
against screen burn
screen shotscreen shot /�skri�n �ʃɒt/ noun � screen
capture
scriptscript /skrpt/ noun 1. a set of instructions
which carry out a function, normally used
with a macro language or batch language � I
log in automatically using this script with my
communications software. 2. text which will
be spoken by actors in a film or TV pro-
gramme
scripting languagescripting language /�skrptŋ
�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a simple programming
language (normally proprietary to an applica-
tion) that allows a user to automate the appli-
cation’s functions � This communications
software has a scripting language that lets
me dial and log in automatically.
scriptwriterscriptwriter /�skrptratə/ noun a person
who writes film or TV scripts
scrollscroll /skrəυl/ verb to move displayed text
vertically up or down the screen, one line or
pixel at a time
scroll arrowsscroll arrows /�skrəυl ��rəυz/ plural
noun (in a GUI) arrows that when clicked,
move the contents of the window up or down
or sideways
scroll barscroll bar /�skrəυl bɑ�/ noun (in a GUI) a
bar displayed along the side of a window
with a marker which indicates how far you
have scrolled � The marker is in the middle
of the scroll bar so I know I am in the middle
of the document.
scrubscrub /skr�b/ verb to wipe information off
a disk or remove data from store � Scrub all
files with the .BAK extension.

SCSISCSI /�sk�zi/ noun a standard high-speed
parallel interface used to connect computers
to peripheral devices (such as disk drives and
scanners). Full form small computer sys-
tem interface

‘…the system uses SCSI for connecting to the
host and ESDI for interconnecting among drives
within a multidrive system’ [Byte]
COMMENT: SCSI is the current standard
used to interface high-capacity, high-per-
formance disk drives to computers. Small-
er disk drives are connected with an IDE in-
terface, which is slower, but cheaper. SCSI
replaced the older ESDI interface and al-
lows several (usually eight) peripherals to
be connected, in a daisy-chain, to one con-
troller.

SDSD abbr single density
SD cardSD card /�es �di� �kɑ�d/ noun same as
MMC
SDLCSDLC /�es di� el �si�/ noun data transmis-
sion protocol most often used in IBM’s Sys-
tems Network Architecture (SNA). It defines
how synchronous data is transmitted. Full
form synchronous data link control
sealseal /si�l/ verb to close something tightly so
that it cannot be opened � The hard disk is in
a sealed case.
seamless integrationseamless integration /�si�mləs �nt |

�"reʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of including a
new device or software into a system without
any problems � It took a lot of careful plan-
ning, but we succeeded in a seamless integra-
tion of the new application.
searchsearch /s��tʃ/ noun the process of looking
for and identifying a character or word or
section of data in a document or file � verb
1. to look for an item of data 2. to move
quickly backwards and forwards to different
parts of a programme without losing the syn-
chronisation of the sound and picture (film)

‘…a linear search of 1,000 items takes 500 com-
parisons to find the target, and 1,000 to report that
it isn’t present. A binary search of the same set of
items takes roughly ten divisions either to find or
not to find the target’ [Personal Computer
World]

searchablesearchable /�s��tʃəb(ə)l/ adjective able to
be accessed by a search facility
search and replacesearch and replace /�s��tʃ ənd r|�ples/
noun a feature on word-processors which al-
lows the user to find certain words or phrases,
then replace them with another word or
phrase
search directorysearch directory /�s��tʃ da|�rekt(ə)ri/
noun a website in which links to information
are listed in categories or in alphabetical or-
der
search enginesearch engine /�s��tʃ �end'n/ noun 1.
(on the Internet) software that searches a da-
tabase. � agent 2. (on the Internet) a website
that compiles a list of websites and allows a
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visitor to find a website by searching for
words
searching storagesearching storage /�s��tʃŋ �stɔ�rd'/
noun a method of data retrieval that uses part
of the data rather than an address to locate the
data
SECAMSECAM /�es i� si� e �em/ noun a standard
for television transmission and reception
similar to PAL except that SECAM uses fre-
quency modulation to transmit the chroma
signal. SECAM is used in France and Eastern
Europe. Full form Système Electronique
Couleur Avec Mémoire
secondsecond /�sekənd/ adjective (thing) which
comes after the first � We have two comput-
ers, the second one being used if the first is
being repaired.
secondarysecondary /�sekənd(ə)ri/ adjective sec-
ond in importance or less important than the
first
sectorsector /�sektə/ noun the smallest area on a
magnetic disk which can be addressed by a
computer; the disk is divided into concentric
tracks, and each track is divided into sectors
which, typically, can store 512 bytes of data
� verb to divide a disk into a series of sectors

COMMENT: A disk is divided into many
tracks, each of which is then divided into a
number of sectors which can hold a certain
number of bits.

securedsecured /s|�kjυəd/ adjective (of a file) pro-
tected against accidental writing or deletion
or against unauthorised access
Secure Digital CardSecure Digital Card /s|�kjυə �dd't(ə)l
�kɑ�d/ noun same as MMC
secure electronic transactionssecure electronic transactions /s|

�kjυə �elektrɒnk tr�nz|��kʃənz/ plural
noun full form of SET
secure encryption payment protocolsecure encryption payment proto-
col /s|�kjυə n|�krpʃən �pemənt
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of SEPP
secure hypertext transfer protocolsecure hypertext transfer protocol
/s |�kjυə �hapətekst �tr�nsf�� �prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of S-HTTP
secure serversecure server /s|�kjυə �s��və/ noun an
Internet server that allows data to be encrypt-
ed and thus is suitable for use in e-commerce
secure sitesecure site /s|�kjυə �sat/ noun a website
that includes features to ensure that any in-
formation transferred between the user and
the website is encrypted and cannot be read
by a hacker. Also called secure website

COMMENT: A secure website is usually used
in a shopping site to allow a customer to
type in their personal details (such as their
credit-card number) without risk. Secure
websites almost always use a system
called SSL (secure sockets layer) that cre-
ates a secure channel when you visit the
site; when you visit a secure site, the small
padlock icon in the status bar at the bottom

of your web browser is locked. If the pad-
lock icon is open, this is not a secure site
and you should not type in sensitive infor-
mation, such as a credit-card number.

secure sockets layer

secure sockets layer /s|�kjυə �sɒkts
�leə/ noun full form of SSL
secure systemsecure system /s|�kjυə �sstəm/ noun a
system that cannot be accessed without au-
thorisation
secure transaction technologysecure transaction technology /s|

�kjυə tr�n|�z�kʃən tek|�nɒləd'i/ noun full
form of STT
secure websitesecure website /s |�kjυə �websat/ noun
same as secure site
securitysecurity /s|�kjυərti/ noun the state of be-
ing protected or being secret � The system
has been designed to assure the security of
the stored data.
security backupsecurity backup /s |�kjυərti �b�k�p/
noun a copy of a disk, tape or file kept in a
safe place in case the working copy is lost or
damaged
security checksecurity check /s |�kjυərti tʃek/ noun
identification of authorised users (by a pass-
word) before granting access
Sega™

Sega™ /�se"ə/ noun a videogame compa-
ny that develops software and hardware for
the console games market; developed the
Mega-Drive console
segment

segment /�se"mənt/ noun a section of a
main program which can be executed in its
own right, without the rest of the main pro-
gram being required � verb to divide a long
program into shorter sections which can then
be called up when required. � overlay

‘…you can also write in smaller program seg-
ments. This simplifies debugging and testing’
[Personal Computer World]

selectselect /s|�lekt/ verb 1. to find and retrieve
specific information from a database 2. to po-
sition a pointer over an object (such as a but-
ton or menu option) and click on the mouse-
button
selectableselectable /s|�lektəb(ə)l/ adjective which
can be selected
selectable attributes

selectable attributes /s |�lektəb(ə)l
��trbju�tz/ plural noun the attributes of a
device which can be chosen by the user
selectionselection /s |�lekʃən/ noun 1. the action or
process of selecting � Selection of informa-
tion from a large database may take some
time. 2. the process of defining an area of an
image (often used to cut out an area of the im-
age, or to limit a special effect to an area)
selection toolselection tool /s|�lekʃən tu�l/ noun (in a
paint or drawing program) an icon in a tool-
bar that allows a user to select an area of an
image which can then be cut, copied or proc-
essed in some way
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selectiveselective /s|�lektv/ adjective which
chooses certain items
selective sortselective sort /s |�lektv sɔ�t/ noun the
process of sorting a section of data items into
order
selectivityselectivity /s |�lek|�tvti/ noun the ability
of a radio receiver to distinguish between two
nearby carrier frequencies
selectorselector /s |�lektə/ noun a mechanical de-
vice which allows a user to choose an option
or function
self-self- /self/ prefix oneself or itself
self-correcting codesself-correcting codes /�self kə|�rektŋ
�kəυdz/ plural noun a character coding sys-
tem which is able to detect and correct an er-
ror or bad character
self extracting archiveself extracting archive /�self k|

�str�ktŋ �ɑ�kav/ noun a compressed file
that includes the program to de-compress the
contents
semi-semi- /semi/ prefix half or partly
semicolonsemicolon /�semi |�kəυlɒn/ noun a printed
sign (;) which marks the end of a program
line or statement in some languages (such as
C and Pascal)
semiconductorsemiconductor /�semikən|�d�ktə/ noun
a material with conductive properties be-
tween those of a conductor (such as a metal)
and an insulator

COMMENT: Semiconductor material such as
silicon is used as a base for manufacturing
integrated circuits and other solid-state
components, usually by depositing various
types of doping substances on or into its
surface.

sendersender /�sendə/ noun a person who sends a
message
Send To commandSend To command /�send tυ kə|�mɑ�nd/
noun a menu command, available from the
File menu of Windows applications, that al-
lows a user to send the file or data currently
open in the application to another application
sensesense /sens/ verb to examine the state of a
device or electronic component � The condi-
tion of the switch was sensed by the program.
sensitivesensitive /�senstv/ adjective which can
sense even small changes � The computer is
sensitive even to very slight changes in cur-
rent.
sensorsensor /�sensə/ noun an electronic device
which produces an output dependent upon
the condition or physical state of a process �
The sensor’s output varies with temperature.
� transducer
sentinelsentinel /�sentn(ə)l/ noun a marker or
pointer to a special section of data
separateseparate adjective /�sep(ə)rət/ not togeth-
er � verb /�sepəret/ to divide
separated graphicsseparated graphics /�sepəretd
�"r�fks/ plural noun displayed characters

that do not take up the whole of a character
matrix, resulting in spaces between them
separatorseparator /�sepə|�retə/ noun a symbol
used to distinguish parts of an instruction line
in a program, such as command and argu-
ment. � delimiter
SEPPSEPP /�es i� pi� �pi�/ noun a system devel-
oped to provide a secure link between a us-
er’s browser and a vendor’s Website to allow
the user to pay for goods over the Internet.
Full form secure encryption payment
protocol. � PGP, S-HTTP, SSL, STT
sequencesequence /�si�kwəns/ noun 1. a number
of items or data arranged as a logical, ordered
list 2. a series of musical notes that define a
tune 3. a series of video frames
sequence control registersequence control register /�si�kwəns
kən|�trəυl �red'stə/, sequence counter
/�si�kwəns �kaυntə/ noun a CPU register
which contains the address of the next in-
struction to be processed. Abbr SCR. Also
called sequence register, instruction ad-
dress register, instruction counter
sequenced packet exchangesequenced packet exchange
/�si�kwənsd �p�kt ks|�tʃend'/ noun full
form of SPX
sequencersequencer /�si�kwənsə/ noun 1. software
that allows a user to compose tunes for MIDI
instruments, record notes from instruments
and mix together multiple tracks 2. a hard-
ware device that can record or playback a se-
quence of MIDI notes
sequence registersequence register /�si�kwəns
�red'stə/ noun same as sequence control
register
sequence shotsequence shot /�si�kwəns ʃɒt/ noun a
long shot in which both cameras and actors
move about; used to remove the necessity of
shooting close-ups when the action is very
intense (film)
sequentialsequential /s |�kwenʃ(ə)l/ adjective ar-
ranged in an ordered manner
sequential accesssequential access /s|�kwenʃ(ə)l
��kses/ noun a method of retrieving data
from a storage device by starting at the begin-
ning of the medium and reading each record
until the required data is found

COMMENT: A tape storage system uses se-
quential access, since the tape has to be
played through until the section required is
found. The access time of sequential ac-
cess storage is dependent on the position
in the file of the data, compared with ran-
dom access which has the same access
time for any piece of data in a list.

sequentiallysequentially /s|�kwenʃəli/ adverb (done)
one after the other, in sequence
serialserial /�səriəl/ adjective referring to data
or instructions which are ordered sequential-
ly (one after the other) and not in parallel
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serial-access memoryserial-access memory /�səriəl ��kses
�mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of SAM
serial data transmissionserial data transmission /�səriəl
�detə tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun the transmis-
sion of the separate bits that make up data
words, one at a time down a single line
serial input/outputserial input/output /�səriəl �npυt
�aυtpυt/ noun full form of SIO
serial input/parallel outputserial input/parallel output /�səriəl
�npυt �p�rəlel �aυtpυt/ noun a device
which can accept serial data and transmit par-
allel data. Abbr SIPO. Also called serial to
parallel converter
serial input/serial outputserial input/serial output /�səriəl
�npυt �səriəl �aυtpυt/ noun full form of
SISO
seriallyserially /�səriəli/ adverb one after the oth-
er or in a series � Their transmission rate is
64,000 bits per second through a parallel
connection or 19,200 serially.
seriesseries /�səri�z/ noun a group of related
items ordered sequentially
serifserif /�serf/ noun a small decorative line at-
tached to parts of characters in certain type-
faces
serverserver /�s��və/ noun a dedicated computer
which provides a function to a network

‘Sequent Computer Systems’ Platform division
will focus on hardware and software manufac-
ture, procurement and marketing, with the Enter-
prise division concentrating on services and serv-
er implementation.’ [Computing]
COMMENT: In a network the hard disk ma-
chine is called the ‘server’ and the floppy
disk units the ‘satellites’. In a star network
each satellite is linked individually to a cen-
tral server.

server access logsserver access logs /�s��və ��kses lɒ"s/
plural noun � access log
server farmserver farm /�s��və fɑ�m/ noun a business
consisting of a group of Internet servers, all
of which are linked to one another and are en-
gaged in web hosting
server message blockserver message block /�s��və �mesd'
blɒk/ noun full form of SMB
serviceservice /�s��vs/ verb to check or repair or
maintain a system � The disk drives were
serviced yesterday and are working well.
service contractservice contract /�s��vs �kɒntr�kt/
noun an agreement that an engineer will
service equipment if it goes wrong
service providerservice provider /�s��vs prə |�vadə/
noun a company that offers users a connec-
tion to the Internet; the service provider has a
computer that acts as a domain name server
and has a high-speed link to the Internet. It
provides modem access to the Internet via
point-of-presence telephone numbers. You
connect to the Internet by setting up an ac-
count with the service provider then dialling

into its point-of-presence telephone number
with a modem.
servicesservices /�s��vsz/ plural noun 1. a set of
functions provided by a device 2. (in an OSI
network model) a set of functions provided
by one OSI layer for use by a higher layer
sessionsession /�seʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a period of
work 2. the time during which a program or
process is running or active 3. a separate oc-
casion when image data is recorded onto a
disc
setset /set/ noun 1. a number of related data
items 2. the width of a printed typeface 3. a
radio or television receiver 4. the physical
layout of a stage or filming studio including
props and background � verb 1. to make one
variable equal to a value � We set the right-
hand margin at 80 characters. 2. to define a
parameter value 3. to give a binary data bit
the value of one 4. to compose a text into
typeset characters � The page is set in 12
point Times Roman. � typeset
SETSET /set/ plural noun the standards created
by a group of banks and Internet companies
that allow users to buy goods over the Inter-
net without risk of hackers. Full form secure
electronic transactions. Same as SSL
settingsetting /�setŋ/ noun 1. the action of fixing
or arranging something � tab settings preset
points along a line, where the printing head
or cursor will stop for each tabulation com-
mand 2. the action of composing text into
typeset characters
set upset up /�set �p/ verb to configure, initialise,
define or start an application or system � The
new computer worked well as soon as the en-
gineer had set it up.
sex changersex changer /�seks �tʃend'ə/ noun a de-
vice for changing a female connection to a
male or vice versa
sf signallingsf signalling /�es ef �s"n(ə)lŋ/ noun
same as single-frequency signalling
SGMLSGML /�es d'i� em|�el/ noun a hardware-in-
dependent standard which defines how docu-
ments should be marked up to indicate bolds,
italics, margins and so on. Full form Stand-
ard Generalized Markup Language
shadeshade /ʃed/ noun 1. a variation in a printed
colour due to added black 2. the quantity of
black added to a colour to make it darker
shadingshading /�ʃedŋ/ noun 1. the process of
showing darker sections of a line drawing by
adding dark colour or by drawing criss-cross
lines 2. the adjustment of contrast in a televi-
sion picture
shadowshadow /�ʃ�dəυ/ noun the area where
broadcast signals cannot be received because
of an obstacle that blocks the transmission
medium � The mountain casts a shadow
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over those houses, so they cannot receive any
radio broadcasts.
shadowmaskshadowmask /�ʃ�dəυmɑ�sk/ noun a
sheet with holes placed just behind the front
of a colour monitor screen to separate the
three-colour picture beams
shadow memoryshadow memory /�ʃ�dəυ �mem(ə)ri/,
shadow page /�ʃ�dəυ ped'/ noun dupli-
cate memory locations accessed by a special
code
shadow ROMshadow ROM /�ʃ�dəυ rɒm/ noun read-
only shadow memory
shannonshannon /�ʃ�nən/ noun a measure of the
information content of a transmission
Shannon’s LawShannon’s Law /�ʃ�nənz lɔ�/ noun a law
defining the maximum information-carrying
capacity of a transmission line

COMMENT: Shannon’s Law is defined as B
lg(1 + S/N) where B = Bandwidth, lg is log-
arithm to the base two and S/N is Signal to
Noise ratio.

shareshare /ʃeə/ verb to own or use something
together with someone else � The facility is
shared by several independent companies.
shared accessshared access /�ʃeəd ��kses/ noun the
use of a computer or peripheral by more than
one person or system
shared fileshared file /�ʃeəd �fal/ noun a stored file
which can be accessed by more than one user
or system
shared foldershared folder /�ʃeəd �fəυldə/ noun a
folder of files stored on a computer’s local
hard disk drive that can be used (or shared)
by other users on the network
sharewareshareware /�ʃeə|�weə/ noun software
which is available free to try, but if kept the
user is expected to pay a fee to the writer (of-
ten confused with public domain software
which is completely free)

‘Bulletin board users know the dangers of ‘flam-
ing’ (receiving hostile comments following a na-
ive or ridiculous assertion) and of being seen
‘troughing’ (grabbing every bit of shareware on
the network).’ [Computing]

sheetsheet /ʃi�t/ noun a large piece of paper
shelf lifeshelf life /�ʃelf laf/ noun the maximum
storage time of a product before it is no long-
er guaranteed good to use � The developer
has a shelf life of one year.
shellshell /ʃel/ noun software which operates be-
tween the user and the operating system, of-
ten to try and make the operating system
more friendly or easier to use
shell outshell out /�ʃel �aυt/ verb (when running an
application) to exit to the operating system,
whilst the original application is still in mem-
ory; the user then returns to the application �
I shelled out from the word-processor to
check which files were on the floppy, then
went back to the program.

shell scriptshell script /�ʃel �skrpt/ noun a scripting
language (such as Perl) that is used to create
programs that can enhance a website, e.g. to
search a site for a key word
shell sortshell sort /�ʃel �sɔ�t/ noun an algorithm for
sorting data items, in which items can be
moved more than one position per sort action
SHFSHF abbr super high frequency
shieldshield /ʃi�ld/ noun a metal screen connect-
ed to earth, used to prevent harmful voltages
or interference reaching sensitive electronic
equipment � verb to protect a signal or de-
vice from external interference or harmful
voltages
shiftshift /ʃft/ verb 1. to move a bit or word of
data left or right by a certain amount (usually
one bit) 2. to change from one character set
to another, allowing other characters (such as
capitals) to be used
Shift keyShift key /�ʃft ki�/ noun the key on a key-
board which switches on secondary functions
for keys, such as another character set, by
changing the output to upper case
ShockwaveShockwave /�ʃɒkwev/ a trade name for a
system developed by Macromedia that al-
lows web browsers to display complex multi-
media effects
shootshoot /ʃu�t/ verb to take a picture or record
a video sequence with a camera
shopping agentshopping agent /�ʃɒpŋ �ed'ənt/ noun
a computer program used to browse websites
searching for a product or service
shopping basketshopping basket /�ʃɒpŋ �bɑ�skt/,
shopping cart /�ʃɒpŋ kɑ�t/ noun software
that runs on a web server and provides an
electronic version of a real shopping basket;
the software allows a visitor to the website to
view items in the catalogue, add items to
their shopping basket and then pay for the
goods at an electronic checkout. � real-time
authorisation, secure site
short circuitshort circuit /�ʃɔ�t �s��kt/ noun an elec-
trical connection of very low resistance be-
tween two points � verb to connect two
points together with a (very low resistance)
link
short-circuitedshort-circuited /�ʃɔ�t �s��kt/ adjective
used to describe two points that are electri-
cally connected, usually accidentally
shortcutshortcut /�ʃɔ�t |�k�t/ noun a feature of Win-
dows that allows a user to define an icon that
links to another file or application, e.g., you
could place shortcut icons on the Windows
Desktop to allow you to start an application
without using the menu commands. The
shortcut has the same icon as the original file
but has a tiny arrow in the bottom left-hand
corner. It is not a duplicate of the original,
rather it is a pointer to the original file.
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short message serviceshort message service /�ʃɔ�t �mesd'
�s��vs/ noun a system that allows short text
messages to be sent between and to mobile
telephones; the service depends upon the tel-
ephone company. Abbr SMS
short-runshort-run /�ʃɔ�t r�n/ adjective with a
printrun of only a few hundred copies � a
printer specialising in short-run printing �
The laser printer is good for short-run leaf-
lets.
short waveshort wave /�ʃɔ�t wev/ noun radio com-
munications frequency below 60 metres
short-wave receivershort-wave receiver /�ʃɔ�t wev r |

�si�və/ noun a radio receiver able to pick up
broadcasts on the short wave bands
shotshot /ʃɒt/ noun the continuous recording of
action or images by a film camera in a small
number of frames
show copyshow copy /�ʃəυ �kɒpi/ noun a selected
copy of a finished film, video or programme
which is to be shown to an audience
show-throughshow-through /�ʃəυ θru�/ noun text print-
ed on one side of a piece of paper that can be
seen from the other
shrinkshrink /ʃrŋk/ verb to become smaller �
The drawing was shrunk to fit the space.
(NOTE: shrinks – shrank – has shrunk)
S-HTTPS-HTTP /�es �etʃ ti� ti� �pi�/ noun a system
developed to provide a secure link between a
user’s browser and a vendor’s Website to al-
low the user to pay for goods over the Inter-
net. Full form secure hypertext transfer
protocol. � PGP, SEPP, SET, SSL, STT
shut downshut down /�ʃ�t �daυn/ verb to switch off
and stop the functions of a machine or system
shut-off mechanismshut-off mechanism /�ʃ�t ɒf
�mekənz(ə)m/ noun a device which stops a
process in case of fault

COMMENT: Most hard disks have an auto-
matic shut-off mechanism to pull the head
back from the read position when the pow-
er is turned off.

shuttershutter /�ʃ�tə/ noun 1. a revolving device
which protects a film from light at the aper-
ture in a camera and diminishes the projec-
tion light in a projector while the film is mov-
ing at the aperture 2. a device to control in-
tensity of a spotlight
shutter controlshutter control /�ʃ�tə kən|�trəυl/ noun 1.
a device on a camera which diminishes expo-
sure by partly closing the shutter 2. a camera
device which slowly opens and closes the
shutter in order to attain fade-in and fade-out
effects
shutter speedshutter speed /�ʃ�tə spi�d/ noun the time
span for which a shutter is open during the re-
quired frame exposure
shuttle searchshuttle search /�ʃ�t(ə)l s��tʃ/ noun the
capacity to play back a film, video and audio

tape in both directions and to duplicate the
picture over a large range of speeds
sidebandsideband /�sadb�nd/ noun the frequency
band of a modulated signal, a little above or
below the carrier frequency
side lobeside lobe /�sad ləυb/ noun the side sec-
tions of an aerial’s response pattern
sideways ROMsideways ROM /�sadwez rɒm/ noun
software which allows selection of a particu-
lar memory bank or ROM device
SIGSIG /s"/ noun a group within a larger club
which is interested in a particular aspect of
software or hardware � Our local computer
club has a SIG for comms and networking.
Full form special interest group
signsign /san/ noun polarity of a number or
signal (whether it is positive or negative) �
verb to identify oneself to a computer using a
personalised signature
signalsignal /�s"n(ə)l/ noun 1. a generated ana-
log or digital waveform used to carry infor-
mation � The signal received from the com-
puter contained the answer. 2. a short mes-
sage used to carry control codes � verb to
send a message to a computer � Signal to the
network that we are busy.
signallingsignalling /�s"n(ə)lŋ/ noun 1. a method
used by a transmitter to warn a receiver that a
message is to be sent 2. a communication to
the transmitter about the state of the receiver
signal reflectionsignal reflection /�s"n(ə)l r|�flekʃ(ə)n/
noun the amount of transmitted signal that is
reflected at the receiver due to an impedance
mismatch or fault
signal to noise ratiosignal to noise ratio /�s"n(ə)l tə �nɔz
�reʃiəυ/ noun the difference between the
power of the transmitted signal and the noise
on the line. Abbr S/N
signaturesignature /�s"ntʃə/ noun 1. a special au-
thentication code, such as a password, which
a user gives prior to access to a system or pri-
or to the execution of a task (to prove identi-
ty) 2. the name written in a special way by
someone � Do you recognise the signature
on the cheque? 3. a series of printed and fold-
ed pages in a book (usually 8, 16 or 32 pages)
significancesignificance /s"|�nfkəns/ noun a spe-
cial meaning
significantsignificant /s"|�nfkənt/ adjective which
has a special meaning
signifysignify /�s"n |�fa/ verb to mean � A car-
riage return code signifies the end of an input
line.
siliconsilicon /�slkən/ noun an element with
semiconductor properties, used in crystal
form as a base for IC manufacture

COMMENT: Silicon is used in the electronics
industry as a base material for integrated
circuits. It is grown as a long crystal which
is then sliced into wafers before being
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etched or treated, producing several hun-
dred chips per wafer. Other materials, such
as germanium or gallium arsenide, are also
used as a base for ICs.

Silicon ValleySilicon Valley /�slkən �v�li/ noun an
area in California where many US semicon-
ductor device manufacturers are based
SIMDSIMD /�es a em �di�/ noun the architecture
of a parallel computer which has a number of
ALUs and data buses with one control unit.
Full form single instruction stream multi-
ple data stream
SIMMSIMM /�es a em �em/ noun a small, com-
pact circuit board with an edge connector
along one edge that carries densely-packed
memory chips � You can expand the main
memory of your PC by plugging in two more
SIMMs. Full form single in-line memory
module
simple device

simple device /�smp(ə)l d|�vas/ noun a
multimedia device that does not require a
data file for playback, such as a CD drive
used to play audio CDs
simple mail transfer protocolsimple mail transfer protocol
/�smpəl mel �tr�nsf�� �prəυtəkɒl/ noun
full form of SMTP
simple network management protocolsimple network management proto-
col /�smpəl �netw��k �m�nd'mənt
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun a network management
system which defines how status data is sent
from monitored nodes back to a control sta-
tion; SNMP is able to work with virtually any
type of network hardware and software. Abbr
SNMP
simplexsimplex /�smpleks/ noun full form of
SPX. opposite duplex
simplifysimplify /�smpl |�fa/ verb to make some-
thing simpler � Function keys simplify pro-
gram operation.
simulatesimulate /�smjυ|�let/ verb to copy the be-
haviour of a system or device with another �
This software simulates the action of an air-
craft.
simulationsimulation /�smjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun an op-
eration where a computer is made to imitate
a real life situation or a machine, and shows
how something works or will work in the fu-
ture � Simulation techniques have reached a
high degree of sophistication.
simulatorsimulator /�smjυ|�letə/ noun a device
which simulates another system
simulcastsimulcast /�sməlkɑ�st/ noun to broadcast
a programme at the same time on both televi-
sion and radio
simultaneoussimultaneous /�sm(ə)l |�teniəs/ adjec-
tive which takes place at the same time as
something else
simultaneouslysimultaneously /�sm(ə)l |�teniəsli/ ad-
verb at the same time

simultaneous transmissionsimultaneous transmission
/�sm(ə)lteniəs tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun the
transmission of data or control codes in two
directions at the same time. Same as duplex
sinsin /sn/, sine noun a mathematical func-
tion defined as: the sine of an angle (in a
right-angled triangle) is equal to the ratio of
opposite to hypotenuse sides
sine wavesine wave /�san wev/ noun a waveform
that is the sine function with time (classic
wave shape, changing between a maximum
and minimum with a value of zero at zero
time)
singlesingle /�sŋ"(ə)l/ adjective only one
single attachment stationsingle attachment station /�sŋ"(ə)l ə|

�t�tʃmənt �steʃ(ə)n/ noun (in an FDDI
network) a station with only one port through
which to attach to the network; SAS stations
are connected to the FDDI ring through a
concentrator. Abbr SAS
single board computersingle board computer /�sŋ"(ə)l bɔ�d
kəm |�pju�tə/ noun full form of SBC
single-frequency signallingsingle-frequency signalling /�sŋ"(ə)l
�fri�kwənsi �s"n(ə)lŋ/ noun the use of var-
ious frequency signals to represent different
control codes. Also called sf signalling
single function softwaresingle function software /�sŋ"(ə)l
�f�ŋkʃən �sɒftweə/ noun an applications
program used for one kind of task only
single in-line memory modulesingle in-line memory module
/�sŋ"(ə)l n lan �mem(ə)ri �mɒdju�l/ noun
full form of SIMM
single in-line packagesingle in-line package /�sŋ"(ə)l n lan
�p�kd'/ noun an electronic component
which has all its leads on one side of its pack-
age. Abbr SIP
single instruction stream multiple data streamsingle instruction stream multiple
data stream /�sŋ"(ə)l n|�str�kʃən
stri�m �m�ltp(ə)l �detə �stri�m/ noun full
form of SIMD
single instruction stream single data streamsingle instruction stream single
data stream /�sŋ"(ə)l n|�str�kʃən
stri�m �sŋ"(ə)l �detə stri�m/ noun full
form of SISD
single mode fibresingle mode fibre /�sŋ"(ə)l məυd
�fabə/ noun an optic fibre that has a very
narrow diameter (of 10 microns or less) and
is designed to transmit a single light signal
over a long distance; this type of fibre has a
bandwidth of 5Gbits/second and is normally
used for long distance telephone networks
single sidebandsingle sideband /�sŋ"(ə)l �sadb�nd/
noun a modulated signal filtered to leave just
one sideband, usually the upper (this is very
economical on bandwidth but requires more
complex circuitry)
single-sided disksingle-sided disk /�sŋ"(ə)l �sadd
�dsk/ noun a floppy disk that can only store
data on one side, because of the way it is
manufactured or formatted. Abbr SSD
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single-user systemsingle-user system /�sŋ"(ə)l �ju�zə
�sstəm/ noun a computer system which can
only be used by a single user at a time (as op-
posed to a multi-user system)
sinksink /sŋk/ noun the receiving end of a com-
munications line. Opposite source
sinusoidalsinusoidal /�sanə|�sɔd(ə)l/ adjective
waveform or motion that is similar to a sine
wave � The carrier has a sinusoidal wave-
form.
SIOSIO abbr serial input/output
SIPSIP abbr single in-line package
siphoningsiphoning /�safənŋ/ noun the transmis-
sion of a direct broadcast TV programme
over a cable network
SISDSISD /�es a es �di�/ noun the architecture of
a serial computer, which has one ALU and
data bus, with one control unit. Full form sin-
gle instruction stream single data
stream
SISOSISO abbr serial input/serial output
sitesite /sat/ noun a place where something is
based
site licencesite licence /�sat �las(ə)ns/ noun a li-
cence between a software publisher and a
user which allows any number of users in that
site to use the software � We have negotiated
a good deal for the site licence for the 1200
employees in our HQ.
site pollsite poll /�sat �pəυl/ verb to poll all the ter-
minals or devices in a particular location or
area. � polling
SI unitsSI units /�es �a �ju�nts/ plural noun inter-
national measurement units such as candela,
lumen, and ampere. Full form Système In-
ternational units. � MKS
sixteen-bitsixteen-bit /�sks|�ti�n bt/ adjective (of a
microcomputer system or CPU) which han-
dles data in sixteen bit words, providing
much faster operation than older eight-bit
systems
16-bit sample16-bit sample /�sksti�n bt �sɑ�mp(ə)l/
noun a single sample of an analog signal
which is stored as a 16-bit number, meaning
that there are 65,536 possible levels. A ‘16-
bit sound card’ can sometimes mean that the
card generates 16-bit samples, but it can also
mean that it generates 8-bit samples, but fits
into a 16-bit expansion slot. � 8-bit sample,
24-bit sample
64-bit64-bit /�sksti �fɔ� bt/ data that is trans-
ferred sixty-four bits at a time along sixty-
four parallel conductors; in a processor this
refers to its ability to manipulate numbers
that are sixty-four bits long
sizesize /saz/ noun the physical dimensions of
an image, object or page � verb to calculate
the resources available, and those required, to
carry out a particular job

sizingsizing /�sazŋ/ noun the process of reduc-
ing or enlarging a picture to fit � Photo-
graphs can be edited by cropping, sizing, etc.
sketchsketch /sketʃ/ noun a rough drawing made
rapidly � verb to make a rough rapid drawing
skewskew /skju�/ noun 1. the amount by which
something is not correctly aligned 2. a televi-
sion picture distortion in a zig zag shape
which can be caused by a mechanical fault in
the video tape motion or tension � verb to
align something incorrectly � This page is
badly skewed.
skipskip /skp/ verb 1. to ignore an instruction
in a sequence of instructions � The printer
skipped the next three lines of text. 2. to trans-
mit radio waves over an abnormally long dis-
tance due to the reflective properties of the
atmosphere
slashed zeroslashed zero /�sl�ʃd �zərəυ/ noun a
printed or written sign (Ø)
slaveslave /slev/ noun 1. a remote secondary
computer or terminal controlled by a central
computer 2. a recorder which dubs playbacks
from a master tape; the video tape used for
this dubbing process
sleepsleep /sli�p/ noun the state of a system that
is waiting for a signal (log-on) before doing
anything. � wake
sleevesleeve /sli�v/ noun a paper or plastic cover
for a magnetic disk
slewslew /slu�/ noun a rapid movement of paper
in a printer, ignoring the normal line advance
slicingslicing /�slasŋ/ noun the process of cut-
ting thin round wafers from a bar of silicon
crystal
slideslide /slad/ noun 1. one image in a presen-
tation or a single frame of positive photo-
graphic film 2. a transparency which is to be
projected by transmitted light � verb to move
smoothly across a surface � The disk cover
slides on and off easily.
slide showslide show /�slad ʃəυ/ noun a feature of a
presentation graphics software in which
slides (static images) are displayed in a se-
quence under the control of the presenter
slip pagesslip pages /�slp �ped'z/, slip proofs
/�slp pru�fs/ noun proofs, where each page
of text is printed on a separate piece of paper
slotslot /slɒt/ noun a long thin hole � The sys-
tem disk should be inserted into the left-hand
slot on the front of the computer. � verb to in-
sert an object into a hole � The disk slots into
one of the floppy drive apertures.
slow motionslow motion /�sləυ �məυʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the playing back of a video tape or disk se-
quence slower than recorded � The film
switched to slow motion. � Play the film
again in slow motion. 2. the process of film-
ing with a motion picture camera with the
film moving at a more accelerated speed than
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normal so that when the film is projected at a
normal rate, the action seems to be slowed
down
slow scanslow scan /�sləυ sk�n/ noun a television
transmission and scanning at a slower frame
rate than usual
slow scan TVslow scan TV /�sləυ sk�n ti� �vi�/ noun a
system used to transmit still video frames
over a telephone line
SLSISLSI abbr super large scale integration
slurslur /sl��/ noun 1. a printed image which is
blurred because of movement during printing
2. distortion of voice during transmission
smallsmall /smɔ�l/ adjective not large
small computer system interfacesmall computer system interface
/�smɔ�l kəm |�pju�tə �sstəm �ntəfes/ noun
full form of SCSI
small-scalesmall-scale /�smɔ�l skel/ adjective work-
ing with small amounts of data. Compare
large-scale
small scale integrationsmall scale integration /�smɔ�l skel
�nt|�"reʃ(ə)n/ noun an integrated circuit
with 1 to 10 components. Abbr SSI
smartsmart /smɑ�t/ adjective intelligent
smart cardsmart card /�smɑ�t kɑ�d/ noun a plastic
card with a memory and microprocessor de-
vice embedded in it, so that it can be used for
electronic funds transfer or for identification
of the user
smart terminalsmart terminal /�smɑ�t �t��mn(ə)l/
noun a computer terminal which can process
information. Compare dumb terminal
SMATVSMATV noun a distributor of cable or mi-
crowave satellite broadcasts to separate
viewers from a central antenna. Full form
satellite master antenna television
SMBSMB /�es em �bi�/ noun a system developed
by Microsoft which allows a user to access
another computer’s files and peripherals over
a network as if they were local resources. Full
form server message block
smileysmiley /�smali/ noun a face created with
text characters, used to provide the real
meaning to an email message; e.g., :-) means
laughter or a joke, and :-( means sad
smooth scrollsmooth scroll /�smu�ð �skrəυl/ noun text
which is moved up a screen pixel by pixel
rather than line by line, which gives a
smoother movement
SMPTESMPTE /�es em pi� ti� �i�/ noun an organi-
sation that defines standards for television
production systems; e.g., the SMPTE time
code standard is widely used to synchronise
audio and video equipment using hours, min-
utes, seconds, frame data that is stored in an
80-bit word. Full form Society for Motion
Picture and TV Engineers
SMPTE division typeSMPTE division type /�es em pi� ti� �i�
d|�v'(ə)n �tap/ noun a timing format

which specifies the number of frames per
second used, and in which time is shown as
hours, minutes, seconds, frames; standard
SMPTE division types are 24, 25 and 30
frames per second
SMPTE offsetSMPTE offset /�es em pi� ti� i� �ɒfset/
noun a MIDI event that defines when a MIDI
file is to be played back
SMPTE time codeSMPTE time code /�es em pi� ti� i� �tam
�kəυd/ noun a method of assigning a unique
identifying number to each frame in a video
sequence
SMSSMS abbr short message service
SMTSMT /�es em �ti�/ noun a method of manu-
facturing circuit boards in which the elec-
tronic components are bonded directly onto
the surface of the board rather than being in-
serted into holes and soldered into place �
Surface-mount technology is faster and more
space-efficient than soldering. Full form sur-
face-mount technology
SMTPSMTP /�es em ti� �pi�/ noun a standard pro-
tocol which allows electronic mail messages
to be transferred from one system to another,
normally used as the method of transferring
mail from one Internet server to another or to
send mail from a computer to a server. Full
form simple mail transfer protocol. Com-
pare POP 3
S/NS/N abbr signal to noise ratio
SNASNA /�es en �e/ noun design methods de-
veloped by IBM which define how communi-
cations in a network should occur and allow
different hardware to communicate. Full
form Systems Network Architecture
snail mailsnail mail /�snel mel/ noun a term used
to refer to the usually slow postal delivery as
opposed to nearly instant electronic mail de-
livery (slang)
snapshotsnapshot /�sn�p|�ʃɒt/ noun 1. a recording
of all the states of a computer at a particular
instant 2. the process of storing in main
memory the contents of a screen full of infor-
mation at an instant 3. a personal photograph
taken quickly
snapshot dumpsnapshot dump /�sn�p|�ʃɒt d�mp/ noun
a printout of all the registers and a section of
memory at a particular instant, used when de-
bugging a program
sndsnd /saυnd/ noun a filename extension used
to indicate a file that contains digitised sound
data. Full form SouND
SNMPSNMP abbr simple network management
protocol
SNOBOLSNOBOL /�snəυbɒl/ noun a high-level
programming language which uses string
processing methods. Full form string orien-
tated symbolic language
snowsnow /snəυ/ noun interference displayed as
flickering white flecks on a monitor
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s/n ratio

s/n ratio /�es �en �reʃiəυ/ noun the ratio of
the amplitude of the transmitted signal to the
noise on the received signal. Full form sig-
nal to noise ratio
soak

soak /səυk/ verb to run a program or device
continuously for a period of time to make
sure it functions correctly
Society for Motion Picture and TV Engineers

Society for Motion Picture and TV
Engineers /sə |�saəti fə �məυʃ(ə)n
�pktʃə ən �ti� �vi�/ noun full form of
SMPTE
socket

socket /�sɒkt/ noun a device with a set of
holes, into which a plug fits
socket driver

socket driver /�sɒkt �dravə/ noun same
as Winsock
SOCKS

SOCKS /sɒks/ noun a network protocol de-
veloped to support the transfer of TCP/IP (In-
ternet) traffic through a proxy server. It is
commonly used to provide a way for users on
a local area network to access the Internet via
a single shared connection.
SOF

SOF /�es əυ �ef/ noun an indication of syn-
chronised picture and sound on film. Full
form sound-on-film
soft

soft /sɒft/ adjective 1. referring to material
which loses its magnetic effects when re-
moved from a magnetic field 2. referring to
data which is not permanently stored in hard-
ware. Soft usually refers to data stored on
magnetic medium. Compare hard error 3.
one shape that gradually changes to another
soft copy

soft copy /�sɒft �kɒpi/ noun text listed on
screen (as opposed to hard copy on paper). �
hard copy
soft error

soft error /�sɒft �erə/ noun a random error
caused by software or data errors which is
very difficult to trace and identify since it
only appears under certain conditions
soft-fail

soft-fail /�sɒft �fel/ adjective referring to a
system which is still partly operational even
after a part of the system has failed
soft font

soft font /�sɒft �fɒnt/ noun fonts or type-
faces stored on a disk, which can be down-
loaded or sent to a printer and stored in tem-
porary memory or RAM
soft goods

soft goods /�sɒft "υdz/ plural noun soft-
ware that can be purchased and paid for in an
online shop, and which is then downloaded
directly onto a computer instead of receiving
a CD-ROM sent by post
soft hyphen

soft hyphen /�sɒft �haf(ə)n/ noun same
as discretionary hyphen
soft keyboard

soft keyboard /�sɒft �ki�bɔ�d/ noun a
keyboard where the functions of the keys can
be changed by programs
soft keys

soft keys /�sɒft �ki�z/ plural noun keys
which can be changed by means of a program

soft resetsoft reset /�sɒft �ri�set/ noun an instruc-
tion that terminates any program execution
and returns the user to the monitor or BIOS
soft-sectored disksoft-sectored disk /�sɒft �sektəd �dsk/
noun a disk where the sectors are described
by an address and start code data written onto
it when the disk is formatted
softwaresoftware /�sɒftweə/ noun 1. any program
or group of programs which instructs the
hardware on how it should perform, includ-
ing operating systems, word processors and
applications programs 2. films, audio tapes
and audio disks that are commercially acces-
sible (NOTE: no plural for software. For the
plural say pieces of software.) 3. pro-
grammes for broadcast which are presented
on electronic equipment
software compatiblesoftware compatible /�sɒftweə kəm|

�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective referring to a computer
which will load and run programs written for
another computer
software developersoftware developer /�sɒftweə d|

�veləpə/ noun a person or company which
writes software
software developmentsoftware development /�sɒftweə d|

�veləpmənt/ noun the processes required to
produce working programs from an initial
idea
software documentationsoftware documentation /�sɒftweə
�dɒkjυmen |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun information,
notes and diagrams describing the function,
use and operation of a piece of software
software engineersoftware engineer /�sɒftweə �end'nə/
noun a person who can write working soft-
ware to fit an application
software engineeringsoftware engineering /�sɒftweə
�end'nərŋ/ noun a field of study covering
all software-related subjects
software housesoftware house /�sɒftweə haυs/ noun a
company which develops and sells computer
programs
software librarysoftware library /�sɒftweə �labrəri/
noun a number of specially written routines,
stored in a library file which can be inserted
into a program, saving time and effort. Abbr
H
software licencesoftware licence /�sɒftweə �las(ə)ns/
noun an agreement between a user and a soft-
ware house, giving details of the rights of the
user to use or copy the software
software life cyclesoftware life cycle /�sɒftweə �laf
�sak(ə)l/ noun the period of time when a
piece of software exists, from its initial de-
sign to the moment when it becomes out of
date
software maintenancesoftware maintenance /�sɒftweə
�mentənəns/ noun the process of carrying
out updates and modifications to a software
package to make sure the program is up to
date
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software-only video playback

software-only video playback
/�sɒftweə �əυnli �vdiəυ �pleb�k/ noun
the ability to display full-motion video stand-
ard on any multimedia computer, without re-
quiring special hardware
software packagesoftware package /�sɒftweə �p�kd'/
noun computer programs and manuals de-
signed for a special purpose
software piracy

software piracy /�sɒftweə �parəsi/
noun the illegal copying of software for sale
software quality assurancesoftware quality assurance /�sɒftweə
�kwɒlti ə|�ʃυərəns/ noun the process of
making sure that software will perform as in-
tended. Abbr SQA
software reliabilitysoftware reliability /�sɒftweə r |�laə|

�blti/ noun the ability of a piece of software
to perform the task required correctly
software specification

software specification /�sɒftweə
�spesf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun detailed informa-
tion about a piece of software’s abilities,
functions and methods
software system

software system /�sɒftweə �sstəm/
noun all the programs required for one or
more tasks
soft zonesoft zone /�sɒft �zəυn/ noun a text area to
the left of the right margin in a word-proc-
essed document, where if a word does not fit
completely, a hyphen is automatically insert-
ed
solar

solar /�səυlə/ adjective referring to the sun
solar cell

solar cell /�səυlə sel/ noun a component
that converts the light of the sun into electri-
cal energy
Solaris™Solaris™ /səυ|�lɑ�rs/ a multi-tasking,
multiprocessing operating system and sys-
tem utilities developed by SunSoft for
SPARC computers and PCs with a 80386
solarisationsolarisation /səυləra|�zeʃ(ə)n/, solari-
zation noun 1. a flare in a film image due to
the film having been struck by light during
processing 2. a photographic effect where the
picture image colours or tones are reversed,
such as normally light areas becoming darker
and vice versa; an almost identical effect can
be created by video techniques
solar power

solar power /�səυlə �paυə/ noun (electri-
cal) power derived from the sun
solenoidsolenoid /�sɒlənɔd/ noun a mechanical
device operated by an electromagnetic field
solid modellingsolid modelling /�sɒld �mɒd(ə)lŋ/
noun a function in a graphics program that
creates three-dimensional solid-looking ob-
jects by shading
solid-statesolid-state /�sɒld stet/ adjective refer-
ring to semiconductor devices
solution

solution /sə |�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the answer
to a problem 2. a liquid in which certain
chemicals have been dissolved

solvesolve /sɒlv/ verb to find the answer to a
problem
sonarsonar /�səυnɑ�/ noun a device that uses
sound waves to determine the state and depth
of water
son fileson file /�s�n fal/ noun the latest working
version of a file. Compare father file,
grandfather file
songsong /sɒŋ/ noun a complete musical tune
song keysong key /�sɒŋ ki�/ noun a musical key
used to play a MIDI song
sonicsonic /�sɒnk/ adjective referring to sound;
(sound signals) within the human hearing
range (20 – 20,000Hz)
sophisticatedsophisticated /sə|�fstketd/ adjective
technically advanced � A sophisticated desk-
top publishing program.
sophisticationsophistication /sə|�fst|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the state of being technically advanced � The
sophistication of the new package is remark-
able.
sortsort /sɔ�t/ verb to put data in order, accord-
ing to a system, on the instructions of the user
� To sort addresses into alphabetical order.
sortkeysortkey /�sɔ�tki�/, sort field /�sɔ�t fi�ld/
noun a field in a stored file which is used to
sort the file � The orders were sorted accord-
ing to dates by assigning the date field as the
sortkey.
soundsound /saυnd/ noun a noise
Sound BlasterSound Blaster /�saυnd �blɑ�stə/ a trade
name for a type of sound card for PC compat-
ibles developed by Creative Labs that allows
sounds to be recorded to disk (using a micro-
phone) and played back
sound capturesound capture /�saυnd �k�ptʃə/ noun
the conversion of an analog sound into a dig-
ital form that can be used by a computer
sound cardsound card /�saυnd �kɑ�d/ noun an ex-
pansion card which produces analog sound
signals under the control of a computer �
This software lets you create almost any
sound – but you can only hear them if you
have a sound card fitted.
sound chipsound chip /�saυnd �tʃp/ noun a device
that will generate a sound or tune
sound filesound file /�saυnd �fal/ noun a file stored
on disk that contains sound data
sound pressure levelsound pressure level /�saυnd �preʃə
�lev(ə)l/ noun full form of SPL
soundproofsoundproof /�saυndpru�f/ adjective
which does not allow sound to pass through
� The telephone is installed in a soundproof
booth.
Sound RecorderSound Recorder /�saυnd r |�kɔ�də/ a
utility included with Microsoft Windows that
allows a user to play back digitised sound
files or record sound onto disk and carry out
very basic editing
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sourcesource /sɔ�s/ noun 1. a point where a trans-
mitted signal enters a network. Opposite
sink 2. an original or initial point 3. the name
of a terminal on an FET device
source documentsource document /�sɔ�s �dɒkjυmənt/
noun a form or document from which data is
extracted prior to entering it into a database
source filesource file /�sɔ�s �fal/ noun a program
written in source language, which is then
converted to machine code by a compiler
source languagesource language /�sɔ�s �l�ŋ"wd'/
noun 1. a language in which a program is
originally written 2. a language of a program
prior to translation. Opposite object lan-
guage, target language
spacespace /spes/ noun 1. a gap between char-
acters or lines 2. a transmitted signal repre-
senting a binary zero. Opposite mark � verb
to spread out text � The line of characters
was evenly spaced out across the page.
space barspace bar /�spes bɑ�/ noun a long bar at
the bottom of a keyboard, which inserts a
space into the text when pressed
spacingspacing /�spesŋ/ noun the process of
putting spaces between characters or lines of
printed text � The spacing on some lines is
very uneven.
spamspam /sp�m/ noun an article that has been
posted to more than one newsgroup, so is
likely to contain commercial messages
(slang)
spam killerspam killer /�sp�m �klə/ noun a piece of
software that automatically identifies and
deals with spam in incoming e-mail
spanning treespanning tree /�sp�nŋ tri�/ noun a
method of creating a network topology that
does not contain any loops and provides re-
dundancy in case of a network fault or prob-
lem
spark printerspark printer /�spɑ�k �prntə/ noun a
thermal printer which produces characters on
thermal paper by electric sparks
sparse arraysparse array /�spɑ�s ə|�re/ noun a data
matrix structure containing mainly zero or
null entries
spatial measurementspatial measurement /�speʃ(ə)l
�me'əmənt/ noun a method of allowing a
computer to determine the position of a
pointer within three dimensions (often using
a sensitive glove)
speakerspeaker /�spi�kə/ noun � loudspeaker
specspec /spek/ noun same as specifications
(informal)
specialspecial /�speʃ(ə)l/ adjective which is dif-
ferent or not usual
special characterspecial character /�speʃ(ə)l �k�rktə/
noun a character which is not a standard one
in a certain font (such as a certain accent or a
symbol)

special interest groupspecial interest group /�speʃ(ə)l
�ntrəst �"ru�p/ noun full form of SIG
specialisespecialise /�speʃəlaz/ verb to study and
be an expert in a subject � He specialises in
the design of CAD systems.
specialistspecialist /�speʃəlst/ noun an expert in a
certain field of study � You need a specialist
programmer to help devise a new word-
processing program.
specificationsspecifications /�spesf |�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun
detailed information about what is to be sup-
plied or about a job to be done � high spec
cabling needs to be very carefully handled �
to work to standard specifications to work
to specifications which are accepted any-
where in the same industry � the work is not
up to specification, does not meet the cus-
tomer’s specifications the product was not
manufactured in the way which was detailed
in the specifications
specific codespecific code /spə|�sfk �kəυd/ noun a
binary code which directly operates the cen-
tral processing unit, using only absolute ad-
dresses and values
specificityspecificity /�spes|�fsəti/ noun the ratio of
non-relevant entries not retrieved to the total
number of non-relevant entries contained in a
file, database or library
specifyspecify /�spes |�fa/ verb to state clearly
what is needed
spectrumspectrum /�spektrəm/ noun a range of
frequencies; range of colours
spectrum analyserspectrum analyser /�spektrəm
��nəlazə/ noun electronic test equipment
that displays the amplitudes of a number of
frequencies in a signal
speechspeech /spi�tʃ/ noun the act of speaking or
making words with the voice

‘…speech conveys information, and the primary
task of computer speech processing is the trans-
mission and reception of that information’
[Personal Computer World]

speech recognitionspeech recognition /�spi�tʃ �rekə"|

�nʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of analysing spo-
ken words in such a way that a computer can
recognise spoken words and commands
speech synthesisspeech synthesis /�spi�tʃ �snθəss/
noun the production of spoken words by a
speech synthesiser
speech synthesiserspeech synthesiser /�spi�tʃ
�snθəsazə/ noun a device which takes data
from a computer and outputs it as spoken
words
spellcheckspellcheck /�speltʃek/ verb to check the
spelling in a text by comparing it with a dic-
tionary held in the computer
spellcheckerspellchecker /�speltʃekə/, spelling
checker /�spelŋ �tʃekə/ noun a dictionary
of correctly spelled words, held in a compu-
ter, and used to check the spelling of a text �
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The program will be upgraded with a word-
processor and a spelling checker.
spherical aberration

spherical aberration /�sferk(ə)l ��bə|

�reʃ(ə)n/, spherical distortion noun opti-
cal distortion causing lines to appear curved
spherical optics

spherical optics /�sferk(ə)l �ɒptks/
plural noun camera or spotlight lenses which
have surfaces with different curvatures which
are used to create changes in the paths fol-
lowed by light rays
spherisation

spherisation /�sfəra |�zeʃ(ə)n/ noun a
special effect provided by a computer graph-
ics program that converts an image into a
sphere, or ‘wraps’ the image over a spherical
shape
spider

spider /�spadə/ noun a program that
searches through the millions of pages that
make up the world wide web for new infor-
mation, changes or pages that have been de-
leted. These changes are then added to a
search engine index to ensure that it is always
up to date.
spike

spike /spak/ noun a very short duration
voltage pulse
spill

spill /spl/, spill light /�spl lat/ noun un-
wanted light created by a diffusion of light
along the principal beam of a light source
spillage

spillage /�spld'/ noun a situation when
too much data is being processed and cannot
be contained in a buffer
spin

spin /spn/ verb to turn round fast � The
disk was spun by the drive.
spindle

spindle /�spnd(ə)l/ noun an object which
grips and spins a disk in the centre hole
spindling

spindling /�spndlŋ/ noun the process of
turning a disk by hand
spine

spine /span/ noun the back edge of the
book which is covered by the binding � The
author’s name and the title usually are shown
on the spine as well as on the front cover.
spirit duplicator

spirit duplicator /�sprt �dju�plketə/
noun a short-run printing method using spirit
to transfer ink onto the paper
SPL

SPL /�es pi� �el/ noun a measure of loud-
ness, in decibels (dB). Full form sound
pressure level
splash screen

splash screen /�spl�ʃ skri�n/ noun the
initial screen that is displayed for a few sec-
onds when a program is started � The splash
screen normally displays the product logo
and gives basic copyright information.
splice

splice /splas/ verb to join two lengths of
magnetic tape, forming a continuous length
split-field lens

split-field lens /�splt fi�ld �lenz/, split-
focus lens /�splt �fəυkəs �lenz/ noun a
camera lens which is able to achieve perfect
focus at two different planes

split-focus shot

split-focus shot /�splt �fəυkəs �ʃɒt/
noun a shot where the focus of the camera is
altered from one plane to another
split screensplit screen /�splt skri�n/ noun 1. soft-
ware which can divide the display into two or
more independent areas, to display two text
files or a graph and a text file � We use split
screen mode to show the text being worked on
and another text from memory for compari-
son. 2. a shot where two or more images are
visible in different areas of the same picture
splittersplitter /�spltə/ noun a device which al-
lows a number of other a devices to be
plugged into one supply or line
spoofspoof /spu�f/ verb to send e-mail using a
false name or e-mail address
spool

spool /spu�l/ noun a reel on which a tape or
printer ribbon is wound � verb to transfer
data from a disk to a tape
spoolerspooler noun a device which holds a tape
and which receives information from a disk
for storage
spoolingspooling /�spu�lŋ/ noun the process of
transferring data to a disk from which it can
be printed at the normal speed of the printer,
leaving the computer available to do some-
thing else
spooling devicespooling device /�spu�lŋ d|�vas/ noun
same as spooler
spot

spot /spɒt/ noun a point on a CRT screen
that is illuminated by the electron beam
spot beamspot beam /�spɒt bi�m/ noun narrow (sat-
ellite) antenna coverage of a select region (on
earth)
spotting

spotting /�spu�lŋ/ noun the retouching,
with an opaque substance, of undesirable
marks on film which appeared during the de-
veloping process
spot wobble

spot wobble /�spɒt �wɒb(ə)l/ noun verti-
cal fluctuation of a television display’s scan-
ning beam in order to make the raster spacing
less obvious
spreadsheet

spreadsheet /�spredʃi�t/ noun a program
which allows calculations to be carried out
on several columns of numbers
spritesprite /sprat/ noun an object which moves
round the screen in computer graphics
sprocket

sprocket noun a wheel with teeth round it
which fit into holes in continuous stationery
or punched tape
sprocket feedsprocket feed /�sprɒkt fi�d/ noun a pa-
per feed where the printer pulls the paper by
turning sprocket wheels which fit into a se-
ries of holes along each edge of the sheet. �
tractor feed
sprocket holes

sprocket holes /�sprɒkt həυlz/ plural
noun 1. a series of small holes on each edge
of continuous stationery, which allow the
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sheet to be pulled through the printer 2. per-
forations in the edges of a strip of film
sprocket wheelsprocket wheel /�sprɒkt wi�l/ noun
same as sprocket
spurspur /sp��/ noun a connection point into a
network
spurious dataspurious data /�spjυəriəs �detə/ noun
unexpected or unwanted data or an error in a
signal, often due to noise
SPXSPX /�es pi� �eks/ a trade name for a net-
work transport protocol developed by Novell
and used to carry IPX network traffic. Full
form sequenced packet exchange �
noun data transmission in only one direction.
Full form simplex. Opposite duplex
spywarespyware /�spaweə/ noun a type of soft-
ware that can be installed on someone’s hard
disk without that person’s knowledge. It is
designed to send back encoded information
about the computer owner’s identity and the
way he or she uses the Internet to the person
who installed it.
SQASQA abbr software quality assurance
SQLSQL /�es kju� �el/ noun a simple, commonly
used standard, database programming lan-
guage that is only used to create queries to re-
trieve data from the database. Full form
structured query language
square wavesquare wave /�skweə �wev/ noun a
pulse that rises vertically, levels off, then
drops vertically; the ideal shape for a digital
signal
squeezesqueeze /skwi�z/ noun the horizontal
compression of film images by using an an-
amorphic lens
squeeze roomsqueeze room /�skwi�z ru�m/ noun a
system which alters the shape of a television
image for an artistic effect
SSDSSD abbr single-sided disk
SSISSI abbr small scale integration
SSLSSL /�es es �el/ noun a protocol designed by
Netscape that provides secure communica-
tions over the Internet. Full form secure
sockets layer. � PGP, SEPP, SET, STT
STST noun a range of personal computers de-
veloped by Atari that use the Motorola 68000
series CPU
stabiliserstabiliser /�steblazə/, stabilizer noun a
mount which holds the camera steady
stabilitystability /stə|�blti/ noun the condition of
being stable
stablestable /�steb(ə)l/ adjective not moving or
not changing
stackstack /st�k/ noun temporary storage for
data, registers or tasks where items are added
and retrieved from the same end of the list. �
LIFO
stackable hubstackable hub /�st�kəb(ə)l �h�b/ noun a
hub device that has an external connector to

allow several devices to be connected togeth-
er so that network information can pass from
one network ring to another
stagestage /sted'/ noun one of several points in
a process � The text is ready for the printing
stage.
stagedstaged /sted'd/ adjective carried out in
stages, one after the other
stage windowstage window /�sted' �wndəυ/ noun a
window in which a video or animation se-
quence is viewed (normally refers to a win-
dow in which a Movie Player sequence is
played)
stand-alonestand-alone /�st�nd ə|�əυn/, standalone
adjective referring to a device or system that
can operate without the need of any other de-
vices � The workstations have been net-
worked together rather than used as stand-
alone systems. � noun such a device or sys-
tem
standardstandard /�st�ndəd/ adjective normal or
usual
standard documentstandard document /�st�ndəd
�dɒkjυmənt/, standard form /�st�ndəd
fɔ�m/ noun a printed document or form
which is used many times (with different
names and addresses often inserted – as in a
form letter)
standard functionstandard function /�st�ndəd �f�ŋkʃən/
noun a special feature included as normal in
a computer system
Standard Generalized Markup LanguageStandard Generalized Markup Lan-
guage /�st�ndəd �d'en(ə)rəlazd
�mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun full form of
SGML
standardisestandardise /�st�ndədaz/ verb to make
a series of things conform to a standard � to
standardise control of transmission links
standard letterstandard letter /�st�ndəd �letə/ noun a
letter which is sent without any change to the
main text, but which is personalised by in-
serting the names and addresses of different
people
standard paragraphstandard paragraph /�st�ndəd
�p�rə"rɑ�f/ noun a printed paragraph which
is used many times (with different names and
addresses often inserted – as in a form letter)
standardsstandards /�st�ndədz/ plural noun nor-
mal quality or normal conditions which are
used to judge other things � this batch of
disks is not up to standard � up to standard
of an acceptable quality � this batch of disks
is not up to standard
standards converterstandards converter /�st�ndədz kən |

�v��tə/ noun a device to convert received sig-
nals conforming to one standard into a differ-
ent standard
standard textstandard text /�st�ndəd �tekst/ noun a
printed text which is used many times (with
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different names and addresses often inserted
– as in a form letter)
standbystandby /�st�ndba/ adjective referring to
a device or program that is ready for use in
case of failure � noun such a device or pro-
gram
standby equipmentstandby equipment /�st�ndba  |

�kwpmənt/ noun a secondary system iden-
tical to the main system, to be used if the
main system breaks down
staplestaple /�step(ə)l/ noun a bent metal pin
which attaches pages together � verb to at-
tach papers together with a bent metal pin �
The booklet is stapled together. � The colla-
tor gathers signatures together before sta-
pling.
star filterstar filter /�stɑ� �fltə/ noun a filter with an
engraved design which creates star effects on
strong light sources
star networkstar network /�stɑ� �netw��k/ noun a net-
work of several machines where each node is
linked individually to a central hub. Compare
bus network, ring topology network
startstart /stɑ�t/ noun the beginning or first part
start bitstart bit /�stɑ�t �bt/ noun a transmitted bit
used (in asynchronous communications) to
indicate the start of a character. Opposite
stop bit
Start buttonStart button /�stɑ�t �b�t(ə)n/ noun a but-
ton that is normally in the bottom left-hand
corner of a Windows 95 Desktop screen and
provides a convenient route to the programs
and files on the computer
start of textstart of text /�stɑ�t əv �tekst/ noun a
transmitted code indicating the end of control
or address information and the start of the
message. Abbr SOT, STX
start pagestart page /�stɑ�t ped'/ noun the web-
page to which a visitor to a website is auto-
matically taken first
startup diskstartup disk /�stɑ�t�p dsk/ noun a flop-
py disk which holds the operating system and
system configuration files which can, in case
of hard disk failure, be used to boot the com-
puter
Startup folderStartup folder /�stɑ�t�p �fəυldə/ noun a
special folder on a hard disk that contains
programs that will be run automatically when
the user next starts Windows
startup screenstartup screen /�stɑ�t�p skri�n/ noun
text or graphics displayed when an applica-
tion or multimedia book is run
statementstatement /�stetmənt/ noun 1. an expres-
sion used to convey an instruction or define a
process 2. an instruction in a source language
which is translated into several machine code
instructions
state-of-the-artstate-of-the-art /�stet əv ði �ɑ�t/ adjec-
tive very modern or technically as advanced
as possible

‘…the main PCB is decidedly non-state-of-the-
art’ [Personal Computer World]

staticstatic /�st�tk/ adjective 1. referring to
data that does not change with time 2. refer-
ring to a system that is not dynamic

COMMENT: Static RAM uses bistable devic-
es such as flip-flops to store data; these
take up more space on a chip than the ca-
pacitative storage method of dynamic RAM
but do not require refreshing.

static objectstatic object /�st�tk �ɒbd'ekt/ noun an
object in an animation or video that does not
move within the frame
stationstation /�steʃ(ə)n/ noun a point in a net-
work or communications system which con-
tains devices to control the input and output
of messages, allowing it to be used as a sink
or source
stationarystationary /�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ adjective not
moving
stationerystationery /�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun office
supplies for writing, especially paper, enve-
lopes, labels, etc.
statisticalstatistical /stə|�tstk(ə)l/ adjective based
on statistics
statisticianstatistician /�st�t|�stʃ(ə)n/ noun a per-
son who analyses statistics
statisticsstatistics /stə |�tstks/ noun the study of
facts in the form of figures � plural noun a
collection of numerical data
statusstatus /�stetəs/ noun importance or posi-
tion of something
status barstatus bar /�stetəs bɑ�/ noun a line at the
top or bottom of a screen which gives infor-
mation about the task currently being worked
on, e.g. position of cursor, number of lines,
filename, time
status linestatus line /�stetəs lan/ noun same as
status bar
ST connectorST connector /�es ti� kə|�nektə/ noun a
connector used to terminate optical fibres
STDSTD abbr subscriber trunk dialling
STDMSTDM abbr statistical time division multi-
plexing
steadicamsteadicam /�stedik�m/ noun a device
which prevents camera shake and provides
smooth action with a hand-held camera
steep learning curvesteep learning curve /�sti�p �l��nŋ
�k��v/ noun 1. referring to a product that is
very difficult to use 2. such a product
steg analysissteg analysis /�ste" ə |�n�ləss/ noun the
process of searching through computerised
graphics or music files to find slight changes
in the normal patterns that may show the
presence of hidden messages
stepstep /step/ noun a single unit
step framestep frame /�step frem/ verb to capture a
video sequence one frame at a time, used
when the computer is not powerful or fast
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enough to capture real-time full-motion vid-
eo
stepper motorstepper motor, stepping motor noun a
motor which turns in small steps as instructed
by a computer (used in printers, disk drives
and robots)
step printingstep printing /�step �prntŋ/ noun a
printing process where the film is exposed
one frame at a time
step throughstep through /�step θru�/ noun a function
of a debugger that allows a developer to exe-
cute a program one instruction at a time to
see where the fault lies
steradionsteradion /stə|�rediɒn/ noun a unit of sol-
id angle
stereostereo /�steriəυ/, stereophonic /�steriə|

�fɒnk/ adjective referring to sound recorded
onto two separate channels from two separate
microphone elements and played back
through a pair of headphones or two speakers
stereophonystereophony /�steri |�ɒfəni/ noun sound
reproduction using two or more channels to
produce a three dimensional effect of sound
stereoscopystereoscopy /�steri |�ɒskəpi/ noun a pho-
tography system which provides a three di-
mensional effect
stickinessstickiness /�stkinəs/ noun the ability of a
website to attract visitors and to keep them
interested for a long time
stickysticky /�stki/ adjective used to describe an
Internet site that attracts visitors, especially
one that keeps them interested for a long time
stillstill /stl/ noun a single image or frame
within a video or film sequence
still framestill frame /�stl frem/ noun an individual
film or video tape frame which is continuous-
ly reproduced
stochastic modelstochastic model /stə|�k�stk �mɒd(ə)l/
noun a mathematical representation of a sys-
tem which includes the effects of random ac-
tions
stock control programstock control program /�stɒk kən|

�trəυl �prəυ"r�m/ noun software designed
to help manage stock in a business
stopstop /stɒp/ verb to cease doing something
stop-action photosstop-action photos /�stɒp ��kʃən
�fəυtəυz/ noun images in which objects
have been intermittently filmed one frame at
a time so that when they are projected at a
normal speed the changes that occur to these
objects will be apparent
stop and wait protocolstop and wait protocol /�stɒp ən �wet
�prəυtəkɑl/ noun communications protocol
in which the transmitter waits for a signal
from the receiver that the message was cor-
rectly received before transmitting further
data
stop bitstop bit /�stɒp bt/ noun a transmitted bit
used in asynchronous communications to in-

dicate the end of a character. Opposite start
bit
stop downstop down /�stɒp �daυn/ verb to decrease
the width of a lens aperture by altering the di-
aphragm of the iris
stop elementstop element /�stɒp �elmənt/ noun same
as stop bit
stop framestop frame /�stɒp frem/ noun � still
frame
stop motionstop motion /�stɒp �məυʃ(ə)n/ noun the
filming, projecting or printing of one frame at
a time
storagestorage /�stɔ�rd'/ noun memory or the
part of a computer system in which data or
programs are kept for further use
storage devicestorage device /�stɔ�rd' d|�vas/ noun
any device which can store data and then al-
low it to retrieved when required
storage mediumstorage medium /�stɔ�rd' �mi�diəm/
noun any physical material that can be used
to store data for a computer application
storage tubestorage tube /�stɔ�rd' tju�b/ noun a
special CRT used for computer graphics,
which retains an image on screen without the
need for refresh actions
storestore /stɔ�/ noun memory or the part of a
computer system in which data or programs
are kept for further use � verb to save data,
which can then be used again as necessary �
Storing a page of high resolution graphics
can require 3Mb.

COMMENT: Storage devices include hard
and floppy disk, RAM, punched paper tape
and magnetic tape.

store and forwardstore and forward /�stɔ� ən �fəɔwəd/
noun an electronic mail communications
system which stores a number of messages
before retransmitting them
story boardstory board /�stɔ�ri bɔ�d/ noun a series of
pictures or drawings that show how a video
or animation progresses
straight cutstraight cut /�stret k�t/ noun the cutting
from one shot to another with no intervening
visual effect
straystray /stre/ adjective referring to some-
thing that has avoided being stopped � The
metal screen protects the CPU against stray
electromagnetic effects from the PSU.
streakingstreaking /�stri�kŋ/ noun 1. vertical
stripes on a camera pick-up tube which can
divide an image light into red-blue-green
components without using dichroic mirrors
2. horizontal television picture distortion
streamstream /stri�m/ noun a long flow of serial
data
streamingstreaming /�stri�mŋ/ noun the process of
reading data from a storage device in one
continuous operation, without processor in-
tervention
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‘…the product has 16Mb of memory, 45Mb of
Winchester disk storage and 95Mb streaming
tape storage’ [Minicomputer News]

streaming audiostreaming audio /�stri�mŋ �ɔ�diəυ/
noun digital audio data that is continuously
transmitted (normally over the Internet) us-
ing a streaming protocol to provide stereo
sound
streaming datastreaming data /�stri�mŋ �detə/,
streaming protocol noun a method of
sending a continuous stream of data over the
Internet to provide live video or sound trans-
mission

COMMENT: Older methods of sending con-
tinuous live data used a standard web
server (an HTTP server) to transmit the da-
ta. However, an HTTP server is designed
to send data when it is ready rather than
sending a regular stream of data that is re-
quired by multimedia. If you have ever tried
to view a video clip over the Internet, you
may have encountered this burst-transmis-
sion problem: when traffic or server load
lightens, you can watch 20 frames per sec-
ond, when the server is busy, you can
watch one frame per minute. To provide a
good multimedia server, the data delivery
must be regulated and ideally synchro-
nised. There are many different standards
used to deliver sound and video over the
Internet including Progressive Network’s
RealAudio, Microsoft’s NetShow server,
with supports both audio and video, and
Netscape’s MediaServer. Each of these
streaming data technologies allows the
user or publisher to limit the delivery of
data to a maximum data rate. There are
several standard formats used including
Microsoft’s multimedia delivery format,
ASF (active streaming format) and other
standards developed by Macromedia,
VDOnet, Vivo, and VXtreme.

streaming videostreaming video /�stri�mŋ �vdiəυ/
noun video image data that is continuously
transmitted (normally over the Internet) us-
ing a streaming protocol to provide smooth
moving images
strikethroughstrikethrough /�strakθru�/ noun a hori-
zontal line used for indicating deleted text
stringstring /strŋ/ noun any series of consecu-
tive alphanumeric characters or words that
are manipulated and treated as a single unit
by the computer
string orientated symbolic languagestring orientated symbolic lan-
guage /�strŋ �ɔ�riəntetd sm |�bɒlk
�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun full form of SNOBOL
stringy floppystringy floppy /�strŋi �flɒpi/ noun same
as tape streamer
stripstrip /strp/ noun a long thin piece of mate-
rial � verb to remove the control data from a
received message, leaving only the relevant
information
stripestripe /strap/ noun a long thin line of col-
our

stripingstriping /�strapŋ/ noun the process of
adding longitudinal time-code to video rush-
es
strobestrobe /strəυb/ verb to send a pulse, usual-
ly on the selection line, of an electronic cir-
cuit � noun the pulse of an electric circuit
strobe lightingstrobe lighting /�strəυb �latŋ/ noun
electronic flash lighting working at the same
rate as a motion picture camera frame, creat-
ing sharp images of fast-moving objects
stroboscopestroboscope /strəυb/, strobe noun a
light source which produces flashes of light
strokestroke /strəυk/ noun 1. the width (in pix-
els) of a pen or brush used to draw on-screen
2. a basic curved or straight line that makes
up a character
structurestructure /�str�ktʃə/ noun a way in which
something is organised or formed � verb to
organise or to arrange in a certain way
structured designstructured design /�str�ktʃəd d |�zan/
noun a number of interconnected modules
which are intended to solve problems
structured query languagestructured query language
/�str�ktʃəd �kwəri �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun full
form of SQL
STTSTT /�es ti� �ti�/ noun a system developed to
provide a secure link between a user’s brows-
er and a vendor’s Website to allow the user to
pay for goods over the Internet. Full form se-
cure transaction technology. � PGP,
SEPP, SET, S-HTTP, SSL
stubstub /st�b/ noun a short program routine
which contains comments to describe the ex-
ecutable code that will, eventually, be insert-
ed into the routine
studiostudio /�stju�diəυ/ noun a place where a
designer draws; a place where recordings
take a place; a place where films are made
STXSTX abbr start of text
stylestyle /stal/ noun the typeface, font, point
size, colour, spacing and margins of text in a
formatted document
style sheetstyle sheet /�stal ʃi�t/ noun 1. a template
which can be preformatted to generate auto-
matically the style or layout of a document
such as a manual, book or newsletter 2. a
sheet giving the style which should be fol-
lowed by an editor
stylusstylus /�staləs/ noun 1. a pen-like device
which is used in computer graphics systems
to dictate cursor position on the screen 2. (in
a transducer ) a needle which converts sig-
nals on an audio record into electrical signals
3. a transducer that detects data stored on a
videodisc
stylus printerstylus printer /�staləs �prntə/ noun �
dot-matrix printer
sub-sub- /s�b/ prefix less than, less important
than or lower than
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subdirectory

subdirectory /�s�bd|�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a
directory of disk or tape contents contained
within the main directory

‘…if you delete a file and then delete the subdi-
rectory where it was located, you cannot restore
the file because the directory does not exist’
[Personal Computer World]

sub-domainsub-domain /�s�b dəυ|�men/ noun a sec-
ond level of addressing on the Internet that
normally refers to a department name within
a larger organisation
subdomain name

subdomain name /�s�bdə|�men �nem/
noun an organisational name consisting of
two or three letters, e.g. ac or .com, that pre-
cedes the two-letter country domain name in
an Internet address, as in ‘.com.au’, the ad-
dress for Australian commercial sites.
subjective camera

subjective camera /səb|�d'ektv
�k�m(ə)rə/ noun scenes shot from the point
of view of the camera in order to intensify au-
dience reaction
submenusubmenu /�s�bmenju�/ noun a secondary
menu displayed as a choice from a menu
submit buttonsubmit button /səb|�mt �b�t(ə)n/ noun a
button displayed on a webpage that sends in-
formation entered by a user on a web form to
a program running on a web server for
processing, e.g., the submit button could be
used to start a search query
subnetsubnet /�s�bnet/ noun a self-contained
part of a large network, normally referring to
one, independently-managed part of the In-
ternet
subnet address

subnet address /�s�bnet ə|�dres/, sub-
net number /�s�bnet �n�mbə/ noun the
part of an IP address that identifies a subnet
that is connected to a larger network. The
first part of the IP address identifies the net-
work, the next part of the IP address identi-
fies the subnet and the last part of the IP ad-
dress identifies a single host server.
subnet mask

subnet mask /�s�bnet mɑ�sk/ noun a fil-
ter that is used to select the portion of an IP
address that contains the subnet address
subnotebooksubnotebook /s�b|�nəυtbυk/ noun a very
small portable computer, smaller and lighter
than a standard full-size notebook or laptop
computer. A subnotebook often has a smaller
keyboard and display and often only includes
a hard disk drive with any floppy disk drive
or CD-ROM drive in a separate, external unit
that can be plugged in when needed.
subprogramsubprogram /�s�bprəυ"r�m/ noun 1. a
subroutine in a program 2. a program called
up by a main program
subroutinesubroutine /�s�bru�|�ti�n/ noun a section
of a program which performs a required
function and can be called upon at any time
from inside the main program

COMMENT: A subroutine is executed by a
call instruction which directs the processor
to its address; when finished it returns to
the instruction after the call instruction in
the main program.

subscribersubscriber /səb|�skrabə/ noun 1. a per-
son who has a telephone 2. a person who
pays for access to a service such as a BBS
subscriptsubscript /�s�bskrpt/ noun a small char-
acter which is printed below the line of other
characters. � superscript (NOTE: used in
chemical formulae: CO2)
subsetsubset /�s�b|�set/ noun a small set of data
items which forms part of a another larger set
substancesubstance /�s�bstəns/ noun any matter
whose properties can be described
substitutesubstitute /�s�bsttju�t/ verb to put
something in the place of something else
(NOTE: you substitute one thing for another)
substitutionsubstitution /�s�bst |�tju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of replacing something by something else
substratesubstrate /�s�bstret/ noun a base materi-
al on which an integrated circuit is construct-
ed. � integrated circuit
subsystemsubsystem /�s�bsstəm/ noun one small-
er part of a large system
subtitlesubtitle /�s�btat(ə)l/ noun a caption
which is inserted over the filmed action, gen-
erally at the bottom of the screen, to provide
information, to give a direct translation of di-
alogue in a foreign language, or as an aid to
the hard of hearing
subtotalsubtotal /�s�b|�təυt(ə)l/ noun the total at
the end of a column, which when added to
others makes the grand total
subtractive primariessubtractive primaries /səb|�tr�ktv
�praməriz/ plural noun the colours cyan,
magenta and yellow
subtrahendsubtrahend /�s�btrəhend/ noun in a sub-
traction operation, the number to be subtract-
ed from the minuend
subvoice grade channelsubvoice grade channel /�s�bvɔs
"red �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a communications
channel using frequencies (240 – 300Hz) be-
low a voice channel, used for low speed data
transmission
successivesuccessive /sək|�sesv/ adjective which
follow one after the other � Each successive
operation adds further characters to the
string.
suffix notationsuffix notation /�s�fks nəυ|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun mathematical operations written in a
logical way, so that the symbol appears after
the numbers to be acted upon
suitcasesuitcase /�su�tkes/ noun (in the Apple
Macintosh environment) an icon which con-
tains a screen font and allows fonts to be eas-
ily installed onto the system
suite of programssuite of programs /�swi�t əv
�prəυ"r�mz/ noun 1. a group of programs
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which run one after the other � The word-
processing system uses a suite of three pro-
grams, editor, spelling checker and printing
controller. 2. a number of programs used for
a particular task
summation checksummation check /s�|�meʃ(ə)n tʃek/
noun an error detection check performed by
adding together the characters received and
comparing with the required total
sun outagesun outage /�s�n �aυtd'/ noun the length
of time during which a satellite does not op-
erate due to the position of the moon or earth,
causing a shadow over the satellite’s solar
cells
super-super- /su�pə/ prefix very good or very
powerful
super bit mappingsuper bit mapping /�su�pə �bt �m�pŋ/
noun full form of SBM
supercomputersupercomputer /�su�pəkəm |�pju�tə/
noun a very powerful mainframe computer
used for high speed mathematical tasks
super high frequencysuper high frequency /�su�pə ha
�fri�kwənsi/ noun the frequency range be-
tween 3 – 30GHz. Abbr SHF
superimposesuperimpose /�su�pərm|�pəυz/ verb 1. to
lay one picture over another so that they both
remain visible 2. to add a graphic or a caption
over a picture
superior numbersuperior number /sυ|�pəriə �n�mbə/
noun a superscript figure
super large scale integrationsuper large scale integration /�su�pə
�lɑ�d' skel �nt|�"reʃ(ə)n/ noun an inte-
grated circuit with more than 100,000 com-
ponents. Abbr SLSI
super master groupsuper master group /�su�pə �mɑ�stə
"ru�p/ noun a collection of 900 voice chan-
nels
superscriptsuperscript /�su�pə|�skrpt/ noun a small
character printed higher than the normal line
of characters. Compare subscript (NOTE:
used often in mathematics: 105 say: ten to
the power five)
supersedesupersede /�su�pə|�si�d/ verb to take the
place of something which is older or less use-
ful � The new program supersedes the earli-
er one, and is much faster.
superstationsuperstation /�su�pə|�steʃ(ə)n/ noun US
a TV system, where a single TV station
broadcasts many programmes simultaneous-
ly via satellite and cable
superusersuperuser /�su�pə|�ju�zə/ noun a UNIX
user with all access rights, equivalent to an
administrator under the Windows system
super VGAsuper VGA /�su�pə vi� d'i� �e/ noun full
form of SVGA
super VHSsuper VHS /�su�pə �vi� etʃ �es/ noun full
form of S-VHS
supervisesupervise /�su�pə|�vaz/ verb to watch
carefully to see if work is well done

supervisionsupervision /�su�pə|�v'(ə)n/ noun the act
of supervising
supervisorsupervisor /�su�pə|�vazə/ noun 1. a per-
son who makes sure that equipment is always
working correctly 2. a section of a computer
operating system that regulates the use of pe-
ripherals and the operations undertaken by
the CPU
supervisorysupervisory /�su�pəvazəri/ adjective as
a supervisor
suppliersupplier /sə |�plaə/ noun a company which
supplies something � a supplier of computer
parts
supplysupply /sə|�pla/ noun the process of pro-
viding goods, products or services � The
electricity supply has failed. � verb to pro-
vide something which is needed and for
which someone will pay � The computer was
supplied by a recognised dealer.
supportsupport /sə|�pɔ�t/ verb to give help to or to
help to run � The main computer supports six
workstations.
suppresssuppress /sə|�pres/ verb to remove � The
filter is used to suppress the noise due to stat-
ic interference.
suppressionsuppression /sə|�preʃ(ə)n/ noun the act
of suppressing
suppressorsuppressor /sə|�presə/ noun a device
which suppresses interference
surfsurf /s��f/ verb to explore a website looking
at the webpages in no particular order, but
simply moving between pages using the links
surface-mount technologysurface-mount technology /�s��fs
maυnt tek|�nɒləd'i/ noun full form of SMT
surgesurge /s��d'/ noun a sudden increase in
electrical power in a system, due to a fault,
noise or component failure

COMMENT: Power surges can burn out cir-
cuits before you have time to pull the plug.
A surge protector between your computer
and the wall outlet will help prevent dam-
age.

surge protectorsurge protector /�s��d' prə |�tektə/ noun
an electronic device which cuts off the power
supply to sensitive equipment if it detects a
power surge that could cause damage
suspendsuspend /sə|�spend/ noun a command that
is used when running Windows on a battery-
powered laptop computer to shut down al-
most all of the electronic components of the
laptop
sustainsustain /sə|�sten/ verb to keep a voltage at
a certain level for a period of time � noun the
body of a sound signal. Compare attack, de-
cay
SVGASVGA /�es vi� d'i� �e/ noun an enhance-
ment to the standard VGA graphics display
system which allows resolutions of up to
800x600pixels with 16million colours. Full
form super VGA
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S-VHSS-VHS /�es vi� etʃ �es/ noun a high-resolu-
tion version of the standard VHS video cas-
sette standard which can record 400 lines of
a video signal rather than the usual 260 lines
of VHS. Full form super VHS
S-VideoS-Video /�es �vdiəυ/ noun a method of
transmitting a video signal in which the lumi-
nance and colour components (the luma, Y,
and chroma, C) are transmitted over separate
wires to improve the quality of the video,
used in Hi8, S-VHS and other video formats
to provide better quality than composite vid-
eo. Also called Y/C video
SWSW abbr short wave
swapswap /swɒp/ noun same as swapping �
verb to stop using one program, put it into
store temporarily, run another program, and
when that is finished, return to the first one
swap fileswap file /�swɒp fal/ noun a file stored on
the hard disk used as a temporary storage
area for data held in RAM, to provide virtual
memory
swappingswapping /�swɒpŋ/ noun (in a virtual
memory system) an activity in which pro-
gram data is moved from main memory to
disk, while another program is loaded or run.
� virtual memory. Also called swap
sweepsweep /swi�p/ noun the movement of the
electron beam over the area of a television
screen in regular horizontal and vertical
steps, producing the image
sweeteningsweetening /�swi�t(ə)nŋ/ noun 1. the ad-
dition of new sound to a voice track 2. the ad-
dition of sound effects to the visual images 3.
the improvement of the quality of image, col-
our, etc., through electronic modification
swimswim /swm/ noun computer graphics
which move slightly due to a faulty display
unit
switchswitch /swtʃ/ noun 1. (in some com-
mand-line operating systems) an additional
character entered on the same line as the pro-
gram command, which affects how the pro-
gram runs 2. a point in a computer program
where control can be passed to one of a
number of choices 3. a mechanical or solid
state device that can electrically connect or
isolate two or more lines � verb to connect or
disconnect two lines by activating a switch
switchboardswitchboard /�swtʃbɔ�d/ noun a central
point in a telephone system, where the lines
from various telephone handsets meet, where
calls can be directed to any other telephone
switchboard operatorswitchboard operator /�swtʃbɔ�d
�ɒpəretə/ noun a person who works a cen-
tral telephone switchboard, by connecting in-
coming and outgoing calls to various lines
switchingswitching /�swtʃŋ/ noun a constant up-
date of connections between changing sinks
and sources in a network

symbolsymbol /�smbəl/ noun a sign or picture
which represents something � This language
uses the symbol ? to represent the print com-
mand.
symbolicsymbolic /sm|�bɒlk/ adjective which acts
as a symbol or which uses a symbol name or
label
syncsync /sŋk/ noun 1. two events or timing
signals which happen at the same time 2. the
exact aligning of the sound and picture com-
ponents of a film so that they coincide
synchronisationsynchronisation /�sŋkrəna |�zeʃ(ə)n/
noun the action of synchronising two or more
devices
synchronisesynchronise /�sŋkrə|�naz/ verb to make
sure that two or more devices or processes
are coordinated in time or action
synchronisersynchroniser /�sŋkrənazə/ noun 1. a
device that will perform a function when it
receives a signal from another device 2. a ma-
chine used to edit the sound track and the film
at the same time
synchronoussynchronous /�sŋkrənəs/ adjective
which runs in sync with something else (such
as a main clock)
synchronous data link controlsynchronous data link control
/�sŋkrənəs �detə lŋk kən|�trəυl/ noun full
form of SDLC
synonymsynonym /�snənm/ noun a word which
means the same thing as another word
synonymoussynonymous /s |�nɒnməs/ adjective
meaning the same � The words ‘error’ and
‘mistake’ are synonymous.
syntactic errorsyntactic error /sn|�t�ktk �erə/ noun a
programming error in which the program
statement does not follow the syntax of the
language
syntaxsyntax /�snt�ks/ noun grammatical rules
which apply to a programming language
synthesissynthesis /�snθəss/ noun the process of
producing something artificially from a
number of smaller elements
synthesisesynthesise /�snθəsaz/ verb to produce
something artificially from a number of
smaller elements

‘…despite the fact that speech can now be syn-
thesized with very acceptable quality, all it con-
veys is linguistic information’ [Personal Compu-
ter World]

synthesisersynthesiser /�snθəsazə/ noun a device
which generates signals, sound or speech
SyQuestSyQuest /�sakwest/ a manufacturer of
storage devices, including a range of remov-
able hard disk drives and backup units. � Zip
disk
systemsystem /�sstəm/ noun any group of hard-
ware or software or peripherals, etc., which
work together
System 7™System 7™ /�sstəm �sev(ə)n/ a version
of the operating system for the Apple Macin-
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tosh personal computer that introduces mul-
titasking, virtual memory and peer-to-peer
file sharing
system administrator

system administrator /�sstəm əd|

�mnstretə/ noun � network administra-
tor
system backup

system backup /�sstəm �b�k�p/ noun a
copy of all the data stored on a computer,
server or network
system colours

system colours /�sstəm �k�ləz/ plural
noun same as default palette
system crash

system crash /�sstəm kr�ʃ/ noun a sit-
uation where the operating system stops
working and has to be restarted
system design

system design /�sstəm d|�zan/ noun
the process of identifying and investigating
possible solutions to a problem, and deciding
upon the most appropriate system to solve
the problem
Système Electronique Couleur Avec Mémoire

Système Electronique Couleur
Avec Mémoire noun full form of SECAM
system life cycle

system life cycle /�sstəm �laf
�sak(ə)l/ noun the time when a system ex-
ists, between its initial design and its becom-
ing out of date
system manager

system manager /�sstəm �m�nd'ə/
noun a person responsible for the computers
or network in a company
System Monitor

System Monitor /�sstəm �mɒntə/ noun
a Windows utility that allows a user to view
how the resources on their PC are performing
and, if they have shared the device, who else
on the network is using the resources
system operator

system operator /�sstəm �ɒpəretə/
noun a person who manages an online bulle-
tin board or maintains a computer network

system palettesystem palette /�sstəm �p�lət/ noun the
range of colours that are available on a partic-
ular operating system and can be shared by
all applications
systems analysissystems analysis /�sstəmz ə |�n�ləss/
noun 1. the process of analysing a process or
system to see if it could be more efficiently
carried out by a computer 2. the process of
examining an existing system with the aim of
improving or replacing it
Systems Application ArchitectureSystems Application Architecture
/�sstəmz ��plkeʃ(ə)n �ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun
full form of SAA
system securitysystem security /�sstəm s|�kjυərti/
noun measures, such as password, priority
protection, authorisation codes, designed to
stop browsers and hackers
Systems Network ArchitectureSystems Network Architecture
/�sstəmz �netw��k �ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun full
form of SNA
system softwaresystem software /�sstəm �sɒftweə/
noun programs which direct the basic func-
tions, input-output control, etc., of a compu-
ter
system specificationssystem specifications /�sstəm
�spesf|�keʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun details of
hardware and software required to perform
certain tasks
system supportsystem support /�sstəm sə|�pɔ�t/ noun
a group of people who maintain and operate
a system
system traysystem tray /�sstəm tre/ noun (in Win-
dows) an area of the taskbar normally in the
bottom right-hand corner next to the clock.
The system tray displays tiny icons that show
which system software programs were run
automatically when Windows started and are
now running in the background.
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T abbr tera-
T1 committee

T1 committee /�ti� �w�n kə|�mti/ noun
an ANSI committee which sets digital com-
munications standards for the US, particular-
ly ISDN services
T1 link

T1 link /�ti� �w�n �lŋk/ noun (in the US) a
high speed, long distance data transmission
link not related to the T1 committee, that can
carry data at 1.544Mbits per second
tab

tab /t�b/ verb 1. to tabulate or to arrange
text in columns with the cursor automatically
running from one column to the next in key-
boarding � The list was neatly lined up by
tabbing to column 10 at the start of each new
line. 2. in a GUI, method of moving from one
button or field to another without using the
mouse, but by pressing the tab key to move
the focus
tabbing

tabbing /�t�bŋ/ noun the movement of the
cursor in a word-processing program from
one tab stop to the next � Tabbing can be
done from inside the program.
table

table /�teb(ə)l/ noun a list of data in col-
umns and rows on a printed page or on the
screen
table of contents

table of contents /�teb(ə)l əv
�kɒntents/ noun 1. a list of the contents of a
book, usually printed at the beginning 2. data
at the start of a disc that describes how many
tracks are on the CD, their position and
length 3. a page with a list of the headings of
all the other main pages in the title and links
so that a user can move to them
tablet

tablet /�t�blət/ noun a graphics pad or flat
device which allows a user to input graphical
information into a computer by drawing on
its surface
tab settings

tab settings /�t�b �setŋz/, tab stops
/�t�b stɒps/ plural noun preset points along
a line, where the printing head or cursor will
stop for each tabulation command
tabulate

tabulate /�t�bjυ|�let/ verb to arrange text
in columns, with the cursor moving to each
new column automatically as the text is key-
boarded
tabulating

tabulating /�t�bjυletŋ/ noun the action
of processing punched cards, such as a sort-
ing operation
tabulation

tabulation /�t�bjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. ar-
rangement of a table of figures 2. the process

of moving a printing head or cursor a preset
distance along a line
tabulatortabulator /�t�bjυletə/ noun part of a
word-processor which automatically sets
words or figures into columns
TACSTACS noun a UK standard for cellular radio
systems. Full form total access communi-
cation system
tactiletactile /�t�ktal/ adjective using the sense
of touch
tagtag /t�"/ noun 1. one section of a computer
instruction 2. a set of identifying characters
attached to a file or item (of data) � Each file
has a three letter tag for rapid identification.
tag image file formattag image file format /�t�" �md' �fal
�fɔ�m�t/ noun full form of TIFF
tailtail /tel/ noun 1. data recognised as the end
of a list of data 2. a control code used to sig-
nal the end of a message
taketake /tek/ noun a camera shot of an indi-
vidual piece of action
take-uptake-up /�tek �p/ noun a device such as a
reel on which film or tape is wound from a
projector, camera gate or editing machine
take-up reeltake-up reel /�tek �p �ri�l/ noun a reel
onto which magnetic tape is collected
talktalk /tɔ�k/ verb to speak or to communicate

‘…a variety of technologies exist which allow
computers to talk to one another’ [Which PC?]

talkbacktalkback /�tɔ�kb�k/ noun speech commu-
nications between a control room and a stu-
dio

‘…a variety of technologies exist which allow
computers to talk to one another’ [Which PC?]

tapetape /tep/ noun a long thin flat piece of ma-
terial

COMMENT: Cassettes or reels of tape are
easy to use and cheaper than disks, the
cassette casing usually conforming to a
standard size. They are less adaptable and
only provide sequential access, usually be-
ing used for master copies or making back-
ups.

tape backuptape backup /�tep �b�k�p/ noun the
process of using (usually magnetic) tape as a
medium for storing back-ups from faster
main or secondary storage, such as RAM or
hard disk
tape drivetape drive /�tep drav/ noun a mecha-
nism which controls magnetic tape move-
ment over the tape heads � Our new product
has a 96MB streaming tape drive.
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tape formattape format /�tep �fɔ�m�t/ noun a way in
which blocks of data, control codes and loca-
tion data is stored on tape
tape streamertape streamer /�tep �stri�mə/ noun a de-
vice containing a continuous loop of tape,
used as backing storage. Also called stringy
floppy
TargaTarga /�tɑ�"ə/ noun a graphics file format
which uses the .TGA extension on a PC, de-
veloped by Truevision to store raster graphic
images in 16–, 24– and 32-bit colour.
targettarget /�tɑ�"t/ noun a goal which you aim
to achieve
targetcasttargetcast /�tɑ�"tkɑ�st/ verb to broadcast
a website only to a group of people who are
known to be potentially interested in it, and
not to everyone on the Internet
target computertarget computer /�tɑ�"t kəm |�pju�tə/
noun a computer on which software is to be
run
target disktarget disk /�tɑ�"t dsk/ noun a disk onto
which a file is to be copied
target languagetarget language /�tɑ�"t �l�ŋ"wd'/
noun a language into which a language will
be translated from its source language � The
target language for this PASCAL program is
machine code. Opposite source language
target programtarget program /�tɑ�"t �prəυ"r�m/
noun an object program or computer pro-
gram in object code form, produced by a
compiler
target windowtarget window /�tɑ�"t �wndəυ/ noun a
window in which text or graphics will be dis-
played
tarifftariff /�t�rf/ noun a charge incurred by a
user of a communications or computer sys-
tem � There is a set tariff for logging on, then
a rate for every minute of computer time
used.
TASITASI noun a method of using a voice chan-
nel for other signals during the gaps and
pauses in a normal conversation. Full form
time assigned speech interpolation
tasktask /tɑ�sk/ noun a job which is to carried
out by a computer
taskbartaskbar /�tɑ�skbɑ�/ noun a bar that nor-
mally runs along the bottom of the screen in
Windows and displays the Start button and a
list of other programs or windows that are
currently active
task managementtask management /�tɑ�sk
�m�nd'mənt/ noun system software which
controls the use and allocation of resources to
programs
task swappingtask swapping /�tɑ�sk �swɒpŋ/ noun the
process of exchanging one program in mem-
ory for another which is temporarily stored
on disk. Task switching is not the same as
multitasking which can execute several pro-
grams at once.

task switching

task switching /�tɑ�sk �swtʃŋ/ noun
same as task swapping
TAT

TAT abbr turnaround time
TBC

TBC abbr time-base corrector
T carrierT carrier /�ti� �k�riə/ noun a US standard
for digital data transmission lines, such as
T1, T1C, and corresponding signal standards
DS1, DS1C
TCIP

TCIP noun discernable time-code numerals
in video-tape editing. Full form time code in
picture
TCM

TCM abbr thermal control module
T-commerce

T-commerce /�ti� �kɒm��s/ noun a busi-
ness conducted by means of interactive tele-
vision
T connectorT connector /�ti� kə|�nektə/ noun a coaxi-
al connector, shaped like the letter ‘T’, which
connects two thin coaxial cables using BNC
plugs and provides a third connection for an-
other cable or network interface card
TCP

TCP /�ti� si� �pi�/ noun standard data trans-
mission protocol that provides full duplex
transmission, bundles data into packets and
checks for errors. Full form transmission
control protocol
TCP/IP

TCP/IP /�ti� si� pi� a �pi�/ noun a data
transfer protocol used in networks and com-
munications systems, often used in Unix-
based networks. This protocol is used for all
communications over the internet. Full form
transmission control protocol/interface
program
TDMTDM /�ti� di� �em/ noun a method of com-
bining several signals into one high-speed
transmission carrier, each input signal being
sampled in turn and the result transmitted to
a the receiver which re-constructs the signals.
Full form time division multiplexing
TDRTDR /�ti� di� �ɑ�/ noun a test that identifies
where cable faults lie by sending a signal
down the cable and measuring how long it
takes for the reflection to come back. Full
form time domain reflectometry
TDSTDS /�ti� di� �es/ noun a computer system
that will normally run batch processing tasks
until interrupted by a new transaction, at
which point it allocates resources to the new
transaction. Full form transaction-driven
system
technical

technical /�teknk(ə)l/ adjective referring
to a particular machine or process � The doc-
ument gives all the technical details on the
new computer.
technically

technically /�teknkli/ adverb in a techni-
cal way � Their system is technically far
more advanced than ours.
technical supporttechnical support /�teknk(ə)l sə|�pɔ�t/
noun a person who provides such advice
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techniciantechnician /tek|�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a person
who is specialised in industrial work
techniquetechnique /tek|�ni�k/ noun a skilled way of
doing a job � The company has developed a
new technique for processing customers’
disks.
technologicaltechnological /�teknə|�lɒd'k(ə)l/ adjec-
tive referring to technology
technologytechnology /tek|�nɒləd'i/ noun the proc-
ess of applying scientific knowledge to in-
dustrial processes
teltel abbr telephone
tele-tele- /teli/ prefix long distance
telebankingtelebanking /�teli|�b�ŋkŋ/ noun a system
by which an account holder can carry out
transactions with his bank via a terminal and
communications network
telecommunicationstelecommunications /�telikə|�mju�n |

�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun the technology of passing
and receiving messages over a distance, as in
radio, telephone, telegram, satellite broad-
cast, etc.
telecommutingtelecommuting /�telikəmju�tŋ/ noun
the practice of working on a computer in one
place (normally from home) that is linked by
modem to the company’s central office al-
lowing messages and data to be transferred
teleconferenceteleconference /�teli |�kɒnf(ə)rəns/ noun
a meeting held among people in different lo-
cations by means of telecommunications
equipment
teleconferencingteleconferencing /�teli|�kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/
noun 1. the process of linking video, audio
and computer signals from different loca-
tions so that distant people can talk and see
each other, as if in a conference room 2. part
of video-conferencing where the image is re-
newed only at intervals in order to decrease
the transmission bandwidth required
telecontroltelecontrol /�telikən |�trəυl/ noun the con-
trol of a remote device by a telecommunica-
tions link
telegramtelegram /�tel"r�m/ noun a message sent
to another country by telegraph � to send an
international telegram
telegraphtelegraph /�tel"rɑ�f/ noun a message
transmitted using a telegraphy system � verb
to send a telegram to another person; to send
printed or written or drawn material by long-
distance telegraphy � They telegraphed their
agreement. � The photographs were tele-
graphed to New York.
telegraphictelegraphic /�tel |�"r�fk/ adjective refer-
ring to a telegraph system
telegraphic addresstelegraphic address /�tel |�"r�fk ə|

�dres/ noun a short address to which a tele-
gram is sent
telegraph officetelegraph office /�tel"rɑ�f �ɒfs/ noun
an office from which telegrams can be sent

telegraphytelegraphy /tə |�le"rəfi/ noun a system of
sending messages along wires using direct
current pulses
teleinformatic servicesteleinformatic services /telin|

�fɔ�mətk �s��vsz/ plural noun any of var-
ious data only services, such as telex, facsim-
ile, which use telecommunications
telematicstelematics /�tel|�m�tks/ noun the inter-
action of all data processing and communica-
tions devices
telemessagetelemessage /�telmesd'/ noun a mes-
sage sent by telephone, and delivered as a
card
telemetrytelemetry /tə|�lemtri/ noun data from re-
mote measuring devices transmitted over a
telecommunications link
teleorderingteleordering /�teli |�ɔ�dərŋ/ noun a book
ordering system, in which the bookseller’s
orders are entered into a computer which
then puts the order through to the distributor
at the end of the day
telephonetelephone /�telfəυn/ noun a machine
used for speaking to someone or communi-
cating with another computer (using mo-
dems) over a long distance
telephone linetelephone line /�telfəυn lan/ noun a ca-
ble used to connect a telephone handset with
a central exchange
telephonisttelephonist /tə|�lefənst/ noun a person
who works a telephone switchboard
telephonytelephony /tə|�lefəni/ noun a series of
standards that define the way in which com-
puters can work with a telephone system to
provide voice-mail, telephone answering,
and fax services
telephony application programming interfacetelephony application programming
interface /tə|�lefəni ��plkeʃ(ə)n
�prəυ"r�mŋ �ntəfes/ noun a system de-
veloped by Microsoft and Intel that allows a
PC to control a single telephone. Abbr TAPI
telephony services application programming interfacetelephony services application pro-
gramming interface /tə|�lefəni �s��vsz
��plkeʃ(ə)n �prəυ"r�mŋ �ntəfes/
noun a system developed by Novell and
AT&T that allows a PC to control a PBX tel-
ephone exchange. Abbr TSAPI
telephoto distortiontelephoto distortion /�telfəυtəυ ds|

�tɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the compression result
which occurs in shots filmed with a telephoto
lens; objects far away from the camera seem
to be closer, and a performer’s movement to-
wards or away from the camera seems to be
slower
telephoto lenstelephoto lens /�telfəυtəυ �lenz/ noun a
camera objective lens with long focal length
and short back focus. This type of lens gives
the impression that an object is closer than it
really .is.
teleprinterteleprinter /�teli |�prntə/ noun a device
that is capable of sending and receiving data
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from a distant point by means of a telegraphic
circuit, and printing out the message on a
printer � You can drive a teleprinter from this
modified serial port.
teleprinter interface

teleprinter interface /�teliprntə
�ntəfes/ noun a terminal interface or hard-
ware and software combination required to
control the functions of a terminal
teleprinter rollteleprinter roll /�teliprntə �rəυl/ noun a
roll of paper onto which messages are printed
teleprocessing

teleprocessing /�teli|�prəυsesŋ/ noun
the processing of data at a distance (as on a
central computer from outside terminals).
Abbr TP
telerecordingtelerecording /�telr |�kɔ�dŋ/ noun the
transferral of a television or video pro-
gramme to motion picture film
telesalestelesales /�teli|�selz/ noun sales made by
telephone
teleshoppingteleshopping /�tel |�ʃɒpŋ/ noun the use
of a telephone-based data service such as
viewdata to order products from a shop
telesoftwaretelesoftware /�teli |�sɒftweə/ noun soft-
ware which is received from a viewdata or
teletext service. Abbr TSW
teletextteletext /�teli|�tekst/ noun a method of
transmitting text and information with a nor-
mal television signal, usually as a serial bit
stream which can be displayed using a spe-
cial decoder
teletypeteletype

teletype /�telitap/ noun a term used for
teleprinter equipment. Abbr TTY
teletypesettingteletypesetting /�tel |�tapsetŋ/ noun a
typesetter operated from a punched paper
tape
teletypewriterteletypewriter /�tel|�tapratə/ noun a
keyboard and printer attached to a computer
system which can input data either direct or
by making punched paper tape
television

television /�tel|�v'(ə)n/ noun 1. a device
which can receive (modulated) video signals
from a computer or broadcast signals with an
aerial and display images on a CRT screen
with sound 2. a system for broadcasting pic-
tures and sound using high-frequency radio
waves, captured by a receiver and shown on a
screen 3. the actual broadcasts themselves, or
the set on which they are seen � abbr TV
television monitortelevision monitor /�tel|�v'(ə)n
�mɒntə/ noun a device able to display sig-
nals from a computer without sound, but is
not able to broadcast signals, usually because
there is no demodulator
television receiver/monitor

television receiver/monitor
/�telv'(ə)n r |�si�və �mɒntə/ noun a de-
vice able to act as a TV receiver or monitor
television scantelevision scan /�tel|�v'(ə)n sk�n/
noun a horizontal movement of the picture

beam over the screen, producing one line of
an image
television tubetelevision tube /�tel|�v'(ə)n tju�b/
noun a CRT with electronic devices which
provide the line by line horizontal and verti-
cal scanning movement of the picture beam
telextelex /�teleks/ noun a system for sending
messages using telephone lines, which are
printed out at the receiving end on a special
printer � to send information by telex � The
order came by telex. � verb to send a mes-
sage using a teleprinter � Can you telex the
Canadian office before they open? � He tel-
exed the details of the contract to New York.
� a telex 1. a machine for sending and re-
ceiving telex messages � he sent a telex to his
head office 2. a message sent by telex � we
received his telex this morning
telnettelnet /�telnet/ noun a TCP/IP protocol that
allows a user to connect to and control via the
Internet a remote computer as if they were
there and type in commands as if they were
sitting in front of the computer
templatetemplate /�tem|�plet/ noun 1. a plastic or
metal sheet with cut-out symbols to help in
the drawing of flowcharts and circuit dia-
grams 2. (in text processing) standard text,
such as a standard letter or invoice, into
which specific details can be added � a tem-
plate paragraph command enables the user
to specify the number of spaces each para-
graph should be indented 3. an opaque sheet
which is placed in a spotlight and which has
been cut into a certain shape in order to pro-
duce a patterned shadow
template commandtemplate command /�templet kə|

�mɑ�nd/ noun a command which allows
functions or other commands to be easily set
� A template paragraph command enables
the user to specify the number of spaces each
paragraph should be indented.
tempotempo /�tempəυ/ noun 1. (in MIDI or mu-
sic) the speed at which the notes are played,
measured in beats per minute � A typical
MIDI tempo is 120 beats per minute. 2. (in a
multimedia title) the speed at which frames
are displayed
temporarytemporary /�temp(ə)rəri/ adjective not
permanent
temporary storagetemporary storage /�temp(ə)rəri
�stɔ�rd'/ noun storage which is not perma-
nent
temporary swap filetemporary swap file /�temp(ə)rəri
�swɒp �fal/ noun a file on a hard disk which
is used by software to store data temporarily
or for software that implements virtual mem-
ory, such as Microsoft’s Windows
10Base210Base2 /�ten bes �tu�/ noun IEEE stand-
ard specification for running Ethernet over
thin coaxial cable
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10Base5

10Base5 /�ten bes �fav/ IEEE standard
specification for running Ethernet over thick
coaxial cable
10Base-FX

10Base-FX noun IEEE standard specifica-
tion for running Ethernet over optical fibre at
speeds up to 10Mbps
10BaseT

10BaseT /�ten bes �ti�/ noun IEEE stand-
ard specification for running Ethernet over
unshielded twisted pair cable
tera-tera- /terə/ prefix 1012; one million million.
Abbr T
terabyte

terabyte /�terəbat/ noun one thousand gi-
gabytes or one million megabytes of data
terahertzterahertz /�terəh��ts/ noun a frequency of
one million million hertz
terminalterminal /�t��mn(ə)l/ noun 1. a device
usually made up of a display unit and a key-
board which allows entry and display of in-
formation when on-line to a central computer
system � The new intelligent terminal has a
built-in text editor. 2. an electrical connection
point 3. a point in a network where a message
can be transmitted or received. � source,
sink
terminal character setterminal character set /�t��mn(ə)l
�k�rktə �set/ noun the range of characters
available for a particular type of terminal,
which might include graphics or customised
characters
terminateterminate /�t��m|�net/ verb to end
terminate and stay resident program

terminate and stay resident pro-
gram /�t��mnet ən ste �rezd(ə)nt
�prəυ"r�m/ noun a program which loads it-
self into main memory and carries out a func-
tion when activated � When you hit Ctrl-F5,
you will activate the TSR program and it will
display your day’s diary. Also called TSR
program
termination

termination /�t��m|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of ending or stopping
terminatorterminator /�t��mnetə/ noun 1. (in a
LAN) a resistor that fits onto each end of a co-
axial cable in a bus network to create an elec-
trical circuit 2. (in an SCSI installation) a re-
sistor that fits onto the last SCSI device in the
daisy-chain, creating an electrical circuit 3.
same as rogue value
ternary

ternary /�t��nəri/ adjective referring to a
number system with three possible states
test

test /test/ verb to carry out an examination
of a device or program to see if it is working
correctly
test data

test data /�test �detə/ noun data with
known results prepared to allow a new pro-
gram to be tested
test equipment

test equipment /�test  |�kwpmənt/ noun
special equipment which tests hardware or
software

texttext /tekst/ noun a set of alphanumeric
characters that convey information
text-editing facilitiestext-editing facilities /�tekst �edtŋ fə|

�sltiz/ plural noun a word-processing sys-
tem which allows the user to add, delete,
move, insert and correct sections of text
text editortext editor /�tekst �edtə/ noun same as
screen editor
text filetext file /�tekst fal/ noun a file that con-
tains text rather than digits or data
text messagetext message /�tekst �mesd'/ noun a
message sent in the form of text, especially
one that appears on the viewing screen of a
mobile phone or pager
text processingtext processing /�tekst �prəυsesŋ/
noun the use of a computer to create, store,
edit and print or display text
text retrievaltext retrieval /�tekst r|�tri�v(ə)l/ noun an
information retrieval system that allows the
user to examine complete documents rather
than just a reference to a document
textualtextual /�tekstʃuəl/ adjective referring to
text � The editors made several textual
changes before the proofs were sent back for
correction.
texture mappingtexture mapping /�tekstʃə �m�pŋ/
noun 1. a special computer graphics effect
using algorithms to produce an image that
looks like the surface of something such as
marble, brick, stone or water 2. the process of
covering one image with another to give the
first a texture
text windowtext window /�tekst �wndəυ/ noun a
window in a graphics system, where the text
is held in a small space on the screen before
being allocated to a final area
TFTTFT adjective a technology used in high-res-
olution LCD flat-panel screens, in which
each pixel is controlled by one or more tran-
sistors. Full form thin film transistor
TFT displayTFT display noun a computer display that
uses TFT technology. Also called active ma-
trix display
TFTPTFTP /�ti� ef ti� �pi�/ noun a simple form of
the standard FTP (file transfer protocol) sys-
tem, commonly used to load the operating
system software onto a diskless workstation
from a server when the workstation boots up
when it is switched on. Full form trivial file
transfer protocol. � FTP
TFT screenTFT screen /�ti� ef �ti� �skri�n/ noun same
as TFT display
thawthaw /θɔ�/ noun a special effect in which ac-
tion starts again after a freeze frame effect,
especially in a videowall presentation (film)
thermalthermal /�θ��m(ə)l/ adjective referring to
heat
thermal printingthermal printing /�θ��m(ə)l �prntŋ/
noun 1. a printing system which has a print
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head with a number of quick-heating ele-
ments which work with heat-sensitive paper,
or with ordinary paper when using a special
ribbon 2. an imaging system which uses en-
closed bubbles in an emulsion
thermal transferthermal transfer /�θ��m(ə)l tr�ns |�f��/,
thermal wax /�θ��m(ə)l w�ks/, thermal
wax transfer printer /�θ��m(ə)l w�ks
�tr�nsf�� �prntə/ noun a method of print-
ing where the colours are produced by melt-
ing coloured wax onto the paper � Thermal
wax transfer technology still provides the
best colour representation on paper for PC
output.
thermistorthermistor /θ��|�mstə/ noun an electronic
device whose resistance changes with tem-
perature
thermo-sensitivethermo-sensitive /�θ��məυ �senstv/
adjective which is sensitive to heat
thesaurusthesaurus /θ|�sɔ�rəs/ noun a file which
contains synonyms that are displayed as al-
ternatives to a misspelt word during a spell-
check
thick-Ethernetthick-Ethernet /�θk �i�θənet/ noun a net-
work implemented using thick coaxial cable
and transceivers to connect branch cables. �
Ethernet, thin-Ethernet
thimble printerthimble printer /�θmb(ə)l �prntə/ noun
a computer printer using a printing head sim-
ilar to a daisy wheel but shaped like a thimble
thinthin /θn/ adjective with only a small dis-
tance between two surfaces
thin-Ethernetthin-Ethernet /�θn �i�θənet/ noun the
most popular type of Ethernet network im-
plemented using thin coaxial cable and BNC
connectors. � Ethernet, thick-Ethernet
(NOTE: It is limited to distances of around
1000 m)
thin-film transistorthin-film transistor /�θn flm tr�n|

�zstə/ noun full form of TFT
32-bit32-bit /�θ��ti� tu� �bt/ data that is trans-
ferred thirty-two bits at a time along thirty-
two parallel conductors; in a processor this
refers to its ability to manipulate numbers
that are thirty-two bits long
thirty-two bit systemthirty-two bit system /�θ��ti tu� �bt
�sstəm/, 32-bit system noun a microcom-
puter system or CPU that handles data in 32
bit words
thrashingthrashing /�θr�ʃŋ/ noun 1. excessive disk
activity 2. a configuration or program fault in
a virtual memory system that results in a
CPU wasting time moving pages of data be-
tween main memory and disk or backing
store
threadthread /θred/ noun 1. a program which
consists of many independent smaller sec-
tions or beads 2. the accurate positioning of
film or tape in the path of a projector, or an-
other film mechanism for take-up (NOTE:

‘thread up’ also used in the context of defi-
nition (ii))

‘WigWam makes it easier for a user to follow a
thread in a bulletin-board conference topic by or-
dering responses using a hierarchical indent sim-
ilar to that found in outline processor.’ [Comput-
ing]

threaded filethreaded file /�θredd �fal/ noun a file in
which an entry contains data and an address
to the next entry that contains the same data,
allowing rapid retrieval of all identical entries
threaded languagethreaded language /�θredd
�l�ŋ"wd'/ noun a programming language
which allows many small sections of code to
be written then used by a main program
threaded treethreaded tree /�θredd �tri�/ noun a struc-
ture in which each node contains a pointer to
other nodes
three-colour process

three-colour process /�θri� �k�lə
�prəυses/ noun a process used to convert a
colour image into three separate colours (red,
blue and yellow)
3D3D /�θri� �di�/ adjective referring to an image
which has three dimensions (width, breadth
and depth), and therefore gives the impres-
sion of being solid. Full form three-dimen-
sional
three-dimensionalthree-dimensional /�θri� da|

�menʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective full form of 3D
three input adderthree input adder /�θri� �npυt ��də/
noun � full adder
thresholdthreshold /�θreʃhəυld/ noun a preset level
which causes an action if a signal exceeds or
drops below it
threshold howlthreshold howl /�θreʃhəυld haυl/ noun
acoustic feedback which is created by sound
from the loudspeakers re-entering the micro-
phone
throughput

throughput /�θru� |�pυt/ noun the rate of
production by a machine or system, meas-
ured as total useful information processed in
a set period of time � For this machine
throughput is 1.3 inches per second scanning
speed.
through-the-lens focusthrough-the-lens focus /�θru� ðə �lenz
�fəυkəs/ noun a camera viewfinder which
can focus through the camera lens without
parallax
thumbnailthumbnail /�θ�m|�nel/ noun a miniature
graphical representation of an image, used as
a quick and convenient method of viewing
the contents of graphics or DTP files before
they are retrieved
TIFFTIFF /tf/ noun standard file format used to
store graphic images. Full form tag image
file format
tildetilde /�tldə/ noun a printed accent ( ~ ),
commonly used over the letter ‘n’ in Spanish,
vowels in Portuguese, etc.
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tiletile /tal/ verb (in a GUI) to arrange a group
of windows so that they are displayed side by
side without overlapping (NOTE: tiles – tiling
– tiled)
tilttilt /tlt/ verb 1. to sweep a video camera up
and down. Compare pan 2. to alter the slope
of the frequency response in a sound repro-
ducer
tilt and swiveltilt and swivel /�tlt ən �swv(ə)l/ adjec-
tive referring to a monitor which is mounted
on a pivot so that it can be moved to point in
the most convenient direction for the opera-
tor
timetime /tam/ noun a period expressed in
hours, minutes, seconds and related units �
verb to measure the time taken by an opera-
tion � If you do not answer this question
within one minute, the program times out and
moves onto the next question. (NOTE: times –
timing – timed) � to time out (of an event
or option) to become no longer valid after a
period of time � If you do not answer this
question within one minute, the program
times out and moves onto the next question.
time bombtime bomb /�tam bɒm/ noun a computer
virus that is designed to take effect on a par-
ticular date or when a computer application is
used for a particular length of time
time codetime code /�tam kəυd/ noun a sequence
of timing information recorded on an audio
track in a videotape
time division multiplexingtime division multiplexing /�tam d|

�v'(ə)n �m�ltpleksŋ/ noun full form of
TDM
time domain reflectometrytime domain reflectometry /�tam dəυ |

�men �r�flek|�tɒmətri/ noun full form of
TDR
time of peak demandtime of peak demand /�tam əv �pi�k d|

�mɑ�nd/ noun the time when something is
being used most
time outtime out /�tam �aυt/ verb (of an event or
option) to become no longer valid after a pe-
riod of time � If you do not answer this ques-
tion within one minute, the program times out
and moves onto the next question.
timeouttimeout /�tamaυt/ noun 1. a logoff proce-
dure carried out if no data is entered on an on-
line terminal 2. a period of time reserved for
an operation
timertimer /�tamə/ noun a device which records
the time taken for an operation to be complet-
ed
time-sharingtime-sharing /�tam �ʃeərŋ/ noun an ar-
rangement which allows several independent
users to use a computer system or be online
at the same time

COMMENT: In time-sharing, each user ap-
pears to be using the computer all the time,
when in fact each is using the CPU for a
short time slice only. The CPU processes

one user for a short time then moves on to
the next.

time slicetime slice /�tam slas/ noun the amount
of time allowed for a single task in a time-
sharing system or in multiprogramming
tiny modeltiny model /�tani �mɒd(ə)l/ noun a mem-
ory model of the Intel 80x86 processor fami-
ly that allows a combined total of 64 Kb for
data and code
titletitle /�tat(ə)l/ noun an identification name
given to a file or program or disk
title bartitle bar /�tat(ə)l bɑ�/ noun a horizontal
bar at the top of a window which displays the
title of the window or application
T junctionT junction /�ti� �d'�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun a con-
nection at right angles to a cable carrying the
main signal or power
TKTK abbr telecine
TMPTMP noun the high-speed duplication of a
videotape from a master tape. Full form ther-
mal magnetic duplication
TMSF time formatTMSF time format /�ti� em es ef �tam
�fɔ�m�t/ noun a time format used mainly by
audio CD devices to measure time in frames
and tracks. Full form tracks, minutes, sec-
onds, frames time format
T networkT network /�ti� �netw��k/ noun a simple
circuit network with three electronic compo-
nents connected in the shape of a letter T
T-numberT-number /�ti� �n�mbə/ noun � T-stop
toggletoggle /�tɒ"(ə)l/ verb to switch something
between two states (NOTE: toggles – tog-
gling – toggled)
tokentoken /�təυkən/ noun 1. an internal code
which replaces a reserved word or program
statement in a high-level language 2. (in a lo-
cal area network) a control packet which is
passed between workstations to control ac-
cess to the network
token bus networktoken bus network /�təυkən �b�s
�netw��k/ noun an IEEE 802.4 standard for
a local area network formed with a bus-topol-
ogy cable, in which workstations transfer
data by passing a token
token-passingtoken-passing /�təυkən �pɑ�sŋ/ noun a
method of controlling access to a local area
network by using a token (NOTE: A worksta-
tion cannot transmit data until it receives the
token.)
Token Ring networkToken Ring network /�təυkən rŋ
�netw��k/ noun an IEEE 802.5 standard that
uses a token passed from one workstation to
the next in a ring network � Token Ring net-
works are very democratic and retain per-
formance against increasing load. (NOTE: A
workstation can only transmit data if it cap-
tures the token. Token Ring networks, al-
though logically rings, are often physically
wired in a star topology.)
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tonetone /təυn/ noun 1. sound at one single fre-
quency 2. a shade of a colour � The graphics
package can give several tones of blue.
tone diallingtone dialling /�təυn �daəlŋ/ noun a
method of dialling a telephone number using
sounds to represent the digits of the number
(NOTE: This method of dialling is the current
standard method of dialling numbers and
has generally replaced the older pulse dial-
ling system. A Hayes-compatible modem
can dial the number ‘123’ using tone dialling
with the AT command ‘ATDT123’ or using
pulse dialling with the AT command
‘ATDP123’)
tonertoner /�təυnə/ noun a finely powdered ink,
usually black, that is used in laser printers �
If you get toner on your hands, you can only
wash it off with cold water. (NOTE: The toner
is transferred onto the paper by electrical
charge, then fixed permanently to the paper
by heating.)
tone signallingtone signalling /�təυn �s"n(ə)lŋ/ noun
tones used in a telephone network to convey
control or address signals
tooltool /tu�l/ noun (in a graphical front end ) a
function accessed from an icon in a toolbar,
e.g. a circle-draw option
toolbartoolbar /�tu�lbɑ�/ noun a window that con-
tains a range of icons that access tools
ToolbookToolbook /�tu�lbυk/ noun a multimedia
authoring tool developed by Asymetrix
which uses the OpenScript script language to
control objects and actions
toolboxtoolbox /�tu�lbɒks/ noun a set of prede-
fined routines or functions that are used when
writing a program
ToolboxToolbox /�tu�lbɒks/ noun (in an Apple
Mac) a set of utility programs stored in ROM
to provide graphic functions
toolkittoolkit /�tu�lkt/ noun a series of functions
which help a programmer to write or debug
programs
toolstools /tu�lz/ noun a set of utility programs
such as backup and format in a computer sys-
tem
toptop /tɒp/ noun a part which is the highest
point of something
top-level domaintop-level domain /�tɒp �lev(ə)l dəυ|

�men/ noun the part of an Internet address
that identifies an Internet domain, e.g. a two-
letter country code or a three-letter code such
as .edu for education or .com for commercial
when used without a country code.
topologytopology /tɒ|�pɒləd'i/ noun a way in
which the various elements in a network are
interconnected (NOTE: The plural is topolo-
gies.)
total access communication systemtotal access communication sys-
tem /�təυt(ə)l ��kses kə|�mju�n |�keʃ(ə)n
�sstəm/ noun full form of TACS

touchtouch /t�tʃ/ verb to make contact with
something with the fingers
touch padtouch pad /�t�tʃ p�d/ noun a flat device
which can sense where on its surface and
when it is touched, used to control a cursor
position or switch a device on or off
touch screentouch screen /�t�tʃ skri�n/ noun a com-
puter display which has a grid of infrared
transmitters and receivers, positioned on ei-
ther side of the screen used to control a cursor
position (NOTE: When a user wants to make
a selection or move the cursor, he or she
points to the screen, breaking two of the
beams, which gives the position of the
pointing finger.)
touch uptouch up /�t�tʃ ��p/ verb to remove
scratches or other marks from a photograph
or image
TPTP abbr 1. teleprocessing 2. transaction
processing
TPITPI abbr tracks per inch
tracetrace /tres/ noun 1. a method of verifying
that a program is functioning correctly, in
which the current status and contents of the
registers and variables used are displayed af-
ter each instruction step 2. a cathode ray tube
image which is produced by a flowing elec-
tronic stream 3. a function that can take a bit-
map image and process it to find the edges of
the shapes and so convert these into a vector
line image
trace programtrace program /�tres �prəυ"r�m/ noun
a diagnostic program which executes a pro-
gram that is being debugged, one instruction
at a time, displaying the states and registers
traceroutetraceroute /�tresru�t/ noun a software
utility that finds and displays the route taken
for data travelling between a computer and a
distant server on the Internet

COMMENT: The display shows the different
servers that the data travels through, to-
gether with the time taken to travel be-
tween each server (called a hop). Tracer-
oute works by sending out a time-to-live
(TTL) query data packet to the distant serv-
er. It starts by sending out packets with a
very low time-to-live, then gradually in-
creases the length of time that the packet
can survive until one is returned by the host
– this then provides the shortest time it will
take to reach the host. If you are trying to
view a website you can use traceroute to
check which section of the link to the web-
site’s server is the slowest. Windows in-
cludes a traceroute utility ‘tracert’. Click the
Start button and select the Run option then
type in ‘tracert’ followed by the domain
name of the distant web server, e.g. tracert
‘www.bloomsbury.com’’

tracingtracing /�tresŋ/ noun a function of a
graphics program that takes a bitmap image
and processes it to find the edges of the
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shapes and so convert these into a vector line
image that can be more easily manipulated
tracing functiontracing function /�tresŋ �f�ŋkʃən/
noun the function of a graphics program that
takes a bitmap image and processes it to find
the edges of the shapes and so convert these
into a vector line image that can be more eas-
ily manipulated
tracktrack /tr�k/ noun 1. any one of a series of
thin concentric rings on a magnetic disk
which the read/write head accesses and along
which the data is stored in separate sectors 2.
a song 3. a method of separating the notes
within a tune either by channel or by part or
instrument 4. a series of instructions that de-
fine how an object moves with time � verb 1.
to follow a path or track correctly � The read
head is not tracking the recorded track cor-
rectly. 2. to move a camera and its mount to-
wards or away from the action, or to follow a
moving subject

COMMENT: The first track on a tape is along
the edge and the tape may have up to nine
different tracks on it, while a disk has many
concentric tracks around the central hub.
The track and sector addresses are set up
during formatting.

trackballtrackball /�tr�kbɔ�l/ noun a device used to
move a cursor on-screen which is controlled
by turning a ball contained in a case
trackingtracking /�tr�kŋ/ noun 1. the correct
alignment of a read head and the tape in a
tape player 2. degradation of a video clip be-
cause the action moves too fast to be accu-
rately captured by the camera
tracks per inchtracks per inch /�tr�ks p��r �ntʃ/ noun
a measure of the number of concentric data
tracks on a disk surface per inch. Abbr TPI
tractor feedtractor feed /�tr�ktə fi�d/ noun a method
of feeding paper into a printer, in which
sprocket wheels on the printer connect with
the sprocket holes on either edge of the paper
to pull the paper through
traffictraffic /�tr�fk/ noun the totality of mes-
sages and other signals processed by a sys-
tem or carried by a communications link �
Our Ethernet network begins to slow down if
the traffic reaches 60 per cent of the band-
width.
trailtrail /trel/ noun a line or route followed by
something
trailertrailer /�trelə/ noun 1. the final byte of a
file containing control or file characteristics
2. a brief film which advertises a motion pic-
ture that is about to be released 3. a leader or
piece of non magnetic tape to the start of a
reel of magnetic tape to make loading easier
transactiontransaction /tr�n|�z�kʃən/ noun a single
action which affects a database, e.g. a sale, a
change of address or a new customer

transaction processing

transaction processing /tr�n|�z�kʃən
�prəυsesŋ/ noun interactive processing in
which a user enters commands and data on a
terminal which is linked to a central compu-
ter, with results being displayed on-screen.
Abbr TP

‘At present, users implementing client-server
strategies are focusing on decision support sys-
tems before implementing online transaction
processing and other mission-critical applica-
tions.’ [Computing]

transborder data flowtransborder data flow /�tr�nzbɔ�də
�detə �fləυ/ noun the passing of data from
one country to another using communica-
tions links such as satellites or land lines
transceivertransceiver /tr�n|�si�və/ noun a transmit-
ter and receiver, or a device which can both
transmit and receive signals, e.g. a terminal
or modem
transcoder

transcoder /tr�ns|�kəυdə/ noun an elec-
tronic device used to convert television signal
standards � Use the transcoder to convert
PAL to SECAM.
transcribetranscribe /tr�n|�skrab/ verb to copy
data from one backing storage unit or medi-
um to another (NOTE: transcribes – tran-
scribing – transcribed)
transcriptiontranscription /tr�n|�skrpʃən/ noun the
action of transcribing data
transducer

transducer /tr�nz |�dju�sə/ noun an elec-
tronic device which converts signals in one
form into signals in another � the pressure
transducer converts physical pressure sig-
nals into electrical signals
transfertransfer /�tr�nsf��/ verb 1. to change com-
mand or control of something � All process-
ing activities have been transferred to the
mainframe. 2. to copy a section of memory to
another location (NOTE: transferring –
transferred) � noun the process of chang-
ing command or control
transfer rate

transfer rate /�tr�nsf�� ret/ noun the
speed at which data is transferred from back-
ing store to main memory or from one device
to another � With a good telephone line, this
pair of modems can achieve a transfer rate of
14.4Kbps.
transform

transform /tr�ns|�fɔ�m/ verb to change
something from one state to another
transformationtransformation /�tr�nsfə|�meʃ(ə)n/
noun the action of changing, or changing
something, from one state to another
transformational rulestransformational rules /tr�nzfə|

�meʃ(ə)n(ə)l ru�lz/ noun a set of rules ap-
plied to data which is to be transformed into
coded form
transformer

transformer /tr�ns |�fɔ�mə/ noun a device
which changes the voltage or current ampli-
tude of an AC signal
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transient

transient /�tr�nziənt/ adjective referring
to a state or signal which is present for a short
period of time
transistor

transistor /tr�n|�zstə/ noun an electronic
semiconductor device which can control the
current flow in a circuit (NOTE: There are two
main types of transistor, bipolar and unipo-
lar.)
transition

transition /tr�n|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a short
period of time between two events 2. the pe-
riod between two frames in a slide show or
animation. The user can normally define how
one frame changes to the next.
translate

translate /tr�ns|�let/ verb 1. to convert
data from one form into another (NOTE:
translates – translating – translated) 2. to
move an image on screen without rotating it
(graphics)
translation tables

translation tables /tr�ns |�leʃ(ə)n
�teb(ə)lz/ plural noun same as conversion
tables
translator

translator /tr�ns|�letə/, translator pro-
gram /tr�ns|�letə �prəυ"r�m/ noun a pro-
gram which translates a high level language
program into another language, usually ma-
chine code. � interpreter, compiler
translucenttranslucent /tr�ns|�lu�s(ə)nt/ adjective
material which allows light to pass through
transmission

transmission /tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of sending signals from one device to
another
transmission channel

transmission channel /tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n
�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a physical connection be-
tween two points which allows data to be
transmitted, e.g. a link between a CPU and a
peripheral
transmission control protocoltransmission control protocol /tr�nz|

�mʃ(ə)n kən |�trəυl �prəυtəkɒl/ noun full
form of TCP
transmission control protocol/interface program

transmission control protocol/inter-
face program /tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n kən|�trəυl
�prəυtəυkɒl �ntəfes �prəυ"r�m/ noun
full form of TCP/IP
transmissive disk

transmissive disk /tr�nz |�msv dsk/
noun an optical data storage disk in which
the reading laser beam shines through the
disk to a detector below
transmit

transmit /tr�nz|�mt/ verb to send infor-
mation from one device to another, using any
medium such as radio, cable or wire link
(NOTE: transmitting – transmitted)
transmittance

transmittance /tr�nz |�mtəns/ noun the
amount of light transmitted through a materi-
al in ratio to the total light incident on the sur-
face of the material
transmitter

transmitter /tr�nz|�mtə/ noun a device
which will take an input signal, process it,
e.g. to modulate or convert it to sound, then

transmit it by a medium such as radio or light.
Abbr TX
transparencytransparency /tr�ns |�p�rənsi/ noun 1.
transparent positive film, which can be pro-
jected onto a screen or to make film for print-
ing 2. the amount one image shows of anoth-
er image beneath it
transparenttransparent /tr�ns|�p�rənt/ adjective 1.
referring to an image that shows another im-
age beneath it 2. referring to a computer pro-
gram which is not obvious to the user or
which cannot be seen by the user when it is
running � noun a device or network that al-
lows signals to pass through it without being
altered in any way
transparent GIFtransparent GIF /tr�ns|�p�rənt �d'i� a
�ef/ noun a graphic image stored in the GIF
file format with one colour from the palette
assigned as a transparent colour (NOTE:
When the image is displayed, any part of
the image in this colour will be transparent
to allow any image beneath to show
through. This feature is used a lot in web-
pages to place images on a patterned back-
ground.)
transphasortransphasor /tr�nz|�fezə/ noun an opti-
cal transistor constructed from a crystal
which is able to switch a main beam of light
according to a smaller input signal

COMMENT: This is used in the latest re-
search for an optical computer that could
run at the speed of light.

transpondertransponder /tr�n|�spɒndə/ noun a com-
munications device that receives and retrans-
mits signals
transporttransport /tr�ns|�pɔ�t/ verb to carry some-
thing from one place to another, often in a ve-
hicle
transportabletransportable /tr�ns |�pɔ�təb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive which can be carried, though perhaps re-
quiring a vehicle � A transportable computer
is not as small as a portable or a laptop.
transpositiontransposition /�tr�nspə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of changing the order of a series
of characters (as ‘comupter’ for ‘computer’
or ‘1898’ for ‘1988’) � A series of transposi-
tion errors caused faulty results.
transverse mode noisetransverse mode noise /�tr�nz|�v��s
məυd nɔz/ noun interference which is ap-
parent between power supply lines
traptrap /tr�p/ noun a device or piece of soft-
ware or hardware that will catch something
such as a variable, fault or value
trapezium distortiontrapezium distortion /trə|�pi�ziəm d|

�stɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun in a visual or video system,
image distortion which produces a rectangu-
lar shape
trapezoidal distortiontrapezoidal distortion /�tr�pzɔdəl
ds |�tɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun same as keystone dis-
tortion
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trashcan

trashcan /�tr�ʃk�n/ noun (in a GUI) an
icon which looks like a dustbin that deletes
any file that is dragged onto it
tree of folderstree of folders /�tri� əv �fəυldəz/ noun a
view of all the folders stored on a disk ar-
ranged to show folders and subfolders
tremendously high frequencytremendously high frequency /tr|

�mendəsli ha �fri�kwənsi/ noun the radio
frequency between 300GHz and 3000GHz.
Abbr THF
triadtriad /�tra�d/ noun a triangular shaped
grouping of the red, green and blue colour
phosphor spots at each pixel location on the
screen of a colour RGB monitor
trialtrial /�traəl/ noun a test for new equipment
to see if it works
trials engineertrials engineer /�traəlz �end'nə/ noun
a person who designs, runs and analyses tri-
als of new equipment
triangletriangle /�tra�ŋ"əl/ noun a spreader with
three sides for tripod legs (film)
triaxtriax /�tra�ks/ noun a coaxial cable with
an additional screen which conveys power
and coded commands to a television camera,
and also receives the video signal from the
camera (film) � Triax is used when the cam-
era is far away from the control unit.
tributary stationtributary station /�trbjυt(ə)ri
�steʃ(ə)n/ noun any station on a multilink
network other than the main control station
trim

trim /trm/ verb to cut off the edge of some-
thing � The printed pages are trimmed to 198
x 129mm. � You will need to trim the top part
of the photograph to make it fit.
triniscope

triniscope /�trnskəυp/ noun a colour
video display system which uses three differ-
ent cathode ray tubes to produce the red,
green and blue images
Trinitron™

Trinitron™ /�trntrɒn/ noun a colour tel-
evision cathode ray tube which uses striped
phosphors and aperture grille
triple standardtriple standard /�trp(ə)l �st�ndəd/ noun
a video tape recorder, television monitor or
other apparatus which can receive NTSC,
PAL or SECAM standard video signals
trivial file transfer protocoltrivial file transfer protocol /�trviəl
�fal �tr�nsf�� �prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form
of TFTP
TRLTRL abbr transistor-resistor logic
Trojan HorseTrojan Horse /�trəυd'(ə)n hɔ�s/ noun a
program inserted into a system by a hacker
that will perform a harmless function while
copying information held in a classified file
into a file with a low priority, which the hack-
er can then access without the authorised us-
er’s knowledge
tropospheretroposphere /�trɒpəsfiə/ noun a region of
space extending up to six miles above the

earth’s surface, causing radio wave scatter. �
ionosphere
troubleshoottroubleshoot /�tr�b(ə)lʃu�t/ verb 1. to
debug computer software 2. to locate and re-
pair faults in hardware
troubleshootertroubleshooter /�tr�b(ə)lʃu�tə/ noun a
person who troubleshoots hardware or soft-
ware (NOTE: troubleshot)
troughtrough /trɒf/ noun the lowest point in a
waveform. Compare peak
truetrue /tru�/ adjective referring to a logical
condition representing a non-zero value
TrueTypeTrueType /�tru�tap/ a trade name for an
outline font technology introduced by Apple
and Microsoft as a means of printing exactly
what is displayed on screen
truncatetruncate /tr�ŋ|�ket/ verb 1. to cut some-
thing short 2. to give an approximate value to
a number by reducing it to a certain number
of digits � 3.5678 truncated to 3.56 (NOTE:
truncates – truncating – truncated)
truncationtruncation /tr�ŋ|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun removal
of digits from a number so that it is a partic-
ular length
trunktrunk /tr�ŋk/ noun a bus or communication
link consisting of wires or leads which con-
nect different parts of a hardware system
trunk calltrunk call /�tr�ŋk kɔ�l/ noun a long-dis-
tance telephone call
trunk exchangetrunk exchange /�tr�ŋk ks|�tʃend'/
noun a telephone exchange that only handles
trunk calls
truth tabletruth table /�tru�θ �teb(ə)l/ noun a meth-
od of defining a logic function as the output
state for all possible inputs
Tseng LabsTseng Labs /�seŋ l�bz/ a manufacturer of
chipsets used in graphics adapters
TSRTSR abbr terminate and stay resident
T-stopT-stop /�ti� stɒp/ noun a lens setting which
shows the actual light transmission through
the lens after being absorbed and reflected
(film)
TSWTSW abbr telesoftware
TTLTTL /�ti� ti� �el/ noun the most common
family of logic gates and high-speed transis-
tor circuit designs in which the bipolar tran-
sistors are directly connected, usually collec-
tor to base. Full form transistor-transistor
logic
tunetune /tju�n/ verb 1. to set a system at its op-
timum point by careful adjustment (NOTE:
tunes – tuning – tuned) 2. to adjust a trans-
mitter to the correct frequency 3. to adjust a
radio receiver’s frequency until the required
station is received clearly
tunertuner /�tju�nə/ noun an electronic circuit
that detects a transmitted television carrier
signal at a particular frequency and removes
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the audio or video information to display on
a CRT
tunnellingtunnelling /�t�n(ə)lŋ/ noun a method of
enclosing a packet of data from one type of
network within another packet so that it can
be sent over a different, incompatible net-
work
Turing machineTuring machine /�tjυrŋ mə|�ʃi�n/ noun a
mathematical model of a device which could
read and write data to a controllable tape stor-
age while altering its internal states
Turing testTuring test /�tjυrŋ test/ noun a test to de-
cide if a computer is ‘intelligent’
turnturn /t��n/ verb � Turn off the power before
unplugging the monitor. � turn off to switch
off or disconnect the power supply to a ma-
chine � Turn off the power before unplug-
ging the monitor. � turn on to switch on or
connect the power supply to a machine �
Turn on the computer and get to work.
turnaround documentturnaround document /�t��nə|�raυnd
�dɒkjυmənt/ noun a document which is
printed out from a computer, sent to a user
and returned by the user with new notes or in-
formation written on it, which can be read by
a document reader
turnaround timeturnaround time /�t��nəraυnd �tam/
noun 1. the length of time it takes to switch
data flow direction in a half duplex system 2.
the time taken to activate a program and pro-
duce the result which the user has asked for
� abbr TAT
turnkey systemturnkey system /�t��nki� �sstəm/ noun
a complete system which is designed to a
customer’s needs and is ready to use (NOTE:
To operate it, the user only has to switch it
on or turn a key.)
turn offturn off /�t��n �ɒf/ verb to switch off or to
disconnect the power supply to a machine �
Turn off the power before unplugging the
monitor.
turn onturn on /�t��n �ɒn/ verb to switch on or to
connect the power supply to a machine
turtleturtle /�t��t(ə)l/ noun a device whose move-
ments and position are controllable, used to
draw graphics with instructions in the com-
puter language LOGO (NOTE: It is either a
device which works on a flat surface (floor
turtle) or one which draws on a VDU screen
(screen turtle), and is often used as a teach-
ing aid.)
turtle graphicsturtle graphics /�t��t(ə)l �"r�fks/ plural
noun graphic images created using a turtle
and a series of commands � The charts were
prepared using turtle graphics.
TVTV /�ti� �vi�/ abbr television
TV-outTV-out /�ti� �vi� aυt/ noun a connector on a
computer or graphics adapter that provides a
modulated signal that can be displayed on a

standard television or recorded on a video re-
corder
TVROTVRO noun equipment for reception and
display without transmission. Full form tele-
vision receive only
TWAINTWAIN /twen/ noun an application pro-
gramming interface standard developed by
Hewlett-Packard, Logitech, Eastman Kodak,
Aldus, and Caere that allows software to con-
trol image hardware
tweaktweak /twi�k/ verb to make small adjust-
ments to a program or hardware to improve
performance
tweeningtweening /�twi�nŋ/ noun (in computer
graphics) the process of calculating the inter-
mediate images that lead from a starting im-
age to a different finished image � Using
tweening, we can show how a frog turns into
a princess in five steps.
tweetertweeter /�twi�tə/ noun a small loudspeaker
used for high frequency sounds only
(informal) Compare woofer
24/9624/96 /�twenti fɔ� �nanti �sks/ a popular
standard for high-performance digital audio
equipment that provides 24-bit samples and a
sample rate of 96KHz
24-bit sample24-bit sample /�twenti fɔ� bt
�sɑ�mp(ə)l/ noun a single sample of an ana-
logue signal which is stored as three bytes (a
24-bit digital number), meaning that there are
16,777,216 possible levels. � 8-bit sample,
16-bit sample
twisted-pair cabletwisted-pair cable /�twstd peə
�keb(ə)l/ noun a cable which consists of two
insulated copper wires twisted around each
other, to reduce induction and so interference

COMMENT: The EIA specifies five levels of
cable for different purposes. The Category
1 standard defines an older-style unshield-
ed twisted-pair cable that is formed by
loosely twisting two insulated wires togeth-
er to reduce noise and interference; this
type of cable is not suitable for data trans-
mission. The Category 2 (part of the
EIA/TIA 568 specification) standard de-
fines a type of unshielded twisted-pair ca-
ble that can be used to transmit data at
rates up to 4MHz. The Category 3 (part of
the EIA/TIA 568 specification) standard de-
fines a type of unshielded twisted-pair ca-
ble that can be used to transmit data at
rates up to 10MHz; this type of cable is the
minimum standard of cable required for a
10BaseT network. The standard suggests
that the cable should have three twists per
foot of cable. The Category 4 (part of the
EIA/TIA 568 specification) standard de-
fines a type of unshielded twisted-pair ca-
ble that is the minimum standard of cable
required for data transmission rates up to
16Mbs on a Token Ring network. The Cat-
egory 5 (part of the EIA/TIA 568 specifica-
tion) standard defines a type of cable that
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can carry data transmitted at up to 100MHz
and is suitable for FDDI over copper wire,
100BaseT or other high-speed networks.

twisted-pair Ethernettwisted-pair Ethernet /�twstd peə
�i�θənet/ noun a star-topology network that
uses twisted-pair cable and transmits data at
10 Mbps;. Also called 10BaseT
twittertwitter /�twtə/ noun video picture distor-
tion which produces a flicker at the horizon-
tal edges of objects
2D2D /�tu� �di�/ an object in a graphic image
that has only the appearance of width and
height, not depth, so does not look like a solid
object
two-dimensionaltwo-dimensional /�tu� da |�menʃən(ə)l/
adjective which has two dimensions, i.e. flat,
with no depth
two-parttwo-part /�tu� |�pɑ�t/ adjective referring to
paper with a top sheet for the original and a
second sheet for a copy � two-part invoices
two-way cabletwo-way cable /�tu� we �keb(ə)l/ noun
US a system of cable TV, where the viewer
can take which programmes he wants by se-
lecting them or where the viewer can respond
to broadcast questions by sending his re-
sponse down the cable
two-way radiotwo-way radio /�tu� we �rediəυ/ noun a
radio transmitted and receiver in a single
housing, allowing duplex communication
with another user
two-wire circuittwo-wire circuit /�tu� �waə �s��kt/ noun
two insulated wires used to carry transmitted
and received messages independently
TXTX abbr transmitter
typetype /tap/ noun 1. a sort or category of
something 2. printed characters on a page �
they switched to italic type for the heading 3.
the definition of the processes or sorts of data
which a variable in a computer can contain 4.
same as font 5. a metal bars with a raised
character used for printing � verb to enter in-
formation via a keyboard � I typed in the
command again, but it still didn’t work.
(NOTE: types – typing – typed)
typefacetypeface /�tapfes/ noun a set of charac-
ters in a particular design and particular
weight � Most of this book is set in the Times
typeface.

typescripttypescript /�tapskrpt/ noun a copy of a
text written by an author on a typewriter
typesettypeset /�tapset/ verb to set text in type
for printing � In desktop publishing, the fin-
ished work should look almost as if it had
been typeset.
typesettertypesetter /�tapsetə/ noun 1. a machine
which produces very high-quality text output
using a laser to create an image on photosen-
sitive paper, usually at a resolution of 1275 or
2450 dpi 2. a person who typesets � the text
is ready to be sent to the typesetter
typesettingtypesetting /�tapsetŋ/ noun the action
of setting text in type � Typesetting costs can
be reduced by supplying the typesetter with
prekeyed disks. � phototypesetting
type sizetype size /�tap saz/ noun the size of a
font, measured in points
type styletype style /�tap stal/ noun the weight
and angle of a font, e.g. bold or italic
typewritertypewriter /�tapratə/ noun a machine
which prints letters or figures on a piece of
paper when a key is pressed by striking an
inked ribbon onto the paper with a character
type
typewriter facestypewriter faces /�tapratə �fesz/ plu-
ral noun the spacing, size and font of charac-
ters available on a typewriter
typewrittentypewritten /�taprt(ə)n/ adjective writ-
ten on a typewriter � He sent in a typewritten
job application.
typingtyping /�tapŋ/ noun the process of writing
letters with a typewriter (NOTE: no plural)
typing errortyping error /�tapŋ �erə/ noun a mistake
made when using a typewriter
typotypo /�tapəυ/ noun a typographical error
which is made while typesetting (informal)
typographertypographer /ta |�pɒ"rəfə/ noun a person
who designs a section of art or text to be
printed
typographictypographic /�tapə|�"r�fk/, typo-
graphical /�tapə|�"r�fk(ə)l/ adjective re-
ferring to typography or to typesetting � No
typographical skills are required for this job.
� A typographical error made while typeset-
ting is called a ‘typo’.
typographytypography /ta|�pɒ"rəfi/ noun the art and
methods used in working with type
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UARTUART /�ju�ɑ�t/ noun a chip which converts
asynchronous serial bit streams to a parallel
form or parallel data to a serial bit stream.
Full form universal asynchronous receiv-
er/transmitter
U-format cassetteU-format cassette /ju� �fɔ�m�t kə|�set/
noun a standard size videocassette which
uses a three-quarter inch tape for use with the
U-Matic system
UHFUHF /�ju� etʃ �ef/ noun a range of frequen-
cies normally used to transmit television sig-
nals. Full form ultra high frequency
ULAULA /�ju� el �e/ noun a chip containing a
number of unconnected logic circuits and
gates which can then be connected by a cus-
tomer to provide a required function. Full
form uncommitted logic array
UltimediaUltimedia /��lti |�midiə/ a trade name for a
multimedia concept developed by IBM that
combines sound, video, images and text, and
defines the hardware required to run it
ultra-ultra- /�ltrə/ prefix 1. very large 2. further
than
Ultra ATAUltra ATA /��ltrə e ti� �e/ noun a version
of the AT Attachment hard disk drive inter-
face standard that can support a data transfer
rate of up to 33 MBps (NOTE: To manage this
high-speed data transfer from the hard disk
interface to the rest of your PC, it needs to
have a high-speed version of DMA)
ultra high frequencyultra high frequency /��ltrə ha
�fri�kwənsi/ noun full form of UHF
ultrasonicultrasonic /��ltrə|�sɒnk/ adjective (sound
pressure waves) at a frequency above the au-
dio band (above 20kHz)
U-MaticU-Matic /ju� �m�tk/ noun a video tape
format, 3/4-inch wide, used for professional
video recording
U-Matic SPU-Matic SP noun an enhanced format of
the U-Matic tape standard that offers better
quality
UMTSUMTS /�ju� em ti� �es/ noun a third genera-
tion mobile communication system that sup-
ports voice data, and video signals to the
handset. Full form universal mobile tele-
communications system
un-un- /�n/ prefix meaning not � the use of a
password is to prevent unauthorised access
to the data
unallowable digitunallowable digit /�nə|�laυəb(ə)l
�dd't/ noun an illegal combination of bits
in a word, according to predefined rules

unary operationunary operation /�ju�nəri �ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)n/
noun a computing operation on only one op-
erand, e.g. the logical NOT operation
unattended operationunattended operation /��nətendd
�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun an operation that can
proceed without the need for a person to su-
pervise
unauthorisedunauthorised /�n|�ɔ�θərazd/, unauthor-
ized adjective which has not been authorised
� The use of a password is to prevent unau-
thorised access to the data.
unbundled softwareunbundled software /�n|�b�nd(ə)ld
�sɒftweə/ noun software which is not in-
cluded in the price of the equipment
unclockedunclocked /�n|�klɒkd/ adjective referring
to an electronic circuit or flip-flop which
changes state as soon as an input changes, not
with a clock signal
uncommitted logic arrayuncommitted logic array /��nkəmtd
�lɒd'k ə |�re/ noun full form of ULA
unconditionalunconditional /��nkən|�dʃ(ə)nəl/ adjec-
tive which does not depend on any condition
being met
undeleteundelete /��ndi�t/ verb to restore deleted
information or a deleted file � Don’t worry,
this function will undelete your cuts to the let-
ter. (NOTE: undeletes – undeleting – unde-
leted)
underflowunderflow /��ndəfləυ/ noun the result of a
numerical operation that is too small to be
represented with the given accuracy of a
computer
underlineunderline /��ndəlan/ noun a line drawn
or printed under a piece of text. Also called
underscore � verb to print or write a line
under a piece of text (NOTE: underlines –
underlining – underlined)
underscoreunderscore /��ndəskɔ�/ verb same as un-
derline (NOTE: underscores – underscor-
ing – underscored)
undertakeundertake /��ndə|�tek/ verb to agree to do
something � He has undertaken to repro-
gram the whole system. (NOTE: undertakes
– undertaking – undertook – undertak-
en)
undetectedundetected /��nd|�tektd/ adjective
which has not been detected � The program-
ming error remained undetected for some
time.
undetected errorundetected error /��ndtektd �erə/
noun an error which is not detected by a cod-
ing system
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undo

undo /�n|�du�/ verb to reverse the previous
action, normally an editing command �
You’ve just deleted the paragraph, but you
can undo it from the option in the Edit menu.
(NOTE: undoes – undoing – undid)
unedited

unedited /�n|�edtd/ adjective which has
not been edited
unformattedunformatted /�n|�fɔ�m�td/ adjective 1.
referring to a text file which contains no for-
matting commands, margins or typographi-
cal commands � It is impossible to copy to
an unformatted disk. 2. referring to a disk
which has not been formatted � The car-
tridge drive provides 12.7Mbyte of unformat-
ted storage.
ungroupungroup /�n|�"ru�p/ verb to convert a sin-
gle complex object back into a series of sep-
arate objects
uni-uni- /ju�ni/ prefix one or single
unidirectional microphone

unidirectional microphone
/�ju�nidarekʃən(ə)l �makrəfəυn/ noun a
microphone that is most sensitive in one di-
rection only. Compare omnidirectional
uniform resource locatoruniform resource locator /�ju�nfɔ�m
r |�zɔ�s ləυ|�keitə/ noun full form of URL
uninstall

uninstall /��nn|�stɑ�l/ verb to remove a
piece of software from a computer
uninterruptible power supply

uninterruptible power supply
/��nntər�ptb(ə)l �paυə sə|�pla/ noun full
form of UPS
unipolar

unipolar /�ju�ni|�pəυlə/ adjective 1. (refer-
ring to a transistor ) which can act as a varia-
ble current flow control (NOTE: An external
signal varies the resistance of the device.)
2. referring to a transmission system in which
a positive voltage pulse and zero volts repre-
sents the binary bits 1 and 0
uniqueunique /ju�|�ni�k/ adjective which is differ-
ent from everything else � Each separate
memory byte has its own unique address.
unique identifierunique identifier /ju� |�ni�k a|�dentfaə/
noun a set of characters used to distinguish
between different resources in a multimedia
book
unit

unit /�ju�nt/ noun 1. the smallest element
2. a single machine, possibly with many dif-
ferent parts
universal

universal /�ju�n|�v��s(ə)l/ adjective which
applies everywhere or which can be used
everywhere or used for a number of tasks
universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter

universal asynchronous receiv-
er/transmitter /�ju�nv��səl
�esŋkrənəs r|�si�və tr�nz|�mtə/ noun
full form of UART
universal mobile telecommunications systemuniversal mobile telecommunica-
tions system /�ju�nv��s(ə)l �məυbal
�telikəmju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz �sstəm/ noun full
form of UMTS

universal product code

universal product code /�ju�nv��s(ə)l
�prɒd�kt �kəυd/ noun a standard printed bar
coding system used to identify products in a
shop using a bar code reader or at a EPOS.
Abbr UPC
universal resource locator

universal resource locator
/�ju�nv��s(ə)l r |�zɔ�s ləυ|�keitə/ noun full
form of URL
universal serial bus

universal serial bus /�ju�nv��s(ə)l
�səriəl �b�s/ noun full form of USB
universal synchronous asynchronous receiver/transmitter

universal synchronous asynchro-
nous receiver/transmitter
/�ju�nv��səl �sŋkrənəs �esŋkrənəs r|

�si�və tr�nz|�mtə/ noun full form of US-
ART
UNIX

UNIX /�ju�nks/ noun a popular multiuser,
multitasking operating system developed by
AT&T Bell Laboratories to run on almost any
computer, from PCs to minicomputers and
large mainframes

‘Hampshire fire brigade is investing £2 million in
a command and control system based on the new
SeriesFT fault-tolerant Unix machine from Mo-
torola.’ [Computing]

unjustified

unjustified /�n|�d'�stfad/ adjective re-
ferring to text which has not been justified
unlock

unlock /�n|�lɒk/ verb to make it possible for
other users to write to a file or access a sys-
tem
unmoderated list

unmoderated list /�n |�mɒdəretd �lst/
noun a mailing list that sends any material
submitted to the listserv on to all the sub-
scribers without a person reading or checking
the content
unmodulated

unmodulated /�n|�mɒdjυletd/ adjec-
tive referring to a signal which has not been
modulated
unmount

unmount /�n|�maυnt/ verb 1. to remove a
disk from a disk drive 2. to inform the oper-
ating system that a disk drive is no longer in
active use
unpack

unpack /�n|�p�k/ verb to remove packed
data from storage and expand it to its former
state � This routine unpacks the archived file.
unplug

unplug /�n|�pl�"/ verb to take a plug out of
a socket � Do not move the system without
unplugging it. (NOTE: unplugging – un-
plugged)
unpopulated

unpopulated /�n|�pɒpjυletd/ adjective
referring to a printed circuit board which
does not yet contain any components or
whose sockets are empty
unprotected

unprotected /��nprə |�tektd/ adjective re-
ferring to data which can be modified and is
not protected by a security measure
unrecoverable error

unrecoverable error /�nr|�k�vərəb(ə)l
�erə/ noun a computer hardware or software
error which causes a program to crash
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unshielded twisted-pair cable

unshielded twisted-pair cable
/��nʃi�ldd �twstd �peə �keb(ə)l/ noun
full form of UTP cable
unsigned

unsigned /�n |�sand/ adjective referring to
a number system which does not represent
negative numbers
unsolicited mail

unsolicited mail /��nsə|�lstd mel/
noun an advertising email message that has
not been requested. � spam (NOTE: Do not
send out unsolicited mail to unknown email
addresses unless you want to annoy the re-
cipients and damage your company’s repu-
tation)
unsortedunsorted /�n|�sɔ�td/ adjective referring to
data which has not been sorted � It took four
times as long to search the unsorted file.
unsqueezed

unsqueezed /�n|�swi�zd/ adjective (film
print) where the compressed picture of an an-
amorphic negative has been altered for nor-
mal projection
unsubscribeunsubscribe /��nsəb|�skrab/ verb to can-
cel a subscription to or registration with
something, especially an email mailing list
(NOTE: unsubscribes – unsubscribing –
unsubscribed)

‘All commercial messages will have to include
full details of the sender’s name and physical ad-
dress, as well as an unsubscribe option allowing
recipients to stop any further messages.’
[The Guardian]

unsupportedunsupported /��nsə |�pɔ�td/ adjective
having no technical support system
unwanted

unwanted /�n|�wɒntd/ adjective which is
not needed � Use the global delete command
to remove large areas of unwanted text.
unzip

unzip /�n|�zp/ verb to restore a compressed
computer file to its original size (NOTE: un-
zipping – unzipped)
up

up /�p/ adverb referring to a computer or
program that is working or running � They
must have found the fault – the computer is fi-
nally up and running.
up and down propagation time

up and down propagation time /��p
ən daυn �prɒpə|�"eʃ(ə)n �tam/ noun the
total length of time that a transmission takes
to travel from earth to a satellite and back to
an earth station
UPCUPC abbr universal product code
update

update /��pdet/ noun 1. a master file
which has been made up -to date by adding
new material 2. a piece of printed informa-
tion which is an up-to-date revision of earlier
information 3. a new version of a system
which is sent to users of the existing system
� verb /�p|�det/ to change or add to specific
data in a master file so as to make the infor-
mation up -to date � He has the original and
updated documents on disks. (NOTE: up-
dates – updating – updated)

up/down counterup/down counter /��p �daυn �kaυntə/
noun an electronic counter which can incre-
ment or decrement a counter with each input
pulse
upgradeupgrade /�p|�"red/ verb to make a system
more powerful or more up -to date by adding
new equipment or facilities � They can up-
grade the printer. (NOTE: upgrades – up-
grading – upgraded)
upkeepupkeep /��pki�p/ noun 1. the process of
keeping data up-to-date � The upkeep of the
files means reviewing them every six months.
2. the process of keeping devices in working
order
uplinkuplink /��plŋk/ noun a transmission link
from an earth station to a satellite
uploadupload /��p|�ləυd/ verb to transfer data files
or programs from a small computer to a main
CPU � The user can upload PC data to up-
date mainframe applications. Opposite
download
uploadinguploading /��pləυdŋ/ noun the action of
transferring files to a main CPU
uppercaseuppercase /��pə|�kes/ noun the style of
capital letters and other symbols on a key-
board which are accessed by pressing the
shift key
upper memoryupper memory /��pə �mem(ə)ri/ noun
(in an IBM PC) 384 Kb of memory located
between the 640 Kb and 1 Mb limits, after the
640 Kb conventional memory but before the
high memory areas above the 1 Mb range
UPSUPS /�ju� pi� �es/ noun a power supply
which can continue to provide a regulated
supply to equipment even after a mains pow-
er failure, using a battery. Full form uninter-
ruptible power supply

‘Magnum Power Systems has launched a new
UPS for PCs. The BI-UPS prevents loss of data
due to power dips or ‘brown-outs’ – voltage
drops because of circuit overload.’ [Computing]

uptimeuptime, up time noun the time during
which a device is operational and error-free.
Opposite downtime
upward compatibleupward compatible /��pwəd kəm |

�p�tb(ə)l/, upwards compatible
/��pwədz kəm|�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to hardware or software designed to be
compatible either with earlier models or with
future models which have not yet been devel-
oped
URLURL /�ju� ɑ� �el/ noun an Internet system
used to standardise the way in which World
Wide Web addresses are written. Full form
uniform resource locator

COMMENT: It is made up of three parts: the
first is the protocol, e.g. HTTP or FTP, then
the domain name of the service and finally
the directory or file name – ‘ht-
tp://www.bloomsbury.com/index.html’
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usability

usability /�ju�zə|�blti/ noun the ease with
which hardware or software can be used �
We have studied usability tests and found that
a GUI is easier for new users than a com-
mand line.
usable

usable /�ju�zəb(ə)l/ adjective which can be
used or which is available for use � The PC
has 512K of usable memory.
USARTUSART /�ju�zɑ�t/ noun a chip which can be
instructed by a CPU to communicate with
asynchronous or synchronous bit streams or
parallel data lines. Full form universal syn-
chronous asynchronous receiver/trans-
mitter
USASCIIUSASCII /�ju� es ��ski�/ abbr USA stand-
ard code for information interchange. � AS-
CII
USB

USB /�ju� es �bi�/ noun a standard defining
a high-speed serial interface that transfers
data at up to 12Mbps and allows up to 127
compatible peripherals to be connected to a
computer. Full form universal serial bus. �
Firewire
use

use noun 1. the state or fact of being em-
ployed for a particular purpose � Sorry, the
printer is already in use � in use already in
operation � Sorry, the printer is already in
use 2. the purpose, value or usefulness of
something � What use is an extra disk drive?
� It’s no use, I cannot find the error. � verb
1. to operate something or employ something
for a particular purpose � If you use the com-
puter for processing the labels, it will be
much quicker. 2. to consume a resource such
as heat or light � It’s using too much electric-
ity.
used

used /ju�zd/ adjective which is not new �
special offer on used terminals
Usenet

Usenet /�ju�z|�net/ noun a section of the In-
ternet that provides forums, called news-
groups, in which any user can add a message
or comment on any other message
user

user /�ju�zə/ noun 1. a person who uses a
computer, machine or software 2. a keyboard
operator

‘…the user’s guides are designed for people who
have never seen a computer, but some sections
have been spoiled by careless checking’
[PC User]

user-definableuser-definable /�ju�zə d|�fanəb(ə)l/ ad-
jective referring to a feature or section of a
program that a user can customise as required
� The style sheet contains 125 user-definable
symbols.
user documentation

user documentation /�ju�zə
�dɒkjυmen |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun documentation
provided with a program which helps the
user run it � Using the package was easy
with the excellent user documentation.

user-friendly

user-friendly /�ju�zə �frendli/ adjective
referring to a language, system or program
which is easy to use and interact with

‘ModelMaker saves researchers a great deal of
time and effort, and provides a highly user-
friendly environment using menus and ‘buttons’,
instant output, and instant access to a wide varie-
ty of mathematical techniques built into the sys-
tem.’ [Computing]

user-friendly software

user-friendly software /�ju�zə �frendli
�sɒftweə/ noun a program which is easy for
a nonexpert to use and interact with
user group

user group /�ju�zə "ru�p/ noun an associ-
ation or club of users of a particular system or
computer � I found how to solve the problem
by asking people at the user group meeting.
user guide

user guide /�ju�zə "ad/ noun a manual
describing how to use a software package or
system
user ID

user ID /�ju�zə a �di�/ noun a unique iden-
tification code which allows a computer to
recognise a user � If you forget your user ID,
you will not be able to log on.
user interface

user interface /�ju�zə �ntəfes/ noun
hardware or software designed to make it
easier for a user to communicate with a ma-
chine
user level

user level /�ju�zə �lev(ə)l/ noun (in au-
thoring software) one of two modes that al-
lows a user to run and interact with a multi-
media application but not to modify it in any
way
user name

user name /�ju�zə nem/ noun (in a net-
work or multi-user system) a name by which
a user is known to the system and which
opens the correct user account
user-selectable

user-selectable /�ju�zə s |�lektəb(ə)l/
adjective which can be chosen or selected by
the user
user’s manual

user’s manual /�ju�zəz �m�njυəl/ noun
a booklet showing how a device or system
should be used
utility program

utility program /ju� |�tlti �prəυ"r�m/
noun a program which is concerned with
such routine activities as file searching, cop-
ying files, file directories, sorting and debug-
ging and various mathematical functions
UTP cable

UTP cable /�ju� ti� �pi� �keb(ə)l/ noun a
cable consisting of two insulated copper
wires twisted around each other, to reduce in-
duction and so interference. Full form un-
shielded twisted-pair cable

COMMENT: UTP is normally used for tele-
phone cabling, but is also the cabling used
in the IEEE 802.3 (10BaseT) standard that
defines Ethernet running over UTP at rates
of up to 10 Mbits per second. Unlike STP
cable, the pair of wires are not wrapped in
any other layer.

Uuencoding
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Uuencoding /�ju� ju� n|�kəυdŋ/ noun a
method of converting documents and files to
a pseudo-text format that allows them to be
transmitted as an email message

COMMENT: This gets around the Internet’s
inability to transfer messages that are not
text. It has now been largely replaced by
MIME.
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VV /vi�/ abbr voltage
V20V20 noun a range of processor chips made
by NEC, which are compatible with the Intel
8088 and 8086. Also called V30
V30V30 noun � V20
V.34V.34 noun an outdated full-duplex modem
communication standard that can transfer
data at up to 28,800 bps. Like V.32, the V.34
standard allows the modem to automatically
adjust its speed based on the quality of the
telephone line to avoid errors.
vaccinevaccine /�v�ksi�n/ noun a software utility
used to check a system to see if any viruses
are present, and remove any that are found
vacuumvacuum /�v�kjuəm/ noun a state with no
air
vacuum tubevacuum tube /�v�kjυəm tju�b/ noun an
electronic current flow control device con-
sisting of a heated cathode and an anode in a
sealed glass tube with a vacuum inside it
validvalid /�v�ld/ adjective correct, according
to a set of rules
validatevalidate /�v�l|�det/ verb to check that an
input or data is correct according to a set of
rules (NOTE: validates – validating – vali-
dated)
validationvalidation /�v�l|�deʃ(ə)n/ noun a check
performed to validate data. � verification
validityvalidity /və|�ldti/ noun the correctness of
an instruction or password
valuevalue /�v�lju�/ noun what something is
worth, either in money or as a quantity
value-addedvalue-added /�v�lju� ��dd/ adjective
(with extra benefit for a user
value-added networkvalue-added network1 /�v�lju� ��dd
�netw��k/ noun a commercial network
which offers information services, e.g. stock
prices, weather, email or advice, as well as
basic file transfer. Abbr VAN
value-added networkvalue-added network2 /�v�lju� ��dd
�netw��k/ noun a network where the trans-
mission lines are leased from a public utility
such as the telephone service, but where the
user can add on private equipment. Abbr
VAN
value-added resellervalue-added reseller1 /�v�lju� �dd
�ri�selə/ noun a company that buys hardware
or software and adds another feature, cus-
tomises or offers an extra service to attract
customers. Abbr VAR
value-added resellervalue-added reseller2 /�v�lju� �dd
�ri�selə/ noun a retailer who sells equipment

and systems which are specially tailored to
certain types of operation. Abbr VAR
valvevalve /v�lv/ noun an electronic current
flow control device consisting of a heated
cathode and an anode in a sealed glass vacu-
um tube
VANVAN /v�n/ abbr value-added network
V & VV & V /�vi� ənd �vi�/ noun the process of
testing a system to check that it is functioning
correctly and that it is suitable for the tasks
intended. Full form verification and valida-
tion
vanishing point perspectivevanishing point perspective
/�v�nʃŋ pɔnt pə|�spektv/ noun graphics
displayed in two dimensions that have the ap-
pearance of depth as all lines converge at a
vanishing point and objects appear smaller as
they are further from the user
vapourwarevapourware /�vepəweə/ noun products
which exist in name only (informal)

‘Rivals dismissed the initiative as IBM vapour-
ware, designed to protect its installed base of ma-
chines running under widely differing operating
systems.’ [Computing]

VARVAR abbr value-added reseller
variablevariable /�veəriəb(ə)l/ adjective which is
able to change � noun 1. a register or storage
location which can contain any number or
characters and which may vary during the
program run. Opposite constant 2. a com-
puter program identifier for a variable
variable data rate videovariable data rate video /�veəriəb(ə)l
�detə ret �vdiəυ/ noun full form of VDRV
variable resistorvariable resistor /�veəriəb(ə)l r|�zstə/
noun a component whose resistance can be
changed by turning a knob
varifocal lensvarifocal lens /�veərifəυk(ə)l �lenz/
noun same as zoom lens (see)
varispeedvarispeed /�veərispi�d/ noun a variable
speed control on magnetic audio recorders
which generally provide a large range; can
also be a pitch control
varyvary /�veəri/ verb to change, or to change
something � The clarity of the signal can
vary with the power supply.
VBVB abbr Visual Basic
VboxVbox /�vi�bɒks/ noun a device that allows
several VCRs, videodiscs and camcorders to
be attached and controlled by one unit, devel-
oped by Sony. Full form video box
VBScriptVBScript /�vi� �bi� �skrpt/ abbr Visual Ba-
sic Script. Compare JavaScript
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VBXVBX abbr Visual Basic Extension (NOTE:
Originally developed as a way of adding ex-
tra programming features to the Microsoft
VB programming language, it is now a
standard that can be used by many Win-
dows programming tools; a VBX can be
used in 16-bit or 32-bit Windows (versions
3.x or 95) whereas an OCX control will only
work with 32-bit Windows (version 95 and
later).)
VCPSVCPS abbr Video Copyright Protection So-
ciety
VCRVCR /�vi� si� �ɑ�/ noun a machine that can
record analog video signals onto a magnetic
cassette tape and play back the tape to display
video on a monitor. Full form video cas-
sette recorder

COMMENT: The most popular formats are:
1-inch tape, used for studio-quality master-
ing; 3/4-inch tape, which was widely used
but has now been mostly replaced by 1/2-
inch tape; 1/2-inch VHS format tape, which
was first used only in the home but has now
mostly replaced 3/4-inch tape; 1/2-inch
Beta format tape, which was the first home
VCR format but is no longer used. Some
VCRs can be used to store digital data for
data backup.

VDRVVDRV /�vi� di� ɑ� �vi�/ noun a digital video
system that can adjust the amount of data
used to represent each different frame and so
adjust image quality or stay within band-
width limits. Full form variable data rate
video
VDTVDT /�vi� di� �ju�/ abbr visual display termi-
nal
VDUVDU abbr visual display unit

‘…it normally consists of a keyboard to input in-
formation and either a printing terminal or a VDU
screen to display messages and results’
[Practical Computing]
‘…a VDU is a device used with a computer that
displays information in the form of characters
and drawings on a screen’ [Electronics & Power]

vectorvector /�vektə/ noun 1. the address which
directs a computer to a new memory location
2. a coordinate that consists of a magnitude
and direction 3. a line which connect points
on a cathode ray tube
vectored interruptvectored interrupt /�vektəd �ntər�pt/
noun an interrupt signal which directs the
processor to a routine at a particular address
vector fontvector font /�vektə fɒnt/ noun the shape
of characters within a font that are drawn
vector graphics, allowing the characters to be
scaled to almost any size without changing
the quality
vector graphicsvector graphics /�vektə �"r�fks/, vec-
tor image /�vektə �md'/ noun a system of
drawing objects using curves and lines. Also
called vector scan. Compare bit-mapped
graphics

COMMENT: The images are described by
line length and direction from an origin to
plot lines and so build up an image rather
than a description of each pixel, as in a bit-
map. A vector image can be easily and ac-
curately resized with no loss of detail.

vector processorvector processor /�vektə �prəυsesə/
noun a coprocessor that operates on one row
or column of an array at a time
vector scanvector scan /�vektə sk�n/ noun same as
vector graphics
vectorscopevectorscope /�vektəskəυp/ noun in tele-
vision, an oscilloscope to show the form of
the chroma signals in colour television sys-
tems

‘…the great advantage of the vector-scan display
is that it requires little memory to store a picture’
[Electronics & Power]

velocityvelocity /və|�lɒsti/ noun speed � The disk
drive motor spins at a constant velocity.
vendorvendor /�vendə/ noun a person who manu-
factures, sells or supplies hardware or soft-
ware products
vendor-independentvendor-independent /�vendə �nd|

�pendənt/ adjective referring to hardware or
software that will work with hardware and
software manufactured by other vendors
Venn diagramVenn diagram /�ven �daə"r�m/ noun a
graphical representation of the relationships
between the states in a system or circuit
verificationverification /�verf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of checking that data has been key-
boarded correctly or that data transferred
from one medium to another has been trans-
ferred correctly
verification and validation

verification and validation
/�verfkeʃ(ə)n ən �v�l|�deʃ(ə)n/ noun
full form of V & V
verifierverifier /�verfaə/ noun a special device
for verifying input data
verifyverify /�ver |�fa/ verb to check that data re-
corded or entered is correct (NOTE: verifies –
verifying – verifies)
versamodule eurocard busversamodule eurocard bus
/�v��səmɒdju�l �jυərəυkɑ�d �b�s/ noun full
form of VME bus
versionversion /�v��ʃ(ə)n/ noun a copy or pro-
gram or statement which is slightly different
from others � The latest version of the soft-
ware includes an improved graphics routine.
versoverso /�v��səυ/ noun the left hand page of
a book (usually given an even number)
verticalvertical /�v��tk(ə)l/ adjective at right an-
gles to the horizontal
vertical format unitvertical format unit /�v��tk(ə)l �fɔ�m�t
�ju�nt/ noun a part of the control system of
a printer which governs the vertical format of
the document to be printed, e.g. vertical spac-
ing or page length. Abbr VFU
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vertical interval time codevertical interval time code /�v��tk(ə)l
�ntəv(ə)l �tam �kəυd/ noun full form of
VITC
verticallyvertically /�v��tkli/ adverb from top to
bottom or going up and down at right angles
to the horizontal � The page has been justi-
fied vertically.
vertical portalvertical portal /�v��tk(ə)l �pɔ�t(ə)l/
noun full form of VORTAL
vertical scan frequencyvertical scan frequency /�v��tk(ə)l
�sk�n �fri�kwənsi/ noun the number of
times a picture beam in a monitor moves
from the last line back up to the first
vertical scrollingvertical scrolling /�v��tk(ə)l �skrəυlŋ/
noun displayed text which moves up or down
the computer screen one line at a time
very high frequencyvery high frequency /�veri ha
�fri�kwənsi/ noun the range of radio fre-
quencies between 30–300 MHz. Abbr VHF
very large scale integrationvery large scale integration /�veri
lɑ�d' skel �nt |�"reʃ(ə)n/ noun full form
of VLSI
very low frequencyvery low frequency /�veri ləυ
�fri�kwənsi/ noun the range of radio fre-
quencies between 3–30 KHz. Abbr VLF
VESAVESA abbr Video Electronics Standards
Association
VESA local busVESA local bus /�vi� i� es e �ləυk(ə)l
b�s/ noun full form of VL-bus
vestigial side bandvestigial side band /ves|�td'iəl �sad
�b�nd/ noun full form of VSB
VFUVFU abbr vertical format unit
VFWVFW abbr Video for Windows
VGAVGA /�vi� d'i� �e/ noun (in an IBM PC) a
standard of video adapter developed by IBM
that can support a display with a resolution
up to 640 x 480 pixels in up to 256 colours,
superseded by SVGA
VHFVHF noun radio frequency between 30MHz
and 300MHZ (used for broadcasting radio
and TV programmes). Full form very high
frequency
VHSVHS noun a video cassette tape format, us-
ing 1/2-inch wide tape, developed by JVC
and now the standard for home and consumer
markets. Full form video home system
VHS-CVHS-C /�vi� etʃ �es si�/ noun a video cas-
sette system which uses the VHS format
viavia /�vaə/ preposition going through some-
thing or using something to get to a destina-
tion � The signals have reached us via satel-
lite.
VIBGYORVIBGYOR noun the colours in the visible
spectrum: violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow,
orange and red
VidCapVidCap /�vdk�p/ noun a utility program
used in the Microsoft VFW system to capture
a video sequence

videovideo /�vdiəυ/ noun 1. text or images or
graphics viewed on television or a monitor 2.
an electronic system which records, stores
and reproduces visual images
video adaptervideo adapter /�vdiəυ ə|�d�ptə/ noun an
add-in board which converts data into electri-
cal signals to drive a monitor and display text
and graphics. Also called video board, vid-
eo controller
video bandwidthvideo bandwidth /�vdiəυ �b�ndwdθ/
noun the maximum display resolution, meas-
ured in MHz, and calculated by horizontal x
vertical resolution x refreshes/sec (NOTE: TV
studio recording is limited to 5 MHz; TV
broadcasting is limited to 3.58 MHz)
video boardvideo board /�vdiəυ bɔ�d/ noun same as
video adapter
video boxvideo box /�vdiəυ bɒks/ noun full form
of Vbox
video buffervideo buffer /�vdiəυ �b�fə/ noun memo-
ry in a video adapter that is used to store the
bitmap of the image being displayed
video capture boardvideo capture board /�vdiəυ �k�ptʃə
�bɔ�d/ noun a board that plugs into an expan-
sion socket inside a PC and lets a user capture
a TV picture and store it in memory so that it
can then be processed by a computer
video cassette recordervideo cassette recorder /�vdiəυ kə|

�set r|�kɔ�də/ noun full form of VCR
video-CDvideo-CD /�vdiəυ �si� �di�/ noun a CD-
ROM that stores digital video data conform-
ing to the Philips White Book standard and
uses MPEG compression for the full-motion
video data
video clipvideo clip /�vdiəυ|�klp/ noun a short vid-
eo sequence
video codecvideo codec /�vdiəυ �kəυdek/ noun an
electronic device to convert a video signal to
or from a digital form
video compressionvideo compression /�vdiəυ kəm|

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun algorithms used to compress
analog television signals so that they can be
efficiently broadcast over a digital channel
video conferencingvideo conferencing /�vdiəυ
�kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the linking of video,
audio and computer signals from different lo-
cations so that distant people can talk and see
each other, as if in a conference room
video controllervideo controller /�vdiəυ kən|�trəυlə/
noun same as video adapter
video digitiservideo digitiser /�vdiəυ �dd'tazə/
noun a high-speed digital sampling circuit
which stores a TV picture in memory so that
it can then be processed by a computer
videodiscvideodisc /�vdiəυdsk/ noun a read-only
optical disc that can store up to two hours of
video data, usually used either to store a com-
plete film, as a rival to video cassette, or to
use in an interactive system with text, video
and still images (NOTE: For interactive use, a
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videodisc can store 54,000 frames of infor-
mation. If the videodisc contains a complete
film, the data is recorded using a constant
linear velocity format; if it is used to store in-
teractive data, it is stored in a constant an-
gular velocity format.)
video display

video display /�vdiəυ d|�sple/ noun a
device which can display text or graphical in-
formation, e.g. a CRT
video editing

video editing /�vdiəυ �edtŋ/ noun a
method of editing a video sequence in which
the video is digitised and stored in a compu-
ter
video editor

video editor /�vdiəυ �edtə/ noun a com-
puter that controls two videotape recorders to
allow an operator to play back sequences
from one and record these on the second ma-
chine
Video Electronics Standards Association

Video Electronics Standards Asso-
ciation /�vdiəυ elek|�trɒnks �st�ndədz ə|

�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of VESA
Video for Windows

Video for Windows /�vdiəυ fə
�wndəυz/ a trade name for a set of software
drivers and utilities for Microsoft Windows
3.1, developed by Microsoft, that allows
AVI-format video files to be played back in a
window. Abbr VFW
video game

video game /�vdiəυ "em/ noun a game
played on a computer, with action shown on
a video display
video graphics array

video graphics array /�vdiəυ �"r�fks
ə|�re/ noun (in an IBM PC) a standard of vid-
eo adapter developed by IBM that can sup-
port a display with a resolution up to 640 x
480 pixels in up to 256 colours, superseded
by SVGA. Abbr VGA
video graphics card

video graphics card /�vdiəυ �"r�fks
�kɑ�d/ noun an expansion card that fits into
an expansion slot inside a PC and that allows
a computer to display both generated text and
graphics and moving video images from an
external camera or VCR. Also called over-
lay card
video home system

video home system /�vdiəυ �həυm
�sstəm/ noun full form of VHS
video interface chip

video interface chip /�vdiəυ �ntəfes
�tʃp/ noun a chip which controls a video dis-
play allowing information such as text or
graphics stored in a computer to be displayed
video lookup table

video lookup table /�vdiəυ �lυk�p
�teb(ə)l/ noun a collection of precalculated
values of the different colours that are stored
in memory and can be examined very quickly
to produce an answer without the need to re-
calculate
video memory

video memory /�vdiəυ �mem(ə)ri/ noun
a high speed random access memory used to
store computer-generated or digitised images

video monitorvideo monitor /�vdiəυ �mɒntə/ noun a
device able to display, without sound, signals
from a computer
video RAMvideo RAM /�vdiəυ �r�m/ noun full form
of VRAM
video random access memoryvideo random access memory
/�vdiəυ �r�ndəm ��kses �mem(ə)ri/, vid-
eo RAM /�vdiəυ �r�m/ noun full form of
VRAM. same as video memory
video scannervideo scanner /�vdiəυ �sk�nə/ noun a
device which allows images of objects or pic-
tures to be entered into a computer � New
video scanners are designed to scan three-di-
mensional objects.
video servervideo server /�vdiəυ �s��və/ noun a ded-
icated computer on a network used to store
video sequences
video signalvideo signal /�vdiəυ �s"n(ə)l/ noun a
signal which provides line picture informa-
tion and synchronisation pulses (informal)
video system control architecturevideo system control architecture
/�vdiəυ �sstəm kən|�trəυl �ɑ�ktektʃə/
noun full form of ViSCA
video tapevideo tape /�vdiəυ tep/ noun a magnetic
tape on which pictures and sound can be re-
corded
video tape recordervideo tape recorder /�vdiəυ �tep r|

�kɔ�də/ noun full form of VTR
video teleconferencingvideo teleconferencing /�vdiəυ �teli |

�kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the linking of comput-
ers that can capture and display video so that
distant people can talk to and see each other,
as if in a conference room
video terminalvideo terminal /�vdiəυ �t��mn(ə)l/
noun a keyboard with a monitor
videotextvideotext /�vdiəυtekst/, videotex
/�vdiəυteks/ noun a system for transmitting
text and displaying it on a screen

COMMENT: This covers information trans-
mitted either by TV signals (teletext) or by
signals sent down telephone lines (viewda-
ta).

video windowvideo window /�vdiəυ �wndəυ/ noun a
window that displays a moving video image,
independent of other displayed material
viewview /vju�/ verb to look at something, espe-
cially something displayed on a screen � The
user has to pay a charge for viewing pages on
a bulletin board.
viewdataviewdata /�vju�detə/ noun an interactive
system for transmitting text or graphics from
a database to a user’s terminal by telephone
lines, providing facilities for information re-
trieval, transactions, education, games and
recreation

COMMENT: The user calls up the page of in-
formation required, using the telephone
and a modem, as opposed to teletext,
where the pages of information are repeat-
ed one after the other automatically.
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viewerviewer /�vju�ə/ noun 1. a utility that allows
a user to see what is contained in an image or
formatted document file without having to
start the program that created it 2. a device
with an eyepiece through which a person can
look at film or transparencies 3. a person who
watches television
viewfinderviewfinder /�vju�fandə/ noun the eye-
piece in a camera that allows a user to see
what is being filmed
viewfinder objectiveviewfinder objective, objective lens
noun the lens of a visual monitoring view-
finder, in which the picture is formed
vignettingvignetting /v |�njetŋ/ noun the shading of
the borders of a picture (film)
viralviral /�varəl/ adjective referring to unsolic-
ited emails that automatically forward them-
selves from one user to another, or to activi-
ties that use such emails
viral marketingviral marketing /�varəl �mɑ�ktŋ/ noun
a form of marketing in which an organisa-
tion’s customers act as advertisers for its
products by spreading knowledge of them to
other people, especially over the Internet
virginvirgin /�v��d'n/ adjective referring to a
medium that has not been recorded on before
virtualvirtual /�v��tʃuəl/ adjective referring to a
feature or device which does not actually ex-
ist but which is simulated by a computer and
can be used by a user as if it did exist
virtual assistantvirtual assistant /�v��tʃuəl ə|�sst(ə)nt/
noun an employee who works as a personal
assistant to somebody but does the job from
another place solely by using computer and
phone links
virtual communityvirtual community /�v��tʃuəl kə|

�mju�nti/ noun a group of people who com-
municate with each other via the Internet
virtual desktopvirtual desktop /�v��tʃυəl �desktɒp/
noun an area that is bigger than the physical
limits of the monitor, and which can contain
text, images, windows and other facilities.
Also called virtual screen
virtual device drivervirtual device driver /�v��tʃuəl d |�vas
�dravə/ noun full form of VxD
virtual machinevirtual machine /�v��tʃuəl mə|�ʃi�n/
noun a piece of software that allows a Java
application to run on a computer. Abbr VM

COMMENT: When a developer writes a pro-
gram in Java, it is compiled to a file format
called bytecode (or pseudocode). This file
can then be run using another application
(the virtual machine) that is specific to the
particular computer platform – there are
virtual machine applications for PCs, Apple
Macs and Sun computers, and each can
run the same Java bytecode file, making
Java a platform-independent language.

virtual memoryvirtual memory /�v��tʃuəl �mem(ə)ri/
noun a system of providing extra main mem-

ory by using a disk drive as if it were RAM.
Also called virtual storage
virtual realityvirtual reality /�v��tʃυəl ri|��lti/ noun
full form of VR � This new virtual reality
software can create a three-dimensional
room that you can navigate around.

‘Autodesk suggests that anyone wishing to build
Virtual Reality applications with the Cyberspace
Developer’s Kit should have solid knowledge of
programming in C++ along with general knowl-
edge of computer graphics.’ [Computing]

virtual reality modelling languagevirtual reality modelling language
/�v��tʃuəl ri |��lti �mɒd(ə)lŋ �l�ŋ"wd'/
noun full form of VRML
virtual storagevirtual storage /�v��tʃuəl �stɔ�rd'/
noun abbr VS. same as virtual memory
virusvirus /�varəs/ noun a program which adds
itself to an executable file and copies itself to
other executable files each time an infected
file is run � If your PC is infected with a vi-
rus, your data is at risk.

COMMENT: Viruses can corrupt data, dis-
play a message, or do nothing. They are
spread by downloading unchecked files
from a bulletin board system or via unregu-
lated networks or by inserting an un-
checked floppy disk into your PC – always
use a virus detector.

virus checkervirus checker /�varəs �tʃekə/ noun a
piece of software that is used to try and detect
and remove unwanted virus programs from
the hard disk of a computer
virus detectorvirus detector /�varəs d|�tektə/ noun a
utility software which checks executable files
to see if they contain a known virus
ViSCAViSCA /�vskə/ noun a protocol used to
synchronise multiple video devices, devel-
oped by Sony. Full form video system con-
trol architecture
visiblevisible /�vzb(ə)l/ adjective which can be
seen
visualvisual /�v'υəl/ adjective which can be
seen or which is used by sight
Visual BasicVisual Basic /�v'υəl �besk/ a trade
name for a programming tool, developed by
Microsoft, that allows users to create Win-
dows applications very easily. Abbr VB
Visual Basic ExtensionVisual Basic Extension /�v'υəl
�besk k|�stenʃ(ə)n/ a trade name for a
Windows custom software module that adds
functionality to another application, similar
to the OCX control. Abbr VBX
Visual Basic for ApplicationsVisual Basic for Applications /�v'υəl
�besk fər ��pl|�keʃ(ə)nz/ a trade name
for a complex macro language developed by
Microsoft from its VB programming tool.
Abbr VBA
Visual Basic ScriptVisual Basic Script /�v'υəl �besk
�skrpt/ a trade name for a set of program-
ming commands that can be included within
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a normal webpage, written using HTML
commands. Abbr VBScript
visual display terminalvisual display terminal /�vzjυəl d |

�sple �t��minəl/, visual display unit
/�v'υəl d|�sple �ju�nt/ noun full form of
VDT, VDU
visualisationvisualisation /�v'uəla |�zeʃ(ə)n/, visu-
alization noun the conversion of numbers or
data into a graphical format that can be more
easily understood
visualizevisualize /�v'υə|�laz/ verb to imagine
how something will appear, even before it
has been created
VITCVITC /�vi� a ti� �si�/ noun a time code re-
corded onto tape between video frames. Full
form vertical interval time code

COMMENT: This is preferred to LTC be-
cause it does not use the audio track and
can be read at slow playback speeds.

VL-busVL-bus, VL local bus noun a standard de-
fined by the Video Electronics Standards As-
sociation which allows up to three special ex-
pansion slots that provide direct, bus-master
control of the central processor and allow
very high speed data transfers between main
memory and the expansion card without us-
ing the processor � For a high-performance
PC, choose one with a VL-bus. Full form
VESA local bus
VLFVLF noun radio frequency between 30Hz
and 30KHz. Full form very low frequency
VLSIVLSI /�vi� el es �a/ noun a system with be-
tween 10,000 and 100,000 components on a
single IC. Full form very large scale inte-
gration
VMVM abbr virtual machine
v-mailv-mail /�vi� �mel/ noun an email message
with a video clip as an attachment
VME busVME bus /�vi� em �i� b�s/ noun an expan-
sion bus standard that supports 32-bit data
transfer, mostly used in industrial and test
equipment. Full form versamodule euro-
card bus
voicevoice /vɔs/ noun 1. the sound of human
speech 2. another name for a note or sound
effect (such as a whistle) � Instruments that
are multi-voice can play several notes at the
same time.
voice data entryvoice data entry /�vɔs �detə �entri/,
voice data input /�vɔs �detə �npυt/ noun
the input of information into a computer us-
ing a speech recognition system and the us-
er’s voice
voicemailvoicemail /�vɔsmel/ noun a computer
linked to a telephone exchange that answers
a person’s telephone when no one is there and
allows messages to be recorded, in digital
form � I checked my voice mail to see if any-
one had left me a message.

voice-overvoice-over /�vɔs |�əυvə/ noun spoken
commentary by an actor who does not appear
on the screen (as the text of a TV commer-
cial)
voice over Internet protocolvoice over Internet protocol /�vɔs
əυvə �ntənet �prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of
VoIP
voice-over-the-Netvoice-over-the-Net /�vɔs əυvə ðə �net/
adjective used to describe voice communica-
tion using VoIP technology
voice recognitionvoice recognition /�vɔs �rekə" |�nʃ(ə)n/
noun the ability of a computer to recognise
certain words in a human voice and provide a
suitable response
voice synthesisvoice synthesis /�vɔs �snθəss/ noun
the reproduction of sounds similar to those of
the human voice
voice synthesiservoice synthesiser /�vɔs �snθəsazə/
noun a device which generates sounds which
are similar to the human voice
voice unitvoice unit /�vɔs �ju�nt/ noun a unit of
signal measurement equal to a one millivolt
signal across a 600 ohm resistance

‘…the technology of voice output is reasonably
difficult, but the technology of voice recognition
is much more complex’ [Personal Computer
World]

VoIPVoIP /vɔp/ noun a technology that enables
voice messages to be sent over the Internet,
often at the same time as data in text or other
forms. Full form voice over Internet proto-
col
volatile memoryvolatile memory /�vɒlə|�tal �mem(ə)ri/,
volatile store /�vɒlətal stɔ�/, volatile dy-
namic storage /�vɒlə|�tal da|�n�mk
�stɔ�rd'/ noun memory or storage medium
which loses data stored in it when the power
supply is switched off
volatilityvolatility /�vɒlə|�tlti/ noun the number of
records that are added or deleted from a com-
puter system compared to the total number in
store
voltvolt /vəυlt/ noun an SI unit of electrical po-
tential, defined as voltage across a one ohm
resistance when one amp is flowing
voltagevoltage /�vəυltd'/ noun an electromotive
force expressed in volts. Abbr V

COMMENT: Electricity supply can have
peaks and troughs of current, depending
on the users in the area. Fluctuations in
voltage can affect computers; a voltage
regulator will provide a steady supply of
electricity.

volumevolume /�vɒlju�m/ noun 1. a disk or stor-
age device 2. the total space occupied by data
in a storage system
VORTALVORTAL /�vɔ�təl/ noun a portal website
that contains information for just one partic-
ular industry or interest group. Full form ver-
tical portal
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COMMENT: General-interest portals such as
AOL, Yahoo!, and Excite provide a whole
range of general-interest information for
users, including news, weather, sports and
financial information. An example of a ver-
tical portal is Buzzsaw (www.buzz-
saw.com), which provides news and re-
sources for the construction industry.

VR

VR /�vi� �ɑ�/ noun a simulation of a real-life
scene or environment by computer. Full form
virtual reality
VRAM

VRAM /�vi� r�m/ noun high speed random
access memory used to store computer-gen-
erated or digitised images. Full form video
random access memory. Also called vid-
eo RAM
VRML

VRML /�vi� ɑ�r em �el/ noun a system that
allows developers to create three-dimension-
al worlds within a webpage. Full form virtu-
al reality modelling language
VS

VS abbr virtual storage
VSB

VSB /�vi� es �bi�/ noun a method of transfer-
ring data over coaxial cable, used to modu-
late and transmit digital television signals.
Full form vestigial side band

V seriesV series /�vi� �səri�z/ noun a series of
CCITT standards for data transmission using
a modem, used in the UK and Europe
VTVT abbr videotape
VT-52VT-52 /�vi� ti� �ffti �tu�/ noun a popular
standard of a terminal that defines the codes
used to display text and graphics
VTRVTR /�vi� ti� �ɑ�/ noun a machine used to
record and play back video signals that are
stored on open reels of magnetic tape rather
than on the sealed, enclosed cassette used by
a VCR. Full form video tape recorder
VT-terminal emulationVT-terminal emulation /�vi� ti�
�t��mn(ə)l emju|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a standard
set of codes developed by Digital Equipment
Corporation to control how text and graphics
are displayed on its range of terminals
VUVU abbr voice unit
VxDVxD /�vi� eks �di�/ noun a device driver used
to control one part of the Windows operating
system or to link a peripheral to the Windows
operating system. Full form virtual device
driver
VxtremeVxtreme /�vi� eks|�tri�m/ noun a format
used to deliver streaming video sequences
over the Internet
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WW abbr Watt
W3CW3C /�d�b(ə)l ju� θri� �si�/ noun a group of
international industry members that work to-
gether to develop common standards for the
World Wide Web. Full form World Wide
Web Consortium

COMMENT: Visit the www.w3.org website for
new standards and developments.

waferwafer /�wefə/ noun a thin round slice of a
large single crystal of silicon onto which
hundreds of individual integrated circuits are
constructed, before being cut into individual
chips
wafer scale integrationwafer scale integration /�wefə skel
�nt|�"reʃ(ə)n/ noun one large chip, the size
of a wafer, made up of smaller integrated cir-
cuits connected together (NOTE: These are
still in the research stage.)
wait condition

wait condition /�wet kən|�dʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. a state in which a processor is not active,
but waiting for input from peripherals 2. a
null instruction which is used to slow down a
processor so that slower memory or a periph-
eral can keep up � also called wait state
wait loopwait loop /�wet lu�p/ noun a processor
that repeats one loop of program until some
action occurs
wait statewait state /�wet stet/ noun same as wait
condition
wake

wake /wek/ verb � to wake up to switch
on a device or start or initiate a process
wallpaper

wallpaper /�wɔ�l|�pepə/ noun (in a GUI)
an image or pattern used as a background in
a window
WANWAN /w�n/ noun a network in which the
various terminals are far apart and linked by
radio or satellite. Full form wide area net-
work. Opposite LAN
wand

wand /wɒnd/ noun a bar-code reader or op-
tical device which is held in the hand to read
bar codes on products in a store
WAPWAP /w�p/ noun 1. a system that allows a
user to access information on an Internet
server using a wireless handheld device such
as a mobile telephone. Full form Wireless
Application Protocol 2. a device that con-
nects to a LAN and allows a computer to ac-
cess the network using a wireless data trans-
mission � The WAP has an aerial and a
built-in hub. Full form wireless access
point

COMMENT: WAP can be used over almost
all of the current wireless networks, includ-
ing the popular GSM mobile telephone
standard, and can run on almost any oper-
ating system or hardware device. A device
that supports WAP provides a very simple
browser that can display basic graphics
and text-based pages of information on a
small, monochrome, 6–10 line display,
similar to a tiny, simple web page. The user
can navigate between pages using two or
three buttons on the handheld device or
mobile telephone. The arrival of WAP al-
lows users to access email and news-
based websites from a mobile telephone,
but users have been put off by the very
slow speed (no more than 9,600bps) at
which data can be transferred over current
wireless telephone systems.

WAP markup languageWAP markup language /�w�p
�mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ"wd'/ noun full form of
WML
WAP markup language scriptWAP markup language script /�w�p
�mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ"wd' �skrpt/ noun same as
WMLScript
warmwarm /wɔ�m/ verb � to warm up to allow
a machine to stand idle for a time after
switching on, to reach the optimum operating
conditions
warm bootwarm boot /�wɔ�m �bu�t/ noun the act of
restarting a computer without switching it
off. Compare cold boot
warmbootwarmboot /�wɔ�mbu�t/ verb to restart a
computer without switching it off. Compare
coldboot
warm standbywarm standby /�wɔ�m �st�ndba/ noun
a secondary backup device which can be
switched into action a short time after the
main system fails. Compare cold standby,
hot standby
warm startwarm start /�wɔ�m �stɑ�t/ noun the proc-
ess of restarting a program which has
stopped, without losing any data. Compare
cold start
warnwarn /wɔ�n/ verb to say that something dan-
gerous is about to happen or that there is a
possible danger � He warned the keyboard-
ers that the system might become overloaded.
(NOTE: You warn someone of something, or
that something may happen)
warningwarning /�wɔ�nŋ/ noun a notice of possi-
ble danger � to issue a warning
warning lightwarning light /�wɔ�nŋ lat/ noun a small
light which lights up to show that something
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dangerous may happen � When the warning
light on the front panel comes on, switch off
the system.
warrantwarrant /�wɒrənt/ verb to guarantee � All
the spare parts are warranted.
warranteewarrantee /�wɒrən|�ti�/ noun a person who
is given a warranty
warrantorwarrantor /�wɒrən|�tɔ�/ noun a person who
gives a warranty
warrantywarranty /�wɒrənti/ noun 1. a guarantee or
legal document which promises that a ma-
chine will work properly or that an item is of
good quality � The printer is sold with a
twelve-month warranty. � The warranty cov-
ers spare parts but not labour costs. 2. a
promise in a contract
watermarkwatermark /�wɔ�təmɑ�k/ noun a pattern
of bits that is digitally embedded in a data file
in order to make it possible to detect unau-
thorised copies
wattwatt /wɒt/ noun an SI unit of measurement
of electrical power, defined as power pro-
duced when one amp of current flows
through a load that has one volt of voltage
across it
wavewave /wev/ noun a signal motion which
rises and falls periodically as it travels
through a medium
WAVE

WAVE /wev/ noun a standard method of
storing an analog signal in digital form under
Microsoft Windows. Also called WAV file
(NOTE: Files have the .WAV extension.)
waveformwaveform /�wevfɔ�m/ noun the shape of
a wave
waveguidewaveguide /�wev"ad/ noun a physical
system used to direct waves in a particular di-
rection, usually metal tubes for microwave
signals or optical fibres for light signals
wavelengthwavelength /�wev|�leŋθ/ noun the dis-
tance between two adjacent peaks of a wave,
equal to the speed divided by the frequency
WAV fileWAV file /�wev fal/ noun same as WAVE
WBFMWBFM abbr wideband frequency modula-
tion
wearable computer

wearable computer /�weərəb(ə)l kəm |

�pju�tə/ noun a battery-powered computer
small enough to be worn on the body
webweb /web/ noun same as World Wide Web
web application

web application /�web ��plkeʃ(ə)n/
noun a software program that works behind
the scenes at a website, runs on a web server
and uses the HTTP protocol to deliver infor-
mation to a user (NOTE: An example is a da-
tabase of information that can be searched
from a webpage or a method of ordering
and paying for a product using a webpage.)
WebBotWebBot /�webbɒt/ a trade name for a util-
ity used in Microsoft Internet software that

helps a user create a particular function in a
webpage
web browser

web browser /�web �braυzə/ noun same
as browser
web cam

web cam /�web k�m/ noun a video cam-
era linked to a website that allows visitors to
see live video images of a scene

COMMENT: These devices have become
very popular and have been used to dis-
play the inside of an office, the view over a
city, an office coffee machine, the inside of
a bedroom and many other scenes.

webcast

webcast /�webkɑ�st/ noun a broadcast
made on the World Wide Web

‘It is spending $450m on a community support
programme for developers: webcasts, free on-site
training, seminars, roadshows and 125 new
books.’ [The Guardian]

web crawler

web crawler /�web �krɔ�lə/ noun software
that moves over every new webpage on the
Internet and produces an index based on the
content of the webpages
web designer

web designer /�web ði |�zanə/ noun a
person who designs websites
weber

weber /�vebə/ noun a unit of magnetic flux
(film)
weblog

weblog /�weblɒ"/ noun a frequently updat-
ed personal journal on a website, intended for
public viewing
webmaster

webmaster /�webmɑ�stə/ noun a person
in charge of a website
webpage

webpage /�webped'/ noun a single file
stored on a web server that contains format-
ted text, graphics and hypertext links to other
pages on the Internet or within a website
webpage design software

webpage design software /�webped'
d |�zan �sɒftweə/ noun software that pro-
vides features that make it easier for a user to
create webpages

COMMENT: The design software is similar to
desktop publishing software and allows
you to drag text and images onto a page,
create tables and change the style of text
from menu options, without having to edit
complex HTML commands.

web portal

web portal /�web �pɔ�t(ə)l/ noun a web-
site that provides a wide range of information
and resources that include everything a par-
ticular user might want from the Internet, on
one site

COMMENT: The biggest web portals include
AOL, MSN, Yahoo! and Excite, which offer
a wide range of general services including
news, sports, email, weather, shopping
and a search engine.

web ring

web ring /�web rŋ/ noun a series of linked
websites that are designed to be visited one
after the other until the visitor reaches the
first website again
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web serverweb server /�web �s��və/ noun a compu-
ter that stores the collection of webpages that
make up a website
websitewebsite /�websat/ noun a collection of
webpages that are linked and related and can
be accessed by a user with a web browser �
The Bloomsbury website, ht-
tp://www.bloomsbury.com, contains infor-
mation about all the books Bloomsbury pub-
lish.
WebTVWebTV /�web ti� �vi�/ a trade name for a tel-
evision that also lets a user view webpages

COMMENT: Some TVs include a computer
and modem, other systems use an external
box that links to the TV and a telephone
socket. Some interactive television and ca-
ble television installations do not use a tel-
ephone socket but instead download and
display webpages via the television cable.

webzinewebzine /�webzi�n/ noun same as e-zine
weighweigh /we/ verb to have a certain weight �
The packet weighs twenty-five grams.
weighted averageweighted average /�wetd ��v(ə)rd'/
noun an average which is calculated taking
several factors into account, giving some
more value than others
weightingweighting /�wetŋ/ noun the sorting of
users, programs or data by their importance
or priority
wetwarewetware /�wetweə/ noun US the human
brain, intelligence which writes software to
be used with hardware (informal)
What-You-See-Is-All-You-GetWhat-You-See-Is-All-You-Get /�wɒt
ju� si� z �ɔ�l ju� �"et/ noun full form of WY-
SIAYG
What-You-See-Is-What-You-GetWhat-You-See-Is-What-You-Get
/�wɒt ju� si� z �wɒt ju� �"et/ noun full form
of WYSIWYG
whitewhite /wat/ adjective, noun the colour of
snow

COMMENT: With a white writer, the black ar-
eas are printed evenly but edges and bor-
ders are not so sharp.

White BookWhite Book /�wat bυk/ noun a formal
video-CD standard published by Philips and
JVC that defines how digital video can be
stored on a CD-ROM
white pageswhite pages /�wat �ped'z/ plural noun a
database of users and their email address
stored on the Internet to help other users find
an email address
white writerwhite writer /�wat �ratə/ noun a laser
printer which directs its laser beam on the
points that are not printed. Opposite black
writer

COMMENT: With a white writer, the black ar-
eas are printed evenly but edges and bor-
ders are not so sharp.

whoiswhois /�hu� z/ noun an Internet utility that
displays information about the owner of a
particular domain name

wholesalewholesale /�həυlsel/ noun, adverb buy-
ing goods from manufacturers and selling in
large quantities to traders who then sell in
smaller quantities to the general public
(NOTE: no plural) � he buys wholesale and
sells retail he buys goods in bulk at a whole-
sale discount and then sells in small quanti-
ties to the public
wholesale dealerwholesale dealer /�həυlsel �di�lə/ noun
a person who buys in bulk from manufactur-
ers and sells to retailers
wholesalerwholesaler /�həυlselə/ noun a person
who buys goods in bulk from manufacturers
and sells them to retailers
wide area networkwide area network /�wad �eəriə
�netw��k/ noun full form of WAN
widebandwideband /�wadb�nd/ noun same as
broadband
widescreenwidescreen /�wadskri�n/ adjective pic-
tures presented with a larger aspect ratio than
1.4:1
widescreen displaywidescreen display /�wadskri�n d|

�sple/ noun a film, video or TV display with
an aspect ratio greater than 1.37, or the same
as the full size of a 35 mm film image
widowwidow /�wdəυ/ noun the first line of a par-
agraph which is printed by itself at the bot-
tom of a column. Compare orphan
widthwidth /wdθ/ noun the size of something
from side to side
wild cardwild card /�waldkɑ�d/ noun a symbol
used when searching for files or data that rep-
resents all files � A wild card can be used to
find all files names beginning DIC.
wild trackwild track /�wald tr�k/ noun sound re-
corded without a synchronised picture
WIMPWIMP /wmp/ noun a program display
which uses graphics or icons to control the
software and make it easier to use. Full form
window, icon, mouse, pointer. � environ-
ment, GUI. Compare command line inter-
face

COMMENT: WIMPs normally use a combina-
tion of windows, icons and a mouse to con-
trol the operating system. In many GUIs,
such as Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac
System 7 and DR-GEM, you can control all
the functions of the operating system just
using the mouse. Icons represent pro-
grams and files; instead of entering the file
name, you select it by moving a pointer
with a mouse.

Winchester diskWinchester disk /drav/, Winchester
drive noun a compact high-capacity hard
disk which is usually built into a computer
system and cannot be removed
windowwindow /�wndəυ/ noun 1. a reserved sec-
tion of screen used to display special infor-
mation, which can be selected and looked at
at any time and which overwrites information
already on the screen � Several remote sta-
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window, icon, mouse, pointer 264
tions are connected to the network and each
has its own window onto the hard disk. 2. a
part of a document currently displayed on a
screen � The operating system will allow
other programs to be displayed on-screen at
the same time in different windows. 3. an area
of memory or access to a storage device �
verb to set up a section of screen by defining
the coordinates of its corners, allowing infor-
mation to be temporarily displayed and over-
writing previous information without alter-
ing information in the workspace

‘…when an output window overlaps another, the
interpreter does not save the contents of the ob-
scured window’ [Personal Computer World]

window, icon, mouse, pointerwindow, icon, mouse, pointer
/�wndəυ �akɒn �maυs �pɔntə/ noun full
form of WIMP
windowingwindowing /�wndəυŋ/ noun 1. the ac-
tion of setting up a window to show informa-
tion on the screen � The network system uses
the latest windowing techniques. 2. the proc-
ess of displaying or accessing information
via a window

‘…windowing facilities make use of virtual
screens as well as physical screens’ [Byte]
‘…the network system uses the latest windowing
techniques’ [Desktop Publishing]
‘…the functions are integrated via a windowing
system with pull-down menus used to select dif-
ferent operations’ [Byte]

WindowsWindows /�wndəυz/ a trade name for a
family of operating systems developed by
Microsoft that interacts with users through a
Graphical User Interface. Windows is the op-
erating system used by most of the world’s
PCs. Also called Microsoft Windows, MS-
Windows
Windows ExplorerWindows Explorer /�wndəυz k |

�splɔ�rə/ a trade name for a software utility
included with Windows that lets a user view
the folders and files on the hard disk, floppy
disk, CD-ROM and any shared network
drives
Windows Internet Naming ServiceWindows Internet Naming Service
/�wndəυz �ntənet �nemŋ �s��vs/ full
form of WINS
Windows NTWindows NT /�wndəυz en �ti�/ a trade
name for a high-performance GUI derived
from Windows that does not use DOS as an
operating system and features 32-bit code
Windows XPWindows XP /�wndəυz eks �pi�/ a trade
name for a version of the Windows operating
system designed for home and business users
that provides a 32-bit multitasking operating
system with the standard Windows graphical
user interface together with improved net-
work and Internet connectivity
windshieldwindshield /�wndʃi�ld/ noun a device
which is attached to a microphone in order to
reduce wind noise (film)

WINS

WINS /wns/ noun a system that works with
a network of computers running Windows
and provides a database of the IP addresses of
each computer on the network. Full form
Windows Internet Naming Service

COMMENT: This is more difficult than it
sounds, since a computer is usually given
a different IP address every time it is
switched on. The WINS service provides
’name resolution’ for Windows networks,
DNS provides a similar service for net-
works with fixed IP addresses, including
the public Internet.

Winsock

Winsock /�wnsɒk/ noun a utility software
that is required to control the modem when
connecting to the Internet and allows the
computer to communicate using the TCP/IP
protocol. Also called socket driver
wipe

wipe /wap/ verb to clean data from a disk
� By reformatting you will wipe the disk
clean. (NOTE: wipes – wiping – wiped)
wire

wire /�waə/ noun a thin metal conductor �
verb to install wiring in something (NOTE:
wires – wiring – wired)
wire frame model

wire frame model /�waə frem
�mɒd(ə)l/ noun (in graphics and CAD) a
method of displaying objects using lines and
arcs rather than filled areas. Also called wire
mesh model, stick model
wireless

wireless /�waələs/ noun a device that can
receive radio broadcasts (old use) � adjec-
tive communication system that does not re-
quire wires to carry signals
wireless access point

wireless access point /�waələs
��kses �pɔnt/ noun full form of WAP 2
Wireless Application Protocol

Wireless Application Protocol
/�waələs ��pl |�keʃ(ə)n �prəυtəυkɒl/
noun full form of WAP 1
wireless LAN

wireless LAN /�waələs �l�n/ noun same
as wireless network
wireless microphone

wireless microphone /�waələs
�makrəfəυn/ noun an audio microphone
with a small transmitter attached allowing the
transmission of signals without interconnect-
ing wires
wireless modem

wireless modem /�waələs �məυdem/
noun a modem that can be used with a wire-
less mobile telephone system (NOTE: A wire-
less modem normally includes the tele-
phone hardware and an aerial, so does not
need to be plugged into a separate mobile
telephone.)
wireless network

wireless network /�waələs �netw��k/,
wireless LAN /�waələs �l�n/ noun a net-
work that does not use cable to transmit data
between computers, but instead uses radio
signals to transmit signals, normally using
the 802.11b or 802.11a transmission proto-
col. Also called wireless LAN
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wire tapwire tap /�waə t�p/ noun an unauthorised
connection to a private communications line
in order to listen to conversations or obtain
private data
wiringwiring /�waərŋ/ noun a series of wires �
The wiring in the system had to be replaced.
WISCWISC /wsk/ noun a CPU design that al-
lows a programmer to add extra machine
code instructions using microcode, to cus-
tomise the instruction set. Full form writable
instruction set computer
wizardwizard /�wzəd/ noun a software utility that
helps you create something
WMLWML /�d�b(ə)l ju� em �el/ noun a webpage
formatting language that is similar to a very
simple version of the standard HTML web-
page coding system, but does not include
many of the extra features that cannot be dis-
played on the small screen of a WAP hand-
held device or navigated with two or three
buttons. Full form WAP markup language
WMLScriptWMLScript /�d�b(ə)l ju� em �el �skrpt/
noun a scripting language similar to a very
simple version of JavaScript that allows
WML webpages to include scripting func-
tions. Full form WAP markup language
script
wooferwoofer /�wυfə/ noun a large loudspeaker
used to produce low frequency sounds
(informal)
wordword /w��d/ noun 1. a separate item of lan-
guage, which is used with others to form
speech or writing which can be understood 2.
a separate item of data on a computer, formed
of a group of bits, stored in a single location
in a memory
word countword count /�w��d kaυnt/ noun the
number of words in a file or text
WordPadWordPad /�w��dp�d/ a software utility in-
cluded with versions of Microsoft Windows
later than Windows 95 that provides the basic
functions of Microsoft Word 6
word-processword-process /�w��d �prəυses/ verb to
edit, store and manipulate text using a com-
puter � It is quite easy to read word-proc-
essed files.
word-processingword-processing /�w��d �prəυsesŋ/
noun the process of using a computer to key-
board, edit and output text, in forms such as
letters, labels and address lists � Load the
word-processing program before you start
keyboarding. Abbr WP
word-processorword-processor /�w��d �prəυ|�sesə/
noun 1. a small computer used for word-
processing text and documents 2. a word-
processing package or program for a compu-
ter which allows the editing and manipula-
tion and output of text, in forms such as let-
ters, labels and address lists

word wrapword wrap /�w��d r�p/ noun a system in
word-processing in which the operator does
not have to indicate the line endings, but can
keyboard continuously, leaving the program
to insert word breaks and to continue the text
on the next line. Also called wraparound
work filework file /�w��k fal/ noun a temporary
work area which is being used for current
work. Also called scratch file
workflowworkflow /�w��kfləυ/ noun software de-
signed to improve the flow of electronic doc-
uments around an office network, from user
to user
workgroupworkgroup /�w��k"ru�p/ noun a small
group of users who are working on a project
or connected with a local area network
workgroup softwareworkgroup software /�w��k"ru�p
�sɒftweə/ noun an application designed to
be used by many users in a group to improve
productivity, e.g. a diary or scheduler
workingworking /�w��kŋ/ adjective operating cor-
rectly
workloadworkload /�w��k|�ləυd/ noun the amount of
work which a person or computer has to do �
He has difficulty in dealing with his heavy
workload.
workplaceworkplace /�w��kples/ noun a place
where you work
work printwork print /�w��k prnt/ noun a positive
print of a film scene which has been selected
by the editor (film)
work-sharingwork-sharing /�w��k �ʃeərŋ/ noun a sys-
tem where two part-timers share one job
worksheetworksheet /�w��k|�ʃi�t/ noun (in a spread-
sheet program) a two-dimensional matrix of
rows and columns that contains cells which
can, themselves, contain equations
workspaceworkspace /�w��kspes/ noun a space on
memory which is available for use or is being
used currently by an operator
workstationworkstation /�w��k|�steʃ(ə)n/ noun a
place where a computer user works, with
equipment such as a terminal, VDU, printer
and modem � The system includes five work-
stations linked together in a ring topology
network.

‘…an image processing workstation must pro-
vide three basic facilities: the means to digitize,
display and manipulate the image data’ [Byte]

worldworld /w��ld/ noun a three-dimensional
scene that is displayed on a website and al-
lows a user to move around the scene explor-
ing the objects visible. � VRML
World Wide WebWorld Wide Web /�w��ld �wad �web/
noun a collection of the millions of websites
and webpages that together form the part of
the Internet that is most often seen by users.
Abbr www, W3. Also called web

COMMENT: Each website is a collection of
webpages containing text, graphics and
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links to other websites. Each page is creat-
ed using the HTML language and is viewed
by a user with a web browser. Navigating
between webpages and websites is called
surfing; this requires a computer with a link
to the Internet and a web browser to view
the webpages stored on the remote web
servers. The Internet itself includes email,
Usenet and newsgroups as well as web-
sites and webpages.

World Wide Web ConsortiumWorld Wide Web Consortium /�w��ld
wad �web kən|�sɔ�tiəm/ noun full form of
W3C
WORMWORM /w��m/ noun an optical disk storage
system that allows the user to write data to
the disk once, but the user can then read the
data from the disk many times. Full form
write once, read many times memory
wowwow /waυ/ noun the fluctuation of the fre-
quency of a recorded signal at playback (usu-
ally caused by uneven tape movement)
WPWP abbr word-processing
wraparoundwraparound /�r�pə|�raυnd/ noun same as
word wrap
writable instruction set computerwritable instruction set computer
/�ratəb(ə)l n|�str�kʃən set kə, |�pju�tə/
noun full form of WISC
writewrite /rat/ verb 1. to put words or figures
onto paper � She wrote a letter of complaint
to the manager. 2. to put text or data onto a
disk � Access time is the time taken to read
from or write to a location in memory. (NOTE:
writes – writing – wrote – written. You
write data to a file.)

write black printer

write black printer /�rat �bl�k �prntə/
noun a printer in which toner sticks to the
points hit by the laser beam when the image
drum is scanned. Compare white writer

COMMENT: A write black printer produces
sharp edges and graphics, but large areas
of black are muddy.

write once, read many times memory

write once, read many times memo-
ry /�rat �w�ns ri�d �meni �tamz
�mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of WORM
write-on slides

write-on slides /�rat ɒn �sladz/ plural
noun during a film’s production, slides with
a matte covering are used, on which informa-
tion is hand drawn to show the final image
write-permit ring

write-permit ring /�rat pə|�mt rŋ/ noun
a ring on a reel of magnetic tape which allows
the tape to be overwritten or erased
write protect

write protect /�rat prə|�tekt/ verb to
make it impossible to write to a floppy disk
or tape by moving a special write-protect tab
writing

writing /�ratŋ/ noun something which has
been written
WYSIAYG

WYSIAYG /�wzi�e"/ noun a program in
which the output on screen cannot be printed
out in any other form, as it contains no hidden
print or formatting commands. Full form
What-You-See-Is-All-You-Get
WYSIWYG

WYSIWYG /�wzi�w"/ noun a program in
which the output on the screen is exactly the
same as the output on printout, including
graphics and special fonts. Full form What-
You-See-Is-What-You-Get
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X
XX1 /eks/ noun same as X-Window System

‘X is the underlying technology which allows
Unix applications to run under a multi-user, mul-
titasking GUI. It has been adopted as the standard
for the Common Open Software Environment,
proposed recently by top Unix vendors including
Digital, IBM and Sun.’ [Computing]

XX2 /eks/ abbr extension
X2X2 noun a communications standard devel-
oped by US Robotics for its range of high-
speed modems that can transfer data at
56,000 bits per second. � V series
X.25X.25 noun a CCITT standard that defines
the connection between a terminal and a
packet-switching network
X.400X.400 noun a CCITT standard that defines
an email transfer method
X.500X.500 noun a CCITT standard that defines a
method of global naming that allows every
user to have a unique identity and allows any
user to address an email message to any other
user. � directory services
XAXA � CD-ROM Extended Architecture
x-axisx-axis /�eks �aυt ��kss/ noun the horizon-
tal axis of a graph
x-coordinatex-coordinate /�eks kəυ|�ɔ�dnət/ noun a
horizontal axis position coordinate
x directionx direction /�eks �aυt d |�rekʃ(ə)n/ noun a
movement horizontally
x distancex distance /�eks �aυt �dstəns/ noun the
distance along an x-axis from an origin
xerographicxerographic /�zərəυ|�"r�fk/ adjective
referring to xerography
xerographic printerxerographic printer /�zərə"r�fk
�prntə/ noun a printer such as a photocopier
in which charged ink is attracted to areas of a
charged picture
xerographyxerography /zə|�rɒ"rəfi/ noun a copying
method that relies on ink being attracted to
dark regions of a charged picture
Xerox Network SystemXerox Network System /�zərɒks
�netw��k �sstəm/ a network protocol devel-
oped by Xerox that has provided the basis for
the Novell IPX network protocols. Abbr XNS
Xerox PARCXerox PARC a Xerox development centre
that has developed a wide range of important
products including the mouse and GUI
XGAXGA /�eks d'i� �e/ noun a standard for col-
our video graphics adapter for PCs, devel-
oped by IBM, which has a resolution of 1,024
x 768 pixels with 256 colours on an inter-

laced display. Full form extended graphics
array
XHTMLXHTML /�eks etʃ ti� em �el/ noun a com-
bination of the HTML and XML webpage
markup languages. Full form extensible hy-
pertext markup language

COMMENT: XHTML is actually written using
the XML language and provides a simpler
way of creating webpages that will be dis-
played in the same way over a wide range
of web browser platforms.

XMLXML /�eks em �el/ noun a webpage markup
language that is a simplified version of the
SGML system and allows a designer to cre-
ate his or her own customised markup tags to
improve flexibility. Full form extensible
markup language
XMODEMXMODEM /�eks �məυdem/ noun a stand-
ard file transfer and error-detecting protocol
used in asynchronous, modem data transmis-
sions
XMSXMS /�eks em �es/ noun a set of rules that
define how an MS-DOS program should ac-
cess extended memory fitted in a PC. Full
form extended memory specification
XNSXNS abbr Xerox Network System
XON/XOFF

XON/XOFF /�eks ɒn eks �ɒf/ noun an
asynchronous transmission protocol in which
each end can regulate the data flow by trans-
mitting special codes
X/OPENX/OPEN /�eks �əυpən/ noun a group of
vendors that are responsible for promoting
open systems
XPXP abbr 1. Athlon XP 2. Windows XP
X-rayX-ray /�eks �re/ noun 1. a ray with a very
short length, which is invisible, but can go
through soft tissue and register as a photo-
graph on a film 2. a photograph taken using
X-rays � The medical text is illustrated with
X-ray photographs. 3. a lighting unit that
hangs above the set (film)
X-ray imagingX-ray imaging /�eks re �md'ŋ/ noun
the process of showing images of the inside
of a body using X-rays
X-seriesX-series /�eks �aυt �səri�z/ noun a set of
recommendations for data communications
over public data networks
X-sheetX-sheet /�eks ʃi�t/ noun written orders for
the exposure of animation film
XTXT /�eks �ti�/ noun a trade name for a version
of the original IBM PC, developed by IBM,
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X-Window System 268
that used an 8088 processor and included a
hard disk
X-Window SystemX-Window System /�eks �wndəυ
�sstəm/, X-Windows a graphical interface,
usually used on Unix workstation computers,
made up of a set of API commands and dis-
play handling routines that provide a hard-
ware-independent programming interface for
applications

‘X is the underlying technology which allows
Unix applications to run under a multi-user, mul-
titasking GUI. It has been adopted as the standard

for the Common Open Software Environment,
proposed recently by top Unix vendors including
Digital, IBM and Sun.’ [Computing]
COMMENT: Originally developed for UNIX
workstations, it can also run on a PC or
minicomputer terminals. The Open Soft-
ware Foundation has a version of X-Win-
dows called Motif; Sun and Hewlett Pack-
ard have a version called OpenLook.

x-y

x-y /�eks �aυt wa/ noun the set of coordi-
nates for drawing a graph, where x is the hor-
izontal and y the vertical value
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Y
Y

Y noun the luminance part of a video image
yawyaw /jɔ�/ noun the rotation of satellite about
a vertical axis with the earth
y-axis

y-axis /�wa ��kss/ noun the vertical axis
of a graph
Y/CY/C /�wa �si�/ noun two parts of a video sig-
nal representing the luminance (Y) and the
chrominance (C) parts of the image
Y/C delay

Y/C delay /�wa �si� d|�le/ noun an error
caused by wrong synchronisation between
the luma and chroma signals in a video trans-
mission, seen as a colour halo around objects
on the screen
y-coordinatey-coordinate /�wa kəυ |�ɔ�dnət/ noun
the vertical axis position coordinate
Y/C videoY/C video /�wa si� �vdiəυ/ noun same as
S-Video
y-direction

y-direction /�wa da|�rekʃən/ noun a ver-
tical movement
y-distancey-distance /�wa �dstəns/ noun the dis-
tance along a y-axis from an origin

Yellow BookYellow Book /�jeləυ bυk/ noun a formal
specification for CD-ROM published by
Philips, which includes data storage formats
and has an extension to cover the CD-ROM
XA standard
yellow-magenta-cyan-blackyellow-magenta-cyan-black /�jeləυ
mə|�d'entə �saən bl�k/ noun full form of
YMCK
YMCKYMCK /�wa em si� �ke/ noun colour defi-
nition based on the four colours used in DTP
software when creating separate colour film
to use for printing. Full form yellow-magen-
ta-cyan-black
YMODEMYMODEM /�wa �məυdem/ noun a varia-
tion of the XMODEM file transfer protocol
that uses 1024-byte blocks and can send mul-
tiple files
YUV encodingYUV encoding /�wa ju� vi� n|�kaəυdŋ/
noun a video encoding system in which the
video luminance (Y) signal is recorded at full
bandwidth but the chrominance signals
(U&V) are recorded at half their bandwidth
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Z
Z

Z symbol impedance
Z80

Z80 /�zed �eti/ noun an 8-bit processor de-
veloped by Zilog, used in many early popular
computers
zap

zap /z�p/ verb to wipe off all data currently
in the workspace � He pressed CONTROL Z
and zapped all the text. (NOTE: zapping –
zapped)
z-axis

z-axis /�zed ��kss/ noun an axis for depth
in a three-dimensional graph or plot
z buffer

z buffer /�zed �b�fə/ noun an area of mem-
ory used to store the z-axis information for a
graphics object displayed on screen
zero

zero /�zərəυ/ noun 1. the digit 0 � The
code for international calls is zero one zero
(010). 2. the equivalent of logical off or false
state (NOTE: The plural is zeros or zeroes.)
� verb to erase or clear a file or the contents
of a programmable device
zero insertion force socket

zero insertion force socket /�zərəυ n|

�s��ʃ(ə)n fɔ�s �sɒkt/ noun a chip socket that
has movable connection terminals, allowing
the chip to be inserted without using any
force, then a small lever is turned to grip the
legs of the chip. Also called ZIF socket
zero slot LAN

zero slot LAN /�zərəυ slɒt �l�n/ noun a
local area network that does not use internal
expansion adapters, but instead the serial port
or, sometimes, an external pocket network
adapters connected to the printer port
zero wait state

zero wait state /�zərəυ �wet �stet/
noun the state of a device (normally proces-
sor or memory chips) that is fast enough to
run at the same speed as the other compo-
nents in a computer, so does not have to be ar-
tificially slowed down by inserting wait
states
ZIF socket

ZIF socket /�zf �sɒkt/ noun same as zero
insertion force socket
zine

zine /zi�n/ noun a paper, Internet magazine
or other periodical published by its author, is-
sued at irregular intervals and usually aimed
at specialist readers
ZIP

ZIP /zp/ noun a filename extension given to
files that contain compressed data, usually
generated by the PKZIP shareware utility
program
zip code

zip code /�zp �kəυd/ noun US letters and
numbers used to indicate a town or street in
an address on an envelope

Zip diskZip disk /�zp dsk/ noun a proprietary type
of removable storage device, similar to a re-
movable hard disk drive, manufactured by
Iomega Corp. to provide a convenient backup
and storage medium with 100 Mb or 1Gb
disk capacity.
zip filezip file /�zp fal/ noun a computer file with
the extension .zip containing data that has
been compressed for storage or transmission.
ZMODEMZMODEM /�zed �məυdem/ noun an en-
hanced version of the XMODEM file transfer
protocol that includes error detection and the
ability to restart a transfer where it left off if
the connection is cut
zonezone /zəυn/ noun 1. a region or part of a
screen defined for specialised printing 2. the
division of the area of a television picture
raste. Usually, zone 1 is the part held within
a circle of 0.8 of picture height, zone 2 is the
circle equal to picture width, and zone 3 is the
rest of the area outside zone 2.
zoomzoom /zu�m/ verb 1. to enlarge an area of
text or graphics to make it easier to work on
2. to change the focal length of a lens to en-
large the object in the viewfinder

‘…any window can be zoomed to full-screen size
by pressing the F-5 function key’ [Byte]

zoomed video port

‘…there are many options to allow you to zoom
into an area for precision work’ [Electronics
& Wireless World]

zoomed video port /�zu�md �vdiəυ
�pɔ�t/ noun full form of ZV Port
zoomingzooming /�zu�mŋ/ noun the process of en-
larging an area of text or graphics � Variable
zooming from 25% to 400% of actual size.
zoom lenszoom lens /�zu�m lenz/ noun a lens whose
focal length can be varied to make an object
larger in the viewfinder
zoom microphonezoom microphone /�zu�m �makrəfəυn/
noun a microphone which can give a zoom
effect by moving towards or away from
sound
ZV PortZV Port /�zed �vi� �pɔ�t/ noun an interface
port that allows data to be transferred from a
PC Card directly to the computer’s video
controller without passing through the com-
puter’s central processor. Full form zoomed
video port (NOTE: It is used to allow a lap-
top computer to display live images from a
video camera plugged into the computer’s
PC Card socket.)
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SUPPLEMENTS



HTML codes
The following is a list of the basic HTML codes (or tags) used to format webpages.
<a> ... </a>
creates a hyperlink target or source. For example,

<a href="www.bloomsbury.com">link to Bloomsbury</a>

will create a hyperlink to the Bloomsbury Publishing Plc webpage.
<address> ... </address>
enclosed text is formatted in smaller typeface as an address
<applet> ... </applet>
defines an applet within the document
<area>
defines the area of a graphic image that will respond to a mouse click using a
client-side imagemap
<b> ... </b>
formats enclosed text in a bold typeface
<base>
defines the URL that is added in front of all relative URLs used within the document
<basefont>
defines the point size of the font used to format for the following text
<bgsound>
defines the audio file played as a background sound to the document (used in MS-IE)
<big> ... </big>
formats enclosed text in a bigger typeface
<blockquote> ... </blockquote>
formats the enclosed text as a quotation
<body> ... </body>
defines the start and finish of this document’s body text; also used to define a graphic
image used as a background, and to set the default colour of the text, hyperlinks and
margins for the document
<br>
inserts a line break in the text; the <p> code also inserts a carriage return
<caption> ... </caption>
defines the caption for a table
<center> ... </center>
formats enclosed text to be centered across the line
<cite> ... </cite>
formats enclosed text as a citation
<code> ... </code>
formats enclosed text as program code, normally using the Courier typeface
<col>
defines the properties for a column that has been defined using <colgroup>

http://www.bloomsbury.com


HTML codes continued
<colgroup>
defines a column
<comment> ... </comment>
defines the enclosed text to be a comment. Only works in MS IE; with any other
browser you should use the <!> comment <> tag format
<dd> ... </dd>
defines one element of a definition list
<dfn> ... </dfn>
formats enclosed text as a definition
<dir> ... </dir>
creates a directory list using the <li> to create entries
<div> ... </div>
divides the text within a document and formats each division
<dl> ... </dl>
creates a definition list using the <dd> and <dt> tags to create entries
<dt> ... </dt>
defines the definition part of an entry within a definition list
<em> ... </em>
formats enclosed text with emphasis (similar to bold typeface)
<embed> ... </embed>
points to an object to embed in a document
<font> ... </font>
defines the size, colour and typeface of the font to use for the enclosed text
<form> ... </form>
defines the following tags to be treated as one form; also defines how to process the
form and where to send the encoded information
<frame> ... </frame>
defines a frame, including its border, colour, name and text
<frameset> ... </frameset>
defines a collection of frames
<h> ... </h>
defines a pre-set font size, such as <h1> for a large headings, <h4> for small headings
<hr>
breaks the current line of text and inserts a horizontal rule across the page
<html> ... </html>
defines the start and end of the entire html document
<i>... </i>
formats enclosed text using an italic typeface
<iframe> ... </iframe>
defines a floating frame



HTML codes continued
<img>
includes an image within a document, also defines a border for the image, size,
alternative caption text and whether the image is a video clip
<input type=checkbox>
defines a checkbox button within a form
<input type=file>
defines a file-selection list within a form
<input type=image>
defines an image input element within a form
<input type=password>
defines a text input that displays an asterisk when text is entered
<input type=radio>
defines a radio button within a form
<input type=reset>
defines a button to reset the form’s contents
<input type=submit>
defines a button to submit the form’s contents to the named process
<input type=text>
defines a text input element to allow users to enter a line of text
<isindex>
defines the html document to be searchable by a defined search engine
<kbd> ... </kbd>
formats enclosed text as a keyboard input
<li> ... </li>
defines an item in a list; the list can be ordered using <ol> or unordered using <ul>
<link>
defines a link within a document header
<listing> ... </listing>
an old tag that is the same as the <pre> tag
<map> ... </map>
defines an image map that contains hotspots
<marquee> ... </marquee>
creates an animated scrolling text line, used in MS-IE
<menu> ... </menu>
defines a menu that has items created using the <li> tag
<meta>
allows the programmer to include extra information about the document
<multicol> ... </multicol>
defines multiple columns within the document; only used in Netscape Navigator



HTML codes continued
<nextid>
used by automated html document generators as a reference point within a file
<nobr> ... </nobr>
prevents the browser adding breaks within the enclosed text
<noframes> ... </noframes>
defines content that should be displayed if the browser does not support frames
<noscript> ... </noscript>
defines content that should be used if the browser does not support Java; only used in
Netscape Navigator
<object> ... </object>
defines an object, applet or OLE object to be inserted into the document
<ol> ... </ol>
defines the start and end of a numbered list; items are inserted using the <li> tag
<option> ... </option>
defines one option within a <select> tag
<p> ... </p>
defines the start and end of a paragraph
<param> ... </param>
defines the parameters to be passed to an applet or object
<plaintext>
formats the rest of the document as plain text with spaces and breaks
<pre> ... </pre>
formats the enclosed text as plaintext with spaces and breaks
<s> ... </s>
formats enclosed text with a strikethrough (horizontal line)
<samp> ... </samp>
defines enclosed text as an example (sample)
<script> ... </script>
defines the start and end of a script written in a language such as JavaScript or
VBScript
<select> ... </select>
defines a list of options within a form, each created using the <option> tag
<small> ... </small>
formats enclosed text in a small type size
<spacer>
inserts a character space within a line of text; only used in Netscape Navigator
<span> ... </span>
define a style sheet that formats text over several tags
<strike> ... </strike>
formats enclosed text with a strikethrough (horizontal line)



HTML codes continued
<strong> ... </strong>
formats enclosed text with emphasis, similar to bold typeface
<style> ... </style>
defines a collection of text formatting commands that can be referred to with this style
command
<sub> ... </sub>
formats enclosed text as subscript
<sup> ... </sup>
formats enclosed text as superscript
<table> ... </table>
defines a table including border, colour, size and width; columns are added with <td>
and rows with <tr>
<tbody>
a group of rows within a table
<td> ... </td>
defines a cell within a table, effectively adds a column to the table
<textarea> ... </textarea>
defines a multiple line text input element for a form
<tfoot>
defines rows within a table that are formatted as a footer to the table
<th> ... </th>
defines the header to each column in a table
<thead>
defines rows within a table that are formatted as a header to the table
<title> ... </title>
defines the title of an html document
<tr> ... </tr>
defines a row of cells within a table
<tt> ... </tt>
formats enclosed text in a monospaced typewriter-style font
<ul> ... </ul>
defines the start and end of a bulleted list of elements; each element is added using <li>
<var> ... </var>
enclosed text is the name of a variable
<wbr>
defines a possible point for a word break within a <nobr> line
<xmp> ... </xmp>
an old tag that formats enclosed text, similar to <pre>



Decimal Conversion Table

Decimal BCD Binary Octal Hexadecimal

base 10 2 2 8 16
00 0000 0000 0000 00 0
01 0000 0001 0001 01 1
02 0000 0010 0010 02 2
03 0000 0011 0011 03 3
04 0000 0100 0100 04 4
05 0000 0101 0101 05 5
06 0000 0110 0110 06 6
07 0000 0111 0111 07 7
08 0000 1000 1000 10 8
09 0000 1001 1001 11 9
10 0001 0000 1010 12 A
11 0001 0001 1011 13 B
12 0001 0010 1100 14 C
13 0001 0011 1101 15 D
14 0001 0100 1110 16 E
15 0001 0101 1111 17 F

Prefixes

T tera- 1012

G giga- 109

M mega- 106

k kilo- 103

d deci- 10-1

c centi- 10-2

m milli- 10-3

� micro- 10-6

n nano- 10-9

p pico- 10-12

f femto- 10-15

a atto- 10-18

Symbols

% per cent
= equals
� approximately equal to
� is not equal to
< is less than
> is more than
+ plus
- minus
� divided by
x multiplied by
� therefore
& and



Unicode Characters 0 – 207 in Decimal and Hexadecimal

dec hex char dec hex char dec hex char dec hex char
0 0 NUL 52 34 4 104 68 h 156 9C ST
1 1 SOH 53 35 5 105 69 i 157 9D OSC
2 2 STX 54 36 6 106 6A j 158 9E PM
3 3 ETX 55 37 7 107 6B k 159 9F APC
4 4 EOT 56 38 8 108 6C l 160 A0 NBSP
5 5 ENQ 57 39 9 109 6D m 161 A1 ¡
6 6 ACK 58 3A : 110 6E n 162 A2 ¢
7 7 BEL 59 3B ; 111 6F o 163 A3 £
8 8 BS 60 3C < 112 70 p 164 A4 ¤
9 9 HT 61 3D = 113 71 q 165 A5 ¥
10 0A LF 62 3E > 114 72 r 166 A6 ¦
11 0B VT 63 3F ? 115 73 s 167 A7 §
12 0C FF 64 40 @ 116 74 t 168 A8 ¨
13 0D CR 65 41 A 117 75 u 169 A9 ©
14 0E SO 66 42 B 118 76 v 170 AA ª
15 0F SI 67 43 C 119 77 w 171 AB «
16 10 DLE 68 44 D 120 78 x 172 AC ¬
17 11 DC1 69 45 E 121 79 y 173 AD SHY
18 12 DC2 70 46 F 122 7A z 174 AE ®
19 13 DC3 71 47 G 123 7B { 175 AF ¯
20 14 DC4 72 48 H 124 7C | 176 B0 °
21 15 NAK 73 49 I 125 7D } 177 B1 ±
22 16 SYN 74 4A J 126 7E ~ 178 B2 ²
23 17 ETB 75 4B K 127 7F DEL 179 B3 ³
24 18 CAN 76 4C L 128 80 xxx 180 B4 ´
25 19 EM 77 4D M 129 81 xxx 181 B5 µ
26 1A SUB 78 4E N 130 82 BPH 182 B6 ¶
27 1B ESC 79 4F O 131 83 NBH 183 B7 ·
28 1C FS 80 50 P 132 84 IND 184 B8 ¸
29 1D GS 81 51 Q 133 85 NEL 185 B9 ¹
30 1E RS 82 52 R 134 86 SSA 186 BA º
31 1F US 83 53 S 135 87 ESA 187 BB »
32 20 SP 84 54 T 136 88 HTS 188 BC ¼
33 21 ! 85 55 U 137 89 HTJ 189 BD ½
34 22 “ 86 56 V 138 8A VTS 190 BE ¾
35 23 # 87 57 W 139 8B PLD 191 BF ¿
36 24 $ 88 58 X 140 8C PLU 192 C0 À
37 25 % 89 59 Y 141 8D RI 193 C1 Á
38 26 & 90 5A Z 142 8E SS2 194 C2 Â
39 27 ‘ 91 5B [ 143 8F SS3 195 C3 Ã
40 28 ( 92 5C \ 144 90 DCS 196 C4 Ä
41 29 ) 93 5D ] 145 91 PU1 197 C5 Å
42 2A * 94 5E ^ 146 92 PU2 198 C6 Æ
43 2B + 95 5F _ 147 93 STS 199 C7 Ç
44 2C , 96 60 148 94 CCH 200 C8 È
45 2D - 97 61 a 149 95 MW 201 C9 É
46 2E . 98 62 b 150 96 SPA 202 CA Ê
47 2F / 99 63 c 151 97 EPA 203 CB Ë
48 30 0 100 64 d 152 98 SOS 204 CC Ì
49 31 1 101 65 e 153 99 xxx 205 CD Í
50 32 2 102 66 f 154 9A SCI 206 CE Î
51 33 3 103 67 g 155 9B CSI 207 CF Ï



Unicode Characters 208 – 255 in Decimal and Hexadecimal

dec hex char dec hex char dec hex char dec hex char
208 D0 Ð 220 DC Ü 232 E8 è 244 F4 ô
209 D1 Ñ 221 DD Ý 233 E9 é 245 F5 õ
210 D2 Ò 222 DE Þ 234 EA ê 246 F6 ö
211 D3 Ó 223 DF ß 235 EB ë 247 F7 ÷
212 D4 Ô 224 E0 à 236 EC ì 248 F8 ø
213 D5 Õ 225 E1 á 237 ED í 249 F9 ù
214 D6 Ö 226 E2 â 238 EE î 250 FA ú
215 D7 × 227 E3 ã 239 EF ï 251 FB û
216 D8 Ø 228 E4 ä 240 F0 ð 252 FC ü
217 D9 Ù 229 E5 å 241 F1 ñ 253 FD ý
218 DA Ú 230 E6 æ 242 F2 ò 254 FE þ
219 DB Û 231 E7 ç 243 F3 ó 255 FF ÿ

Notes:
1. Characters 0 – 127 form the ASCII character set.
2. Characters 32 – 127 and 160 – 255 are the same in the ANSI character set.

Unicode CO and CI controls

NUL null EM end of medium RI reverse line feed

SOH start of heading SUB substitute SS2 single shift two

SOT start of text ESC esape SS3 single shift three

ETX end of text FS file separator DCS device control string

EOT end of transmission GS group separator PU1 private use one

ENQ enquiry RS record separator PU2 private use two

ACK acknowledge US unit separator STS set tranmit state

BEL bell SP space CCH cancel character

BS backspace DEL delete MW message waiting

HT horizontal tab BPH break permitted here SPA start of guarded area

LF line feed NBH no break here EPA end of guarded area

VT vertical tab IND indent SOS start of string

FF form feed NEL next line SCI single character

CR carriage return SSA start of selected area introducer

SO shift out OSC operating system CSI control sequence

SI shift in command introducer

DLE data link escape ESA end of selected area ST string terminator

DC device control HTS character tabulation set PM privacy message

NAK negative ack. HTJ character tabulation APC application program

SYN synchronous idle with justification command
ETB end of transmission VTS line tabulation set NBSP no-break space

block PLD partial line forward SHY soft hyphen

CAN cancel PLU partial line backward



Logic Function Tables
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